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Foreword et

A

Lake Molionk Mountain House has a history of hosting altruistic meet-
ings long before they became so popular. In 1883, the first conference
of Friends of the Indians was held there, a conference that later was
,broallervidlo include a more general subject. ".4ke Mohank Conference
of Friends of the Indian and Other Dependent Peoples." In 1895, a con-
ference on international arbitration met there. The dismal-history of
these subjects since then testifieS that more than motivation and intelli-
Once are needed to transform successful conferences into aMion.

More than twenty years ago, it was obvious that, given sufficient
funds, scientists and engineers could put courageous men on the moon
because these efforts would not be hampered by superstitionlioblems
of brain and behavior are another matter and in the opinion of any
people constitute a most important frontier. Although there have been
no comparable dramatic and highly visible breakthroughs in the knowl-
edge of the mechanisms of childhood development, there has been a
quiet revolution in the knowledge of how the child develops. It is now
rtcogniied that from birth to three years is an age of sinister importance.
The hope is that similarly objective studies of hOw development pro-
ceeds will be extended (and supplement existing observations of the
pe....;od) to seven years of age, when the child enters public life in the
school situation.

. 04 V
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It has Feen apvarent since MO that cognitive development is not
depen,dent on motor ack.omplishments-. It might seeitito he only a small
step 10.inu observation of overt actions in infants three to six month4 old
to t.areful observations of visual attention to various objects!at a few .

days of age, but the results have been revolutionary in directing atten-
non to the -sdiemata of cognitive development at the earliest age. Instinc-
tual behavior in human infants may be considered minimal, the sucking,
reflex, the Li-) mg signal, and perhaps imitative reactions, early body
play mg, and infantile sexuality belong in this category. The quiet revo-

1 lution of the last decade has taken infancy out bf the realm of concern
about primary necessities of vegetation and into the sphere of the fully

/

-P living human being and has shown that cognitive learning and socializf
(ion can begin at a very early age. Parents who have the interest and,
ability to understand its importance have accomplished this transition
ur Auld-rearnig fairly well on a naturalistic, almost subconscious,/level.
Those children whose parents are too harried by economic or other
problems are not so fortunate.

The t.Afererice speakers put the problem in bold relief. Although the
research studies described einphasize the importanCe of exteroceptive
stimulation of the infant, they by no means derogate the importance of
somatusensory and motor functions' and loving maternal and paternal
Bare. Tiro capacity of the very young infant to find intellectual pleasure
in manipulating a mobile, for example, was documented, but the infant

-can and often does receive similar "education" from an old tin can if
there is the emotional security of parental care and affection.

The conferenCe was notable for its scientific objectivity. The goal was
to bring people -of diverse disciplines together to communicate on the
role of early experience in visual information processing. Discussions
were confined to the subject With no "practical" implications for belief-
system conditioning techniques. The general tune was free of acrimoni-
ous arguments, as if each participant knew that the issues were too
important to permit personal polemics. Even during the extracurricular
hours, when individual differences of opinion were more openly ex-
pressed, the arguments, although pointed, were urbane and friendly.
There was a remarkable demonstration of the free-inquiry approach to
complex problems. The data were the result of hardheaded and disci-
plined naturalistic observations gently and skillfully guided by instru-

. orented measurements and manipulation of the environment. Freud,
Watson, Gesell, Piaget, and many other pioneers were present in the
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.
backgrouq, obviously inspiring or provoking the investigators, but

sreverdonunating-the Scene.
I was impressed by the emphasis on the necess' ity of integration of

two or inure sens-orimotor facilities. One wonders about the phenomenoii
of Helen Kdler and is led to the speculation that a facility not properly
used may have a negative effect on other facilities, This sugges,tiOn may'
answer.some of the puzzles }!resented.

Appropriate attention was paid to the handicapped child. but what
stood out was the_needfor greater uuderstarkding of "normal" (Aiwa-
normal developmental problems. studies of "normals" giie great insight
into the problems of the marginal child. This volume of proceedings is a
valuable supplement to the three-year study of the Jbint.Commission tan
Child Mental Health, which represents only one of many, farge-scale at-
tack on the problems of child development now receiving wide public
attention. and it lends perspectise to the work of the Interdisciplinary
Committee on Reading Problems and the,National Adv isory Committee
on Dyslexia and Related Reading Disabilities.

Myse was brought out at the conference than is immediately apparent.
If the child from birth to three y ears of age can gain such emotional and
intellectual satisfaction from simple stimulatikaand coordination of
visual, auditory. and somesthetic ense.s, db,we not have a possible
means for developing an adult with more adequate coordination of the
phylogenetically older and newer`partsof the brain? A by-product of
the inSormdtion gained from study of infancy and childhood may be the
detection of autistic children at an age when remedial measures may be
effective. Likewise, peiific learning disabilities may be detected in time

' to institute effective measures.,
WADE H. MARSHALL

.



Preface

k

The initial planning for this confeience was done by the Committee, on
Brain Sciences* of the National Research Council. The Committee's pus-
sion has been to encourage a truly holistic approach to the study of brain
and behavior to cornmunicate not only across disciplinary borders but
also between the diff&vnt levels theoleti91, basic, and appliedof re-
search endeavor. In spite of difficulties inherent in successfully imple-
menting this concept, the proposed conference received enthusiastic ,
sponsorship by the Committee, and a planning Oup was appointed,
consisting of Donald B. Iiindsley, David Bodian, Eugene Roberts, and
Francis A. Young.

The participants were drawn from three groups. experimentalists
doing basic research in vision audition, perception, and other eognitive
functions; practitioners examining, diagnosing, and treating children
witifreading, and perceptual disabilities, and educators concerned with
the best way to teach children to read. The experimentalists were trained
primarily as psychologists, neurophysiologists, and neuroanatomists.

*Members of the Committe; at that time were Carl Pfaffmann (Chairman). David Bodian, Victor
Denenberg, Edward Evart& Ralph Gethd, Seymour Kety. Donald lindsky, Neal Miller. hank
Morrell, Wilfrid Rall (from June 1968), Eisigene Roberts, Walter Rosenbhth (to June 1968),
Francis Schmitt, and Klaus Unna.
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Ihe prat owners 1.1,erc oplithalmoloz,ists, neurologists. optometrist..., and
pediatrit lans The educajors were workine, In vaduatr-schools ;.7t educa-
tionand weft: trainitv, future .teachers. ih addf ion to tarrying out
reseifircb

The goat of the tonferente was to intel..ciate baste,. knowledge of struc-
ture and methamsips i;it'` eye and brain With their function and their be-

h.oloridroles 6;1 perceptionotith flu; lotus on undtulying fat tors that
may 4ontribiite to rending disordet,,,!, The speakers were urged not to
talk for their colleagues in their owii fields, bui'io emphasize points
about Muth Workers in otherdist iplines should. be aware. This volume
()Map, both the prepartd manuscripts and the distus.>ions that took

plate at the tonferente. Manse it was often impossible tikavoid the
use of spetiahted terms, a glossary is includ5d. The introduction
ludes a desk ription of the % tsuai profess .Intl othvrinformition thought

to be useful to readers trollied in distirInies peripheral to those of the
speakers. This voluthe is intended for an interdiqiplinary, scientific
readership of wide range. It is hoped that readers, like the conference .

partitipants. may rind not Concepts and stimulation from this'attempt
to open at critics of approatlt to sorra! important problems of childhood

In an effort to reach the widest possible-readership. publication of a
conset Otte act-oubt of the conferente is being prepared by one of the
editots In nocitetbniwl terms with germane background material.*

Many favors tontributed to the confer'. rite and to this publication.
Crucial were the financial support of the conference by the National
Institute of Neurialogt,a1 Weases and Stroke and the subsidy frdm the
Biaatiw Fund of the National Atailemy of Sciences for public,ationpf
the prot eedings. We thank the many persons who helped with the con-
ference and the publication,

"tiering, Perception, and Reading, by't mot.* A You' ig (to be put-111%111d)

< .
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Introduction

.1

The prim, iparrrie ins of acquiring and at.eumulatini mforniatlitir is
through the printed word or symbol To optmizi.rThe u of pnnted
information through a progressive learningprocest s necess1;y for a
Child not onl} to learn to read. but to gratimilly develop a high degree
of skill, speed, and efficiency in readinr

.IP
Some children-. known as nonreaders, never learn to rtFacl. Others leant

In rea*but only very slowly. with great daficulty, and metTieleniW,
'thus inlipairmg their .t.quistion of knowledge dunng the school ears
and throughout Ilk Still others karrito read on :chedule, but with

' van, mg degrees of skill and effluiency . as measured in terms of speed of
reading. Lorriprehensiun, ability to select information and process it info
mer.aory storag.e. and ability to retneve information from shut t. or long
term storage and use it for t.oncept formations thinking, and problem,
solving 01 gt4:4l importanw, also, eVell to a t hill 411011d, fv,irned to
read, are the ease of reading and the pleasure.:dforded by tin? reading,
process when eortei.tly and ellii.wntly learned anti the rewards that it
brings by way of achievement Motivation to read and extend one's
knowledge is Lnicidi in the aoluisition of education. culture, and gen-
erJ1 enlightenment

It
4
sould he evident that readrng, which, once !carnet): +CCM'. like

12
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Niich a simple processt is indeed a ':complicated aspect at a broader
!nlonsiation-provaissing function, including perception and higher cogni
rive pr zccsses 11-e, abilrt to see and read printed words 'depends onthe .
qualities of the physical stimulus to g, illrlmrnatrcn, visibility, contrast).
thf: form and pattern of the printed elenients triter,, words,:sequeneo
olwords, and ca on), and, of course, knowledge or understanding of
tl language of which the words are symbols_ In addition. the eyes must
be trained to scan the stationan, stimulus patterns prpvidtd by the
printed test in a sines of stopandlo movements, usually two or three
fixations (saLeailik. eye Movements) pet line. affording tachistoscopic -7"

expostires during which the span of apprehension permits intake and
prckessint of information, pfk). vided that attenti6n is maintained At
sum l tThf the-visual system, either* the retina of farther aleng in
the isual pathways of the brain, suppression or inhibition of input ap-
parently occurs, during the intentbing eve movements, inasmuch as no
smearing or blurring of the type IN apparent during the course ofscan
sion of each line, Likewise., the adjacent portions of other lines, although
within the visual field of each fixation, are sofnehovb suppressed, po
sibly by seleawe attention to the line being read

These are just a few of the aspekts of the process of reading Witlamili
the conference was concerned In planning the cdrifereme, it was recap
nia,cd that there is a great deal of basic information about vision and
visual perception and that in rece`nt years much nelivinformation has
been acquired about the. mechanisms ii1 they eye and the brain-that, has
not been bi,ktiglit to the attention of those concerned with apphedpre
lens in which these inei.hanisms are involved. urtherniOre, cOnsider''
able qffort has been eiCpeachi:d in a seardi for tlie.opset antidevelop-,
rr if various psychologii. and LiChaVIOrai functions,aswell as their

drok. and physiologay. precursors. In sonie instances, deliberate interr
le knee with or blocking of ,klevelopment of furicLons has been atternpted'
in younganiritals. In others, manpulation of the..environment, either in
the form of sensory deprevation'or restriction or in the fOrm of enrich4
ment and enhancement of stimulation, has been studied with the arm
of detemuninghow these changes affect the developing and maturing
organism

, .

Torovide air orientation to4, rd reading behavior, Jeanne re-

views the philosophies and methods that been used during the last
40 sears ui the tealiing and assessment of reading skills_ Trends in the
te,k!Ang-of reading have gone full circle from .; "decoding einpli4.-as"

. 4.3



Introduction

first learning the alphabet and the composition of words-to "meaning
emphasis"-Iirgely ignoring.theialphabet and syllable apprdach and con-
eeptrating on the meanthas of words and phrase patterns as wholes. Dur-
ing the last decade, the more innovative approaches !rave shOwn a swing
back decoding emphasis, to be followed,whel appropriate by mean-
ing emphasis. Although the results of her study seemed.t0 favor this ap-
'peach, she cautiously states that the evidence- is by no. means cleat-Fut.

Dr. Chap's presentation emphasizes the importante of periodic con-
erences of this kind in extending the knowledge of reading and reading
}}ssoorders and providing bases for decisions. It also highlights the too

,mammon failure of basic scientists to realize the extent t0 which their
own somewhat specialized research may have importangraplications
for educators and practitioners.:

The initial capers are concerned with the role of the visual, system in
information processing, starting with the more peripheralaspicts-those
hrolving the eye-and moving along thvisual pathways to the visual
cortex. Because the nonspecialist may iOt be familiar with the visual
process, a description of how the image is formed and what happens to
the nerve impulses generated is presented hege. I

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the general attires of tie visual
system. The is essentially a spherical body, exce for the slight
bulge at its anlerior surface proviAd.by the cornea, the exposed part
of the eye. The lateral Ind posterior walls.of the eyeball consist of the
sclera, a,tough outer membrane that serves as a protsgive and restrain-
ing covering for the contents of the eye, vitich are under pressure greater',
than that of the atmosphere-Inaide the sclera is the deeply pigmented

. choroid, which contains the principal blood supply for the eye and pre-
vents light from entering the eye through the sclera, thus preventing
light scattering within the eye. Inside the choroid is the retina. Corftain-
ing the receptor elements (rods,and cones); bipolar cells, which form
synapses with cones`and multisynaptic contacts with rods;and ganglion 's.

Cells, which form synaptic contacts frith bipolar cells. The axons of
.

ganglion cells comprise the haff-million fibers of theoptic nerve in liken.
Also within the retina are important multiconnector cells (horizontal
and ainacrini ). some cells thought to serve integrative and slimmative .

-funtions, and othersthought to serve the role or lateral inhibition and .

exeltation. which are impdrtant to image contrast in the retina and to
on- and off-center receptive aids. The rods and cones are next to the

,
choroid.

4'
14
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Introduction

. Light penetrates the cornea and passes through the pupil, which is
formed.by the iris. The iris, through the action of its circular and radial

. muscular coats, regulates the site of the pupil and the amount of light
entering the eye. The entering light is refracted'or bent primarily at the
air-cornea interface and slightly at the interface with the aqueous humor
of the anterioi chambet immediately behind the cornea. Following the
major refractive effect of the cornea, the lens, whose curvature increases

, when the suspensory ligaments that encompass it are relaxed by action
of thj muscles of the ciliary body, provides the second most important
refractive effjet on the light rays. Light continues through the'gel-like
vitreous humor filling the posterior two thirds of the eyeball and then
passes through the layer of ganglion cells and their axons, which leave
the eye through the optic disk (blind spot) to form the optic nerve. The
light must also penetrate the layer of bipolar cells befoie it reaches the
absorbing substances contained within the rods and cones, where photo -
chemical procesesoccur. These reactions to light cause generator poten-
tials to be b,ailt up in'the receptor cells, thus initiating nerve impulses
that are transmitted across the synapses between receptor cells and bi-
polar cells and then across the synapss,between bipolar and ganglion
cells. Horizontal and amacrine cells play a role in regulating the flow of
impulses through these, retinal paths to the optic nerve. For the most
r -)rt, light that escapes the,retinal receptors is absorbed by the heaVily
pigmented choroid. A schematic illustration of neuroretinal components
is provided in the paper by Boynton (Figure 8, p. 107), histologic sec-
tions of the retina are reproduced in Gllckstein's paper.

The optical apparatus of the eye needs physical and dynamically func-
tional characteristics for bringing patterned rays of light into proper,
focus on the sensitive and labile photographic screen known as the ret-
ina. Typically, if a point source is to be seen clearly at reading distance,
accommodation must occur and the eyes must converge (as described
below) in order to bring tb.: image of the point onto the foVea (the por-
tion of the retina at the back Of the eyeball where only cones are found).
At the same time, pupillary constriction limits the exposed lens to its
region of greatest curvature and, least aberration. The high density of
cone receptors in the fovea and their essentially one-to:one relationship
to bipolar and ganglion Lells affords a high resolution of the image pro-
jected on the fovea! retina. If light were focused parafoveally or on the
peripheral retina, fine discrit,:nation and high-acuity resolution Would
not be possible. Such a situation may arise in the case Of strabismus or
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"squint," described in Alpern's paper, if the muscles of the eyes are ino
adequate to maintain proper convergence alignment, so that the Imairs
in the two eyes are not formed on corresponding retkul points. In am,
mal eyes, the two images are formed on corresponding retinal points,
and the slightly different views of an ohjecjgive rise to the
effect of depth. However, with respect to roost plane suifaces1
formed on the retina of the nondominant eye is partially ( times
wholly) suppressed in favor of the dominant eye. This supp may.
be demonstrated by holding a finger at arm's length and I over its
tip binocularly at the wall beyond; when the right eye (if Jinkuutt) is
closed, the view with the left eye shifts markedly to the light, whreas,
if the left eye is closed, the view remains the same as when seen binotti-
larly.

Visual accommodation is the process by which the lens of the eye ad-
justs to focus light from a near object on the retinifor near-point view-
ing. As the ciliary muscles attached to the ciliary body contract and
reduce tension on the suspensory ligaments, the elastic properties of the
lens allow it to bulge anteriorly; it thus has greater curvature and refract-
ing power to bend light rays to a focus on the retina for a near-pokit
fixation. When the eyes converge on a more distiuit point, the ciliary
muscles relax, tension of the suspensory ligament is restored, and the
lens tends to be flattened out, with less curvature and refracting power.
When tither (or both) of these actions La no longehiossible or when
other characteristics of the eye change, innkingit impossible to bring
light to a focus on the retina, corrective lenses are neeeleuy. If light
comes to a focuk behind the retina, rather than on it, owing to lackOf
refractive power of the eye, a condition of hyperopia, or farsighteanen,
exists. In infancy,. although the eye Usti* small, the tens is nearly of
adult size and thus contributes a greater portion of the total refraCtion
of the eye than in the adult. In old age, the total refracting power of the
lens is reduced by decreased elasticity, producing hyperopic or fattish
ness (presbyopia). Light focuses in front of the retina in nearsighted, or
tnyopic, persons, who have no difficulty reading at near distances that.
would bcdifficult for a normal (emmetropic) eye. The power Qf a lens
necessary to correct for improper focus on the retina is expressed in
diopters, or the reciprocal of the, focal length (given in meters). Thus, a
concave (minus) lens with a focal length of 0.25 m would be 11-0.25,
or 4 diopters.

'4) Other aberrant properties of the optics of the eye that may lead to'
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difficulty in reading come under the headilig of astigmatism. Thecurva-
lure of the cornea or lens may be irregular in one or more dimensions,
so that the image on the retina is clear in one place and fuzzy, in another.

During accommodation and convergence, the pupil constricts. All
three of these ations are mediated by the third cranial nerve (oculo-
motor), they otrcur in focusrng on a line of type in reading and create a
sharp image o corresponding points of the two retinas. In reading, the
eye moves fro t left to right in quick saccadic jerks produced by the ex-
ternal rectus uscle of the right eye and the internal rectus of the left

_eye, while the opposed recti of bdth eyes retain sufficient tension to
cause proper. convergence. A pair of muscles is also attached above and
below the eyeball. These four symmetrically placed muscles control up
and down a d right and left movements of each eye. In addition, a pair
of oblique! placed muscles rotates and tilts,, the eye downward or up-
ward. Inne, ation of the external eye muscleNis via the third, fourth,
or sixth cranial nerve. It is believed that in voluntary and perhaps also
invbluritarY eye movements motor discharges from themotor eye'
fields of the cortex (Brodmann's area 8) convey imptilses to the region
of the. midbrain and pons. Thus, cortical control of eye movements is
possible, i'byt it is uncertain how much of a role the higher centers in the
motor cprtex play in the usual tracking movements of the eyes during
readineyvith frequent stop and go interactions.it seems more proBable
that tr 'king movenients are mainly of reflex nature and are a function
of reti al excitation and neural discharges feeding back to optomotor
and p tectal nuclei.

W %rt light activates the retina and generates impulses in the optic
nery and optic tract, most of these neural messages pass to the lateral
gem elate nucleus.in the thalamus and thence via the optic radiations to
the rimary visual cortex (area 17) along the striate area of the medial
sur ace and the tip of the occipital lobe. A much smaller fraction of the
im ulses pass by way of the superior colliculus to the tectal region of

, th midbrain. In Figure I, pathways along the superior colliculus are
s1 wn schematically as curved lines emanating from below the lateral
g niculate nuclqs and passing to the superior colliCulus or pretectal,
nuclei, whence it is a short path to the optomotor nuclei and the reticu-

lar formation of the lower brain stem. The reticular formation plays a
'role in arousal, activation, and attention; some investigators think that

i
it also plays a role in learning and memory processing. Thus, 1n addition
to the specific visual pathways via the lateral geniculate nucleus of the
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thalamus and optic radiations to the visual cortex, there are indirect or
nonspecie pathways from the optic tract to the superior colliculus and
Rretectal nuclei pf.the midbiain. The latter undoubtedly constituteim-
portant feedback pathways for the regulatiOn of the optics of there t
and eye-movement control, and provide possible connections with the
reticular formation of the lower brain stein, and possibly also with the
pulvinar. The excitability of the cortex may be influenced through these
nonspecific arousal and activation mechanisms. Thus, such indirect con-
trol of cortical activities generally, and perhaps visual cortical activity
specifically, may play S role in the degree to which attention is main-
tained in reading and similar visual tasks. The nonspecific visual path-
ways are described in detail in the paper by Buser.

The lateral geniculate nucleus is organized as a six-layered structure,
and a pattern of input from the two eyes comes to the Lateral geniculate
laminae.in a partially alternating manner. The organizational relationship
to function in the retina and. geniculate is demonstrated in Glickstein's
paper. The receptive-field Concept, deScribed In detail in the paper by
Jung and Spillmann and first.demonstrated in the retina, includes the .
idea that the field representationis partially retained and in some re-
spects elaborated at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus and the
visual cortex. In the visual cortex, organizations of neuron units seems
to represent simple, comSlex, and hypercomplex patterns of activation
and functioning with respect to information presented to the retina.
Some units respond to angular and linear stimulus arrays, others seem
to respond only to movement, and so forth. Marg reports oil some of
these- characteristics for single units of the human visual cortex.

Finally, because it has particular relevance to Sperry's.paper, atten-
tion is drawn to how the nasal and temporal halves of the retina receive
stimuli from the temporal and nasal halves, respectively, of the visual
environmental fields. The.optic nerve fibers from the naSal halves of
each retina gross to the opposite sides in the optic chiasin and in the
optic tract join the fibers coming from the temporal half of each retina.'',
Thus, the temporal half of the left retina and the nasal half of the right
retina, each viewing part of the right-half nasal field for left eye and
temporal field for the right eye of the field of view when the eyes are
converged-to a fixation point, send their messages via pathways to the
left hemisphere of the brain (left visual cortex of the occipital lobe).
'Similarly, the nasal half or the retina in the left eye and ,the temporal
half in, the right eye send their messages via pathways to the right hemi-

8
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sphere of the brain. A longittlinal (inidsaggital) cut through the optic
chiasm Would eliminate thetybporal visual fields for both eyes by inac-
.tivating the pathwau leading to the visual cortex from the nasal half of
each retina, Argumeittibstill prevals as to whether an how the bentral
area of the fovp divides its input-to the two halveVOf tl brain, or
whether thefovea centralis is bilaterally represented i the visuartortex
of both hemispheres.

It is generally assumed\hat the left hemiphere of he brain in right-
handed (and,perhaps right-eyed) persons is the dominant or major hemi-
sphere, whereas the right hemisphere is thenondominant or minor
hemisphere. Objections to this assumption usually revolve around the
determination of laterality or Sidedness and whether hand or eye yse is
an adequate indexof "native" or hereditary tendencies to unilateral
hemisphere control or whether eye or hated use merely reflects.the fact
that wt live in a world better adapted to the right-handed and right-eyed
majority of people. For example, a tyPii..4 school chair with a writing
arm on the right,is awkward for a left-hankd person. There are many
other examples of bdth unimanual objects and uniocular instruments
built for the'predominantly right-handed population. his argUed that
such a dextrally organized world tends to prevent a hereditarily deter-
'mined preference for sinistrality from becoming a reality..lt has fre-
quently beep observed that so-calledzight-hant* children may have a
native preference for the left that manifests itself on some unimanual or
uniocular 'tests that are not biased by learning in favor of the right. Simi:
larly; some left-handed children who were compelfed to write with their
right hands may have developed stuttering speech, illegible writing, or
other. berrations. The tendency to read or writs iet;ers and woods rn
reversed or mirror (a6hion appeais in some children with reading dis-

.. ,
abilities.

And there is much evidence that the controlling motor speech center
(Broca's area) is situated in'the dominant hemisphere, namely, in the
left hemisphere of right-handed subjects. Damage to this area usually in-
duces a motor aphasia, whereas damage to the homologous area of the
nondominant hemisphere does not have this effect. Thus, for speech,
there seems to be good evidence of unilaterality,of control. Sperry's re-
sqlts in contrasting the perCeptual capabilities of patients with partially
"split" brains, through section of the corpus callosum, after a lifetime of
usage and orientation in which one hemisphere presumably dominated
showed greater differential hemispheric effects and more profound

124
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deficits than in patients with agenesis of the corpus callosum. The latter
patients used the two hemispheres equally, often apparently without
bias due to hereditarily or environmentally determined dominant hemi-
spheric tendency, the hemispheres tended to have equivalent perceptual
response patterns when tested separately, that is,'by limiting input to
one side or the other. By contrast, the group with section of the corpus
callosum showed more complete visual perceptual performance for the

, dominant hemisphere than was possible with the nondominant hemi-
sphere, but the minor hemisphere seemed to handle some nonvisual per-
formances that the major hemisphere did not. These results
course, havt. to be confirmed and exten&d, but. they are important to
concepts about the conflicting tendencies, with respect to both sensory
input and motor outflow, that interfere with such processes as reading,
writing, speaking, and, probably, general motor coordination in children
or adults.

There may also be important implications in this work for the estab-
lishment early in life of sure laterality and hemispheric dominance. Once
it is determined that a child is right- or left-handed and has adefinitely
dominant hemisphere for sensory input-and motor outflow, there may
be stimulus patterns or situations that should be reinforced if the domi-
nance bias is to be retained and strengthened. There may even be charac-
teristics of printed or written words that are not appropriate for persons
with sinisiral organization and dominance of the braln..This would seem
to be true: the favored extensor usage of the arm in writing tends'to
favor the forward:moving (to the right) tendency of writing letters add
words. That is to say,-some,letterssuch as' "d" and "q " perhaps re-
quire that the forward abduction (extensor/ movement to the right be
stopped in order to backtrack with an adductor (flexor) movement of
the arm in making the bulge of the letter, whereas the writing of "p" or
"b" seems mainly consistent with this direction of movement of the
arm. Wire of our practiced movements with the arms, both reflex and
voluntary, seem to involve extensor and abductor (push-away) move-
ments than flexor and adductor movements. There is room for much
more research in this field, and it seems apparent that such research will
have relevance for speaking, reading, and writing, not to mention other
functions that depend heavily on these basic modes of communicating
and processing information.

It is apparent that reading involves physical environmental stimuli
whose potential Informational value can be realized only if the visual
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system is capable of carrying the load that it is 'presumed to carry. Its
optical and oculomotor properties and characteristics must be properly
functioning and understood to achieve optimal conditions for reading.

Francis Young has studied several visual measuring methods in popu-,
lations living and working under environmental condition.1,,that have in-
fluenced the manner in which their eyokhandle refractive problems. His -
data on nonhuman primates, Eskimos, and other people (both children
and adults) appear to him quite compelling in showing that environment
and usage of the eyes Have strontinfluences on their. optical character-
istics. he reports that there ge studies that favor hereditary determina!_
tion of optical characteristics of the eye and others that favor environ-
mental influences, but that the evaluation methods are not always
appropriate and the data in many cases have been obtained under an
existing situation, rather than experinientally. Young proposes several
refinements in the measurement of visual acuity_ and related olatic.11
characteristics of the eye. He believes thart experimental studies in ani-
mals and man can be considered adecbuate for making evaluations only
when seveYM of these measures have been !carefully applied and that the
likelihood that children will experience visual difficulty due to optical
=lies in connection with reading can be appraised only when adequate
assessment of schoolchildren is made by some of flick methods.

Schubert, whose contribution is clbsely related to that of Young, at-
tempted to create myopia and astigmatism by the use of :crises and to
study the effect on far-point perception when the stimuli were presented
tachistoscopically. He concludes that this experimental approach dem-
onstrates that students-with relatively mild degrees of myopia or astig-
matism are likely to be handicapped in the school situation, where rapid
presentations of material at varied distances are involved. It would seem
that further experimental studies, closely related to classroom condj-
tionsf would add valuable know$cdge about visual requirements for stu-
dents in the school situation, especially in relation to reading.

Man's two eyes tend to work as a single unit beLnise of their precisely
coordinated movements. Cogan and Wurster disLu4s the development of
the ocular motor control of the extraocularpustles that move the eyes.
Aspning that a person has developed normal eye-,movement patq:rns,
how arc these eye movements related to what1is received in visual per-
ception? This subject is discussed by Gaardcr. I -

With normal functioning of the individual eyes and coordinated func-
tioning of the two eyes as a unit, the organism is ready to receive visual

k.
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stimuli and to bring them to a focus on the retina itself. On the retina,
however, there must be hull) ient varkition in brightness in the stimulus
pattern to permit the obsery r to discriminate the pattern. Withotiedift
ferent levels of retinal contrast, all visual input would be uniform and
...cbist mainly of evenly illuminated fields. The mechanisms underlying
retinal contrast are discussed by Boynton. If the stimulus patterns over-
lap, binocular interaction may momentarily suppress retinal sensitivity.
Alpern relates this situation to the pupillary reflex to light in strabismus.

Visual information teaching the brain is further processed by atten-
tional and perceptual mechanisms in visual information processing. Doty
discusses the various parts of the visual cortex and input areas of the
nervous system that control input channeling and determine the charac-
teristics of visual input, as far as the brain level is concerned. Sperry dis-
cusses cerebral dominance and its major role in maturation of the indi-
vidual's perceptual behavior.

The papers mentioned previously deal with th characteristics of the
visual input and the role of the nervous system in receiving and channel-

. ing The input. Turning now to attcntional'and perceptikal mechanisms,
{ht-.44re of the visual receptive fields and the intigration'of perceptual
,ilieknithia to form a meaningful unit are discussed by Jung and Spill-
mon. Mari's findings from single-unit recording in man are relevant
here. The retention and storage of vival perceptual input and its modi-
fication are the subjects of Sperling's paper, and he emphasizes the im-
portance of scanning and rehearsal. Hochberg proposes that attention is
an integral part, of the readOg process, and he explores the way in which

.the readees knowledge affects paying attention. The importance of the
raationshie of language comprehension and use -to reading ability is
stiessed by Hirih.

Several papers consider the effects of early. experience anej learning on
visual information processing, conditions the tend to vary from individ-
ual to individual, in contrast with the visual mechanisms related to re-
ceiving, channeling, organizing, and storing, which are relatively constant
for individuals. Riesen discuses the effects of various types of visual
environments on the functioning of the retina itself, and Flom 'discusses
ways in which experience influences the visual behavior of the develop-
ing infant and also considers the role of early environment on the de-
veldpmentwof anomalous visual behavior. Lantz and Lipsitt discpss the
development of pattern perception and the types of information-seeking
that occur In early inl4ncy. Hirsh considers, in the preceding section,
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Stimuli and to bring them to a focus on the retina itself. On the retina,
however, there must be sylient variation in brightness in the stimulus

rnpatte to permit the obsery r to discriminate the pattern. Withoufdif.
ferent levels of retinal contrast, all visual input would be uniform and
consist mainly of evenly illuminated fields. The mechanisms underlying ,

retinal contrast are discussed by Boynton. If the stimulus patternsover-
lap, binocular interaction may momentarily suppress retinal sensitivity.
Alperrelates this situation to the pupillary reflex to light in Strabismus.

Visual information teaching the brain is further processed by Wen-
s. tional and peiceptual mechanisms in visual information processing. Doty

discusses the various parts of the vistal cortex and input areas of the
nervous system that control input channeling and determine the charac-
teristics of visual input, as far as the brain level is concerned: Sperry dis-
cusses cerebral dominance and its major role in maturation of the indi-
vidual'svidual's perceptual behavior.

The papers mentioned previously der! with the characteristics of the
visual input and the role of the nervous system in receiving and channel-

6 1 ingihe input. Turning now to attentionarand perceptual mechanisms,
111;eliv of the visual receptive fields and the integration of perceptual
'iheriikinena to form a meaningful unit are diScussed by Jung and Spill-
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mation. Mares findings from single-unit recording in man are relevant
here. The retention and storrge of visual perceptual input .and its modi-
fication are the subjects of Sperling's pipe; and he emphasizes the im-
portance of scanning and rehearsal. Hochberg proposes that attention is
an integral part of the reading process, and he explores the way in which
the reader's knowledge affects paying attention. The importance of.the
relationship of language comprehension and use,to reading ability is .
stressed by Hirih.

Several papers consider the effects of early experience an learning on
visual information. processing, conditions thilt tend to vary from individ-,
ual to individual, in contrast with the visual mechanism's related to re-
ceiving, channeling, organizing, and stonng, which are relatively constant
for individuals. Riesen discuttes the effects of various types of visual
environments on the functioning of the retina itself, and Flom discusses "t
ways in which experience influences the visual behavior of the develop-
ing infant and also considers the role of early environment on the de-
velOpmenttof anomalous visual behavior. Fantz and Lipsitt discos the
development of pattern perception and the types of information-sacking.
that occur In early infancy. Hirsh considers, in the preceding section,
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LEA NNE S CHALL

Learning and Not Learning to Read:

Current Issues and Trends

LEARNING .AN,D TFACHINTI.,TO READ

I would like you to pretend that you are taking a reading test. Figure 1
shows part of a test that is given to lugh;lchool and college students to
see how well and how rapidly they can read sileTtly, Thei:itid a story
very cari5.fuily so that they can answer questions about it. At, the end of
4 minute, they are told to stop reading. circle the word they are then
reading. and wait for further instructions They must then answer ques
Mons about the story without refemng to it

My reason for asking you to pretend to take a reading test is to make
you feel like a beginner to have you experience again what it means to
learn to read, Figure 2 shows the test as it really looks. The shorthand

'two
of the test illustrates, m411 ,oversimplified manner, that there are

two ba.sic requisites in reading knowledge of the notational system and
knowledge of the language. Unless you had learned Pitman shorthand,
you could nut read the shorthand vilsion of the teat (Figure 1), ly,..cause
you did not know, the system of notation, altWough. as you can see from
the regular version (Figure 2). you could comprehend the lagguage, But
even if you had taken the regular version of the test, you might not have
gotten an optimal score, because you did not concentrate, found the

14
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content dull. arid So i.'ili:IThe essential point is that the child who is be-

" glinting to learn to teall his native language is in much the stole position .

as At perwn who does not know shorthand but Is asked to read it lie has
a pretty good 4. 0rnintind *:,)f his language. It is not advanced. but he has-
an extensive vos.abillaq, as the various estimates of the number of words
known by the average 6-yeareild child testify (A reasonable estimate is
about 4,000 words Tor the average English-speaking 6-year-old in the
first grade. ") Linguists Aso tell us that by the age of 6 he has good con-
trol over the major grammaptal structures of English .1

tiring n writtenthe ktational system the wtten code) of the language he al-
In .;. sense. the first task the child when he learns to read is mas-

ready speaks.aq urider-tvidi Ilo .' ..an he best learn this wntten-code"' ,

Here is where we find re:,1Cli of th confusion and debate about the teach-
mg of reading. All authors of read ng programs acknowledge that the
ultimate goal of reading instructs n is, not mastery of the notational
system 1 e , saying, sounding out. or decoding pnnted words but get-
tinji the meaning of the message, nut. in their approach to the beginner.
some tend to stres the &ending, rather than the meaning. coinponent
of reatflitg as il"Wbe4'outk to the ultimate goal The problem in the
teaching of reading M the Lrnitd States, England, and probably other
s.ourartes with sunthu writing systems is how ti# program these two com-
ponents of reading for the beginner so that he will ultimately be, able to
t,ompretiend the canted forni of his language as efficiently as or more
efficiently titan thets-poken form. -

f

, i

Pet tidAT VerstAN 31t7191tig L.MpfitMlIS

I analyzed more than :0 beginning reading programs, including the two
Nailing series used most widely in the United States during 3962-1965 .
I the duration of the study supported by the Carnegie Corporation') and
innovative programs in print or in an expenmental stage at (fie time
119670 From a rather extensive analysts of thesb programs, I found
that they could be plai.ed on a deectiling.to-meaning emphasis contin-
uum At one. end.were programs that stressed the decoding component
at the start, at the other end were programs that stressed the meaning
component at the start

The most wittily used reading series during 1902-.1965 (indeed, spice
About the 1930's) was at the meaning end of thecontinuum In such
reading`programs. the Odd is viewed as a nimiature adult, who, from

la
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the start, is asked to react to the printed terms of words, phrases, sen-
tences, and stones Most of the child's practice time (it the teacher fol-
lows the manuals that accompany 'the readers) is devoted to answering
que%!)ons on the pictures and the content of what is read. Thee words
used in the beginning books are highly controlled and limited to the '
commonest in the 1- ndisli language Only a kW new words are added in
each lesson. 1n the early 19b0's, the total number of different words
taught in the (aye books I three pr. -primers, a primer, and a tirst reader)
eat the typical basal Series for the first grade was about 250-350. The
words are selected on a meaning-frequency pnnciple,, i.e., words judged
to be within the-child's understanding and frequent in the language g,en-
cull!. ,Afteuthe child learns to recognize, 'pas wholes,;' about 50 of these
words. he is taught to analyze words, that is, he -is taught which letters
or letter combinations stand for which sounds (decoding). But that is .

secondary, to learning to iccognize words as wholes 01-id to "reading for
meaning " . i

Most of the innovative programs of the early 1960's, as well aS those
predominantly in use before the 1930 in the United States, were at .
the decoding end of the eiliphasth con

k
nuum. Such programs give /note

attention, at the beginning to the sy stematic teaching of the relation-
shi between the spoken a, . written forms of words' They usually , al-
tlioillili nut always. teach the mild the alphabet before he is taught to
recognize words, or while he is being taught to recognize words Gener-
ally, code-emphasis programs view learning to read as a two-stage proles

or mastery of the alphabetic code and then reading for thcaning. Code-
emphasis prograins Iran., and in my classification I included sy stematic
phonics programs, the ,,ocalled linguistic approaches of Bloomfield and
File:. thd )inlet the early reading vocabulary to regularly spelled words,
and ',chewy that use an initial modified alphabet for instance, the
Initial Tea hint! Alphto Ii I A 1 with a more regular sound-to.-symbol
.5,,orksporidt.rhv Although code- emphasis pprrims put early stress on
learning the alphabetic principle. they.also have beginners "'read for
inealum..... But m epieral, ctparcd with meaning-emphasis approaches,
the child spoitp:PiJtively less,lime at the beginning on "reading for
meaning" and more on mastering the alphabetic principle. '

the crucial questions here are Does the beginning emphasis make a
chtferentbe'! Do pupils di; better when initiated into re iding by -at.OLle-
cmph,isis or hl, a 111e40111N1111)11asis approach? Does one or another of
thew two approaches produce fewer tadures1 To antfwer these questions,
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fromI reviewed the research conducted frqm about 1910 to the time of the
. completion of the rust research report to the Carnegie Corporation in

1965.4 Included in my analysis were classroom experiments comparing
the effects of these two basic approaches, laboratory experivents on
learnidg to read, correlational studies on factors related to success in.be-
ginning reading, and selected "classic" clinical studies of children who

, failed or had unusual difficulty in learning to read.
The evidence was not absolutely clear-cut. But it did indicate a trend:

the programs that could be classified as having a code emphasis, rather
than a meaning emphasis, produced better reading and spelling achieve-
ment. The advantages of code-emphasis programs lasted at least through
the grades for which' there was sufficient evidence -the end of the third
grade or the beginning of the fourth. Few researchers followed .their '
children through the fifth and sixth grades, and none followed them
through high school. However, on the basis Of the evidence through the

...-- fourth grade, I hypothesized that the ,advadfagel associated with code -

emphasis programs would remain longer, if the reading programs in the
later grades were sufficiently difficult to challenge the early superior
attainment of the children who had be.en in those programs. Although
the clinical studies analyzed did-not have the data to confirm or deny
that code-emphasis programs produce fewer children with reading diffi-
culties, I was able to conclude that their problems are probably less
serious and more amenable to remedy. In other words, although codei-
emphasisprograms are not guaranteed to teach all childien to read
easily, they tend to lead to fewer serious reading problems.

There was some evidence, too, that the advantages of code-emphasis
initial programs were greater among children of lower mental ability,
children of loW,socioeconomic status, and children who are predisposed
tta having difficulty in learning to read.

I
The trends evident from the classroom experinients and clinical stud-

ies were supported by the laboratory experiments and the correlational
studies. Indeed, knowledge of the names (and sounds) of the letters in
kindergarten or early in the first grade frame out as one of the strongest
predictors of success in first-grade reading in studies done as early as the
1930's up through 1965,5 and also in the most recent U.S. Office of
Education (usoll cooperative first-grade studies completed in 1966.7

Probably more classroom experiments comparing the effects of dif-'
ferent methods of initiatinethe beginner into reading have been con-
ducted since 1965 than were conducted up to 1965. What are the re-
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sults? Do they support or refute the interpretations that I drew from
the research up 'to 196-5?

Fortunately, Robert Dykstra, one of th"e coordinators of the USOL
cooperative studies, has summarized the results and made the compari-
son for us. He drew together specific data from .the cooperative research
program pertinent to the issue -of effectiveness of code-emphasis as op-
posed Co meaning-emphasis programs in initial reading instruction. Fol-
lowing the classification scheme for beginning reading approaches that I
devised for the Carnegie study,' he qategorized conventional basal read-
ing programs as meaning-emphasis, and linguistic and Phonics-first basal
reading programs as code-emphasis.

After analyzing the studies that were relevant to this issue, he con-
cludeds :

Data from the Cooperative Research Program in First-Grade Reading Instruction
tend to-support Chaff's conclusion that codeemphasis programs produce better
over-all primary grade reading and spelling achievement than meaning-emphasis pro-
grams. This superiority is especially marked with respect to pronouncing words
orally in isolation, spelling words from dictation, and identifying words in isolation
on a silent reading test It is apparent that cunceutrated teaching of the alphabetic
code is associated with improved initial ability to encode and decode words.

'Other Factors

Method alone does not account for all differences. Success within all
methods is related to characteristics of the pupil, the school, and the
teacher, Indeed, larger differences were often found among schools and
teachers using similarnethods than among those using different methods.
Dykstra,' in an earlier summary of the 1, i. studies based on compari-
sons o( beginning reading programs that varied in characteristics other
than meaning or code emphasis, concluded that the ;total instructional
setting and the teacher were probably more important for reading
achievement than the specific method used.

This conclusion has some support from one of the cooperative first-
grade studies direct1/4,1 by Shirley Feldmann and me.' We attempted to
find out what it is about the teacher that makes a difference in pupil,
achievement, Detailed weekly observations of teachers who we,s4sten-
sibly using the same basal reader (meaning-emphasis) program showed
considerable variation in implementing it. Generally, we found little cor-
respondence between what the teachers said they did and what they
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were actually observed to do. When initial readiness Characteristics of 1

pupils were controlled, the following faCtors were related Positively to
reading achievement at the end of the first grade: overall teacher compe-
tence, a thinking approach to learning, providing children with materials
of suitable difficulty (neither too easy nor too hard), and a greater ern-
phasis on teaching the relation between sounds and letters (code em-
phasis).

What can we conclude from the research through 1965 and from the
more recent USOF. studies? Certainly, that method itself is not a simple
matter, or a sufficient condition for achievement. Even without the evi-
dence available from these experiments, it does not take unusual astute-
ness to observe that teachers vary in competence and skill in implement-
ing any method; that children vary ip background, abilities, interests,
and receptiveness to different learning tasks; and that schools vary in
expectations and facilities. Thus, any reading program, even if carried
out exactly as the author prescribes, tends to vary in ils.effectiveness. It
may very well be that a less effective method in the hands of a good
teacher may lead to better reading achievement than a more effective
one in the hands of a poor teacher. But that does not deny the impor-
tance of method.

CRITERIA FOR MEASURING ACHIEVEMENT IN READING

Achievement in reading is usually measured by standardized reading
tests. These are group tests with multiple-choke items and time limits,

tesuits are expressed in terms of the age and grade of a normative
population and are usually given as grade-levelf.scores Or percentiles.*
definition, then, about half Jhe pupils who take a test will score above
and half below the grade norm (often referred to as the "national norm ").
These tests have floors and ceilings, and are designed for narrow grade
ranges. The, important point,about floors and ceilings is that in taking .

.
successively Incive advanced reading tests a s h aroceeds through the
grades, a pupil may, through fortuitous successful filling in of a few
blaiiks, show increments in, achievement while, in fact, he is still illiter-
ate. The ceilings may also underestimate the real achievement of the,
advanced readers in each grade.3

Most standardized reading tests measure a conglomerate of skills and
abilities that ate often hard to separate. The names of the tests may re-
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main th same at different grade-levels (1.g., vocabulary, reading corn-
prehe rate), but they measure different skillsandsibilities at .dif-
ferelt stiis of c'evelopmrt. In the primary gradesi.fOr example," test
of reading comprthensio is 'probably a stronger measure of word recog- _

niticin and decoding.illtla than of compithension, because the word :
'1.11z.and sentence structure in the selections arc usually well within the pupil's

verbal comprehension. Beginning at bout the fourth grade and con tinu-
ing into high idroOl, a reading-compkhension test measures more of
what would be considered "understanding the message' But even, here,
a low teading-cOrnpreheniion score, may result from i pupil's inability to
recognize the words, rather than from his inability to-understand the
ideas. Thus, the same grade-level score or percentile rank on the same
test may mean different things for different individuals and for the same
individual at different stages of development.

Although the newer standardized tests tend to have separate subtests'

It
aipects of reading, they do not solve theproblem entirely.

t is, still difficult, even with different subtests, to disentangle word-
iitopition and decoding skills from reading comprehension, and read-
ing comprehenslou from reading rate. It is also difficult to disentangle
word recognition from word meaning on tests usually delignated as
vocabulary or word-meaning tests. It is therefore necessary, especially -

for pupils Who are not performing as expected, to give additional indi-
vidual tests.

But even for. survey purposes, standardized reading tests have a basic
limitation that must.be kept in mind: because the scores are relative

. mearares, they do riot, except by inference, tell us how much of each of
the differenteonlpkgent reading and language skills has been mastered.
Even if we manage to improve the reading ability of all pupils in the t

United States, the percentage 0; "poor" readers will remain the same if
standardized tests as we knosi, them today are used, inasmuch as poor
readers are usually definid as those who score one or more years below
age or grade norms. Indeed, I have a strong impression. that the tests for
the primary grades published in the 1960's" &remote difficult than those'
published in the 1 94Qs and 1950's; i.e., they a greater mastery
of the component rea slcills for theoame grade-level scores. Thus, a
2.0 for a third-grader in 1 96D may represent ahigher level of skill than .

12.0 for a thitd-grader in 1940,but both pupils would be classified as
poor readers..

What we need are criterion measures, or-mastery tests, so that
. ,
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schooli; classes, and indiyidual an be evaluated not only in relation to.
each other, k.s they are nOw,b, ..4141111e.batii of theirmasttry of known..

..% . .44-1:,r-- component skills of reading.' :, .

;

r.

,-...taGNOSES isipja4
+ 4 ,

Current Status'

Meth (Siytiad and treatment of pool readers'vry a i06
depending on the 14icilities and resources available and the Viewpoints
and skills of those wholliagnose and treat. There is also considerable
variation in the criteria used to identify poor readers. Generally, in
large-scale surveys, pupils whO'icore one or more years beloW the na-
tional norm for their age or grade on a standardized reading test are
classified as "retarded" or "poor" readers. This:flassification therefore
includes both children who have limited intelligence and those who are
deficient in other areas that may be causally related-to reading achieve-
mentchildren with sensory defects; those who are neurologiCally dam-
aged, discrepant, or immature; those' in the lower socioeconomic levels
of the population; those whose emotional problems prevent them from
learning; those who have had inadequate instruction;' and those with

P 1206R k f:AVERS

combinations of these characteristics. -

The "retarded-reader" classification fails to include those who are ex-
ceptionally able intellectually, but who manageto score only "on grade
level." Such a classification also overlooks another important distinction:,
a I- or 2-year retardation from age or grade norms in the primaryrades
is different from and probably more serious.than such a retardation in
high school, where a one- or two-grade retardation may often be a func-
lion of a low rate of reading.

There is a growing tendency in schoolsand clinics to move away from
that ratheglobal4efiriition of "poor" or "retarded" readers -and to tile,

? 'Instead, the cow of the "disabled reader.", The disabled reader is a
child-who reads one or more years below the norm for his age.orgrade,
ievel.and below his mental age: Although this classification eliminates

. those v(ho'hive.difficultybecanse Of.inteIlgctital defieienciesT it, too,
poses problems. If group intelligence tests (*Itch usually, except forthe
first or second grade, requiti that the questions be read) are used, many
"disabled" readers will be overlooked. Indeed, when only school-
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administered group intelligence and achievement tests are available for
estimating th,e extent of reading disability, it is difficult to tell whether
a loW readingscore can be attributed to a low to, or a low IQ to a poor
reading score. As with the more global "retarded-reader" cIa'ssification,
exceptionally iLtilepupil,s who achieve at grade level or above but who
arepeverthele,ssitilfilitieving significantV9 below their potential are not
usuallyclassifis'ed as"`dIsabled" readers."
-.. -1

Trends

I woutaliketo sketch very briefly some of the broad trends in diagnosis
and treatment of poor readers.

As indicated earlier, a good deal depends on who makes the diagnosis
and who is responsible for the treatment. In most school systems, the
mayor burden of identificatiOn, diagnosis, and treatment still rests with
the classroom teacher. Ideally. teachers should use both standardized
and informal reading tests to estimate level of functioning, strengths,
and weaknesses in component reading and language skills, in order to
give each child in the class the appropriate instruction. That is the ideal,
but'it is extremely difficult to realize. Most classroom teachers are not
sufficiently trained in the use of individual tests and in their interpreta-
tion, nor do they have the training, the time, or the proper materials to
vary instruction bn the basis of these interpretations.'

More and mote schools or school systems (but probably not enough
to keep up with the increase in the population of school-age children)
have been appointing reading specialists to help the classroom teachers,
(or the children with readini; difriculty).,Such a reading speckilist usu-
ally gives individual tests to determine a child's strengths and weaknesses
in reading. The child's record card may be consulted for relevant data on
to, health, previous achievement in reading and related language skills,
etc. The reading specialist may then confer with the classroom teacher,
who will carry 'oura more individualized instructional program with the
child, or the child may receive "corrective" or "remedial" instruction in
reading from the reading specialist several hours a week alone or in a
small group. The child may also be referred for a physical examination
to rule out the possibility of sensory or other defects, or may be exam-
ined by a psychologist or consulting psychiatrist if an emotional or be-
havioral problem is suspected.

Generally, although the diagnosis and treatment by a reading specialist
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in a school are more analytic and intensive than those by the classroom
teacher, they are usually specific to reading. If the child makes progtess
in the "corrective" or "remedial" reading sessions, little fiirther diagnosis
is undertaken. If progress is not made, the child may be referred for a
more intensive clinical diagnosis.

A clinical diagnosis, in contrast with one carried out in a school setting,
attempts to get at the underlying "cause(s)" of the problem, as well as at
the best possible course of treatment. Ideally, a comprehensive clinical
diagnosis involves a social worker, a clinical psychologist, a psychiatrist,
a neurologist, a pediatrician, an ophthalmologist, an optometrist, and
possibly others, as well as.an educational (reading) specialist. Most clinics,
howeyer, do not have all these specialists, and the child or the parent
may be "referred out" to such specialists. On the basis of the findings of
the various speci IA, a course of treatment is recommended. It may in-
clude parent or ild counseling, psychotherapy, perceptualmotor train-
ing, remedial instruction in reading, and so on. .

Unfortunately, such a multidisciplinary approach to diagnosis and
treatment, although accepted as ideal, is still quite rare. And even with a
full complement of specialists from different disciplines, it is not easy\ to
make a differential diagnosis. My own experience indicates that a psycho-
logically or psychiatiically oriented clinic tends to find that most chil-
dren referred to them because of reading disability have emotional prob. /
lems and usually recommends some form of psychotherapy or counseling ,'/
in addlton to or in place of remedial instruction in reading. In contrast,
a neurologically or medically oriented clinic tends to find neurologic or
physiologic defects, malfunctions, or immaturities. Some neurological
oriented clinics recommend intensive retraining in readin. g, writing, a ci
spelling, usually with heavy code-emphasis, for pupils who still hav not
mastered the fundamental literacy skills. More recently, some me wally
oriented clinics have been experimenting with direct teaching to he par-
ticular deficit in visual and auditory perception that the pears to
have.1° /

The differences in diagnostic findings among clinics with different
orientations may, of course, be explained by a kind of self;ieferral by
parents and school perionnel who identify the child as a r ading prob-
lem to begin with. Itis the parent and the teacher who make the first
hypothesis about the possible cause, and then probably refer the child
to a clinic that "fits" the hypothesis. I would suggest he Poss;bility that
the frequency of some diagnostic findings reported some clinics re- .
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forms of treatment can be and possibly are effective, although it is not
always clear what it was about the treatment that made for the effec-
tiveness, or whether the treatment's effectiveness could be said to con-
firm the validity of the diagnosis. Because all remedial treatine.ntk(like
all psychotherapies) have in cognition a concern and care for the child,
an acceptance of his difficulty, and a promise of hope to him and his
parents, some improvement,can be expected from'all of them. But if we
are going to learn more about the phenomenon of reading disability, we
will have to do the kind of clinical and controlled research that will ulti-
mately lead to knowing what leads to what.

The few follow-up studies of pupils who received remedial help (not
always specified) in university-affiliated reading clinics seem to indicate
that children who receive remedial reading up to the point where they
can read well enough to funVIon in school do tend to maintain the gains
they make. There is also some evidence that the earlier the identifica- ,

tion and remedial treatment. the great:r the chance for-a successful out-
come. 2

Early Identification

What about the effectiveness of programs of early identification and
treatment before the fast grade? Here, we must await the evidence. The
practice of setting up transition classes for "high-risk" children is still
too new to know whether the expense of time and effort is worthwhile
in terms of progress made in learning,how to read or in the overall ad-
justment of the child. I would hazard a guesi that, even though some of
these intervention prOgramslare successful in making the child more
"ready" for regular reading instruction in the first grade, his success in
the regular first grade and late!' will depend also on the kind and quality
of instruction he receives there.
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DJACUSSION

DR I- IN liSt. t 1" Dr Chat', you have spoken about the broad aspects of the prob.
lent of reading, the criteria for reading, and how we have measured the state of
the child's problem, and you have spoken about perceptual factors in reading,
Youtaid not make a special point of the matter of learning to attend. For ex-
ample. children are asked to read the Iowa Silent Reading Test silently and then
turn it over and answer the questions, I am sure That we have Jihad the expert
once. when we have taken a test, of nut expecting the contont,,of the test There
is the difficulty of focusing attention on the test and perceiving the relations
that are interwoven in the written language. To what extent has this been proved
td be a problem, or to what extent have investigators focused on the matter of
learning to attend' We speak of learne.goto attend and learning to.pmeive, which
seem to me to be very fundamental problems
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Ores &HALL Attention is del-mild} an important part of learning to read or of
leaning JO) dung In fact, I wonder whether some methods ate more successful
than others because they help to focus a clad's attention better A method that
requires a child to trace a word. or write it, and sJ it at the same time focuses
Ins attention mute than just asking him to say the rd he sees In fact, in the

,earlier classroom experunents that I analyzed for the Carnegie study and oho in
the more recent Limn: studies. reading programs that incorporated writing with
early reading instruction showed benefits over those that did not_ Another bit of
evidence of the impint.uice of attention comes from 4.striall study that I did in
I465 with colleagues at City College of New York (.1 Chall, F Roswell, L Alshan.
and M Bloomfield. unpublished) in which first tuade teacher,* asked to rate,
on a free point scale, their pupils ability to pay attention' There was a significant
relationship between the teachers" ratings of the pupils ability to pay attention
and achievement in reading Also, one of the (actin\ that de flinch found to be a
significant predictor of reading failure among preschool children was hyperav
nvity or difficulty in attending 1

on iiia i 1 I recently read a paper (AmiSr I Ortlicipsychiat 38 5qq-614, MR)
by .i Japanese group churning that there was no dyslexia among a large popula.,
lion of Japanese children. whereas the yes for all European languages are rather
similar If this is a valid bit of wuk. I think if poses an exaimely important

. point as to the nature of 'the problem We might be able to determine thelicart
of the difficulty from such comparative studies

li re KAGAN I know that study- I am not suriesting that the following fact ex.
phials it, but 44'.1- of the teachers in those schools were men.

on w Air MARSHALL That brings up the finding that the ratio of boys to girls
t in children haviiib 4,..i.cloprriental dysleXia is 5 or 6 to 1, I wonder whether that

is simply because boys are more active and are disciplined more often
.

014. e it Att. The Japanese article interests me very much- The first thing that cam e

to my mind when I read It was that it was based on few cases and on teacher
Judgment If it is true that there is no dyslexia among Japanese children. or a
smaller percentage than in western countries, then many explanations are pos.
sible One explanation that was already mentioned by Dr ,Kagan may have some-
thing to do with it the male reacher

Another ha. to do with the Japanese notational system. which is syllabic. al
though it uses ideographs as well, English and other European languages arc
basttally phonemic. that is. the separate 4.uns4;1-ant and vowel sounds are tee
resented by separate letters or late/ combihations In the literature on mailing.
we find in both clinical reports and correlational studies that the sounding and
hlending of phonemes (for instance. icla;ti) are particularly difficult for the se-
verely disabled reader Orion made a funicular point about blending difficulty
among 11.1 clinical cases In Japanese, the written du:asters stand for syllables,
Out is, .here are separate visual notations for na.nc. nt.no, and nu that do

2N
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resemble each other Therefore, the Japanese cluhldoes not needto make the
tine. distinctions in vowel and consonant sounds that the English-speaking child
must make, nor does he have to blend. vowelf and consonants aseloes the Amen

'can or English child
A thud possible explanation, is that education in Japan is highly valued and

highly competitive A great deal of time is spent on leatninj, espeiNally on learn-
tng to read.

Silll another explanation involves the way reading is taught. I think the Japa-
nese and Chinese teach writing early simultautously with reading, and even guide
the children's hands in writing. And early writing does I* to be related to
early acquisition of reading skills.

DR ID WING What about the fact that the Japanese and the Chinese read verb-
caily.'is opposed to moving from left to right/

DR CH ALL That might have a beanngon the problem I understand that those
languages can be written horuontally as well

DR STAIGER 1 might add two other possible reasons for the Japanese-language
difference. One d 117C.SeCial pressure brought to bear on the child- his whole
family loses face if he does not succeed in school Another Ahat the Japanese
have two systems of writing. one is ph-onic, and anldren arc introduced to the

* phonic system and'then graduated to the Chinese ideographs. The two -stage s-

tern is possibly something likereur its and other simplified 'alphatie4 Perhaps
there is a relationship there . .

One comment on the vertical wilting A Japanese friend of mine said that his
biggest problem irwead4was moving his eyes up and down and he found that,
to be comfortable 4f he read for .any length of tinie he had to moseihis whole
head, not just thseye muscles

DR IN G ft AM According to ISigpordild Ctitg-hley wily one ts pc of Japanese script
is likely to bk associated with dyslexia, and that is the one that usc, phonic
spelling The-writing of the syllable foi -ram.- which May be a cloud with a few
drops of rain comingdown out of it, is much less likely to involve dy slexia

I am very surprised to hear that pressure on Japanese children is more likely
to

. -
reduce dyslexia than to macaw it'
It is possible that children with difficult) in reading and writing have difficulty

in maintaining their attention lot any length of time. and cenainly that has been
the experience in the Word Blind Institute inCopenhagen, where it was found
that the more severely atfected the child is, the shutter the period of remedial
instruction may Ise Therinay start with five or six *mils of 5 or 10 mm at a
time during the day I agree that oVetaLtive Children for example. the hyper-
kinetic children descpbed by Nati and Stemmer (Develop Med. Child Neurol
4 I 14-127, igb2 t may have difficulty in sustaining attention, but is it not also
posoble that. if you ask a child to do something that he finds particularly thin,
cult, it will be very difficult for him to maintain his attention span"
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.DR. YOUNG I would like to know at what JO Japanese children start to read.
Some years ago, I talked to some educators who were a pat! of a group that
studied the Russian school system They mentioned several times in our disc
stuns that Russian schoolchildren do not weal glasses in the same proportions as
American schoolchddren. Ariterican schoolchildren do not wear glasses in the
same proportions as Japanese schoolchildren One of the differences between the
American and Russian school systems was that we staff out children reading
around the age of b, and they start a year later, I am curious -about whin the
Japanese start to read.

stt ANKWEILE R. Dr Dut raised the 4uestion of a cross comparison of Ian...
guage and reading difficulties, ! did not know that the western languages had
similar rates of reading dvabilities, If that is true, to know about it be-
i.ause westorn languages differ enormously in zl,e degree in which they have pre-
dictable phonic stiucture, it seems to me that differences or similarities in the
rates of reading difficulties inawestern languages ought to be of contern to us-
don't know what the facts are.

Litt, _ r tsIC.t R I know the figures from the sunty claiming that there is no dys-
lexia in Japan. but the reason that so little is reported is that, in comparison with
our country, where the dyslexia ratio of buys to girls is 5 I , there is a I I ratio.
so that it looks like less dy0!).4.1 But there is an excess of boys to girls here, corn-
pared 'willtJapari.

UK hi/ it K I have some rata dealorig with studies in schools in which pupils started
out in kindergarten with male teachers who had absolutely no sophistication in
reading instiuction. and their reading readiness .vas greater than that °c all other
B oups The very conservative school systems stilt prove that, with the male
teacher who has had no formal wading instruaion, schoolboys are proceeding
with written material much Ohre rapidly thau other groups of boys and doing
nearly as well as the gals -In fact, then mean performance is such that thefe is
no significant difference between boys and girls

pit L AMA. Our school has had a male trai.her with the same boys from the first
grade through the thud glade I think 'trey have found that the attitude of the
buys tow.101 learning is sortudi better than that of the girls that their whole
'curriculum is different, and they feel very successful

irk 4i; May I u c "reading disorders" and "dyslexia" as synonymous, or can
I say that a child has a reading'illsoidet because he has dyslexia' I jaagt to call a
ilold who did not'sprak aphasic,' but I was taught by the neurofogisNo call it

"taneliage disorder- Aral may or may not be the result of aphissia
is K a it Adk I I tend not to usc tare term "dyslexia," I use the term "reading des

ability, ticsausc it does not assume a definite cause for the disability By "read-
I mean a significant discrepancy between what the child is ex.

pc. tea to read, as dammed by an individually administered intelligence test,
and what the t.lotd Lan read There are s. faufly definitions sit "dyslexia,- many
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of which assume a particular etiology, that I tend not to use it. I tend to think of
dyslexia in toms of a reading disability stemming primarily from problems that
probably hive a neurologic basis but do not necessarily show up on the usual
type of neurologic examination. The broader terms, such as "reading disorder"
and "reading disabilities;" include reading problems stemming from cultural, edu-
cational. psychologic, neurologic, or sensory deficits or problems.

'DV SILVER.: I would like to make a comment on Dr. Chairs herculean comprehen-
sive survey-, touching each area of the problem the way shell:grand defining what
she means very clearly. The question of definition of terrnsthaVbeset us at every
meeting of this nature that I have attended. The Interdisciplinary Committee*

worked out a compromise definition. We divided problems of language let us
, like reading specifically intolgroups. In the first group are children who are re-

larded 0,n reading, which means that they function lower than their age group.
This group may include children with low 19.Sind children with peripheral sen

si sory defects. In the second group are children with reading disabilitiesor reading
difficulties, which narrows the field a little bit; these are children who are re-
larded in reading with respect nut only to their age. but also to their Intelligence
'and tolheu educational opportunities (which brings in the cultural factors). This .
group would include Motivational problems. minimal atypic defects. and "specific
reading disability," which we use as synonymous with "specific dyslcsia."This
group includes developmentfl, or so-called congenital. dyslexii and designates
children who are retarded inaeading with respect to their age, intelligence, and
educational opportunities, who have noevidence el' central nervous system struc-
tural defects, and whose penpheral sensory apparatus is mfact. This would in-
clude Cntchley's group with developmental dyslexia< I think it is important to
speak the same language.

I am also reluctant to use "dyslexia" unless I modify it with the ,tenn "spe-
cific," because it has tad' many meanings< In general, it would be synonymous
with "reading &thinly." and "specific dyslexia", synonymous with "specific
reading disability "

The Japanese study troubled me, As I recall if, there were two groups,%those
who were taught by means of *phonic method, And those whomere taught hi"
iiieans of an ideographic or essentially visual symbolic method, The children who
were taught phonetically did better than the children who were taught into-
graphically. This w be consistent with what we have found (Silver. Hegin.id
and Hersh, Amer. Or thopsychiat, 377744-752. 1 3;,,7), but I questioned the
study and I am gl Dr., Ingram has reinforced that question, The study really is
a little bit'different :

Intenintettlmoy t wronoter on Readongt Probknm Cigna lot Applied LongooncsAashoniton.
DC 20036
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W7-70-77

DR. MEIER: I would Me to suggest that the beginning chaptef of The Dbabled
Ready (J. Money, Ed., Johns Hopkins Prese;1966) is helpful.

DR. SILVER: I might mention that the initial meeting of the Interdisciplinary Com- .

mittec was bogged tenni on just this point of terminoloty. We tabled the ques-
tion by banding itto a subcommittee; after a year, we have come out with our

definitions.
DR. cunt.J.:"The same thing has happened.in the latest committee on dyslexia,-the

National Advisory Committee, of which I am a member. We have one task force
.issigned to definitions, and I think they have, at lilt count, 14 definitions of
dyslexia. It will be helpful if they suggest some guidelines.

4

*Secatary's (HEW) National Advisory Committee on Dyslexia and Related Reading Moab&
ties, Suildisis 31, Room SA34, National Institules of Health, Bethesda; Md. 20014.
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Development of Optical

Characteristics for Seeing

)

Although It is not yet possible tp_describe completely the development
of the optical characteristics of the human eye, it is possible, by relating
results of published and unpublished studies with some amount of con-
jecture, to put together a likely description.

Much of the available information concerning the effects of ei.edity
And enxironment on the development of the optical characteristics of the

. eye.is based on studies of subhuman primates, primarily chimpanzees
and.monkeys. However, a recent study of the Eskimo population at
Bartow, Alaska, which supports the results orstudies of subhuman pri-
mates, suggests strongly that the early visual environment and early visual
experience play an important role in developing and modifying the opti-
cal characteristics of the eye, that the reaction of the eye to its visual
environment plays a.determining role in the development of the optical
characteristics necessary for seeing ana reading, that the mechanism of
this role should be investigated in all children as they approach the read-
ing age, and i the mechanism can t be effectively assessed by deter-
mini g the Snellen ual acuity at 2 t or al 20 in.

_._...

REFRACTIVE CHA ATERISTICS

When a person has /20 Snel len acuity, it may, be said that he is able to
resolve letters that s btend 1 min of visual angle; but little can be said
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about how he accomplishes this resolution. Hirsch' has shorn that, if
one correlates the refractive error determined by .retinoscogNad.the
Snellen visual acuity, one can.demonstrate a considerable-co nrelation
X+0.95) in persons who show some degree of myopia. I found a ..,orrelar
lion of +0.84 between the same measures." Little ofno correlation iv= ,
found in perions who show emmetropia or some degree of hyperopia,
provided the hyperopic persons are not old enough to be also afflicted
with presbyopia..For practical purposes, the primary value of the Snellen
acuity at either far or near distance would be to demonstrate whether a
person 11,83 some type of visual refractive error large enough to prevent
compensating for it through the use of accommodition, head tilt, squint-
ing, or other techniques.

The refractive characteristics of the eye may be readily - determined by
retinoscopy, either with or without a cycloplegic drug, such as itropine
or Cyclogyl (cyclopentolate). This technique provides an adequate de-
scription of the gross refractive characteristics of the eye and indicates
whether the person has any degree-of astigmatism in conjunction with a
measurable degree of myopia or hyperopia. This approach, which re-
quireisome clinical skill, permits the clinician to determine which lens
or combination of lenses will bring about the neutralization of his ret-
inoscopic shadow in a given eye under a given set of conditions. If the
eye is under complete cycloplegia (which may be produced by adminis-
tration th times daily of 1% atropine for 4 or 5 days), the clinician
may state the minimum refractive ability of the subject's eye. Because
he is examining under a state of maximally relaxed accommodation, not
an ordinary state, he cannot accurately predict what will happen when
the eye is functioning without the effect of the cycloplegic.if he per-
forms retinoscopy without the use of acycloplegic drug, but attempts
to induce relaxed accommodation thrOugh the use of a plus lens, he can
describe more accurately what the subject can accomplish visually under
more nearly normal conditions. In that case, the clinician may be de-
ceved effectively by the subject, and conclude that he has achieved a
rather basic measure, of refractive characteriltic§ whereas his results may
actually be affected considerable degree of,accommodition within
the eye; he is not on much safer ground if he depends on a subjective
refraction, calling for the patient's Cooperation when he placeS lens com-
binations in front of the patient's eye until the level di visual perfor-
mance iS satisfactory. ,

In an ,determination of the refractive characteristics of the eye, one
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cin discuss the findings in terms of the types of lenses re. quired to neu-
tralize the movement of the retinoscope shadow'or to achieve maximal
acuity. If the person requires a minus, diverging lens to neutralize the
movement or to achieve maximal acuity, he may be said to have myopia.
If he requires a plus, converging lens to accom4h the same ends, he
may he said tohave hyperopia. If he.requires no lens, he may be said to
have emmetropia. If he requires a plus or minus cylinder to correct astig-
matism, he may be said to have hyperopic or myopic astigmatism. The
rest of this discussion will deal with:the lens characteristics required to
neutralize the movement of the retinoscope shadow or to achieve the
best subjective acuity. An eye that requires a minus lens will be a "myopic
,eye"; no lens, an "emmetropic eye"; and a plus lens, a "hyperopic eye."
The distinction between myopia and nonmyopia is arbitrarily taken as
the use of a minus lens to neutralize the movement of the retinoscope
shadow or to achiaxe best visual acuity' subjectively.

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The determination of the refractive characteristics of the eye, although a
great-improvement over the determination of simple visual acuity, does
not adequately describe the optical characteristics of the eye. The refrac-
tive characieMicadepand on the eye taken as a whole. The optical
characteristics the characteristics that contribute to the, total refractive
capacity of tlie eyemay change greatly with respect to one another
without producing or affecting a refractive erroi. Thus, an emmetropic
person may show a considerable change in axial length;which is com-
pensated by a change in corneal curvature, and still rhave no refractive
error. Ffitinoscopy or subjective refraction is insensitive to changes in
the optical components, unless the changes themselves result in an im-
balance of the optical components. Consequently,,retinoscopy must be
supplemented with some techniques that will proyide a more accurate
measure of the optical characteristics of the eye. Only by combining
such techniques with the measurement of refractive error is it possible
to describe what is taking place over time and then to determine the re-
lative importance of changes that occur with growth amtwith the devel-
opment of visual ability.

The three techniques most commonly used to supplement retinoscopy
and ctCher measures of refractive characteristics are the determination of

.44 ,
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the corneal curvature by means of keraiometry;the measurement f
distances within the eye, such as the depth of the anterior.cham r, the
thickness of the lens, the depth of the vitreous body, and the ov rall
axial length of the eye (by ultrasonography); and the determine ion of
the curvature of the fronand rear surfaces of the lens by oph almo-
phacometry.

Keratometry permits a highli accurate measurement of th surface
curvature of a ball bearing but a somewhat less accurate me urement of
the curvature of the cornea; which is not completely Undo but lists
more than one radius of curvature. However, if Ike same 1 trument is
used consistently on the same eye, it is possible to develo reasonably
accurate measures of changes within the cornea. Ophthal ophacometry
is based on the demonstration of PUrkinje-Sanson image or the reflec-
tion of light from the surfaces of the cornea and lens.. ntially, it in- 1'
volves directing two points of light into the eye and:measuring the sepa-
ration J f their reflections from the kack surface of the cornea, the front

.Surface of the lens, and the back stnAce of the lens (the second, third,
and fourth Purkinje-Satison images).

The combination of measures of refractive error, 'corneal curvature,
depth of anterior chamber/front lens surface curvature, thickness of
lens, rear leni surface curvature, depth of vitreous and total axial length
provides an accurate description of the optical characteristics of the eye;
anything less than this combination does not. A though we have added
considerably to our knowledge of the basic chi acteristics of the eye,
we are still unable to describe exactly what wi, happen when the eye
operates normally, because some of these me surements must be made
while the eye is under cycloplegia. Without s ch a description and ac-
curate measurements from birth onward in e same persons, it is not .
possible to characterize completely the dev lopment of the optical char-
acteristics of the eye. Fortunately, techniques are being developed that
will permit the description of ocular performance under dynamic condi-
tions, and it may be hoped that a complOe description of the eye, in-
cluding its static and dynamic. characte tics, may be developed within'.
the next decade. .

38

Size

,There is no direct evidence dealing with the size of the eye in a living
human at birth or during the first 4 years of life. The reasons for the
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lack of information are related to the Cr ticulty of applying the methods
outlined to neonates and very young c ildren. Consequently, most of
the information available concerning e overall diameters of the eye has
been obtained by measuring eyes pos mortem. However, as soon.as
blood pressure drops, the intraocula pressure drops and the eye becomes
quite flaccid; furthermore, most in ,itro measurements. even when the
eye is perfused to reinstate a prob ly normal intraocular pressure, can
vary widely from the ineasureme is that would have beett obtained in
vivo.

Sorsby and Sheridan" have rovided possibly the best measurements
available on the sagittal or ante r-posterior axial length of the eye of
the newborn and of children Ir6 dos old. There is no significant, dif-
ference between these two gr ups, and the mean sagittal diameter is ap-
proximately 17.8 mm for bo h boys and girls. The sagittal diameters are
smaller in premature infant and follow closely the body weight at birth.
In the full-term baby of so e 3A kg, the sagittal diameter is about 17.5-
18.5 mm. Therefore, the s gittal diameter increases by around 5-7 mm
during growth, if the adul value is taken to be 23-25 mm, It is likely
that the usual increase is/about 6 mm. There is apparently little growth
during the first 2 weeks of life.

Growth

The most complete i formation available on the growth of the eye in
the living human ha been provided by Sorsby and co-workers."'
in a series of studie ; they used refraction techniques, photographic
ophthalmophaco etry,x-ray, and ultrasonic measurements to study the
growth and devel pment of the huma,n eye. A series of investigations tv
van Alphen2I su plied some o' the missing links in our understanding %.f
factors that co ribute to changes in. ocular size. When'the results of
these studi,:s a c combined with those obtained by me and my co-
workers,23' n humans and other primates, a more complete descrip-
tion of the gr wth characteristics of the optical components is possible.

e scler , choroid, and retina of the eye of a primate, are closely ad-
Brent laye with various degrees of elasticity that enclose more or less

viscid liqui s to form a nearly spherical globe. This globe continues to
increase i size after birth. According to van Alphen,2I the human eye
at birth i three fourths of its adult size, and all the ocular structures are,
probably still growing at birth. The'adult size of the cornea is reached
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between the first and second years, at which time the eye has not yet
attained its adult.size. Whether the sclera continues to grow after the
cornea reaches its adult_size is unknown, but intraocular pressure must
be important in stretching the sclera:

The adult size of the eye is related to the genetic growtp component,
the elasticity of the sclera,*the intraocular pressure,4and a number of
other variables yet to be described. In cases of congenital glaucoma,
large eyes with large, flat cc!troc develop as a result of high intraocular
pressure and scleral elasticity. In cases of experimentally induced low
intraocular pressure, the eye remains small (microplithalmia).But even
in these extremes, as sell as in most cases between them, the eye remains
nearly spherical.

Shape

In the hyperopic eye, a comparison of the transverse, vertical, at
axial dimensions based on radiographic measurements of 11. male adult
eyes by De Iler et al' showed no differences between the transverse and
vertical dimensions, but did show an axial length. significantly longer
than either at the 1% level of confidence. In the myopic eye, also, we
find that the only significant deviation from sphericity occurs in the
axial diameter. Furthermore, if the same significance level is used, there
is no difference in diameter between the hyperopic and emmetropic
eyes, and the myopic eye is significantly longer than the emmetropic-
eye in the axial diameter and significantly longer in event- diameter than
the hyperopic eye.

These comparisons suggest thit-the eye is normally a sphere and that
the shape is determined by the variables of genetics, scleral elasticity,
and intraocular pressure. A developingeye that is characterized by a low
intraocular pressure and a relatively high sclera! rigidity may remain
small in diameter even if the genetic component is directed toward
greater size. Although one cannot evaluate the genetic component
directly, it is possible to measure sclera! rigidity and intraocular pressure
independently and to estimate the contribution of the genetic compo-
nent from those measurements. <,

Sorsby et 15 conclude that the scanty data in the literature on the
dimensions of the eye at birth and in childhood suggest that dimensions
almost equal to those of the adult are readied by the age of 2 yeah.-
Moreover, it is likely that the cornea has reached its adult size by the
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end of the first year. Inasmuch as the globe is about 18 mm long at
birth and some 5 mm longer by the age'of 3 years and there is no drastic

change in the refraction of the eye in the first 3 years, compensatory
reduction in the powers of the cornea and the lens by as much as 20
diopts must occur during that period.

The development of the myopic eye, wall its exaggerated axial length,
probably depends on the operation of other variables, although the three
mentioned-genetics, sclera! elasticity, and intraocular pressure-may-
also play a contribytory role. Sorsby et al Is also found a second-growth
period, the juvenile phase, during which the eke grows at a lower but
measurable rate Jo reach its maximum growth at about 13-14 years of
age. The hyperopic eye apparently never experiences this later growth,
bit remains arrested at the infantile phase. The emmetropic eye should
also be included in this category, even though it'is acompensated," be-
cause it does not'undergo the later growth changes.

. These growth changes are based on changes in axial length, which can
be measured with Phacometry and ultrasonography. It is not possible to
say whether the totarsize of the /eye or only the axial length is increased

'during the later growth period. Comparisons based on the x-ray measure-
ment of adult eyes suggest strongly that only the anterior- posterior
axial length or sagittal diameter increases during this later growth period;
it thus causes a change in shape, as well as size, of the glo!..e. which is
probably not determined by genetic aspects of the eye itself. The fact
that the dimensions of the eye remain relatively stable between the ages
of 3 and 11 or 12 supports the concept that Kw factors contribute to
thesrowth of the eye in the juvenile phase.

MYOPIA AND NEAR-WORK

One of the earliest suggestions.as to the nature of the additional variables
that may influence eye growth dates back to the early CLaese, who in-
vented lenses and found that the minus lens seemed to assist scholars to

'see more clearly. In 1813, James Ware22 presented a paper to the Royal
Society of London in which he described his investigation on nearsighted-
ness. He found, for example, that among 101000 footguards in the British
Service not even a half-dozen men were kntvin to be nearsighted. He
pursued his inquiry at a military school at helsea where there were
1,300 boys; he found that the complaint of nearsightedness had never
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ever, there appear to be some persons who do not develop myopia until
after age 18: they tend to stabilize around the age of 24, Approximately
KA of U,Se. grade school children are myopic. 10-151'; of high
school children. I 5-25'; of high-school children, 25-92r; of college stu-
dents, and 40-ba.; of graduate students, In a study made at Wash'agton
State University, 441; of 400 college freshmen wertrnyeipic,' by the
time this group reached the junior year. 567, had dropped out of the
university, and the proportion who were myopic had increased to 5&

. Among 148 men tit .theshonors college, 57% were myopic, and among
226 women in the same college. 61:1;; were myopic.

&Imam-in Enits Intelligence

this consistent finding that the proportion of myopic persons in-
creases with years of schooling is accepted. and combined with the
known relationship betvlen intelligence level and years of schooling
(which parallels Ilia av1 UI cleVelopiiieui of lily upligi. It might by t,on
cludect-that the myopic person who predominatei at the higher educa-
tional levels is also more intelligent than the nonmyopic, It should even-'
be possible to estimateintelligence by determining the refractive char-.
petenstics of the eye, Most-of the studierthat have attempted to dem-
onstrate a relationship between intelligence and refractive error have
found none. except when intelligence was measured by written tests'-'°
There is a portive relationship between performance on such a test and
refractive error. myopic persons tenato score lei 'r than nonmyopic.
However. when reading ability is statistically adjusted for, the correla-
tion of refractOe error an4 intelligence approximates zero The)nyopic
person is'a substantially better reader than the nonmyopic.

Myopia and Petviahti

Studies or the personality characteristics of myopic and nonmyopic per-
sons indicate that there are consistent personality characteristics asso-
ciated with myopia i2'2°.29 In general. the myopic person tends to be
introverted, and the nonmyopic. extroverted Several investigators base
found that myopic persons on the average make significantly better
grades in college than emmetropic or hyperopic students. tend to be
more introverted in thinking and in social behavior than emmetropes.
and are more emotionally inhibited and less inclined .to motor activity
than nonmyopec " " It may be asked whether the myopic personality
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characteristics are present before.the myopia develops and lead to the
development of myopia, or whether the myopia causes the development
of the personality characteristics. Apparently, the personality chuactcr-
istics precede the development of myopia.. inasmuch as the characteristics
may be distinguished as early as the kindergarten and first-grade years,
whereas the myopia usually does not develop until the fifth- and sixth-.
grade years.

In spite of the consistent, pattern that has been described, it is not pos-
sible to conclude without more definite investigations that reading kids
to myopia. It is clear that most children learn to read in this culture at
approxiitiatety 6-7 years of age, whereas myopia ordinarily does not
develop before the age of 11 or Similarly, the development of sec-
ondary sexual characteristics does not begin until 12-14 years of age.
Many have argued that myopia is a delayed hereditary phenomenon that
does not develop until puberty. Sorsby et al. u specifically considered
the possible relationship of height, weight. generai growth rate, such
traits as color of iris, hair. and skin, and puberty to.myopia. They con-
cluded that no correlation could be found. There was nothing to suggest
a spurt of oculai growth at puberty, nor did variations in the age of on-,,
set of menstruation 'nfluence ocular growth ori ocular coordination.
Others had reported 'milar findings-that there is no relationship be-
tween physical charact -tics and the development of myopia or be-
tween nutntional characteristics and myopia provided the nutrition is
adequate04

Myopia and Hereclio

Although there is general agtvement that myopia is related to hereditary'
or environmental factors. them' is no agreement as to their relative con-
tnbutions. The disagreement is due to the inability of investigators to
evahlate these sonzributions expenmentally Only the experimental ap-
proach provides control over variables, which is essential to such an
evaluation.

An experimental design that permits control over all variables would
be desirable, but one that permits control over either the hereditary or
the environmental factor is essential The use of identical twins in the
typical co-twin control study holds hereditary factors constant, and com-
pick control of the environment would permit holding environmental
vanables constant
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With human subject-- it a easier to ho:d heredity constant through
the use of identical ins th-m it is to control environmental factors- The
erects of near-work on the development of myopia could be tested by
having one twin engage in little or no nearwork while the other twin did
a great deal of near-work This situation could be replicated over a nuns
ber of pairs of twins. and, the amount of near-work and the age at which
it done could be obtained Unfortunately,.this study has not been
made, and it is not likely to be made, because the obstacles faced in ob-
taining enough twins and exercising the necosary degree of control over
,their behavior are virtually insiinnountable,

The identical-twit. approach is not the only adequste experimental
test Of the near-work hypoth...sis. The t011setSC of the e&t.vin study may
be used Subjects of different lieredilary constitutions may.be exposed
to the same neat -work kOndi,110-M%. Al subjects develop the same amount
of myopia at the same rate, heredity can be assumed to play no role in

. the development 01 myopia, If none of the subjects develops myopia at
a rate different from that shown by a control group not exposed to neat-
work situations, environment can be assumed to play no role, Finally, if
the experimental subjects do not develop myopia at the same rate, but
the rate is ?igniticantly greats;: in the near than in the control situa-
tion, ii can be assumed that there is an nib:y.14.1m between heredity and
environment The problems faced in pursuing this type of experimental
approach with huitlan subjects are compaNble withiliose confronted in
the co-twin control. approach The availability of animals whose visual
ch,nai:tenstiC.s are soon it to. man 's makes the. second type c7`' approach
feasible lc cause of the degree of control that can be exercised over
animals

t`X11,-talf N .11 t IN'DINGS

&oes of studies has demonstratcd that subtn,i.;:ati primates, particw
lady monkey s and chienpaniee's. ducelop myopia under experimental
conditions that :strict y isnot vac': to a distance of ks than 20 in from
the cyc " " Atiokif thtcc fourths of all Aloft moriljeys ploced rn
the restrict ,e Space an increase in minus (Ma:OW t:ITOf Alld more
than half the annuals appxcimmately 4anc,h4f simpler of myopia Of
more within -3 monthizifter beingylaceil in it If young animals f I or 2
year, old) are pLc :d in this situation, it TVirtft'S a longer period 4-5
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months-before' any myopic changes are' shown, but once they begin,.
they proceed much more rapidly than in the adult animals. If adolescent
animals (2Yr-4 years old}are placed in this situation, the onset of myojsitt*
occurs in 2 or 3 months,'and the-total depee of myopia developed is
greater than in the adult animals and less than in the younger animals.
This suggests the possibility thlt the younger ani!nals-and, by analogy,
the younger humans-are able to withstand the stresses and strains of
the near-work situation for a longer period than the older Millais, but
that, once they start to respond, they are capable of making a greater
,Tsponse than the older animals. In all groups of animals; approximately
65 -75% show myopic changes under these experimental conditions.

When a sump of newly captured rhesus monkeys were examined,
only 12 of 600 eyes were found to have any myopia." Among wild and
laboratcny monkeys, the mean an4 median refractive errors were found
to be significantly more hyperopic in the newly captured rhesus mon-
keys, the;the younger monkeys, anti wild monkeys in general. More myopia.
was found among pig-tailed monkeys, older monkeys, and laboratory
monkeys. When the monkey population is separated into wild and Tabora;
tory animals and these are compared with the Pullman, Washington,
population of human subjects (charesLized by a high proportion of
readers) and the nonreading Washmston.D.C.. subjects studied by Kempf
et at.9 there is good agreement between the laboratory animalsind the
reading hpman population and between the wild animals and the non -
reading hymen population. This suggests a similarity between the effect
of the laboratory environment on the refractive characteristics of the
monkey lye and the effect of the undefined characteristic that causes
an intellectually oriented population to have a higher incidence of
myopia than a nonintellectually oriented population.

Steiger°, and some of his followers have suggested that myopic per-,
sons gravitate to professions in which myopia is an aid, rather than a
hindrance, and consequently end up in an intellectual profession. Thus,
it may be that myopic monkeys are particularly well suited for labora-
tor work and that they choose this profession. But if that is the case,
why are there so few myopes among the wild monkeys destined to be-
come kalloratory animals?

The relationship between wild and laboratory monkeys has been in-
vestigated more intensively by comparing animals that have been matched
for sex,and species. becaute there are sex and species differences in re-
fractive charactenstics among monkeys that parallel the sex differences
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found in humaiis.34' When 2Q9 wild monkeys were compared with 323
laboratory monkeys, the wild monkeys were found to be- significantly ,
more hype'ropie than the laboratory monkeys. When 143 wild monkeys
were I/latched against the same number of labOratory monkeys on the
basis of species, age. sex, and weight, the same results were obtained.
Furthermore, when 50 inside-cage animals were matched against 50 ,

outside-pen animals'on the basis of species, age, sex, weight, diet, tune
in captivity, and time spent in cage or pen, the caged animals were sig-
nificantly more myopic than the outside-pen animals. Because any heredi-
ta-ry contributions were confounded by the random factors involved in
capture and placement of the monkeys, and the influences of age, sex.
and diet were reduced by the matching procedures used, the conclusion
that restriction of visual environment has an effect on the' efractive
characteristics seems to be supported.

Control animals placed in chairs similar to those used in the visually
restricted space but without,the visual-restriction hoods showed an aver-
age change of one eighth of a diopter over a 1 -year period, while, the ex-
perimental animals were showing changes greater than one diopter over
the same period.

An attempt was made to evaluate the effect of different levels of illu-
mination on the development of myopia in the visually restricted space.'`
Three groups of animals were kefit in the space for 7 months. three ani-
mals at a levekof illumination of 25 foot- candles (fc), six animals at 4 fc,
and four` animals at 0.02 fc. The animals at 4 fc developed an average of
three fourths of a diopter of myopia, whettas the animals in the other .

two groups developed one fourth of a diopter of myopia in the same
period. This difference is significant at the 1% level and suggests that the
level of illumination plays a role in the development of myopia. with
lower levels baving a greater influence on the development of myopia .

than higher levels (possibly because of variations in the amounj of ac-
eommidation exerted). except for the extremely low levels, which had
little effect In other words, the effect of illuniination on myopia in-
creases with an increase in illumination up to 4-5 fc. As the level of illu-
mination is further increased, the effect on, myopia.decreases.

If near-work has an effect.on the development of myopia, it should
operate with some relationship to the changes that occur when,one !oaks
from a far to a near object. The two major changes are in:acconiricoda-

, 1,4tion and in convergence. To investigate the effect changes in accom-
modation, a group of monkeys were placed in the near-work situation
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until they started to show the changes toward myopia38; the animals
then continued in the situation but were given three drops of 191iiiropine
each day for 2 months. During that"period, the myopia decreased by
about one-half diopter and remained conFtant for the duration of the -

sttidy. This suggests that accommodation plays a role in the near-work
effect. Several studies by clinical investigators have shown that children
placed on cycloplegics show little or no change toward myopia while the
cycloplegic is in effect." Sato" found that Japanese children taking a
cycloplegic daily showed -a. regression in the measured-amount of myopia
of approximately one-half to three-fourths diopter as long as they were
kept on the cycloplegic; shortly after they stopped taking it, they
showed a further increase in myopia. Current studies on monkeys kept c

in the visually restricted space show no changes in refractive character-
isTits until a spasm of accommodation, develops. (Ultrasound measure-
ments and corneal measurements are combined with refractive measure-
ments in these studies.) Under these conditions; the eye accommodates
and maintains the accommodation ft;r some"period without relaxation.
If this spasm is maintained for a month or more, it is followed by an in-
crease in axial length, which apparently continues as long as the spasm
continues. Sato reduced the spasm of accommodation through the pro-
longed use of cycloplegics; but as soon as thb subjects were taken off
cycloplegics, they returned to their near-work environment and again
egtablished a spa'sniof accommodation, which resuhodiff-farther in-
ereases in myopia. .

Studies by van Alphen2' clearly support the finding that tension on-
the chOroid is increased during the act of accommodation. if accommo-
dation were prolonged, the tension on the choroid against the vitreous
body would tend to reduce the blood flow through the choroid and re-
sult in ischemia of the choroid and the retina, which depends on the
choroid for its blood supply. This prolonged state of lowered blood
supply could result in a gradual weakening of the retina, choroid, and
sclera and a stretching of the layers at the posterior pole of the eye,
which would increase the anteriorposterior axial length. Subjects who

'doinpt have this proionged spasm of accommodation would probably
*it develop ischemia or the weakening of the eye itself.
"` All these findings have been derived from studies on animals that can
be placed in a situation of controlled visual environment. However, we
arc concerned primarily with human subjects, and it is important to
demonstrate that the optical characteristics of animals are similar to
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those of humans. Leary and I have made such a comparison between the
development of myopia in chimpanzees at Holloman Air Force Base and
human subjects studied in London. This comparison shOws that the an-
nual rate of change in vertical ocular rgfraction is the same in humans
and chinipanzees, but with more variability in the latter:, The only major
difference between the human and the chimpanzee in terms of the opti-
cal Characteristics that accompany myopia is that the vertical corneal
power change decreases in the human but increases in the chimpanzee.
The changes in lens-power, the power Of the eye, and the reduced axial
length are comparable in chimpanzeejand humans, and in general, the
course of development of myopia in umans and chiMpanzees is the
same except for the previously mentioned variability and the changes in
vertical corneal power. As a result Of this basic similarity, it should be
possible to study the influence of various factors, both environmental
and genetic, on the deyelopMent of myopia in chimpanzees end, by ex-
tension, on other pOrnatesand to generalize the findings to the humans.

If it may be said that the visually restrictive environment leads to
myopia in subhuman primates, what effect, if any, does heredity have
on the development of myopia in these primates? I found no relation-
ship between offspring and parents in refractive characteristics.26 Simi-
larly, when intersibling correlations were determined on human subjects,
no relationship w4s found between one sib and the other in refractive
characteristics, although there was a significant correlation in height,
weight, and IQ.23 Thus, environment appears to have a more important
role,than heredity in the development of myopia.

The monkey studies suggest that there is little or no myopia without
restriction of visual space and that, if ones,visual space is res ed,
myopia will develop and will do so more rapidly under low levels o
illumination than under quite high levels of illaination.

STUDIES ON ESKIMOS

Recently, we studied the vision of an Eskimo population at Barrow,
Alaska. Several investigators"'" have found that primitive peoples who
do not read or engage in substantial near-work have virtually no myopia.
Cass states that "myopia is unknown among the pure-blooded adult
Eskimo. The majority have negligible refractive errors and a small num=
ber have low hypennetropia."3 Skeller has indicated that in the Ang-
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mag.ssalik Eskimo population the incidence of myopia is not more than
2%." The Eskimos at Barrow appeared to be a desirable population for
study, in that three generations were available within the village. Further-
more, the num of.children per family is high, with an average of
eight. Only the sent generation has had required schooling compa-
rable with that in the older states. Thus, there was the possibility of both
a genetic stud; and a study of the effects of schooling and of reading
under low illumination on refractive characteristics.

In Barrow, houses are not equipped with light meters, and the city
utility charges'its sustomers on the basis of a unit consisting of the con-,
sumption of a 40-W bulb per month. Because the winter months are com-
pletely without daylight, students must read either under the adequate
fluorescent lighting in the school buildings or in the inadequate incan-
descent light at home. This is a situation somewhat comparable with
that of the monkey studies in which the animals were kept in a visually
restricted space under low illumination.

The study was done on 508 volunteer family members on whom com-
plete data were obtained. Because volunteer subjects may be biased in
favor of visual problems, a follow-up study was made of all the Eskimo
schoolchildren in Barrow under 17 years of age. The proportions of
various refractive errors are similar in both groups.

Figure 1, based on data from the original group, presents the propor-
tion of persons requiring a minus lens for correction, by age groupings
from 6 to 88 years of age. No.myopia exists in the oldest generation
those over 50. This is in line with the reports of little or no myopia
among Eskimos. In the second generation, from 26 to 50, there is more
myopia among the younger persons: fewer than 5% of the 41- to 50-
year -olds have myopia, approximately 23% of the 31- to 40-year-olds,

"' and 44% of the 26- to 30-year-olds. Overall, about 21% of the second
generation are myopic. An amazing 88% of the 21- to 25 -year -olds have
myopia, about 58% of the 16- to 20-year-olds, and 52% of theil I- to
15-year-olds, for an overall 62% of the 11- to 25-year-olds. As indicated
earlier, myopia usually does not develop until approximately 11-12
rears of age; consequently, we would not expect to see a great degree of
myopia below this age level. If the 6- to 10-year-olds are included, the
overall percentage for the third generation (6-25 years old) is 43%. We
rarely find such high proportions of myopia among white subjects living
in the United States or Europe.

Figure 2 is a plot of the mean refractive characteristics of the same
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FIGURE 1 Percentage of myopes in different age groups of Barrow Eskimos (numbeeof per-
sons measured in parentheses),

age groups. It can be seen again that most of the older persons are hy-
peropic, but those between II and 25 years old are myopic. The average
refractive error Gf the 21- to 25-year-olds is approximately =2 diopters.
Most of the members of the oldest generation live the typical Eskimo
life, which involves no reading and much outdoor activity, inasmuch as
they depend on hunting and fishing to provide their food. At the time
of the Second World War, the armed forces began to gather the second-
generation men as employees, and these men moved their families'into
the village of Barrow. These Eskimos learned to read, and the data show
that among them the proportion of myopia begins to increase. The per-
sons under 25 years'old have had compulsory schooling comparable with
thatsequired of children in the older states.

It is difficult to see how such a great increase in myopia could be ac-
complished by hereditary changes within only three generations. Thus,
it appears again that the visual environment plays 'a large role in the
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FIGURE 2 Mean refractive error m different age groups of Barrow Eskimos. Same subjects as
in Figure 1.

development of myopia and that the suggestions of Ware22 and Blagden2
are applicable to this Eskimo population. In addition to reading with
poor lighting for long periods, many of these children are overcorrected,
which increases the amount of accommodation required for them to
read. All these conditions are conducive to the development of myopia
if myopia results from an exertion of continuous accommodation.

As has been pointed out by Price,10 there has been a great change in
the diet of the,Eskimos during the period in questiOn. That adds another
variable that may be related to the development of myopia. Cass3 ex-
plains the absenc of myopia among adult Eskimos, and its appearance
among children Jng with dental caries), as due to change from a tra-
ditional high-protein diet to a high - carbohydrate. diet. Two facts should
be considered in evaluating the possible effects of diet on the develop-
ment of myopia': the diet is essentially ,a U.S. diet, but the incidente of
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myopia far exceeds that in the United States; and diet was not a factor
in the development of myopia in monkeys under similar environmental
conditions. ,

'1

OPTICAL CHARACTEkISTIC ANDS, A DING

Because our purpose here is to tIttermine th(t.ialt, of various factors in
the failure to learn to read, we should turn from those who have become

_efficient readers (and, apparently as a result, have become myopic) to
those who,do not become efficient readers and usually do not become
myopic. As has been stated many times, there are few myopes among
school.dropouts, and most school dropouts have good distance vision.
It is conceivable that this goad distance vision may be part of the reason
they have never learned to read well. The hyperopic person is capable of
seeing quite Well at far d;:,iar.,:e with the exertion of a small amount Jf
accommodation, but must exen an even greater amount of aaommoda-
tion'when he attempts to read. These great amounts of accommodation,
which permit him to read, are*Ekely to result in serious visual symptoms
that appear to be unrelated to the eye itself. He may develop double
vision, inability to concentrate, blurred images, nausea, and general mal-
aise. If the hyperopic person avoids reading, he readily avoids all these ,
symptoms. He will be loath to-spend any time in reading, because he
finds it distasteful. Without practice, one cannot become a good reader.
Therefore, he finds it difficult to master his schoolwork at the level at
which reading isessential and may eventually become a dropout. If such
a person is examined with a Sn'ellen chart for near vision, he is likely tci
show normal visual acuity for short periods, and his visual problems are
likely to be ignored. ll

The emmetropic pdson should be able to read effectively as well as
to see clearly at long distance and should not have to exert any more
accommodation to read than a corrected myope would have to exert.
Thus,,he should be as comfortable as the myope in reading. However,
the myope apparently can adjust satisfactorily to reading, so much so
that he does a great deal of it, whereas the emmetrope may or may not
be equipped to become an efficient reader, and whether he can become
one can be determined only by the skillful application of visual measur-
ing techniques, and not simply by measuring visual acuity at long or
short distances. Because the myope has exerted a self-selection process,
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in that he has tested himself for reading and has found-that he can ac-
complish this task efficiefttly, we could probably conclude that the
average myope is better equipped to read than the averageemmetrope.
Furthermore, inasmuch as the myope shows" a_decrement in visual per-
formance on the Snellen distance acuity chart, he would be referred to
a vision specialisC--either an ophthalmologist or an optometrist. The
specialiit would subject him to a clinical examination and determine
whether he had any other problems, such as suppressions, anisometropia,
or phorias, that could affect his reading performance. Thus, he would ,

have demonstrated a general ability to read and would be properly fitted
with glasses to take care of a visual deficiency. The emmetrope, how-
ever, wouldsuccessfully pass the Snellen test, would not be referred to
a specialist, and, consequently, could have any number of unrecognized
visual problems that would affect his ability to read.

For example, the emmetrope could have astigmatism of a magnitude
that would affect his reading performance and yet be able to pass a
Snellen test successfully. He,could have accommodative problems that
would make it dif ficult for him to get equally clear imagesin both eyes,
so that his accommodation would be in a continual slate of activity, .

seeking to clear different images on each retina. it.is activity might cause
a good deal of asthenopia or visual discomfort and make reading diffi-
cult. The emmetrope could become an alternate suppressor because of
the difficulty of handling these different images, and he could pass the
Snellen test using either eye or both eyes together, and yet be essentially
one-eyed as far as reading is concerned, with a resulting decrease in read-
ing efficiency. He could have convergence problems and overconverge or
not be able to converge sufficiently. It is possible to have too much or
too little convergence for the amount of accommodation exerted. But
the interrelationship between accommodation and convergence cannot.

dctected by a simple test of acuity or a standard clinical refraction. It
should be _tressed that the hyperope and the myope may have similar
problems, but ()all!, the myope.-is likely to be corrected for these prob-
lems, because of he ease of detecting myopia in the school situation.

Any child who has reading difficulties should be given-a thorough
examination by a qualified orthoptist as well as a qualified optometrist
or ophthalmolOgist. The accommodation - convergence relationship should
be carefully investigated; all refractive errors should be corrected and
deficiencies in accommodation and convezgence should be determined.
Only with properly coordinated converges and accommodation and
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properly corrected refractive errors can a person be visually equipped to
read effectively. This type of evaluation ideally involves a refraction with
and without cycloplegia: as well as the thorough evaluation of\the accom-
modation- convergence relationship. Such an examiniffn is usually not
given by either the optometrist or tho ophthalmologist in-his ordinary
clinical procedures. Because the person who is reading effectively has
demonstrated that he does not have serious problems along these lines,
only the person with definite reading problems would have to be ex-
amined this thoroughly. Until such visual examinations are made. it is
not possible to rule out visual defects as contributory factors in reading
disabilities. .

The work reported here was supported tri part by U.S. Public Health 5erslice research
grant NB 05459 from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness,
the 657 l'st Aeromeilical Research Laboratory, Halloran Air FOrcenBase, the Yerkes
Regional Primate Research Center, Emory? University, Atlanta, Georgia. the Wisconsin
Regional Primate Research Center, Madison, Wisi!onsin the National Center for
Primate Biology. University of California at Davis, the Oregon Regional Primate
Research Center Beaverton. Oregon, and the University of Washington Regional
Primate Research Center, Seattle. Washington.
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$)14 Al PI feti. Did you find a sex ail ference err myopia in children'
1)1( ti .,r "tie. Yes In tit!. review kit earl!, studies. I toilud tepotts that guts de veloy

illopuearliet than hays, but girls read much mine effectively than hogs ,

pk I rt ky There is an even more imptosisc set relationship Some workers m
Ann Arbor have medically examined most it the impulation ot Tecumseh, Alicl
gan, one 01 the things they looked at was retractive errors (Franc,, and 1, pstem,
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in International Conference on 03inparability in Epidemiiiklical Studies.Md
bank Memorial Fund Quarterly 43, No 2.1 %5), They Tound that the age of
onset of the increase in myopia is unptessivey related to the onset of puberty

". -As fat as I know, no one has looked at this aspect of the problem
oiz 't OLIN 4 We have looked at it in monkeys. and there is no relationship between

the development of myopia and puberty in these animals We do not believe thk
puberty is an essential aspect. Although a child atilts to read rn schoZol at 6 years

of 'age, he does not really get into substantial amounts of reading until the sixth

of seventh vide Some intensive reading may occurbefore the sixth grade, but
most children are not required to do any substantial amounts of reading until ""
they get lb rumor high school-

Kf 0011 It is piissible that the rally experiences of boys and girls differ and
that guts have been involved in the kind of things in school that would involve
-them in nearwork from an gather age than boys
k v uu St* I think that this is really one of the him differences that girls may

.- be culiurally exposed earlier to neat-work situations and develop a much better
visual performance, whereas boys find it more difficult to develop an effective
near work performance pattern later in life If children are exposed to nearwork
situations earlier, they also run the risk of becoming more myopic, inasmuch as ,

the degree of myopia is related to the age of onset Perliaps reading glasses Of
drugs s:,,N114 be used to reduce accommodation and control myopia

oft f OM 04 We are involved in the same type of work as Dr Your- Myopia. as

we have disciasse,i1 it bete, is a developmental type of myopia There is another

ESN that. luckily is not very common There may be 2% of myopes born with a ,

,very high degree of emu perhaps something like 10 or 20 diopters of myopia.
and it is very interesting in that generally it does not worsen They may be bona
with 20 diopters of myopia, and they may reach the age of 20 with the same
degree of myopia. or they may even experience a decrease, and the myopia may
redus:e rill h diopters over the years And 1 and talking about good readers

The type of myope that Dr Young has been discussing is different Ordinarily.

the ss hook:0d has normal vision until the age of 7-10 years and then becomes

progressively myopic through the school years. sometimes (eyefuls oil at the end,
of high school and sometimes continuing right on through college II tve patients
who Are engineers arid have this mylipis condition incteastrig right up to their
50's There is still some question, but the relationship holds pretty well, that
progressive myopes in teneral are good waders Thew wool4 be the uncompli.

i.ated school myopes
There are also people Vin*ICAd early and do a lot of reading, and still do not

develop myopia
You mention the refractory CI IcIn under the Meet of a c-ycloplegic, a drug

that patalvies the muscle inside the eye that operate the lens the ocular -conf
.-

froostatise inekhinism This suggests the finding of R E Bannon (Amer ()ptom...
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24 51 3-56A. 1047) that th effect of the ulrug'ian 1C(124:01tV error varies There is
no systematic shill in what led the cycloplegic error from the manifest error:
Solve people-show more change trio in this shift than others, and the usual
erect from this source is not small, ink we musleinimber that these effects
nry result from the use of cycloplegus.

Whit niord.eys du and when they do it a ties not seem to be completely Me-
rant to htmans These shifts are due to endogenous factors Whit solid evidence
do you hay'? .

on von NG The solid evidentx is that I can Brow the very same effects in mon=
'keys; Whin you do not'put them into the experinintal situation, they do not

) stiow tilliC'Itrie in myorila.alow relevant this isio tli problem in hunians. I do
= . nut know The basic refractive characteristics of the eye are determined under a

''' '' Oonddion.óf relaxed dccorninudation because this is a reproducible coridiuon in
which the eye ivdjusted for vision'at allistance of 2011 or grew!, The state of
relaxed accommodation is usually obtainer) in one of two ways thrriugh the use

lupine or some other type of cycloplegic drug, whidt acts to block thenerve
impulses to the

*
allay muscle: or through the.use of plus lenseS, which cause the

retinal image of a distani object,to appear Milted, which in tumleads to a reflex
relaxation of accommodation. The measurement of refractive error or the optical
slharaeteristics of the eye under the.cyctopiew condition woulddetermine the
cyclopleRe erzor,?.nirmeasuremont uncler the plus lens. the manifest error- If tin:
drug and the plus tens are equally eflectivis, the refractive errors should be the
same unicrisoli-itsintlitions except for errors of measurement.

Bann& founttdiat the errors are not the same under the two conditions, and,
,-* .. :although the drug condition usually shows more hyperopia than the plus lens

conditi. by ?bent 0 5 diopter, this isnot always the case. The ptesent concept
of the mechanism of accarninodation requires that accommodation be relaxed if

",

there is no stimulation of r.tg ciliary muscle. The -relaxed" state otaccommoda-

- maximal degree ofjenticulat telaxaoon.

non may not be as great as possible urOer all conditions, there may be variations
in the took state of the ciliary muscle- It is generally thought that thi ult. of

.4.yelopigic drugs over such a period as.several days to a week will induce the

b
A recety slued, °tours 'Amer .1 Opium.. in press).repeated the Bannon .tudy
usedused Eskimos as subjects, rather than CauC?sirins Those -sur;icct$ with no re-

fractive errors or with hyperopic errors demOnstrated similar effect, in both
studies When aannon's 544 hyperopic eyes are clinapared with the 513 similar
1yef in our study, 64'1 of the Bannon eyei and 78% of the eyes in our study show
an average increase in hypert,mia of about 0.5.diopter dnder the cycloplegic.con
dition. Bannon halm) tillrige in :,'.21. and we nad no change in only Ifrk. Bannon
found 9% and we faynd 12% showing less hyperopia uncle the cycloplegic condi.
lion l'Ixse eyes may representinskinceof unreliability of the measurement of
refractive error, thhe is no reason to believe that the lens condition would bet

5
9
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ulterior to the drug conditioq in Inducing relaxation of accommodation.
When persons with myopic, reflective errors are compared under the two re-

laxation conditions. major differences are found. The myopic subjects in our
study showeU the same results as those demonstrated by the hyperopic subjects:
75% had more hyperopia. I i% no change. and 10% kss hyperopia. In contrast;
among Bannon's myopic eyes, only 38 had more hyperopia. 364 no change, .
and 26T less hyperopia under the drug condition. The high proportion with less
hyperopia under the dm condition is not easy to explain, if one uses the 9%"
found with hyperopic cases as an tstimate of the unreliability of measurementr--

D is ScH u true 7 : A well-known specialist has recommended "learning glasses" that

would'be pins spherical lenses, What do you think about that in connection with.43..
'whar.you have listed? 00 you know of any cases in which that has been done?

DR. YO,tINis ! would like it. It would be a logical condusion,in terms of accommo-
dation in this myopia problem. I knosi of a number of cases in which clinicians. .

have used bifocal lenses, which are virtually the same thing. There is some confu-
siortvisthe literature as to whether bifocals have therapeutic effect. I would say

.that mist of the studiesso far have not been well controlled. In cooperation with
an ophshalmologrst, we have been carrying on one study w'th several hundredr
childrek for the last 8 years, the results look very suggestive. If bifocals are,Prop-
erlypted and-if the plus-lens segment is fitted high enough, the myopia will not
increase at the sarhe rate asierechildren who.are not fitted with bifocals.

On HOY N TON You mentioned that the accommodative actcauses die-retina to NIL

move forward. Tlis seems inconsistent with the fact that the axial length of the

eye. accoiding to yonolsess, becomes !miller as a result of accommodation.
sit , r ou N G , Your question is howlie elongation process can occur, if. in accom-

nuidation, the back part of the eie is tightened and moved forward around the
vitreous body. Our studies, indicate that; if the subject (monkey or human) di-
vehrps siontinuous level of accommodation or spasm, the increase in axial length"
tends to iiillow within a vaiiife period, being shorter for more adult animals
and longer fot young animals1i is our belief that this continuously exerted tent
mon into tferes vAtii the numb* and metabolism of the retina, choroid, and
sclera and resufts in the weakening of these sitarctures, so that they begin to
stretch As they stretch, the-space is filled with aqueous fluid, so that the process
i% more or less continuoLs as long as the spasm.of accommodation cogtinties.

If 1.06, newly developed myope were not fitted with glasses for distance, this
oce4s should theoretically reach a stabilization point that would leave him

.anlyell adjusted for his mast common nearpoint distance. However. if he is
4ittett .4.iith a distance ,coirection, the process would be restarted, because he
wo41 again he tryinvolivercorre the effect of the distance correction while
efiertilitjy spending riitf441pis time at apearpoint distance.

We have no reasonable idea as to the basic mechanism that results In the

weakening and streiching Of the tunics of the eye. Bill (Exp. Eye Res. 5:45-54, 't
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5547,1966) has shown that, during the period of ciliary, muscle contraction,
:he movement of the aqueous from the interior chamber back through the ,

posterior pans of the eye just beneath the sclera is blocked. This path represents
one of the important aveneesfor the drainage of aqueous humor but may also
serve some type of a nutritive function in this part of the eye. If that is the case,
then perhips the blocking of the aqueous plays some role in this process, which
result> id the weakening and stretching of the retina, cho;oid; and sclera.

I
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Induced Refractive Errors

in Human Subjects

This presentation is based on two published studies that Walton and I
conducted at the Los Angeles College of Optometryone on induced
myopia" and the other on induced astigmatism. f0 A third study, to
measure the effect of induced hyperopia, is being planned.

INDUCED MYOPIA AND FAR - POINT PERCEPTION

MaRy teachirs and reading specialists use tachistoscopes, controlled
readers, films, 'and film strips as parts of reading improiement programs.
Most teachers on occasion use chalkboards, flannelboards, and flash
cards for instructional purposes. Teachrs expect children to respond
quickly to materials presented by-these methods. Rarely however, do
teachers give attention to the sensory or motor skills required for effec-
tiie far-point achievement.

In ,clinical refraction,4 visual acuity is determined by having the sub-
ject identify letters of various sizes at optical infinity (20 ft). No precise
time limit is applied; thus, the subject has an opportunity to study each
letter. Under these conditions, Hirsch' has determined the approximate
visual acuities for various degrees of myopia. Weyinouth" antWeston13
emphasized the importance of considering the time factor in testing
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acuity. Bartley2 systematically explored the relationship oftime and
distance to visual acuity by showing a single fine line randomly in eight
different positions. As the distance was increased, the probability of
correct response decreased, and as the exposure time was reduced, the
probability of correct response decreased.

The purpose of our studies was to determine the effects of artificially
induced nearsightedness on far-point tachistoscopic perceptibn.

Twenty-four college senior's were subjects in our study. They were
trained obseryers with corrected or uncorrected 20/20 vision in each eye
and were asked to report on words flashed foe t/25 sec from a tachisto-
scope under_constant light intensity_at variable exposure distances:

letter size expressed as Snellen fraction
.8.7 mm
10.9 mm

17.4 mm
.
i

.

34.8 mm (approxiMatelY the size of
chalkboard handwriting)

20/20
20/25
20/40
20/80

Artificial mydpia was induced by convex spherical lenses in increments
of 0.25 diopter until the subjects began to suffer stress from the refrac-
tive error.

The results are shown in Tables 1-3. It is interesting to note that, al-
though all subjects had 20/20 visual acuity, approximately half the
20/20-size words were missed and three fourths of the responses fell
below the 80% level of accuracy. Because a short exposure reduces con-
trast, we were actually measuring the subjects' contrast sensitivity. As
shown in Tables-I and 2, this factor influences the achievement for 20/25
and 20/40 words, but to a lesser extent than,for AC 20/20 words, be-
cause the largerwords subtend.a Ova:m.24a at the nodal, point of the
eye and thus are more easily resolved'.

It is significant that even '0:50 diopter of induced 1#)rop4 restilts in a.
decrement of performance With every' letter size. Table 3' shows an even
greater percentage loss when myopia is induced by 0.75 diopter. These
findings indicate the need for optimal visual acuity in far-point tachisto-
scopic training. It is also evident that students with Maximal visualcuity
have an advantage in classroom situations demanding rapid and accurate
inreiPtetation of material at a distance. This advantage is also applicable
toy distance seeing outside the classroom.

1
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TABLE I Correct Responses for 10 Exposures (expressed in averages)

;d Size Diopten of Induced Myopia
(as SneUen fraction)

20/20
20/25
20/40 J

20/80

Plano +0.25 +0.50 +0.75 +1.00 +1.25

5.18 - - - - -
7.58 5.42 4,92 3.17 -- -,
9.62 9.25 8.33 6.00 4.46 -

10.00 9.75 9.46 8.96 6.54 7.17

+1.50

.-
-
-

5.50

TABLE 2 Percentage of Responses Falling below 80 Percent Accuracy Level

Word Size , Diopters of Induced Myopia
(as Snegen fraction) Plano +0.25 +0.50 +0.75 +1.00 +1.25 +1.50

20/20, 72.7 - - -
20/25 50 70.5 75 95.8 - - -
20/40 4.2 $.3 20.8 50 62.5 - -
20/80 0 0 4.2 12.5 12.5 41.6 62.5

TABLE 3 Percentage Loss with +0.75 Diopter of Induced Myopia

Word Size
(as1Sn'ellen fraction)

Inthiced Myopia
Plano +0.75 Difference % Loss

20/25 7.58 3.17 -4.41 58
20/40 9.62 6 -3.62 37.6
20/80 10 8.96 -1.04 10.4

It, is apparent that larger letters permit greater accuracy in tachisto-
scopic training. The smallest letter for far-point training should be 34.81
mm (20/80); smaller letters result in a decrement of performance, even
if the subject has 20)20 vision.

SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS OF 01DUCED ASTIGMATISM

Is astigmatism detrimental to reading efficiency? Does it prodtke symp-'
toms? If so., what are they?

Betts3 found astigmatism associated with many of his cases of severe

W,
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reading disability and felt that it was one of the causes'of the disability=
F.ames,6 however, found a greater incidence of astigmatisM among good
readers than among unselected ones. Many researchers'.." report an
inability to differentiate groups of good and poor readers on the basis of
astigmatism. Several specialists have voiced the opinion that severe astig-
matism might prove detrimental to efficient reading in individual cases.
Romine9 thought that "it would seem most important to correct any
Marked degree of astigmatism," and Cleland,s sharing that view, stated
that "in severe cases of astigmatism it was found to be closely allied with
reading failure." .

Several- of the foregoing studies involved a comparison of the visual.
characteristics of students who were successful and unsuccessful in read-
ing, and the investigators did not state whether the refractive errors were
corrected or uncorrected at the time of testing. If the subjects were-fully
corrected, they would be emmetropic, and comparisons would therefore
have involved reading ability with normal vision. This idiosyncrasy,
along with the conflicting opinions of the investigators,' piqued our curi-
osity. If a group or re tiers were subjected to induced astigmatism,
would they experience adverse visual and psychophysiologic effeCts?

Astigmatism is a refractive condition in which a variation of refractive
power exists in the different meridians of the eye. Generally, one rneri7
dian exhibits the greatest power and one the least, and these are known
as the principal meridians. The cause is almost always a difference in
curvature of the refractive surfaces of the ocular media. Most astigmatism
is believed to result film unequal curvature of the cornea.'

Astigmatism is the-Most prevalent refractive anomaly. It is classified
into the following corneal types:.

Vit

a

With the rule (direct)the curvature of the greatest power lies verti-
cally - ,.

Against the rule (invexse Or perverse)the meridian of greatest curva-
ture lies horizontally t

,43bliquethe meridian of greAte,stcurvature lies between the vertical
land ho,rizontil. ,- , .,:.'",,:t;,-',- 'r j

./

.,

,, .:,, ,,,-,::, 2 fo .

iw 17; its Waltti,,,L,in a study .of 2,000 ants with refractive prob-
4 iemsjouitfihat five sixths of thein had asttgmatie.ertors of refraction,

),of the five sixths, about 40% had astigmatism With tile-rule; about 25%
against the rule, and about 35% objique.. -,,, "7 _ Y

7 5 ...,
1
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Cavara, quoted by Borish,4 calculated the distribution of different
degreei of astigmatism (Table 4). It is apparent that the greatest inci-
dence of astigmatism is between 0.50 and 1.00 diopter, and it is most
frequently with the rule. Thekrefore, for our study, we induced 1.00 .

diopter of astigmatism with the rule while our subjects, 35 seniors from
the Los Angeles College ofOptometry, from 22 to 47 years old, per-
formed an intelligence test. At the conclusion of the test, each student
recorded his own subjective reactions to the induced astigmatism. -

As shown in Table 5, well over half.the students (63%) experienced

TABU 4 kstributionof Degrees of Astigmatisms

1, Amount of Astigmitism, Diopters ° Distribution, %

0.50 ' 112.94
0.50-1.00 42.44
1.00-1.50 16.18
1.50-2.00 9.21
2.00-3.00 6.39
3.004r 2.84

4Derived from 'florist:4 Number of subjects = 5,241.

,
TABLE 5 Subjective Effects of Induced I -Diopter With-the-Rule Astigmatism in
35 Subjects

Effect
Reported Not Reported

'
No. Reporting
Specific EffectsNo. % No. %

Visual* 12 61 13 37

Blur 19

Diplopia 0
Distortion 9

Psychologic 24 69 11 31

Weariness 13

Exhaustion 10

Retreat ' 16

Headaches 24 69 11 31

Generalized
Intraocular 7

Frontal 14

Temporal
Unilateral 0
Occipital 2

6.
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visual difficultiesblur and diLortion, but no diplopia. Of the 35 sub-
jects, 69% reported adverse psychologic effects from theitukced
matism. The desire to retreat from the test situatiiin appearedvith
greatest frequency; weariness and exhaustion were also experienced:
Headaches were reported by"69% of the students. Frontat, headaches
were reported most frequently, but there were also reports of intraocu-
lar, generalized, temporal, and occipital headaches. No one reported
Unilateral head pains. Astigmatism is generally believed to be one of the
major causes of ocular asthenopia, and that belief was supported in this
study.

Theact that childreapid adults'with uncorrected astigmatism fre-
quently confuse similar letters (m and n, o and c) and similar words
(flip, flap, ftop) can be explained on the basis of the visual blur and dis-
tortion encountered. It has been found that the symptoms of blur, dis-
tortion, and headache become limiting factors in reading efficiency. A
person plagued with these symptoms is markedly handicappedlis a stu-
dent because he cannot sustain concentrated reading for long periods.
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DISCUSSION '

DR. YOUNG Dr. Schubert. did you have a control gioup who went through this
with blank lenses?

DR. SCHUBERT: No, we did not have a control-group.
DR, SILVER. How many hours did you allow the subjects taking the test? How

much time was allowed for accommodation? ,

DR. SCHU BERT. That was a weakness inlhe experiment. The subjects did not
have time to adjust to induced astrgmatism.

DR. DOTY I think one of the weaknesses was that they knew precisely what they
were going to be subjected to. _

DR. SCHUBERT. They were aware of the facts, yes, but they did not know whether
their responses were correct or incorrect. They tried their best, and we found out,
as mentioned in the results for myopia, that their accuracy level did drop.

D R. IN If you tell a group of patients or subjects that they have a tempera-
ture of 99F, you will find that-they have smptoms. If you tella similar group of
patients who have temperatures of 99F titat they have,norniaf temperatures, they
will have fewer symptoms, I think you musiliak,a control set of blank lenses to
use in the same situation. And I think you might well have had someone who took

the same test saying that he could not go on because he had a headache-while he
was wearing blank Wipes.

SCHUBERT: Woad the subjects not perceive almost immediately that they
4ere wearing blank lenses? .

DR. INGRAM. I think it is very easy.:Es-deceive them this way. If they are myopic,
they are going to have symptoms, and even if they are not myopic, all you need
to do is tell them what symptoms to expect, for instance, that eyeslrain is asso-
ciated with headaches.

68
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DR. ROBINSON. I have a number of patients on whom we put blank lenses. These
were children who complained of vision problems, even though no refractive
errors were found by cooperating specialists, who said that the lenses would help.
Psychologically, the results were apparently very goo-I, in the sense that the
headaches disappeared and the reading improved.

The second point I would like to make was already raised, but let us reiterate
Your subjects were adults who had not become accustomed to this kind of

correction, whereps children who have never seen any other way may not be
aware of the correction. I am wondering, therefore, whether the results can be
carried over from adults to children.

DR. SCHUBERT. Probably not, although I think it gives-us some insight, for ex-
ample, into astigmatism. It appears that persons who see printing in a blurred .
fashion might develof a headache, I am sure there are headaches.that develop
under these circumstances. We are aware of the need to improve these studies
and can try to improve them in the future. We plan to introduce another group
to minus lenses in an attempt induce hyperopia. At that time, we can use a
control group that would be osed to plain lenses and plus lenses.

DR, YOUNG. I would suggest using, as well, wcrossover group, a blind study. .

DR. LUDLAM. Yes, a blind study using plus errors. And the experimenters doing
the test should not know who has the lenses and what they are, and the subjects
should not know anything about the lenses. Then correlate your results, and I,
believe these observations will be accurate. Perhaps these students from the Col-

D4of Optometry, who are trained observers, are not the best subjects.

tMASLAND. I suggest that you take a group of subjects who have a refractive
error and test them Immediately after correcting that error, without letting them
know. Give them a set of lenses that exactly correct their error. You might take
a group of these subjeCts and give them intelligence tests on the very day that
you fit them with bifocals.

DR. ULLMANN. I would like to suggest one more variation, to determine whether
women are more responsive than men to the experience of stress that you have

.....
the

by tfie test procedure. The commandant at West Point once became
very much concerned by the number of cadets (it seemed to be exceptionally

. large) who wore glasses at a football game. He was concerned whether the re-
quirements for admission to West Point should be changed. This raises the ques-
tion of how much variationas permissible under stress- how much stress is toter

.

able. It is possible to straighten th.t this point with two different subject groups
to see whether they accept stress in two different ways or react similarly.

DR. SI EVER .f The diseusSion has been in terms of similar errors in both eyes. What
about children who have a large error in one eye and normal vision in the other
eye? What relationship would this have to reading? ,

DR. SCHU BER I: I do not know the answer to that, but there are vision specialists
here who probably carterespond to your question. .
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Normal and Abnormal

Ocular Movements

Ocular movements are customarily divided, according to the psychosen-
sory stimulus that evokes them, into vestibular, regard, pursuit, and
command categories. Their nature and development may be analyzed by
objective-observation of the normal infant and by study of congenital
abnormalities. In this presentation, we will be concerned first with the
definitions and neurologic bases of normal ocular movements and then
with some of the abnormal conditions of developmental origin.

NORMAL OCULAR MOVEMENTS

Although 'the subject of ocular movements divides itself into categoric
functions, as though each were a separate anatomic entity, all portions
of the brain potentially participate in all movements. But the evidence
indicates that discrete areas of the brain have a degree of autonomy in
effecting movements in responie to particular stimuli, and it is conve-
nient front a pedagogic point of view to emphasize this separateness.

Vestibular Mai.c.ments.

Each labyrinth exerts a net tonic innervation tending to turn and rotate
the eyes conjugately to the opposite side. The otolith organs are respon-

.11?0
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sible for the static tonus, and the semicircular canals respond to accelera-
tion and deceleration in such a way as to maintain the inertia of the eye
position. Thus, acceleration tends to turn the eyes to the side opposite
the direction-of groZs movement of the head, and deceleration tends to
turn the eyes toward the same side as the direction of movement of the
head. This vestibulogenic movement is normally present at birth. even in
the premature infant, and may be elicited simply by rotating the infant
in one's arms,

The otolithic influence on the horizontal and vertical displacement of
the eyes is normally masked by the voluntary and optie.sourQes of ocu-
lar movement, and its inflUence on rotary displacement, an almost ex-

, elusively vestibuldgenic function, is difficult to detect grossly The in-
fluence of the semicircular canals is, however, easily seen in the contra-
versive displacement of the eyes in response to rotation of the head or
irrigation of the ears with warm water (conversels, cold water causes a
deviation of the eyes to the side that i is applied tei).

Normally, the vestibulogenic movement resulting from displacement
of the endolymph in the semicircular canals is relatively slow and con-

. tinually corrected"q quick movements bnnging the eyes hack toward
the primary position. The cycles of slow vestibulogemc phase and fact

1
corrective phase constitute a form of jerk nystagmus that can usually be
elicited in.the full-term neonate. In premature infants, however, the slow.
phase alone maybe present for days or weeks, so that on rotation of the

. head the eyes maintain a conjugate deviation to one side, instead of de-
velopin a nystagmus. This is called a "doll's-head," or "doll's-eye,"
movement. The fast or corrective phase in man is mediated through the
cerebrum and does not depend on the labyrinth. It is served 1;y pathways:
that are jdentical with, or closely illied with, the volitional movements.
Thuk persisteut doll's -head deviations are characteristic of some supra.
nuclear

Retard Movements

The movements of regard are those elicited by objects attracting one's
attention to an eccentric portion of the field. They are movements eat
attention and, although they are ordinarily evoked by visual stimuli:
similar movements may result from auditory stimuli.

The ocular movements to fixate an object of attention are quick am&
_simulate command movements with which they may. in fact, he Wen-

'81
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tical Little is known of the efferent pathway for movements of regard,
but they are deficient in animals with baronial lesions' and in human
beings with ParkinsonWisease

The infant shows few movements of regard during the first few weeks
of life Objects that alert las attention, as evidenced by a startle reaction
or retraction of the lids. are met with a straightforward stare. Oculomotor

aprama is one condition in which regard movements (and pursuit and
command movements) are never Lully developed,'

Plinua Moretnetils

Ocular movements in following a moving object are called pursuit or
optokinetic movements thihke movements of regard for command),
they may be slow and they are only. partially undo/ voluntary control.
Thus. if the mitre environment moves relative to the observer. as iii _

looking out of a train window Qr in an ideal optokinetic test. the eyes.
are compelled to follow ilia moving object_ When the eyes have reached
a comfortable limit of excursion die)/ arc brought back toward the per
mar} position by a quick mover.ient. and again follow the moving objects.
The repetitive cyFles,cartstitute optokinetic rivstagmus..and are a con- ,

cement test for the integrity of the pursuit movement
. The standard optokinetic drfim has black and white stnpcs that are
rotated at a suitable speed in fronf'of the subject's eyes. The afferent
arc of thou optokinetic response consists of the visual pathways: although
those in only one hemisphere arc sufficient to produce a lesponse,
whereas the efferent are is mediated through the parietal lobes of the
,cortex Father Mails of the pathways are somewhat obscure, but m
tegnty oft 7ithqi the frontal nor the o.cipitai lobes is necessary for the
optokineti response. .

In the iiifant. an optokinetie n:sponse may be evoted almosrimme-
diately after birth, provided the drum's stripes are large enough to be
within the dis.:riminativ-c mot), at the neonate and that Ilk moving ob-
jects subtend practically the entire visual field Previous reports that
the optokinent, response did not develop until,, ,.iontb or more *Mtn
hirtii were based on artafaL $( testing

)
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Cummand .tlyrements

Command movements-arc those ellcited on command, They are awn
equated with volitional movements. Commaifd movements are probably
mediated through the frontal lobe. That iN\where one would.expect the
.ilitiorial centers to be represented, and experimental stuviulation of a

discrete area in the posterior portion of the seccead frontal convolution
causes conjugate' turning of the eyes. Lesions in this area. hirever, C.aliSt!

,SliTriSitIg_y dtsturbirnee of volitional dogtrot, unless they.involve
both frontal centers, The inference is that tit*, volitional control of ocular
inovernnts has a large ineasure of' bilateral representation. ,

The infant appears to have poor volitional contro: of his eye move .

meats at birtband to be unable to turn his eyes at will or.in responsoo-
an object of regard for the first few weeks of life. WO congenital ocu-
lomotor ap raxia. there is a permanent dele0 in volitiiirral coutrol of
horizontal movements

fa

OCULAR ,SetWizMETS''

The most common examples of abnormal oculomotor development are
congenital nystaginus, strabismus. palsies orionjugategaze. and °cut°.
Motor apraxia, Beciluse these do not necessarily have ally Ida tiOtiSh if
with one another, they will be described separately.

,

co:igen:NI Nt'srugnius

Nystagmus consists of rhythmic oscillations of the' i;yes The congenital
/tor dciNtopm..lital variety is almost always horizontal JO conjugate (that

is. manifet equally to the two eyes) but varies for different ditections
agate' Thae are three major typesrf congenittal nystagmus, they will
be ckseribed here only cursorily because they have been treate,crm de
tali elsewhere 2

Congenital nystaginds consists of predoMmantly pendular
oscillations and is secondary to poor vi ;ton thafdates from early life If
vision is lost at err L(1 y cars of age, nystagmus either does not develop
or is abort se, the reason for this critical period is,unknown. but it has
a counterpart in other fit leis of neurology, such as speedisdevelopment

sot esthetic deptiVation, Some authors have assumed that the ow-
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far ose'illitions serve a useful function by proiiiiing a sciiirthat.partially
compensatesfor the lack of central vision; tut that asstuntitio. n is con;
tradicted by evidence that arresting the eyes iinprovesivision. The most
reasonable explanation fbr this type of nystligmtis is, to tiprd it as ad
ataxia of eye movements. Macular vision serves the eye muscles as the
posit .o -vase that other'skeletal muscles derive from proprioceptive
end-organs. If macular *on fails to develop, the eyes cannot bold fix*.
tion and thus develop an ataxic nystagmus. We have called this a sensory
type of nystagmu because, in contrast to other types, the primary 'defect
is perceptive. The maviittide or coarseness of the nystagmus will vary
not only with the age at which vision is lost, but with the amountof
visual loss. When the visual defect is not severe (e.g., Snellen acuity of
20/50 in the better eye), the nystagmus will consist of fine horizontal
oscillations; with visual loss to 20/200 or greiter, the nystagniic excur-
sions will be progressively grosser. The so-called "searching movements
of the blind" are an extreme of this sensory type of nystagmus.

Congenital motor nystagmus consists of rjerkinenystagmus with a
fast component to the right on gaze to the rightlind.fast component to
the left on gaze to the left. The neutral point is the intermediate posi-
tion at which the eyes are approximately,stationary and the vision is
,approximately normal. When, as is often the case, the neutral point is
eccentric, the patient stabilizes hispekby turning his head. Habitual
head-turn is thus a common presenting sign of this type of nystagmus.
The motor type of congenital nystagmlis is of genetic origin and is espe-
cially common in Males. It simulates a mild paresis of gaze wherein the
patient is unable to maintain fixation to cither side. Because the horizon-
taloptokinetic response is also characteristically abnormal in these pa-
tients, one may postulate a defect, 5ossibly a failure of myelination, in
the pathways from th. parietal lobes that mediate the optokinetic reflex.
Despite this presumed organic basis, thz motpr type of nystagmus is not
characteristically associated with other neurologic abnormalities.

Latent congenital nystagmus is so called because it is elicited by cover.
ing one eye. Customarily, the eyes are stationary, but covering either
eye eigokes a conjugate jerk nystagmas with a fast component toward
the side of the covered, eye. The etiology of this type of nystagmus is
obscure. It may be related to congenital motor nystagmus, inasmuch as
it occurs significarlilY often with this type. It is not -related to the func-
tion oT simultaneous binocular vision; it occurs commonly in patients
with strabismus, and simple disruptibn of binocular visicr rfes oat bring
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it out, uray of related to a phototonic balance between the two eyes,
that progresiive darkening of one eye will cause a proportionately

'carse 'nystawnus

;
"

.Strabismus
. .

The complex subject of strabismus may be simplified' by considering
firstzthetiVo common formsof functional (nonctaralytic) strabismus.
Tljese,are called ."atternhting strabismus" when the' patient.uses either
lye for'fiXation-and "monocular strabismus': ur "-concomitant strabis-
-Mus" when one eye is used for fixation and the other eye habitually

'deviates.,Tbe basis for alienating strabismus is-unknown, but it is as
-though the patient,lacked sufficient stimulus for binocular vision. The
,vision is usually;pormal and equal in the two eyes. Monocular strabismus,
however? is oftett astqated with hyperopia and requires an excessive
accommodation for clear distance vision.'This in turn produces an ex-

-':cesaive stimulatiostof the correlated convergence mechanism, with con -
: Stiluent jurnintin 'of ope eye. he eye with the greater refractive error

almost invariably therm that turns. If, during the early years of life,
deviant eye it not forced to rucate, through patching of the.good eye,

the vision fails and the eye is said to have amblyopia ex anopsia. The
-7 basis for'this arnillyapia (popularly called "lazy eye) is obscure, but it

-teemsto4be age-dependent. Amblyopia occur characteristically only in
the first 0 yeartof life; during which it can be reversed by forced use
of the amblyopiceye, Aftef that age, and certainly after the first decade,.
amblyopia doet not develop and, if already present, cannot ordinarily be
'reversed. .

Paralytic strabismus is the other major type. It is an esotropia (inward
turn of one -eye) when the lateral rectus muscle is paralyzed, an exotro-

- pit (outward turn)'wlien the medial rectus is paralyzed, and a hyper-
tropia when one of the vertically acting muscles is paralyzed. Paralytic
strabismus does not differ appreciably, v) developmental abnormal?ty,
from that acquired later in life, but the diplopia that is to incapacitating
in adult-onset cases is not present in infantile or childhood-cases. The
youngpatient readily suppresses the false image.

Contrary to popular belief, strabismus itself causes little impairment
of a child's visual functions. The absence or binocular vision and stereop-
siseauses-ody minor problems in everyday life, and has no bearing on
dyslexia. But it is important to prevent amblyopia before the vision in
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the strabismic eye is irretrievably lost. The cosmetic effect of strabismus
is, of course, also a major consideration.

Palsies of Conjugate Gaze

Lesions in the brain stem cause palsies of conjugate gaze, these in the
pons affecting horizontal movements and tilde in the,anterior midbrain
affecting vertical movements. In addition to these acquired palsies,
paralyses of gaze occur occasionally as congenital or developmental
abnormalities. Best known is the MObius syndrome, in which paralysis
of conjugate lateral gaze to either side is associated with facial diplegia.
Convergence is unaffected and, except for the compensatory head move-
ments and the expressiolilesg facies, the defect causes no functional
handicap.

Congenital Oculomotor Apraxia

,:.,This iS a condition in which, despite full random and vestibulogenic
movements, a person is unable to move his eyes efficiently at .will. or in
following a moving object to either side. Vertical movements are unaf-
fected. Because the fast phase of vestibular nystagmus is apparently
served by the same neural arc as that of voluntary movemehts; rotation
of such a patient about a vertical axis causes a contraversive deviation of ._

the eye's instead of a nystagmut. To fix an object to either side, the per-
son turns his head instead of his eyes, but the contraversive deviation of
the eyes nece *tates an overshoot of the head for fixation. The result is
a characteris c head thrust unlike that seen with other types of conju-
gate palsies o aA (see Figure 1).

Congenital oculomotor apraxia is sometimes familial.4t is not typi-
cally associated with other.neurologic abnormalities. Static visual func-
tions are normal, but children with oculomotor apraxia are invariably
slow readers and, despite adequate intelligence, do poorly in school.
They have a true oculoptotor dyslexia. Although head thrusts become
progressively less conspicuous throughout the first decades of life, the
defect is never fully outgrown:The person with oculomotor aPraxia con-
tinues to haie some difficulty in rapid voluntary or following move-
ments of his eyes to either side throughout life, and never becomes a
facile reader. 0
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of headeye move-
menu in the normal and apractic child on
gaze to the left. Whereas The eyes precede

, the head on eccentrie gaze in the normal
person, the head precedes the eyes in the
child with congenital apraxia. In the latter
case, the eyes manifest a contraversive devia-
tion, necessitating an overshoot of the hekd
on fixation of a target. (The blink is usually,
but not always, present in the normal person
and usually, but not always, absent in the
apraxic patient.) (Repiinted with permission
from Cogan.1)
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Eye Movements and Perception

10

A fundamental topic. in understanding reading disability is the physiol-
ogy of visual information processing. The understanding of that, in turn,
depends on a recognition of the role of eye movements in perception.
Older work on eye movements in reading (reviewed by Tinke..1.16), com..

pined With the ideas I shall present, shdws that one way of viewing read-
ing disabilities and perceptual disorders is in terms of ineffective pro-
gramming of visual input related to faulty functioning of eye movement
mechanisms. To understand this fully, it is necessary to grasp the extent
to which the perceptual process depends on eye movements. Most of
what I shall say is an examination of the mechanism's whereby eye move-
ments mediate perception. Naturally., we will note that eye movements
and perception during reading.represent only special cases of eye move-
ments and perception in a wider context. By first considering eye move-
ments and perception in general, we hope to be in a position to under-
stand them better in reading and in disordered perception.

I shall attempt to establigh' two main points: first, that the input of
visual information is discontinuous (packaged, -ampled, gated, chopped,
intermittent, incremental, or step-functioned), with the discontinuities
mediatedj:44,jumping eye movements; and second, that we may usefully
conceive of a hierarchic structuring of intrinsic urlits of visual percep-
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tion, wherein eye movements de,tennine the nature of the units at one
level. The second point may best be understood by drawing analogies to
other information-bearing systems. We shall arbitrarily choose printed
language as an example of another information-bearing system, partly
because it will lead back to further consideration of one focus Of this
meetingleading.

DISCONTINUITY OF VISUAL INPU

There are two major reasons why scientists have not recognized the dis-
continuity of visual input befm.e.9 The first is that vision is subjectively
experienced as continuous over time and that our conceptual construct
of the real external material world is overwhelmingly one of Temporal
continuity. As we experience the material world, we are await of no
"bmaks" in the time during which our eyes move about, nor does this
world seem ..lade.up in any way of "pieces:: This is in sharp contras.
with the facts of the input process. The second reason for not appreciat-
ing discontinuity is that, until the arrival of the computer age, the distinc-
tions between "continuous" and "discontinuous" processes were not so-
concrete as they have been since we have begUn to use these problem-
solving machines, which are either analog (continuous) or digital (discon-
tinuous). What is at issue is the difference between an information-
processing system that takes in information continuously and one that
moves in steps, or incrementally, so as to process information in chunks
or pieces. A few examples of continuous and discontinuous processes
make the distinction clearer. Continuous pfocesses are exemplified by
the "coded" groove of a phonograph record and the modulations of
radio waves; the discrete, tapped-out letters of a typewriter and the suc-
cessive frames of a motion picture are discontinuous. Although mathe-
maticians have long been aware of these distinctions, it is only now, with
so many of us using computers, that they have bewme common, ex-
perientially understood technologic tools.

Time Course of Saccades

The reason for laboring this point is to bring to your consideration the
idea that visual perceptual input is not continuous, as it seems to be, but
discontinuous, very much like the success:/e frames of a motion picture.
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But what:kind of event in the visual system would represent the Chang-
' ing of the frames? Let us consider some elementary facts about eye move-

ments, overstating to some extent for simplification. The most impor-
tant fact is that, in moving about to see the environment, the eye moves
in virtually only one way by abrupt, rapid, discrete jumps (exceptions,
such as tracking movements, are well discussed in standard texts).'
Figure I s'iows that we are dealing with a discontinuous process what,
engineers refer to as a "step-function" and the technical literature) "sac-
cades." I./tiring reading, thereoare about four of these jumps per second.
During other times, while the eyes are open, there are usually at least
two jumps per second. The jumps continue during visual fixation, while
the eyes fixate a target. The figure shows a typical recording of fixation
eye movements showing the size of jump of about 10 min of arc (I/O of
a degree) and a rate of one or two per second.

Before describing evidence of discontinuity of visual information in-
put and'processing, I would like to illustrate the manner in which eye
movements affect the time cotirse of the perceptual process. Figure 2
shows the effects of gross jumping of the eye about a simple scene. In
the upper left is the scene, on which are superimposed five numbered
dots connected by lines. The dots represent five successive hypothetical
fikations of the fovea (the center of the retina) within the scene, and the
lines show the. track of the eye over the scene as irjumps. We may as-
sume that.the scene was briefly flashed (tachistokopically) for several
seconds on a screen and that during that time the viewer made the five

1 sec

I 0104in arc

FIGURE 1 Tracings of eye movements during visual fixation, showing several rapid Jumping eye move-
ments II marks the hothontal component of the movement and V the vcrtiLal Lornponent, recorded by
reflecting onto photographiL paper beams of light from mirrors mounted on contact lenses.
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1-2-3-4-5 1-2-5-3-4 1-2-5-4-3 1-2-3-5-4 1-2-4-3-5 1-2-4-5-3

FIGURE 2 Simulation of eye movements in viewing a scene. At upper left is the scene with
five numbered dots and connecting lines superimposed. The dots represent five successive fixa-
tions and the lines represent the track of the.eye jumps between these fixations. The upper right
shows arbitrary central retinal areas und each of these fixations. The row of circles simulatesii.s.

the time sequence of presentations t the brain of the chain of five successive central retinal
views as the eye views the scene. The :racing below the circles shows the horizontal component
of the successive fixations, with L and R representing the left and right directions. The bottom

...,

sof the figure shows alternative tracks after the first two fixations, illustrating the stochastic na-
ture of the process.

0
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fixations along the indicated track. On the upper right is the same scene
with five superimposed circles representing arbitrary equal central retinal
areas aslhey would be on the retina or anywhere back. of the retina. Be-
low,is a sow of circles forming a chain, which represents the sequence in
time of these successive central retinal areas as they would be on the ret-
ina or anywhere back of the retina. Note that each circle represents a
chunk or package of information. The bottom of the figure illustrates
two lest-important issues to be mentioned in passing. The horizontal
tracing simulates a recording of the horizontal component of the eye
movements as they occur; at the bottom of the figure, we assume that
the same five fixation points were chosen but vary the sequence after
fikations I and 2.

Edge Visual Images

Figure 3 simulates the effects on the retina of thejeye jumps that occur
during visual fixation on the same scene. It shows packaging of informa-
tion, but of a slightly different sort. Because these fixation eye jumps,
are much smaller than in the preyious example, they do not have the
effect of causing the same massive transformation of the central retinal
area as in the gross viewing eye jumps. Instead, they result in changes at
the edges of objects on the retinal image, imitated here by a photographic.
technique. If positive and negative transparencies of the same scene are

'superimposed with a slight displacement, the resulting print shows by
tightening or darkening o( a particular edge,the change that would take
place on the retina as the result of a small eye jump. The only place
where change occurs is at edges. The small arrowi represent the vectors
(size and direction measures) of the hypothetical jumps that would cause
the changes shown. Note that the sets of edges generated are unique to
the vector and that the set of vector-generated edges taken as a whole
again implies the usefulness.of stochastic models. The same thing along
a single small arbitrary segment of edge on the retina is shown schemati-
cally between A and B in Figure 4 (top). The center of Figure 4 simu-,
lates the position of the edge before (t1) and after (t,) small jumps of
the eye to the left or right, and the bottom shows the net change of
these jumps, which would result in "off" or "on" firing of retinal ele-
ments, inasmuch as what has happened are ';off" or "on" changes.

Figure 5 is a simulation of central retinal areas during reading. The
first lines show a sentence of text. the second lines, hypothetical fixa-.

834 $
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I !GURU. 3 Simulation of retinal image edge generation by small ffxation eye jumps. This
figure shows the positive (A) and negative (B) prints of the'same scene at the top. If transparen-
cies of the two are fitted together with slight offset, the discrete edges of C through.11 result.
This simulates the change of the setinai image produced by small eye jumps (indicated by the
arrows). I or photographic reproducibility, the displacements and the arrows are larger than the
jumps that occur during fixation. At 38 cm, 1 deg of arc is about 6 mm. A typical fixation eye
jump might result in an apparent displacement of 0.2-1 mm at that distance.
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FIGURE.. 3 Simulation of retinal image edge generation by small fixation eye jumps. This
figure shows the positive (A) and negative 00 prints of the'same scene at the top. If transparen-
cies of the two are fitted together with slight offset, the discrete edges of C throughll result.
This simulates the change of the gitnal image produced by small cyv jumps (indicated by the
arrows). I or photographic reproducibility, the displacement and the arrows arc larger than the
jumps that (MAI( during fixation. At 38 cm, 1 deg of arc is about 6 mm. A typical fixation eye
jump might result in an apparent displacement of

94

0.2-1 mm at that distance.
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1'10AL 5 Simulation of the effect of eye jumps dunng leading. A. a short sample of test. a. aim
of a let of four eye fixation% i dots) and the uttenrening eyelsimp tracks (mows) dunng trading of the
test C. simulition of tubular, central retinal MCA about each fixation. 0: simulation of the tune leg
Ot ph:oviixtion to the brain of the .ham of four titaCettire avnittil retina aim.. Note "overlap" or tepe
coon of winds oaring WarkSiVe thatiOn%

Chunking or Packaging .1 Input

With this picture of the physical facts of the eye-movement system. we
can now examine some,of the other evidence for and against the idea o4
visual perception as a dil.seontinuous process mediated by eye jumps.
I shall refer to five sets of expenments and their imphcalfons.
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1. The oldes,t experimental evidence isihe phenomenon of flick;A:
fusionfrom wh.ch it can be argued that. if at some particular flicker
rate. flicker is not pert.ened.them: chiniks of intermittently proented
information dre subjectively snoothed in the same Way as the chunks
mediated by eytinovemedts.

2. Conversely, 'if there were a meanS' to artificially prevent packaging.'
of visual input, it could be predicted that perception would ceoc, as
happens when eye jumps are automatically canceled in stoppe1/41-retinal-
image expeihnents.s.r4

3 Another argument Bolds tha,t, if pyr4eptual inplit is intermittent,
there must be inhibition of vision Lila* The periods when input isnot
being processedi.e., duiing eye jumps. This is found to be the case dur-
ing jumps visual thresholds are raised and inhibitory +lemons are acti-
vated in the lat'eral.geniculate nucleus.418

4. Another line of reasoning holds that, if eye juinpstafilish,Pack-,
ages of inforniation, they should be followed by. cortical activit34 marking
tine arrival qe the packa0s.- This is indeed the case. the tye jtjnp igiers
occipital activity. recorded as a typical averaged response.4", at the
eye jumps are correlated with alpha ilty thin is also relevant here, because
it shows a relationship betwe'en packaging due to eye jumps and more
general cortical packaging mcess'es.i°

5 Less-direct evidence that eye jumps establish discontinuity is pro-
vided_ by the finding of changed fixation eye-jump veLtors as a result of
changes in visual stimulus. Here, the argument is Uhl, if the form of
visual input is contilliled bY a feedback output "he visuaLsystem,
charging the stimulus would change the output that controls the input..

Acknowledgidg these points requires that one conceive of paceptual
input as discontinuous, because a discontinuous event (the eye jump)
4introls

Evidence th might be taken to shpw that eye jumps have no role in
p'crception includes the fact that visual acuity is as good during a flash
that is too brief to allow eye movement as during prolonged,viewing,
C ne way of interpreting this is to:say that if you can see as well during
a flash too, brief for the- ey e to jump, then you do not need eye jumps
t see.2 Thisiine of reasoning does not take into account the fact that
i i4not the eye jump itself that is important but that the jujnp causes
a niupt incremental change, whiLh is also what thei flash causes. In other

ords, abrupt incremental change of the stimulus is caused by flashing
ti e stimulus or by jumps of the eye and allows vision to occur.

I ft Ft
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Smoothing of Input

In considering discontinuity of perceptual input, a final point must be
made for the sake of logic and completeness: if input is discontinuous,
the must be "sampling" periods and "nonsampling" periods." Jnfor -0

that arrives during nonsampling periods must be either lost or
held in some sort of short-term buffer memory. Inasmuch as a high per-
tentage of brief, light flashes are seen routinely, there must be a itort-
term buffer memory in the visual system betweto input,(sampling) mo-
ments.

,
ments. The direct analogy to time-shared computer technology,12 which
uses short-term buffer memory storage, should Be noted.`

To recapitulate,briefly what has been shown, the input of 'visual in-
formation during perception is not continuous, but is interrupted several'
times each second by eye hmps,which naturally divide the input into
chunks or packages; these packages are reassembled by the brain into a
spatiotemporally continuous visual world including, for example, the
continuous line of text reed from a page; finally the packages represent
natural physiologic units -a step in the direction of reducing phenomena
to units,ithose measurement reflects their intrinsic nature

(X4.

ANALOGItS TO WRITTEN LANGUAGE
-We shall next explore several neglected areas, with the goal off` better

grasping some additional aspects of perception without which reading
cannot be understood. By developing analogies between visual percep-
tion and printed language, we place both the visual system and written.
'language squarely in the generic category of information - bearing systems.
We are exploring but several of the issues of interest while passing by
others of equal promise (see Polanyi").

The first of ,these issues is the continuing quest of.science for units
that are intrinsic to natural phenomena rather than arbitrary. Cherhistiy
and physics made great strides when protons, neutrons, electrons, atoms,
and molecules replaced the arbitrary mass-space-time units of gramS,
meters, and seconds. In neurophysiology, progress is not so easy, bui it

-would be conceded that the nerve spike must represent an aspect of such
intrinsic units of nervous activity. itnother issue now being perceive,d is .

that we are moving about within the domain of information rather than
solely within the domain of energy.3 This means that units of energy

.#
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and space time mass measurement, whether intrinsic or arbitrary, al-
though necessary, are inadequate, and that ultimately perception must
be dealt with in informational units instead. A final issue, which also
comes from information theory and general systematics, is that our
models must be able to encompass the concepts of hierarchy and struc-

'ture. We will attempt simple definitions of these terms mainly by illus.
rs

t ation.

Hierarchy

Mince main elements of the analogy to printed language Are the hier-
archy of levels, intrinsic units, and fofination of chains. The first level in
the hierarchy of language is a set ofletters drawn from the alphabet of
that language (Table I). Each letter is,not only an element of fife set, but
also a natural intr.nsic unit of the laiiguage, and the units are all of equal
size. The next level of a language is a set of words, which make a larger
set represeQted by the dictionary of the language. Words may be con-
sidered nattgi! units just as letters are, buLthey are not of equal size,
becai,Ke therare made up of different numbers of the basic units of let-
ters. The next level of the hierarchy of language is a set of sentences,
which may be considered as another type ot unit forming a still larger set:

TABLE 1 The Hierarchy of Sets in a Printed Langnage

Desenption Fxamples

Set of letters (alphabet)
Set of words ("dictionarei
Set of sentences (ruled by grammar)
Set of text (ruled by style)

a,b,c,d ..... x,y,z /
and, bird, came, doors, top
Jadk rolled the ball. Don't cat mushrooms.
all articles, all boo4, all manuals

z

Structure

All thesesunits arc combined in various kinds of chains. A given text con-
sists of chains of sentences, which consist of chains of words, which'con-
siSt of chains of letters. We have seen that all the units in chains are

.discontinuous, rather than continuous, inthe sense considered earlier
and, ftarrniore,pat they are Units intrinsic to the nature of printed
language, rather than arbitrary. Finally, because of the nature' of infor-4
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mation and the limitations of language, each level'of the.hierarchy is able
to contain only some types of information; the Itigherime goes in the
hierarchy, the greater the degree of- complexity that can be conveyed
and the more complex the niles for this conveyance., What we are.saying
is that structure exists, and that it constrains all the possibilities and re-
sults in the susceptibility of chains to probabilistic or stochastic models.
(A simple example pf constraint is that the letters making up a word
must be put in the correct order for the word-to exist; the structure of
the word is a constraint on the set of all possible cornbinations.of the
letters in the word, e.g., CAT. CIA. ACT, ATC,,TAC, TCA.)

We will new look at how analogy to written language helps us to
understand visual perception.. The package of visual input mediated by
eye jumps is analogous in several respects to the intermediate level of
the language hierarchy. They share the properties of being discontinuous,
of being intrinsi,: and natural to the function of the system, of being
composed in some way of the smallest units (letters in printed language
and nerve spikes in visual perception),and of being made up of various
numbers of the smallest units. They also form chains to make up larger
units (Figures 2 and 5).-It is convenient to consider these packages as
analogous to wards if we bear in mind that we do not yet know enough
about the visual system hierarchy to know whether there are other
levels between nerve spikes and eye-jump packages, even though the
hypothetically analogous letters and words are On adjacent levels. A great
deal inors could be said abRut the ramifications of`each of these points
of similffity, but, foree sake of clarity, only the three elements:Men-

:limed Will be established.

90

Comparison

First, a hierarchy is natural to a language as an infordlation-bearing sys-
tem; the Visual system, as an analogous information-bearing System, must
have a hierarchy. In other words, our analogy proposes that complex
information-bearing systems antintrinsically and necessarily hier hi-
cally organized. Second, as to the question of units, we have cited two
major characteristics of the analogy: fie discontinuity of units at all ,

levels (an interesting question isWhetber it is pogsible to carry informa-
tion continuously at higher levels in a system whose lowest level is made
up of discontinuous units the nerve spike and the letter-and so con-
strains the higher levels to be discontinuous) and the intrinsic natural re-
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lationship of the units to the information-bearing system of which thy
area part. TITIrd, having noted the formation of chains in both visual
pvrteption and printed langitage, we can Sense the importance of eye-
jump packages in forming higher units of visual perception"sentences,"
so to speak: Fiir exampkv, as you look at an object, the chain of your
eye-jump palikages.will constitute a sentence that is completed when
you glance at the next object and begin anew sentence in organizing a
percept of it.

We can be specific at two levels as to the nature of the visuaLsysiem
units: the lowest level of vision is a nerve spike, analogous to. the lowest

----IOC of a written lapguage, the alphabetic letter; and a higher level of
visual,perceptibit is the package of information (mediated by the eye

ijump), which is analogous to one of the higher leVels of a written
langitage.

67 I

TILE READING MODE'Ll

We have -shown that readingis a process that is divided into ii,b4,akural
units by the jumps of the eye. These units are somehow combined`to
create botIa continuous visual spatiotemporalyorld and, in reading,
perceptual and cognitive Continuity of the textual material. These eye-
jump units have ,a rate of occurrence, with optimal and high and low
rates. Thus. there is'a framework on which to build a Todd of reading
that inv.olies programming much like that of a computer, with the same
kind of. vulnerability to faulty microsequences (for example,thd various
sequences of the letters in C A T ) and interference from other seese mo-

or cognitive and motor.spheres. This model is derived from what
we have described carlier,inasmuch'as,programming is the arrangement
of hierarchic units with better 4nd worse alternative sequences sand with
alternative sets of units from different sense modalities and different
spheres, whicli may Or may not be included in the chains. The vulner-
abilities referred to can briefly be considered further. The concept of
filthy sequences can be amplified by analogy to our present knowledge
of computer programming, from which we gain respect for the impor-
tance of carrying out a series of operations in exactly the right order.
From computer programming. we have learned that, even though there
is more the cone way to skin a cat, there is a still larger set of ways that

^1.

will not work at all. In the older literature on eye movements in reading
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one ineffective microsequence that was studied extensively was the use
of regressive eye movements, that is, eye jumps,that went back to a part
of the text already covered. Another disorder ofmicrosequences in-
volves carrying them out too rapidly or too slowly.ls Too rapid eye
jumps are undoubtedly associated with hyperaroused (overly alerted)
sta.tes,8 whereas both too high and too low rates would lead to inter-
ference from other spheres. .

Our model of visualiperception has strong implications for a model of
sensory processing and behavior in general that-can help us-to under- -.
stand these interferences. It is apparent that, if the visual system is using '
its own particular coding for its own particular language, each:of the
other sensory systems is doing likewise, and the same thing is occurring
in the cognitive and motor spheres. This can be illustrated mostvividly
by thinking of ourselves.is individual towers of Babel or multilingual
United Nations meetingsour eyes might speak German, our ears Arabic,
and our stomach French, and the central processor must translate these
all into English. If we accept-the applicability of these analogies, we are
in the useful position of being forced to make choices between time-

. sharing (i.e., serial processing) models and simultaneous (i.e.,,parallel
processing) models to account for the processing between these differ-
ent sense modalities. What emerges lucidly for our preserit concern, how-
ever, is the desirability of inhibiting or "turning off ' other sense modali-
ties, such as hearing, so as to reduce the interference with carrying out a
specific function, such as reading. We can logically and theoretically

'characterize one class of reading disability as that mediated by interfer-
ence froth other sense modalities or cognitive and motor spheres. (We
are not implying that this hypothetical class is uncontaminated by other
classes of disability.) Also, it appears that hyperarousal may often char-
acterize this type of disability, but that is another subject.
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DISC. US 1 0 N

D . MASON: You have suggested,that there is no way to get from one level to
another. That is true of many experiences, and I think that this is the same sort
of problem that has stymied psychologists for a long time: How do you get from
one level to the next fromthe Intel, say, of letters to words to seutences?

DR. GAARDLR: That is the crucial question, and to me it means that you cannot'
merely know everything about cell physiology, add it up, and make psych@logy

3
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out of it. It will not work. It is a question of..enriching pragmatically. It is a ques-
tion of enriching one level by considering another level, and understanding more
about one level by studying it and by referring to higher and lower levels.

DR. BOY NTON: Would you guess that one could establish procedures for The
transition from any one level to another?

.
,

t

DR. GAARDER. Yes, in any domain that you care to pick- Motor learning, per-. . per -

ception, what have you, I think that Dr1Chall had a point about the question of
'whether children leant written languagety coding or phortetics.She suggested
that they may need to learn to code bef re proceeding to the phonetic.parts. .

That may be a, very rapid learning proces once it is mastered.
DR. LUDLAM: I would like to ask you to do an experiment. Suppose we carefully

recorded the series of fixations and saccadic eye movements in the-course of
someone's reading and then processed them exactly the same way in the same
sequence and with precisely the same timing. Suppose, for a second case, that
we include the periphery, of the visuatfiAlds, as well as the central area. I think it
isahnost certain that we would find that the corripensationof the peripherals in
artificial conditions wtiuld'be very poor indeed, and It might be korthwhile to ,
,ask why.

. .
D R. GAARDER. TheilifferertFe between those two situations is that an eye move-

: ment that is involved in the first case is,absent in the second. The eye movement
is under the control of the subject; what the eye is going to do next in the read-
in situation or in the more general perceptual experience is determined during,
the 100 msec onAnore of the fixational pause. I think this is exceedingly impor-

"ant as a proillem in visual perception. In the normal situation, clearly, the "com-
-Twee" knows,where the eyes are going to go flat and, as a consequence, is able

to get a'good deal pore out of3he visual input from successive fixations fhatn
could otherwise be possible, ~` ..,

DR, ALPFRN. Does this add to the relevince of eye movements for reading?

-.

A
DR. GAARDER: Yes, I think what the eye is doing in the previous,100 msec is

r

1._ very important in the problem of poor reading, and it is an aspect of the prob-
lem that people have not paid very much attention to.

D R ..rtI.11 S H . It seerns4o me you are causing yourself a great deal of difficilty'by
trying to extrapolate movements of the eye from the stimulus pattinn alone, l'

' "think there are some rather special differences between eye movements during
reading and eye movements around arbitrarily depicted shapes of the type that.. a

show.
s

DR. GAARDER. I suppose that one of the ways-to predict eye movements involves.
an analogy to the way the language :, structured and how well one knows that
structure. At least, that appears to be thecase.

4,
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Retindl Contrast Mechanisms

It

The verb "contrast," according to Websters New Collegiate Dictionary.
means .'`to exhibit noticeable diffe' rences when compared or set side by
side." Implicit is the idea that small differences will become less notice-

'able or unnoticeable if the items being compared are separated. That is
true for human vision."

If two half - circle:, of light, each hornogeneous, are very carefully
butted,against one another, they form a bipartite field. If their !until-
nances are equal:they will form a homogeneous disk without a discern-
ible border between thelwo half

I-lib:Is
that make up the disk. Suppose

that we can adjust the luMinance done independently of the
other. The luminance difference necessary for a border to be ji4st per-

,

ceived is-about 0.5(/1.* But if the fields are moved barely apart just

.
!This value obtains for optimal conditions of viewinghen the just-noticeable difference IS
based on the standard deviation of many settings. and the subject attempts again and again to

,set the two half-fields exactly,equal in brightness. He and in espenments to he reviewed !atm
different conditions and experimental methods will inevitably yield different results. I urther-
more, there aresignificint Afferences among normal subjects. apd rn pathologic cases the
values obeained may be different by more than one order of magnitude. lt is not possible to
introduce qualifying statements everywhere in this paper; the reader should accept values given
as representative of typical subjects under optimal viewing conditions, unless otherwise stated.

"Contrast" is common* used to specify a physically measurable difference, as well as to

95
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evough to introduce a very thin black line between them- this value will
increase to about 1%. Further separation will increase the value even
more. Why.is this? The answer is much" more complicated tiTan might be
expected. Indeed, the results of even this simple experiment cannot be
fully explained on the basis of our present knowlidge, although a general
understanding is possible. One purpose of thisresentation is to review
some of what is blown about the retinal contrast mechanisms That
underlie this and other observations_ Another purpose is to relate this
knowledge to the percpption of small dark details against a brighter
background. which is characteristic of the typical reading task.

RETINAL-IliAGE CONTRAST: GRANENPS

W'e must begin by considering what sort of image is formed by an ex-
ternal st.mulus on the retina of the eye the retinal image is by no means
S perfect replica of what is otttside. In any image-forming system, the
image of a point is not a point, but rather an optical-spread function
(see Figure 1). Diffraction provides an ultimate limit in any optical sys-

), tem. In the eye. aberration, light scatter, and accommodative. errors
,broaden the function further. Its width also depends on pupil size, being
=lima' (and thustesp wht:n the pupil is abbut 2.5-3 mm in diameter.
The spreadiunction does not depend onlight intensity. At very low
light levelk, the function describes the probability o( arrival of photons,
at each spatial position, within a test period.

Assuming the point-spread function as measured by Westheimer and
Campbe11.21 an edge between a bright field and one That is completely

descnbr subjective espensnce. in this presentation. "contrast" is used to describe what can be
measured with a photometer, and modifiers will be used to refer to the effects prodi.ced
optical, physiologic, osubjective by the physical contrast stimulus,

t-or small details seen against a Iltge background, contrast will be defined as ft 1 1-B blliBbl.
after Blackwell.) Here. Bt is the luminance of the small gall, or target.; is the luminance of
the baickground, llcre the limit of negative contrast is I AO 1100-7), and positive cdn
nags may assume any value The justification for this specification is that the Ntsibilitief of
dark targets thegative physical contrast) and bright targets (positive physical contrast), when

seen against the same background. are approximately equal,
In other situations, particularly when bipartite or striped fields ac used, there can be no )

clear distinction between tes.t and background, nor between positive and negative physical con.
tract. Therefore, physical contrast in thescases is defined as IB, -B2)1(81+82) Here Bi is the
postove physical contrast and B2 the negative physical contra,t, the limit of physical contrast is

between "no and t 10Bf: .

4
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FIGURE I UM- and post - spread functions on the bunion retina, as detetnuned hinkthe experimental
data of Weetheinier and,Carnpbell" by direct physical 1111111111tMelit on the human eye. (Couiteey of G.
Viestheireet)

e

dark produces on the retina the light distributiodshown,in Figure'2. We
conclude that thee, iS a gradient of intensity between the two fields,
rather than an abrupt change. It is this sort,af gradual variation in illumi-
nation that the retina works with, and never the abrupt changes that are
so easy to provide outsidft the eye.*

.5 A

RETINAL-IMAGE CONTRAST: BLACKiINES

us now inalyie'whahappens if the eye is confronted with a dark
seen against a homogeneous white background. Suppose that the

'For linear end homopneous systems. a linc-spread function such ea that shownin fuse 2
San be converted into a modulation-transfer function. The latter shows thewoofer of con-
trast transferred through an optical system. plotted as a hinction of the frequency of sinusoids
9r *dial luminance variation. Although this procedure has some athletes's. and-there have
been many experiments in which the response of the eye was examined with spatial sinusoids
as the stimulus. the *macho difficult to apply When coesiderbse letters of print on a pap.
For that reason. I do not use the modulationtransfer approach in this discussion.
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F IGURE 2 lioht distnbuUon in the Mimi dna, of an Me In she human eye. belt rums. 64111
p6pd hued 00, 1I measineasenti of Weitheirner and Campbet2 I

line it completely blaCk. We eatfproduce thisiin the labolatory, by hold'
. ing a pair of whitc.surfaces- -say. 3 x ,in: idle" cards-in ironed some

kind of light trap, iliiiminating.them diffusely from the front. If the ''.

edges of the cards are very sharp and preciseli parallel, a this' black line
can be produced by briniing the cards very close together. What will the
retinal intage IdOk like in this situation? . a

We can find tht answer by adding together the two edgegradien
discussed earlier, as shown in Figure 3. Here it will be seen that the

. closer together the cards and therefore the narrower the lipiethe lower
the contrast on the retina bkween the IlluminAtion at t*entirof*,
retinal image of the tine and that of unifonmarbas flanking it: The
retinal contrast produced by lines of arious:widths is:shown, in Noun 4.

We can now see that, when we oncerted with the villorisoPrtne
lines of high physical contrast. we arc, nevertheless. dealing witb !Ow ret-

i final contrast. The same is true for more complex forms, such is leder/it' ..
, v lb .. on a page, that are built ur.from fine fines.

a

.
There are two basic-ways to increase the retinal ontrast produced bY
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looking at a line target. The ftlit isto, increase the angle subtended by
.the'ljne at the eye. This call be accomplished by making the line wider,
or, by mot nig 4 line of fixtd width closer to the eye. increasing the
%Meth of the line produces an effect that is easily seen in the use of
boldface type. Boldface looks blacker bjcause rtinal contrast is higher,
although the objective contrast isthe same.as for regular type tprodtieed .
with the same ink). The second way to incri.ast retinal contrast is to in-

-.reast the inherent contrast of the line with respect to its background.
This ran be done by making the page whiter or the ink blacker. But ;
most inks arblack enough so "..hat, eveb ifhey could be caused to have
zero reflectance, the,eontea'st gain would be rather small; A much greater
gain uan be had by, making the line wider. NOertheless. the inherently
low contrast of f cheap ntiperback book cause! by, sma11,4/po low-
reflectarici,paper. Ad poor control of the width and reflecjance di. the
lentil wilt result in a noticeable loss of retinal contrast and consequent

er

J.

3 Rewal gluminame produced by completely black ate% of the widths militated.
'own spout .1 bfithi background (dotted curves) The curt/ for a :.min line has been dinned by
sakhnz the dean/moony of the two ethos shown by the solid lute The other (lotted iurves were

constructed by moving the edt': gradients %loser togeihcror farther epart than fl,
Clancy shown.
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FIGURI 4. Los percent. retinal contrast measured as a function of log visual angle (in minutes
of arc) from data of DeNfott7 and Westheimer ant Oimpbell.31 Data are from the steer eye

i Open circles) and human eye (doll). Replotted from Boynton.5
.

reduction of visibility. The bizarre inks and backgrounds now usedfol
artistic purposes in some popular magazines sometimes produce very .

low physical and. retinal contrasts and can thus be veryvery difficult to read.
.

Despite the low retinal contrasts this fine lines produce, silifability
to resolve such lines is remarkable. ,pnder optimal conditions,'a good
observer can detect a line that subtends only 1/2 sec of arc,1° which
corresponds to seeing a wire only 1/16 in. irmliameter at *a distance of
1/2 mile! Extrapolating from Figure 4,1it can be estimated that tharcor-
responits to a retinarcontrast of lers thin 0.01*, and that is based orinn
illuminance distribution with gradual contours. It is probable that the.
contrasts plotted In Figure 4 are too low, because of difficulties of ex-
perimental measurement in both experiments and the double-traverse of

100 ,
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the.I gilt through the eye in the human. measurements. But riven if the
retin it Contrasts were as much as 10 times as high as tit..s figure shows,
The r itinal catrast at the threshold of detection is still verylow.

4.

A P 10k1 EXPECTATIONS CONCERNING RETINAL MECHANISMS

Fro' the foregoing, it should be cl4r.ar that one of the most critical prob-
lems that the visual system meets, and somehow solves, is the dstection
of very low contrasts.tm the retina. If each retinal receptor had private
path ay. to the brain, then very small differences in the initial signals
prod iced in adjacent or nearby receptors would require preservation all
the ay to the brain for the difference to be discriininated thererBe-
eau noise iinevitably introduced in each,stage of any infonnation-
tran missiqn system, including a biologic one, a small difference would
undoubtedly be obscured by noise by the time the original activity ex-
pres -t1 itself inthe brain. For this reason, we would expect a priori to
find eural mechanisms to detect and augment the differences in signal
sire gths' near the receptors. Furthermore, it would seem helpful to in-
volv a large population of receptors to increase the statistical reliability
of tl e difference. That the detectability of a line of width has been
four to be critically dependent on its length suggests that this is so.

CCIA TRAST DETECTION AND LIGHT INTENSITY

Alth .nigh retinal contrast does not depend on light intensity, the thresh-
old f detectable contrast does. We are all familiar with this from every-
day xperience.qhe physical contrast provided by, say, a newspaper
depe ds only.on the reflee.tances of the piper and ink used, and not on
the I 'vel of ilitimAnation.of the nevopaper, nevertheless, we know per
fectl, well that it is difficult to read the fine pant in dim light, apd
and r still less fevorable conditions for example, under the light oPthe
moot --only thelargest headlines can be resolved.

The most extensive data related to this matter hne been concerned
with the detection of circular patOes of light against a uniform back-
grburd of variable luminance. When the test spot is very small, the task
has much in common with what is involved in the resolut of fine de-
tail. 'TOM extensive data collected by Blackwell and McCready,' I have
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selected the values shown in Figure 5. A test spot subtending only I min
of visual angle and lasting for only 1 msec was used. The function la-
beled &IL shows that the contrast required just to see the test spot
drops from more than 1000 "f at the lowest luminance used to slightly
more than 1% at the highest.

The same data can be plotted in another way. The curve labeled AL
shows the just-visible (threshold) increment of luminance provider by
the test spot. At very low levels, this threshold increment is indepen ent
of background luminance over a range of luminances that, although very
dim, allow distinct visibility. As the log of background luminance .(in
footlambtrts) is increased to more than 2, the threshold risesslowly 1
at first, accelerating gradually, and filially approaching a unit slope (e r-
responding to, a .L /L slope of nearly zero). . .

Many other detectors of contrast, such.as photographic plates and
television pickup tubes, behave somewhat similarly. Like the eyeyihey

i
i.

Log L (Footlamberts)

rIGURE 5 Contra,t thresholds 44,0 as a function of log background luminance, for a 1-min spot
c po ,cd for 1 [MCC (data from Blailwell and McCready4). Also shown is the corresponding curve for the
inclement threshold, . I di this curve, the values on the ordinate are in log n. The dashed curve shows
the predicted behavior of an ideal detector.
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.
perform better when there is mote light. Ideal detectors also behave this
way. as the numbers of photons increase!so does the statistical evidence
available to discriminate an inclement from its background, The dotted
lino in Figure 5 shows what is predicted for the IL curve of the ideal

'tor. This line has a slope of exactly 0.5 and may be extended in-
definitely in both directions.

This comparison shows that ,the eye is not an. ideal detector. For the
conditions shown in Figure 5, in which a very small and brief test spot
was used, optimal performance is achieved at a log background luminance
of about 0.5. At luminances both below and above that, more tight is
required in the increment spot than the ideal-detector model would pry-
diet. At low levels, this has most often been explained by posailating an
intrinsic noise of the retina. It causes a minimal value of AL to be reached
(about 7 fl in this case) at low background levels; the value would be the
same in total darknefs. In other words, this much luminance is required
for the test spot to *duce -a signal in the visual system that can be dis-
criminated from random background activity that exists in total dark-
ness:At.high background levels, the eye is also responding less efficiently

ithan t might, probably because of the influence of various adaptive
mechanisms whose function is to prevent saturation of the signals being
transmitt&I through the visual system.*

RETINAL CONTRAST VERSUS SUBJECTIVE CONTRAST

One further psychophysical observation bears reportingbefore we turn
to physiologi4 mechanisms: the.highly nonlinear relationship between
retinal contrast and its visual effects.

This relationship is most easily examined in a large bipartite field,
where physical contrast and retinal contrast are essentially the same.
The nonlin6rity first expresses itself in the fiict that, for very lowobjec-

. tive contrasts, no, border is seen. With further increases in contrast, the
border will becomVvisible, and subjective contrast will then increase
very rapidly at first, and then more slowly. For an objective contrast of
more than 20';'' or 'JO% the border between the half- fields has already
become so vivid and distinct that subjective contrast will not increase

orPier information on the effct of light intensity on ontrast detection can by found in ,

opapers by Jones,I213 Barlow,' and Rusliton.2() whiai also contain additional references,
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much further, further increases in physical contrast produce only very
small additional increaseprSubjectiVe contrast. We have attempted to
measure this in the laboratory, using psychologic scaling methods. It is
most difficult, because the observer cannot ignore Arightness differences
that are needed to produce, and therefore are coreaated with, physical
contrast. Figure 6 is a schematic representation Of the relationship be-

...
twden objective and subjective contrast. .

A more objective way to demonstrate this relationship is to make
some measurements of visual Rerformance'as a function' of contrast. /
Some years ago, we measured the ability of observers to seek out and
recognize complex critical targets presented against a background of

.pseudo- targets. Figure 7 shows that the main improvement in visual per-
formance is associated with the lower range of physical contrasts.

4 .
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rIGURE 6 Schematic representation of the relat oship between objective and subjective contr
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FIGURE 7 Percentage correct target identification by five subjects, in a
complex search ash, as a functioni of the contrast between the stimuli
searched and thetbackgrdand against Which they werepresentec4Reprinted
from Boynton and Hush 6) .3
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RETINAL ANATOMY. , ,
1

We will now review Some of the evidence that clearly:tells us that the
outputs from the retirlal receptors become highly iniercorinected as in-
formation is processed in the retina.-

Consider first the aril atorny of the retina. In the human eye, there are
about 125 times as many receptors ,(rods and cones) as opliclierve:fibers.
Such convergende constitutes one basic form of retinal neural interaction,
and it is a principal determinant of III sun-mein-receptive field. If
many seceptois feed informatiOn to le same optic nerve Fiber, the re-
sults of feeble excitation in the indivi ual receptors (each too weak to
evoke sensation) can Summate, Vastly 1 proVing the probability that in-
formati9n will tit delivered to the optic nervifiber and thente to the .

"
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brain. That is accomplished, bAever,.at a sacrifice of visual r olving
power.

Convergence is very nonuniform and depends greatly on the part of
the retina stimulated. In the peripheral retina, many thousands of
receptors deliver their outputs, via the intermediary bipolar cells, to a
single ganglion cell. The central retina is very differently organized.
When we .fixate on a stimulus, we move our eyes to place its image in a
highly specialized regiOn of the retina, the fovea =trails. Only.cone
receptors are found in thiS region, and it is here that our visual acuity is
by far the best. The convergerice ratio in the fovea is about unity. This
has sqrnetimes been interpreted to mean that each foveal receptor has a
private pathway to the brain. That is a mistaken conception; on the
basis of the arguments presented above, we would not expect such.pri-
vale pathways, and the direct evidence now to be reviewed shows that
we do not find them.

Anatomic evidence shows many interconnections among the retinal
pathways. including those' which begin in the fovea. On the basis of light
microscopy, it has long been known that, in addition to convergence
where it occurs, the human retina is richly supplied with cells that do
not appear to be involved in the direct transfer ofInformation from
receptor.to bipolar tO ganglion cell (the classical visual. pathway in the
retina),sbut that seem to'exist specifically to provide lateral interconnec-
tions between tlleAetiroris of the bAc pathways. An excellent notionof
this may be gleaned by exantination of Figure 8, a schematic diagram of
the retinal connections, based heavily on repeneevidence provided by
electron microscopy. Nole tharthere are two classes otcells that pro-
vide lateral interconnectinns. Horizontal cells (H) interconnect the rod
and cone receptors; they are believed to receive information from and ,

feed it back into the receptors. Deeper in the retina, amacrine cells (A)
interconnect bipolar and ganglion cells; they, are also interconnected with
one another and thus have the potential to carry inforniation over very
lone lateral' distances in the retina. The receptors .themselves are also in
intimate contact, with so-called tight junctions between rods and cones
and between cones and cones.

The details of retinal anatomy vary from one species to another, but
all eyes that have been studied so far have sufficient lateral connections
to prodke substantial lateral interaction effects. The list includes the
lowly IthrSeshoe crab, Limulus, long a favorite specimen for visual in-
vestigation. This animal has a faceted, compound eye;,.each ommatidium

, .
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FIGURE. 8 Summary diagram of the interconnections among the neural wits in the retina. A. amai.rine.
H, horizor.tal, C. Lone, R. rod, MB. midget bipol.u, RB, rod bipolar, I B, flat bipolar, MG, midget ganglion.
DG. diffuse ganglion. (Reprinted with permission from Dowling and Boy t.ott.8)
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connects primarily to a single optic nerve fiber. Hartline first chose it,
many years ago, because he believed it to be free of complicating lateral
interconnections. But he and Ratliff' have since shown that a lateral
plexus of fibers exist that interconnect the pathways, and furthermore
that these connections have an exclusively inhibitory function. This
work,..described in detail in Ratlifrs fine book, Mach Bands," provides
some of the clearest available illustrations demonstrating that these inter-
connections provide a neural mechanism for contrast enhancement.

INHIBITORY MECHANISM IN LIM U LU S

An experinitntal arrangement of Hartline and .Ratliff,9 using the eye of
Limu/us, is shown in Figure 9. Light A can stimulate only ommatidium
In the absuice of other stimulation, this produces a particular frequency
of firing in the optic nerve fiber A. Light B stimulates only ommatidium
B and produces a particular rate of discharge in fiber B. Suppose that,
with light A turneJ on at its original intensity, a light stimulus to B is
provided also. At a very low intensity of stimulation of B, the,resultwill
be no. firing of fiber B, and no effect on the firing rate of fiber A. But, as
the intensity,of stimulus B is gradually increased, fiber B begins to fire.

Light Light

IA

W% I
"WMPL, Receptors

t.ateral
plexus

Optic
3 nerve
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FIGURE 9 Experimental arrange-
ment of an experiment by Hartline and
Ratliff (1957), designed to show lateral
inhibitionjn the eye of Limulus.
(Adapted from Ratliff.")
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produced by activity in fiber A. Hot-
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and Ratliff.')

1

As shown in the lower graph of Figure 10, this activity it floer B is asso-
__eiated with a decrease in the frequency of firing in fiber A, which is still
being directly activated only by the originallight intensity delivered to
omintitidium A.'It turns out that, once some threshold frequency is
reached, the inhibitory effect of B (as measured by the decrease in fre-
quency of firing in fiber A) is linearly related to the frequency of firing
of fiber B. It is therefore concluded tliat the B system is doing thy in-
Whiting, with the strength of the inhibition depending on tire rate of
activity in the B fiber. The experiment can also be done the other way
around, and it is found that activity in fiber A produces a reciprocal in-
hibitory effect on the normal firing of fiber B (upper graph of Figure 10).

The nature of the inhibitory effect depends also on the distance
.tween the onunatidia being stimulated. In Figure I I, inhibitory effects

t are measured in turn from fibers B and C, in response to variable intensi-
ties of illumination of ommatidium A, the ;40......r leading to a variable
frequency of response in fiber A, as shown on the abscissa. During re-
cording from fiber B, no inhibition occurs until there are about five int-
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FIGURE. 11 Experiment to
show inhibition of activity in
fiber A, produced by nearby
stimulation at B and more
remote stimulation at C.
(Reprinted with permission
from Ratliff.17)
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pulses per second in iioer A, inhibitem then rises rather steeply with
increasing frehuencies of A. During recording from fiber C, which is more
remote from A than is B, the threshold is reached at much higher firing,
levels in A (n4rly 20 impulses per second), and inhibition increases more
gradually than for fiber B.

It is to be emphasized that tke inhibitory .action associated with a
particular system, such as the A system of the previous example, de-
pends only on the frequency of response of that system, without regard
to how the 'frequency was"produced. An interesting example of this is
an experiment on disinhibition shown in 'figure 12. Here, three stimulus
fields A, B, and C are used, with recordings taken from fibers A and B.
Stimulation of A alone produces an intermediate discharge rate, shown
on the left side of the bottom record. Field C, at the intensity used, is
too far from A to have any effect, as shown in the middle part of the
lower record. when C is turned on, the frequency of discharge in A con-
tinues much as before. The left side of the upper record shows what
happens When ommatidium B is stimulated along with ommatidium A.
The stimulus to B is strong enough to produce a high frequency of dis-
charge in ommatidium B, which in turn is associated with a marked in-
hibition of the firing rate in A. If tield C is turned on, it produces a
marked inhibition of fiber B, as reflected in the middle part °Mlle upper-
most record. This reductiOn in the response rate of fiber B releases in
turn some of the original inhibitory effect of B on A, as revealed by the
fact thdt, while field C is turnei. an, the response tq A increases.

Note that the'intensity of stimulation of B has not been varied in this .
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exaIb.ple. The response to a fixed intensity at stimulation of B has been
modified by the ;Mum of C The same effect could have been produced
simply by reducing the intensity of stimulation at B. This example indi
cates that it is the response to B that i; the simplest %amble to consider
in predicting the inhibitory action of B on A. rather than the Mk 11Stil
of the stimulus to B.

As stated previously, these inhibitory interactions are...reciprocal. Ii A
inhibits B. then B also inhibits A. But the inhibitory action of B on A is
less. because of its inhibition by A, than it would N.:otherwise and NI)

ow Consequently, mhibitgry selationships thit are relatively easy to
understand in terms of response rate become difficult to calculate on
the basis of stimulus mtensity,patterns alone. I lse equations required to
do thi. have been worked out by Ratliff. 4114 their predictions have
been tested in direct experiments. In one such expertment. Ratline and
Rathfr were able to show dearly that neural gradients are sharpened
and enhanced by the inhibitory proc6s. Moreover. the subiec lice phe-
nomena of Mach bands. found in human observers. can be accounted .
for quantitatively in terms of the inhibitory relationships worked out in
Linitdos isee Figure 13) This is eery important, because it strongly sug-
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gests that the hinds 'if inhibitory effeLts found in Limutus also occur in
the human retina.

RECEPTIVE FIELDSAND 4RIGGER FEATURE

In addition to the purely summative types of [veep ow fields already
mentioned, winch are found in the dark-adapted eye, much more com-
plex arrangements are typical in warm-blooded vertebrates. Figure 14
shows one example. A microelec.trode is plungeu into the cat retina
through the front of the eye and is in contact with a single retinal
ganglion tell whose axon forms an optic nerve fiber The experimental .
arrangement allows light spots to be flashed on and off in various parts
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ut the visual ;add. A central .area t. Itiund where the tni,d of J tight
spot produes an-ina.re.,ised discharge in the ganglion i.d1 tan ti
4onse wherea -the turning oti.of the light yields no ton Kok
hofirontally shaded area shown surrounding it. both 10 hi .11.1d 1 t re.
spouse are obtained In Ole t field (diagonally shaaterll, L1114 rat I.
discharges,carr fix oided

Tins Jrungonent of an e.cdatory criter field arm Minbitoty sue .
rotmding field lus beCn found in many other experiments. i1he CILad
icon-mhibitionrelationship a. often reverse& t In the warmblooded
vertebrate, unliV IOWA that thy retinal ganglion lciKic-
spond at a mode's' rate. eYen iiiithe absegee a light stinuilation, Ihus,
inhibition c..In also reYeal'itself .1S a reduction in the resting rate cif re-
sponse during 1 period of prolonged stimaition

In the frog, lettvin et it/ at were the first ti show that a single eJ111
010.I1 cell responds CO remarkably speotre tragger te,atures of ilic

depending on the cell recorded from In cases. tit exam*, a
unit will respqnd well only to,,onNer dirk spots moving in very particu-
lar ways, anal to po other stimulus As Lettynt cz d refnark. it as tempt
Ing to call 4ie.k.thied unit a "bug detet.tur More recs. ntiv. the
11.1111C "II10wr hi'. become .1!-NOi.itlid vvlt11141c pcculisar. 4.113
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pier aspects of a visual stunulus that afe kitten 'mind necessary to trig-
ger activity- in a single unit in the retina or higher visual center.

Trigger features have been examined in detail in the primate visual
cortex, especially by Hubei and Wiese! in .1 long series of experiments
see Hubei" t Although consideration of the cortex is outside the

b. undartes of this presentation. it is significant to note that the center-
surround relationships that are found when recoraing from primate cor-
tical cells are nearly rectangular, rather than circularly orgaiuied. These
cells are often most sensitive to moving lines, and ty pically are direc-
tionally sensitive, In the optic iaerv'e fibers of spider monkeys, only the
concentric ON -O i , center-surround arrangement was found at this
level of the primate visual system..

Directionally sensitive units have been found in the retina of the
rabbit by Bab" and Levielc,*2 Some of the results flom one of their
experiments are shown in Figure I 5, A black edge is caused. to move
across an illuminated slit When the NIA width subtends 34 mm, the
directional effect v.;.very clear When,the slit is closing in a preferred
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direct on (from top to bottom, as shoowii on the left *side of the figure),
the re inal ganglion cell under investigation responds with a vigorous
oN-b rst, But when the experiment is repeated exactly, except that the
slit cl a ses from bottom to top, only a very weak response is recorded.
When the slit width is only 8 min, no significant directional effect is ob-
taine . This suggests that the directionally sensitive mechanism must be
conta ned in a larger retinal region. These investigators have done a good
deal of speculation about the retinal interconnections responsible for
such ehavior, the horizontal cells of the retina have an important role
to pla in their schema. It should be emphasized that the temporal char-
acteri tics of retinal responses are critical in such a system. These have
been nvestigated in some detail in further work of Barlow and Levick,
as we ,l as in Limulus by Ratliff.

Th electrophysiologic work carried out to date has consistently in-
volve the use of very-high-contrast visual stimulation. It is not easy to
relate the psychophysical results described in the first part of this pre-
sentat i9n to the electrophysiologic data discussed in the last. The work
of Ha dine apd Ratliff is clearly the most relevant in a formal sense, in
that i deals explicitly with contours and shows how the visual nervous
Syste ) can operate...to enhance them. Although it is a long way from
Lima us to man, there is strongly suggestive evidence that similar mech-
anism- operate in the human eye.

It I as perhaps not been emphasized enough that these inhibitory
mech nisms appear, on the basis of both behavioral and electrophysio-
logic videifCe in vertebrates, to be specific to the light-adapted eye. In
the di rk-adapted state, in which the task of the eye is to gather as many
phut ns as possible, receptive fields are purely excitatory. When more
light rs available, the inhibitory mechanisms come into play, and they
are el i:.arl), implicated as mechanisms of contrast enhancement that help
in the perception of fine detail.

I wish to thank Thoma.s.R. Corwin for his ottkal reading of this manuscript.
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DISCUSSION

DR. BOY N TON. I hope that this story has left the correct impression that the
business of dissecting the retinal image, generating the neurologic code, and then
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transmitting this information to the brain is not a set of passive mechanisms. The
co& is related to what has adaptive significance tothe organism, and at many
points along the way a very subtle difficulty with the pathways involved could
conceivably' result in improper functioning of these mechanisms.

'DR. LINDSL E Y I am glad that Dr. Boynton brought up the spatial relationship of
interaction within the retina. There is another important 'complexity. the tem-
poral relations* of the stimuli. D. N. Robinson (Science 156.1263-1264, 1967)
recently noted that the response of the eye to a second flash was masked, pre-
sumably through lateral inhibition, by what.was contained in the first flash. He
noted that a third flash, like your spatial elements in a section, would mask the
second one in the same way that the second was masking the first. Thus, on the
temporal side, there are phenomena somewhat similar to those on.the spatial
side. This adds another element of complexity.

Where reading difficulties are concerned, it might be better to focus on
temporal than on spatial contrast. You can, in fact, combine them, that is, you
can give stimuli both in seqUence and separated in space.n the basis of what wc
know abdut lateral inhibition of the retina, there is a reason for what occurs be-

. tween 60 and 90 days of age in an infant, as Robert Fantz shows (see p. 351)
using a series of concentric circles or checkerboards. Why should concentric
circles have a specific effect? r

DR. BOYNTON: As far as I know, there is no explanation.
DR. SCHUBERT. In connection with perception of printed symbols, contrast

would depend on illumination, and a number of figures are given by authorities
as to how much light you need on the printed page. There is no consensus in this
regard. How many footcandles are needed? Can any of the participants offer
data concerning the contrast that-is desirable in enhancinglegibility?

DR. 130 YNT ON . There is a'Problem. of definition that might be worth clearing up.
When I used the term "contrast,' I referred specifically to the physical, objel-tive
definition, the difference in luminance between two areas divided by the lumi-
nance of the larger of these two areas. Physical contrast so defined is indepen-
dent of the illumination on a reflecting target, such as a"letter in a page. The
subjective "'contrast" associated with this, however, is critically dependent on
illumination level, audit increases with increasing illumination. There are prob
ably dozens of mechanisms involved in this'llistinction.

As to what constitutes 'a propetlevel ofilluminatioV fiel.that,Jmosite of
all the arguments and all the research, we do not knowexaaly what does con-

,' stitute a proper illutnination level. Obviously, it depends on the inherent con-
trast and Site of the material being viewed, what is being looked at, and why.
Blackwell (J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 36.624-643, 1946), on the basis of an extensive
series of investigations it Ohio State University, has ..onie up with a set of figures
that have generated a gobd deal of controversy.

We keep learning new things. I was very impressed with wharDi. Young said
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concerning the effect of low levels of illumination on the developm,ent of my-
.

opia, which is ascribed to a great deal of activity in the accommodative mech-.
inisms. If the illumination level is high, the depth of field of the eye is-increased
bmause the pupil is reduced. For this add probably other reasons, less accommo-

4ation i,-; :...citified at high illumination levels, Thus, there is now some evidence
that tends to support the admonition, "Don't read in dim light or youll'iniif

81your eyes"somethin my mother used to say to me. Possibly, she was correct .',....

in her assumption. this is the first evidence that I know of fo support this
old wives' tale. ':, :

DR. Bu SEA. Concerning the degree of retinal inhibition: to effect that, the. retina
is active as well as'passive. I think that there may be some very strong evidence
of this. Take, for example, the directional-sensitivity cells, which areactivated
preferentially by a-moving light. According to Barlow and levicli, special struc-
tures are very numerous in the retina of the rabbit, bikLthe cat has very few; I do
not know about primates:

,DR. BOYNTON. I strongly concur that this is true. I tried to,point out that there
are species differences. I picked Limulus fo a detailed illustration largely in
deference to historical values: it was the first experimental animal in which
dearly defined retinal interaction mechanisms were demonstrated, although
many workers had felt for many years that they must be present in the human
retina. Only within the last 15 years or so have they been found physiologically
in any animal, let alone man. Your point is very well taken.

4,
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The Pupillary Liit Reitex

Arid Binocular Infeiaciion

I am gojg to discuss some recent experiments on one aspect of the
cross-talk between the two eyes in what I am constantly reminded is
thought to be the simplest of all reflexes, the pupillary reflex to light.
I want to speak about binocular cross-talk in this "simple" reflex, as
well as about some findings on a disorder of perceptionsomething
not associated with the reading problem in any proper sense of the
term, but an interesting perceptual disorder nonetheless.

If all other conditions are equal, the pupil is always smaller when
both retinas are illuminated than when one or the other is in the dark.
Figure 1 shows some measurements of the size of the pupil in a junior
medical student when one eye was iti the dark and when both eyes
were illuminated equally. Note that in the binocular case thejsupil is
always a bit smaller. By making a simple downward displacement of
the monocular curves, one catInkifair prediction of the binocular
data.

This is not the place to document the fact that the obvious sorts of
artifacts that might account for this result: fusional movements, ac-
commodativeInovenients, and so on - -do not play any role in tt results
of such experiments. Nor do I need to describe the experiments that
show that it does not matter which retina is illuminated; both pupils
alway'sgo together.
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FIGURE 1 Diameter of the
pupil of the left eye when
both retinas are equally il-
luminated (dots) and when
the lefteye is in the dark L

(circles). The abscissa scale''/
in each instance is the ret-
inal illuminance (log tro-
lands) of the right eye. (Re-
printed with permission
troll ten Doesschate and
Alpem.2)

Figure 2 shows the nerve pathways nvolved. There are two places
in the ce tral nervous system that sep ately or together would allow
added act ity from each eye to pool in such a way that the binocular
process produces a smaller pupil than the monocular. The places are at

, the level of the midbrain, and presumably nothing higher than the mid-
brain is involved.

The experiments illustrated -in Figure 3 allow us to exclude two very
simple ways in which the pooling might occur. We might assume that
the nervous system responds to the light That goes to the left eye and
adds it, as though the same light had been given. to the right eye. In
this figure, the dashed line is the,predicted binocular pupil size ac-
cording to this hypothesis. Clearly, it does not agree at all with the
measured values (circles). Furthermore, the nervous system does not
add the amount of.contractions of the pupillarx muscle. The solid line
in the figure, shows the eximted result according to that idea. Simple
addition, either of lights or of contractions, is an inadequate description
of the results.

Although one can write the equatioris for this effect, the physiology
cannot yet be said to be well understood. In the process of striving to
build a reasonable model, Prof. J. ten Doesschate of Utfecht and 12
stumbled onto something that might be of interest. We borrowed from
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a paper by Cooper et at I Suppose you had an excitation pool (Figure
4) in the midbrain, and that the output of all the cells was determining
the size of' the pupil. Suppose that everything in the right circle were
driven by the right retina and everything in the left circle by tht4 left
retina. (In binocular vision, of course, both systems respond.) This sort
of scheme in a rough, qualitative way will account for the results we
obtained.

This is purely speculative. Can we find any experimental evidence for
this view? Perhaps we have a clue in an experimental finding of Hubei
and Wiesel3 on single nerve cells in visual cortex of kittens. Cutting the
e:ie muscles of a newborn kitten results in an alternating divergent stra-
bismus. After this strabismus had developed, Rubel and Wiesel mea-
sured the percentage,of cells in the vjstial cortex that were binocularly
driven. In the normal kitten one,,with only a sham surgical procedure

,
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FIGURE 3 Change in diameter of the
pupil of the lefl eye for equal binocular
retinal illuminance. The circles repre-
sent empirical observations; lines are
theoretical predictions based on the
monocular measurements. The solid
line is the change in size predicted if
each monocular response is added lin-
early; the dashed line is the change
predicted if the lights are added lin-
early. Neither fit is satisfactory. (Re-
printed with permission from ten
Doesschate and Alpern.2)

TO BOTH PUPILS

FROM THE RIGHT RETINA

IGURL 4 Scheme of midbrain pooling that could account for the fat that the pupil is
always smaller when the retinas are equally illuminated, compared with the case when one
Tina is in the dark. The output of the pool drives both pupils, equally large r contractions
being produced by having more cells responding, The cells contained In the right circle are
excited by the right retina, those in the left circle ate excited by the left retina.
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a vast majority of the, cells are binocularly driven. However, in the test
khtens with strabismus, the matter is quite differ nt. The vast majonty
of cells in their visual cortex are only monocularly driven. This looks,
like a paradigm for testing binocular pupil additivity. A person with -

alternating strabismus,might be expected to show a much gredter binoc-
ular additivity than in the normal eye (because fewer cells would be bin-
ocularly driven). As it happens, I have an alternating strabismus, So I put
myself into this apparatus and did the experiment. It turned out to be
nonsense. We could not get the expected results at all. The result was
interesting, however. I would like y ou to think of the problem (a per-.
ceptual problem) of someone with strabismus whos'e eyes aim simultan-
eously at different parts of the visual world. Such a person's way of
viewing the visual word binocularly is remarkably different from the
way of a person with normal binocular vision. To avoid double vision
with an alternating strabismus. the retinal ,activity of one Of the two.
eyes must be turned down (if not off). In the clinical literature, this
phenomenon is referred to as "suppression ", there is little concrete
understar,illing of its physiology.

Figure 5 shows some of the measurements of the pupil (of-my eye)
in alternating strabismus. I ,vasfiXating with my left eye, although my
right eye is the dominant one. Instead of getting the predicted super-
.additiVity, there was no additi, ity at all. In binocular viewing, the pupils
were the same size as when the right eye .was in the dark. The nonfixat-
ing eye made no contribution to the binocular response. That was the
first interesting aspect of our results.

The second was that, when the fixating eye was in the dark, the
pupils were much wider than when the nonfixating eye was in the dark.
In the normal subject, the eyes are equally effectiNe in making the pupil
smaller, irrespoitive of which one is ixating.-But in strabismus, when
the fixating eye (the left in Figure 5) is stimulated, the pupil is much
smaller than when the nonfixating eye is stimulated, That is not a pe-
culiarity of the left eye, but characteristic ofwhicho,er eye happens to
be fixating at the time.

Figure 6 substantiates the last statement. 'When the right retina is
fixating, it produces the smaller pupil. When the left retina is fixating.
it produces the smaller pupil. It depends, not on which is the so-called
better eye, as far as visual acuity or dominance is concerned, but on
which of the two eyes happens to be fixating at the moment.

Having found that, [ wanted to see whether there was a paradigm for
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FIGURE S Size of the pupil of the left eye in observer M. A. twith alternating strabomusi as a
function of the intensity of retinal illuminance. Left eye IS always fixating. The dots show the
results when the eyes were equally illuminated, the small circles, the results when.the fixating
eye was illuminated, and the large circles, the results when the squinting eye was illuminated.
(Reprinted with permission from ten Doesschatc and Alpem.2)

a similar effect in normal eyes by making measurements that involve the
classical experiment of retinal rivalry. Briefly, one puts overlapping con-
tours onto the-two.retinas (for example, vertical black and white stripes
seen by the left, horizontal stripes by the right). The result is that these
conflicting borders carmot be unified into a pyfectly consistent whole!
Normal observers alternately hold clear first, say, the vertical lines, and
then the horizontal lines, oscillating from one to the other. I thought
that perhaps the phenomenon of turning down or turning off the retinal
input to the pupil, which o in strabismus, would also show up on
normal eyes, if they we ed into this rivalry situation. In fact, it
looks asthough it do

The experiment is tricky, because one must remember that in the
normal eye each retina is driving bot# pupils to the same extent. If the
subject is presented witty the overlapOing contours, shown in Figure 7,
and the illumination on the two eyes is the same, it does not matter
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tensely illuminated retina ts dominant than when the more weakly illuminated retina is
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(1
which retina dominates, either will give the same result Thus, the top

*oh an Figure 7 shows the same pupil size, regardless at whether The
pupil is photographed in or out of phase with the malty, No difference.
would be expected, because the illumination on each rePrra was always
the same To bring out the influence of rivalry, one must introduce a
difference m the retinal illumination in the two eyes.

The experiment is straightforward, and the resultsare illustrated in
the bottom graph of Figure 7. We hold the retinal illuminance of the
right eye fixed and vary the intensity of illuminance of the left retina
only. The right eye` views green light of ICJ trolands that is riot very dif-
ferent from the intensity of illuminance of OF low levels used to stun-
ulate the left retina, and the result as we have already -.aien- is that
there is no difference in the size of the pupil in the left eye, whether

the left or the right retina dominates. However, as we increase the 4n-
tensity of :Ht.name to the left retina, ,o that it is appreciably greater
than that of the right, it matters a good deal which retina is dominant.
At any abscissa setting, the mtensities of illuminance to the two retinas
do not change, but the pupil is much wider when the retina receiving
the weaker light is dominant th_ when it is not,

In general. the phenomenon that we are trying to understand in
strabismus seems to have a counterpart in the normal eyes' viewing a
rivalry.-target

I do not fully understand the implications of what I have described.
This is, in many ways. a very surprising result. where viston Is sup-
pressed by the dominance of one retma. Photopiipillar) motion is also
suppressed

One suggestion is that whatever is turning down this visual impress
won is turning it down at the cortex If so, it must also send separate_
signals down to the nuilbram level to turn down the photopupillar) re-
sponse Alternativelv prhaps the turning down is going on at the retina
itself, in which Case a separate turning down for the pupil is not nixes
wry. because vision and photoptipillary motion are probably. mediated
by the same nerve pathway' at the he wl of the retina. Either suggestion
Is rather disturbing. and the evade rte .ar each is not very impressive

What is the relationskup of these ideas to the problems of reading? Iii
the proeess at reading. one makes eye movements of very high velocity.
saccades. pn inak.ee a 'QCCit.le the visual system also undergoes a mo-
mentary turning down of aetivitv tit takes more light to produce .1

threshold than when the 0,e is immobile) It has been speculated that
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the turning down of the sensitivity of vision during saccadic eye move -
rn its the turning down of vision in retinal rivalry, and the
same SOU of turning down'that is found in strabismus. I find it difficult

.., to concent a good experiment that might accumulate evidence to sup-
port such:ideas.

I am indebted to Dr Keith Burnes and Joel Sugar for their aisle technical assistance
in some of the experiments discussed here,
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DISCUSSION

DR, WADE. MARSHALL Curt Richter. (Johns Hopkins Med, J. 122:218-223, 1968)
recently 'repined an interesting study of alternating strabismus on 24-hr cycles.
This is such a curious phenomen?n that I wrote to him, and he replied that he,
had checked 30 cases in which operated like clockwork, lie disturbance tend-
ing to improve as the patient got older: Psychiatrists tell me' that they sometimes
see 24-hi cycles in manic- depressive patients.

DR. ALAI RN The phenottlenon of periodic .trabismus, in w; ch the patient is
normal some of the time and his strabismus some of the time, is very well
known.. 1- did not know that the atttir,...Ition can occur with such beautiful
regularity,

The mechanism of turning down vision during a saccade is not a simple mate
ter There is a large literature Concerning whether saccadic suppression occurs at
all Evidence is accumulating that she output from the retina is not completely
turned off during the saccade However, the activity is clearly reduced (because
of the extremely high velocity of eye movements). and there is also some reduc:
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.

-tion in visibility;The best data I know of are those of Riggs attd his students,
Amy Schick and Francis Volkmann (J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 58.56:.'-569, 1968).,
There does seem to be a genuine reduction of sensitivity that is not due to any

a number of sources of artifict. ASber et al. (Exp. Neurol. 14:351-370, 1966)
h ve-fOund evidence of the suppression of pupilIary light response during the

ccade, but there are still some problems in understanding the phenomenon.
PR, NG RAM Is there any evidence.concerning pelsons with'constant nystagmus

w 'de reading" Flow do-ihey manage to read, to get a retinal outline down?
DR. A L PE RN- I have no evidence on this except the subjective reports of a profes-

sor, of mathematics at the University of Michigan who has very poor visual acu-
ity and a constant nystagmus. He reported that, when he was observing the ro-
ta ing turntable or his phonograph, which had a speed of rotation in phase with
hi nystagmus eye movements, the phonkagraph record on the turntable appeared

tionary, That is the only evidence I know of.
DP ILV Els. Did you notice a difference in position or shape of the pupillSome-

i es on a flash of light, the pupil becomes eccentric, and I wondered whether
y u had sten that, .

PR. I Pt RN These studies were n8t done with flashing lights, but with an °put:A 41

sy tem presenting a binocular Maxwellfan view. The pupil was photographed in
th steady state under infrared right with infrared film. There may be such ef-
fects, but I would not have seen them in these experiments. ,

DR. IN nsLI Y You referred to retinal suppression in Riggs's experiment.
OR.. 1..rE RN I did not mean to. There is isaccadic suppression, which Riggs does

n for a minute believe is in the retina. If I were to infer what Riggs thinks,sac-

ra is suppression is in the cortex, and I have no way of knowing whether sup-
pr scion is in the cortex in this other system responsible for the observations I
ha c presented. It is a bit awkward, because multiple connections are needed,
no only between the cortex and retina for vision,, but through the pretectum
to phoeopupillary motion. It is not obvious why anyone would build a railroad
t t way:However, if saccadic suppression were retinal or if this suppression in
riv Ity were retinal, then it would not be at all surprising for both vision and.
ph nopupillary response ,to be suppressed. That would be the logical come-
qu rice oT the neuroanatomy, inasmuch as in every way that we can make the
tes s it is evident that, within the retina, the nerve pathways for vision and
ph itopupillary motion are identical.

DR. IN PSI. FY. There is already some evidence. Dr. Buser and his co-workers
(C R. Soc. Biol. Paris 1$4.3$- 42,1960; J. Neurophysiol. 26.677-691, 1963)
ha c shown that there are pathways to and from not only the tectum, but also
tht lenticular formation. .

PR. if PI-- R N. But why would anyone want to develop a special pathway from
cortex to midbrain just to turn down the pupillary response to a binocular
rivalry stimulus? i
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Neural Organization in Vision

I would like to review some aspects of the retina, the lateral geniculate
body, and the visual cortex and the pathways that connect them. The
basic descriptions of the structure of the visual system found in classical
writings.have guided the efforts of physiologists and psychologists in
Planning and interpreting,experiments on visual function. I will com-
ment on some of these classical teachings in the light of recent experi-
ments in our own and other laboratories.

Let us first look at an example of a typical vertebrate eye, that of a
rhesus monkey. We know from psychoPhysical studies, such as those of
Blough and Schrier," that monkey vision is quite similar to our own;
hence, we should be able to understand a good deal about the human
eye from studies on monkeys.

Figure 1 is a low-power picture of the monkey eye, showing the
typical results of histologic procedures for fixation, embedding, and
staining of eyes. The figure also illustrates one of the problems en-
countered by retinal histologists: the retina often is detached-in fixa-
tion or embedding, most-often at the fovea. Figure 2 is a higher-power
view of the monkey retina, centered at the fovea. Note that in the fovea
the outer cellular layers of the retintare displaced away from the dense
array of thin central cones, A short distance away from the fovea,'the
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cones become thicker, and they are lesi numerous and less densely
packed.

MORPHOLOGIC DIFFERENCES

Monkeys and man have a mixed retina, in which there are both rod and
cone receptors. Many animals have almost exclusively one or the other
type of receptor. I would like to discuss some aspects of comparative
anatomy of the retina of mammals both because it is interesting in it-
self and because Comparative study can show in a simple way something
about our human retina. Figure 3 is a photograph of the. receptors in
the retina of a tree shre.w, Tupaia glis. This relatively simple retina has a
single row of cones arranged in a homogeneous mosaic at the hack of
the eye." There does not appear to be a fovea or any obvious, center of
specialization within the eye. Such a pure cone retina is a form of spe-

AIL
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FIGURE I Low-power prtotom -rograph of monkey (Macaca mulaita) c . Susa fixation; e/mbeldded in

ow- viscosity nitrocellulose; Caso 's Mallory stain; 10-1.1 section.
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FIGURt 2 Higherpower view of inonko fow4,14CYIC settion J1 in Utgurc I. (about X 110)
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cialintion that Sfound iii several species of diurnal mammal. Another
aspect ofspeckilization for living in daylight illumination is thellense
black pigment that surrounds the outer segments of the cones. The pig-
ment absorbs light twat does nol strike the outer segments of raeptors.

Figure 4 shows the receptor layer ofa kinkajou. Ppros 'Idylls, quite
a different kind of animal, which is active largely at night. Zookeepers
place it in dim red illumination and often reverse the normal lightdark
cycle. because in nature these animals behave very little in the daytime.
Their receptors are dea,rly all rods, with layer after layer of rod nuclei
packed below the inner segments of the rods,lfone were to package
these two retinas together, with rods scattered among the cones and rod
nuclei arranged beneath cone nuclei, one might expect the organisation
seen in Figure 5, the retina of a leopard, Pantluytm pardus. This kind of
receptor .ltd outer nuclear layer is typical of the basically nocturnal
animals.that are also capable of vision in daylight.
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Another major-difference in.structure associated With nocturnal
versus diurnal vision is the ratio of receptor nuclei to different cell
types in each of the cellular layers of the retina. If we count the
number of receptor nuclei and the number of cells in,the inner nu-
clear and ganglion-ce.JI layers of nOeturnaf mammals., we see that each
successive layer contains fewer cells. There is summation from many
receptors'onto a smaller number Of cells in the inner nuclear layer, and
summation in turn from inner nuclear cells onto ganglion cells.

By contrast, Figure 6 illustrates the ratios in a tree shrew. There is a

single line of cone's, and a roughly equivalent number of ganglion cells.
In the inner nuclear layer,,whieh lies between the receptors and ganglion
cells, there is a much greater number of cellshan in either of the other
two cellular layers.

As.sve noted, many animals capable of vision both at night and in the

v.
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FIGUR( 3 Oil-immersion photomitrograph of tree shrew (Tupata glts) retina. Bouin's fixative, em-
bedding, sectioning. and staining As in Figure 1. Note dark pigment layer, part of tuner segments of cones,
and mottled one nuclei (about X 1.540) tReprinted with permission from Glickstein.6)
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FIGURE 4 Oil-immersion pholoinierograph of kinkajou- (Palos flamitictina. Histologic. techniques as in
Figure 1.
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day time have a mixediretina. Figure ()shows a common arrangement of
such retinas: a single line of cone nuclei just adjacent to the outer limit;
Mg membrane, below which are many layers of rod nuclei. Figure 7
shows the same general arrangement in the monkey retina a few degrees
away from the center of gaze. Note the single line of cone nuclei, and
the deeper low of rod nuclei. This figure shows several identifying
characteristics of cone nuclei. Cols.. nuclei are larger, may stain differ-
ently' from the nuclei of rods, have a more diffuse distribution of chro-
matin within the'nucleus. and lie closer to the outer limiting membrane.

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISONS

I would like to draw a lesson from some of these structural considera-
tions. The presence of two types of nucleus gives a laminar appearance
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A: . .

to the outer nuclear layer. We know that rods and cones operate under
vastly different conditions of illumination; hence, there is an easy inter-
pretation of the lathinar pattern. The nuclei cells that function under
different lighting conditions are grouped in o distinguishable sublaycrs.
Lamination is present in other visual structures, but is not as weil un-
derstood: the optic WO= of birds and th5.Iaieral geniculate nucleus
and the cortex of mammals all have a layered appearance.

Figure 8 shpvis the lateral geniculate nucleus of a squirrel, monkey:
If ellie eye is removed and a sufficient amount of time elapses. a covert
lamination is revealed in the geniculate.4 Atrophied cells are smaller
than those seen in the lateral geniculate nucleus of a normal animal.
The pattern of lamination is such that layers I, 4, and 6 connect to the
contialateral eye, and layers 2, 3, and 5 to the ipsilateral eye. Such an
arrangement is present in many old and new world primates. as well as
in man.

416
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FIGURE 5 011trnmeolon photortmlograph of leopard rPonthenrcpardiro retina. Ilistolop r. tehtlique
a% in Figure L
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IGURE 6 Photonn,tograph of tro: Nhtew (Tnpara As) retina. Histologic Ickhniques as in ligure

Although geniculate lamination may be obvious, functional interpre-
tation of lamination is not. The visual fields are mapped and remapped'
six times in the lateral geniculate nucleus of the monkey, and at least
three times in the cat. Although a beginning hag been made in agalysis
of receptive-field differences of cells in individual layers of the genicu-
late,2.17 there is no clear answer to the question of what is being.
segregated.

PROJECTION TO CORTEX

I would like now to consider the projections froth the lateral geniculate
nucleus to the cortex. Classical teachings would hold that there is only
one representation'of the visual fields in tilt: cortex. The cortex is said
to be topologically organized and unique, with neighboring points on
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the retina projected onto neighboring points on the cortex. .rind the en-
tire Mina represented once and only once.

The physiologic study of the problem of visual cortical projection
had its 'origin in Wade Marshall's labOratory. Talbot and Marshall" first
began to study systematically the potentials evoked in the cat's brain
by flashes of light, On the basis of.their observations and those of later
workers, we know that gross evoked potentials to flash can be recorded
not only in area 17, the striate cortex, but also in area 18; Indeed. Doty'
showed that the (yoked potentials in area 18 are of short latency and
actually amplitude than those in area 17. Evoked-potential
studies reveal that area 18 also maps the visual fields in an orderly way.
hence, falbot13 names this region of cortex "visual II." Until recently,
it was usually assumed that activity in visual IL is due to indirect activa-
tion via a relay from primary styiate cortex. However, anatomic studies

e(GURE 1 Ofkmmcnion phoLormcrograph monkey (.41ixaca wawa. CY". same.eciror. a. Ir
Fin I.
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reveal that visual II of the cat receives a dense and heavy input of nerve
fibers from the geruculate.7 In the cat, there appear to be at least two
ordered projections front lateral geniculate 'to cortex. each Of which
maps the visual fields in parallel.

INTERPRETATION

What functional interpretation might there be fur parallel projection
from the lateral geniculate to two independent regions on the cortex?
I would like to raise this question first with ulation to theories of the
visual function. Classical neurologic thinking is influenced heavily by
this concept of a unique cortical projection of the lateral geniculate to
area 17. Visual recall is thought to be J function of connections from
pnmary visual cortex to association cortex nearby. Current theorie4 of
receptive-field organization. for yxample, suggest that cells in area 18
derive their complex receptive fields Vont simpler receptive fields of
cells ikarea'l 7. HoweveK, the input from the geniculate to aica 18 is
a major one in the cat This projection is both in parallel and in series
with idea 17 We might try to,think of some aspect of vision that might
be mediated by area 18. Gordon Walls"' suggested. and I think it is a

,good argument. that area 18 of the cat may be a visual center regulat-
ing visual reflex actions reactions of the head and neck, reactions of
the eyes that in the cat serve to maintain objects in constant view

I du not believe that there is good enouglidence that there are
two indlperident projections of the lateral geniculate in man. I also
Must confess that I feel that the answer to the problems of the struc;
tural basis of developmental dy slexiamust be found outside the ClaSw
cal pathways of the visual systenl. Animals and man can toler)te a soi.
pr.singly large loss of,the visual cortex without major symptoms of
blindness, Lashley l° showed that rats deprived of. striate corlex.,41-
though visually impaired, were capable of solyin oblems trased on
form if 1;50 of the cells of the visual cortex remain I confirmed
that fully for the monkey. There is also the evidence Gal imbos
al .5 who cut more than 85,` of the optic tracts in cats, le ng only a
tiny fraction of the visual system. and yet .uuld train form sit Timina-
lion to a high level

Otie might argue that functional use of restilti.il visual cortex occurs
only in animals, but there are human cases that show the same thing
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Teuber et of IS discuss a man who had a massive peripheral scotoma
with only a small region of,central vision remaining after brain injury.
His condition escaped detection during hospitalization, he went to work
as a mail sorter, and his disability was not discovered until lie tholight
he needed glamei'several years later.

Although the visual phthways are fascinating, I am not sure of their
relevance to an understanding of disabilities in reading. The evidence
suggests to me that the deficit in reading disorders lies elsewhere.
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PISCUSSION.

DR. A Li% R N is necessary to raise a word of caution/clouding the,concepts of
. interaction of rods with cones. The inhibition of rods by cones is frequently

proposed is the "explanation" for a variety of psychophysical phenomena, for
example, the failure of the rods to play an important role in daylight vision or
to deterMine threshold in the early moments in the dark after a full rhodopsin
hleack. Such summons are usually made glibly without good evi'denoe, and we
now know that the "explanation" is usually wrong, When one looks hard, the
almost insatiable finding is tharods, fat from being inhibited by cones. are ,

inhibited by other reds. and by other rods alone (AlpemJ. Physiol. 176:462-
472,1965). There ape, however, three phenomena khovm to me in linuchhypoth-
seized inhibition of todaby cones cannot yea be dismissed' (I) inAlte pupil reflex
Ito light (ten Doeuchate and Alpem, 1. Neurophysicl. 30;571,1967. Fisure 7).
(2) in the color matches bf the extlafoveal retina (Clark, Optics Acta 7 :355 -384,
1960); and (3) in the occlusion of action potential spikes of the ganglion cells in
the ,nonkey retina (Goons and Link.1. Physiol.-1114:499.190).

Because we can functionally measure difterences in the contributions of rods
and cones, at the least, by their different spectral sensitivities, directional sensi-
tivities, and kinetics of their vital pismems, it is not unreasonable to expect
proposed cone inhibition of rods to be documented in at least these threeways
This has-never been done,

DR. G KS/ r IN Cone signals cariprevnipt the ganglion cell
DR t4A,pstiAtI.. You question the ietioliide connccuons of area 18 to the

lateral geniculkie nucleus,, .

DR., DOT Y' [Aid not find any degeneration after taking out this Ingbamplitude .

strip. There was a :tight amount left than-might have damaged fibers limns Ito
area I The amount of retrograde degenefatton in man involves degeneration
from area IS, occurring in a little nuclear group abutting the lateral stimulate
nucleus on its median dorsal edge. The cat has a little extra area on the semis-
late- that ie. el area 17. far anterior on the marginal gyms
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DR GM KST, IN There is a recent paper,by Garry and Powell [Proc. Roy. Soc.
(Blot) ) 169.107-126.19671 in which retrograde degeneration was found in the
lateral geniculate aftet lesions were placed in area 18, so I think the retrograde I-

. studies'are going to confirm the antegrado studies.

Die DUTY I can confirm that, 1 have found that area 18 was just as full of de-
generating material as area 17 was,

nx GLICKSIEIN There is a little dot in the corner of one of Dr. Marshall's
illusstrations Ncurophysiul. 6 1 -15, 1943). It has a short-latency evoked
potential to flash similar to that an 17 or. 18. This region also receives a direct
lateral geniculate projection,

DR t-RING Are you referring to efferent fibers to the retina from the cortex?
DR CILICKSTEIN klitteriM to the retina from cortex do not exist. However,

bards, there is a demonstrated efficient projection to the retina from the lithm
optic nucleus 'Cowan and Powell, Nor Roy. Soc. (.Biol,) 158-232-252. 1963
It is a small nucleus test medial and deep to the tectum, which seems to send
definite efferent projection out of the brain, Handley and Hamasaki (J. Phy ol.
184 444-449. 1966) presented histoluoic evidence against the view that tit
optic nerve of the cat contains efferent fibers,

OR MARSHAI I. MacLean, and associates (J. Neuiophysiol. 31.870-883, 1968;
K Hassler and H. Stephan, Eds ,Erolution of the Forebrain. 1966, pp. 443-
45:1 found :hat Myers's temporal loop projet.ts visual signals into the posterior
happocampal gyrus, and certainly gives a direct entrance into a system having an
influence on the emotional functions, ke., the limbic system. The evidence of
that as microelecttode findings of photically responsive units All the posterior
parahippocampal Lotto', and the mulls of neuroanatomic studies, using a recent
modifKation of the Nauta-Gygax techniqu4 fur demonstrating fine cortical
fibers

1.
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Mod lation of Visual Input
by Br in-Stem Systems

SOME IFFICULTIES WITH THE TOPOLOGIC MATRIX

The brai creates the world of visual experience from 2 million unit-
pulsed f bets in the optic nerves and does it by processing this mosaic
of digita input into higher cider abstractions that are smoothly contin-
uous in , pace and time. The manner in which this is accomplished is
still so f r from adequate scientific explanation that the description
itmiracu ous" is appropriate. Efforts to comprehend this have
emphasi .ed that the retinal projection maps the world on the cortex.
Recent iegant elaborations of this approach have demonstrated feature
extracti n and a hierarchic organization within this topologic matrix
(e.g.. see Rubel and Wiesel"). Although these phenomena are unquef
tionably of great importance and relevance, a number of recent obser-
vatiOns annot be incorporated readily into this basically topologie
4pproac to the explanation of visual phenomena.

The ost disturbing observation is that the topologic system in the
neocort x of eats (areas 17 and 18) can be fully removed without
apparen detriment to such complex phenomena as pattern vision and
visual es imation of distance, provided the removal takes place in the
neonatal period.' The same appears to be true in tree shrews, even
adults,1' and possibly to a lesser degree in adult cats."9 Thus, the ex-
quisitely relined neural circuitry of the topologic 'Matra has no neces-
sary rele ance to pattern vision, although it Would be difficult to be-

J. 5 3
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lieve that the Systems of areas 17 and lb, when present, do not function
in such phenomena. It is also unlikely that higher primates could per-
form pattern and distance analyses under any, circumstances in .the ab-
sence of area 17; but that does not lessen the problem of defining the
necessary attributes of a system that can function well in cats in the
absence of the cortical topologic system.

There is now evidence that the input can be scrambled by random
destruction of 95% of the optic tracts in cats, and yet maintain some
degree of iattern discrimination and anormal distribution of photically
evoked potentials.'213 That suggests that.the punctate information
optically. focused al the retina is widely elaborated, both at the retina
and in the visual cortex. Further electrophysiologic evidence of such
elaboration is seen with localized electrical stimulation of the retina:,
weak Stimuli applied even to the nasal retina can evoke potentials in
the ipsilateral visual cortex that somewhat resemble photically elicited
potentials.8 In addition to this ex,tensive.ciahoration of the signal with-
in the visual system far beyond the Confines of point-to-point projec=
tion, there is wide distribution of photically elicited potentials within
the nzocortex in both primates' and cats (seethe contribution of Buser,
p. 157). In cats, marl of these areas of ngocortex remain responsive to
photic stimulation even after total extirpation of visual cortex and de-
generation oCthe lateral genieulate nucleus, pars dorsalis.7

Perhaps equally disturbing to any simplistic conapt that the yisual
system operates via a mere.topologic hierarchically organized matrix is
the fact that visual information can be drastically modified at the first
and subsequent central relays by action of the centrencephalic'system.
In primates, this gating function seems to be exerted predominantly at.
the lateral geniculate nucleus. This influence is so powerful as to sug-
gest that it constitutes the raison d'etre for this thalamic relay nucleus.

Because some features of the electrophysiology of the visual system
of primates differ importantly from those in cats,m I will present a '
brief summary of some of them before proceeding with discussion of
the centrencephalic influences.

p
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Modulation of Visual Input by Brain-Stern Setems

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE ELEeTROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE
PRIMATE VISUAL SYSTEM

Whereas in the cat it is relatively easy toselicit potentias,throughout
areas 17 and 18 by stimulation at a single electrode placement in the ,__

optic tract, it is essentially impossible in squirrel monkeys and ma-
caques. Apparently, the glial investiture of fiber bundlesin the primate
optic tract has such a high electrical impedance that effective.current
spread is severely limited, and only a small group of fibers can be ex-
cited from any one placement. Sufgical ievels of anesthesia severely de-
press synaptic transmission at the later 1 geniculate nucleus (LGN ), and
even one-tenth the anesthetic dose of, embutal lengthens the recovery
time of synaptic transmission from 15 msec' to 56-100 msec. These
facts impose a number of technical difficulties in exploring the electro-
physiology of the tentral_yisual system in primates.

.
In the prima4 loii,:itoigita clear separation, of unknown impor-

tance, into magnoctIlutaiparvocellular laminae. The large cells in
the ON are innervated, bythe fast fibers from the retina, and photically
elicited potentials occur about 5 msec earlier in magnocellular, than in

.....---....
parvocellular laminae.' Conduction velocities of the fast and slow sys-
tons are 15 and 6 m/sec, respectively in the optic tract and at least
twice as high in the optic radiation. Paradoxically, the parvocellular ele-
ments recover synaptic transmission after an excitatory volley slightly
faster than do the magnocellular elementsabout 8 msec versus 12
msec to full recovery in the unanesthetized macaque with chronically
inwlanted electrodes. The first cortical synapses recover even faster.
The cortical.respOnse to a single volley ascending the optic radiation
is similar to that in the cat-, except that there are apparently twice as
many waves because of the separation in time of Alive at the cortex
of the magnocellular and the parvocellular components. Electrophysio-
logic and anatomic evidence suggests that the magnocellulargroup
does not project to the fovea( representation in the area striata, but this
needs further investigation.

One of the more grAifying things in working with macaques with
permanently implanted electrodes in their visual systems is the realiza-
tion that evoked potentials are commonplace and are not just a creation
of the artificial conditions of electrophysiologic experiments. As the ,

animal looks about in a normally lighted room, potentials complete
with high-frequency oscillations,9 are constantly being evoked in optic
tract and striate cortex by changes in direction of gaze.
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CONTROL OF EXCITABILITY IN THE CENTRAL VISUAL
SYSTEM IN PRIMATESr
In most squirrel monkeys and macaques, the excitability of the striate
cortex to a volley ascending the optic radiation is greatly reduced if the
unanesthetized animal is in' he dark. Thus, some background activity
from the retina has a very important role in controlling corticalexcita-
bility. For unknown reasons, the effect of this activity (the Chang ef-
fect) in some animals is minimal, and in most it does not change trans-
mission at thel.GN:Bilateral enucleation, however, has very dramatic
effects at both the genictilate and the cortical levels. The time course of.
the changes after enucleation has not beecarefully studied, but the
changes are well developed within a few hours, and over the course of
20 3 days they reach a maximum that is maintained indefinitely. In
one animal, a "world record" evoked potential was obtained: the re-
sponses-in area 17 to stimulation of the optic tract changed from 100
1.IV peak-to-peak preoperatiyely to as much as 9 mV after enucleation.
Thisgreat,dhange in excitability to afferent excitation is accompanied
by the development of a very bizarre, convulsive type of electroenceph-
alogram (EEG) in area striata, with 0.5- to 2-sec runs of high-voltage
irregular spikes, punctuated by approximately equal periods of almost
complete silence. Similar bizarre patterns have been recorded in the
EEG of the human blind.4." It is thus apparent that, in addition to the
modulation of central excitability exerted by the retina in light, com-
pared with dark; there is some powerful control of the retina itself 4Ter

Nbatkground activity of theyeRtral system. \
In the normal macaque sitting in the dark while potentials are-yoked

ai different points in area striata several millimeters apart for stimula-
tion of the. optic radiation, great independent variation is seen-in the
excitability of the several striate loci. One gets,the impression that each
point of the cortical mosaic is subject to a large degree of localized con-
trol in the dark. Still more dramatic changes of a more global nature oc-
cur with fluctuation in the attentive state of the animal in the d rk.
Indeed, when the monkey is relaxed and probably dozing, trap issibn
through the LGN almost ceases for single volleys coming over t e optic
tract, and the cortical response is correspondingly reduced. The reduced
cortical response, however, belies the true state of the cortex, in that
stimulation of the optic, radiation at such times produces a severalfold
increase in the cortical response. Thus, as attention lags, the LGN is',
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"shut oft" arid the cortex "runs loose.," Other data from studies of
evoked potentials, as well as data from enucleation studies, similarly
suggest that activity in the LGN somehow has a tonically inhibitory in-
fluence on area striata.

When the animal is alerted, the foregoing comparison of excitability
at the cortex and the LGN is immediately rsversed. The fluctuation in
excitability at the LGN can be very rapid. For,example, in one squirrel
monkey, as the optic tract was,tetanized at 30 pulses/sec, it could be
seen that the response in the optic radiation often varied severalfold
from one pulse to the next.

In acute experiments with light barbiturate anesthesia, it is readily
shown that the foCus of this system that modulates LGN excitability is
in the mesencephalic reticular formation (mitt:). A single pulse applied
to the MRF shuts off transmission through the LGN within about 8 msec
and keeps it suppressed for 25-30 msec. Recovery is complete by about
50 msec, and it is usually followed by great augmentation of theye-
spcinse for about 100 msec. Studies show that the inhibition so ob-
tained is presynaptic.16.However, the facilitory effect is prepotent, and
in.untmesthetized monkeys the Inhibitory effect disappears (Wilson,
Pecci-Saavedra, and Doty, unpublished data). Also, in some anesthe-
tized.Preparations it is difficult to obtain the inhibitory effect, whereas
the facilitory effect may alWays be obtained unless the animal is already
at a peak of alertness (as is often true with unanesthetized macaques).
When the inhibitory effect is present, it is overwhelmed by facilitation
if a short train of three to six pulses at 300/sec, rather than a.single
pulse, is applied to the MR E. Similar facilitation can be obtained by
pulse trains applied to the superior colliculus, vestibular nuclei, locus
ceruleus, and other areas; but it is never as great, and the threshold is
always ccensiderably higher than for stimulation of the 14R. Facilita-
tion of the 1,GN is unaffected by enucleation or removal of the area
sstriata. Unlike similar effects in (lie cat, facilitation can be observed in
Photkally elicited responses, as well as in responses to an electrically
e

-lieited
volley.

The pathway by which these facilitory influences reach the LGN
from the 141R1- is still obscure and is probably diffuse. It does not seem
to follow the bra"chium of the superior colliculus, and it survives ex-
tensive brain-stem lesions in the area between the two structures.

The significance of this control of visual input is equally obscure.
P. O. Bishop (personal communication) has made thg ingenious sugges-
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lion that it might be related to control of inputs lyi )1i within and out-
side the horoptdr. However,.at least.some aspects of the control are
pro bly related to eye movements. This is suggested by the extremely
r,, . fluctuations in LGN excitability in normal squirrel monkeys, as

et?: P., - by the occurrence of potentials in the paivocellular portions
":ofir., :310-77m.sec after the occurrence of eye`moveinents. a Facil-
dciit titl occur after stimulation of the Oculomotor nuclelks;

i'hehce, if it is associated witfreye movements, it.does not arise as a di-
Rect feerdback. The MRF stimulation that facilitates transmission. through
the LGN is not consistently linked to loci controlling eye movements,
and the. potentials that appear in LGN in response to eye movements
also occur in response to tactile or auditory stimulation.1' In cats,.po-
tentials in the LGN also occur duringeye movements.and are correlated
with discharge in the pons,3 discharges of neurons in the visual cortex,"
and presynaptic inhibitionf the LGM.2

iTo gain some insight into the meaning of the modulation of -LGN ex-
citability by the MRF, John Bartlett in my laboratory has been studying
the effect of Air stimulation on-responses osingle units in the area
striata of painlessly immobilized, unanesthetized squirrel monkekt. A
natural stimulus, such9s a moving line, is presented, to which the unit
responds; 50 msec before every other presentation, the MRF is stimu-
lated with six pulses, which in the nonimmobilized animal produces-a
mild alerting. The average of 10-15 presentations with and without the
MRF stimulation shows that the unit responds faster when_the visual in-
put is preceded by the alerting stimulus. So far in these ttill preliminary
experiments, this effect holds for all classes of knitt (e.g., those respond-
ing to intensity of diffuse illumination, to movekent, and to various
combinations of color,and movement), and seems merely to mimic the
change in response obtained by increasing the intensity of the natural
stimulus. Perhaps with further analysis, some difference in pattern of
discharge may be discernible for change in. intensity versus change in
alertness, but it is not yet apparent.

A major problem thus arises concerning the ambiguity of the in-
formation passed on by the LGN, which may not be an accurate reflec-
tion of the ev nt in the real world. The"ambiguityls, of course, com-
pounded by ..iplex interactions among abstracted qualities of the
stimulus. For example, some of the units foundby Bartlett display di-
rectional sensitivity that is color-dependent. Thus, with white light, a
unit may respond best when a line is moved toward, say, 1 o'clock, but
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respond still more vigorously to a red plc whose intensity is about I log
unit lower moved iq the same direction. When the line is green, how- ,

ever, the direction st ncovemeint givi4; be same maximal response t
chimes to 3 o'cldelOhus, disc-11001k' tha 'Mar may not
djstinguish between-fed ant1,greeh itn ,,,movv different directions,
three tines moving in nonoptimal ctian's precededby M RF
stimulation, or a white line inching n the optimal,Ot etion after mitt:
stimulation. In other words, discharge of this unitisknbiguously com-
pounded from color, direction, velocity, intensity, and state of alert-
ness. How, from such a melange, the nervous system can form a repre-
sentation of,reality is obviously still elusively. miraculous:However,
from such complications it can at least be inferred that the process
significantly transcends a mere duplication and hierarchic extraction
of the retinal image in the topologic matrix of the cerebral cortex.

The work reported here was supported by U.S. Public Health,Service grant NB
03606 from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness and'
National Science Foundation grant GB7522X.
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A Neurologic Approach to-

tual Problems

a

Dr. Boynton has suggested that we might learn'something more about
perceptual problems by exploring the receptive-field organization of
visual neurons in the human- brain. This has been our goal for almost
a decade, and we have developed methods for doing it in man. These
methods are based on the use of microelectrodes developed for im-
plantation in the brains of patients with intractable temporal lobe .

epilepsy 1.9 The patients in our study were in a group, studied by Dr.
'John E. Adams .of the University of California Medical Center in San
Francisco. They were to undergo diagnostic and therapeutic brain sur-
gery for relief of their seizures and consented to ha'ving the fine micro-
electrodes added to the usual gross ones."

Briefly, the method involves implantation of flexible' bundles ofeight
microelectrodes (Figure I) in the cortex, Each electrode is made from
a 50-p straight tungsten wire etched to allot tip and coated with multi-
ple layers of isonel 31. They may be included in an indwelling micro-
drive that can move them ,from one neural unit to another in.the cortex,
or they may be left in a fixed cortical.focus, in which case electrical
pickup of single units is likely because of the large number of active
neurons at the tip (Figure 2).5 The electrodes are Introduced ttrough
a burrhole 2 cm to one side of the inion. All we can say

I
in identifying
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hIGURE I Mistoclectrode bundle consisting of eight mierotips loosely held together by a small segment
of plastic tubing_ A separate "ground" lead is deflected to one side In this model, the tungsten wires are
welded to insulated stainlesssteel leads for greater flexibility and length. The splice is within the &lobe
mass. which is held firmly in the burrhole by the application of additional Silastw, which forms a plug

x

I IGUKI. 2 OscilrogrAin recorded (torn a single unit in the human th.1.141 Lillie\
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.Nettrohvic Approach to Perceptual Problems

1

.,: .
the cyt architeittinic areas is that they are in the visual cortex, Itis
imposs le to dAtinguish between areas 17, 18, and-19 vthout histp-
logic c nfirmation, which we have-never had.

Dr. Richard lung and-co-workers° first recorded single units in the
visual cortex of experimental animals; Hubei and Mewls and others
later demonstrated the receptive -field orgairization of these cells. The
human cortical receptive fields resemble, with some important differ-
enees,11.1° those.iound in the inonkey.4 .

In a series of 15 patients, we observed many units in the visual cot.-
tex that did not seem to respond to any stimulus we ciauld provtde,
whether visual or otherwise. Their "bursty,- spontaneous activity
appeared independent of external influences. Other units show.eil a
response supeninposed on the spontaneous activity when targets were
brought within the visual field. This electrical response was amplified
until it could be heard over a loudspeaker With this type of response,
we were able to plot nine receptive fields. five in response to disks and

.the others to bars or lines (Figure 3) The patient fixated a mark on a
large sheet of cardboard 1 meter 6 ..nn his eyes. We then moved bars and
disks at liatitetts sites and Lolors and mounted on stiff wire w-ind, within
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his field of vision and listened ford response. The ieceptive fiecIds were
outlined iii pencil on the cardboard Tor later measurement.

Because plotting was rapid and could be repeated rapidly. and be-
cause the edges of most of the receptive fields were sharp, any wander-
ing or fixdition could be detected and thus did not affect the size or
position of the plot Generally. the patients were very I.:oopeiative,,and
maintained visual fix' ion well. Monocular and binocular fields were
phatted, and we cc d in these patients the variousdegrees of dolui-
mince that hay been reported in laboratory animals..

All the receptive fields that we plotted had some characteristics in
common The responses to black on a white background: white, on a
black or red background. and red. yellow, green, or blue on any con-
trasting background were equal. the cells were. so. fo speak. all
color-blind.

None of the Outs or their plotted receptive fields could be influ-
enced by .1 patient's efforts to change ehem. For example. we In-
creased the audio gain until the patient could hear the pulses of a
unit tinng in his cortex and then asked, "Can you hear.that? Can
:70U do anything to influence it? Cm you increase or decrease it. or
:sheet it in any way?" No nutter how much the pat.,111 tried to in-
fluence the response. we could detek. t no changes. We also brought
therkarget into the receptive field and asked, "Did you hear that sound
wht,:h the target was brought here? Now;the target is withdrawn, Ima-
gine it is there and try to make the same sound come from the loud.
speaker, No one succeeded in doing that

None of the units appeared-to be influenced by stimuli to other
sensory modalities,

NB the plotted fields came from excitatory or "oh" units. the re-
sponse being superimposed on the irregular. "bursty" spontaneous
rhythm, If there are any aubitory or "off' units. they appear to be
uncommon..

A single unit was usually recordable for the length of a I- to 2-hr
session. At tunes; a unit would be recordable from one day to the
next over-the same microelectrode, .

The maximal receptive-field response occurred when the target
stimulus matched the size and shape of the field. This simple method
of target presentation would not be expected to elicit the response of .

.1 weak inhibitory surround, and. in fact, we could find no evidttice of
such .1 response,

1 *41



.4 Neurologic App4nebto Perceptual Probkms

(*aspect four work has direct bearing on the plasticity of the
brfin, a riiect.basic to the inte'ests of this conference. Some units
attawedleprogi4ssire attenuation] or habituation 2 in their response to
repeated Stimulation ?n their,receptive fields. which lasted longer than
lie minute or two reported for laboratory animals. The phenomenon

- 'was cortical, in that-habituation of a binocular unit by the stimulation
of the receptiVe-field of-one eye caused a decrement of response in the
retceptiveperfii of 5lir other eyd. A.new, nonmonotonous stimulus, either

vistoir 9r usher serlsory-modality, did not restore the response _

1 prf.idUce-a dishibituation.'
:the re eptive fields are plotted in Figure 3, in which "p" is the Thor
n point I ihgtAeir(4

tin the iPsilateral or left cortex; the left eye Was
dieminant.,Vother receptive fields were contralateral to the cortex
iterftheir,uaits lay. "B" is a monocular right eye. ails "C."

a-comPlex receptive field. Here, a horizontal bar would give a
response anywhere within the extent of the field. delineated by the
horizottal dashed.lines. This receptive field atso showt marked habit-

"E" iia disk:sharied and "F" is it bar-shaped binocularly equal
'receptive fielij1"F" showed marked habituation. "G." "H," and "J"
are binocularkherii4U tive fields; only "G" showed strong
habiteation.T-t

Spatial plasticity was al obierYed iQ some receptive fields. There
silepeN to b#a systematic ange with fliction distance of some re-

ciptive fields of the angular diameter and the angular position relative
to tPl fixation point. It may involve a size constancy or scaling
mechanism)), V-

If we,are going to investigate plasticity and other subtle functions of
the brain, we shoukkkor several reasons, do it in man. First, there
ppiiirVo be spilig**fferencos, even between man and morkeys. in

reaptivAeld organization. Second: man not only cooperates with
1onied Oxation -and specific directed eye, movements. but can also

,pe directed'io make mental effgrts anil to describeperceptuai re-
sponses to stimulation. In this way, the relationship, In terms of unit

Mwecn simple and cqmpTix perceptual.tasi s. such as matt-
t and its pewitl basis, can be inveatikated.,,, ,

Puture deVelopnients in deulosurgery !nay* cease the umber at
.petemi41iolunteers for these egycepsiol-newror;#45iologic studies by
making unit N.cprAttglialuablc in prognosivariddiagliqsisiol Postt,p8-.

t
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alive Atients with evacuated hematoma or traumatic encephiilopathy,
iwellinit mic,.eiectrodes that probe thc neural organization of the

brain should shed more light on the neurophysiologic basis of pqrcep-
tual disorders-
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Nonspecific Visuit Projections

,
,

hi' al interdisciplinary discussion cf dyslexia, two categories of electro-
physsiylogic data on the visuatsystem of animal and man may be of
ipteresl. One e-category concerns what we consider the primary visual

Aston, kom the retina to the cortical receptive area. There is no doubt
'thatiricreAsed knowledge of the organization and functioning of this
Otaay..coritiicteredAt the rep`nal, thalamic, cortical, and collicular

Aeeels; is ettalto dairy some of the major problemS posed by dys -:
(see thi, 'report; p. 130, and,Doty, p. 143). The

ether eateetiry in,cluiles data' related, in one way or another, to oiher-
visu41projection4 iti the,brain..The study of ce primary system does
no encompass ;It thal:vic know about the sp ead of visual information
throtoli the,coricx of'4,ibcortical structures. Animal experiments have
clear14 indicated lot more than 20 years that visual projections exist in
many structures Outs4e the primary pathway. We may call these "non-
.primalVor, to us} p more common but somewhat misleading term,
"nowecific."

It is preciseli. when,c9nsidering,higher integrative processes, such as
reading, that on must bear in mind the existence of nonspecific pro-
jeetions,s.s"ially.because many of the "higher functions" (pattern
mcognitio1r1, niemorization, association processes, and so on) may de-

,C
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pend on these nonspecific projections at cortical or even subcortical
levels. Vierefore, it.seems relevant to summarize very briefly various
observations in this field. Although it is necessary to concentrate on
functional data; I ihall discuss, first, observations on the "topograPhic"
extent of nonspecific projections and, second, results indicating their
possible role id higher integrative processes.

EXTENT OF VISUAL PROJECTIONS FROM TOPOGRAPHIC DATA

Electroanatomic studies in the cat, and a few in the monkey, have indiwt
cated the existence of visual projection: tdsvarious stations outside the
primary pathway mesencephalic, diencephalic, and cortical. It is true,
however, that the extent of such projections is still a matter of discus-
sion. In fact, their apparent extent depends heavily on experimental

'conditions, such as *physiologic characteristics (e.g., level of attention
or wakefulness) when free animals are considered and type of prepara-
tion (for, instance, anesthetic) when "aciite" investigations are
performed.

It is beyond the scope of this brief review to consider all these topo-
graphic data and discuss the anatomic problems that they raise. But it
may be of interqst to point out some aspects as,an introduction to
functional considerations.

At the reticular level of the mesencephalon, the data show visual
inputs, with longer latencie's and far greater variability than in theri-
maiz Pathway., including the superior colliculus.9'19

Among extiageniqulate thalamic nuclei that respond to stimulation
of the retina, some belong to the "associative" group, as defined ana-
tomically, such as the lateralis posterior and pulvinar. However, visual
responses have also been characterized within another group of tha-
lamic structures, namely those belonging to the group of nonspecific,
diffusely projecting nuclei, as defined through; physiologic methods by
Dempsey and Morison" and later by Jasper21.-iand others. Anatomically,
these nuclei include intralaminar nuclei, midline nuclei, nd the reticu-
lar nucleus. Ileie again, the electrical visual activities recorded are much
more variable and display longer latencies than those at stations in the
primary system.

At the cortical level, systematic studies in cats have revealed a variety
of projections to areas outside the primary receptive field, following

.168
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diffuse or focal illumination of the retina. Some can be recorded from
the associative cortices: in the cat, the suprasylxian gyrus, the anterior
lateral area, and some areas on the medial aspect9; and in the monkey,
areas in the frontal lobes and superior temporal kyrus.2" Such re-
sponses exist also in the motor cortex, a fact that explains why light
stimuli can elicit pyramidal discharges in some experimental conditions.
Although there are indications that some of these cortical inputs 6rigi-
nate from associative nuclei, most of the cortical extraprimary projec-
tions seem to depend on the nonspecific systemreticular and thalamic.
The exact nature of this dependence is unknown. (See Buser and
-Bignall9 for discussion.)

Pathways from nonspecific subcortical cutters also project on the
primary visual system itself at the geniculate level, from the reticular
formation,2.1° and at the cortical level, from various mesencephalic or
thalamic sources."6.'8

Finally. almost all nonspecific structures throughout the brain
whether reticular, thalamic, or cortical "associative" and motor area-
are multisensory, i.e., they respond almost equally well to visual,
aeoustic,.and somatic sensory inputs." .-

FUNCTIONA L DATA

In general. thp functional meaning of the nonspecific projections of
'visual input is largely hypothetical. Nonspecific visual projections exist
in subcortical structures that have already been shown to be essential

'for regulating states of alertness (wakefulness and sleep): That is espe-
cially true of the reticular formation of the brain stem. It thus follows
that visual inputs may act on the level of wakefulness and selective at-
tentiveness through these structures, Ns also possible that the eneral
level of activity of thp nonspecific system may control information
transfers in the primary pathway; This may occur through;lfacilita-"
tion of the visual cortex or, electrophysioiogically, by addition of a
multisynaptic kite visual input to the earlier input transmitted through
the primary channel. The importance of these various processes,, which
are not mutually exclusive but complementary; remains to be
determined.

Some nonspecific projections have their end-stations in cortical areas
that have been suggested or shown to be essential to cognitive integra-

169 41,
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tion processes. It is hypothesized that visual nonspecific information
contributes to such processes of visual association and elaboration.
From older theoretical schemes on complex brain operations (as ini-
tially suggested by Flechsig"), one would expect associative thalamic
nuclei to play-t-he major role in conveying visual input to associative
cortex. But that does not seem to be the case, inasmuch as the major
input comes from nonspecific nuclei. The fact that most of the non-
specific areas are basically multimodal may be important, because in-
termodality associations constitute one of the prerequisites for cogni-
tive or decision mechanisms.

Let us now consider some facts relevant to these functional problems.

Modulatory Influence
.

A large group of experiments were undertaken to demonstrate the
"modulatory" influence of projections from the nonspecific system
(as elicited by electrical stimulation of its central components). Vari-
ous macroelectrode. 11,23 and microelectrode 16-18'33'34 studies have
shown that stimulation of the reticular formation or of thalamic intra-
laminar nuclei can modify the pattern of cortical visual responsiveness.
Depending on the experimental procedure, these modulatory influ-
ences act in various ways, although they often are facilitating rather
than inhibiting. This is the case with the visual evoked potential re-'
corded through macroelectrodes and at the single-cell level; thus the
temporal discrimination of cells in the visual cortex of cat has been
shown to increase during stimulation of the nonspecific system.'

Participalion in Input

Another category of data emphasizes the participation of the nonspe-
cific system in visual input to the visual cortex. Many studies, per-
-formed on animal and human subjects (in the latter case with averaging
autocorrelation techniques), have suggested, or even established, that
the gross evoked potential due to diffuse illumination of the retina com-
prises components that are of "nonspecific" origin. 9,12-15,36 These com-
ponents usually appoar.slower and later than the othe,s, which. represent
the activity of the primary input to the cortex or of the cortical neu-
rons that are directly activated. It is also remarkable that these late,
slow components (whatever their number and shape) are far more sensi'
tive to various external or internal pharmacologic or physiologic factors,
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and that especially in human studies) their cortical localization goes
- beyond t e limits of the visual area.

Correlation with Attention

A third group of data are related to possible correlations between
the amplitude of the cortical evoked response to visual stimulation
and some psychologic factOrs, especially variations in selective atten-
tion between visual and nonvisual stimuli. Many earlier data were
somewhat controversial, mainly becaule the experimentaconditions
were not defined with sufficient precision as to the.direction and selec-
tivity of the attentive state; recent experiments are far clearer in their
conclusions. 6,21,22,25,28-X32,37 To summarize these data, which were
usually (but not always) obtained from scalp recordings in human sub-
jects, it can be noted that gross evoked responses to light (I) tend to
decrease when stimuli are monotonously repeated, i.e., when a decline
in visual attentiveness and habituation to t+ie stimulus occurs; (2) de-
crease when a subject is p(esented with nonvisual stimuli, i.e., when his
attention shifts toward other sensory modalities; (3) are correlated with
reaction time to visual stimuli, faster reactions being associated with
larger responses; and (4) increase when a subject is visually attentive
not only visually searching, but also perceiving significant stimuli.

Using a vigilance task, Haider et aL 28 could force subjects into one
oranother type of attention, visual or auditory. It appeared that, when
a subject's attention was directed toward visual and not auditory stim-
uli, visual responses increased, whereas the sound-evoked-potential in
the temporal lobe not only declined, but also developed a longer la-
tency. The most conspicuous changes in these experiments inv ed
the late components (peaklatencies, 160-300 msec), i.e., th se which
originate from or depend for their amplitude on the honspe fic sys-

.. tent Such results clearly emphasize the essential role of the nonspecific,
system in higher elaboration andlognition of visual informa at sub-
corticator, more probably, cortical stfaticritts of the visual primary
system.

7711,6ACTIONA1:ICOR RELATIONS ,
The last group of investigations to be dealt with herein should Concern
the functional role of visual projections to n,onvigualvertex to

r.0 1
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motor or associative areas or even areas that are primary fOr other
modalities. Actually, there are very few data, if any, regarding this sub-
ject. In spite of evidence, from ablation studies in animals or clinical in-
vestigations in man, of impairment in visual discrimination tasks or
visual cognition after,lesions of some associative areas, no consistent
electrophysiologic findings seem to do more than show the existence
of such projections. Except for the fact that evoked responses recorded
from the associative or motor cortices in animals display larger varia-
tions tb"n those recorded from primary areas under various psychologic
conditions (arousiii, habituation, and so on), true functional correlations
remain to be established,' In the monkey, for example, visual responses
have been)lentified, as mentioned earlier, in the parietalteinporal'
occipital area, where lesions produce major impairment of visual tasks.36
Tentative studies of electrophysiolpgic correlations in this field, during
visual diserinlination,26 have failed. Thus, more data are feNired if w.e.
are to understand the function of these associative projections.'

. ,-
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DISCUSSION

DR. ALPERN. In regard to that flash-evoked response in the experimental eye
fieldswIiat is wrong abolat the view that this represents projedlion along the
primary pathways tq,the occipital cortex and then to some associated occipital
pathway? Would that not be the same way of looking at that?

LIR. BUSER: Yes, of course, but as long as that has not been demonstrated, my
personal bias would favor a parallel system more than a system in series with the
visual cortex. That is based on my experience with cats.

e
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Now, can we jump from a cat tDman? I do not know. That is why we have to
be cautious; I am not ready to jump to that conclusidn. There may he another ex
planation of this in view of Bignall's findings.

DR. LINDSLEY c What about the effect of blinkirq on these responses? Does this
effect happen the moment you get the pathway?

DR. BUSER. No, this is not blinking, I am sure. Blinking would be a micromove-
ment, and in that case it would not be visual information.

DR. GAARDER: If you were to push your finding to the extreme, you might say
that an eye jump is also an evoked response. You might say that the cortex is
like a giant screen, on every part of which there is some manifestation of a re-
sponse or an increment of visual input. Then, to speculate further, perhaps the
input from one's sensory system is manifested in some way on almost every part
of his cortex. This is`gOilig beyondanything we can see.

DR. 'RISER: t do not think I will go that far, because to me there is a great differ-
ence between input and activity. We had some cortices that seemed to behave
electrophysiologically like associative cortex, and primary cortices that behaved
in quite adifferent way, even electrophysiologically. The difference-between
input and activity mentioned earlier is chiefly,1 believe, in the nonprimary area.
As soon as yOu enter the classical domain-a primary system-things change com-
pletely. Even evoked responses of single units in visual areas-for example, to
acoustic stimulation-are different. I do not want to say that the whole cortex
has equal potential:

DR. LINDSLEY. Every single muscle is connected by pathways, if you are willing
to pursue this deep enough and take the connection to its logical extreme.

DR. BUSER: Yes, but you forget about the long connection pathways. We do not
know what these connections do when they arrive upstairs: they are projecting
something down. We do riot know much, if anything, about the input-output
function at the corticocortical level. i aware that this kind of study is com-
pletely artificial: First, we are elimiang the entire retina, and that is probably
not.the best way to study visual functions;and second, I did not show macro-

« --
recording activity, because in that case I would be showing mostly older material.

, We are intending to look further for the maximal possible spread of informa-
tion, and I ended by saying that, according to our data, some of the spread must
be modulated by areas.

DR. RIESEN: What you have said sounds a great deal like the classical views of
Karl Laihley. I wonder whe.her you have any comment on recent reports by
MacLean et al. (J. Neurophysiol. 31:870 -883, 1968) that he is getting visually
evoked activitits in monkeys.

DR. BUSER: Or work was in the cat and involVed only the lateral convexity on
the medial wall. It is perfectly clear that we have the same sort of projections
as his.
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n . INGRAM In what experimental animal situation do you get spread of evoked
potentials into the so-called associative areas?

DR. BUSER I showed the mostly artificial conditions required for this kind of
preparation, but I think some would agree that you can also get this result in
normal animals. Some functional vatiationkcorrelate with the potentials'
amplitude, such as the state of wakefulness of the animal, as has been de-
scribed in the older literature.

The general idea is that the no rimary responses are much more like
primary responses in this area and n ch less sensitive to behavioral.czcli ions
like sleep, Wakefulness, and so on. y comparing the single-unit response M the
nonprimary central medianum leus of the thalamus with that In the lateral
geniculate, we can show that the state of sleep or wakefulness of an animal is
Changing all the time. Of course, when the animal is strongly aroused, it is very
difficult to record something outside the primary fields.
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Cerebral DOminancein Perception

.11

This presentation will he concerned largely with a review of some
' recent evidence obtained by Dr. Ronald Saul and me on the effects
on visual perception of congenital absence of the corpus callosum in
man. The behavioral symptoms seen with congenital absence of the
callosum will be compared with those produced by surgical elimina-
tion of the callosum and other cerebral commissures. In the latter case,
of course, the two hemispheres, which have functioned together for
years with the channels for cross-communication intact, must sdddenly
get along without the accustomed directlines for cross-talk. With con-
genital failure, ale hemispheres must get along from the very beginning
without the normal cross-communication, The increased functional
compensation that is achieved in the congenital situation, compared
With That after surgery in the fully developed system, will gibe us sonic
indication of the degree of functional plasticity that exists in the grow-
ing and developing brain, beyond that seen in the fully developed brain.

We have been fortunate during the last year in having available for
testing and study a patient (SJC.) recently diagnosed from x-ray studies
to have complete,agenesis of the corpus callosum. We had seen others
in the past. but this particular patient, first seen by Dr. William Wright
at the Los Angeles County General Hospital, has one of those very rare
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"as} mptomatic" rases. no signs of abnormality were disco'ered until ,

the age of 19, when headaches developed after an acute attack of hydro-
'cephalus. The patieni recovered tinckly with treatment and returned to
college. where she is currently a sophomore with an average scholastic
record trs and B's).

It was our first thought that, even though no functional symptoms
had been evident m ordinary behavior, such symptoms associated with
loss of the corpus callosum could 'probably be demonstrated if we could
get her into the laboratory and put her throug:: some of the snes of
tests for interhemispheric integration with which we hadbeen success-
ft.I in recent years in demonstrating symptoms in surgical patients'with
cerebral comnussinotomy (Figure h Normal subjects perfoim these
tests without difficulty, taut a group of patients of Vogel and Bogen
who have undergone surgical section of the corpus $:allosum and ante-
nor commissure either fail completely or show gross impairment."

Our patient went through every test without hesitation, performing
east!} and apparently at normal efficiency task after task that had
stopped the surgical patients. I will run through a few examples to illus-
trate the kinds of functions involved, with emphasis on test pert-Or-
man...es that involve vision and :anguage. These will help to give an idea
of the functional reorgamtation.and compensation of the cerebral
mechanisms underlying vision and language that arc possible m the still
developing and growing brain but not in the fully developed brain. This
patient exemplifies the functional plasticity of neural maturation' that
is presumed basic to many phenomena in which early experience is criti-
cal in the shaping of adult behavior

demved of the corpus allsum b> surgery are unable to
desk IN in speech or writing things that tay fee in she left half-field of
vision Wlicreas they have no trouble with items ni the right half-field.
the> consistentl> report that they see nothing wOlen stimuli are pre-
sented on the left side of the vertical menchan, In these tests, the visual
stimuli are flashed at I ; 10 se.. or less t prevert tlie use of rapid eye'
movements to get the stimuli into the otl halffield. With further
testing, however, it becomes evident that these coMMIsAirOtOnly pa-
tients are able to speak Jbout their inner experiences from-one of their
hemispheres onl> specifically, the left hemisphere, generally dominant
in right-handed persons, C Ater kinds tests show that, when the, major
hemisphere reports that it dui not s.:t! a left-held Annulus, it speiks rot
itself alone, and that the stimulus W a'. indeed seen and often well com-
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F1GVRE I Dr:tains dt espctimental setup used to demonstrate subjeces abdtty to comm.
!Intl a gimulus confined to one stout field

frehended by the nontalking, the miite:or tnor hemisphere. The mi-
, nor iteinphere's comprehension is expressed in nonverbal tests in

which the suMect selects the correct name of the 'stimulus or a match -
picture .)r object by pointing. Ability of the subject to retrieve by

touch alone cbje,:ts pictured in the left half-field and emotional re-
. sponses to left - field small also show that re left-field stimuli, about'

, which the subject verbally disclaims any knowledge, are actually seen
'end recogliwejl in the minor hemisphere. Figure 2 shows some of the
relationships magrammatieally,

The inn.ft visual world of these subjects has been ,interred from such
evidepi.e to be d6uhle, rather than_single. with a separate conscious
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Cerebral Dominance in Perception

visual alvareness irteach hemisphere, The right and left inner visual
sifheres lack their normal conscious connection. A profound absence of
awareness in each hemisphere cif the.inental experiences of the other is

f., onsistently evident in the test data. Along -with the immediate visual
perception, visual memories and all kinds. of mental associations of vi-

'mon withelanguage; withcalculation,';and with other sensory modes--
including:tOych, hearing, and olfaction ire all confined to the same

m isohere.
__No evidenet-cif a similar separation and doubling of inner experience,

visual or otherwise; was fotnid in Our patient with congenital absence of
callosurn.'She gave verbal reports from either visual half-field with

no hesitatiiin. She was able to read words and munbers across the veal-
eal-meridiatt with no sigrithat right and left halves were perceived sep-
arately. Unlike the'..surfeical patients, she could retrieve with either hand
objects seen in either visual half-field. She could add and multiply pairs
of numbers shown ;4e in the left and one in the right half-field. In tests
involVing stereognOsls.and auditory and olfactory input, .she also dis-
-played seemingly normal,rightleft cross integration.
-',The extent to which functional compensation has been achieved in

this patient's Vision is perhaps best'illustrated by tests that involved the
rapid reading of words presented tachistoscopically, pareof-fhe word
to the left and part to'the right of the vertical midline, For example
(see Figure 3i, the letters "a b" might fall in the left field for projection
to the right hemisphere, and the letters "o v e" in the right field for pro-
jection to the left livispliere. ln'the same list may be other words like
"stout," ':only," ane'rely," so that the subject cannot use the left or
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FIGUR!: 3. List of 'corals used to test
subject's ability to integrate stimuli
coming from left and right visual
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right part of the word to cue in the whole word. Even the pronuncia-
tion of a syllable or two seen on one side of the vertical meridian often
cannot be inferred without consideration of the rest of the word, on the
other side. Both parts of the word must thus be taken into account and
integrated into a proper whole. S.K. was able to read these words with
the mixed right-left input promptly and as well as with the unified
right or left input.

We can see the extent to which callosal compensation had been
achieved, but we cannot yet explain it satisfactorily. The radical dif-
ference in the functional symptoms produced by congenital and by
surgical separation of the hemispheres appears to be a direct reflection
of the greater plasticity of the developing nervous system, compared
with the fully developed system. The underlying factors responsible are
very likely basic to many of the more general phenomena that illustrate
the functional plaiticity of neural maturation. Any insight into the
underlying neural factors in this or any other situati,in would have im-
portance for the whole field of developmental psychobiology, with
wide implications extending into ethology, psychiatry, pediatrics, and
other disciplines concerned with the effects of early experience on adult
behavior.

To account for the compensation achieved in patient S.K., we had
best start by reaffirming the absence of any readily appal.. -texplana-
tion. Her normal or near-normal performance on the tests mentioned
remains puzzling and difficult to account for in terms of the anatomy
and physiology of known neural pathways. Although the anterior com-
missure often is also absent in such cases, it appears to be present in this

rson, judging by her x-rays, and to be slightly enlarged, as is not un-
mon among cases of agenesis of the corpus.callosum, The extra

fibe s in the anterior commissure might thus be a contributing factor.
However, these extra fibers probably total less than 2% of the missing
callosal system and have only indirect cross-connections for many of
the functions tested. Accordingly, we must look much further for a full
explanation. The hippocampal, posterior, and other cerebral commis-
sures apparently are not subject to hypertrophy in callosal agenesis.3 In
an asymptomatic case examined microscopically by Slager et c11,s the
two hemiipheres were found to exhibit an essentially typical cytoarchi-
tecture, except for the missing commissure fibers. The histologic exam-
inations described to date, however; have generally been rough, and
they do not rule out the presence of an enrichment and elaboration of
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commissures and decussations at midbrain and lower levels.
To account for the observed degree of functional compensation in

S.K., it would seem necessary to postulate at least a functional elabora-
tion of brain-stem and perhaps lower cross-connection systems. The
thinness of the cerebral aqueduct and the ease with whiCh it becomes
blocked make one wonder about the presence of an atypical hyper-
trophy among the midbrain 'centers. In addition to a purely functional
reinforcement of whatever connection possibilities exist at these lower
levels, there might also be purely embryonic reactions associated with
the agenesis of the neocortical system that would make for an en-
hancedtdeyelop.nent of the older brain-stem systeths that handled
higher visual, auditory, somatesthetic, and other functions before
the neocortex evolved.

Hypertrophy or functional reinforcement of the normally weak
ipsilateral sensory projection system would go far to account for the
observed compensation. Thy behavioral results of early, compared with

.late, hemispherectomy illustrak the capacity for such development in
the somatesthetic system. 1 i ipsilateral auditory and kinesthetic com-
ponentsare already highly developed, and their enrichment would seem
to offer no problem. To attain an adequate ipsilateral function in the
visual mode would pose the greatest problem, and for present purposes
we can focus on the observed visual cross-integration and possible ex-
planatory fackirs.

The observed ability of S.K. to rapidly read words that fall partly in
one half-field and partly in the other seems to imply that the ipsilateral
half-field had become projected into the same hemisphere as the oppo-
site half-field. It follows that both half-fields must be closely integrated
with speech, also in the same hemisphere. Possible anatomic pathways
for this are not easy to see.

One remotely possible pathway for such cross-integration is the
anterior commissure. This commissure cross-connects the temporal
lobes that are known to be involved in vision. The route is indirect,
however, and it is unlikely that the requisite sensory information
could be transmitted in sufficient detail to permit one hemisphere
to read letters projected from the other hemisphere through the
anterior commissure.

Better possibilities probably can be found in cross-connections at
midbrain levels associated with visual function in the superior,collicular,
pretectal, and pulvinar systems.9 Before evolutionary development of
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the neocortex, the midbrain systems carried out visual integration at
the highest levels. The upper levels of midbrain vision in present mam-
mals are difficult to assess'because of close interaction with the neo-
cortex_and dependence on cortical connections. In any case, it-is im-
portant that visual deficits produced by neonatal removal of occipital
lobes are much smaller than those produced by adult.removal.1° We
are speaking here mainly of the focal identifying type of vision, rather'
than the orientational sort more characteristic of the midbrain in the
cortically intact mammal.

Assuming that a latent potential for high-level focal vision in the mid-
brain may be evoked by agenesis of the callosum, as well as by early cor-
tical damage, there would still remain the problem of getting the refined'
pattern information for reading small letters across the thidline, up to
the cortex, and integrated with the contralatcral information for a
verbalreadout.

In our latest tests for visual cross- integration, I have used only two-
and three-letter Words, in an effort to avoid the variables introduced by
peripheral vision. The, initial scores of S.K. under these cond.itions show
an encouraging difference between the lateral unified input and the
mixed or combined rightleft input, indicating that in these near-thresh-
old performances that might separate midbrain from direct cortical
channels she handles the left-field input better than either the right-field
or the combined rightleft input.

The question arises of whether speech is bilateralized in-this patient,
Conclusive evidence is lacking. She is ambidextrous to a high degree, as
is often the case in patients with agenesis of the callosum. For example,
she writes mainly with her left hand, but she uses scissors better with
her right hand. Some preliminary evoked-potential records taken during
visual performance suggest that only her left hemisphe.re is active in
vision. It is conceivable that speech, somatesthesis, audition, and vision
are all handled in a single dominant left hemisphere. This fits with the
findings on near-threshold reading of words from combined right- and
left-field input.

Regardless of whether speech is bilateralized or is developed only in
'a dominant hemisphere, there are indications'that in S.K. speech has
been developed at the expense of other mortal faculties, such as spatial
perception. After we had established the lack of functional deficits ip
the regular series of tests used to demonstrate cross-integrational symp-
toms after commissurotomy, we started to administer other types or
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tests-- re generalized tests aimed at the upper limits of various mental
and sens imotor faculties, regardless of lateralization, following the
approach Jeeves.! The results to date are only sur.stive, but they,
begin to poi to subnormal function in a number )nverbal capac-
ities. S.K. fair! consistently does better on verbal tasks than on per-
formance or perc tual tasks. She also draws poorly and has difficulty
with geography, blo design arrangements, and matching patterns--all
specialties of the mino emisphere in typical right-handed persons.

At this stage, our evide e suggests a distinction between two some-
what different types of cross-integrational functions mediated by the
corpus callosum: those which can be compensated for in congenital
absence of the corpus callosum and those for which compensation is
more difficult or impossible. The kinds of functions for which com-
pensation is achieved involve the more direct sensory and motor cross-
inteeations that were carried out at subcortical levels before evolution
of the neocortex. When the neocortical system for vision, normal stere-
ognosis, and other functions evolved, their cross-integrational mechan-
isms also had to be moved upstairs. The kinds of cross-integrational
functionsfor which compensation is not lb easily achieved are those
associated with cerebral dominance and the lateral differentiation of
higher mental faculties that is peculiar to the human brain. Particularly
affected are performances.thqt depend on the mental faculties spe-

, cialized in the minor hemisphere.
If S.K. has doable speech that is, bilaferalized development of

speech in both hemispheresor if speech in her dominant hemisphere
has no dirpct cross-communication with the other hemisphere, the
results are much the same. In either case, there is a handicap in that
the verbal activities cannot be so well reinforced by functions for which
the minor hemisphere is normally' specialized, owing to lack of cross-.
talk in the former ca and 'o intrahemispheric competition in the lat-
ter. These functions of minor hemisphere seem to include spatial
and orientational activities, abstriict thinking, and creative mathemati-
cal and geometric abilities, all of which normally would cooperate with
and embellish the verbal hemisphere through the corpus callosum. It is
pertinent that, according to the literature, even the least symptomatic
subjects with agenesis of the corpus callovun have not been brilliant or
even above normal in intellect. The current view is that they attain me-
diocre.intelligence at the most, although they may be highly verbal and
even multilingual.
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The interpretation, that loss of the corpus callosum prevents reinforce-
ment by minor hemisphere functions fits also with results of some re-
cent work.2 We have considerable evidence that the functions of the
minor hemisphere are-sufficiently lifferent in kind from those of the
major hemisphere that the two tend to conflict and interfere with each
other, making it a real advantage to put the two types of activity in
separate 'hemispheres. The minor hemisphere seems to be a specialist
at configurational, spatial, synthetic, and geometric activity, whereas
the major hemisphere is specialized for sequential, verbal, logical, and
analytic activity. The two functions do more than compete for brain
space in evolution; the basic difference in the nature of their organiza-
tion 'means that excellence in one tends to interfere with top-level per-
formance in the other. On the basis of evidence collected from patients
with congenital and surgical absence of the corpus callosum, as well as
fiom the literature, this fundamental antagonism in the nature of these
modes of brain functions might be a causal factor behind the evolution
of cerebral dominance and lateral specialization.in the human brain.

What meaning this may have fin problems of dyslexia remins to be
seen. One wonders whether a possible factor in dyslexia is an overly
strong or extensive, perhaps bilateral, development of the verbal, major-
hemisphere type of organization that tends to interfere with.an ade-
02.12te development of spatial gnosis in the minor hemisphere. The facts
that general verbal capacity tends, to be good in dyslexics and that the
frequency of dyslexia is higher among left-handed persons would fit
such an interpretation. Extra training in spatial gnosis with special ref-
erence to alphabet patterns and the troublesome letters and words sub-
ject to directional reversals would seem a natural approach to these
problems.

Original work reported here was supported by U.S. Public Health Service grant MH
3372 from the National Institute of Mental Health and by the F. P. Hixon Fund of
the California Institute of Technology.
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DISCUSSION

DR. INGRAM: Lsuggest that the dyslexic individual is faced with several problems
in addition to the spatial relationships that he cannot visualize. He also requires
some teaching in terms of auditory concepts, because this function is in the
hemisphere that is functioning best and that should be concentrated on.

DR. MASLAND, Dr. Ingram has suggested that there is a very important additional
'element in the problem of reaming. It is not merely a matter of recognizingthe 1.1
shape of an object, but the establishment of an association between the shape of
an object and a verbal sound information element. That function has already
been established in the left hemisphere of the average child, and it seems to me
that the fundamental problein.of the dyslexic child, particularly the child who is
having letter reversals, is the necessity of establishing a relationship,between a
visual spatial function, which is most likely mediated in the right hemisphere,
and a language function, which has already been established in the left hemi-
sphere. The problem is to develop techniques whereby spatial functions are dis
sociated from the language functions of the left side.
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DR. INGRAM There is a possibility that this dyslexic schoolchild wouldbe taught
by the so-called "look and say" method. I think that would be disastrous. This
child has to be taught to relate the visual symbol, as Dr. Masland says, to the
spoken syllable. I think by the stage of learning to read the child i%prObably

4 able to recognize the visual-symbol, but not to relate it to the auditory symbol,
Therefore, you have to work with a phonic approach, and establish the phonic
relationships.) am trying to point out that It is difficult to short-circuit a Tunc-
tion that you think is not there.

DR. SPERRY: I was referring spaifically to the perception of spatial relations
during learning of reading and writing, when letters and wads tenittobe
reversed, and did not mean to imply a general application to reading arotid and
to all forms of dyslexia.

D R . MKSLAND Maybe it is'unlyiseto generalize, but for.a person to learn to read,
obviously he has to have the ability to see, he has to be able to analyze anrec-
ognize the material being seen, and he must be able to associate that object with
an auditory symbol.

DR. BERING: The auditory counterpart is not necessary. It-has been brought up
here that people can learn to read without It if the hemispheres are intact. There
are auditory and spoken relationships with reading, but neither is absolutely
necessary.
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Receptive-Field Estimation and

Perceptual Integration in Human Vision

P

In the visual system, the sensory coding of luminance differences is
based on the organization of receptive fields in two neuronal subsys-
tems, "B" and "D," sending reciprocal information from the retina to
the brain. The B system, consisting of on-center neurons, signals
"brighter," and the Et system, consisting of off-center neurons, signals
"dalrker."2.18 The coding of contrast is accomplished by lateral inhibi-
tion and activation: B neurons are inhibited by illumination of their
receptive-field surround, and D neurons are activated.

The receptive fields of visual neurons in animals and man have been
investigated mainly by three reseal-Gil methods: the extent and organiza-
tion of the retinal areas projecting to individual neurons were deter-
mined; the transformation of pile receptive -field organization was stud-
ied at different levels of the central visual sy.,,em, and indirect estimates
of the size of receptive fields in man were obtained and correlated with
results from animal experiments.

The first method was inaugurated by Hartline,".12 who defined a
receptive field in the frog as that area one retina within which illum-
ination activated or inhibited an optic-nerve fiber. This concept was

.particularized by the description of lateral inhibition in Limulus. It was
further refined in experiments by Kuffler22 and others on the antagon-
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istic organization of field center and surround in cats and monkeys. The
second method was introduced in 1959 by Hubei. Wiese!, and Baum-
g.artner, who studied the neurons of titc retina, the lateral geniculate
nucleus, the primary visual cortex,Is.la and iliiParavisual cortexil
(areas 18 and 19) in the cat. Similar neuronal recordings from cortical
cells in man by Marg et al.23 are discussed elsewhere in the proceed-
ings The third method was developed by Baumgartner,' who, fr9t,n his
aniiini experiments, derived indirect procedures for investigating human
receptive-field organizatibn. The following report is concerned mainly
with this thin! line of research in man; however, for a better &plana-
tion of the baiic neuronal mechanisms, it will also include some related
results obtained in animals. In human vision, we are virtually restricted
to the psychophysical-approactr:

RECEPTIVE-FIELD ESTIMATION IN MAN BY HERMANN'S GRID

A simple method of detetmining the size of visual receptive fields in
man is by means of contrast patterns viewed from different distances or
under different angles. Baumgartner,' using the Hermann grid,14 was
the first to measure foveal field centers in this manner (Figure 1). Sev-
eral workers from our department Kornhuber and Spillmann,2128
Sindermann and Pieper," and others have since estimated the size of
field centers, as well as surrounds, by this or rejated indirect methods,
With the grid technique, receptive-field centers in the fovea were found
to be 25-30 p in diameter, and centers plus surrounds, at 50 p.
These values correspond to 5-10 min of arc of angular projection.l27.2
Receptive-field centers in the extrafoveal regions of the eye appear to
be much larger. Mean diameters increase line,W toward the periphery,
doubling their size from 1.5 to 3 deg between 20 and 60 deg of retinal
eccentricity (Figure 2),

Bryngdahl's datas referring to sine-wave contrast patterns yield
mdiaMeters of 20-100 g for foveal and paraloveal fields and agree with
results obtained by Baumgartner' and Sindermann and Pieper" with
different methods. Direct measurements of receptive fields of a small
number of human cortical cells were reported by Marg et al 23 They
were in extrafoveal regions and appeared to have,ill-tlefined borders.

Hermann grid stimulation of concentric-field neurons in the lateral
geniculate nucleus and primary visual cortex of the cat shows strongly

1S2 'ac
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FIGUR,- 1- Etinumn M rer,eptise fields and held to nun by rimultancout hiqthInces
The Iiermann grid bit and the array of ihAT stripes flanked b> dark wnuunds tbi ate modified drawings
of experimental Ahem+ used in %tidier by lionnoutner II and Siniktrrunn and Repo 17 to In the Iles
mann grid. pay spots or seen at the intetset lion% 0( the *hoc bats ..cpt when limier! foreally this
petuluuth tan he rwLitried by te.cePtrie Held centers of different rite Proic.tion% of sccrptis-c fields ate
shown in Ivan ittwal positions they illustrate schcrnatisally boa. diffeirmer in foetal inhibition may
&count for the datkening by ptoducing Mite as mush neuronal as brawn 1 t on hair .0in/wed with
mtersi.ctionst1 In the losva, tri.eptise fields or mush ursine, than in the csitaforcal muff* Conic-
StdentlY . then inhibitory surrounds fuse rondo alerts. ',skillet illummaird by hat +ut intrirestion
(Ice example ro bz) thi The Plokr iron of a losral fro:pose field as shown in diffetent ()clowns !clone
to Anhtle bat of serous width 1b1) Mammal brightnco. t.1 Juc 1U 4114063M 01 'octal inhibition
occurs when the angular we of the white *.trir apritosimates irt trios heyhe d1.1711:10 of the res.ep sir
field enter 1'12) In hide/ Hamer, a p a) senttal ranal t" eine' .onttart") is seen as somPamrd by s
tweed rintorirs on eithet ride rbotdct.ontrist"1 It militates local dillcirnhc in total ncutnnal it4
ration resulting from sumplete of patul latttal inhibition lb 3i %hen the &melee of the le.cpttre held
equals the angular width of the salute %lope annct oinuot moo Sometimes 11 san h4. also
obserseil in the lt,:rmann pd. on addition to the dalkening 11 the emetic. lion a lo Ace the rat iou..on
Hart phro;,inena. should look at i fruit; I J 110(11 distanser raninnf Horn it, to Tin on

redued tcspoihe rat L's at uttctsetItons and weldlip, kilit,ffikilpcut tot
"either of the two bars 11.:gutc 31 These netiroph)%itilkigi, te,ulh saint
pare favotab4 with apparent brightnv.s dittermes to liftman vision "
In wntrast. a NubjeLtive orrciate of Oceptin,e held, with obloin lorm.
and elongated axes. de,t.rrlt d4w ilutvl and Wies::1" In arca I 7 of the
cdt, cannt he ascertained in HUI) t, the grid teLhinque " In grid

.stimulation of Iliew simpkficid' netumis produce, nrtironal enhance -

ment only in hair that in position and onentition oinkide %flit hone
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IIGLIE 2 Lower and upper thresholds for the Hermann grid illusion as a
function of retinal etimnincity (from Spillmann2). The Hermann Aids in this
experiment (other than mFigults I and 3) consisted of black bars presented.
against a white backpound. Grids of various stripe width were shown at differ-
ent horizontal distances from the fixation point. Observations-by one subject
were made with artificial miosis to compensate for hyperopia in the peripheral
retina. The critical bar width at which the elusion appears (circles) or disappears
(dots) increases almoiii linearly with eccentricity.

11 4

receptive-field axes. Also. less response diminution is found at arid
intersections, except in large receptive fields.26

,RECI(MVIt-FIELD ESTIMATION RI APPARENT MOTION

Wertheimer's apparent motion" elicited by two successive light ,stimuli
presented at different loci in the visual field was used to'estimate the
site of receptive fields for movement.perceptio,n. The maximal dis-
lances betiveen the alternating spotsiacross w,hich object motion ("op-
timal" or "beta" motion) pr pure motion ("phi phenomenon"),could
be seen were determined as a function of retinal eccentricity. Figure.4
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FIGURE 3 Response of a first-order.)I neurfm in the Asual cortex of the at to various positions of the
Hermann pid within its receptive field (from-unpublished experiments.by Baumgartner). The discharge
rate of this moon tyconsistemt with the subjective brightness diminution seen at the grid intersection.
(The receptive field in this example hada diameter of b deg and was located 20 deg paracentrally.) In
positions a aad b (liars), the re spoils: to light .s`more than twice a, strong as in position c (intersection).
These results arc accounted fur by differences in surround illumination and later,' inhibition. The be-
havior of this neuron is typical only for concentric fields of gentculate and firstorder cortical 13 neurons.
In the oblong simple-field neurons of Hubei and Wietel;15 the responsellepends on stimulus orientation.
It reaches a maximum whe*n the white bar coincides with the receptive-kid axis. The reponse is minimal
when bai and field axis are oriented at right angles to each other and is intermediate when stimuli a and b
ate combined in a pattern'Of tWo intersecting bars.
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Owl. or beta) or pure motion (phi phenomenon), Mean t
that the critical llisiances atrms which motion is seen are
for beta (cffclee). Both types of thresholds show a nearly
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tlal network of many interacting neurons arranged to signal the succes-
sive occurrence of photic stimuli as motion of particular direction and
velocity. These neuronal populitions may normally require physical
movement for adequate stimulation, but under some conditions respond
also to a sequence-of twolight spots. The extent of neuronal conver-
gence causing these motion-sensitive neurons to functjon as a. unit or re-
ceptive field can bsestimated qnly with reference to the special dimen-
sionsused (spot diaineter43 deg 20 min., sequential interval, 240 msec)
and may vary for other conditions. In our experiment, the linear veloc-
ity corresponding to the ciriticil spot sequencejYr maximal separation
was a function of retinal eccenicity and ranged from 60 tt 240,degisec.
This is in the upper range of and'even beyond the highest huMan veloc-
ity estimates investigated psychophysically by Dichans et p1.7
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FIGURES Comparison of human receptive fields and field centers for
,

contrast vision (Hermann grid illusion), apparent niotion (beta move- .
nient; phi phenomenon), and eye purvinmoyement asii function of
retinal eccentricity (adapted from Spillmann7s). Mean values for the
first and second procedure derived from data shown in Fqjures 2
and 4. Eye pprsuit moveme dashed line) was elklied by a vertical-
line ldmulus oscillating on a,horizontal meridian's/11h a sinwave fre
quency of 0.3 sec. Results obtained with this ihiref Method represent
minimal amplitudes of the stimulus required %or n correlatedpursuit
movement. In spite of differenc obis:Alta size, thresholds for all.
thine procedures shown appr ate increase / by ifactot of two be-
tween 20 and 60 degof ref eccentricity. T s figure compares

.
favorably with direct rernents of rece C field centers in
monkeys (Hubei and Wie II 4), suggesting,th objective deter-
minations and indirect p chophysical estimates may refer to the same

,_,1_,, basic neuronal organization.
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EHKENSTEIN4 RAIGHtNIS ILLUSION'IN.THE ABSENCE OF
PLANF.cONTRA'ST ..

, Ehrensteing in 194,2 expOrimentcd with pa;terns of radial lines at
cause brightness ettilan,cementiiithe white center spot to whic they
converge (Figures 6 and 7,1. The lines must exceed a particular length .
.(Figure 6, left):,and there .diOuld.poi be fewer than four. Usually, the °

-*ventral sports seen ifs.a rodnd.-patish.within which the brightness en- .

hancement occurs. Di's round bloVis altered to an
hg lines are thickined apd physical contrast b

.,ireas.of bliick and wIlitebtcahvsSnoik intense (Figure

arent sqyartil
ween a 'scent

radoxi- 16,

-
YI

.1, ,4

I -

188

/""
FIGURE 6 Eh!en stei n's brightness illuston8 mike center of radially converging black lines.
Cential spots appear %righter than adjacent white ireasif oni views the pattern frtely. M in the
!term .nn grid din illusion becometless apparnt when the ventral area is fixated. ParadoxiCally,
the,Inightness enhancement disappears when the center spot is surrounded by a thin black circle
(upper right). A minimal length of lint is requirid,to induce the illusion (left). ,
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MOOPPINIONO

amaimilis
FIGURE 7 Ehrenstein's illusion as
a function of line width -a brightness
paradox. Physical control between
figure aid ground is strangest in the
lower part and weakest in the upper.
,put. In spite of this brightness, en-
hancement of the centrjl spot ap-
pears to 6e most vivid in rows 3, 4,
and 5fplfowed by the rows at the
top and then at tholbot tom. There
are interindividual differences in
sequence. At close fixation, bright-
ness enhancement is replaced by
another illusion forming a gray
diagonal cross (X) within these:1-
M ' area.

tally, under these,conditipns the central,spot is less enhanced. It be-
comes even' more inconspicuous when it is completely.entsed by
black bars (FigUre 7. bottuml. Brightness enhancement d ppears,
tirely when the central area is surrounded by a thin circle (Figure 6,:
upper right).

Sometimes a quite different illusion appears in Figure 7, Most readily
at the third, fourth, and fifth rows and with central fixation. Instead-of
the brightness enhancement, a grayish cross (x) emerges, connecting the
edges ofthe apparent sstuafe gIong the diagonals. It is best seen from

',ahotit 30 rim -or farther :Ivay. At shoi ter distan es, it disappears and
, I
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thus may depend on the angular size of the fovea! projection. Thjs cross .

illusion was not described by Ehrenstein.
It iemains, for further experimentation to decide whether the phenom-

enon'may be interpreted in terms of interatlionstetween line stimuli,
described as neural interaction in the human fovea by Fiorentini and
Mazzantini.9 It is of interest that the cross illusion appears to be eon- 'a!,

lined to the fovea. In contrast, the brightness illusion fades during pro-
longed fovea! fixation, requiring eye movements for revival.

DISCUSSION
-

The Hermann Grid Phenomenon. Single-Cell Explanation versus
Population Hypothesis

The Hermann grid illusion- is an example of brightness contrast attribut-
able fo large groups of visual neurons,.Fpr single nerve cell, the phe-
nomenon can be 'explained by lateral interaction within its receptive

'field, For neuronal populations, however, the explanation is more corn -'
and must concern both neuronal subsystems,. the one signaling' '

brightness (B) and the one signaling 'darkness (D). The Hermann pattern
not only elicits a diminished brightness sensation at the intersection, of
white bars; after figure-ground reversal, it also results in a diminished

11darkness sensation at the same (no . lack)lack) intersection. Neurophysio-
logically, the illusion is,based on different distributions of latetalinhibi-'
tion or activation in the surrounds of on-center fields (B neurons) and
off-center fields (D neurons), respectively. Retirially and postretinally,.
these two subsystems interact in a manner yet unknown.

Purely psychophysical methods in human vision will hardly reveal at
which level within the visual system this interactipn takes place. How-
ever, neuronal recordings in the cat suggest that fhe.grid phenomenon
relates to a concentric receptive-field organization mainly in the "lower"

Tbf the visual system (retina, lateral geniculatenu,cleui, area ,17); ,

The more elaborate neyronal systems of the.visual cortex, showingtrans-
formations from concentric to oblong and complex field Orginitations '.
appear to he less involved in the Hermann grid illusion.-Only the simple
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fields of Hubefand Wiese! ("lint detectors") may still taint some terror
of brightness infermalion.Thf thus indicating that the neuronal coding bf
luminance differenceds is not excluded from the cortex.

Other conditions, mainly afterimages and eye movements. may have
an influence on the Hermann grid phenomenon. These factors are inVes-
tigated by Sindermann in a fortthedining publication and will not by dis-
cussed here. Neuronal integration of.receptive fields from concentric to
simple and comVex field organizations requires transmission throtigh
several synapses. The role of inhibition for this information processing

not confined to lateral inhibition from The field surround. Other
types of inhibitory action have been demonstrated by electric stimula-
tion of the optic radiation. For wimple -field neurons, response latency
is at least one synaptic delay longer than for concgritric-field neurons.°
Complex-field neurons usually show lOng.primary inhibition 'after shock .
stimulation of.radiation fibers.

To avoid'confusipn between neuronal receptive fields and their pos-
sible equivalentt in human perception. a terminologic distinction _might
be useful. We tentatively propose the term "perceptive fields" for the
subjective correlates of receptive fields estimated in human Vihiop.

The Ehroisieiti Illusion alid Its Dependence on Oriented Lines

Since 1870. the Hermann grid illusion has been explained by simul-
taneous contrast of bright anedarl areas th4, accokling to ,Bauni-

.
gartner.StImulate concentric receptive fields of visual neurons. Ehren-
Stein's brightness illusions, which appear withidoriented line patterns
in theabseffit of contrasting planes, cast considerable doubt on this ex-
planation by4ntrast alone. Brightness enhancement in the center of
radially converging.lines can hardly be explained on the bads of eirctilar
receptive tields.Dettlinental effects of steady fixation and enclosing
circles on the illusion are rather reminiscent of Hubei and Wiesel's find-
41015'16 of simple-field neurons that respond optimally to lines of given
orientation moving across their reciptive-field axis.

In the absence of a sufficient neuronal explanation of the Ehrenstein
Illusion, one may speculate that theseneurons do hot only signal edges.-
,fines, an orientations, kint also may contribute to brightness sensation.
A neurophysiologic basis right be that the ellipsoid fields of these
neurons can be Oivided into subclasses carrying brightness and (Witness
infoamation. respectively: B neurons with,oblong on centers and D neu-'

L
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.rons with oblong off centers." both transformed from corresponding
subsystems of the retina and lateral geniculattI nucleus.

--
Receptive Fields and Levels of Neuronal Interaction within the
Visual System,

The rather simple concept of the receptive - field organisation of a single
.

Demon might be considered a model for similar intVractions involving
collikteral inhibition and activation among neuronal Populations.
seems worth noting that lateral inhibition and activation as the essen-
tial inechaiithus of the receptive-field organization in retinal ganglion,
cells can still be demonstrated in the visible phenomena of Contrast and
contour vision. }Jardine." in hiS tirsVshorutote in 1949, had already
drawn attention to the role of lateral 4nhibition in contrast vision. Since.
then, many studies of receptive-field organizaticin have confirmed this
mechanism and stressed its significance in various species, but without
elucidating the central process, How the information of primary lateial
inhibition is used in the central nervous system and its large populations
of visual neurons is as unclear as the synaptiCmechanisms of cascade-
like transformations of receptive fields. Only a few facts are known
about,single-neuron interaction with lateral, collateral, and reciprocal
inhibition in the two neuronal systems, B and D. It is unlikely that any
of them singly or in combination can sufficiently explain the integrated
effects in thousands and millions of neurons necessary for sensation and
perception.

Results orrecent experiments on Mach bands; with flicker photometry"
favor the localization of lateral inhibition and mutual interaction of it
ceptive fields beyond the receptor organ. After measuring the brightness
of Mach bands: von Bekiisy4 proposed the existence of lateral interac-
tion in brain structures. The rathet_complex transformation of receptive
fields at variotts.cerebral levels and_the role of eye movements and of in-
hibition within -the field renter camiotbe dkscussed here. We mention
only two findings: RiclEilds" has described iniiifilleations-oLar_ea sum-
matron man-during accommodation And convergence that he explaitis
by plasticity of receptive fields. Freund and co-wotkers" demonstrated--
a special transformation of field organization in the cat's neurons of
the lateral geniculate nucleus that differ from retinal off enter neurons
by showing marked off inhibition, instead of spatial summation.

Generally, lateral intubitior. in the retina and collaterai inhibition in

1112
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cerebral 44444.-Inres.111.21r . spot.- of their differences is neuroptykiologic
mechanisms. have similar eitevis on visuarcontrast and per;eptu inte
gration In principle, tins similarity holds even lot &fit:rent {ensory
modalities. as demonstrated by von liekesy' Ins work on sensor}
mbibitunt

. .

RI CI PTIF I HI LDS RI LUNN TO FORM VISION AND ,
ISLAL LE 4RNIVt;

, The neiturint,j1 mckhanism of visual learning is unknown Thus, It seen],
till-tn.& to discuss its microchip] with neuronal processes eff s'ensat ion
and perception flowever. the importance tat visual memorylor turn]

peri.eption, did reading is obvious, and relationshops to receptive-
held trahoormation are Lonceivable A child learns to read by ()rpm,-
ing and reso'gniiing patterns composed of lines in different orientations
Perceptual!). this ta.k in oh es both ''innate- neuronal methamsms and
new connet, tills acquired thoing 'calling Ivrocos Mesa and flubers
experiment 'showed that cats have innate "simple" receptive fields re-,
sponding opt mull!, to line stimuli of pail icular, axis orientation [Woe
neuronal line detectors are present in newly born kittens, before any
visual experience. but deteriorate ,then corprast patterns ate excluded
from vision duriin the first months of 111e. Thus, visual learning appar-
entl} main tains'and tat-dilates sisual function in the cortex during
early penOds of life Short- and long-term visual memory not only are
necessary for acquirnii form recognition but also are prerequisites for
the normal IiinctinVI ettrh, development of innate neuronal coord
nation In this comer t, It ma) he of interest to ask whether the above
mentioned Ihrrstem Illusions. If dependent on line detectors, are
influenced by visual learning

In discussing learning mechanisms mi relation to the visual receptive-
held orgamiotion, some recent esperunents in humans on the ellect.of
learning and expectation on Weritielsmert, apparent motion shoud he
mentioned Beside. the fact expectation and bias affect the.xie r-
renee of apparent visual motion, Raskin" demonstrated long-tern
mentor), ef feet% on special patterns seen previously. Prior experience
as old as I week tither facilitated or interfered with 4.ubsequent percep-
tion of apparent motion. Raskin concluded (hal the perceptual feature
of,motion or nonmot ion may heciime associated with certain form.
characteristics by vtav of learning. We cannot'disenss here the rather

a
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complex nturophysiology of motion perception and its dual mocha -
nisms-afferent movement caused by passive displacement of retinal
111110S and efferent movement produced 6y active pursuit movements
'of eife, head, and body Both mechanisms appear to be intimately
Inked to the detection of contrast, allowing one to fixate stationary
and moving borders. Thas, it is not surprising that the minimal thresh -)
old amplitudes for eliciting eye pursuit movement 2$ are of the same
order of magnitude as the receptive-field diameters obtained with the
Hermann grid'illusion (Figure 5).

Althouglrlearning should influtince form recognition and might be
involved in the progressive transformation of receptive fields, we canny
yet apply our results to the physiology of reading and its disorders. Be-
cause we read with moving eyes during short pause cif fixation, making
use of black-vaL;t: contrast for the recognition of letters, we may say
only that oculomotor functions and Illeal:aalMilS of contrast and pat-
tern vision, among others. corttnbute to the physiology of reading.
Whether in man, as in the cat, the organization of simple receptive
fields with specific axis orientation is a congenital neuronal property
of the visual cortex, requiring early visual experience to prevent dete-
rioration, cannot be answered with certainty- Assuming that a.combina-
tion t'.4 inherent mechanisms with learning is necessary for the normal
functioning of the vi system, it might be Justifiable to discuss
receptivefield organisation and its application tcahuman vision in
conference on reading functions

SLIMA Y . ,
a

Receptive fields of visual neurons as determined by )rect recordings in
*animals Cal be inferred in man from contrast and movement illusions,

Estimates of their spatial extent were derived from threshold measure-
ments for simultaneous contrast and apparent motion

Diameters of receptive - field centers in the human fovea, when mea-
sured with Hainann grids of different bar Width, range from 25 p to
30 p r 5-11Zmin of Ali. an receptive-field\centers plus surrounds:
about 50 A,

The site of receptive-field centers is a linear function of retinal eccen-
tricity, Between 20 and 60 deg from the fovea, the average diameter of
field centerk4mbles from I 5 to 3 deg of arc_
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RefUltS tif Hermann grid stimyhtfron of iorweiliricI neurons in .

the visual system of the co,t are consistent Ottkapna btrig.litnessdif- .

(crevices to hurt in vision I' or while gii-diAtieur s of the lateral ge . *,

niculate, nucleus and the first stage of tlic visa cortex she enhanced
:--nsponses when exposed to bars and dimmt d respon)ts *hen stimu-

lated by intersections Simple-tield neuro of the visual COW% show
similar enhancement only 1( thonentation of their receptive;field
axes corresponds to ()order positions of the grid ' -.

Ehrenstem's illusions of bnghtrres enhancement elicited by radial
line patterns in the absenc f markeephysical Z:ontrast between figure
and ground arc tentative c.nhed rd corta:el simple-field nsirons and
their possible contribution to brightness perception . .

"Receptive fields" determined with Wertheimer\ oprunallor heat .
-motion and phi phenomenon are *20-30aimes larger tban receptivefteld
centers measured torah the Hermann grid Analogous to these. "recent
five fields"for appoent motion increase linearly toward the peripheral
retina, dodbling in mit: tween 20 'and 60 deg of eccentncity

The receptive-field o titration, by transfoiming luminance gradients
into contrast borders. is a basic mechanism of form vision. Although its
significance is evident, its detailed role in pattern vision and reading can-
not yet be explained in neuronal terms Modifiability of receptive fields
and plasticity of spatial mapping in the central visual system mtist Ge
postulated to explain we constanLy and form recognition The possihle
interaciton between memory and neuronal cupvergenec Itigim the vi-/ - . ,
sual system is discussed for the example of apparent motion I

The term "perceptive fields" is proposed for Ole subjective S. ocrelJics
of receptive fields estimated in human vision ... .
We are illgiktullo several former and prestnt cu- workers of the fleibutg Labors
tortes. espeually Prot. Baumgartner Prof Kornhubet !Ulm). Dot Dr
Sindermann and Dot Dr Dichgans arciburgt. for stimulating discussions,
help lit our experiments, and permission to use their material
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GEORGE SPERCING

Short-Term Memory, Lon-Term Memory,-
and anning in the

,Proces ng of Visual Information

A MODEL OF VISUAL-INFORMAroM PROCESSING.

In reading, as in most visual tasks, theeye ers information only
during the pauses between its quick sacead movements. The normal

.

input to the visual system is thus aseque of brief exposures. I would
like to propose here a model of the way eople process the information
they receive in one such exposure. I shall concerned with the simple
situation in which a person is shown briefly an array of letters and then
asked to write them and the closely related situation in which he hears
spoken letters and i?required to write them.
ibThe model shown in Figure I summarlics the results of numerous

experiments. The squares indicate short-term memories. The first box
represents a very-short-term visual memory, which, in the past, I have

"called visual-information storage." It contains a great deal more infor-
mation than the subject ultimately will be able to,repori, but its con-
tents normally fade rapidly, usually within about one fourth of a sec-
ond. Theseconclusions are derived from a partiaksport procedure: the

"%subject is required to repo-rt only a small fraction or the stimulus con-
tents on any trial and does not know in advance which aspects he will
be required to report. The methods and results have been described in
detail elsewhere.= " It is easily proved that a great deal of iofortnation
from a visual stimulus gets into'the subject's very ot-term visual
memory; the information is lost to recall because later processes are
unable to use it.,
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Ultimately, stimulus letters are" "recognized "; that is, the subject says
or writes them. He makes an appropriate motor response. In alms of
the md-del, it is useful to distinguish betweeq actually executing the
motor response (saying, subvocally rehearsing, or wilting a kt ter) and
having decided which response is to be executed. This kind of distiitc-

'tion is most often made in discussing computers, and perhaps the ter-
minology that has been de'veloped to deal with it in that domain will
help to clarify it here.

Saying a letter may be conceived of as executing a long prOgram that
consists of hundreds oNnstructions to variousmusclp groups. Recbgniz:
ing a letter may be considered as having decided which program to exe-
cute. In practicq, a program is designated by its location, or`addres: the

-address is the location of the, first program instruction to be executed.
The second short-term memory box in the moddl designates the rocOg-
nition buffer-memory. it is a short-term memory for letteis that are
about to be, spoken or rehearsed subvocally, i.e., a memory of the ad- .

drosses of the programs for sayini. them.
;The kinds of data that require the concept of a recognition buffer-
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FIGURE 1 Model of visual information processing. Squares indicate shortterm memones, rectangles indi-
cate long -term memories, and tnangles indicate scan components that transform signals from one modality
into another, V. visual: A, auditory; M. motor, R, rehearsal; RECOG, recognition buffer-memory; direc-
tion of association,
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memory have been described." The basicidea is that three or four let-
ters can be recalled from visual presentabOns even if the effective dt6a-'
Lion of the presentation e.g., vlsis so \short that the is not time for
the rehearsal of even one letter. The recognition buffer-memory can
hold at least three letters (i.e., the addresses of the motor programs for o

rehearsing the letters) for a period of about I sec, until they ,have been
rehearsed.

A scan component is needed to transform the visual information in
, very-short-term visual memory into the motor-afldress information of

the recognition b'uffer-memory. The visual scan component is desig-
nated by a triangle in Figure I to indicate that it is not a memory and
that, it transforms information from one modality into another. ,

ally; the visual scan component has at, least three distinguishable fun-.
tions: deciding which areas of the visual field contain infqrmation on
which further processing should beperformed ("prescan"°) directing
processing capacity to-the locations selected by the prescarr("atten-
tion"); and converting the visual input from the selected locations into
the addresses of motor programs ( "scanning ").

The maximal rate at which letters are scanned can be measured from
visual presentations in which, the persistence of the.information from an
initial letter stimulus is obliterated by a subsequent visual "noise" stim-

' WO. The measured razes are quite highsay, one letter every 10-15
msec, which is equivalent to rates of up to 100 unrelated letters per
second '°

The middle triangle in Figure I designates rehearsal. In vocal re-
hearsal, the motor instructions designated by the recognition buffer-

,memory are executed, and'a spoken letter results. Because it indicates
a change of modality or dimension, a triangle is used to designate the
rehearsal component; in this case, the transformation is from move-
ments to sound. The sound produced by a vocal reltearsal is. heard and
remembered in auditory shbrt-term memory.

In principle, although not in detail, the auditory scan is exactly
analogous to the visual scan. The auditory scan selects some contents

1 ,

of auditory memory (e.g., the sound representation of one letter) and
converts them into the address of a motor program. The address is re-
membered in the recognition buffer-memory, the program is executed
by the rehearsal component,sand the sounds are re-entered into audit
tory memory. By means of this rehearsal loop, information an be re-
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tuned for' a very long time in auditory short -term memorymany times
longer than the decay time of the memory itself.

Perhaps in yoimg citildrenand some adults, the ditput of the re -.
.htarsal component must first enter irito:the outside world as sound
. before it can enter auditory memory, but most adult seem-to have

evolved a,shortcut, which I have designated"subvoekd rehearsal." In
subvocal rehearsal, the suhvocalioutput of the,,reheansal component is
entered into the auditory.shortttermAlemoryjn4as[though it had been
a vocal output; i.e., auditory memory contains a meMory.cif the sound of
the letter. The ray-of sti,bvocal rehearsal can' bemeaSured,61° and it is .
very nteresting to note that it is identicalvith x to of vocal rehearsal.

DaTINCTIONS BETWEINWQRT- AND LONG -TERM MEMORY

Neural Distinctions

A short-term memory is a patch of neural tissue that is usid'bver and
over again for every. appropriate input to the modality. FOr'example

ih7retina undoubtedly, ,serves as a short-term memory; a particular ilk'
ron in the retina might, ,by appropriate stimuluspositioning, be acti-
vated by every letter that could be presented. But I suggest that-the
'neurons involved in long-term memory are extremely Specialized and
are active only when their key is found. This doestot mean that only
one stimulus can activate a neuron in long-term memory, but rather
that its range is infinitesimal, compared with the range of possible
stimuli.

There is now fairly widespread agreement 1'94148 that short-term
memory is short-term not because its neurons remember poorly 01-
though tha0s probably a factor) but because every new stimulus over-
writes its predecessor.or at least puzhes it away from the fore of Mem-
ory. Even silence or darkness, the absence of stimulation, is an input
to short-term memory that mast be, recorded and that therefore inevi-
tably drives out the record of preViOus stimulation.

.(.4-; 4

Structural Distinctions

A Short-term memory can be likened to a register in a computer; a
long-term memory, to a section of core memory." That is, a short-
term memory is complicated and expensive (involving many neurons

4
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pet unit of information stored), because the information in it is capa-
131e, of being minipipited in many ways: for example, one bit ofin--
fOrmation cam' be compared with another bit t f infOrmation, can bkqe.-

, shifted, and.so_on. Every operiti ' of this sort requires many connec-
tions. hrcomputers, core-memoty is made as starkly economical as
possible. SO, Much isSacrificeik .ecdnoni that no operation whatever
(except perhapser4sure).is:poSsiblq.on the contents of long-term meth-'
ory before they have been removed to ategister21 propose that the ,

same !iverriding,princiPles that guided the evolution of computers to
have a very 'few (but very intricate) registers and q have a great many
(but very simple) core memory.Celis guideckhe evolution of nervous
systems to have a few intricate short-term, Memories controlling great
massmof long-term meinpr'S!.r. t n ,

Functional and Ilehavioral Distinctions

The contents o>; short-term memory are retrieved by asking for the
contents of H.*. particular sensory memory ,:i.e., by giving the name of.
the memory.'What did I just hear? What did.' just-see? The contents of
long: term memory are retrieved by giving an association, i.e., e com-
plex, highly specific input. For example, I say: "My telephone number
is 582-2644. What is my telephone number?" You answer by asking
yourself w#t was the last ttting you heard. That it is Sperling's tele-
phone number is irrelevant to the retrieval of the digits. However, if I
meet you on the street tomorrow 'and ask you to repeat my telephone
number, no short-term memory could possibly be equal to the job. You
would need a metngsy that could be entered with the name "Sperling",
(and perhaps-some other concomitant bits of information) and that
when so prodded, would return the correct digits.

SIX LONG-TERM MEMORIES

Each of the active components in the model (Figu 're 1) is associated
with a long-term memory. The long-term memory was constructed
the,Subjectout of his past.experience, long before his participation in
any of my experiments. The three trianglecomponents each use an
intermodality long-term memory. The visual, scan is served by an inter-
modality long -tarm memory that asso4iates the address of the motor
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program Rif saying a letter with the visual features of that,letter. The
rehearsal cowponent is served by a long-term memory that associates
the auditory features of a rund with the motor program for producing
that sound. The luditory scan is served by a long-term memory that
associates the address of a motor pr aift for producing a sound with
the auditory features ofthat sound.

These intermodality long-term memories kills. As chil-
dren, we learned to imitate sounds that we heard. We learned how to
recognize letters, that is,,to say the name of a letter when we saw it
Later, we'learned how Tread without speaking.

Beneath each short-term memory square in Figure I is a long-term ,

memory of events within that modality. For example, long-term visual
memory might contain the information necessary to recognize a partic-

. ular face as familiar, even if no name or occasion can be associated with
it. A preschool child would recognize some letters as familiar, even if he

Could not name them. Similarly, we have auditory memories of audi-
toiy events. Finally, we, have the memory of the motor sequence nec-
essary tosay a letter.

The proper dtiVelopment of all six of these long-terip memories is a
prerequisite for the effective operatiOn of the'information-processing
system outlined before..

Quantitative theories of short-term recall performance find it neces=
sary to take into account a small amount, of information that is getting
into long-term Memory from each trial and that, when there are re-, .

peated trials, significantly affects performance (see especially Aikinson
and Shiffrint ). Although the experiment; l have dealt with probably ilk..
volve very little lOng-term memory (because each stimtilusis viewed
only once), it is ob.vious that iotnethiug is entering the various long
term memories, at least occasionally.

will concentrate now on elle two aspects of the model that are of
greatest relevance to reading: visual scanning and auditory memory.

VISUAL SCANNING

The Use of Visual Noise to Estimate Processing Rate

Brief visual exposures, by themselves, are useless for determining the
rite at which visual information is processed. This is so because stim-
ulus inforthation persists in very-short-term visual memory for some
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/undetermined time after the exposure-, for at least 0.1 sec and usually
for 0.2 sec or longer. If the duration-of visual availability is undeter-
mined, Orocessing, rate cannot be determined; duration of visual per-
sistepce and processing rate are complexly intermingled.

The way, around this .difficulty is to follow exposure of the stimulus
letters b.y LI-noise" postexposure field (Figure 2). The visual noise that
}use looks like scattered bits and pieces of letters, and it effectively ob-
literates the visual persistence of the stimulus letters. By delaying the,
onset of the noise postexposure field, we allow the subifat more time:
to scan the letters. Each 1015 msec of delay enables him ultimatelj, to
report one additional )otter, up to about three or (Our letters. This pro-
cessing rate can be shown to be independent of the number of letters
presented and of many other variations in procedure.

Serial or Parallel Processing?

In a brief exposure, are letters scanned one at a time, a new letter in
each interval of 10-15 twee, or is information being gathered abbut
several letters simultaneously at an overall rate equivalent to one new
letter per 10-13 msec? A positive answer to the first question defines
a serial scanning process, and to the second, a parallel process. I will
go into greater depth in considering the problem of serial versus paral-
Id processing, because it offers a good illustration of current research
in informatibn processing. The nonspecialist reader may have difficulty
here, but I hope that he will persevere and obtain at least an apprecia-
tion of some contemporary methodstod theories and of their potential
power for studying the way in which words are read.

METHOD I

When I first confronted the serial-versus-parallel problem, I sought the
answer by examining the rate at which information was acquired about
each individual letter in a stimulus instead of looking only at the over-
all late. Subjects were presented with five random letters followed,
after various intervals, by a noise postexposure field (Figure 2). Their
task was to report correctly as many letters as they could, from all the
locations. If they processed letters in a purely serial order, I would ex-
pect only the letter in the first location to be reported correctly it the
briefest exposure; the first and second letter to be reported at longer
exposures; then the first, second, and third; and so on. Let p, be the
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FIGURE 2 A normal tachistoscopic exposure sequence (top) and a postexposure visual noise sequence
(bottom).

probability of correctly' reporting the letter in the Ali location. Con-
sidering each of the five letter-locations separately and plotting these
pi's as a functiom0;exposure duration should yield a set offunctions.
like those illustrated in Figure 3a. That is, the pi functions in Figure 3a
would be produced-by a serial left-to-right scanning process wh* over-
all theietical performance best matches the observed performance.
The firTt two letters are scanned quickly, the next two are scanned more
slowly, end scanning of the last letter has hardly begun even at the
longest exposure.

A purely parallel scanning process, in which information is retrieved
at an equal rite from all five locttions, would predict identical pi at all
locations I Fitire 3b). Because all pt's are the same, this pi function also
represents the'oliservedoverall percentage:of correct responses.,

The results of an actual test are shown in Figure 3c.'The data illus-
trated are for ohe subject; tests of other subjects, including myself,
yielded basically similar data. The.downward concavity of all the ob-
serve\I pi functions means that inforpation is acquired, at each letter
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FIGURE 3 Accuracy of report of the letter at each location (I, . , 5) of a five-ktter stimulus
as a function of the exposure duration when exposure of the letters is followed by visual noise.
la) Theoretical data generated by a serial scan process with fixed order of scan. (b) Theoretical"
data generated by a parallel scan process having the same rate of information acquisition at all
lb. locations. (c) Data of a typical subject (3/ter Sperling' 4). These data are not correctedlot
chance guessing.

0

position, most rapidly immediately after the letter stimulus is turned
on and that the rate diMinishes as the exposure continues.*1nforma-
Lion is acquired more rapidly at the first position than at the second,
and so on, except that this subject acquired information more rapidly
at the fifth position than at the fourth. Other subjects had different
idiosyncratic orders.

a
Percentage cornet is a nonlinear (put monotonic) function of information retrieved. Plotting

the results in terths of bit's of information retrieved would exaggerate the concavity and
strengthen th conclusion.
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METHOD 2

Although the interpret I have just given is stated in terms of paral-
lel processing, one cannot rule out the possibility of some complex form
olaerial processing. To make a more sensitive test, more intricate slim-.
tdut sequences were required. Therefore, I gave up research for a year
and worked at programming a computer to display visual stimuli on a
cathode-ray oscilloscope.' The computer-produced demonktration that
provides the strongest evidence of parallel procesting is very similar to
the procedure just described. Five letters are presented and followed by
visual noise. The basic difference is that one of the letters is changed
midway during its exposure (Figure 4). When this is done, for example
in the fifth location, then almost invariably the first letter that appeared
in Plat location is the one that is reported (that is, if the subject cor-
rectly reports any!hing at all from that location). This result with very
brief exposures is jot the opposite of the usual result when exposures
are long (greater to 50 msec) 9r no postexposure noise field is used.
In the latter circumstances, the second letter that occupies a location
is the one that is reported.'I

PREDICTIONS OF THE THEORIES OF SERIAL AND PARALLEL SCANNING

In a serial process, increasing exposure duration improves performance
(increases pi), because the Ith location is more likely to have been
scanned during a longer interval. Consider, for example. an exposure
duration ATI , which is just long enough so that pi = tip. Now con-

FIGURE: 4 A computerirenerMed stimulus see
squence for testing serial versus parallel proms s

The initial stimulus is M I K L X. M.I. K. an L
persist continuously until the onset of the po -
exposure visual noise; X is changed to Z in the
middk of the exposure interval Two consecutive.
noise (leftism used to increase the effectiveness.
of the noise
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sutler the additional exposure ATi that is needed to increase pi to 24.
In serial-scanning theory, an increase of tip in pi during AT2 xre is that
as many letter scans are made in Ar2 as in ATI If occasionally the Ith
position L. scanned twice during the exposure. then _more letter scans .
must be occurring in 417.2. iniismuch as occasionally a letter that was

1 scanned in AITI will be rescanned in AT2, and that would be a wasted
scan. Serial-scanning theories can be characterized as basically "top-
heavy." That is. when is large i e., near the top of a graph like Fig-
ure 3b then as many or more scanning attempts are needed to raise it
by a given alnount. Ap, compared with the number when pi is small.

Parallel-processing theory assumes that information is accumulated
continuously. To increase pi from 0.50 to 0.95. for example. requires
less than'one bit of information, whereas to increase pi from 0.05 to
0.50 requires 3.3 bits (when there are 20 equiprobable stimulus letters).
This cxampk illustrates a general property of information-gathering
systems: the first few bits'af information change the probability of
being correct only-aeDoliglitly. and the last few.bits cause big changes.
Thus. parallel-proassing thiory.is "bottom-he'avy." The weighty pre*, .

cessing occurs while pi is small. i.e.. near the,bottom of Figure 3b.
To relate these theories to data, let us restrict ourselves, for the mo-

!tient, to location% 1 4. and 5. and to exposure durations of less than
100 msec. For example, consider an exposure of 50 msec and divide it,
conceptually. into two consecutive intervals of 25 msec. Figure 3c
show' that there is an.equal or greater increase of p, between 25 and
50 msec than between 0 and 25 msec in these three cases. Suppose now
that at location 5 a different letter is presented in each of the two in- ,

tervals the experiment described above_ According to the serial-scan-
ning theory, an eqqal or greater amount of scanning occurs in the
second intecial, and so we would expect the second letter to be re-
ported at least as often as the first letter.

In the parallel-scanning theory, in this instance, about 601/7 more
information accumulates in the first 25 msec than in the second 25

nisei:, so we would expect the letter from the first interval to be re-
ported more often: For parallel theory to predict quantitatively how
much more often the first letter is reported than the second would
require additional assumptions.
/ The experimental result was that this first le tter is neaTly always
reported. We therefore reject the serial - scanning theory ,end tenta-
tively accept the parallel-scanning theory In 50 cosec, the visual sys-
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1 his conclusion is potentially important tot uuderstanding the read-
ing of words It means that the%sisual system has tfe capacity to pro-
CCM, a word not merely letter by letter or by its overall shape. but as J
complex pattern Whether a word is recogmted directly .1%.I visual pat-
tern, or the taters awl:counted first and then LI IIiclle..C1 pattern is .

1icol:rived as a word, or both processes occur together we do not yet.
know But we do know now that the visual system has Ike capacity to

ther enough information simultaneously i e in parallel from an
array of Leiters (.1 word1.10 identify uniquely most !Adria) words ,

w
. ,

EX Ifellleij Rapid l'ivial Scare": in a e.mintilltmes la.sA ,

The experiments describe above measured visual scanning speeds 11'0111
.
m

single exposures only that is. the speeds .11.1111.9Cli Lli single bursts of
staining Could subjects maintain the same high-scanning speed in a
continuous search taski The 14..11t0Wing,eXpertMent was devised to test
this possibility, A computers generates array of random letters and
displays them on the cathode-ray oscilloscop0+Figure 5 shows;, se-
quence of 3 X 3 arrays All the arrays except one consist qytitely of
random letters the cntical array contains ehesumeral ".": in .1 ran-
domly selicte.d location The subject does not knowrin advance ohille
trial which array in the sequedee will be the critical one. nor in which
location the critical character:will occur. His task ig to look at the
whole sequence of arrays and to say at which location die critical
character has occurred From the proportion of times the sukiet is

'CI c

!Gum S Dugrana of the ttimului 4.equence an the wquential,..eauh protedute a. (mown field b. 6 to
12 kt may. itandomly detettnineda c. the wtttt4ui array, an this instance containing a 2" in the middle.
tight 1 atton d. 12 mote kV array.
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able to make tne correct response, we can deduce the speed with which
he is able to scan characters to determine whether. each is a "2." We have
also trained a subject to detect the occurrence of any numeral among
letters. The discrimination of an unknown one of ten numerals takes
only slightly longer than the discnmination of a known single numeral.

We' have studied arrays con taming from 1 to 25 letters, and pre-
sented new affays at rates of 3 to 200 per second. We have not yet corn-
pleted,all these expenments, but the main results are already cloy.

Subjtcts achieve the same high scanning speeds in the.contititious-
search proctidarravarpreviously demonstrated for single bursts, 10-
1 S nisei:/letter 14ie highest scanning speeds are achieved at presentation
rotes of about 40 arrays per second with stimuli containing nine or more
letters .Under Xhese conditions, the fastest subjeCit has broken solidly

, through the ID-rnsec_bamer; he,can scan characters for the absence of
the numeral "5" faster than one ter pc 8 msec. When nine-letter ar-
rays are presented at a rate of 25
can identify the location of the cr

..of the time- That means that ho
nine locations * In terms of th
can process a fresh batch of five

er second (40 msec /array) he
I character correctly about 70%

fectrvely momtoringsfive of the
allel-scanning theory, this subject
ers every 40 msec-

When the presentation rate is lowered, response accuracy improves,
indicaling that additional locations are being scanned, For example, my
fast subject scans the eutvalent of about 16 locations from a 25-letter
array when new arrays are presented every 160 msec. His scanning speed
goes down to about one letter per 10 msec at this rate, indicating that
lotttions outside the most favored six are scanned more slowly, Six -
teen positions are the maximum that he can scan in a brief exposure;
lowering the rate does not improve his response accuracy A more typ-
ical observer an scan three locations in 40 msec and a maximum of 10
locations in a single i,qcosure

In conception, these search experiments follow the pioneering work
of Ulric Netsser." who. was the first to study rapid scanning of this laid.
His subjects seahhej long lists for the presence of a critical item and
signaled when they had found it The important ,difference between
our procedures is not that I use a detection method and he a reaction

Thr otimite of the number of !mations monitors% depends sornesshat on the guessmsilla
Cr) that the subject ts,mumed to he nun, when he has not seen the critisid chatfcter It he ,

',timid !vie absolutels the mint efficient stratrp , he lOUIA alhiCVe r piObablillY of being cm.
rest of 0,7 even when he monitored only 5 3 losmions
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method, but that in Neisser's experiments the sequence of visual inputs
is controlled by the subject's own eye movement, and in my experi-
ments, by a computer', The optimal scanning rate in the searching for
a "2" or a "5" occurs at presentation rates that are tive times higher
than the rate of eye movements. When the presentation rate of stimuli
is lowered so that it is comparable with that of eye movements (e.g.
200-250 msec), then the processing capacity ri virtually idle for the
second half of the interval', it has done a!1 or nearly all that it can do in
the first half. With more complicated processing tasks, of cpursc, pro-
fessing times would be longer and the rate ofsye movements might not
he the limiting factor.

Although it is technically very difficult to implement, the method of
searching sequentially presented displays is most.promising for estimat-
ing processing times and will yield much of importance for reading. It
already has provided one nontrivial conclusion. In simple search tasks,
the limiting factor in perfoirbance is the rate at which eye Movements
can be nude, and not the rate at which information can be processed,

AUDITORY SHORT-TERM ArElif9RY

Auditory Memory to Visual-Recall « wsks

I claim that thtisiitne factorshmit recall of letters from brief visual ex-
posures ussuthing that the letters are clearly visible) and from auttory
presentations, to such an extent that visbal recall can be predicted from
auditory recall."

The original evidence of auditory ctimponents in visual-recall tasks
was introspective (all subjects said they ,rehearsed subvocally) and in-
direct (subjects diet not begin writing until a second or more after the
exposure and their visual memory had decayed by ihen, so auditory
memory was the only logical alternative).1° The ob.ervmon Is that sub-
jects suffered auditory confusion in visual recall (for example. 2

forst) was promising but not powerful, The poWerful evidence comes
from the measurement of "ss deficits," a technique that was intro-
duced indeptindently and almost simultaneously in three laboratories
by Comati. Wickefgren, and me (see Sperling and Speelman" 1, al-
though it could and should.have been invented 100 years earlier,

An AS deficit is defined as the decrement in performance caused by
replacing a stimultis composed of acoustically different letters (for ex-
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ample, F, H, Q, and Y) with acoustically similar (AS) letters (for ex-
ample, B, C, D, and G). The deficit technique can be applied to other
dimensions, such as visual similarity, semantic similarity, and pro-
nounceability. The main finding that concerns us here' is that, in the
usual test of visual recall, visual-similarity deficits are small, whereas
AS deficits are large.' That auditory similarity should be a significant
factor even in a task that involves only looking at letters and writing
them-and never 'any overt auditory representationis primafade evi-
dence of a role for auditory memory in visual-recall tasks:

To determine quantitatively how much of the memory load in visual-
recall tasks is carried by auditory memory is more difficult. However,
we" have been able to predict AS deficits in visual-recall tasks, in
which subjects viewed a dozen letters exposed simultaneously, from
the AS deficits of the same subjects in auditory tasks, in. which.they
heard spoken lists of letters and were required to recall them. We could
make these predictions from lists spoken at either one or two letters
per second but not from lists spoken at rates of Your letters per second.
The rate of silent rehearsal was previously estimated to be three letters
per second.6 This rate seems to be critical for auditory presentations of
random letters; at higher rates, recall performance deteriorates rapidly.
I would conclude, pending evidence to the contrary, that the same fac-
tors limit recall from simultaneous visual presentations and limit recall
of auditory sequences spoken at rates lower than four letters per
second.

A Phonemic Model of Short-Tenn Auditory Memory

The results of 38 experimental conditions in which Mrs. Speeliiiin and I
measured recall of auditory stimuli could be predicted quite accurately
from rules based on a phOnemic model of short-term auditory memory.
(The predictions accounted for 0.96 of the variance of the data.) The
phonemic model assumes (I) that individual phonemes are retained and
forgotten independently in auditor/ memory; (2) that, when some of the
constituent phonemes of a letter are forgotten, the letter is reconstruct
as well as possible on the basis of the remaining phonemes; and (3) that,
when the remaining phonemes do not suffice to identify the letter unlq

Ao, a choice is made from Among the most probable alternatives. Accord
Ito this theory, the reason that stimuli composed of letters chosen from
alphabets are poorly recalled is that they.contain phonemes that do not
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help to discriminate among alternative members of the alphabets. For
example, in the alphabet consisting of B, C, D, and G, the phoneme e is
useless for discriminating among members, and retention of this pho-
neme in memory is a waste of spacea precisely predictable waste.

It is reasonable to call the memory into which an unrehearsed audi-o
tory stimulus enters an "auditory memory." Because the kedictions of
the model-apply equally well to conditions in which there is little sub-
vocal rehearsal and conditions in whichi there is a great deal of subvocal
rehearsal, there is no rigid to postulate different memories for. rehearsed
and unrehearsed material. Finally, bee use the same generalizations
govern recall of visual stimuli, there is o need to postulate a different
memory for visual recall.

I should add that a really satisfacto paradigm for differentiating
between the recognition buffer-mem ry and the auditory short-term
memory has not yet been discovered. Therefore, when I say "auditory
memory," I have to include in it the ontribution of the rehearsal
buffer-memory. That is not much of complication, because, if the
contribution of the recognition buffe is small, then it does not matter
much, and if its contribution is large, then we can say that it must be
very much like an auditory memory, 'n that the phonemic model (of
auditorymemory) accounts for so m ch of the evidence..

RECAPITULATION

A model of the processing of inform tion from an array of letters has
been proposed. It cons.itis of the foll wing components: a very -short-
'term, very-high-capacity visual mem ry; a visual scan component that
converts the representation of a letter in visual memory into the ad-
dress of the motor program for rehearsing the letter; a short-term
memory for this address (recognition buffer-memory); a rehearsal com-
ponent that converts the subvocal rehearsal into an auditory represen-
tation; an auditory short:term memory for the sound of the letter; atil
an auditory scan component that convects the auditory -representatiOn
into the address of the motor program for rehearsing the letter.

Neural, functional, and behavioral criteria for distinguishing ben
sho Merm and long-term memory have also been proposed. A short-
term memory is made up of neurons that are used over and over again
by all inputs to the modality; complicated functions can be carried out
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on the contents of the memory; to rarievethe contents of inomory re-
quires knowledge only of the memory's name (i.e., the modality being
served). The neurons that form a long-term memory are activated only
by very specific inputs; no functions are carried out directly on the con
tents of memory; and the contents of memory can be retrieved only by
means of very specific "associations." The components of the processing
model are served by six kinds of long-term memory: visual, auditory, ..

andemotor long-term memories; and visualinotor, auditorymotor, and.
motor- auditory association long-term memories.

Experiments with visual pojtexposure noise fields are interpreted to
mean that information is gaiRsed,simultaneouslyi.e., in parallelfrom,
three or more letter locaiioris at an initial rate of one letter-per 10715
msec. The visual system thus has, in principle, the capacity to analyze
a word not letter by letter nor by overallshape, but from information
gathered, in parallel, from its component letters.

In the sequential-search procedure, ,a subject searches a computer-
produced sequence of letter arrays for a character at an unknown loca-
tion in one of themi'The highest processing rate occurs when a new
array occurs every 40 msec. This maximal rate of 25 arrays per second
is 5 times the rate of eye, movements. towering the sequence rate to
the rate of eye movements grossly impairs search efficiency. The best

. subject-was able to scan five locations every 40 msec and a maximum of
'about 16 locations (achieved in 160 msec) in a single brief exposure. It
is concluded that, in simple visual-search tasks, the rate of eye move-
meat will be a limiting factor in search rate.
1. 'The recall of visually presented arrays of,letters is shown to suffer in
a predictable :way when acoustically similar letters (for instance, B, C,
D, and G) are used. By comparing the recall of visually presented arrays
with the recall of auditory,letter sequences, it is concluded that visual
letters are rehearsed-al fewer than four letters per second (probably
three per second) and that the rehearsal is stoked in auditory short-term
memory. Even.vihed letter erraysare presented visually and are reported
by writing (neliet 'o#ertly represented in anetrIttory mode), they are re-
membered in auditory Mort-term memory, as If they had been pre-
sented acoustically.

In this brief account, I have not considered how eye movements are
controlled, how information from successive eye movements is inte-
grated, how long-term memories are formed, or how subjects deal with
words and bigger units of meanipgful materials. These problems ate rel-

,
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vant and important for.the-study of visual-information processing;
some are considered elsewhere in these proceedings, but most, unfor-
tunately, are far from sotuition. .

-4;
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DISCUSSION

DR. KAGAN: an 1 recall something YoUt. fewmmutes ago only because I
- have been rehearOtg it? Would it not b °red in long -ter iligiemory?
DR. SP?ItLING:'Cer Ve'ritlaiie vents often ka4lasting memories;

. .

wish I knew moreabut how andfty. TheStiMulus the expeii:
merits I havefieen discussing are randomletters and pumerals; they almost
neuter get intojfetteim memory in just one trial:3'1;6, catibtrecalleCtair-
ately for only a few seconds. To recall them after intervals of,say; 10.sec, a
subject must rehearse them vocally, or subvocally and must not be forced to
accept any new infdrmation into his short-term memory. If either of these con-
ditions is violated, the stimulus is forgotten.

Repeated rehearsal not only maintains the stimulus in short-term memory,
buf helps it to get into-long -term memory. We do not knoW whether it is the
act of rehearsing itself that is responsible, or whether. it isimerely that the longer
a stimulus resides in short-term memory the likelier it is to enter long-term mem-
ory. To reiterate, the essence ofshort-term memory is that thisame patch of
neural tissue is used over and over again by new.inputs. Obviously, this same tis-
sue cannot glso serve as a long-term memory.

DR. ULLMAN: Is the use of short-term memory a prerequisite for the formation
of long-term memories?

DR. SPERLING: I would say that visual inputs pass through visual short-term mem-
ory, and auditory inputs ass through auditory shortiterm memory. Given the
complexity of long-term memory, I would be raih to venture beyond that simple
statement.

DR. SCHUBERT: The leaders in the field of reading would-have us believe that
some children are visually minded and some children are kinesthetically minded.
When you say that your subjects rehearse subvocal!y akyou relate their per-
formance to this kind of reheaisal, are you referring in particular to kinestheti-
cally minded subjects?

DR. SPERLING: No. What I am saying is that, in the particular recall tasks that v.:e
have devised With random-letter stimulus materials, auditory memory is Kr much

" moieeffective than .[atsiiafthat we barely detectap effect of visual memory. If-we
were dealing with Wdrds and language, or with pictures, it might be quite differ.
eat. Incidentally, Dr. Michael Siegal is using our acoustically similar stimuli for

"Memory. tists.onchildren.with eidetic imagery, and finds that even these ex-
'ireniely viivally competent subjects do not behave differently from subjects on

these tasics.

DR. HOCHBERG: Cara you predict one kind of memory from the other?
DR. SPERLING: No. I did not s^..7 that I could predict the capacity of a subject's

.
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visual memory froin the capacity of his auditory memory, bat 'rather that I
could predict a subject's performance on the recall of visual stimuli from his
perfdintance.on the recall of auditory stimuli. The reason is that the stimuli
that Mrs. Speelman and I used are remembered in auditory memory even if
they are presented visually. That is, when we make this assumption, we can
'predict perforwinct.

I citi rtotilsh tii.lottufflito the position of saying that there is no visual
Butthei.1,0cr t except for the very-short-term visual'memory,ly is.

visual InenukY seems tobetasically unadapted to recall, and so we
mucbavidenceof itidrecall tests. To find outaliout short-term visu memory,
or perhiPsintermediate-term visual memory, we have to use recognition procedures.
even that is not sufficient in itself. If efficient verbal codes exist, they will be re-
membered in auditory memory and in other memories and thereby override the
visual,phe omena,that we are trying to measure. The stimuli to be recognized ,,

visually a to be made nonverbalizable. Or they have to be so constructed that
a verbal d ription of them would be so inefficient that subjects would not be
tempted ti try it or, if they did; it would not aid them. I use a computer to gen-
crate visual stimuli and, with small modifications in the program (occasionally
unintentio I), it produces good characters for a recognition experiment. These
are made o basically the same segments asietters, but joined in different ways.
They look li e elements from an unfamiliar eastern scrawl (see Figure 4). The
computer pr duces an almost limitless variety of different characters, so that
none of tte becomes familiar.

In our test , we show the subject a stimulus twice, with an interval ofa few
millisecond's ti 16 sec betweedthe two presentations. The stimulus is com-
posed of six or ten of these charaCters. In the seconq presentation, one bf the.
characters is alt red, and the subject's task is to say which character. From the
accuracy of his esponse, we deduce hoW many characters he is remembering
correctly. In pre iniinary ex riments with this method, we again found the
very-short-term, ery-high-cap ty visual memory. Beyond the first quarter of
a second, perfor nce was disc fittingly poor. Subjects are able to retain
enough informati n about only t o or three characters to recognize that they
have been change However, the time constant of forgetting was, surprisingly,
so long that I cool not estimate leproperly. These experiments, like most
others thathave be used to investigate visual memory, have their problems

' (Hochberg, J., in R. . Haber, Ed Contemporary Research and Theory in Visual
'Perception. New Yor : Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,_1968. pp. 309-331),
but I cite them to sh that measurements of short:term visual memory are
,being made (see also epard, R. N., J. Verbal Learning Verbal Behays.6:1.56-
163, 1967).

DR. SWANKWEALER: It ems to me that you should not attribute your findings
to auditory memory. I s nest that subjects are coding into language.
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ERLING: The kind of auditory memory 1 have been discussingis basically
very ple, although some of its properties are very complex and may sur- -...,
prise . If you had available a pile of neurons, I could tell you him to connect
them to make an auditory memory. In conception, it is very much like a sound
pectrograph; the same-basic construction would serve either a mouse or a man.
It is a, memory for sounds; let us reach semantic apeemint on that point.

To construct a memory that remembers not merely sounds but linguistic units
would be incredibly more difficult. I should think thaone eiruld not even under.
take it unless one already had a very good auditory memory fat sounds. But that
is a philosophic answer. That I like to keep things simple does not mean that
nature does. In fact, your hypothesis about linguistic memory probably could
be formulated specifically in terms of an alternative model and subjected to ex-
perimental investigation. I invite yois to do so.

, ,
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I.

Attention in Perception and Reading

Reading text, listening to speech, viewing scenes and picturesthese
activities ate not automatic responses to an arrity or seqlitnce, of pat-
terned stimuli. A reader does not simply look at a block of, text and
absorb its message. He must "pay attention" to the display; what this
means ha.s not yet been well worked out. Attention is often thought of
as a separate. faculty that opeiatespn the perceptual processe.g., as'a
determinant of degree of arousal or sensoiy facilitation or as a gate or
a filter. If attention functions in this general way, it might be of prac-
tical importance td study its effects on reading behavior; but it would
not be-very interesting, theoretically, as a source of insight into the na-
ture of the reading process in particular. or of perceptual processes in
general.

Alte: aatively, one can consider that the phenomena of attention are
intrinsic and inseparable aspects of the perceptual process. One might
think of statements. going back to Brentano,I, that perception is pur-
posive,.intentional, and directed, and so on -statements that have to be
fleshed out if they are to be meaningful. Let us view the reading pro-
cess as an intentional actiyirv: an activity that has uniqUe character-
istics, but that also draws on abilities used in listening to speech, on the
one hand, and in looking at objects and pictures, on the otker.

228
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LISTENING TO SPEECH

Consider the act of listening to speech: It is easy to demonstrate that
attention is necessary to speech perception. As a considerable amount-
of research has shown,,if a subject is required to attend to one of two
simultaneous and fairly rapid monologues, he seems to fail to hear the
content of the unattended message. Many workers have explained such
selective attention by positing a filter that passes the attended signals
and attenuates or even blocks.the unattended. Such a filter would re-
quire Many unlikely and complex properties. If both voices speak the
same message, but. the unattended one lags behind the attended one,
after a while most subjects realize that both messages are the same.
However, as a general statement, it is not true that the content of the
unattended message is unheard.

If, for example, the subject's own name appears in the unattended
channel, he will pick it up, and, althougl, it is easy to see how one could.
"tune" a filter in terms of frequency or any other simple characteristic,
it is very hard to see how one might do so in terms of analyzed verbal
meaning. Fcr these and other reasons, Neissers and 12.3 have proposed
that there is no filter'. Suppose, instead, that the listener does the fol-
lowing whorlskreceives a phoneme in a voice to which he viants to
attend. He selei:h a plan to produce some well-practiced fragment of
speech that starts .with the phoneme just received. By "well-pMcticed
fragment of speech;" I do sot mean that he is-actually pacingbctually
going.through a subvocalizationnor that auditory images are geking
through his mind. I mean that he has readied a sensorimotor pioitrani\
that 'would, if activated, result in verbal articulation. He selects a\vell-\\
.practiced fragment of speech that,starts with the phoneme that It`Ohas
just received and listens for the later occurrence of one or two dis4nc-
tive phonemes in the speech fragments. If he actually receives wha4e
anticipates, he goes on to anticipate the next speech fragment. Thui\t
is the expectations that are being tested, rather than the entire segue ce
of phonemes that were presented. What is important is the confirmed \
speech, fragments-the listener's expectations, rather than the sound-
waves actually presented.

This would explain what happens in the two-channel experiment. The
subject makes an active anticipatory response to the initial phonemes
that he hears in the voice to which he is to,attend. Meanwhile, phonemes
that are uttered by the unattended voice are briefly stored as unrelated
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sounds, not as the confirmed expectations, and will generally fade from
memory while the subject reports the attended message. The unattended
message is presented but not anticipated,and encoded in any memorable
form-. The.assumption that attentive listening depends on this kind of
linguistic extrapolation yields several predictions about two-channel
listening experiments: in general, these predictions seem to fit the
existing data.

The most frequent technique used is shadowing. This procedure en-
sures that attention is being paid to the desired channel, and at the.same
time one has a measure of how well that channel is beinglieard. If the
prime message does not have any syntactic redundancy, but is a group
of unrelated sounds that have no meaning, then extrapolation is im-
possible- and so is shadowing. This obseivation makes good sense in
terms of expectancy model of attention, built makes little sense In
terms of a filter.

Of course, there may also be a filter, and there are other kinds :if
intellectual capabilities that may contribute to attention in general.
But my point'is that, if learning to listen to speech is a process involv-
ing redundancies of sound, then the two-channel attentionaj phenom-
ena result from an intrinsic aspect of the listening process and not from
the action of an additional faculty. Something like this should also
occur in reading, which is rooted in the listening and speaking process.

1.

LOOKING AT TEXT

keadiiig mist draw also on the abilities of the visual-motor system.
whose skills are originally developed in looking at the world of scenes
and objects. Like listening, looking brings the subject a temporal se-
quence of patterned stimuli. He must integrate the successive, restricted
glimpSes of the world that he obtains about four times a second through
his small area of clear fovea! vision. Unlike the listener, howevei, the
viewer does not have to rely only on contextual redundancy to antici-
pate the next 'moment's stimuli. His wide area of peripheral vision gives
him an intimationof the future, of what will meet his next glance. And,
because eye movements are fully prom-aimed in advance of their execu-
tion, any efficient sampling of the pilipheral vision also tells him roughly
where his present fixation fits in the overall pattern.

Obviously, there are many ways to retrieve meaning from a printed

1
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page or a scene. and, as Alpern noted ear er (p. 119), the periphery is
not essential to vision,Yoq can read with ut it, and, as Gtickstein told
us (p. 139). you can retain relatively little f the nervous system and
still have good form perception. I think Mc facts are misleading; I
think it is more a question of how the visual equipment is used when
you do have it than a question of what kind of behavior pro6ess or pros-
thetic capability you can. call on when you do not have normal
equipment.

Two processes are available to vision, and consequently to reading.
that make it different from listening- We can, to somc'extent, antici-
pate what is coming on the basis of what is on the retina in peripheral
vision, and we also, to SUM extent, have a record of what we saw after
fixation from what is still present in penpheral vision. However, experi-
ments in which the subject views a moving scene without using periph-
ei.il vision show that the adult observer has cognitive bases, in addition
to those offered by peripheral vision, for expecting what each new fixa-
tion will bring. He has cognitive stigmata into which he can fit each
glimpse, so that he has a single "map': to store dunng the looking pe-
nod and not a sequence of individual glimpses.

Reading is a form of looking. and, as a kind of visual perceptual
behavior, it must share some of the characteristics of looking. But the
attentional omponents of normal looking at scenes and shapes. which
are itioubtedly well practiced long before school age, probably run
counter to those nettied when a person is learning to read or is reading
a difficult text There are few occasions in normal looking to make
small, successive adjacent fixations. whereas the first task for a child
when he learns to read is to put letters together into words by such
adjacent fixations surely an unaccustomed task for the visual-motor
system

A practiced re:Ider, in contrast, has treed himself from that unpleas-
ant necessity, He samples a display of the text, rather than looking,at
each letter He has learOd to respond et fe.ctively to the feu, features
seen with clear lova vision by expecting an entire word or even a
ihraw, He needs to fixate only the parts cf the array farther JR:mg the '
page that will enable bun to formulate new guesses as well as to check
his current guesses. His expectations of what he will find are based on
the syntax and the meaning of what he has just read. and they must
also be based ortthe blurred view provided by peripheral vision. A be-
ginning reader probably makes little use of peripheral information. and
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-is therefore less hampered than an experienced reader when peripheral
vision -peripheral information is reduced, for example, by making the
interword spaces indiscrinunable to peripheral-vision by running the
words together.4 Presumably, the samei true of a reader's ability to

ide his sampling of the text by cognitive factors. The better tk.
reader, the more widespread the fixaticMs by which he samples the text,
as long as the teXt provides contextual redundancy and as long as the
task permits the reader to leave Inchvidopl letters uninspected- that is,
as long as the reader attends :o meaning or content, rather than to
spelling.
- Like the listener, therefore, the reader is engaged in formulating and
testingspeechf ragments, but he can use the information given in periph-
eral vision fa's informed by his linguistic expectan6est to select the
places at which he obtains successive stimulus input. This is like run-

.ning very fast fiver broken terrain, anticipation is needed for making
adjustnents. This is a headlong flight; thsougI; the text. not "informa-
tion processing," letter by letter. *,

For example. when a reader followS4 line of type, letters above and
below it are often technically visible andiall well within his acuity. I
suggest that like the VOISie m the unattended channel previously de-
scribed, letters-above and below the line are simply not anticipited.
not encoded, and therefore not remembered in any linguistic structure.,
And, as with two-channel listening expenih ents. it. should be possible to
produce intrusions into noripal lineal...reading by placing suitable ma-
terial, such as a subjects own name, in the unattended lines. This is a
prediction that I made earlier' and that was recently confirmed in an
unpublished report by Neisser

This bnngs me back to the question' What would happen if you
presented bits of tekt to a subject in a sequence that would be similar
to views provided by reading saccades but not actually ptoduced by
saccades initiated by the subject" Would the result be normal reading,
inasmuch as the stimulus sequence is similar to that which would re-
sult from art intention to read.' I argue that it would not .that, when
the subject moves his eyes in reading, he is not just moving his eyes.
but is looking for Specific features, testing his.expectations of what he
will see next, If he is simply receiving bits of,text, with no attempt to
formulate and test linguistw.structures, the letters or words that he Wes
should quickly exceed his memory spaii. The display should provide
neither meaning nor clear temporal organitation. In contrast, wherr he
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looks at text with an intention to read it, he fits speech fragments to
the letters glimpsed with each fixation, the speech fragments then af-
ford a meaningful linguistic structure by which successive glimpses may
be stored and "repeated. .

In this reading model, "payhkg attention" is an integral part of the
reading prgces, and it depends on the tisk and on the reader's syntac-
tic and semantic knowledge and vocabulary. Some of the implications
have been tested in research; many more have4t,
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DR L tss Speech is diffetent from reading, in that you are working on what you
just heard. rather than antic: -sting For example. if t said-Suppose you had
wanted to -now, I am szyiny,

DR HOC Nat RG I was t.ying to listen to you. and what I hearirwas, of coune,
impossible to anticipate My presentation is obviously simplified, but I think that

(your inrnitive objection is also too simple That no skilled action requires Wen-
tiunal at.tre.ty is speculation on your part. If you ate !annul to difficult speech
relatively low-redundancy speech- coming at a fairly rapid dip, of course your
anticipations are rettively slow II yoli had beef; able to attend to what I was
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.saying very, very carefully, listened for all the inflections, it would have been
another matter.

.

DR. LISS You are reducing the possible
do

to such a low level that you
can anticipate full names. Usually, we do not speak thiszarefully, and the
senses are receiving novel stmuli and are unable to diffe,rentrate sentences.
There are too many possibilities to conclude that,

DR. HOCHBERG The sentences may be novel, but the contexts in which those
sentences are used under normal conditions are far from novel. I am sure you
did nothave to pay attention to full names to get a full name. Ytu do not have
to test those full names, These are working names, and you have far from novel
ehalacterutics here-you can hear' the names with these preliminary sounds just
as wellas with the full names. Just listen to all the political speeches. I think you
will find that the only information coming in that you actually need may be the
first few sounds. to give a clue as to what the speaker is saying. You are perfectly
capable othandling.famdiar speech at much greater speeds than you normally.
would be able to tolerate witkdenser, more foreign types of speech

One does something like that in reading, except that 'he reader can control
his own rate of reading. And the span of an ticip bony), reading will also depend
on,both task and redundancy. If you are actual! reading a paper, you are not
attending to the meaning of what is being said ar and you Also, you can read
a papir in the sense that you are only proofreading, you might not be able to
explain it or make any sense out of what you arc reading, but still be doing a
good job of proofreading.

It seems to me alit yon' rather nicely focused on the problem of the child who
starts to read for the rust tune. As to whether what. I have said has any implica
non for the varying methods of teaching reading, I do not know, I have a couple
of disjointed thoughts about that. One of them is about the old prescription that
seems to be universally followed of using large, wellspaced type with very few
words on a page. This can have many explanations An obvious one is that it re
quires the beginning reader to hobble his eye movements less; he has to make
fewer small, adjacent saccades that run counter to his normal scenesampling
strategies. Also, you can say that the child is not capable of discriminating small
letters, I do not know what that means in any reasonable sense, inasmuch as his
visual acuity it. probably a lot better than mine when he starts to read. It -',..ems
clear to me that limitations in his sampling behavior are involved, not anything
abou recepo4 fields or aboric vision itself,

is by ne means rare for children to teach themselves to read A very small,
an nown proportion of children do, in fact, teach themselves to read. This seems
tame to be such an important tact concerning the alleged difficulty ofacquumg
reading capacities that it ought not 30 he ignored How these children teach
themselves to read. and by t routes, should be attended to. I find it implaus-
ible that they are all following e same route. I expect that it does not matter
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how they get through the initial stages, how they learn to sample, how to make
good guesses. To get back to the point of this meeting, reading, let us try this
prescription; The child should be started with material as close to his own listen-
ing vocabulary theitnits into which he normally breaks heard speechas pos.
sible:If you are dealing w(th children of the ghetto, whose habitual language is,
very different from that of the initial primer, then you should design primers in
which the-constraints are close to the guesses that he is going to make when look-
ing at a block of letters,Trimers'should be designed so that the child's guesses are
going to be right more often than not. Letter-group combinations that do not en-
courage guessing are probably nonreinforcing. Certain things start children on
skimming, rather than reading, and there is a distinction between skimming and
reading that workers on "reading itself" have made that is probably unwise.

DR. M ASLOND Somechildren have much more difficulty with auditorystimWi,
particularly verbal, than other stimuli. It is not important to have auditory atten-
tion, which is involved, as you.and others have pointed out, in the visual repre-
sentation of language; but it is important to be able to use methods that help
children increase their auditory attention when the meanings of the things said
an presented in a visual form.

DR ttocHBKRG. I was speaking to just that point. If ttie child has a vocabulary 6f
expectancies you can increase the span of auditory attention simply by increas-
ing the chunk size of the message, that is, the chunk size for him. Obviously, if
sortrone says "Fourscore and seven years ago," I only have to check it minutes
hence to see whether or not it is the Gettysburg Address, although I m not
really attending in between. And thai is why, at the beginning of my Presenta-
tion, I put "pay attention" in qhotes. Among children who have difficu lty in
paying attention, there-may be some for whom the diffisulty is organic; there
may be some for whom this is proof of various motivational factorsthey just
do not wan! to listen; and there may be some who cannot pay attention be-
cause the redundancy is too low. For the latter to "pay attention" would re-
quire far more predictive ability and far more alertness than could bemustered,
far shorter reaction times, far larger vocabulary. I think that these elements
would have to be separated.

DR it 116H I wonder whether the vision people can tell us whether the spani,v4---
measured in angles or distances, can vary as one reads across a line? This,
seems to me, would be necessary to make reading analogous to listening to
speech. We are talking about the problem of segmentation; in the case of lis-
tening to spoken language, the size of the chunk that you take in varies from
point to point in a sentence."

I am sure we would all agree that the visual process of reading would be
impossible if we forced the child to read through a reduction tube only one
letter big, so that be had to scan one letter at a time. However, if language-does
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make this great difference in reading,then it ought to be true that glances or
their content on the retina are of different sizes.

DR. HOCH BERG . You cannot ask that question in that form, I think, because the
acuity needed to pick up the confirmatory information for any given message is
going to be a function of the redundancy of that message to begiii with. If my
hypothesis about how much riformation is going to come next is going to be
answered by "Yes, here's a space and a period," I can pick that up at the periph-
ery, maybe 10 deg out. If I am going to have to di.stinguish between an "e" and
an "s," or an "a" and an "s," it is going to have to be, say, within 5 deg. So, in-
deed, there is a variabl an alresady given in terms of the kind of question that
you have asked. like if you could partial out that redundancy factor, theriyou
might ask the vis people whether the spanis variable, and the answer would
probably be "no." t I do not see how you can partial out that redundancy.

DR. SPERLING: It has b n shown that, in a single glance, a person usually gets
far more information than he can process before making the ntxt glance. It is
useful, therefore, to distinguish between the amount of information available in
a glance and the ftaction -* information that is ultimately processed.

UK. M ASk.AND: I would Ilk . for clarification of a problem that seems to
represent a very important concept, You mentioned that in regard to visual

' attention, a person samples his sunoundings against a relatively fixed map. That
is to sa', a. spatial display is being continually sampled, but it is, In a Aense, a
fixed pattern, whereas the auditory display and the sampling of it are tempo:
rally dispersed elements. This represents an important aspect of reading tests,
which you skimmed over rather lightly; a person in a sampling has a visual map
fixed in such a fashion as to achieve a sequential event or a series of events that
fits into an auditory display, which is a temporal display.

DR. HOCHBERG: You a rrect in your interpretation, and you are correct that
11 did skumover it lightly. ou are also correct in the implication that there is not
a lot of filling-in that I can do except to say that it is indeed problem and that
the ability to integrate our successive glimpses of the world into fixed spatial per-
ceptual maps must be rather well established before we learn to read. That ability
is certainly drawn dr. in the reading process, for example..when you go from one
line to the next on a printed page as that page moves around while you read in a
Aging trolley car.

But the temporal sequence, I have been arguing, is not essentially a visual

fulictiOn: it A a linguistic funaion. 1,1 is a matter of simple convention that you
are always going to read from left to right until you get to the etul of the line.
That alone is not sufficient to impose a constant perceptual order; it can only
guide a sequence of looking. The temporal order is given by the linguistic struc-
ture and is not part of the visual process in any direct sense.

DR. MASLAND is unproved that the spatial map is primarily a righthanded
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sphere:or preoccupation, if 3/ou will, and the.auditory temporal map primarily
a lefthanded sphere. I do not know whether Dr. Sperry's observations confirm
that.

DR. INGRAM: Dr_Hochberg has emphasized the importance of the child's learning
about the segmental features and the syntax of the spoken language he is in the
process of acquiring. But he has not emphasized the importance of nolueonental
features. Rhythm and intonational patterns may well be crucial to the chid try.
ing to comprehend the significance of what is said to him et an early stage of c
speech development. Rules of grammar are probably acquired considerably later.
Consider, for example, the complexity of sentences involving fhe use of the pep-
five, such as "Nib coming, isn't he?" or "He isn't coming, is he?" Children have
to learnhow to use the negative in these situations. It is wrong, for example, to
say "He is not coming, isn't he?" or "H'e is coming, is he?" Before he reaches an-.
understanding of the grammatical mks underlying such utterances, he depends
on other informational aspects of language.

DR. HOCHBERG: "He is coming, isn't he?"-there are intonations, paralinguistici,
what the story is about, and so on. That is probably why children's books are all
picture books-as a substitute for such sources of information.

DR. LINDSLEY : I would like to try to tie together something Dr. Hochberg has
said with what we have heard with 'respect to electric potentials of the brain.

lithink that we are all aware that one can look and not see, one can see and
not perceive, and one can perceive and not remember. Perhaps one can per-
ceive and remember and not learn or develop a concept. br. Hochberg wascem-
phasizing, particularly, selective attention to specific, points, perhaps to the type,
that one reads, or perhaps to something else that is related to it. In talking about
electric potentials of the brain, Dr. Buser mentioned associative potentials that
have a longer latency than primary potentials. In our work on selective attentive-
ness (Spong, Haider, and Lindsley, Science 148:395 -397, 1965), we have Oven
subjects a pattern of stimuli made up of clicks and flashes alte nating in sequence
and have instructed them to pay attention to flashetand ignore clicks. The aver-
age evoked potentials to the flashes, recorded over the visual area of the brain,
were enhanced, whereas the responses' to the same flashes were reduced when
the subjects were instructed to pay attention to clicks and ignore flashees the
potentials that were enhanced in amplitude were the late components of the
evoked response, which would correspond roughly in latency to some of the '
late or association area responses described by Dr. Buser.

viecjuestion was raised for Dr. Buser whether shorter - latency potentials from

FrimarY
receiving areas spread to association areas, where they are recorded with

anger latency. Apparently, they are relatively indepefident and represeiadiffer-
ent systems, inasmuch as Thompuin, Johnson, and Ffoiipes (J. biebrophydol. 26:
343-364, 1963) found short-latency, modality- specific responses over piitnary
sensory areas, whereas the longer-latency responses of more than one sense mode

o
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were recorded from association areas, which seemed to be convergence centers.

These responses, even in different association or convergence centers, tended to
be highly correlated in their response amplitude, inicontrast.withthe modality-
specific responses recorded in the specific sensory tones of the cortex, which
showed differential response characteristics. In our work with human subjects,
recording average evoked potentials to visual, auditory, and somatosensory (me-
dian nerve) stimulation, we asked subjects to pay attention to the stimuli of one
mode and ignore the other two. The priMiry, short - latency' components of the
response to somatossory stimulation weje reduced in amplitude when that
sensory mode was selectively attended to, wherbas the longer-latency compo-
nents of the response were enhadced. Thus, the short-latency or :Orimary com-
ponents of the response appear to represent one system, and.the longer-latency
components, another, in view of theirelifferentiakeaction to the same stimuli
under the same attentive set or condition (Spong and Lindsley, unpublished
data).

We have found that thi degree of amplitude enhancement of these late
potentials, during selective attention, is a fbnction also of the general arousal
or activation level that one can create by produCing a more difficult task to
perform; therefore, the two things seem to go hand in hand. There is a selec-
tive attention effect and an arousal. effect. In learning to read, some kind of.
general arousal or activation or learning level would'be helpful; presumably, it
would be generated b.: ttiernotivating influences to,read that one could have.
The specific, selective a ention factors are, as Dr. Hochberg pointed out, partly
anticipation. I woilld a ei with Dr. Kelp that they may stem from what has
just occurred in the past because that may serve as A guide or anticipition'or
expectancy of what is to come in the future.

I would like toemphasize that associated with this there is also an electric
potential different from that justiscussed. This is what Walter et aL (Nature
203:380-384, IA64) have called a "contingent negative variation" (CNV), or a i
slow, negative, cl-c potential shift. In their experimental situation, the subject

t
was given a warning sound and told that,flashes of light would follow and that
he tholdd press a key quickly to stop them when they occurred. When the
sound comes, and before the flashes appear and before the key is pressed, there

/is a buildurof a slow negative potential, a d-c shift that discharges when the
i

anticipated flashes occur. We have been working on a similar experiment with a
little.more relevance to this particular problem. We presented three flashes 0.5
sec apart, and the subject was instructed to press a key on the third'flash. Then
we practiced the subject on another stimulus sequence, with the third flash de-
layed 1 sec after' the second one. When the subject knew that he was going to get
one or the other pattern, and there was n uncertainty about it and no probabil-
ity decision to make, there were evoked tentials to each flash, but no CN V or
d-e potential shift building up to ?heonset of-tht,third flash. Thus, this expec-
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tancy wave or potential shift seems to reflect anticipation or probability decisiosi
on the part' of the subject; but, unless there is uncertainty associated with it, the
CN V does not occur.

I think that, in the reading situation, the extent ti }which we are interested in
reading depends on the extent to which we can otfaipate, as Dr. Hochberg said,
or on what expectancy we have concerning what is.to come, either because we

.. want to confirm something (if it is, say, scientific writing) or because it is some-
thing that we can anticipate as new and unique. This can be contrasted with
proofreading; in which one is simply looking to see whether the wordsare
spelled or put together correctly and does not necessarily understand orrement-.,
ber the content of what is read. In other words, the purpose or.goal of the read-
ing makes a great deal of difference. When you read foryour own information,
you read for what you expect to get out of it, and not in terms of these other
characteristics.

DR. KAGAN: I was under the impression that you only get this ruing potential if
the subject hks to make a motor act, and not under such circumstancesas whin'.
you say, "When the light comes on, you are going to see an extrethely attractive
pictute." Is it correct- that you need a motor signal?

DR. L INDSL EY I do not believe so. Vaughan, Kosta, an Itt (EleCtroenceph.
Clin. Neurophysiol. 25:1-10, 1968) have published an article t suggests that,
but I think we have evidence that the Motor response is not need . In our ex-
periment, there is no Motor rfsponse.

DR. KAGAN: The question is, do you have to have an intention to make a motor
response to get the effect?

DR. LINDSLEY: I do not think so, but it is still debatable.

0
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Visual and Auditory Perception

and Language Learning

It is assumed that there is a relationship between language comprehen-
lion and reading. One of the reasons it would be so difficult to teach a
1-year-old child to re- ad is that there is very little written material in
1-year-old language. Perceptual modalities have something to do with
learning a language, so that we really want to hear from the reading ex-
perts .pbout how language affects reading. I will add a little information
of that point myself, and then comment on one aspect of language
learning with pirticular reference to visual and auditory perception.
Finally, 1 would like to suggest some relatignships between perception
and response, especially for speech. .

LAJ+GUAGE,LEARNING

Children from the age of about a year show evidence of both producing
and appreciating grammatical structure, using phrases and sentences,
although therules that they appear to follow may not happen to be the
adult rules. Until about 3 or 31/2 yearsof age, they seem to.leam, not by
memorizing cases, declensions, inflections, and conjugations, but rather
by comprehending what some linguists have called the "deep structure"
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that is common to a variety of surface grammatical forms. Votabulary
does not appear to become asymptotic until about the twenties, at least
in mostpeople.

I would like to' concentr*e ona third aspect of language, its phonol-
Ogy, because that is the spoken form of the language that is represented
in the written form. Phonetic development takes place after the age of
about 6 months. Before that, there is some babbling or noiseinaking that
seems to be devoid of recognizable phonetic content. After about 6
months, we begin to hear some phoneme-like production. Beginning at
about a year, these speech-like sounds are used in phrases and sentences.

PHIONOLOGY

One of the methods of teaching reading tries to establish a qodealike
relation between printed symbols and spoken ones. Unfortunately (in
some cases), the printed-symbol unit is the letter, and the spokeb-symbol
unit is the phoneme. It might be dangerous to,use phonemes as models
of printed letters, for two reasons. First, phonemes do not exist as enti-
ties except in linguistic analysis. The speech output of a talk r is essen-
tially continuous sound. It is broken up into chunks, but by listeners
who know the speaker's language. This chunking or segmenting is an ac-
tive process on the listeners' part. In reading, the chunks or Words are
already marked offj--by spaces. Second, the analyzed phonemes, as prod-

cts of analysis, are themselves not very consistent. I would like to press
ome data that Eguchi and I will publish soon.'

Spectral Features

Spectrographic analysis displays frequencies of sound on the ordinate of
a graph, and can be read essentially as one reads music; pitch or frequen-
cies go up or down, and time is shown on the abscissa. By connecting
the amplitUde peaks, we outline the "formants" characteristic of that
vowel.

We asked some children, ranging in age from 3 to 13 years, and some
adults to speak two sentences: "He has a blue pen" and "I am tall." We
had them repeat these sentences on five different occasions, and analyz
all such productions with the spectrographic technique. We were particu
larly interested in how precise the subjects were in saying the same thing
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five times. If we characterize the vowel in "he" as reaching a first peak
or formant in one region of the spectrum and asecond formant in ,

another region, how repeatable are those formants? The repeatability
under study here is measured by the intertrial standard deviation (SD)
of those formants for eachperson, as shown in Figure I. The points
show an average SD for each age group.

The standard deviations for each subject arc based on five Tecitations
of the two sentences. The points represent the vowel sounds in the words
of the sentences. Variances for the first formant in each vowel are dif-
ferent for the different vowel%

I think the impression is clear for the first formant..Childrehare very
variable when they aie 3 or 4 years old, and their speech variability de-
creases as their precision of speech increases, until they reach the age of
about 11 or 12. At that time we can speak of speech "habits" having
been formed, but not before.

Figure 2 shows similar results for the second formant. There is no re-
markable exception tohe rule that variabilities decrease over time.

What worries me about teaching youngsters that a certain letter rep-
resents a certain sound is that they do not produce, particular sound
each' time they intend a phoneme. One of the reasons this study got
started was the difficulty we had when we moveil to another country
and spoke a second language. I have great difficulty in understanding
French youngsters, although I understand French adults well. My Japa-
nese colleague finds it impossible to understand American children, but
he has little trouble with American adults. Tlii; reason is that these pro-
ductions are extremely variable in children. We must conclude that the
phoneme is, at best, a very labile model to use for the printed letter.

Temporal Features

The vowel spectrum for the words "blue" and "tall" is characteristic of
a vowel in 2 steady state for some period. But there are also, in speech,
some features of phonemes that depend on temporal gaps. We can lump
these together under the term "temporal features." .

The spoken names of letters (as in the alphabet) do not always cor-
respond to the sounds of the spoken letters themselves, and this disparity
is particularly great in cases in,which one yinnot even say what a letter
stands for, except as a transition between two other sounds.

We looked at one such temporal feature: the interval between the "b"
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explosion in the word "blue" and the onset of phonation corresponding
to the letter "I"-- which is about 40-50 msec. Such intervals constitute
an Integral part of speech: because their length helps-the listener identify
sounds. Here again wc measured variability. If the chid says "blue" five
times in a sentence context, is the Interval always 40-50 msec, or does
it vary?

Figure 3 shows that variability changes with age. The mean interval
between the "b" and the "I" or the "p" and the "e" in "pen" does not
change over time, but .the average intrasubject variability around that
vnian decreases sharply with age. It is interesting that it approaches its
asymptotic m'nimum (corresponding to the adult value) at a much ear-
lier age than do the spectral features of the vowels. Precision in the tem-
poral feature, at least in English. is extremely conspicuous. Whether this
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is because temporal features are more important in language learning
than the spectral features of vowel identification is difficult to say.
There are some complications related to phonemic load over time that
we cannot go into now.

RELATIONSHIP OF LANGUAGE COMPETENCE AND READING

Handicap of Deafness

Deaf children who have not learned to speak learn to read with great
difficulty, It is interesting that they are taught to read by teachers who
use paper and pencil to institute communication. Until then, there has
been no communication between that child and others except by.sikns.
If we could find the pnnted correlate of the conventional signs of the
deaf, perhaps we could'teach them, Instead, alpliabetic teaching is used,

'but through the medium of interpersonal wntten communication. In the
Mt of deaf children who learn to speak through use of what residual
hearing they have, the teaching of re ding is bomewhat simpler, and it
can begin at a mucifiearlier age (about or 4 years) to make up for what
will be lost time. bien so. throughout the ars of the elementary school.
deaf children. even those who speak, generally maintain a retardation in
reading of about two grade levels.

Let me give-the essentials of a study done by Hartung2 in connection
with his recent Ph.D. dissertation at Washington University. Experiments
have demonstrated that children can produce nonsense syllables fin-
grams) whcn they are pronounceable more easily than when they are not
pronounceable. For example. the syllable "mox" will be recognized cor-
rectly more often than the group Of three letters, "mxo," which does
not conform to normal spelling traditions in English and is fiery difficult
to pronounce. Dr. Hartung wanted to study not only the variable off'
familiarity with the code to tie together the graphemes and phonemes,
but also the variable of letter faniihanty, therefore, he used tngrams
that were made up of Greek letters.

Hartung asked his subjects to do two tasks. In the first. after a soies
of flashes lasting a couple of seconds, he asked children to tell whether a
particular letter was present. No reproduction was needed. For three ex-
posures, normal children about 8 years old korrectly identified the pres-
ence or absence of a single Greek character in about 78';7 of the teals.
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and i*Pf'snildren of about the ;am age: in 754-tiye conclude there is
no significant diffirenee in identifying Greek letters. In identifying the
letter "a." hearing children after exposures were correct in 89%of
trials and deaf children; in 71%, a significant difference.

'`When.trigrameeproduction waS requiredwriting down all three
letters the deaf childsedwere at all ettirgreater disadvantage. For ex-
ample, after brief exposures of .pronounceable trigrams. the deaf child's:1i'
were 31S7, correct in their reproductions and the hearing children; 71%.
For-the nonprpnounceable Merlons, deaf children were only 15% cot'.
rect an,' hearing children, 4/11.

We expected *.he deaf children to do mote poorly than the iiearin
children on trigrams in general. What was interesting was that they di
even worse on the nonpronounceables' than on the pronounceables. In
short, in the process of, learning what speech they had managed to learn
up to the age of 8 or 9 years. they had acquired enough of the rules of
correspondence between rhoncnies and g:-aphemes for that difference to
show up in their msponszs.

Them, was considerible spread in these data. In nonnallyllearing chil-
dren. there was eo correlation between these flash-recognition scores and:
reading: as measured on a MaeGintyCates Form C. but in the deatchil-
dren. there was a significant correlation of 0.5. .

I am not going so far as to say that we read with our ears. although I
recognize that different specialists view things from their own points of
view. George Sperling has said that short-term memory very often in-
volves a conversion-to auditory storage. I suggest Oat such storage is
especially important when part of the information being stored is of a
language that is. is verbal, There is sometiting special about verbal re-
sponses thas# do not quite understand.

sumuhis-Response Oimpatibiliry

We were interested in information processing and so-called compatibility
between response and stimulus. We have tried to investigate responses to
verbal and nonverbal stimuli in two modalities, hearing and vision. We
res(ncted ourselves to a vocabulary in which the odjecti were named by
relatively simple words. like "bell," "cat." "dog." and "baby" and were
sourio producers themselves. We could flash pictures of objects and of
Cie prnted words for them and play the spoken words and the sounds of
tl vets r the bark of a doe. the meow of a cat, the cry of a bab the
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sound of a.bell, and so on) on tapes. This.gave four different vocabu-
laries, two visual end two auditory: considered the otheriway, two were
verbal and two were nonverbal.

Reactiontime was measured for three different responses. The first
was the presiing of a key on which a picture of the object appeared, and
the second was a similar response, but with a printed word on the key.
The third response was merely a spoken jdentification or verbal response.

- One, hypothesis from the notion of stimulus response compatibility was
that the reaction time would not increase 'with number of alternatives
for those combinations of auditory-verbal stimuli and spoken responses.
visual-picture stimuli and visual- picture keys, or visual-verbal stimuli and
visual-word keys.-Other combinations would show less compatibility
between.the form of stimulus and the form of response.'

The subjects were 3'0 women. 19-24 years old. Our first experiment
was a two-alternative choice. There were two keys. one Wit the word
"dog" and the other with the word "bell"; the subject was to ush the
appropriate one when she saw or heard a stimulus. As we incre the
number of choices to eight.ltere were four keys.in each of two little
semicircles. so that the eighi fingers could rest on them. We even can-

. trolled for finger preference by using different arrangements of the keys
for different subjects. The reaction time did incrust: with the number. of
alternatives, as predicted. when the response was pressing a key.

What was peculiar in this series of ekperiments was That, when we
asked the subject simply to tell us what the visual word was, the verbal -'
response reaction time did not increase with the number of alternativei
(which were told to the subject before the trial). Apparently. one does
not have to translate modelities. This result appears to be independent
of the stimuli and appears also to have to do more with a verbal response
as such than with the relationship between the response and the stimulus.

The results were similar with an auditory stimulus. A word was spoken
on a little Language Master card, and the subject was supposed to push

reac-
tion times followed the general rule exec t for verbal responses, which
the k4 that had the appropriate woe r picturepictu printed on it. Ve reac-

did not increase with the number of alternatives. The general case appears
to be that the reaction time increases with the number of stimulus alter-
natives(i.e the slope of the linepatinohese two quantities is high).
whereas,in the verbal case, the reaction time stays relatively constant
Over different numbers of alternatRes (i.e...the slope of the function is
low Or near zero).
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The fourth stimulus was the auditory object, the sounds. They are
probably, uot as easy to identify; it takes longer tosompreltencl what
they are. Here, again, the slope of this function relates the verbal-respon*
time to the number of alternatives and was much lower for verbal-
response than for press-response time.

I am sure that, if these subjects practiced over and over, ain for
many months with these press responses; we could bring the regression
slopes down. Several workers have already shown that, if one practices
a connIction between a response and a stimulus mode fixtionctinsi,
one experiences no increase in reaction time With number of alternatives,

The point of these data iitorshow that long-practiced ctorrespondenci
is already present by virtue of "being part of the language?' The stimulus
modewhether it is auditory or visual, verbal or nonverbaldoes not
rake much difference. The press-response time increases with the num-
ber of alternatives, but the verbal- or vocal-response time does not.

LANGUAGE COMPETENCE AND SOUND

r,There are obviously contrasts between the reading of printed language
and the understanding of speech. I should point out first that, although
every known society communicates by talking, many societies are corn-
plitely illiterate. 4

A second point is extremely important: sound can arrive at the ears
from any direction. Images fall on the eye only from sources that one is
looking at. Thus, those. dealing with vision must be concerned shout eye
movements; fixation, and so on, to get ttfe target to the macula. But the
attention of which Dr. Hochberg has spoken takes lace as sensory in
formation goes into the auditory system, because we can hear from all
around us; we do not7teed to be oriented toward the-source:If we ex.'
tripoli& to'exposure to spoken language, as opposed to written language,
there are hours of spoken language impinging on our ears aliday long.
This occurs particularly in the case of ; growingshild, whereas written
or printed language becomes part of his stimulus input for Telatively
short periods.

A third point, mentioned earlier, is Oft the sound of speech is con-
tinuous, and the listener breaks it up into appropriate chunks, because
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he happens to be i member of the sun* language cominunity.as the;
speaker. In the case of reading, some of that chunkingis done by punc-
tuation apd the spaces between words.

1 do not know about the visual counterpart of 4s, but language modi-
fies some kinds of nonlanguage auditory perception. The Haskins Labors-
toy works has demonleated that some kinds of discrimination of non=
verbal stimuli are sharpened in the parts of the stinudus dimensions that-
correspond to,the boundaries between different phoneme categories. As
far as I am aware, no one has suggested that some aspects of visual per-

. peption are modified by the very process of reading. As a trivial example,
do ktterace forms become more &climbable than non-letter-like forms
after,a person has been using letteri for a while? My suspicion is that
they do not Mother aspect of...modification is segmentation. The way
in which one listens to Speech sounds is quite different from the way in
which one listens to other sounds. The language rules that one inter-
sullied in a sense control auditory "glances." ,'

There are probably other kinds of auditory subsets that follow the
same rule and illustrate the same principle. For example, Morse-code
telegraphers group nonverbal auditoryistimuli Vs we do when we listen
to speech sottids and as careful listeners do when they listen to various
kinds of inusicsd passages.'.,Another kind of contrast has to do with critical age. It seems clear

fore the age of I year, he can be pre-
lation to use residual,hearing better

e age of 2 or 3 than if he does not start.
of,2 or a. Although that is not quite a

en language, it is something like "if you
hen it isn't going to be as good for general

." We do not know the critical age for learning
f normal speech development have suggested that,

of syntactic deielopment are characteristic of the
e age of I or 2 years, this is the age at which speech

gin.
Reible about similar observations on the visual systsm in

children of one sort or another. For the visual system in
ould be extremely interested to know whether a deprivation

that, if 'a deaf child is identified-
pareciby suitable auditory sti
for the learning of speech at
being stimulated until the
critical age for learning sp
don't catch it this early
auditory 'reception lat
speech, but teachers
be 'some s
normal NId at
learning-nuist

We have
handicap
general, I
of the printed word has any serious consequences for learning to read.
Or can We just as well start at the age of 10 without suffering difficulty?

2 3
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'have not much mentioned deaf children, who afford, perhaps, a natural
experiment on the question of the effects of sensory deprivation. I sup-
pose that we can think of the congenitally deaf child as being- like the
congenital cataract patientnot in terms of the underlyingpathologY,
but in the sense that we can, at some time after birth, alleviate the
deficiency. In the case of a/blind child, we remove the cataract; in the .

case of a deaf child, we amplify everything by about 60 or 70 db, and
theeffect is roughly cottrtarable. He will not hear everything, to be sure,
but all deaf children of y acquaintance have some nalitivity to fre-
quencies up to about sok) Hz. I will not discuss whether the sensitivity
is auditory or tactile; both can be used as information receivers, and both
seem to benefit from early stimulation.

The deaf child who is left unattended until the age of 6 or 7 years can
be taught to speak only with great care and difficulty. When sound was
amplified-sufficiently so that ,deaf children would respond, R. Gengef
.(in a docitoral study now being completed) found pool. discrimination as
a result of auditory sensory deprivation. An example is the child who
can hear tones at 110 db but cannot distinguish frequency in the low-
frequency range. &trained person with normal hearing can distinguish a
frequency of 500 Hz from one of 505 Hz. These deaf youngsters on the
average heeded differences of around 80-100 Hz; that is, they could not
discriminate unless the frequencies were first 500 Hz and then jumped.up
to about 600 Hz. After about 3 months of training, the poor discrimina;
tion almost disappeared. He never got them down to a 5-Hz difference,
but they did get down to 10 or 12 Hz, which is the differeitce that alit
untrained observer could probably distinguish.

We do nohave more - information like this.for the ear becatise we.do
not have the\elegant Vattery\of clinical tests that we have for visual Uric-
tion.'We measure the sensitivity by making an audiogram, and often that
is the sole basis of information on what a child can hear. There are
dozens of tests for visual function, but we do not have their analogs for
vditory function. Ordinarily, we use lists of words and ask the subjects
to discriminate them. If a child is 2 or 3 years old and has not spoken
yet, the testing routine is difficult: .

I have one suggestion for those who must face this problem of the ,

long-deprived child, such as an underprivilegechild from the ghetto
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who is very retarded in reading: to get him to read bitter, get him to .

talk better.
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b IscussIoNi

MR. ADAMS:' When a person is listening to a spoken message, the temporal order
of the arrival of the message is in the control of the speaker, not the listener.
When a person is reading a written message, the temporal order of the arrival of
the message is in the control of the reader, not the writer. Those facts are due to
the different properties of the space (or medium) through which messages are
transmitted. When a message is transmitted through acoustic space, it occurs in
real time a exists only in the temporal dimension. The decoding of acoustic
messages obe ecW rules associated with acoustic space. When a message is
transmitted in two - dimensional visual space, the message is "stored" in a medium
that has no temporal dimension. Written language,is acoustic language encoded
in visualform spade; a written message has no temporal dimension but only the
two dimensions of length and breadth. It is the responsibility of a reader to
supply the temporal dimension according to the rules Of the written language
that govern, the direction of the visual scanning process. If a.reader scans the
letters "d o g" from left to right, he will decode the message to read "dog." But
if he scans them from rightlo left, he will decode the message to read "god."
I suggest that this directional scanning may account for the reversals that we
sometimes see with a retarded reader. if

So we have come full circle: visual chunking is not done for us by the page;
reader must supply the chunking in the same way that he supplies the temporal

6.1
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chunking when he listens. One of the big differences between decoding language
stored in visual spice and decoding language stored in acoustic space is that a re-
ceiver decoding language stored in visual space must know the rules for supplying
the temporal dimension. But the responsibility is relieved for him when he is
decoding the message in acoustic space, and many of our problems in the strategy
of teaching reading are due to overlooking this crucial fact.

I think this problem was identified by one of the experiments in Project
Literacy conducted at Cornell. It was discovered that the child must learn the
rules governing the visual cues associated with recognizing the visual boundaries
of words. Knowing these rules is crucial for succ,essfillly learning how to decode
written language. I do not recall all the details associated with that particular ex-
periment, but it will suffice to say here that members of the Project Literacy staff
reviewed the teacher's manuals that accompany commercially prepared children's
readers, such as the basal reading series prepared by children's textbook pub-,
fishers. They were looking for specific instructions to the teacher on how to pre-
pare

--'

specific lessons that overtly instructed &child on matters pertaining to the
visual boundaries, of words. After the review, the Projeet Literacy staff surmised
that teachers are neglecting this important aspect of learning to read. Indeed, it
no time did the teacher's Manuals mention that not only alphabet recognition _

must be taught, but also word recognition and paying attention to both the white
spaces between letters and the white spaces between words, sentences, and para-
graph, because they contain important visualcues to the decoding process. A -
child must lef,rn these rules in order to make correct decoding decisions, because
there are a finite number of letters that can be grouped in infinite ways to make
up infinite words, which can be combined in infinite ways to make up infinite
messages;

I just wanted to take issue with you in a friendly way and ask how you think
the chunking is being done by ghetto children when they deco0 messages in the
visual mode, as opposed to the acoustic mode.

DR. HIRSH: My main emphasis should have been restricted to the identification of
words. I am less concerned here with temporal order than with segmentation.
Even though children may not yet know the significance of the rules that tell
them what to do with the larger white spaces between the words, those white
spacei do appear in the visual stimulus pattern. No such spaces appear. in the
auditory message. If showed you an oscilloscopic' tracing of the waveform of
the sounds that mike up a sentence; you would see that there arp few if any
silericesand that the acoustic message is essentially a continuous sound whose

_internal structures change with time. One must have learned to speak and to
listen in a particular language in order to organize pieces of that continuous
sound in such a way that they will correspond with the morphemic elements of
the language. Such separation or segmentation must be put in by a listener as he

2f).3
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listens. Similar segmentation may also be a part of the reading process, but at
least the segments are more clearly marked with spaces op the printed page.

DR. BOYNTON: I think Dr. Liberman of the Haskins Laboritory at the University,
of Connecticut re sted that the basic processing mechanisms required
for the appreciation ridsLwhich vary from one language to another,
but perhaps not verb' be guilt. in as part of the sensory regulating
apparatui. I.do n at anyone wolijd suggest that such equipment could
conceivably tie built'in for the processing of the vishal counterpart of letters and
words. This woulkonstitute a fundamental difference between reception in the
two modalities.

DR. HIRSH- If what he has said is as general as saying that humaRs contain a pre-
disposition fOr spoken language, then I agree. If he is implying that there are

various built-in categories for auditory perception and phonemes, then I am pot
sure that I would go that far. These become built in very soon, I suggest, bid
they are certainly different from one language to another; and certainly no
neurophysiologist, to my knowledge, has discovered a feature extractor that
corresponds with phonemic features. They have found a feature 'extractor that
correspbnds with some interesting,acoustic features, such as whether the tones
glide upward Dr downward, something like eige detectors or angle detectors if
you like, but none that is specifically phoney,{ .

1.
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Effects of Visual Environment

on the Retina ".
fa.

The study of transneuronal effects on neural microanatomy has a

rather long history, which I will not attempt to repeat 'here. (It has
beenbiought up to about 2 years ago elsewhere.' )1The forward march
in this area has been increasing in momentum. The phenomenon of
transneuronal degeneration is no longer just a curiosity, as it was re
garded by many in the 1944s, particularly after Le Gros Clark called
attention to it in his study of the lateral geniculate nucleus of primates.
Transneuronal effects are turning out to be. Very extensive, and much
more needs to be learned about their time course.'lhey are clearly both
upstream and downstream effects within the nervous system. The ef-

fects are not limited to early development, although they are consider-
, ably faster during infancy. Later, some are rather slow.

EFFECTS Of LIGHT DEPRIVATION ON PROTEINS \\.
One of the more dramatic landmarks dealing specifically with changes
in the retina was a study by Brattgaard.2 He reared rabbits in darkness
to the age of 10 weeks, and showed that the retinal ganglitin cells were

markedly retarded in development. He found that 3 weeks of light

25ti
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stimulationiafter 10 weeks in the dark brought about a recovery of
some cells but virtually no recovery of others. There was a great in-
crease in variability of RNA content and also in,the relatively stable
protein content of the cell 6ody, both nucleolar and cytoplasmic. At
about the same timeowe were rearing chimpanzees in the dark; we
fbund that, if we kept them in the dark too long, the ganglion cells not
only lost out in the race for protein, but died and disappeared. The first
signs of this effect could be seen by the age of) months as a disk patior
of the retina. The leads from Brattgaard's study induced us to look at
RNA in dark-reared rats and kittens and in the remaining cells of the
chithpanzees' retinal ganglia.

We found that impaired pro.tein metabolism is common to the retinal
cells of dark-reared rabbits, rats, cats, and chimpanzees. Rates of change
froth normal RNA levels appear to vary with species, when average val-
ues are examined, and with individual cells (as determined by measures
of variability within a particular class of retinal cell). Special staining
techniqus make these cytochemical determinations possible. Using
hematoxylin and eosin staining permitted us to determine only that
large numbers IA ganglion cells in chimpanzees and monkeys eventually
disappeared3 and that in cats the mean thickness of the inner plexiform
layer of the retina was significantly reduced.'

At 90 days of age, normally reared rats showed.more than seven
times the concentration of RNA found in dark-reared littermates. The
values for retinal ganglion cells were intermediate when the animals
were reared in the dark for 90 days and then in normal diurnal lighting
conditions for 60 days. We have not determined visual acuity in these
animals, but they can discriminate on visual cliff and visual placing
tasks.

In cats from 31/2 months to over 3 Years old, the differences between
light- and dark-reared animals in cells of receptor, bipolar, and ganglion
layers are similar in amount, but in no instance are.they proportionately
as great as those cited for the rat. By making photometric estimates of
azurei-B binding, we found that the cells from dark-reared cats had cyto-
plasmic aNAconce trations between 40%.and 55% of those in normal-
cats, and animals 6.1 of tight. daily had intermediate *vets, about
60-75%. These data, do not reflect additional observations that the
mean cytoplagniic cross-sectional areas. were also significantly reduced
in cells of the dark-reared animals; that finding aggments the differ-.
ences in total cytoplasmic-aNA.

her
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Effects 41 Eniironment on the Retina

Dark-reared eiumpanzees and monkeys and one chimpanzee that was
given normal light stimulation from,birth to the age of 8 monthS'and
then_Matedin_total darkness until the age of 2 years revealed markedly
reducedcytoplasmic.RNA concentrations in surviving retinal ganglion
cells. Depending on the age reached before the primate was placed in
the darkroom, the reduction in number of ganglion cells varied from
zero to over 96;1. When cell loss occurred, visual functions-became im-
paired," but reduc0 RNA concentrations were not necessarily_ cor-
related with losses in visual capacities, The late onset of deprivation,
after-up' to 9 moiitliS of normal stimulation, produced more visual im-
pairment in higher primates than' the other mammals that we have
studied.

Figure I permits comparison of the parafoveal retina of a control
chimpanzee with that of a chrmpanzee that was reared normally to the
age of 8 months, then lived in total darkness until the age of 24 months,
and then lived in normally lighted environments until enucleat ion at the
lige of 8 years. The darker appearance of the retina on the right is due
to its having been cut in a thicker section (15 pi than the other i /.1).

More than 90`: of the ganglion cells had disappeared in this animal and
;also in a second chimpanzee reared with 5 min of daily exposure to
light from birth to the age of 33 months. Thde effects were foultd to
be irreversible, whereas shorter intervals of total darkness in other pri-
mate subjects resulted in temporary pallor of the optic disk

EFFECTS ON ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY

Loss of RNA and cell-volume reduction do not culminate in death of
cells in the cat retiha. The usual population of ganglion cells is markedly
lower in cat, rat, or rabbit than in primates, This may permit the spon-
taneous tiring of receptor cells, which occurs even in total (lanes,, to
activate ganglion cells frequently enough to ensure their continuing
viability. Converging pathways through bipolar fibers would lead to
relatively greater use of the individual optic nerve fibers in eats, for ex-
ample, than in monkeys, apes, or man.

Figure 2 shows electrosetinograms (t RG ) Of a retina that had light
deprivation This represents a monkey that Was normally reared and
then put in.the dark for a relatively short period, about I month. The
b-wave, the upper deflection (as opposed to the a -wave, represented by

I
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.
less. The lower traces are of later responses to flashes given at 2NeC ,

intervals and show that these effects persist, Even when the flashes are
spaced rather widely as long as 10 sec apart the recovery of the ti-
wave is still incomplete I .

Eigurr 3 compares some 11-wave mean amplitudes in monkeys. f he
upper curve shows the redaction in the normal monkey's response to
the second .ind third flashes After 5 weeks in darkness, the bwave re-
sponses of this group of annuals se-ond and third flashes. on the
average, dropped to only one f th or less of normal.

animals

1 will not speculate on the mechanism involved. but we do know that
lack of stimulation in an adult or mature monkey, as well as in a mature
-cat. does'something to retinal (unction. as ineasuri:d b) b-wale ample-
Hide and its recinery
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would like to induzate sonic behavioral correlates of lack of visual
iitirnulation in the.monkey at birth and shortly thereafter. The data
(Figure; 4) are from some measurements that Dr. Paul a Wilson
"Arent our laboratory in Chicago. 1-k raised animals in diffuse light of
but:61'Amti intensity, rather Mail patterned light, the diffuse light was
provided lor 2.5 hr each day. On day 20 in this experiment, the animals
were first brought intr., patterru;d Died % isual acuity was mea-
Sured wjth an optokinetic druin that had stripes of various widths to
"pull" the eyes. There was ,t high degree of variability, but in the first
set of Three cNlumns trepresoting three animalshthe vistual ogle that
Was required to induce, cyc movements ranged from approximately 20
min to about 170 min on the first day_ The subjects improved ruttier
dramatically on the second'and third,days of patterned light expert-
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ence. and there was continuing improvement as these 2O-day,old mon-
keys were reared in a normal euvironinait up to the age of 41 days. The
black bars represent normatoc,data taken from a study by Only et al
Their infant monkeys were te4ed from the second day after birth, and
their improvement corresponds well according to this measure of visual
acuity.

These results fit the data of Wiesel aml HuN1.5 " showing that it
takes patterned hght, not diffiue light. to improve the responses of edge-
detector units in the visuaVstem We do not think that this measure of
acuity represents retmairlifipiThernent itself. Rather. it Is a visualsystem
measure that relies. probably. on =Nam oculomotor organization.

Other kinds of tiNa.,114A4ridit.ators show that patterned light is .1
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cAtical stimulating:fit:314-in the early days of visual development in the
higher'primates. Table 1 presents data from the rhesus Monkeys used,in_
Wilson's expiriments." The data on neonatally deprived subjects are
ranges for 12 animals, of which six were raised in diffuse light for 24,.4
says, and the other six for 60 days.The actual improvement In the
particular behavioral measures listed did not-differ significantly for the
60-day,and 20-day groups, and they paralleled tight-reared nowt sub-
jects that were studied from birth. Some of the differences indicate :

advantage for the animals reared in diffuse light. Ocular purstiii of a
moving light shows this slight advantage, perhaps: I-3" daYs versus 3-12
days of patteined light experience. Inaccurate pursuit of objects is the
exception, for this item first appears on day46-13 in the 20- day -old or
60.-day-old pitexn-deprivedanimals, and on days 3-10 in the light-

treared iubjects.-
For bilpoCular convergence movements, we used a variety of stimuli

for gettlig, the best fixation response possible from a little point of light
or a cdlored object, and then moved the stimulus toward the infant's
race. The animals that had matured for 20 days under.the diffuse-light
coNilions.did markedly better. They showed convergence for the first
time in the second week (days 7 -I 1) after patterbed light was initiated.
The others did riot show this behavior until after the third week (after
birth). Accurate reaching to an object starts at about 2 weeks of age in
both groups. Starting at 20 days or 60 days provides some advantages

E I Age in Day" at Initial Appearance of Visual Behaviors in Monkeys°

Visual Belvirrior
12 Neonatally Deprived
Subjectsb

LightReared
Subjects

N , ,
Con'retisual »Mary response I-2" 3-7"
Ocular puramlb f light 1-3 3-12
Ocular putsuit of objects 4.-12 4-28
Visual 14iitg respon 5-16 6-21
InaLcirrajOach to 'object 6-13 3-10
Binocular ionvergetice 7-11 21-35
Accurate-reach to object 12-29 14-56
V4144100 avoidance 11-34

thrived from Wilson and Riesen.12
vrattbened light given 2.$ hr daily to neonatally deprived group, beginning on, 2Ist or 61st day
after birth.
Itarutrirepresent dayS of age for the normally lightrearcd subjects and days of age minus 20 or

6,3 for the deprivedAubjects,

4
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that reflect either the motor activity that they have had from birth or
maNration, or both.
. frfconcluding, I would like to stress one point. This kind of finding,

that stimulation is necessary for full development, is not restricted to
vision and the retina. There are studies in other sense modalities, and we
should take the data as a whole. We have to consider that development,
as measured by various growth indicators and by anatomic and electro-
phy'Siologic methods, is maximized if there is appropriate stimulation,
but thl« stimulation can also be excessive, There is evidence that 18-24
hr of excessive stimulatipn will also impair proteA content of cells,
whether measured by the RNA precursor index, by dry weight, or by
total-protein assays. The notion of an optimum is clearly implied in
the data, but the determination of the optimum remains for future
investigation.
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DISCUSSION

DR. DFNENBEI5G: You indicated that, in the rat, 90 days of visual deprivition
produces 10% or 15% of normal RNA. But I recall reports that animals raised in

-total darkness still do exceptionally well on discrimination-learning tasks.
DR. RIESEN: Rats do, up to some age (about 140 days) when they begin to show

impairment. That points to the fact that RNA content as a measure does not -

correlate well with seeing, and I hold no brief fcr the measured quantities of RNA'',
protein precursors as an index ofwhether,these systems have been organized.

I shouldnake one other point here. Once there is a visual system functioning
well, one can impose conditions that will eventually tesult in a ganglion-cell de-,
pletion, probably even in ganglion-cell death. Our chimpanzees perfdrmed better,-:.
visually about 2 years before we sacrificed them; then, their performance wors-
ened up to the time of sacrifice, 4 years after they underwent early deprivatiOn.
The early deprivation can, indeed, leave a *tally functioning system, and yet
eventually lead to death of the system.

One animal, Snark, was seeing poorly; we are sure hii visual acuity was low
when he was 4 years old, and he was around lb years old when we did the hilto-;,,
logic examination, by which time he was hardly seeing,at all. What the sections
showed was a loss of ganglion cells. He also had pallor of the disk, indicating an
unhealthy optic nerve,, from the time when he was still seeing some things
rather well. He was groping around-finding things slowly, using what vision he,
still had, and he had Pupillary responses that werestili fairly lively.

We have data from tests of rather diffictiltlfoim discrimination in the 'cat. We
reared the animals in darkness for the first S'rmontlts and then light for 5 months,
or light for 5 months and then darkness for 5 months. We found that the latter
order results in normally rapid, complex form-discrimination learning. We used
a block "X" and a block "N" that leaned over. The animals that were reared in
the light first learned both form and movement discrimination at 1A months of
age as rapidly as any normal cat of the many that we have tested in that situa
tion. There were three animals in that experimental setting, and their scores were
in the upper part of the range found for about 12 normally reared cats '(see
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pp. 117-147 in E. Stellar and J. M. Sprague, Eds. Progress in Physiological
Psychology. Vol. I. New York: Academic Presi, 1966).

DR. DOTY. In the ci 'mpanzee experiments, did the degenerative process continue
after.the animal was restored to normal lighting conditions?

DR. RIESEN: Indeed it didboth in the animal reared in darkness from birth and
the animal reared in the light from birth to 8 months and then in darkness for
24 months. The atrophy, as we can tell from ophthalmologic examination, not
only did notimprove in the light, but it gradually worsened. We could not till
how many ganglion cells were left in that intervening stage, but the restoration
of the light did not save the system.

DR. VALVERDE: Did you mention that ganglion cells of the retina completely
disappeared?

DR. RIESEN: In chimpanzees, 90% of the cells peared, and we have con-
firmed that with a couple of monkeys. In a er period, not so many of them
disappeared, but there was a reduced count. T same loss- of cells will occur in
other, related nuclei. I am thinking particularly of lateral geniculate nucleus de-
generation, described by Wiese! and Hubei, in the works that I cited. Of course,
there have been many studies in which the actual end organ was removed; then,
there was sloi, but progressive degeneration, until, after shrinking, some cells
finally disappeared (see the paper in Progress in Physiological Psychology, cited

- above).
DR: LUOLAM: When you raise a diurnal animal, like a monkey, cat, or rabbit, in

the dark, other things happen as well. Do these animals eat as well as the others?
Aielhey exercised in the same way as the others? I can envision changes in pro-
tein caused by a lack of exercise, improper nutrition, and so forth.

ot)R. RIES4N; We frequently measured activity. Our chimpanzees totaled as much
activity for a 24-hr period in the dark as in the light. The distribution of the
activity was a little different: they tended 'c be highly active in the early hours
of the morning. They were getting hungrier and hungrier, I suppose, instead of
sleeping. They did not develop the usual sleepwakefulness cycle, kut they were
as heavy as normally reared animals and they ate as much.

We handled, played with, and fed them in the dark. We learned quite early
not to iscilate these cats or monkey. or chimpanzees. Some animals that we used
earlier in our work did not do very well, because we were not providing enough
extra inducement for activity.

I do not think that this is a nutritional problem in any sense, although there
were some indications that calcium metabolism was slightly affected: two of our
chimpanzees showed somewhat later,ossificationcenter appearance in the long
bones of the body. We were studying various growth, indices at the same time,
and this is the only effect of that kind.

In the past we thought that the skulls of some were more brittle and thinner,
but it was highly variable. Others that were darkreared had normal skull thick-

.2u
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ness. We do not know what to say about that, except that, in some genetically
highly.variabk animals like the domestic cat, some might require sunlight for
utilization of vitamin Din calcification and Ours reqiiire only whatw'e gave
them in the food. .

Many indicet were more variable in the dark-reared animals, but enough of
them were just right ih all measures so that I am no longer very worried about
the nutritional variable. .

DR. ALPERN: I have the impression that there were changes in the electroretino-
grimiand that histologically you found that the chimpanzees, in contrast with
the cats, had particular kinds of anglion cells. This is not characteristic of elec-
troretimigrams, in that in a clinical population you find perfectly normal ERG'S

in pitients, for example, with extensive damage and degeneration in the
ganglion-cell layers of the retina. I wonder how you would react to the following
trivial explanation: If an animal is reared in darkness and has a vigorous pupil re-
sponse to the first flash in the stimulus traina response that kept the pupil con-
tracted much longer than in control animalsone would expect that the reduced
retinal illumination of successive flashes would evoke smaller ER9's.

DR. RIESEN: I do not know whether we have any data that would answer that. It
is a good *sibility. There were RNA losses in the bipolar cells and even in the
receptor cell bodies in those eyes.

.

DR. LINDSLEY: You said that the flashes were spaced as much as 10 sec apart; it
was not a train of repetitive flashes. ,

.

DR...RIESEN: No; it is possible to keep an animal's pupil down by giving it a vigor-
ous flash of light, and it might stay down that long. Even your-pupils, if you
keep yourself in the dark for 30 min, would. remain contracted that long. We
(Science 134:1626-1627, 1961; Psychonomic Science 1:33-34, 1964) used
homatropine to keep the p it dilated, as did Cornwell and Sharpless (Vision
Res. 8:389-401, 1968).
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The Effects of Sensory Deprivation on

Dendritic Spines in the

Visual Cortex of thelvfouSe:

A Mathematical Moderof Spine Distribution

INTRODUCTION

Dendritic spines, a sequence of postsynaptic structures, are small, thorn-
like projections on the dendrites of neurons in the mammalian cerebral
cottex.-They were first discovered by Caja1,3 who believed that they
represented normaliforphologic formations, although many contempo-
raries repeatedly questioned their existence. Electron microscopy not
only has demonstrated dia.( dehdritia spines.arz widespread in the cen-
tral nervous system (as they are observed to be with the light microscope
in Golgi-Cox and methylene blue preparations), but has shown that
they are sites of synaptic contact with the same characteristics as Those
of synapses formed elsewhere with.dendritic trunks.8:17,18,25,50

The distribution of fiber terminals in the dendritic pools of cortical
neurons reveali some principles of common organization. Some of Ode
principles may be deduced through the study of .the distribution of the
dendritic spines that represent an accurate imprint of the dendritic syn-
spa coverage. It has been found that the distribution of spines along
apical dendrites reflects not only the functional maturation of the

$111'34 but damage to them".".".45 and possibly thd, functional
$

state of their afferent fibers.43
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In a preliminary study,' we had found that the mean number oe
spines per consecutive segment,alon&apical dendrites(the superficial
ramifications being excluded) of the layer V pyramidal cells increases
exponentially with distance from the cell body. These observations are
based on the area striata of the mouse. Furt*r analysis Permitted us to
partially adjust this exponential relationship in two groups of mice of
the same age: controls and mice raised in darkness from birth up to the
age of 24.days.43

Since the work of Mann" and Carlson' around the turn of the cen-
tury, it has been known that significant modifications in retinal nerve
cells resulted from prolonged variations in visual stimulation. Recently,
Chow 'et a1..,5 Weiskrantz,49 and Riesen37 confirmed the existence of
important alterations in the mammalian retina after prolonged light
.deprivation.

On the one hand, current studies have proved that modifications of
sensory input and environmental conditions can affect the morphology
of the cortex and some subcortical structures. Gyllensten" described
statistically significant diminutions in the diameter of cell nuclei and in
the quantity of internuclear material. lie made these observations in the
supragranular layers of the area striata in mice raised in the dark from
birth to the age of I month. Wiese! and Hubei" found decreased mean

'cell areas in the lateral geniculate nuclei of kittens in which one eye was
deprived of vision for 3 months. However, they reported that no obvious
histologic changes were observed in the retinas, the optic nerves, the
superior colliculi, or the visual cortex. Using the Golgi-Cox technique,
Colernari and Riesen6 have compared the dendritic fields of the stellate
cells of the visual cortex in cats drat were reared in the dark with those
of their normal siblings. dark-raised cats, they found shorter den-
drites, a reduction in the number of dendrites per cell, and (using Sholl's
procedure of concentric circles' ) a reduction, in the number of intersec-
tions of dendrites with circleS centered around the cell body.

On the Other hand.Rosen;weiget al.,', Bennett et a1.,' and Diamond
et all' have demonstrated that an enriched environment positively in-
creaes,the brain.,Wdgitt in rats. These authors)have suggested that the
changes'nught bedue in part to further development of the dendrites.
The suggestion was tested by Holloway," _who found convincing evi-
dence'that dendritic branching increases in rats raised in environmental
complexity. Furthermore, Gyllen4en et a1.23 have recently described
hypertrophy of the supragranular layers of the auditory cortex after

26()
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visual deprivation and have suggested that it might represent a compen-
satory mechanism.

From the foregoing accounts, it is evident that either a sensory depri-
vation or an increase in training can modify the fine structure of the
central nervous system. These structural changes can be studied with
some of our classical procedures for light microscopy. The purpose of
the investigation to byicsciibc sere was to verify whether the number
of spines in the apical dendfts.o the large pyramidal cells in the mouse
area striata can be nkodlfic41.*y'dek:reasing the sensory information that
reaches the visual coet,q3(. It yapound that the number of spines dimin-
ishes in mice enucleateCi on-alie side and in Mice reared in complete
darkness and that in both normal and visually deprived subjects the
number of spines along apical dendrites increases exponentially with
distance from the cell body.

We would like to describe some morphologic details of dendritic spines
and their relevant afferent connections, the effects of unilateratenuclea-
tion on the number and distribution of dendritic spines, and a mathe- .

matical model that defines the distribution of spines in the apical den-.
drites of the layer V pyramidaells of normal and dark-raised mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material for this study consisted of l5; brains stained by.the Golgi
method" from a closed colony of black mice derived from an inbred
stock. They were collected over a period of 4 years front litters born
after early spring matings.

The brains used we're from animals in three groups: 73 animals raised
.under normal conditions up to the ages of 10, 14, 19, 21, ;.'4,36, 48,
78. and 180 days, 58 animals raised in complete darkness, as deSeribe'd
elsewhere," up to the same ages as the control group, and 22 animals
unilaterally enucleated at birth and allowed to survive up to the ages of
24 and 48 days.

The spines were'.,c-Ounted 1n abOut 1,200icomplete apical dendrites of
pyramidal cells of layer V in the area striata. The apical dendrites were
arbitrarily divided into nine consecutive segments 50µ long, and the
Spines on each segment wire counted. The numbers of spines were
plotted and punched on cards. Further processing for study and adjust-
ment of the exponential relationship between the mean number of
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spines per segment and the distince from the cell body involved the use
of IBM 7070 FORTRAN and 'Autocoder programs written especially for
this work.

RESULTS

Connections of Apical Dendritic Spines in Visual Cortex

The synaptic terminals on dendritic spines can be observed easily on
Golgi preparations. They appear in the f of short twigs derived from
asceating or descending fibers that are likely parallel to the apical den-
drites for considerable distances. These parallel fibers were identified as
the descending principal axons or their collaterals of the superficial
pyramidal cells, or the ascending or descending collaterals of stellate
cells.333" in other cases, a. group of fibers approach the dendrite at
various angles, leaving altumber of clustered terminals over localiied
portions of the dendrite." These two*forms of afferent dendritic spine
synapses (from parallel fibers and by crossing-over contacts) have been
well established in many previous Golgi studies.

Figure I is a camera lucida drawing of a portion of an apical dendrite
of a layer V pyramidal cell. at the level of layer IV of the visual cortex.
Dendritic spines are clearly visible as small short-side appendages
throughout the entire portion of the dendrite. Several fibers (2-6) ap-
proach the dendrite to make synaptic contacts on the spines. Fiber I
is the main descending axon of one superficial pyramidal cell. This axon
partly follows the dendrite and appears,visible in the lower part of the
drawing, where it runs parallel to and contacts the dendritic spines (Sp).

We have been particularly interested in the establishment of the cir-
cuit that relates the specific afferents of area striaa with the apical den=
drites of layer V pyramidal cells. On the one hand, the specific visual
afferents might synapse directly on the dendrites. Several indirect argu-
ments pointed this out in previous studies,'" but, to our knowledge,
this articulation has never been observed. The specificafferents appear
difficult to stain with the Golgi method in subjects over 3 weeks old,
and only in younger animals is the identification of such fibers clear;
but the dendritic spines are not fully developed, and the synaptic forma-
tions involved in this connection may be absent. On the other hand,.the
specific visual afferents synapse on the dendrites of intracortical.asSo-
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FIGURE I Camera lucida drawing of
portion of apical dendrite of a layer V
pyramidal cell of visual cortex of nor-
mal 48-day-old mouse. Golgi method.
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Liation cells in layers IV and III. which in turn contact the apical den-
drites through their short axons We believe that this multisynaptic
articulation is more frequent and most interesting. in that it increases
the possibilities of modulatory effects on the pyramidal cells.

Figure 2 is a camera lucida'drawing of one stellate cell in layer IV of
the area striata of a normal mouse 48 days old. The dendrites radiate in
two opposite bunches. the ascending one extends widely through layers
IV and III. and a thick descending dendrite penetrates into layer V and
bifurcates. The dendrites have numerous spines. The axon of this cell .
( la) descends initially from its origin it the base of the 'descending den-
drite and soon emits numerous collaterals (::a-9a). For example. col-
lateral 4a originates in liyer V and splits into a fiber that immediately
turns horyontally and a branch that contacts the dendrite designated 2
at 5, (The dendrite is portion of the apical shaft of one pyramidal cell
of layer V ) Likewise. collateral ba epierges in layer Kwith several rela-
tiveky arge thickenings contacting the same dendrite 2 at two points S.
Col ateral 7a ascends for a long distance, traversing layers V. IV. and HI;
and collateralOa descends in layer V after sending off a second collateral
at a right angle (to the left in the figure) The main axonal fiber, now
considerably thinner, pursues an obliquely ascciding course 10a). giv-
ing off a small twig for dendrite I. which is another apical shaft of one
pyramidal cell of layer V.

Fueeis uf hint lt'atuin fin Number at Dendritu Spines Further Details
01 .14.Thputfulendritu

In Golgi preparations. the apical dendrites of the pyramid. cells of
layer V. which are 500-000p deep. as they ascend throng) layers V.
IV. and III appear densely covered with spines. a series o :hort side ap-

. pendages representing postsynaptic struLtures. The entire apical shaft.
excluding the terminal supertlual ranutications, can be arbitrarily

'" divided into a number of conseLutiLe segments (usually nine or ten in
. the mouse's Yisual Lortex) each 50p long Three of them were selected
for counting dendrites spines_ between 50 and 100p. between 150 and
200p. and between 250 and 300p from the cell body. The fir sIsegment
is in layer V, the second in layer IV. and the third in laye411. The spines
were counted in $ 40 selected segments in both-an:de stnatae in iota
enncleated of the right eye .it birth, and the results were compared with
those from normal mice of the same ages

73t
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In segments at the same distance from the cell body and from animals
of the same age and condition, the numbers of spines per segment fol-
lowed the normal distribution curve. Lach segment contained a number ,

of spines that remained. within statistically reasonable limits, around a
,mean value that was found to be specific for each distance from the cell
body. The ...lean number of spines per segment varied, however, in ani-
mals of different age, diminishing significantly in segments in layer IV '.
from the corresponding area striata of mice,emicleated at birth.

Coirespondingly, in_the segment in layer IV horn the affected artae
striatac of enucleated animals, the diminution of the mean number of
dendntic spines is statistically significant with reirect to mean values
from the same segment of normal animals. The difference is significant
in both groups, 24 days old (p < 0.0013 and 48 days old (p < 0.005).
Thedifferenc. e is not significant when the comparison is between normal
values and those obtained in the 'contralateral (right) area striata. For
layer 111, the same comparison reveals a difference significant beyond
the 2.5'; level. There was no difference in the numfver of spines in seg-
ments of layer V between enucleated and normal animals of the same
age.

Figuts 3 is a detailed camera Weida drawing of several portions of
apical dendfites of deep pyramidal cells traversing layer IV. The draw-
ing was made from the,area striata of a normal mouse 48 days old.
Figure 4 is a detailed camera Weida drawing of a field similar to that of
Figure 3 but corresponding to the left area striata of a 48-day-old mouse
enudeated at birth on the right side. Several portions of apical dendrites
of Jeep pyramidal cells traversing layer IV dearly show the effects of
cnucleation. The number of spines has diminished considerably on den-
drite 1-5, Dendrite: 6 in Figiv 4 is accontp,anied by a fiber coursing in
the same,dircction. showing sacral short side appendages that contact
the dendrite and spines. This libel could not be identified, but it prob-
ably represents a descending axon,cfr collateral of a superficial pyramidal
cell. or an ,iscendmg fiber of a stellate celL Axons of both types of cells
hay.e. been observed frequently to lie parallel to and cot tact apicai den-
drites 'this manner.

Figure SA shows at the level of layer IV part of the apical deridritie of
one pyinnidal cell of layer V of the nght trionallecteth area striata from
a mouse 24 days cdd, enucleated at birth on The right side:. Figure 5B
shy% s At the seine level part of another apical dendrite from a pyramidal
cell cA !aye, V of the area striata from a normal mouse 48 days old.
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F1GUR1' 4 Camera lucid; drawing of portions of several apical dendrites of layer V pyramidal
cells traversing layer IV of left area striata of 48-day.old mouse enucleated on right side at birth
Compare with Figure 3. note diminution of spines, Same magnification as in Figure 3. Golgi
method. (Reprinted with pcimission from Valverde.")
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FIGURE 5 Mosaic photomicrographic
reconstruction of two apical dendrites
of layer V pyramidal cells at the level
of layer IV of area striata. A, 24-day-
old mouse en cleated at birth; normal
dendrite in e unaffected area striate
with contact parallel. B, normal
48-day-old MOU ; dendrite with
crossing synapses. Golgi method.
(Reprinted with permission from
Valverde 44)
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Dendritic spines are more numerous and thickly distributed in older
animals. In Figure 5, afferent fibers cross the dendrite at various angles
over a small segment, about 20p long, which appears densely covered
by terminals of these fibers. It seems clear that contacts in parallel.
(Figure 5A) would have widespread effects over long dendritic portions,
whereas crossing synapses (Figure 5B) would affect restricted parts of
the dendrite.

Repeated observations showed that fibers synapsing ; . parallel on
dendritic shafts of deep pyramidal cells represent either the main de-
scending axon of a superficial pyramidal cell or its collaterals or Sscend-
ing axonal branches of stellate cells. Synaptic contacts like those in
Figure 5B have often been observed in layer IV. We believe that they
represent terminations of specific afferent fibers over apical dendrites.

In Figure 6, the effects of enucleation at' birth on the number of den-
dritic spines at the level of layer IV (affected area striata) in apicals of
two layer V pyramidal :ells (A, 24-day-old mouse; B, 48-day-old mouse)
can be clearly obse

Distribution of Apical Dendritic Spines in Visual Cortex of Mice Raised
under Normal Conditions: A Mathematical Model

The number of dendritic spines was fotind to increase with distance
from the cell body. We have previously defined this'relationship for,
apial dendrites of pyramidal cells of layer V in the area striata of 24-
day -old mice,43m It can be expressed by the following exponential
equation:

in which
ye =1i7,0 Kesx (1)

ye = mean number of spines per 50-p segment,
= maximal number of spines on one segment,

e = basis of natural logarithms,
B = slope.of corresponding regression line,

= distance from cell body; and
K = value of (ym yc)i.vm when x.= 0.

Equation I was found to define satisfactorily the distribution of
spines along the first seven segments beginning in the pyramidal cell
body, but it didnot explain the decay of the number of spines occur-

.:
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FIGURE 6 Mosaic photomicro-
graphic reconstruction of two apical
dendrites of layer V pyramidal cells at
the level of layer IV of area Units. A,
24-day-old mouse enucleated at birth.
B, 48-day-old mouse enucleated at
birth. Both dendrites belonging to af-
fected areae striatae clearly show dimic
nution of spines. Compare with Fig-
ure 5. Sameinagnification as in Fig-
ure 5. Golgi method. (Reprinted with
permission from Valverde.44)
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ring dista on the apical dendrite. We have studied the distribution of
spines in ce 10, 14, 19, 21, 36, 48, and 180,days old raised under
normal con tions and have obtained a sequenc' If different ye's along

the apical de drites for each age. Figure 7 shows ne observed distribu-
tion of the me number of spines per segment in four representative
age groups of n al mice. The mean number of spines for the first
segment, betwee the body and 5,0p along the apical dendrite, corre-
sponds to 25 on th abscissa; the mean number for the segment between
50 and 100p along t apical dendrite corresponds to 75 on the ab-
scissa; and so on.

We thensonfirmed tha increases distally along the dendrite it all
ages studied. But we obsery in the 24-day-old group43 and in older
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IIGURL 7 Number and distribution of spines in consecutive 50,p segments along the apical dendrites of
layer V pyramidal cells in the area striata. Sequence of mean values in four representative age groups of
normal mice. Curves were fitted by hand. See text for details.
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animals, that the number decreases gradually in-more distal segments.
The observation of these distributions suggested two factors: the poten-
tial factor B responsible for the increase in ye. distally along the dendrite
and estimated by the slope ?f the regression line; and the inhibitory fac-
tor, IF, antagonistic with B, gradually hampering ye in such a way that
the combination might result in the distributions of Figure 7. It will be
seen that IF becomes greater distally along the apical dendrite and also
with the age of the animal, effecting the maximal decay of the mean
number of dendritic spines in the last segments of 180-day-old mice.

Taking into account the specific. properties of the exponential func-
tion, we have postulated that the observed distributions may be defined
by this equation:

i = v,, (I Ke-Bx) (2)

Thus, Equation I would 6 a particular case of Equation 2 when IF= 0.
To test whether Equation 2 defines the observed spine distribution,

several programs were written for an IBM 7070. The data were fed into
the computer on punched cards. The computer retrieved the mean num-
ber of spines (ye) for each dendritic segment, the experimental distribu-
tion, and th'e 95(7( confidence limits on the basis of a Student's t-test.
This program (RV -6801) was the first that gave the basis for further
analysis of the spine distribution.

Through a specially programmed trial-and-error process (program RV%
6803), the computer found the values-of K, B, and IF that best fitted
the'experimental distribution by regression analysis." After obtaining
the values of K, B, and IF that gave the highest correlation, the com-
puter.calculated from Equation 2 the theoretical values of ye and the
-chi- square values corresponding to the difkrence between the theoreti-
cal and experimental distributions, calculating the goodness of fit by
comparing these chi-square values with a series of tabulated chi-square
values stored previously.

The computer than-printed out a graphic for each group of aniftTals
of the same age and condition with the experimental and theoretical
distribution of the mean number of dendritic spines and their corre-
sponding numeric values. The graphic output from this program, repro-
duced in Figure 8, corresponds to the distribution of spines along
apical dendrites in normal 19-day-old mice.

Wish this program, we have studied routinely the distribution of

to
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FIGURE 8 Experimental and theoretical distribution of dendritic spores along apical shafts of layer V
pyramidal cells of area striata of four normal 19- day -old Mee. Total dendrites, 49. Dot, experiment,9/-
ordinate; asterisk, theoretical ordinate. When difference between theory and experiment is less than one
spine per segment, only asterisk is shown. Data prepared from IBM 7070 program RV-6803. Chi value
2.409, 8 df, p <0.05.

/
spines along apical dendrites of the layer V pyramidal cells of area
striata in four groups of mice:

276

Controlse 10, 14, 19, 21, 24, 36, 48, nd 180 daysiped
Raised in darkness since birth: 10, i4, 19, 21, 24, 36; 48, and

180 days old
Enucleated on right side for study of distribution of dendritic

spines.in left area striata: 24 and 48 days old
Enucleated on right side for study of distribution of dendritic

spines in right area striata: 24 and 48 days old

In all four groups of striate apical dendrites, the computer obtained
highly significant adjustments to the theoretical distribution formu-
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The Effects of Sensory Deprivation on Didritic Spines

lated by. Equation 2. with p values always less than 0.05 (< 0.01 and
< 0.905 in 'k)veral groups). Equation 2 is valid to describe the distribu-
tion of spines along apical dendrites in the pyramidal cells of layer V of
the area striata of the mouse at the ages and conditions just mentioned,
yielding specific values of the coefficients IF, rand K for each age.

We'have studied the relationships Among the values of these coeffi-
cients and the age, T, of the animal, and obtained a series of graphics
that suggest /he existence of a relationship betweerk/F and B and the
age of the animal:

IF= (Fm (I -IFK T-11:B) .(3).

B= (1- BK T-BB), (4)
and

ampalso suggest a relationship modulated by an exponential function
for the values of K:

K= Km (1 7 KK T-KB) eP'T, (5)

in which c = basis of natural logarithms, T = age of animal, and IFm, IFK,
IFB,Bm,BK,BB,Km,KK,KB; and P= series of coefficients required for
adjustments.

To testwhether Equations 3-5 would satisfactorily represent the se-
quence of values, two programs (RV-6807 and RV-6808) were written
for the IBM 7070. An adjustment better than p <0.05 was obtained for
all cases.

The system of Equations 2-5 constitutes a mathematical model that
permits us to determine the distribution of the dendritic spines as a func-
tion of age. Through Equations 3-5 it is possible to calculate the values
of IF, B, and K corresponding to a given T; then, by appropriate substi-
tutions in Equation 2, the distribution in terms of number of spines per
segment call be obtained for that animal. Program RV-6811 resolves the
system of equations of the model and prints out a graphir with die spine
distribution corresponding to a given age. Figure 9 is an example: after
obtaining the data sheet of a predicted distribution corresponding to
the 21-day-old mouse raised in darkness, we counted spines as usual
through the microscope on a series of Golgi-stained brains and obtained
a spine distribution that fitted the predicted distribution of Figure 9
(p <0.65).
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FIGURE 9 Predicted chstribotion of dendritic spines along apical shafts of layer V pyramidal cells of area
striate corresponding to 21-cle:i-old mice that were raised in darkness. These values fit (p <0.05) the ex
mental distribution obtained later from microscope countings. Data prepared from IBM 7070 program
RV-6811.
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Determination of Age on the Basis of Distribution of Dendritic Spines

With our mathematical model it is possible to solve the inverse problem;
i.e., once we know the distribution of dendritic spines and the values of
IF, B, and K, we can obtain the age of an animal according to the in-
verse of Equations 3-5.

We tried several animals to prove the validity of this process." In
some, we obtained T values differing by 15-20 days from the real ages
of the subjects tested, but in others we got fairly good approximations
of the true age. For example, the brain of mouse M240, whose age was
not previously revealed to us, was stained` by the Golgi method. We
counted the spines on consecutive segments of 43 apical dendrites. The
values for each apical dendrite were punched on individual cards and
processed with program RW6805 to obtain values ofIF, B, and K cor-
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responding to the minimal chi-square value. These were substituted in'
Equations 3-5 4p obtain the corresponding T values. Identical T values
in a given animal were never Obtained, For mouse M240, 21 days old,
we obtained a mean T value of 21.77 days.

Distribution of Deddritic Spines in Visual Cortex of Enucleated and
Dark-Raised Mice

Mice enucleated at birth or rled.in darkness are subject to a statisti-
cally significant diminution of the number of spines, which is most 'evi-
dent at layer IV in enucleated animals and throughout the apical den-
drites in dark-raised animals of all the ages we have studied.

Figure 10 is a graphic output from program RV-6803 corresponding
to the distribution of dendritic spines in the affected area striata (con-
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FIGURE 10 Experimental and theoretical distribution of dendritic spines along apicahhafts of layer V
pyra midal cells of affectted area,striata of four 48-day-old mice enucleated at birth. Total dendrites, .;1.

See caption of l Igure 8. Data prepared from IBM 7070 program RV-6803. Chi value 2.257, 8 df,p <0.05.
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tralateral to the enucleated side) of48-day-oldmice_ertucleated at birth.
The distribution can be compared with that obtained for normal mice
of the same age (Figure 7). In enucleated mice. we observed somewhat
IOWa mean numbers of spines per segment at classes 125, 175, 225, And
275 corresponding to the level of the apical dendrites traversing layer
IV; the differences from the averaged numbers in normal mice were
significant.

Figure 11 shows the graphic output from the same program corre-
sponding to the distribution of dendnitic spines in 48-day-old mice
raised in darkness. In all age grqups of mice raised in darkness that we
have studied, highly. significant agreements with the theoretical distribu-
tion formulated by Equation 2 have been obtained,'with p always less
than 0.0.711Rdiffi-:rences Troni the averaged numbers of spines ob-

ym 00 00
5 .000184
K 1 02462
IF 000491

.

25 75 125 175 225 215 325 375

Distance From Cell Body in MKtont

FIGURE I I Fsperimental and theoretical distribution of dendriti< spines.aloirg apical shafts of layer V
pyramidal cells of area striata of nine 48 -day old mice raised in darkness. Total dendrites. 81. See captionof [figure 8 Data prepared from II M 1070 program RV.6803. Chi value 0.152.8 cirp <0.005.
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served in ifornul HIM: were significant, escefit tot mice cs,hose el, es
were not yet open. -

The distnbution of dendra. vine, in darls-rais.41 mice then, may he
described by I quation 2..Va hies t,f 11- , 8, dud i einresponding with the
age of the animal can also be described bs 1-aluations except lune-.
non K = J111, which et pit'sseS the CNTIOnential modulation observed for
normal mice and is nut presented here. The mathematical model of the
distribution of dendntic spines in darkI-se:Ned mice appears to fie repre-
sented by a suit of equato similar to Fonations 2-5 for normal mice
with'a serves of coefficients homologous to those corresponding to Lqua-
tions 2-5. ty

Figure 12 is'a three-dimensional reconstruction (by 1 ison.s method"
of the distribution of dendritic spines per segment along the apical sliafts
in relancin to age in normal and dartsraised mice from, 10 to 180 days
old. The reconstruction has Mn drawn with values of the theoretical
distributions given by the computer according to the mathematical
model The distance from the cd1 body 4419ng the apical dendrites is
represented by the iams, the mean number of spines per 50-p segment,
by the y-axis, and age. by the 7-axis. tour sections perpendicular to ne
z-y Plane. corresponding to the distributions at the ages of 10. 19, 4S.
and 180 days. were used to build these reconstructions

Comparison of the two reconstructions reveals a great difference in
mean numbers of spines per segment that is associated witkage There
is a sharp increase in the number of spines throughout tlie apical den-
drites in normal mice between 10 and 19 days. which is related to the
opening of the eyes. In darkraised mice. the numbers of spines, except
at 10'days. appear ,,IF.,,ays below the corresponding numbers observed
in normal mice. T11.. ....glace of the reconstruction is rather smooth and
does not present a crest at the :9 -day level. As in normal mice. there, is
a continuous d: crease in the nurn)er of spines on the last dendritic seg-
ments from the 19-dayleve1. and the number of spines tin segments
cloer to the cell body increases cinnnuoils1). with .1gx..i'lthZiugh mot as
'markedly.

DISCUSSION
'14b

Recent observations of Colonniers show that little of the dendritic intci-
spine surface bedrs presynaptic Icirmations. his

s. 1
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IL 12 Three-dtmer4nol reconstruction of distribution of dendntic spineselong apical
dendrites and evcilution of 4ntribution with age in normal and darkraised mice. Reconstroction
IN based on, theoretic?" di 'bosons according to our mathematical model

I

'the vast niajorityid synaptic contacts are establiShed on the dendritic
spines. a cons qiuently these represent imost the total posaynaptic
apparitt s of m t dendrites in the cerebral cortex. Dendritic spines thus
are an e, act in rint of the presynaptic iiendritic load. Their pattern of
disc 'b tion, n mber, and arrangement reflect precisely the distribution,
nu b r, and angement of presynaptic terminations. This interrelation;
ship has beeq, ound particularly advaiytageous, in that qualitative and
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quantitative vanations from normal s inc distribution can specifically
indicate the nature andtime of visual .ensory deprivation, provided that
the normal spine frequency and distrib tion are known. Because the
normal spine distribution has been foun to he specific for age, quanti-
tative mathematical studies of variations can be used to determine age.

The mathematical analysis of biologic rocesses is useful insofar as it
clarifies tlie functional relationships betwt..nvariablec The results may
be presented by equations that Corm a mat ematical model. It should
be possible to use a inodelpf'IL2:1910g?: pro ss in interpolating, and ex-

,

trapolating to obtain unknown values of van bles, This has been one of
. :tne purposessf aur study of the distribution 1 f dendntic spines and the

evolution of the distribution with age in norm and dark-raised mice.
Comparative studies of the nittthmalian cone have suggested that the

brain is organized at macroscopic and cellular le Is.accolding to some
invariable lass. These laws may appear extremely complicated, but they
might also result in very simple patterns of connec ivity that become
complex in being fe.peated again and wain. They a hetnatical model
that we have introduced-3.4." demonstrates thatthe istributidn of den-
dntic spines along the apical shafts of layer V pyrain al cells of the
area striata in the 'musts follows a mathematical law defined by Equa-
tio72. which is valid for all age groups studied: If we n w consider that .

every dendntic Spine slip its at least one synaptic connection. it is .
'vvident that the patterns of c nectivtt)? with respect to `Oical dendrites
might bosourgantzed in part acco g to.this law. Furtherqore, the func-
tional relationship between values of the coefficients li B, and K
and the time. T. defined Hy Equations 3-5. or their homolo ties for dark-
raised mice. indicates that the cvolutioq of this process folio s particu-
lar laws represented by these equations:

Ve have repeatedly found evidence that short axon cells do ksz)t con-
nect with apical dendrites at random, but according to the pattept of
distribution f the apical 4ndritic Spines." On the one I-and, th t
means that conn ctions may be established not by chance proxim 5,,

but aecoitinitorarticillar intraneuronal and interneuronal factorslhat
govern Cortical organization. On the other hand, in relation to the dit:

4nbution of spines along the apical dendrites, we have applied program
RV-6803 to the data of spine distribution in man obtained by Marin-
Padilla34 and-obtained close correlations fp <0.005) with the theoretic II
distribution formulated by Equation 2,inlill his cases. This is an imppr- , .

cant observation because it constitutes evidence that the distribution of \
% .
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spines along the a pical dendrites follows the. same laws, in Man as in the
mouse. 1 .

Our model has been used to predict the distribution of the dendritic
spines 'Eorresponding to other dge groups hot preiiously studied, his well
as to find out the age of an experimental animal frOm the kdown spim
distribution. This last application might be of considerable practical in-
terest in a wide field of approaches to the stay' of brain evolution. The
distribution of the dendritic spines lathe visual cortex and its variations
with the age and condition of the animal have been found highly specific,
and it, is on this specificity that the validity of-the application rests. The
results were obtained with fairly good approximatiooto the real age
(p < 0.05Tin almost all our examVles. Obviously., exactness would be
obtained after addition of coefficient,,yalues correspondineto more age
groups t.) provide -margins for the natural dispersion inherent ineall,bio
logic processes.

In relation to spin loss in enucleated mice, Valverde" hat stated:

Minkowski's early observations36 of transneuronal 'degeneration in the lateral
geniculate nucleus after eye renioval, firsr revealed the existence of a functional de-
pen ce of posksynaptically related neuronal structures, from their afferent fibers.
T se servations, which were later extended through many Wellknown 'studies,
lecl-to the general acceptSnce of the notion that, in cases of close or Seclusive depen-
dencrt the po,st-synaptic element suffers a process of mild, long lastingeand progres-
sive degeneration, which may eventually effect a complete loss the 44.11.

An early report' by Donaldson" on the famous Laura D. Bridgman's case, as well
as other reports of cases of.human blindness, reviewed by Tsang, 42( alleird the exis'
tence of cortical atrophy of the visual area: Many of these studies have been'clis-
credited for the lack of adequate controls, but recent experimental oblirvations in
Rodents and Lagomorpha26.28.30,42 proved that removal of the eye has significant'
effects 9n the fiber'and cell content Of the visual area. The evidence so far strongly
suggists that transneuronal degeneration is not halted at the first postsynaptic ele
ment, but age in the maiir afferent supply may scup a progressive involvement
of successive euronal links of the sensory neuronal ch in.

.Transn ronal degeneration appears, however, difficult to be predicted in terms
of severity and time-coursejt depends upon at least three main variables: age, -
species differences, and nuclear formation in question.3" 4 quantitative relation
exists moreover between the amvint of reduction of the afferent supply and the
resulting degeneration.29 In many transneuronal effects doonot lead to
complete degeneration oE the posts aptic Element, but qnly to production of slight
structural changes. In this case we should speak of transneuronal changes rather Oen
degeneration and raise the question, whetiter;or not these changes'are similar to
structural modificatiyns of neurons resulting from functional demands. ,

. 211
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The diminution of spines observed [lb enucleated animals] might represent a
transneuronal change of tjus nature whereby functionless or degeneraiing specifier
afferents rn layers IV and III would induce the removal of the spines attached nor+.
'Willy to these afferents. This assumption is based further on the denionstraholi that
synapticacontactiare not easily broken. Portions of post- synaptic structures &rump

,firmly attached to isolated endings in damaged tissue or in centr4ugated prepara-
tions.17.920 Colonmer7.9 showed in the cortex that post-synaptic membranes and
spines attached to degenerating terminali are also phagocytosed.

Histologic alterations in the cortical visual centers of mice raised in o

complete darkness have been studied by Gyllensien and Co-workers. 21.22.24;
they found decreased me in volume of intarnuclearmaterial and nuclear
size.at the age of 1-4 months. The existence of a statistically significant'
diminution of the Mean number of dendritic srbes per seginent,in the
apical shafts of layn V pyrafnidil cells of the visual cortex in darklaised
mice was first teported by Valverde." Changes in the mbrpholOgy'of the
dendritic spines of young rabbits subjected to visual deprivation for the
First 30 days of life have been described by Claus and Sclieibel. 16
Colemart and Riesen6 showed that stellate celA of layer IVA the visual
cortex of cats iiered in the dark have smaller dendritic length and fewer
dendritesthanlEoSe of normal animals. MI. these studies point out, as
we haVe stated," that visual sensory depdVation affects the fine stiuc-
ture of thy eentrai nervous system and that some slructurat'changes in
nerve cells Might occur as the resplt of experience.

The problem'of spine function has been discusses recently by Scheibe!
and Sch.& el." TheArrent point of view i thdt dendritic spines receive
characteri signal, patterns whose spatial and temporal integration
'mishit code s lically the function of each cortical neuron. The signift-
cancomaLthe diminution of the number of dendritic spines in some eri-
perieptal situations (e.g., dark-rearing and ertircleation).,has been dis...
cussidelSewhere,,witti the spines 9onsidered asstructures-capable of
reflecting the functional state and' the damage of Their afferent fibers.4'+s
The die4Fibutjw of the dendritic spines in dark-raised mice reported here
dtmonstrates that there is a more reduced rate of spine growth after"
r ice open their eyes for all the age groups we have studied. These
changes appear to be due entirely to the effects oflight deprivation,
pecifically in the visual cortex; we repgrted previously" that nedimi-

tion of spines was detected in other cortical areas wheri mice were
reared in darkness. .

There are two important considerations. First, the distribution of
spines along the apical dendrites in dark-raised mice shows mean values

2
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below normal for every dendritic segment, but the characteristic distribu-
lion formuliited by our mathematical model is maintained for all age
groups. This seems to indicate that the supposed somadeidritisfactor
responsible for the distribution of dendritic spines is not affected by

,
isual deprivation. Second, we have not found evidence of partial nor-

malization of the number of spines in any group of dale- raised mice.
Gyllensten.et al 24 found slight growth and normalization of the volume
of internucleas material and the diaineters of cell nuclei in mice after
long 'periods in the dark.

0

4Finally. wc.cannot yet identify the intrinsic mechanism that produces
the.diminution of dendritic spines in dark-raised mice. Two explanations
are possible: (11 visual deprivation has a transneuronal, metabolic, or
(Mier deleterious effect on the spines. so that some of tkem would be
reitioved. and (2) dendritic spines would not grow normally in the ab-
se roof normal visual inputs. Whatever the effect might be, the theoreti-
cal interest of our observatiopsis obvious: they maylive new clues to
the anatomic'plasticity`of the brain in relation to behavioral and learning
phenomena.

The work reported here was supported by U.S. Public Health Service grant TW
00202 03, a grant (Ayuda de InvestigaciOn I 468).(rom the Juan March Foundation
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Farth.aZ:etiticas S.A.. Divisnin Farmacentica tepetit, to F. Valverde /Ad A. Ruiz-
Macos. We are grateful to Mrs. Eva V. Valero for assistance in the preparation'of
the histologic maternal and to Miss M. Estrella Esteban, who helped with computer
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DISCUSSION

DR SPERLING Do you think tic' some spines are present at first and then fall
off as the animal gets older? You have a given number of spines at One age and
fewer spines in the same position a little later. What happened to them?

DR. VALVERDE:. The curves actually clossed the lass part of the 180-day-old dis-
tribution. We do not know what happened here; it may be that the spines have
somehow disappeared.. ` .-

DR. RIFSEN. I might point out that the Scheibels (Exp.tleurtifogy 19:331 -345,
1967) have reported shriveled spines,'some of which they believe will disappear.

DK. DOTY jihat about the basal dendrites?
DR. VALVEDDE: We have completed work only on the apical dendrites and are

just beginning to work on the basal dendrites, as well as' on lice dendrites of other
neurons. We suspleigiat our model will fit all spine distribution In most den-
drites, but welhave to provp,lhat.At present, we have no data on the matter.

DR. sunk: I Wit found that the,imatomic results would fit some electrophysio-
logic data of mine.

DR*. LINDSLEY: it. Valverde, how can you be sure that these fibers are from the
lateral geniculale and not from some other source?

t}R. VALVERDE: This is, of course, very complex in most mammals. The cortex of
the mouse is rather simpl:. Fibers enteling area 17 approacli layer, IV obliquely.
They can usually be'Hlowed long enough through the white substance to make
sure that they do not come from neighboring association cells. There is another
distinction. Tile fibers coming from the lateral geniculate nucleus are very thick

,
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and make complex arborizations, particulirly on layers IV and III. Association
fibers are much thinner and reach layers II and III primarily.

OR. DUTY It is well known that the primary afferent fibers coming into the striate
in primates cart be identified on the basis of their coming in a slant acrd
cellular columns, whereas all the intercellular arrangements seem to be directly
perperldiciiiir to the surface.

Inasmuch as you are working with the mathematical treatment, of your data
you can anticipate and extrapolate them to infinity:Vbat do they predict for a
mouse that hvessforever? And, a more serious question, in the synapses of, say,
the stellate cells on the pyramidal cells, or of the afferent fibers on either stellate
or pyramidal cells, do the endings select a particular portion of the dendrite? Are
they limited to only one portion, or might an afferent end on both the basal and
the apical dendrites?

DR. VALVE.RDE._ Functions /F(T) and B( n, two potential functions relating the
coefficients /F and B of the principal equation with the age T. asymptotically
approach given values, which we defined as IF, and Dm, respectively. Conse-
quently. the number of spines tends to stabilize at maturity,

We have been working with a procedure for anterograde degeneration for the
tracing of ,pathways, and have found, as on our Golgi material, that specific af-
ferents arrive at the cortex undivided; as the fibers pass up to layer IV, they make
associations with apical and other dendrites. The basal dendrites of pyramidal
cells of layer V are below this level, but webeheve that the basal dendrites of the
layer III pyramidal coils receive terminals from the specific afferents. It is very
difficult, howeier, to stain these specific afferents, and we have tp work this on
hundreds of sections. We have nut yet observed that specific afferents select par-
ticular dendrite portions.

DR. D9TV. What about the stellate-cell endings? Do any of them end on both basal
;4 apical dendrites?

DR. V,ALVER111... Yes. Althouri in higher mammals there would be more diverse
types of cells, In the mouse we have found at feast two definite types. There is a
type of,stellate cell with axons going up td the superficial layers and syriapsing
on arcals at the, level of layers II and III. The other typeinakes a very complex
Ixonal arborization, and, in this casc, the collaterals of the axon might actual)),
contact both basal and apical dendrites on the same or on other cells.

At
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Early Experience in theiDevelopment

of Visual Coordination
A

The human visual apparatus is surprisingly well developed at birth,.and
it proceeds iaph.11y in its further development. Within hours after birth.
the human infant can sustain visual fixation on a stationary target."
move his eyes conjugately in the direction of an invisible auditory stimu
lus." make compensatory eye movements in response to movements of
his head." and exhibit nystagmus in response to moving black and
white bars of vatiousairwidths.36813 Within a few weeks, he can pursue

a-simple moving targeilvith his eyes." And by 7 or 8 weeks, ocular ac-
commodation') and' convergence14 can be exhibited. With this early
motor developMet of the eye.,thefe is a coordinatssensory develop-
ment that involves a remarkable capacity for human perception and
resolution. -

To what extent does experience affeckoeulomotor and oculosen:
say development in the human infant? For this large question we fiave

only small answers.in'an albitso infant,,light is diffusely scattered kross .
at the retina, which results in dowered visual acuity. If this continual scat-
_

tering of light is not remedied at an early age (for example, by means of
an iitificial pupil. permanent ocular nystagmus develops.I3 'Scattering
of light and obscuring of the retinal imago by pngenitala cataracts also
prevent the normal develdpment of foveal fixation and acuity. even alter
removal of the cataracts later in life.'''
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The Ai ormal experienee 4.4 continually diffuse imagery, as in albinism
and ciinge ital cataracts. is bIatftTy severe and fortunately rare in Hu-
mans A le s Se. Vele end less rarejorm orabnormal expenence.is produced

' by strains us ("turned eye") In this condition, the retinal Image of the
turned eye vises 4 continuous flow of visual information different
!tom that r ceived by the fixating eye.. Vtual deprivation may also result
trom "stint) ession"of the toped eye's image.

SMARM! I S AND VIS VA L ACUITY

Some diddle ,with strabismus develop,in the turned eye an amblyopia,
a reduLtion i visual acuity that cannot be impovesi with lenses cy
attributed at isease The onset of strabismm normally occurs between
birth and 5 or years of age tit rarely develops' after these ages), and it
is relevant to a k whether the acuity of an antlyopic eye tiv poorer if
the onset of th strabismus is earlier or treatment\begins later. ,

In 1903, Cla sic Worth26 reported on tiliS children withtonsiant con-
vergent Itrabisn us whom he had examined and fiillowed dunng the
previous 10 yeti s 1,have reanalyzed Worth's data and have displayed
them in a way s ited to the present discussion

In Figure 1, rth's data are presented to show how the time of
onset vi strabis s and the delay in treatment affected the development
of acureS, Displa ed on the x-axis is the posttreatment visual acuity,
rangy* from 20/. 0 to less than 20/200 acuity and including a category
for children who st the ability of steady monocular fixation Treat-
ment consisted of lasses to neutralitelbe refractive error, occlusion of
the normal eye wi i a patch or utropinc, orthoptic training, and sur-
gery on the extras) ular muscles.

Of the children ho had onset of stiapismus talon: 1 year of age and
were treated imme' itchy. approximate)) (y-axis) ultimately ob-

. tamed normal visua acuity of 201'40 If treatment was delayed by as
much as 3 months, ut no longer. tinlyAhout Or or 65% of the chil-
dren ultimately obt lied normal acuity, If treatment was delayed by
more than 3 months none of them obtained normal acuity, few obi.
tamed 20/30 or20/4 acuity, ind most had poorer than 201200 acuitS,
or lost the ability to *Ate M01:10CUNTly with, the amblyopic eye

If the onset of stra ismus was betwoen I and 3 years of age and
treatment was Mayes by no more than 3 months; about 90% obtained
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normal aority If lorattem was delayed by 3-12 monVIS, a reasonable
number of the children obtained normal or nearly normal acuity. IC
ircalment WJS ddayed by more than a year. most of the children did
riot obtain OW visual acuity, and apprtixinutely. 40% lost the ability
to °bum monocular fixation,

If strabismus occurred after3 years oflige and treattnem was atiayet,
by as much as 7 months, about 85% of the children obtained normal
acuby. Even if treatment was delayed for 4 years and more, mans chit-
dren obtained moderate recovery oT4cuity, and only a small proportion
lot the ability to fixale,

Worth's results show that' normal Manly was not obtained ip ambly-
°plc eyes if treatment was ttilayed by more than 3 mouths gfter onset
4t elle age of less than I year, by more than 12 months after owl be-
twben rand 3 years.of age. or by more then 4 years after onseilater
than 3 years of age. In short, recvery of Acuity in amblyopia was re-
lated both to the age at onset of strabismus and to the delay of

Unfortunately, both Worth and tM subsequent editor (Chavasse) of
his book" 'made remarks over the years to suggest to oth rs14 criti-
cal age of 6-8 years aftr whichvecovery of acuity m am lyopia is sup-
posedly hopeless. The results of Worth's study do not su 'rt-the idea.
tit a -.lineal age for recOvery in amblyopia. Worth's experimental
tesults seem to be forgottes

Although many doubts have 6eenraisedbout the validity;of ;
Worth's data. for the moment I propose lo accept them as Valid and
to see whether they support the notion of a critical age, Assuming that
Worth was able to determine the age of onset precisely and that the

me of treatment was slibLivtily independent of the seventy of the
cle!i:ct. the data indicate to me no specific age beyond which acuity is
irrecoverable, If there's a critical age, it is much,earlier than 7 years.

onstdur Worth'ssiata for the chddren-in whom onset of strabismus
tiecurrrd before.I Year of age, If treatment was delayed by more than
3 months. practically no children obtained acuity better khan 20/200..

To emphisize 6-8 years aycntscal age is clearly misleading, for ,

Worth's data indicate thaetreatineni begun at 15 months of age is too
late4or these children.

Since Worth's early study, there have been many reports of acuity
improvement in amblyopia when treatment was begun at ages up to 60.
years. On the basis of research reported in htS textbook and in moretextbook
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than 10 papers on strabismus and amblyttpia. Peter'° canlude.d
,

there is no definite upper age limit in the correolon of simblyoria, Until the
seventh year, mist cases can he testorgi to nokrmalinsionywith proper methods.

. frpm 7 to 12 the percentage or reccveries is slightly lower. am 12 to 21 years
.the possibilities-are still fair , .. ' 6 .4

Ait

In 4n inve,stigation of 91 amblyopes over 5 yearS old. Seabee f incl.
. that 09`;. obtained 20:40 or better`atuityerterltreatment:Of 34 amb y:
ogeswhose average age was 8 ytmrs. Dowlings reported that tryatine
lea to 76f; obtaining 20f40 or better acuity. Kassel. and(Feldmatil 2
showed that 31 of 34 adult amblyopes )ages 25-60 years) had improved
acuity in the .imblyopic eye after treatment. . . .

It is relevant to clic here three ceprestntatiire investigators who have'
used the recently developed "pleoptics" for treating aroblyopta. pan- '
gerter.2 originator of the term "pleoptics--and direttor of the world's
largest anitilyppia treatment center'. has reported on some 300 patients
as follows (translated from the German ):' ...

In high grade amblyopia . the kw completely negative cases were limited mainly
tp children between three and six yhrs of age , . , The majority of patients who
were treated were children between six and twelve yearsxdage. but even among
the friteen and sixteen year olds treatment did not p4,ove hopeless,

, The percent of,failuisto, in middle grade arnblyopia is sm.ill In cases with low.
grdearntilYri othe'llinit:inentWaS' successful almost witliout exception The only
fact which d be pointed out is that it Was limbic to obtain essential
mprovemen n a relatively large number of cases beyond the age orchildhiiod.

Tonjuulal used plcoptichky 137 f:mnish ..imblyopes 6-16 ye.irs old
and observed thatabOut 60'.; obtained 29/40'or better acuity and that
about one third achieved normal acuity. Girard et al I reported that
96% of 71 Amblyopes 6-48 years old showed Improvement in acuity

fltafter pleoptics. 58'4 achieved in acuity of 20,130 or better ,

The actual success rates in t uproving acuity in older amblyopes are
unimportant here. What is important is the evidence that amblyopia
can be improyed and even corrected in patients older than 8 years.

'Ilk

NORMAL DEVFLOPMENT OF ACVITY

Let us now consider the development of acuity in the normal infant.
Many innovative expehmcnts lravt hoes done in the last several years to
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determine (or approximate) the visual acuity of the human infant. In
! 963, Weymouth" analyzed most of the infant-acuity data reported to
thati date. He pointed out that the assembled data are too low, and that
the median curve (Figure 2) fitted to these data therefore probably

ustrestimates the rapiddevelopment of visual acuity in. the human
nt: The steep initial rise in the median (middle) curve shows that by

I year of age, the average child has at least 40% of the acuity he will
have as an adult, and by 2 years of age, he has at least 80% of the.acuity
he will have as an adult. Weymouth argued that the 90th-percentile
curve (upper) may actually depict the average corrected (wit lenses)
acuity for children. On this basis, one could expect the average child to
have developed about 73% of his adultfacu4 by I year of age, and
about 92% of his adult acuity by 2 years of age. In any case, it is clear

40' that a child's visual acuity develops remarkably rapidly and reaches
nearly its maximum by about 2 years of ages

Spmewhat related to our discussion on the development of acuity
'arid arrililyopia in human infants areithe experimental results of Hubei .

'4A1.1(.1 Wiese1.1° They cut loose the rigAt medial rectus muscle of four
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Early Experience in the Development of Visual Coordination
r-

kittens between 8 and 10 days after birth, thus creating a right diver-
gent strabismus. After 3 months-to.a year, these animals exhieited no
behavioral visual defects to suggest an amblyopia in the "turned" eye.
This failure to develop an amblyopia in the deviattd ey may have re-
sulted from the cats' frequently observed fixation with his eye. In any
event, the only structural change obtained was a subst ntial decrease
(by one fourth) in the number of striate cortex c at could be
driven from input to both eyes. They concluded that the I ck of

'synergy in the input from the.two'eyesas created by strati s--
caused a disruption in die neural connections that subserve binoCular
Interaction. These results bear more on the problem of abnormal
ocular directionalization (e.g., anomalous retinal correspondence) than
on the problem of amblyopia. Other experiments by Mabel and
Wiesel,".22-2s in which one eye of young kittens was sutured shut or
was covered with a translucent occluder, produced marked histologic
changes in the lateral geniculate nucleus, physiologic changes in the
striate cortex. and some perceptual impairment. These latter experi-,
'bents with form deprivation in cats speak more relevantly to the
problem of the development of acuity in human infants, but care 'must
be taken in extrapolating these results from cat to man.

Several points emerge from the preceding discussion. First, e ocu-
lomotor and visuosensory (visual acuity) systems are nearly f Ily devel-
oped in the human infant by about 6 and 24 months, respe ively.

Second, embarrassment of information to one eye during childhood
can,lead to amblyopia. If the embarrassment occurs during the devel-
opmental period of visual acuity (birth to 2 or 3 years), then the ensu-
ing amblyopia may include some portion due to impairthent of normal
development. Embarrassment after this period probably results in a
genuihe loss of function that was previously present. There is no evi-
dence that 6-8 years is a critical age beyOnd which recovery of acuity
in an amblyopic eye is impossible. On the contraryihere is consider-
able evidence that many amblyopias can be improvied or corrected in
late childhood and even in adulthood. If there is a, critical age for the
treatment of amblyopia, it is more likely to be 1-72 years fot children
who have experienced visuosensory embarrassmOt in infancy.

I think that we can conclude from theobservOons discussed that,
if it is considered advisable to provide suitable visual experience to as-
sist the development of the visual system, this xpenence should occur
quite early in a child's life -probably before I or 2 years of age.
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DISCUSSION

ODR. KAGAN: In Worth's data,do we gave a problem of whether the doctor may
have decided to treat only easy cases early? Is it possible that the start ot treat-
ment depended on the severity or the strabismus? If he said, "If it is 2 hard case
I won't treat it," then your conclusion would not be possible.

DR. FLOM: I think Worth had a predisposition for early treatment and tried,
.'A,:-wherever possible, to giw treatment early. Those instances where treatment was

not inifituted early probably resulte from parental noncooperation-that is,
they aid dot'bring the citilatack f treatment or moved away and came back
geveral'years later. I think the s s ly the reason for delaye reatment, but
there may be some oonfoundi B o t is,.as you indiFated.1

DR. KAGAN.: In eit r case, the sa s of children are not ev ly distributed.
0a.'Ft.com: To justi the conclusion that emerges from Worth' results, one must

pieSuMe that the time of instituting treatment relatively depciident of the
severity of the amblyapia.

,DR. LUDLAM: I think there may be an even greater confound* factor: the
identification-of thenage of onset. It was said baclCin 1896 that one could
believe almost anything except the age of onset, because mothers traditionally
think that,childrengot this on their own, and not In association with the
mothers. There are all kinds of,emotional situations involved, so that parents
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-traditionally state the ag eof onset of amblyopia or strabismus is much later
than it really is.

ALPER N: WItarif ihe evidence that "albinos fitted with artificial pupils at
early age develop normal acuity? -

DR. FLOM: I did not mean to suggest that normal acuity will necessarily develop in
an albino.if he is fitted with an utifioial pupil at an early age. I was refeiring to
the woik of Kestenbaum, which I cited, wherein the use of pinhole spectacles in
ari albinotic infant before 4 months of age (the age at which development of the
macular area is normally completed) led to reduced nystagmus and bnproved
empty. Meloan has reported similar. results (Amer. J. Optom. 28:435-437,
1951). Dr. Monroe Hirsch (Berkeley) and Dr. Leonard Apt (vc LA) have re-
cently collaborated in providing pinhole spectacles for an albino infant, but .

their results have not been published. Artificial-pupil contact lenses (with
opaque iris and scleral sections) have been used by Edmunds (Arch. Ophthal.
42:755-767, 1949) to increase acuity of older children and adults with
albinism.

DR. AL P N: The histologiC evidence of albinism is absence of a foveal pit, and it
is surprising to me th rely fitting with an artificial pupa ea) allow normal

. vision to develop.
DR. FLOM: It is true s have been reported in which the foiea Was ill-

formed or lacking, absence of a well-foimed fovea 1,4 not invariable (S.
Duke-Elder, System o Ophthalmology. Vol. III, Norinal and Abnormal Develop
ment. pp. 314-1190, Part II, Congenital Deformities. St. Louis: C.V. Moiby
1964)ACestenbaum's idea is that the use of an artificial pupil in infancy ails the
devel*.tent of the fovea in albinos (Clinical Methods of Muni-ophthalmologic

. Examination, New York, Grune and Stratton,1961). Edmunds, however, hal
.roposed that overstimulation of the fovea in albinos leads/to atrophy of an
otherwise normal fovea. '

DR. POTY: I have the impression that Hubei and Wiesel did not.get anirre cover;
able amblyopia except when they used the plastic OcclUder on one eye. If that is
the case, then there is some wry important information here 9f relevenoe to the
human situation. If you produce strabismus in a cat by cutting the muscle, then
you do not get amblyopia. But you dO get amblyopia in the same species by
playing with the process as it affects the central nervous system. This would sup
gest that the amblyopia does'not arise simply from noncongruence, but can also
arise from some problem in the lack of visual acuity itself. Ate there any human
cases that are comparable to the Hubd-Wiesel situation, in which the amblyopis
arises from a purely physical difficulty with the 'Peripheral muscles, rather than
a difficulty ithe central control mechanistits?

OR. FLOM: am not sure that the loss of 'vision that occurs in kittens as a result
light deprivation is amblyopiait is a loss of vision. In a population of amblyopl*
persons, about one third will have strabismus alone, one third a substantial dlf-
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ference in reftactive error between.the two eyes (anisbmetropia), and one third
both (data to be published). That covers approximately 99% of the total sample
of amblyopes.

It appears that the two associated conditions in amblyopia are a deviant eye,
which produces a lack of synergy in the twONISLIal inputs, and one defocused
retinal image. Each of these conditions has, of course, its counterpart in the
Hubei and Wiese! studies. Defocusing of the retinal image in one eye is anal-

us to theAxperimental situation of placing half a Ping-Fong ball over the
o that diffuse light but no image falls on the retina. Their experiment 1P

h they operated on the medial recius muscle is related to strabismus.
DR. DOTY: Not necessarily, because the origin of that strabismus may be a cen-

tral defect or a problem in neuromuscular control.
DR. FLOM: There are types of strabismus that are purely peripheral in originthat

is, they are due to abnormalities of the muscles or ligaments.
DR. DOTY: What happens in those cases? Are they equally amblyopic?
DR. FLOM: I cannot say. I do not think anyone has looked at the distribution of

amblyopia in two different classes of strabismus. That would be worth looking at.
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and cl Experienial Deprivation: .

A Biologic Perspective
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Man's capability in the living world as a seeker and user of information
is undeniably unique. Of all his attributes and skills, in fact,most People
are likely to agree that man's ability to process information most
clearly sets him apart from the rest of the animal kingdom, giving par-
ticular weight to language and other cognitive skills that no other
creature can equal. It i§ a common belief that the abilities to speak, to
read, to plan, and to cipher,are distinctively human achievements.

However, even if we grant that man has exceptional talents as,a
seeker and user of information, we must still conceOpthat'he is
scarcely more thali an impressive newcomer on the in(ormation-
processing scene. The needInknow about the world aid to act on

1 .information received are far older than manolder, indeed, than be-
. havior itself, since behavior has emerged in response to these dem ds.

It seettp most likely that man's achievements in dealing with info a-is
tion are built on ancient foundations that he shares with many ,hu bier
types: Accordingly, our appreciation of the special skills of the hu an,
organism as an information-prOcessing system and our understandi g of

- the disabilities to which this system is liable will be improved if th4 are
considered within a bioad biologic perspective. Such, at least, is th
viewpoint of this presentation.
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Other portions of this volume deal with the effects of experience on
particular organs and processes in animal subjects. In contrast, my in- -

terest here is directed toward a broader set of questions. The primary
concern will be with the organism as a whole, viewed as an information-
proCessing system. The thesis to be developed can be summarized
briefly: All organisms have evolved within an environment that is stable
wheli viewed broadly and yet on closer examination is seen to be sub-

ject to continuous change. Behavior has emerged as an important means
of detecting and adjusting to change. To the extent that all behavior is
organized with respect to environmental regularities, contingencies, and

° constraints, the structure of behavior is necessarily isomorphic with the
structure of the environment. rn this sense, all behavior can be consid-
ered as a manifestation of a representational process (scheina).."In-
stincts," viewed as more or lesi fixed sequences of action in response to
particuliv stimuli (releasers), can be considered to constitute a special
case of such representational processes or schemifa. Schemata are in-,
herent, species-characteristic modes of organizing experience, but there
has been a general trend in mammalian evolution for schemata to be-
come more open, more responsive to variations in environmental intuit:
As would be expecteJ, openness is greatest in species that are the most"
accomplished and versatile users'of information, and it is those species
whose behavior most clearly reflects variations in individual experience.
In the more advanced species,, early environmental restriction will affect $

schemata in two ways: It will.impede their complete development and
elaborationsty withholding "essential" elatetrof information to which
the individual (as a representative of a particulispecies) is selectively
"tuned," and it will lead to the development of seemingly aberrant or
distorted schemata that are actually reflections of (or isomorphic with)
the peculiar properties of the rearing environment. .

ORGANISM AND ENVIRONMENT

The basic relationship we will be concerned with, of course; is the
relationship between the organism and its environment, and it will be
helpful to deal with this question first in rather general terms. This rela-
tionship is obviously fundamentalnot only in behavioral research, but
in the whole of biology- but does not imply that the more complex be-
havioral attributes of man can be reduced to terms appropriate to a rat
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or a frog. It does imply, however, thateven the most coinplex behavioral
attributes have an evolutionary history and serve a biologic purpose.

Man has to cope with the same inexorable demandsoss theonkey or
the mousemaintaining proper body temperature and oxygen tension,
finding enough to eat, procreating, providing for the young. These are
as essential to our own survival as a species as they are to the survi0 of
any other biologic giOup. What is important is the obvious fact that all
of us, man and animal alike, are the products ofour environments, and
we bear the stamp of our origins on every aspect of our structure and
function. The environment implies the kind of organism that it can sus-
tain, and the organism implies its appropriate environment. The infor-,
illation that an organism can register and how it gets this information
and uses it'are determined by the exigencies and constraints of the en-.
vironment in which it has evolved. One can look upon thdrganism es a
biologic system that exists fot tilt "purpose" c" achieving a.workable at
between its'vital functions and its entironment and that confiner to
exist because it fulfills this purpose with some degree of success. That is
the essential idea behind Darwinian fitness.

Clearly, however, to speak of the environment in this wayas thougir`"
it were a static entityis merely a convenient fiction. As we all know,
the environment is not a "thing," but a process, and change is the rule.
No environment remains the samefor long, and no two environments
are ever preciseli alike: There are regtilarities, to be sure; without a large
measure of stability, life would be impossible. But stability is only a
matter of degree, and Afen in theybst nearly constant of environments,
some element of caprice is always potentially present. All successful or-
ganisms possess some ability to cope with the reality of change, some
way of altering their functions in accordance with changing circum-
stances. .Q

The necessity of coping with change has given rise to countless'
evolutionary innovations, and among these, behavior must certainly
be included as one of the most significant. Its pecUliar virtue is flex-
ibility. "Behavior" implies the capacity to select from the total array
of environmental energies particular "relevant" segments (for example,
from the electromagnetic spectrum), to encode this energy, and to use
the, encoded information as the basis for selecting some response. The
"apparatus" of behavior thus has as its main business the evaluation of

environmental contingeficin and the selection and elaboration ofappro-
priate courses of action. An amteba's movemept towarda weak stimu-
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lusis a reaction to the "probability" that aluitable food object will be
encountered.26 Likewise, a monkey's leapl'iomene tree to another

- imPiTes a statistical "faith" in the weight-bearing potential of tree limbs,
the reliability of distance cues, and so on. From this point of view, all

sbehavior points forward; it has a predictive or probabilistic compo-
nent. Even the simplest-behaving organism is always of necessity
playing the odds-using information received to initiate some program
-of action as the mist likely to result in success.

__REPRESEN- TATIONAL PROCESSES

How information is received and organized, the foriti in which it is
stored, and how it comes to be tied in with specific acts are subject to
debate. Until recently, the most heated arguments revolved around,
stimulus- response (s-a) versus cognitive views of learning. Stimulus-
response theories grew out of reflex -arc conceptions of learning, es-
peciatty-the work of Pavlov. whereas cognitive theories are most heavily
indebted to the organismic views of Gestalt psychology and of Piaget. It

is becoming clearer every day, however, that the issues that separate
those positions are more often semantic and methodologic than substan-
tive. The main virtues of the S-R formpla are that it Is simple, explicit,
and easily translated into operational terms. It is the working language
of the scientist at his bench. But no one could claim that the S-R for-
mula 41 ita primitive, unadorned form can handle the complexities of
intellectual life in the more advanced species. And with every conces-
sion to that fact-concessions expressed by postulating hypothetical
processes intervening between stimulus and response- the s -R pOsition
and the cognitive positions move closer together.

The shape of the final rapprochement, however, is not our concern.
What we are seeking is a way of characteriiing the inforthation- .

processing activities of nonhuman forms that seems to fit the facts. And
believe that we are constrained by the evidence now available to rec-

ognize-that ail information:processing activities occur within the frame-
----work-of-Oliting systems. The sequence consisting of the selection of
_stimuli, the encoding and storage of information, and the elaboration of

specific actions is from beginning to end a highly oiganized process.
How we refer to this process as instinct, habit, set, expectancy,

engram, cognitive map, plan, program, or schema-is determined largely
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by the complexity of the pheno enon being considered. by our knowl-
edge of its history. and by our p trence for "analytic" as opposed to .

."synthetic" terms. It boils doWn t a matter of scope and personal taste.
The term that will be used here is schema."

Schemata are by no.meads the e elusive property of more advanced
animals. On thi-eentrary; they, are ry widely :distributed within the

manimal kingdom. They play a major ole in the performance of biolo
ically essential tasks, such as mating, are of the young, filial responses,
reactions to predators, and puisint o rey; and they proyide' the basic .
groundplan according to which behave ral development must proceed.
They are the major vehicles for mainta ing an acceptable fit between
behavior and ecology. The-evolution o schemata has occurred within a
particular array of environmental energi s. They have been subject to
the same land of selection pressures as y other organismic functions:
therefore, they necessarily reflect the reg !antics, contingencies, and
constraint that tkenvironment imposes. In this sense. they can be
regarded as functional representations of

imposes.
environmeiir

The frog waiting patiently for his supperaffords one example of such
an organized representational process in one of the humbler vertebrate
forms. The frog is equipped with his schematic fly. To be sure% the
schema seems primitive by our standards, because It is such a poor rep-
resentation of flies as we know them. For the frog, a fly is any small ob-
ject that moves into its visual field, no matter whether it is edible, and
the fly-catching program is activated by that movement. Under most
circumstances, such a progrtm accomplishes its purpose effectively
flying pebbles, after all, are something of an anomaly in the frog% nat-
ural environment. But one of the limititions of the program is that it is
unable to recognize flies if they are not moving. This creates a problem
for frog fanciers, in that the frog can starve to death surrounded by im-
mobile but perfectly nutritious flies, and steps must he taken tso animate
its diet. The frog is not entirely without resources for modifying its
prey-catching schema in the face of new information, however; if a

Wiry caterpillar is substituted for the fly, the snapping response is i-
hibited after a kw feeding attempts, at least temporarily.2i.6.."

The situation does not appear to be vastly different at the outset for
animals much closer to man. The newbVrn monkey begins life with a
schematic mother, which is a far cry from monkey mothers as we know
them. In the beginning, the defining properties of rmothcr" are almotil
entirely tactilo, and virtually any claspable object can serve as a mother
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substitule.1* In contrast with the frog's schematictly. however. the
monkey's primitive schema undergoes a rapid and progressive enrich-
ment as development proceeds; As physical attributes and their arrange-
ment in time and space become associated with a _tingle source. "mother"

. emerges as an entity:she acquires object status. Eventually. she is mew.
aired at a distance and from various angles of regard. Her dtstinctive

ri,
physical attributes combine with a great number of more dynamic funs
tions that help to define the relationship between-mother and child. The
growing monkey ultiinately arrives at a conception of "mother" that in
subtlety and complexity must come close to our own. .

PHYLOGENETIC CONTRASTS AND TRWIS .

It is clear that, as species become more "intelligent." they also become .
less "instinctive." The contrast between the schemata of tht frog and
the infaiTt monkey suggests how this relationship may have come about,.
Presumably. all schemata are innate to the extent that they exist in
every normal individual asoherent species-typical dispositions toward
organizing experjence in particular ways. At the same time, however.
ill schemata ire probably "open" in some degree. Those 4hich are less

. open are susceptible to little more than minor "tuning" in response to
Alttered environmental input, whereas the more open schemata are sub-
ject to extensive modification and may even remain functionally incom-

:pkte in the absence of appropriate input. And. of course. it is precisely
:the species that we consider most "intelligent" that display the greatest
degree of openness.

In other words, in the more advanced hiologifor a limited but
highly stable systems for.finding, encoding, and acting on information
have been exchanged for increased behavioral plasticity. Relatively

'closed and invariant schemata are highly adaptive in a stable environ-
ment, and this advantage has been, sacrificed to achieve 'greater flexibll-
ity in adjusting to change. "Instincts" (i.e.. primordial schemata) have
not become lost in 'evolution. tuut they have become progressively more

-open. and the result of this transformation has given rise to`what wet
refer to as "intelligence:42'23'25'4i The advantages of this develop-
ment arc obvious, and so are some of the risks. Increased openness of

. schemata amounts to a degeneration or dissolution of the organization
of instinctive. patterns, and this change will be adaptive only if some

a
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provision is made for creating behavioral stability by other means. And
it is at this point, of course. that an improved.eapacity to deai with in- .
formation becomes critical.

The functional changes that acco
well agreed on, even if the underlying

pro ement are fairly
are obscure, and I

will describe them brieflyfiere (for documenta n. see, e.g., Harilow,
Lashley," Maier and Schneirla, Nissen.'" and Warren"):

,
, Increased sensory differentiation. Within any give situation, the ,

range of effective stimuli inci'eases, as does the ability respond selec-
. lively todiffekiit patterns or configuratitins of stimuli. There is in-

creased effectiveness of perceptual relations (such as figure
ground, salienee, and congruity) and of the various perceptual illusions.
Presumably, the same proce4 is also involved in some types of insight-
fuproblem-solving and detodr behavior.

Increased responsiveness 14. stimulus change_'This is expressed in the
elaboration of attentional mechanisms (onenting reflexes. scanning, ob-
serving responses, visual curiosity) and in the tendency to respond to
novel stimuli with a wide range of spatial adjustments resulting in ap:
proach (exploration, manipulation, play, aggression) orwithdrawal
tinudity, fear of novelty, flight).

Increased ability for sensory integration This is expressed in im-'
proved capabilities fortiiitking together information from 'different
modalities, or from the same modality at different times, for abstract-
ing, generalizing, and elaborating rules and strategies on the basis of
experience.

Increased differenitatson of motor acts. Motor patterns become
more highly differentiated and pagiculate, (e.g.. ability to move each
digit independently versus opening and dosing liana as awhole) and
motor seqqences become "Ivosei (e.g . ability to locomote using a
variety of postures and gaits).

)
The oiganism that emerges from such Evolutionary developments

embodies a superior information-processing system it is better equipped
to select and analyze current information from the environment..to in-
tegrate it with previous information. and to elaborate a plan of action.

nd it has the motor refinements to translate this plan into concrete
hievements. Such an organism is opportunistic and stimulus-seeking.
s behavior has become something more than a mechanism for dealing
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with imposed changes environmental input. Behavibr now has the
additional role of creating variable input.. which is ordered and organ-
ized as it comes in. The cumulative effect of the information it receives
is the development, enrichment...and elaboration of schemata. The es-

15ntial framework for thk development is present from the outset.
If 4his View is correct if it is true that primitive schemata provide the

c framework within which and op which experience operates-then
the deprivation experiment can be viewed as one method for investigat-
ing this framework. Withholding information early in life does not elim-
inate tteramework or necessarily prevent its subsequent elaborati6n.
Sehematay continue to develop under conditionsin which the impe-
tus and constraints that influence normal development are changed
radically. The result is noVbehavioral disorganization. but a form of
organization that reflects the particular circumstances of the rearing
environment.'

EFFECTS OF DEPRIVATION

The implications of this iiew will become clearer when we consider the
effects of deprivation on behAviotal development Particular attention
will be given to research in which animal sublets, chiefly monkeys and
apes, are raised under conditions of general environmental restriction. It
is important to recognize that we will be dealing with a form of depriva-
tion that is not limited to a particular sensory modality, but with a rad-
ical distortion in normal ecology. The animal is removed from its mother
at birth and raised alone in a cage that permits it to see the nursery
environment and other individuals or in an enclosed c4e.that curtails
even that hind of sthnulation. If we compare the rearing environment of
such an animal with that of an individual growing up in the.wild, the dif-
ferences are enormous_ Obviously, such deprivation cuts acrossthe en-
tire spectrum of normal environmental input

As expected. the behayioral consequences of such a distortion are
massive and widespread Indeed. a primary purpose of much of the
work that bas been done thus far, was to sort out the damage. The aim
has been to provide a general ovetaciew of the range of behaviors that

. are affected and to map out some of the more obvious relationships be-
tween rearing conditions and development. The emphasis has been
problem-oriented and descriptive, rather than process-oriented and
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analytic. Because, of this emphasis,' we have not gone very far toward a
precise understanding of the sources and nature of specific psychologic
disabilities. But we are gaining a clearer view of nonhuman organisms as
information-processing systems and of the eff o environmental con-
ditions on the development and functioning these systems.

It has become clear, for example, that restrictions on experi-
ence produce a predictable syndrome of effects whose major elements
have been desCribed for rats, guinea pigs, cats, dogs, monkeysall mam-
mals, in fact, that have been examined. The deprivationsyndrome in.:
cludenot only deficiencies (functional "gaps" in the behavioral reper-
toire of deprived animals), but aberrations, behaviors that are not seen
in nondeprived animals. There is thus the suggestion of a common mam-
malian response to restricted environmental input that transcends dif-
ferences among species and minor variations in rearing conditions.
Moreover. there is the implication that develophig mammals have
similar requirements for information and similar propensities for
processing information; animals display not only similar deficiencies,
but also,similar aberrations, when information is withheld.

It has also become clear as the result of recent research that variations .

within the broad framework of the deprivation syndrome tend to fol-
low phyletic lines. An animal does not abandon its species-typical .

modes of processing information, even under extreme conditions. In
general, one can say that the closet the phyletic affinity between two
individuals, the greater the likelihood that they will resemble each other
in their specific behavioral reactions to deprivation, even when the reac-
tions are apparently maladaptive and are qualitatively distinct from be-.
haviors shown by nondeprived members of the species. Such species-
typical variations within the deprivation syndrome provide strong
support for. the view that the selection andprocessing of input occurs
within the framework of existing semiautonomous systems.

StereNtyped Motor Ac..1s

The interplay between environmental input and intrinsic s chemata (tin
be illustrated by the stereotyped motor acts that develop in nonhuman
primates raised apart from their mothers. The most prominent of these
acts are nonnutritive sucking, self-clasping, and body rocking (for're-
view see Berkson' ). An infant monkey or ape yaised alone in a bare *

cage fails' to encounter normal outlets for clinging and sucking and
hence comes to direct these responses toward itself. In a limittd sense,
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it devlopslits maternal schema out of the most accessible and appro-
riat material that is available, which happens to be its own body.

This interpretation is plausible for thumb-sucking and self- clasping,
' both of which have normal counterparts in patterns that are directed

toViard the natural mother. The third pattern, stereotyped rocking, has .

no obviousparallel in the normal motherinfant relationship, but W'e
have recently obtained presumptive evidence that it, too, can.be con-
sidered a "substitute" response to the deprivation of stimuli vrdinarily
provided by the mother. If infant, rhesus monkeys are raised wit'h sta-
tionary'wrrogates of the sort used by Harlow, most will develop stereo-

*typed rocking is a habttual paittern. If they are raid with the same de-
vice, except that it is motorized to miiiVb up, down, and around within
the cage, stereotyped rocking does not develop, presumably because the 4

rotiot surrogatesimulates the kind Of input that the natural mother pro-
vides asskparlies the infant about: In other words. t am suggesting.
that stereotyped rocking of the rhesus monkey is a manifestation of a
primitive sdhema wen king itself oust on the basis of reduced.environ-
mental input.

The organiiing effects of intrinsic schemafa on motor pitternsare
evident not Only in theiearly stages dpostnatal life, NA throughout
development. Isolation-reared monkeys display self-biting and self-
itimipation of the genitals, and these self-directed behaviors become
progressively more frequent as the animals enter addiescence, the pe-
riod in which social aggression and sexual interaction assume prominence
,in nondepriied monkeys.' The most compelling evidence of the Wilding
role of schemata in later development, however, is provided not by ex-

. perientiallAeprived aninials.ibut by a mother-reared monkey that was
deprived of normal effector mechanisms as the result of a congenital+

malformation.An infant rhesus monkey with a thalidomide-induced de-
formity of .tile.foreliml2s not Only walked bipeaally, a behavior that is
infrequent normal animals but can De seen on occasion, but used its
Feet to groom its mother - -a pattern that to my knowledge has never
been observed in an intact monkey, an "invention" in response to very._
special circumstances.24

e`v,
.Arousal Effects

, -
'Another reliable consequence of early environmental restriction is a
ten&ney toward fearfulness or heightened emotionality. the behav-

e ioral expression% of thileffect are varied and depend on the particular
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species and the-situation in which the animal is observed. Motor dis-
charge may take an exaggerated form, as in seizures, tics, whirling fits,
or frantic running: or it may be minimal, as in crouching, fteezing, or
falling into syncOpe of Sleep. The general picture is one Of beOvioral
disorganization or the activation of organized patternsthat arb.inaiSpro-
priate to situation,

Whit is the source of these extreme emotional behaviors, and what
implications'do they suggest for the information-processing activities
of deprived animals? The immediate sowce, it would seem, is any large
increasin stimulation over that to which the animal is accustomed,'
and the range of stimulation to which thdeptived animal is accus-
tomed is, by definition, narrow. Seizures, tics, and freezing are most. .
likely to occur in response to novelty or change, presumably because
an isolation-reared animal is overwhelmed by the sudden increase in
stimulation and has no other means of coping with it.

Plausible as this explanation may seem, however, it does not go far
enough. In many experiments, the test situation is also new to the con-
trols, and initially,they do indeed show some signs of fear. But they are
not overwhelmed; their reaction is less intense than that dr isolation -
reared animals, and it diminishes more rapidly. A deprived jpimal's -

response is often entirely out of lint with the degree ofnovely or -

change. For example, a ch. It lizee raised in an enclosed cubicle may..
wait many days before. it m s its first hesitant contact with a small
and entirely innocuous object, such as a matchbox or a block of wood.
If one wereto take, every precaution to ensure that "novelty" were
equivalent for wild-born and restricted anima% as by constructing ad.
object- froth exotic materials, there is no,reason to doubt that the wild;
born animals would still contact it sooner than the restricted chim-
panzees." The point4s that we need know only that oneanimal was
raised in isolation and another was not to predict hoW their reactions
will differ toward any small inanimate object. 'A detailed knowledge Of .
their individtahistories is ilottieeisariand.j&fict would probably add .

very little to theaecura,cy of prediction. iCtfowing whether or not a spe-
cific object has been encountered previously is less important than
knowing that there have been many'such encounters in the past. It is a
question not of whether an object is more novel to one animal than to
the other, but of the kinds of reactions that novelty produces.

A deprivid Organism is ill-equipped to deal with unfamiliar input,
with complexity, antrwittt change. It is deficient in ability to assimilate
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new iinformation, an ability that a normal animal has been exercising al-
most ontinuously from early infancy. Excessive arousal in response to

(,-novelty or change can thus be cot sidered the result of a breakdown in the
processing of information. It ic causecIttylan overload on a system whose.,4-
iievelopment has tieacurtailed by restrictions oit early experienCe.

A similar. view has been advanced by Melzack and co-workers:3°42.
They propose a` neurologic model in which sensaz input is conceived .
aka two-part prodess. Melzack believes that neurophysiologic data point/
to two classes of afferent fibers that can be distinguished onthe batis of
conduction rates. The fast afferent fibers are believed to activate central
nervous system processes (phase sequences) subserving memory, atten-
tion, and similar functions. When activated, these processes cause a feed-
back to lower synaptic' levels, where they can inhibit, facilitate or other-
wise modify the input patterns of the more slowly conducting afferent
fibers; in this fashion, they exert active control over the selection of in-
formation. As the result of sensory restriction, the development of

;these central nervous system processes is impaired. The selection of rel-
, evant information arise the filtering out of irrelevant information are

faulty, and the loss of filtering leads to diffuse bombardment of the
central nervous system, ono.consequence of which, is excessive arousal.
This state of affairs can' rap a deprived animal in iiVicious'circle. Lack
of experience engendervxcessive arousal, and excessive arousal dis-
rupts the activities of the very mechanisms in the central nervFs system
whose further development is required for orderly and efficienepro-
casing of information. To return to the terminology of earlier sections,
.an advanced organism that has been able,to developqnly a limited nurit-
'ter and variety of environmental schemata because of restrictions on
early experience may be hindered by excessive arousal from overcom-
ing this deficiency in later life, even when adequate environmental op-
Tortunities are provided. .

.1tecent experience leaves no serious doubt that this is areal possibil-
ity. The heightened enaoiional responsiveness of the experientially de=

Trived animal is, for all Practical purposes; a persistent disability`, It can
be amelioratedby subsequent treatment, to be tire'," but it can prob-
ably never be entirely overcome. The elettroencePhalograms of isolation-
reared dogs show evidence of high arousal for at least 6 months after
they are released from restriction, and behaviorafindiistions of in-
crease rousal persist in monkeys and apes throughout years of ex-,
postlre t the nomta\ laboratory environment. $.6.29.32'"
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It, ,flaiic Cognitive Skills.
. -*

. Certainly the strongest suPPol forthe thesis that high arousal exerts a
disruptive effect on information cessing is the poor performance of
restricted-animals or.learitingt lsol4lign-reareddcip.are filer :14f

-:conleotyon,giitial taihm-iesta,:oft irellyea-ritspiOise***slin
which an animal is n fond and feqiiired to liseaWit after arf im-
vied delay), and on the reiehal:Of a previopsly scquireddiscOmin*:,'
tfOhrosponiein which an animal Must seleCta priviouslitimikvarded
cue),11,31,42 They are also slower to inhibit a response iharno longer
leads to reward.3!

Similar dati have beenreported for chimpanzees. Davenport and
Rogers' investigated delayed-response performance in animals raised 1st:
isolation for the first 2 years of life. The chimpanzees were 7-9 years
old at the time of testing and thus had exposure of at least 5 years to
the normal laboratory environment, including eiperience Ingroup
living. Although one might assume that this intervening experience
would be sufficient to overcome any 'early cognitive deficits, the re-
sults quite clearly show otherwise. At all levels of delay, the perfor-
mance of the restricted chimpimzeis was markedly inferior to that of
wild-born animals, and the differences on the longer delays persisted
throughout testing. Data on response latencies strongly suggest that
attentional factors were important: At the longer intervals especially,
the restricted animals were slow to respond at 'the end,of the delay
period, suggestingthat they had difficulty maintaining a consistent
orientation toward the relevant aspects of the experimental task.-

The same subjects were also compared on a discrimination,task.'
The procedure followed the learning-set paradigm developed by

. Harlow," in which a series of two-object discrimination problems
is-presented, each problein for a fixed number of trials. As Harlow.
showed, the faCility with which such problems are solved improves
witItexperiencc, ,i,@eventually the more proficient animals are
capable. f near-Peifect performance on the basis of a single inforMa-
tion trial. This ability is attributed to the formation ofa "discrimina-
tiOnlearning-set.-"Ihe chimpanzees were trained on a total of 438

'foui-triat object-discrimination probleris: Aldio'ugh both groupi
showed unequivocal evidence of developing learningsets, the restricted
group was inferior to the wild-born group. A significant factor in this
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inferiority was the.tendency to persevere in the selection of a previously
unrewarded object..

Contrasting reiults Ilitye been obtained from similar tests performed
with rhesus monkeys. Harlow and associates report no differences in
1elayed-response or leattng-s(t performance between monkeys raised
tt4m.b*th instipegokfreptlies and monkeys raised as total isolates for
the firsts or laadndi of life.".3s It should be emphasized, howevet,
thatalFthe4it5iifey groupiwere born and bred in laboratory cages (in
contrast With thWhimpanzee study; Which included a wild-born con-
tfol grou-Pband it may be suppoied that none of the rearing conditions
was sufficiently "enriched:' to provide for full intellectual growth.

This possibility, seems most likely. in the light of recent findings
obtained at the Delta Center by Mr. Paul Anastasiou. Two laboratory-
seared groups of adolescent rhesus monkeys (raised with moving and
stationary surrogates), an adolescent jungle-born group, and an adult
jungle-born group were tested on 40 different tasks. The problems
were designed to assess a yariety of cognitive skills, ranging fromgrela-
tively simple and straightforward'visual search to solution of complex
putzle devices. The results demonstrate that both wild-birdgroups
were unequivocally superior to either laboratory group; indeed, the
best of the 14 laboratory-reared subjects was essentially no better than
the worst of 13 wild-born monkeys.

Fuller, on the basis of his studies of dogs, considers that "behavioral
deficits following isolation result More from competing emotional re-
sponses than from failure of behavioral organization during isolation or
from loss of established patterns."" Although heightened arousal prob.*
ably played a significant part m theperformance deficits that have been
considered here, it is well to keep in mind that its precise role remains
to be established. Furthermore, whatever its rote, it is likely that arousal
level is only one of several factors that affect the performance of
isolation-reared animals. For examplerthete is convincing evidence
that some deficiencies are the result of withholding specific learning
opportunities or classes of information.

Specific Functional Relations

It is by now firmly established that some level of stimulation is required
for the full structural andfunctional development of the peripheral re-
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cept their associated neural sy;tems. This question is fully re-
wed else here in this volume and will not be pursued here.-Thepets-

ent concern is with an organism that may be assumed tp have had a
sufficient variety and amount of visual and auditory stimulation to pre-
dude gross neuropathology and to have had the opportunity to form
basic sensorimotor coordinations of the sort investigated by Held and
co-workers. l'.3° Given such an organism, we are concerned with the ex-
tent to which its ability to process informatipn is influenced by specific
input features of the rearing environmerit.-How clearly is information
received (or withheld) early in life reflected in later behavioral "
capabilities?

Some of the first evidence suggisting a rather close correspondence
between early information'ineut and later performance was obtained
with rats. Animals raised in cages with triangles and circles on the walls
were shown to be superior to controls in learning to discriminate be-
tiveen these forms as adults.'3 This superioritywas maintained (and in
some experiments even enhanced) if the test stimuli departed slightly
from those to which the animal was exposed in its living cage. Transfer
effects were no longer obtained, however, when the differences be-
tween the familiar stimuli and the test patterns were extreme 9,10,4 It
thus seems clear that "casual" exposure to specific shapes during the
'rearing period will not only facilitate recognition of these pattems'when
they are later encountered in a discrimination-learning test, but will also
lead to the establishment of some form of generalization "gradient." It
becomes easier to recognize new stimuli that merely resemble the
famitiar pattern.

The range of stimuli that are responded to as equivalent might be
expected to depend on early expedience. This question has recently
beeneviewed by,Ganz.I2 Ganz distinguishes between the neural or- r

ganization of information and the control that information exerts over
behavior. On the basis of his own careful studies of hue generaliaation
in light-deprived monkeys and the work of other investigators, he con-
cludes that some organization is innately imposed on stimulus input.
The scaling of sensory dimensions occurs before any stimulus experi-
ence. This is inferred from the finding that an animal that has been ex-
posed to only one hue value will resRondto it on stimulus-generaliza-
tion tests more than to other hue values. But the generalization gradient
is "flat "; the responses to the familiar he and to the test stimuli are
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sinilar;This is viewed as evidence that the dimension as a whole has not
developed effective cbntrol over behavior.

How is such Control. acquired? Ganz argues that controj is achieved
through a history of Jifferentiai reinforcement within the appropriate
stimulus dimension. Thus, an animal must experience reward in the
presence of one value 6f :the hue dimension and the absence of reward
in the presence of a different value of the same dimension. As the result
of such experience, the generalization gradient becomes steeper; the ani-
mal differentiates more sharply between the familiar stimulus and the
test stimuli. Differential reinforcement does not merely strengthen the
response to one value and.weaken the response to another, however;
it also increases the relevance or salience of the entire stimulus dimen-
sion. A further long-term result of experience is thardifferent cues be-
come functionally related or the same cue becomes effective across dif-

'ferent conditions (for example, by being presented now to one eye, now
to the other, or by being viewed from different angles of regard). Even-
tually, this leads to the development of functional equivalence within
and across cues, expressed in equivalent responses ("recognition"), in
spite of changes iNconditions of presentation and the specific receptor
surfaces that are stimulated.

Ganes conceptual approach developed out of research on animals
raised under conditions of highly restricted visual input; which, strictly
speaking, are outside the population that we are most concerned with
here. Nevertheless, I have discussed his position, in some detail because
it very clearly illustrates the comploiities that are encountered in any
iystematic effort to tease out the subtle interplay between experience
arid innate organization in the development of schemata by advanced
organisms.. As far as functional outcomes are concerned, the interpen.
tratlon of "Mature" and "nurture" is, for all praCtical purposes, com-
plete. Learning plays an essential part in development. But most !earn-
ing occurs within the framework of existing schemata. It receives
guidance from these structures and is a primary agent in their trans-
formation from phylogenetic "plans".into adaptive functional systems.
According to this view, one might speculate that the learning frocess
,evolved as handmaiden of the instincts and that, even in the most
advanced orgariisms (by which we mean ourselves, of course), it has
not yet achieved full emancipation from this ancient position of
subservience.
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Much of the evidence that has led me to this view !tali come out of
deprivation experiments with nonhuman primates. Some of the 4eficits
point rather clearly to inadequate opportunities for specific forms of
learning in the rearing environment. Such deficits fall into two broad
classes: defective integration of sensorimotor patterns and deficiencies

/in signal functions. Examples of both:types of deficit can be found in
the social behavior of depriied animals.

The sexual performance of socially deprived male rhesus/monkeys
saggests a failure in sensorimotor integration?* Most of the components
of the complete actpenile erection, clasping with the hands, clasping
with the feet, thrustingare present, but they are so poorly integrated
that intromission is, ll but impossible. Clearly, the rearing environment
hai failed to provide the opportunity to form these components into an
effective pattern. Accordingly, given a suitable environmental stricture
for rehearsal and appropriate instigation (and both conditions might be

, met with a suitably designed inanimate model), one would anticipate
that the laboratory-reared animal would show a gradual progreision
toward the smoothly coordinated pattern seen in normally socialized
adult males. Inasmuch as the normal pattern is not present in deprived
males, it seems reasonable to infer that learning isa factOr in its develcip-
ment. Insofar as the components of the normal pattern are present even
in the socially deprived male, tend to occur together, and, under appro-
priate circumstances, eventually become fused into an integrated
species-typical pattern, the presence of some guiding structure seems
to be kiiplieda "template" that must be standard equipment for the
rhesus in'actque but remains functionally incomplete unless appropri-
ate input is provided. . e

Deficiencies in signal functions can be inferred from the observation
that isolation-reared monkeys do not show consistent and appropriate
rtsponseto the distinctive postures, gestures, facial expressions, and
sounds tliat serve is the vehicles of communication in natural primate
societies. r3' Again, however, such learning seems to operate within
die context of pre-existing structures. Some configurations of stimuli
and some sequences of stimulation possess primitive functions that
apparently precede specific experience. These stimulus patternsare
similar to the in'naterjeuing mechanisms (noes) described by the
ethologists, but there is no fixed relationship between stimulus and
response as implied by the IRM concept. For-example, young labor-
atory-reared rhesus monkeys display stereotyped affective-social re-
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sponses toward'Inanimate objects that they have, neter before encoun-
tered. The frequency of these responses increases as the objects .become
mire animal-like, or more representationai. This effect was obtained in
Infants as young as I month, Housed individually from'birth in a stan-
dard nursery environment.'

The response to the optical stimulus of "looming" is, another exam-
ple of a pnmftiye schema, Looming, created by a sudden increase in tht
size of circular stinwhis, causes persistent fear respoilkiln laboratory-
learecTinfant 'monkeys (as well at adults)." The rapid 'approach of a
solid body (which was simulated by the expeiimental procedure) is an

important ecologic sign fbr the free-ranging monkey, typically associ-
ated with a potential hazard, such as.a predator or an aggressive mem*
lat:one'sown group. At the sams time; however, it is easy to see how
the edaptiveness of the looming response would be tmproved if other
input features werelsO, taken into account. Looming can mean the
approach of a hungry lion, a docile bullock,-or an adult male coming,to
the rescue. An animal that can distinguish these possibilities and act
accordingly clearly appears to be in a better position to survive thanan -
animal that cannot. It is in this process of differentiation and evalua-
tioti of environmental contingencies that learning can be seen to play
one of its most important parts.
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OISCUSSION

nit ALPFRN As 1 recall from Harlow's data on rhesus monkeys, there is no evi-
dence of any learning deficit; inlisolation-reared animals. But you do find it with
the chimpanzee?

I

:?21
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K. MASON. Yes. There is no evidece of such an effect in the data on monkeys at
the University of Wiseonstn. I think It-lowpoints out, however, that they took
peat pains to.ensure that the animals were adapted to the test situation before.
formal testing was started. He also indicated that the isolation-leafed animals

were slower to adjust to the testing procedure and that not all the animals were
able to adapt. This means that considerable [taming and some selection occurred
Wore formal testing began. The animals that completed the preliminary tram-
mg showed apparently normal intellectual performance.

DR , INGRAM I suggest that the data on Harlow's rhesus monkeys are rather dubi-
ous in any event. Broadbent has reeently criticized the methodology of the Har-
low experiments, and,has suggested that many of the conclusions about cogni-
tive development are unjustified. Broadbent in particular feels very strongly that
cognitive development is impaired, but this has not been shown yet.

DR MASON I certainly would expect $i find a variety of mtellectual deficits in.
depnved monkeys or apes, What I am saying is that, if I did not expect it, then I
would be accepting a kind of a faulty psychology, in which descriptively sep-
arate endpoints .n activities arc viewed as representing separate mechanisms, like
so many different watertighetompattments, with the animal developing intel-
lectual abilities here, and No 341 behavior there, and emotional behavior some-
where else_ I do 1. ',Phew that psychologic develi pment proceeds in that
fashion Actually , karrung, broadly defined, enters inru all aspects of behavioral
development,just as unleatned patterns du. Normal social development requires
learning. It is one aspect of intellectual development, and all the adaptive tasks
that an animal must perform provide the occasion and the necessity for the
development of "intellectual" skills.

OH C. AARDER I wonder if m ionic ways you positron on dyslexia would tend to
suppul t the idea thai a, 4CXI3 wild be, not so much a derivative of many of the
things that we have discussed, but rather the result of a soinewhAt higher process
that we do not yet h e e adequate tools to study- This higher process has to dou4,4
with the seque of a hao of interactions between an organism and its en.
viomment, botthe nonlising pails of the-env-mimic:it and the human beings'
that are on the

(environment

DR M A '..U N I think a large elcinrnt has been lift out of oul thinking about
behavioral development the ecologic clement. Psychologists (ethologists., too,
for that matter) lack A ecise language for dealing with the microecology.
Ultimately, we will Weil J tread the environment, not :IS .1 vast aggregate of
stimuli, but in terms of its structve, IseLause it is this structure that is reflected
in the evolution 01 behavior MI deprivation studies deal with the impact of
ome drastic environmental events on ongoing, aliptive, and highly orgavized
biologic systems We need to develop as much concern and skill for dealing with
those ~vents and the systems that they 0,1 on as we have tot dealing with bchay.
Anal outcomes The tendency at the minuet is to select the outcome the
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performance and try to infer the antei.edent;from that. In the lung run, we
must do better. We ma), Live to start with some vety'Messy antecedent sondi
trans and try to get sonic idea of then "sPecific relationship to the performance-.
deficits that are produced Eventually, we may develop ufficient sophistication
to deal with the kind of higher-order process referred to by Dr Gaarder And the
preparation of my paper gave.me the opportunity to take a small step in that di.
rection I do not ttunk we will ever get very close to ilyislaia by using monkeys.
but Edo think we may get some general notion from them as to how such higher.
order information-processing systems tlinctfon and what they revue from the
environment in order to develop effectively.

, .430
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Continuity/la Cognitive Development

DUring the First Year of Life

ti
Each generation of psychologists seems to discover a fresh set of
phenomena and a sparkling new object of study. The introspectively
trained adult was the pet of the academic before and around the begin-
ning of this century, and the contents of consciousness the favored
theme. The exploring albino rat captured the stage from the brooding
adult when the academy decided that public responses and easily in-
duced drives were more critical than feelings, sensations, or thoughts.
One of the stars of this decade is the human infant, and the ther9e
turns once again to those mental processes called "cognitive...,
structure."

The ease with which loyaltiato subjects or subject' matters are
broken is to be expected in a discipline as young as psychology. The
be jjavioral sciences are in the important but necessarily frustrating pe-
ri cb f definingthe phenomena they wish to pursue in depth and the
concepts they must quantify and place in propositional form. The be-

'Taylor of Nychologists during the last three quarters of a century is not
unlike that of a person who has a blankct thrown over him as he stands
in a large room containing a variety of interesting objects. His task is to
decide, without removing the opaque cover, what objects are in the
room. it would be proper strategy to walk until he hits something, put

3
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out a hand,4and explore the object to see whether a quick determination
is possible.lf a few minutes of exploration proves fruitless, no worry;
there are:many other objects in the room that can be explored. Our
temporarily blinded subject would pass from object to object, exploring
quickly, hoping for a clue that might define one object Permanently but
always prepared to pass on)if an initial probe does not prove rewarding.

This hortzontal progre_SS is a fair descriotion of psychology's first
hundred years. We probe the subject an idea or phenomenon until we
become frustrated co ceptualty or methodologically, then we look for
another love obj*: e ti'rned from introspection because we were un-
able to solve the, bjectivity problem. We grew bored with rats and
mazes because we c uld not solve the reinforcement problem, and were
unable to explain hu an thought by turn sequences in alleys. We aban-
doned personality study because we failed to develop sensitive proce-
dures to measure motives, anxieties, or conflitqs. And now we affirm
the child.

THE CONCERN WITH CHILDIIOUD AND INFANCY

lntertst in the young child, especially the infant, draws its force frcim
divergent solaces. The commitment to historical explanation, which is
basic to American psychology,has always been a guide to domestic
empiricism. A large proportion of studies on rats, cats, mice, and mon-
keys have posed deveNmental questions: Harlow and his colleagues' 8."
Aked about the later effects of infant experience with terry-cloth
mothers. Denenberg' and Levine" inquired into the effect of mild
handling of week-old mice on adult behayior in an open field. The
historical bias, which is not shared by all psychology. groups, takes its
strength from a strong belief in the persistence of well-learned habits
(an heir of Hullian behaviorism) and an optimism that f firms that what
was done can be either undone in the same organism or done differently
in the next generation.

The influence of psychoanalytic theory, although waning rapidly, also
directed our interest to the child. As the major theory of personality de-
velopment, it made strong statements ibout the long-term 'effects of
family,,experience during the first 5 years.

Finally, the.unprecedented excitement about educational progress in
the lower-class child; an excitement that has always been in the back-

ts'
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ground, has suddenly cpine into focus and produced a heady dose of
investigations into the mental processes of young children. There is
agreement that one can preview the awesome class differences in
school-age children as early as the age of 3, but we do not know the
temporal patterning of events during the prenatal months and the first
36 postnatal months that lead to this variation.

Although scholarly concern with childhood has a broad foundation,
the more limited interest in the infant required a special catalyst, and it
was provided by RoberVantz's demonstration that one could tell with
remarkably simple methilds what a baby was looking at and perhaps
what he preferred to look at. To everyone's surprise, the very young
infant was not perceptually innocent: He stared longer at checkerboards
and bull's-eyes than at homogeneous gray patterns') and more at moving
lights -than at stationary ones." As earl as the age of 4 months, he
looked longer at a picture of a human fa than at nonsense desigAs.3132
Moreover, the infant always seems to be eking variety.

326

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING .

Does the infant learn anything when he looks at an object, and if he
does, what does he learn? These simple questions have generated con-
siderable controversy because of an unstated faith that the infant was
cognitively different from the adult. If an adult were to scan a photo-
graph of Lake'Atitlin for the first time he would learn and retain the
fact that it has a very irregular perimeter. The adult would not Have to
feel the photo, swim in the lake, or draw its outline on paper. At a
more conceptual level, if an adult is told.that an operon is a concept
used by molecular geneticists to explain suppression of structural genes,
he has wily to listen to this statement to learn the meaning of this con-
cept. At a behavidral level, Bandura and Menlove2 have shown that a 3-
year -old child who is afraid of dogs will approach and play with them
after watching a short series of films showing children playing with

. dogs. These examples are sufficient to warrant faith in the common-
. sense proposition that an older child or adult can learn a perceptual

structure, a conceptual unit, or changes in the hierarchy of overt be-
haviors by merely looking or listening. But is this true of infants?

Investigators of mental growth in the human infant before the 1960's
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were prejudiged against this view. Tests constructed,to assess infant in-
.4elligence emphasized motor accomplishments -age of sitting, walk*, ,

hand-eye coordination; removal of a napkin from a toy, prehension of
a button. The implicit assumption was thatxthe child's level of intellec-
tual development covaried with his precocity in sensorimotor acquisi-

A tions. This reasonable belief was supported by the major cognitive
theorists of this century. Jean Piaget36 stated explicitly that the in-
fant's first mental structures (schemata) are "interiorizations of overt
actio'ns;" a view resembling Watson's belief that thought was derived
froRsubvocal speech. Gesell, Piaget, and Watson probably arrived at
theircfaith independently; none was especially devoted to the others'
writing during the first half of the century, and there has been minimal
contact among the loyal disciples of each of the three leaders. Such
remarkable consistency is often a reliable sign of validity., '

The reasons for this conitiittme'nt to the value of actions in mental
growth are probably different. The early behaviorists were in a meth-
odologic rebellion, and it was important flr its vitality to forbid ideo-
logic deviance. No concepts.were permissible that could not be measured
publicly. The intelligence tgsters were probably moved by pragmatic
considerations and Gesell's clearly described procedures." There was no
way to assess what the infant was thinking, but there were ways of mea-
suring'what he'was doing, and the American attraction to reasonable
solutions makes it easy to understand why they focused on overt be-
haviors. It is difficult to understand Piaget's affinity fOr this materialistic
view of infant intelligence. Piagetian theory is profoundly cognitive, and
his epistemologic position would lead one to expect a more mentalistic
flavor to infant psychology. 35, 36 Perhaps his autobiography will solve
that puzzle.

E4istinkivmpiric data suggest that an infant may acquire a mental
sepresehtation tan event by only looking or listening. An infant who
has habituatedio a repeated presentation of the same, initially novel,
stimulus shows a dramatic change in fixation 'time when presented with
a transformation of the stimulus. This phenomenon drn be demon-
strated in studies using short-term habituation (McCall and Kagen, un-
published data) or exposure of an infant to a stimulus ove'a period of
several weeks.31.32 These data imply that the infant, as well as the
older child, establishes cognitive structures as a result of exposure to
an event.

3344;
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CONTINUITY IN MENTAL DEVELOPMENT

The mechanisms of establishment of cognitive structures are separate
from the issue of continuity in level of cognitive development: Do in-
fants who at some time show precocious acquisition of a class of struc-
tures remain precocious? That is the question the early infant testers
wished to answer. Their efforts were ambiguous, because they evaluated
behavioral accomplishments in the infant and cognitive accomplish-
ments in the older child. Although demonstration of stability or con-
tinuity is one prerequisite for a theory of intellectual development,
stability is tiecessarily ambiguous as to cause. Suppose, as our data and
those of others indicate, that there is a high correlation between reliable
indexes of vocalization is 4-month-old girls and verbal ability at the, age
of 2 years. One might view this correlation as proof of a constitutional
basis of intelligence. The argument would state formally that the.same
central intellective process caused the frequent vocalizing at 4 months
and the high verbal score at 2 years. This phenomenon might be called
"endogenous continuity" (i.e., a particular internal process remains

ble over time). However, it is possible that an environmental force,
s eh as a mother's reciprocal interaction with her child, produced both

frequent vocalization in infancy and a rich vocabulary and strong,
vation for cognitive mastery in the older child. The latter forces

red the high verbal score. There is no necessary causal relation-
een the vocalization at 4 months and the later verbal profi-

ciency.ciency. IN possible that each is an independent correlate of different
sets of maternal behaviors and that the stability was in the mother's
behavior. This phenomenon might be called "exogenous continuity."

mo
prod
ship be

Value of continuity Studies

The issue of continuity is relevant to three themes in developmental
psychology. First, knowledge of responses that show stability facilitates
prediction of future behaviors and early diagnosis of psychologic syn-
dromes that are harmful and should be treated, as well as of socially
v !lied syndromes that should be protected and encouraged.

Second, continuity studies contribute to the validation of major
theoretical positions. Knowledge of continuity in behavior allows tests
of, for example, whether frustration of oral needs in infancy leads to

328
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depression in adulthood and whether partial reinforcement of aggression
in childhood produces greater resistance to extinction of aggressive be-.
havior during later childhood. Validation of these theoretical predic-
tions, which requires studies of behavior over time, is necessary to
evaluate the power of the theoretical schemes.

The third.rationale for continuity studies is the qne that will be .

discussed here. Studies of continuity facilitate the understanding of the
meaning of responses at particular ages. Contemporary psychology does
not understand the meaning of some of its simplest phenomena, wch as
the smile at 4 months, separation anxiety at 10 months, attempts at
task mastery at I year, and the early attainment of what Piaget calls the
"object concept." It is not clear what covert processes each of these
public phenomena reflects. Study of the predictive consequences of
selected responses may clarify the significance of the act.

Indexes of Mental Development

A central methodologic problem common to many investigations of
mental development is lack of agreement on the behavior patterns that
provide a faithful picture of the infant's mental development. The
classic conceptual stance assumed that selected motor and sensorimotor
responses mirrored the level or rate of cognitive development. Thew:,
motor patterns are disrupted by brain-stem damage, and anomalies in*
their development are used as diagnostic signs of lack of integrity of the
central nervous system. But the rate of development of these complex
motor responses may not be the most sensitive index of the infant's
cognitive development ("cognitive" refers to perceptualstructures,
language, and problem-solving skilli). Among infants with no central
nervous system damage, there appears to bt "a minimal relation be-
tween age of appearance or quality of these sensorimotor patterns
during the firSt year and standard indexes of language and problem-
solving ability during the preschool years."

"However, responses that index differential attentiveness to selected
eventsmay reflect differential acquisition of cognitive structures related
to those events, and they may provide evidoncle of intra-individual con-
tinuity of cognitive dimensions from infancy to early childhood. Dura-
tion of orientation toward a visual stimulus ("fixation time") and vocal-
ization during stimulus presentation are two reasonable indexes of an
inf)nt's degree of attention to an external event.0 :

..,
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FIXATION TIME

The intuitively obvious indeyof visual attention is the duration of
study of an event. Like mo.0 acts, fixation time has multiple determi-
nants, and the power of each seems to change wish age. Physical con-
trast, movement, disCrepancy from an acquired schema, and dehsity of
hypOtheses acOvated to explain a discrepancy all exert some control on
fixation time dbring the first 30 months of life.

Movement and Contour ,

Ontogenetically, the first determinant of orientation toward a visual
event is a high rate of change inithe stimulus itself, typically produced
by. movement or contour contrast. The infant has an unlearned disposi-
tionste attend to events that possess a high rate of change in their phys-'
ical characteristics. Newborn infants are dramatically more attentive to
Roving lights than to static ones and-to designs with a high degree of
blackwhite contour than to events with minimal contour con -\s
trast."1.7'3$ These induced generalizations from molar behavior concur
with neurophysiologic studies of ganglion potentials in v rtebrate ret-
inas. Some ganglion cells respond to onset of illumination, others to .

offset, and still others tocboth. A stlinulus moving across a visual field
stimulates sets of cells for a short period, creating onset and offset dis-
charge patterns. Contour edges function as onset stimuli, whereas solid
patterns do not; and the change in stimulotion created by a sharp con-
tour edge or movement elicits specialized firing patterns that can serve
as the basis for sustained fixation.25,26

Discrepancy

The initial dis osition to maintain long fixations on visual stimuli with
movement a'nd ontonr eventually competes with a second, acquired
determinant: th egree of discrepancy between an event and the
child's acquired schema for that event. Stimuli that deviate moderately
from an existing schema release longer fixations than either completely,
familiar events or completely novel events. Empiric support for the role
of schema discrepancy on attention is suggestive, rather than definitive.
At 4 months of age, achromatic illustrations of male faces el'scit fixation
times twice as long as those elicited by random shapes of varying num-
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bers of turns that contain extreme novelty and greater contour contrast
than the faces.31.32 Haaf and Be1116 hav4z shown that 3-month-olds
study a regular schematic face longer than one that has the same faCial
components disarranged. Moreover, the infants study partly disarranged
schematic faces longer than completely disarranged ones. The stimuli
that were similar to faces elicited longer fixations than equally complex
stimuli with minimal resemblance to faces. Final support for the dis-
crepancy hypothesis comes from a study in which 3-month-old infants
*ere exposed to a novel three-dimensional stimulus at home for.:a
month and then shown the same stimulus and three transfOrmations
of it at 4 months of age. Control children viewed all four stimuli for
the first time at 4 months. The experimental infants showed shorter,
fixation times to all four stimuli than the controls. The discrepancy
effect emerged for girls, who showed the longest fixation times to the
transformations of the standard they viewed at home.31.32 Although
the definitive study demonstrating a curvilinear relationship between
fixation time and discrepancy from an acquired schema is still to be
done, existing data are persuasive of the usefulness of this idea. At the
least, they suggest that the degree of familiarity, independent of move-
ment and contour qualities, does exert a powerful influence on
fixation time.

Density of Associations

A third determinant of fixation time begins its growth duriggiie sec-
ond half of the first year and involves the density or richness of the
symbolic associations activated by the child to assimilate experience.
The richer the nest of hypotheses available and activated, the longer
the fixation.

High rate of change, discrepancy, and activation of hypotheses may
be aditive in their total effect on fixation time. The combined effect
of discrepancy and.hypotheses is illustrated in a comparative study of
1 -, .2,-. and 3-year-old children from two cultures. Finley" showed cul-
turally appropriate illustrations of male faces and forms to Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 'middle-class children and Mayan" peasant children from
Yucatan, Fixation time increased linearly with age. for both groups,
as predicted from the principle of increased density of hypotheses.
But the largest increases in fixation time occurred in response to a dis-
arranged face or torm, which is a discrepancy stimulus, rather thlin to
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the regular face or form. The hypothesis vector complemented the dis-
crepancy vector to produce a significant age-stimulus effect on
fixation time.' . .

The changing pattern of influences on fixatiOn time should result in
different patterns of continuity over time. and, as we shall see, that
expectation has been verified.

11,3CA L IZATION

The determinants of infant Vocalization are much less clear. There is a
dramatic increase in positive vocalization at about 10-12 weeksof age,
accompanied by an equally salient decrease in fretting and irritability."
Infants often babble when they study an interesting visual stimulus-or
hear selected auditory events, and it is reasonable to suggest that these'
vocalizations reflect the excitement that accompanies fotaised attention.
Thus: one early determinant of vocalization may be similar to the dis-
crepanc/ principle that states that partially novel events engage the in-
fant's attention and elicit vocalization. Around 1 year of age, it appears
that the hypothesis vector may'also control vocalization: Finley .found
linear increases in vocalization in response to human l'aceS and forms
across the period from I to 3 years of age in both the AniAican and the
Mayan children.

This report is concerned primarily with the antra- individual stability
of fixation time and vocalizatiOn in response to representations of
human faces.during.the first year of life. It is believed that the pattern
of this stability provides information on continuity of acquired cogni-
tive structures associated with human faces.

A subordinate theme is the possibility that vocalization :luring the
early months has different meanings for the two sexes. Vocalization
may display a sexual dimorphism in the ::.man infant. 'There has been
a remarkable cliabge in our attitude toward the etiology of human
psychologic sex differences, in that we now acknowledge thin these
differences may not all be environmentally determined. Infrahuman
studies have demonstrated sex differences in dominance, as well as pre-
potent reactions to stress or threat.9 Recent reviews of the com-
parative literature by Hinde" and-Marler and Hamilton" indicate
striun support for sex differences in a variety of response dimensions
in mammalian species. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect sex differ-
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ences in initial response hierarchiejhat would lead infant boys and
errls to react differently to the same stimuli or environmental
intrusions.

PROCEDURES

Ourtotal sample consisted initially of 91 boys and 89 girls: all were
Caucasian, firstborn, and living with (heir natural mothers within a 30-
mile radius of Cambridge. Massachusetts. The range of educational level

of the parents of th.
,

en ran from 8 years through a graduate de-
gree. Most of the arents of the sample children were volunteers re-
cruited by'adverti ements in local newspapers. Each infant came to the
laboratory with its mother when the infaik, vas 4. 8. and 13 months old
fora-series of assessments.

Each 4-month-old infant was placed supine in a tirib. When the infant
was quiet and content. but alert. he was shown a series of lb achromatic
slides of four different human coces (Figure 11: there were four presen-
tations of each of the four faces. After a short recess, the child was
shown-a--series of slides of four different three-dimensional clay faces
(4V2 X 61/4 in.) painted flesh color (Figure 2). there were four presenta-
tions of each of the four clay faces. For both episodes. the order of
presentation was such that each of the four faces appeared once every
four slides, and there were two different orders of presentation. Each

stimulus was shown for 30 sec, with 15 -seal intervals between exposures,
duridg which the visual field was homogeneously white. The stimuli
were presented 20 in. from the plane of the child's face and meupied
a visual angle-ofabout 20 deg. '

. Two of the variables coded during these two episodes were length of
ritclifixatiun on the stimulus and duration of vocalization during stim-
ulus presentation. These variables were coded by two independent ob-
servers watching froin opposite sides of the crib, neither of whom could
see the stimulus being presented to the child. Interobserver
were 0.97 for fixation time and 0.71 for duration of vocalization.

When the infant returned to the laboratory at 8 months of age, he
was seated-in a high chair behind a gra, enclosure with his mother
seated to his right and slightly behind him. A screen was 2 ft in front
of the child at his eye level. The first episode was the saine set of four
achromatic faces that had been presented 't 4 months. However, each.

3.33
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stimulus was presented for only 15 see, with 15-secintervals between
exposures The second episode was a tape recording of four different
21:1-see recitations read by a male voice. -with 10-sec silent periods be-
tween recitations. Two (if the recitations contained the same set of
meaningful sentences, one set read with high inflection and the'other
with no inflection. The other two recitations contained the same set of
meaningless sentences t nonsense words), one read with high inflection
and the other with no inflection Each *stimulus was piesented three
times in a fixed order that was the same for all the children. The third
episode was the same set of day faces that had been presented at 4
months;the procedure was identical with that used at 4 months.

Fixation time ,Ind duration of vocaldation were again Coded during
the presentation of the t ces Vocalization time and duration of Wit:Ma-
llon toward a speaker battle were coded during the auditory episode
The speaker battle was 1 It above and 45 deg to the right of the child's
right eve Many of the children oriented their heads and eyes toward the
speaker battle when the reeord'ed voice was being presented.

Lich 13-montlold infant was exposed to tour episodes in the same
apparatus used at S months This report is concerned only with the
third (it these four episodes, during which the child was shown a set of
five different (.la} laces Four of the faces were identical with those
viewed at 4 and S months The fifth face contained u pair of eves cor-
rectly placed. but no nose or mouth, E ach of the live faces was pre-
sented three limes in three different orders of presentation- Each face
was presented for 30 sec.. with 15-sec intervals between exposures The
duration eft each fixation and vocalization was coded

RtStl TS

Filar/o/11w Stability
Two fixation-time variables will he considered average first fixation
and average total taxation across all stimulus presentations in .in episode
Feast fixation times averaged x sec at 4 months and 5 seCat x and 13
months Total fixation times averaged 17 sec at 4 months and 8 see at S
and 13 months There were no signifieocit sex differences in average fixar
lion time or variability at any of the age \. Table I presentx the stability
of first and total Rixatrun ii Ilericross tilthrt:t: ages expressed as the co'
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efficients of product moment correlations; sample sizes are usually 60
boys and 60 girls.

There was minimal intr3- individual stability of fixation time from 4
to 8 or from 4 to 13 months for either sex. There was moderate contin-
uity from 8 to 13 months for girls, but not for boys. It is relevant to
add that both first and total fixation times at 8 months covaried posi-
tively with the parents' educationalle4 for girls, but not for boys.
When the mean parental edkational attainment was divided into four
steps, analysis of variance on the total-fixation-time sciorss revealed a
significant variance ratio (F) for girls (F= 3,49; 3, 75 df, p < 0.05 for
achromatic faces; F = 2.28; 3% 61 df; p = 0.09 for clay faces). The cor-
responding variance ratios for boys were less than 1.0. The greater
stability of fixation time for girls was accompanied by evidence that
social-class membership was influencing fixation time. The favored in-
terpretation of these data is that duration of fixation' time at 4 months
is primarily a functior of degree of discrepancy between the stimulus
faces and the child's`schema of a face. The primary determinant of fix-
ation time at 8 and 13 months, however., is the density of hypotheses
activated to assimilate theTaces. If middle- and upper-middle-class girls
have acquired richer nests of hypotheses to faces, they should have
longer fixation times. This interpretation suggests that the stability of
fixation time from 8 to 13 months reflects continuity of a dimension
that we can call "richness of cognitive structures associated with the
human. face." This continuity is analogous to the typical correlation of
0.50 between vocabulalry levels at the ages of 3 and 6 years. Children
who 'are preCocious in the acquisition of hypotheses to faces at 8 .

months retain this precocity for the next half-year.

Vocali:ation-Time Stability

Mean vocalization time was highest at 4 months (average, 2 sec). lowest
at 8 months (average, L2 sec), and intermediate at 13 months (average,
1.5 sec). Vocalization in response to the faces typically occurred while
the infant was looking at the face. Vocalization during the auditory
episode at 8 months typically occurred when exposure tSthe stinylus
ended, not during it. The children wire usually quiet and attentive
while the voice was speaking. When it stopped, babbling began, as
thoUgh the vocalizations were releasedty the processing of the sounds,

3450,
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There were no significant sex differences in Mean vocalization times or
variance ratios to any episode.

Table 2 presents the product moment correlation coefficients for vo-
calization times across the three ages. As with fixation times, there was
no stability from 4 to8 months for either sex. However, vocalization
time showed suggestive stability for girls from 4 to 13'months and mod-
erate stability from 8 to 13 months. There was noensistency for boys
between any two ages. The sex difference in stability of vocalization is
not linked to social class; ther'e was no strong relationship between Vo-
calization and educational level of the parents at any age. Despite the
absence of sex differences in duratiokor variability ofvocalization, it is
suggested,thatvocalizationyeflects processes closely related to atten-
tiveness more-faithfully in girls than boys. The girls' stability coeffi-
cients imply continuity of an attentiveness dimension in girls. Let us
consider support for this statement.

The 4-month-old girls Who vocalized in response to the achromatic
faces displayed longer visual orientations to the speaker*baffle,at 8
monthS; this relationship did not occur in boys (r = 0.28, p <0.05 for
girls; r = 0.10 for boys; r is the correlation, coefficient). This sex dif-
ference in the predictive significance orcocalization is seen in bolder
relief when the analysis is restricted to infants with long fixation times
(i.e above the, median on first fixation at 4 months). This group of
long-fixation 4-month-old infants was divided at the median for the
vocalitation score into those who vocalized lsec or more and those
Who vocalized less than .1 sec in response to the achromatic faces. The
high-vocalizing 4-thonth-old girls oriented to the speakeranore often
than the low- vocalizing girls (8 versus 2 see; p <0.05). The differences
for boys were the reverse of those for girls. High-vocalizing boys ori-
ented less often toward the speaker than low-vocalizing boys (4 versus 8
sec; p < 0:05). If orientation toward the source of the human voice at
8 month is regarded as a partial index of a tendency to attend to inter-
esting au(litory stimuli, this disposition is predicted by frequent vocali-
zation in Se 4-jrionth-old girl, but by infrequent vocalization in the
4-month-old 1:61y.0

A second satire of support for the hypothesis that vocalization is a
more faithful index of attentional processes in girls than in boys comes
from.the covariation between duration of first fixation and vocalization
at 4 months. The distribution of first fixation times to each stimulus
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Continuity'in Cognitive Development Duringihe First Year of Life

was split into thirds, and the distribution of vocalization into halves
(i.e., equal to or greater than I sec versus less than I sec) for each trial.
Theprobability of vocalizintl sec or more increased linearly with

length
of first fixation for girls, but was independent of fixation time

for boys. .

The pattern of intercorrelations at 8 months furnishes additional
support for the attentional significance of girls' vocalizatidn: Boys and
girls were eqiially likely to vocalize at The end of each of the auditory
recitations at 8 months. But the vocalization was positively associated
with magnitude of cardiac deceleration (one index of orientation to an
event) on the preceding trial for girls, but not for boys. For example,
the correlation between vocalization fdllowing the high-meaning-high-
inflection stimulus and magnitude of cardiac deceleration during the
presentation of the stimulus was 0.36 (p < 0.01) for girls and only 0.01
for boys. The girls who vocalized After voice stimulation showed the
largest cardiac decelerations in response to the voice. Inasmuch as
cardiac deceleration is one reasonable index of quieting in the service
of attention,29.31'32 the girls' babbling seems more clearly in the service
of attentional processes than the babbling off' boys.

A fourth line of evidence is based on the girls' differential vocaliza-
tion in response to the faces. In, the first presentation of the faces, the
girls vocalized more in response to the most regular representation
(photo regular) than to the schematic representation (schematic regu-
lar), whereas the boys' vocalizations were equivalent (2.2 versus 1.5 sec
for girls; 2.5 versus 2.4 sec for boys). Similarly, the girls vocalized twice
as long response to the regularclay face as to the scrambled clay face
(3.7 versus sec); the boys' scores were almost equal (21 versus 2.8
sec). ,

.. This differential vocalization is supported by an independent inves-
tigation of 32 girls and 32 boys, 6 months old, who viewed achromatic
faces and geometric forms in the same series. The girls vocalized sig-
nificantly more in response to the faces tharrto the forms; the boys'
vocalizations were equal for both classes of stimuli (Lewis and Kagan,
unpublished).

The special link between early vocalization and indexes of level of
'cognitive development in girls is supported by the research of others.
Infant girls 6-12 months old with high scores on a vocalization index

. derived from the Bayley Infant Intelligence Scale had high Stanford-
Binet IQ scores during the period from 6 to 26 years of age (correla-
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tions ranged from 0.40 to 0.60 during adolescence and early adult
hood). There was no relationship between the boys' vocalization scores
and IQ during the later years.s Only the girls' early'babbling previewed
a future level of cognitive development.

A final source of evidence is a longitudinal study in London in. which
41 boys and 35 girls were seen at the ages of 6 and 18 months and 2, 3,
4, 5, and 8 years." At 6 and 18 months, each child was assigned a
speech quotient from the Griffith's Infant Scale, which assessed-spon-
taneous babbling at 6 months and use of words at 18 months. Although
there were no sex differences in mean speech quotient it 6 or 18
months, the speech quotient was more stable from 6 to 18 months for
girls than for boys jr = 0.51 for girls versus 0.15 for boys). Further-
more, the speeCh quotient at 6 months predicted vocabulary level at 3
years for girls (r = 0.52, p < 0.01) but not for boys (r =

SUMMARY

Despite different procedures, populations, and a priori hypotheses, the
data from Cambridge, Yellow Springs, Berkeley, and London arere-
markably concordant in suggesting that babbling in response to human
faces or voices is more stable for girls than for boys during the first
year and a bettir predictor of future indexes of level of cognitive de-
velopment for girls than for boys. There are at least two possible inter-
pretations of this empiric generalization. It can be argued from a purely
environmental position that mothers who are motivated to accelerate
their daughters' mental development are likely to spend a lot of time in
face-to-face vocalization with them more time than they would with .

sons, and more time than would mothers who are'not overly concerned .

with their daughters' rate of development. A mother's face-to-face vo-
calization should lead to increased revels of babbling in her daughter."
Howeveik, such a mother would also be expected to continue to stim-
ulate her daughter and Would probably teach her words early and
encourage the development of other skills that are measured on intelli-
gence tests. The predictive link between early babbling and later cogni-
tive abilities woula z a function of the continuity of a mother's accel-
eration of her daughter's development. The absence of this predictive
link between infant vocalization and cognitive development in the boy
would require the assumption that accelerating mothers do not prefer-
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,entially engage in face-to-face vocalization with their sons. Preliminary
data support this assumption. Observations of motherinfant interac-
tions in the honie reveal that well-educated mothers engage in more dis-
tinctive face -too- 04 ocalization with their daughters than do less-
educated motheikr
the mothers of s
mothers are m

there is no comparable difference among
vet, Moss34 has reported that middle-class

re i *ly to tribtate .ttie vocalization of their 3-Month-Old
daughters than that of their sons.

A second inttrpretation baS a more biologic flavor e.id holds that
thereis a bask sex difference in neuromotor organization. It is possible
that vocalization is more prepotent for girls than for boys as a behav-
ioral reaction to the arousal occasioned by the processing of interesting
stimuli. This more speculative position finds some support in natural
observations in primates. Among the langur of northern India. for ex-
ample, squeak and screams are observed more frequently among fe-
males than among males." More important, however, is the generally
accepted premise that closely related strains or the sexes within a strain
can differ in their typical reactions to states of arousa1.6.39 This gen-
eralization might hold for male and female infants with respect to
eddy vocalization.

,Aside from possible sex differences in the significance of vocaliza-
tion, it is to be noted that both vocalization and fixation time displayed
better stability from 8 to 13 months among girls than among boys. In-
deed, there was minimal continuity for the boys. This finding is paral-
leled by data on older children, indicating greater long-term stability for
girls on a variety of cognitive dimensions, including intelligence quo-
tients4 and decision times in problem situations.23 Although it is pos:
sible to explain the older girls' greater continuity as a result of social-
ization experiences, there may be some biologic basis to this sexual
dimorphism in cognitive functioning. Girls manifest greater stability
than boys on a variety of physicalwowth variables, including onset of
ossification centers," and Acheson' has concluded that "in almost
every respect the physical development of the female is more stable
than that of the male "(p. 497). The biologic processes that mediate
girls' more stable physical growt Jay also be partly responsible for
their more impressive stability in psychologic dimensions during in-
fancy, as well as later childhood. At the least, the data question the
popular myth of female unpredictability.
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DISCUSSION

DR. KAGAN: 1 want to add to the rust empiric generalization summarized in my
paper, dealing with the changing control of fixation time in the young infant.
The second generalizalion, which I hold with a lithe less confidence than I do

- the rust, is an idiographic issue, rather than a nomothetic one.
We-noticed both at the Fels Research Institute and in Cimbridge a covuia-

iion between the style of the child's habituation and his pattern of play, and this
story takes us to age 7 and reading ability.

We put children at three ages in a free-play situation. (These are the same
longitudinal studies fercom which we gathered the previous data.) At 8 and 13
months, a child is placed in a room about 11 ft square (the mother is askedto sit
in a chair and not say anything), is given age-appropnate toys, and is allowed to
play for about a quarter of an hour. We code the rate.at which the child changes

attentional involvement.
Some children pick ups toy, play with it for 10 sec, drop it, pick up another

toy, drop it in 5 sec, and so on. Another child picks up a toy and stays with it
for a minute. He does not do anything more creative with the toyhe does the

. same thing that the other child does; but he does not turn his attention from it
so quickly.

There appear to be stable individual differences in the rate at which children
change attentions! involvement. Moreover, There is a correlation for boys, but
not for girls, between rate of habituation to visual stimuli at 4 months and pat-
tern vf play. Specifically, rapid habituators at 4 months show a.fast tempo of
play at 8 months, with many act changes in their 15-min freeplay period,
whereas children who are slow habituators at 4 months show long periods of
attentional involvement in play.

At 27 months of age, the children play in a larger room, decorated as a living
room. The mother sits on a couch reading a magazine, and a new set of toys is
introduced. We record the duration of each attentional involvement during the
halfhour session. Children 27 months old tend to play with a toy for 30 sec be-
fore they turn their attention from it, but there.are dramatic individual differ-
ences. Some children have a modal attentional involvement of 20 sec with no
act lasting longer than 100 sec. Some have a mode of 40 sec with many acts that
last 2 or 3 min.

We then asked whether there was a relationship between tempo of play et 8
months and at 27 months of age. There was for boys, if one looked at the ex-
tremes. That is, fast-tempo boys at 8 months tend t be fast-tempo boys at
27 months.

3$
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We believe that tempo of play, like any behavior, is determined by multiple
factors. Obviously, the richer the set of hypotheses the clulditas for a particular
object, the longer he will play with it. But, as a working idea, we suggest that
there may be a biologic variable that exerts some influenceon the tendency for
a child to develop into a fast- or slowtempo person. When we compared nine
boys who were sloii-tempo versus rime who were fast:tempo at 27 months,
the slowtempo boys had slightly shallower habituation curvesal 4.8, and 13
months, with the difference greatest at 4 months. The differential habituation
curves to the faces at 4 months suggest that there is a tendency fur fast-tempo
boys to have been rapid habituators as infants. We should remember that we are
talking about the top and bottom 10%, and not the whole population.

We have worked for several years on a psychologic dimension in schoolage
children that we call "reflection-Impulsivity." This tendency is assessed in a per.
ceptual matchto-standard test in which the child is shown a picture and must
sucLfrom a set of six or eight variants the one that matches the standard. Some
children offer their first hypothesis in 4 sec, and they are often wrong. Some
wait 30 see and are usually correct. The former are called "Impulsive," the tat
ter, "reflective." The correlation between errors and response time on this task
is typically negative.

The tendency to be reflectiveor impulsive genet allies across tests and task,

We also found that this tendency ,tends to be stable over short (12 weeks) or long
t1-2 years) periods.

What makes a child reflective or Impulsive?Aost of the variance, we believe,
is due to psychodynamic factors related to anxiety over error. If a child is MIX
ious over making a mistake, he is likely to be reflective. If he is not, he is likely
to be impuls14. But when we look at extreme children and match them on social
class and intelligence, I am persuaded that a few impulsive children would find it
difficult to be reflective, and a few of the reflectiie children would find it dal-
cult to be impulsive. We suggest that fasthabituating, fasttempo infants have a
slightly higher probability of ending up impulswes, rather than reflect MS, as a
result of biologicyariables.

We believe, moreover, that impulsiv' e children are more likely to make errors
in school tasks when reflection would be an advantage (Child Develop. 3b 609-
628,1965). We selected children who were either reflective or impulsive, but

whit were of equal intelligence, and pvc them a test to see the kinds of read
mg errors they would make. A child was given a card on which were printed
"moon," "boom," "soon," and "room." The examiner then said one of the
words and asked the child to point to it. Impulsive children made many more
errors than reflective children. A year later, we asked the same cluldreq to read
a paragraph of prose. The results will nut be surprising, the impulsive children
made many more errors, adding suffixes and usually missing initial graphemes
(saying "trick" for "truck" or "wagon" for "witch"). These errors occurred
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titore commonly for the impulsive than for the reflective children. Only one
type of error was more frequent for the reflective children. They more fre-
quently corrected a mistake spontaaeously. The reflective child might say!
"The dug tan -no, no-the cat-ran,"' Some evidence that tempo of play has a biologic component comes from a
study of twins done by Christine Reppucei She saw monozygotie and daygotic
twuss in the freeplay situation described earlier and also had themlook at visual
stimuli The results suggested heritability, for this population, for tempo of play
at 8 months and mite of habituation.

DR C AV AN A Gil Do your data permit you to say anything about the fluency of-
these children, their use of language?

og KAGAN We thought that thew would be a emulation between language flu-
ency and impulsiveness, and William Ward of the Educational Testing Service an
a study (unpublished) of the fluency of melba, resources or fluency of ideas. We
were hoping that the impulsive children would have greater fluency, but the cot-.
relation was low and nonsignificant

DK GUNDERSON Did you find any understanding about language acquisition?
DR KAGAN The emulation between verbal tesources and impulsivity is 0 IS for

boys and insignificant, and about 1130 for girls In neral. teflectlinty is emu-
lated with verbal IQ- Others have fc.und that verbal abency is more highly corre-
lated with verbal IQ in girls than in boys

DR IINDS1,EV Do you associate reflectivity with perseverance, In the sense that
a person stayrwith a thing longer? There is a two or three-pronged aspect to
this question. A study done several years ago on activities that were slatted and
then interrupted tried to find out whether subjects would resume the same ac-
tivity after the interruption There was some evidence of perseverance, and I am
sure you have seen that in animal studies when you interrupted the system
through the cortex

. .

In relation to active children and what you called the "fasttempo" group All
of us tend to walk fast or slow, and the temporal factors characteristic of a per-
son may be biologically inherent or acquired I am interested in whether reflec
tivity had an aspect of perseverance or longterm attention, and whether these
arc advantageous features It seems to me that we must have people who can at-
tend to what they are working on long enough fot information exchange to take
price, but who need not hang on so long that they Snnot break off and pay at-
tention to something else

DR KAGAN When a schoolage child becomes involved in a task for which there A
a correct 'ur an incorrect 'solution, he reflects for a variable period. It seems to me
that, although an impulsive child does not care about failure, a reflective child
does not like to have a failure on his record and, therefore, perseveres I do not
want to suggest that reflective efuld..en's behavior is superior or better in all situ-
Awns, it depends on the task I believe that we are viewing in these data an as-
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; peel of a variable that has always been resent in nun's description at man.
, 1 11pm:tales talked of the sanguine, choletie, and phlegmatic types. and Jung

talked about trovetsionand extroversion. These terms capture a stable char-
atclettslic of h man beings, and we think that the reflection-impulsivity dimen .
von isaelated these typologies

it Y OU NG Did s ii find any intelligence differences between the tetlective and
ttte impulsive types'

DR. K AGAN Guts show a higher Lotrelation between teilectivity and verbal IQ
than buys, and that is a consistent finding. But the correlation is not high enough,

. to suggest that these ate similar ptocesses. Di. Keogh has some intetestingexpet
intents that would help us to understand these data and that also 'elate to Dr
Sperrn ideas on cerebral dominance . .

DR Kt OGII Most of the traditional tests of spatial orientation base been papet
teststests Youngsteis are asked to -opy a pattern to see whethet they can

e lild is usually sitting in a telatively sta-. product iomething like the origin
tummy position, and the facie -e points are dearly defined for 'him_ We fuse

. been asking cluldren to walk, a thteedimensional activity to ieproduce some
rather simple patterns. an it is very interesting to observe Welt behavior., There
was a definite (Mittel ce between buys and girls in the production ill simple and
complex forms We asked our children to pretend they had paint on the bottoms
of their feet, and to make a fivepointed stat, or to make one in the sand by
walking in it, with...it was something relatively easy for them to do. We noticed in
AR early study (Keogh and Keogh. Amer.], Mental Del 71 1009-1013, 1967)
that normal British schoolboys aged e-9 years showed imptovernent with age in
their ability to make these patterns by walking Later, in this country, where we
were working with 8. and 9.y eatold normal youngsters. we asked them to walk.
patterns under three conditions One was to walk on the open flout with no ref-
erenee points defined, the') were told in essence, "You can walk anywhere in the
room that you want to. make the pattern any site you want, in any position you
want Another *Arlo walk the same pattern on a.9 by 9ft plain linoleum mat,
this condition limited the space to he used and supplied structure to the field
And in the thud test, the mat was coseied with very fine sand so that the foot
prints lett a EtAid pattern

We found with boys that they gut better under the three conditions and were
best /,'in the sand they made very precise figures, with accurate angles and so
tooth 'Some 14 or yeai -old normal galls walked these patterns under the same
conditions as fot the boys There were some differences in pattern otientation,
and the boys were significantly better at producing precise figures (Keogh, sub
milted for publication)

There are many reasons why this might be ,o, but it is prob.iblv simply that
girls just do not use the available cues. The diffetences wets dramat*not only
in the precision of the patterns, but,also in the sort of ottranoattondl system
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used To be spectlic. one of the patterns was a triangle inside cucle. Almost
without exception. the boys walked a emit!. then stopped, sometimes stepping
off the mat orthe sane, and then made the Man* We have observed that girls
Attempted to make the patterns in one continuous line as if It were all one big
Nile'''. they did nut seem to break it down into parts.

One of our pat fetus was two circles in a horizontal plane. We have had a num-
ber of gals, but fewer boys, who walked a figute "8.- We feel we have come
across something that is fairly specific in perceptual abilities. nitmcly.aSeatiliffir-
ence in spatial perception All these children ;an discriminate between the patients
and all k.ari draw them

We have also found Ostogh, Amer I Mental Del , in press) that retarded
you-4*gs are very disoriented. One sometimes wonders how they ever get
home, because they really do not seem to know where they are.
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Visual Percept' Vid-Experience in
Infancy: Issues d Appr ches

The intake and processing of information by young infants is a rela-
tively new field of study, even though there has been a rapid accelera-
tion of ri..-earchtflorts during the last-tkade, It i.too,soon to give a
clear picture of the' visual world of the infant or to attempt to state the
basic principles to early perceptual development and acquisi-
tion of visual Itirtirfliatifiti. Certainly. it is too span to select with confi-
dence the Imiltrig% that still prove to be of ingtvalue in understanding
the eventuat 19"aqunent. ifir lack of attainment; of complex perceptual
perforn,ianco by the child and adult., It will hav'c to suffice to point out
some of the issues in fie field, to describe some promising,' oroaches
to them, and to pro' t a highly selectZr:d sampling of data already ob-
Unica. The material o be -4-Afered is heavily influenced by the vi.ew-
points ot one inVesti ator.m the field and by the research that has re-
cently been done ;I ie laboratory fhe Perceptual Devglopment
Laboratory ot Case r.estern Reserve University.

The field of early perucPtirial development can be conveniently di-
vided into four interreLited 4opics, visual:motor coordination and spa-
tial locanzationvisual resolution and discilnination capacitio. visual
preferences and otjter selective responses to visual stimulation, and the
retention cif visual,information and ()Owl effects of visual experience.
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-VISUAL -MOTOR COORDINATION

Because thistopic is covered by other papers of this conferente, my re-
marks here will be limited to emphasizing the distinction beiweenkhe
first two topics. Visual-motor coordination is the primary determinant .

of spatial localization-and accurate directed responses, wheneas visual
discrimination capacity is the primary determinant of the intdce of vi-
sual infonnatidn, assisted by visual-motor coordination to Ihe' degree'
that it may exist. This distinction raises an issue of historical, impoP
tance: By what response indicators shall visual perception be Measwe
in the young infant? For many of the early investigators (e.g., Gesell
et aL," Ling,23 and McGraw") visual perception was operationally de-
iined,as thelability to successfully fixate, pursue, and grasp an object.
Because these abilities were found to be initially poor or absent and

'only irpdtially perfected during the early weeks or months of life, the
assuinption was that other important aspeds of visual perception, es-
pecially the ability to distinguish the form and patterning of objecg,
were similarly slow in developing. But lack of precision in oculomo4or

,coordirtation or accommodation, or even severe impairment of theiie
functions, do0 not preclude the ability to see, although it interferes

with the most effective use of vision. This maybe illustrated by the evi-
dence from patients with congenital cataracts, who, soon after opera-
tion, sometimes were able to distinguish between (as distinct from nam-

diffeient colors and forms, in spite of lacking a lens, having minimal
qtail mo r practice, and often havir.g spontaneous nystaginus.2."
Con , precise coordination in fixating, pursuing, and git sping an

oes not indicate whether the form, size, color, solidity, or any
tiler ittribute of the object is discriminable. Good visual7motor co-
rdmat z and spatial localization are as phylogenetically old, as the %Tr-.,

tebrattl e e, but the ability to discriminate complex forms has only
,.graclyally evolved.

Avious answer to the question of how to measu rce
the *ant is that responses and experimental procedures appropriate t
the,particular aspect of perception under study should be selected. For
irkasuring visual-motor coordination and spatial localization, the ,pre-
'cision of the infant's response to a single stimulus target is sufficient.
For measuring discrimination or identification in nonverbal subjects, a
minimum of two targets is required, along with the usual controls nec-

',,essary for a reliable discrimination experiment. The nature or precision
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Visual Perception and Experience in Infancy

of the response is riot critical, as long as the subject's choice between
stimuli differing in some dimension can be determined without ambigu-
ity. The visual fixation response, in particular, is sufficiently coordinated
even in the newborn infant to indicate the choice of one or another
target. Recent studies,2.5.11.19 with more accurate measurement and
better-controlled stimulus conditions than most of the earlier work,
have generally found the neonate to posseis better-developed abilities
to fixate, converge, pursue, and accommodate than had been realized.

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Visual-discrimination tests in nonverbal subjects have traditionally used
discrimination training or other conditioning procedures. Until recently,
these procedures were not thought to be applicable to the infant in the
early months, owing to the lack of coordinated, visually directed re-
sponses, as well as to the lack of adequate learning abilities. But ad-
vances in technology have made feasible the conditioning even of new-
born infants (see the following presentation, by Lipsitt) and have
opened up wide possibilities for discrimination testing in young infants.
in particular, Bower' was able to demonstrate ingihe 2;month -old in-
fant a number of phenomena of spatial perception, including depth dis-
crimination, orientation discrimination, size constancy, and shape con-
stancy. He first conditioned, using "peek-a-boo" as reinforcement, a
head-turning responsep a. particular object, and then tested for dis-

' crimination among this and other,jects differing in specified ways.
Most of the available info'rmation on discrimination capacities, es-

pecially pattern discrimination, in the early months of life has come
from the visual-preference method. This approachsto discrimination
testing measures /.he untrained difirential responsiveness to two or
more,stimulus targets. The consistent tendency of the infant to look
longer or more often.at a particular target in repeated expoSures, with
position and other extraneous factors controlled, indiCates both the
ability to distinguish a stitnalus difference and the selection of a par-
ticular stimulus for attention. Of course, the absence of a differential
response may indicate either inability to discriminate or equal interest
among the targets. This limitation has proved not to be serious, in view
of the wide range of stimulus attributes that have elicited visual

'preferences.

eh*.
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The queMiOn asked in the early visual-preference experiments was
how soon the infant began to.see patterned stimulation, the source of
most visual information: The controversy between those who argued
that the infant requires a long period of visual experience and learning
and those who insisted that the infant requires a long period of post-
natal maturation was eventually resefiethby the finding that even the
newborn infant can resolve and discriminate patterns. 6,10,19,20,27 But

there remained three issues: When does the visual system first become
capable of function? What are the discrimination capacities at various
maturational levels after that beginning point? What are 4he specific
contributions -of postnatal experience to the initial primitive level of
perception? Research on the last of these will be discussed below. Re-
garding the first and second issues, some very recent work26 has pro-
vided the most relevant information, as well as incidentally giving the
most extensive a3A most reliable data available on differential visual
responses in newborn infants. These results will be summarized here.

Miranda26 tested a group of 27 premature infants, less than 38 weeks
after conception but after various periods in,an incubator, and corn- -

pared them with 27 full-term infants averaging 31/Z days of age. Our
paired-comparison visual-preference technique" was modified to the
requirements of the small and immature subjects. The infant was se-
cured in a semireclining position in a form-fitting, adjustable seat and
rolled under a stimulus chamber (Figure 1). The chamber was relatively
homogeneous inside, except for two stimulus targets (mostly 5-in.
squares) placed side by side 1 ft from the infant and about 1 ft apart
from center to center. Each of 14 pairs of flat, achromatic targets
(Table 1) was exposed for two 10-sec periods with reversed left and
right positions on the second period. Vertical striped patterns of three
widths were each paired with gray to.determine the smallest'pattern
that would be discriminated from an unpatietned target, as a cough es-
timate of visual aouity.I4 Listed next are three steps in a "complexity"
dimension, using a series of white Squares containing 0, 1, 4, or 16
black squares, regularly arranged. In the next three pairs, linear versus
curvilinear forms or arrangement were opposed, but with white : black
ratio and length of contour equated. The remaining five pairs of as-
sorted and often multiple stirulus variations were taken from previous
studies indicating differential responses by newborns or infants in the
early weeks of life.

The reliability of the experimenter, who observed through a tiny hole

g 6 I
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FIGURE 1 Visual-preference testing apparatus in mock operation. So that the baby could be
seen in The picture, the crib was not set in as far as it would be in normal operation. The ex-
peridtenter observes through a peephole between the targets. The second observer (standing)
looks at a mirror above this hole. The recording unit and timer can be seen in the foreground.
(From Mitanda.26)

4
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Acuity gratings

fin.-striped-gray

-in.-striped-gray4

-in.-striped-graya
Complexity pairinp, no. of

- elements
0-1
1-4

INV 4-16
Linear versus round

configurations 14
LI-R1

L3-gL2-

Other stimulus variationse
1A-1B
2A-2B
3A-3B
4A-4B
5k-S B

,

TABLE 1 Differential Visual Responses of Premature and Full-Term Newborn
Infante

a

Stimulus Targets

No. Infants Showing Longer Fixation of Lift or
Right Stimulus of Pairb

Premature Full-termd

356

22-0 26-0

23-1 t 23-3

13 -7 10-11

2-21 3-24
18-9 15-11
20-7 16-8

14-7 13-11
12-10 12-11
9-10 13-10

22-5 19-6
15-5 17-9
21-3 ;0-2
24-1 25-0

7-11
1

13-10

°Adapted with permission from Miranda.26
bile scores and incomplete tests are omitted; rosultiin italics are significaitA (p > 0.05) by two-
tailed correlated t-test on tie scores transformed for parametric analysis. ..°Mean conceptional age, 35 Weeks; mean postnatal age, 22i days; gestation varied from 25 to
Vweeks. . '
oGestation was over 37 wed*, with a mean of 40 weeks; age, not more than ik week.
°Top to bottom pairs shown in Figure 3 as pairs I, 13 (with circles replacing the oval outlines),
17, 8, and 5.

betweqn the targets, in recording fixations was checked for most of the
subjects by a second obskeri?er. Thii observer looked through a hole in

Othe ceiling of th,eslidinber into a small mirror above the center hole,
'.diljuste4,,toieQe4Okh'i eyes of the infant, and recorded withotit knowl-
edge of thdOrgets or of the emenmerirer's recordings. In spite of infe-

'rior 6bservation conditions for..the second observer, the results for the
two were in good agreement; in that the same pairs of targets were
found either to show or not to show differentlal,fixation, and the me-
dian,of the discrepancies bet,wen observers, disregarding the sign pf
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the difference, was-less than 2 sec in 456 tests of 2Q-sec duration.
Table I gives oneimeasiu* of the differentialresponses: the fre-

quency of longer fixation do one or the other target of the pair. Sig-
nificant pteferences were shown by both premature and full-term
groups for six of the pairs: the two larger acuity patterns over gray,
one square over plain white in the complexity series, one of a pair of
diverse black-and-white patterns (1A versus 1B; pair 1 in Figure 3), a
large over a similar small pattern (3A versus 3B; pair 17 in Figure 3),
and a sharply defined pat i over one with shades of gray (4A versus
4B; pair 8 in Figure 3). Significini preference was shown by the prema-
ture infants alone for an additional pair (one over four squares).

It is evident from the responses of the premature sample that the var-
ious parts of the visual system are capable of function at least a month
before the usualiime of birth. This conclusion is not altered by the

thatAke longer opportunity for postnatal experience and oculo-
motor practice for the prematures ha some facilitating effect on the
visual performances. However, such ah effect, tending to compensate for
the shorter period of maturation, is one of the possible explanations for
the surprising degree of similarity in the responses of infants that have
had 8 or 9 months to develop.,It might even appear that the premature
infants showed better pattern disciimination for several pairs. But at
least in the case of the complexity pairings this is illusory, for the lower
differential shown by The full-term infants probably represents the begin-
ningof an upward shift in the preferred or "optimal" complexity level.
8viderice of such a %ft was obtained by a significant negative correla-
tion between the degree of preference for the one-square over the four-
square pattern and the maturational revel (age from conception) of the
combined premature and full-term groups. This result hints of the issue,
to be discussed later, of whether the age of the infant should be mea-
sured from conception or from birth in developmental research.

On the stimulus side, it is evident from these results that both pre-
mature infants (cf the given range of conceptional and postnatal ages)
and full-term neonatal infants can discriminate between patterns and, '
plain surfaces of the same size and light reflectance, and that they can
discriminate between different patterned urfaces in some cases. The
results cannot be considered to indicate the limits of pattern vision in
either group, unless the optimal testing conditions'and stimulus varia-
tionsore known. For example, better visual acuity than hitherto found
has ban suggested-for newborn infants by tests using both differential

357
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.fixation and optokinetic nystagmus responses, but'with different tingesdifferennges
of pattern size and other differences inconditions,5."

These and other results from newborn infants give no,conclusiv e evi-
dence of ability to discriminate between two patterns that are different
in form or arrangement but equated in "complexity" or "quantity,"
such as the linear versus round pairs of Table I. But for slightly older
infants, such an ability has been demonstrated repeatedly: differentia-
tion between irregular and regular arrangements of squares was suggested
within 2 weeks of age,' between stripes and bull's-eye patterns dur-
ing the first month,' between linear and circular configurations of line
segments by 5 weeks, and between lattice and checkerboard arrange-
ments of squares by 7 weeks" (see Figure 3, pairs 3 and 5). Another
study12 used a set of four different arrangements of 25 white squares
against a dark background, with three of.the arrangements being de-
rived from a five-by-five matrix and differing only in orientation of the
elements. Differences in response time increased with age (Figure 2)
and became significant starting with the group at the age of 1-2 months.

It may be conclude that within the first 2 months of life the -in-
fant ca? discriminate a ong patterns equated for total area, light: dark
ratio, dumber of elemen s, and length of contour. On the other hand, it
may be concluded that infants can discriminate from birth among pat-
terns differing in such measures as number of squares in the pattern,
length of contour, and number of "turns" in a random shape..3,19,20.22,24

Older infants have often but not always shown higher preferred-
.complexity levels. Without getting into the Problem of defining "com-
plexity/ and distinguishing it from other variations in patterning, it can
safely be stated that the young infant can discriminate more than one
dimension of visual patterns.

These various developmental changes in responsiveness to patterns
might be explained by improviment in visual acuity, by an increase in
the number and variety of discriminable dimensions of patterns, or by
changes in the preferred points along the discriminated dimensions. The
resolution of finer patterns with increasing age very likely contributes
to some changes, but it wouldliot explain demonstrated changes in pref-
erence between patterns containing the same width of lines or size of
squares; furthermore, the patterns in most studies have all been well
above threshold. Regarding the second possible explanation, additional
.stitntilus characteristics undoubtedly become discriminable with age
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FIGURE 2 Relative visual attention to four arrangements of white squares, averaged for Infants in five
age groups, (Reprinted with permission from Fantz and Nevis.,12)
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and experience (se Gibsonit.,45) and may result in some prettrence
changes. But this explanation is not plausible when the pattermare
found to be equally discriminable before and after the change, as in
the case of a shift in preference from ong to another of two patterns
differing in complexity or configUration, Thus, some of the changes
cannot be attributed to the developTent of visual capacities as such,
and indicate, instead, the increased attention value of some.patterns
relative to others. Changes in visual selectivity may have as much por-
tent for perceptual development in the infant and child as changes in
visual acuity.
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VISUAL SELECTIVITY ,

Optimal perception of an object requires the turning of the eyes so as
to allow fovea! examination of the 9bject. This involves picking a small
area from a large, intricate, and varibgated visual array. At a given mo-
ment, this selection might be due to the intrinsic attraction of some
stimulus characteristics; it might be a temporary interest in a stimulus
due to novelty or movement or proximity; or it might be due to a long-
term familiarizatiorror conditioning process. Visualmotor and discrim-
ination capacities set the limits of what la infant can perceive, but the
nature of the environment and the select y of the moment determine
what ti perceived and hence what is learned about or responded to. The
infant's experience is influenced just as surely by a tendency to look
four times as long at one stimulus as at another as it is by the presence
of one stimulus as opposed to another. Therefore, it is important to
know the basis of selection by the infant and how it changes with age.
For this purpose, the visual - preference. method offers a simple and di-
rect approach, although other relevant response indicators, especially
for autonomic responses, can measure the "intensity," rather than the
duration, of attention.

The most general finding for infants of all ages is that a plain, non-
moving, unpatterned surface or object of any color or brightness is low
in attention value.; it is probably more than coincidental that such a
stimulus conveys little information. Conclusions as to the character-
istics of nonmoving stimuli that are of high attention value depend
much more on the age of the subjects and on the particular stimuli
available. Among the stimuli that have been used to date, infants dur:
ing the early weeks oflife have looked most at sharply defined patterns,
especially black-and-white patterns. That was brought out most clearly
in a longitudinal study designed for other purposesnamely, to show

_differences in the rate of development of visual preferences between
two selected groups of infants.12.13 The 18 pairs of stimulus targets
(Figure 3) were chosen as those most likely, on the basis of past re-
sults, to elicit definite intrapair changes in preference within the first
6 months of life; the specification of relevant stimulus characteristics
was not the aim. Results for some pairs will be given later. At the mo-
ment, the comparison of the responses among the 18 pairs is of interest
to bring out the relative attention value of broad categories of stimulus
targets. It happened that eight of the stimulus pairs included black-and-,
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FIGURE 3 Pairs of stimulus targets used in the angitudinal study of selected home- and institu tion-
reared infants, numbered according to order of presentation during cash weekly test. Results in test are
comparisons among the pairs and between the two members of some pairs. IRepnnted with permission
from 1.airrt and Nevis. 12)

white patterns (this includes repeated testing of pair I following pair 12
and it includes pair 8, only one ofwhose members is black-and-w lute).
Each of the eight pairs was fixated longer than any of the remaining
pairs in averages of the seven tests given during the first 2 months of
life. The ranking of these pairs. starting with the highest response, was
pair 12, I. I (repeated), 8, 17, 14, 3, and 13. The next two highest pairs
in average fixation time (pairs 11 and 5) were also sharply defined pat-
terns consisting of white elements against a blue background. By far the
lowest in attention value was pair 18 (plain white and gray );the next

3(11
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lowest were pair 4 (bright red checks and. square). then pair 16 (flicker-
mg orange light and complex pattern. and then pair 4 (red patterned
boards). On the average, the eight black-and-white patterns were fix-
ated significantly longer than the remaining pairs (even excluding pair
I8) for each week of age from 2 through 12 However, this differential v
decreased considerably after 8 weeks. It disappeared by 1$ eeks, and
was reversed later. The pairs contalifing facelike patterns we i initially
about as high in attention, value, and dropped almost as MC , as the
abstract patterns. . -

It would seem that _both the complexity and the configuration of a
pattern are less critical determinants of visual attention early in life
than its contour definition or brightness contrast Although the sim-
plest black-and-white pair of patterns (pair 13) was the lowk?ot ranking
of the eight. it was fixated longer than many pairs of targets that would
be rated more complex by any definition After 2 months of age, high
pattern definition was not sufficient, although some sharply defined
patterns continued to receive long fixation times. Between 4 and 6
months. widely diverse targets were of high attention value, the top-
ranking five were pair 7 (mesh and wood object versus rotating red-on-
yellow disk ). pair 8 (schematic face versus facephotograph). pair 15
(solid head model versus photograph). pair 16 (Egyptian art versus
flickering orange globe), and pair 2 (brightly colored toys).

Visual selectivity and developmental changes were still more marked
in the comparison of the lengths of response to two stimulus targets ex-
posed together The,selected results presented here are based on reanal-
ysis of published longitudinal data on'the first 6 months of age from
the 10 infants constituting the "home sample."'") combined with
data from follow-up tests of the same infants during the second 6
months of life. In Figures 4--n, the graphed 1 ixation-time averages be.
fore 16 weeks o.1 age are pooled averages for two successive weekly
Pests, after that age. they represent single tests given every 2 weeks
through 24 weeks of age and every 4 weeks thereafter The 'target des-
ignations are based on left or right position of a stimulus as shown in
Figure 3. testing positions of the two were varied sy stematically within
each test ;mid among successive tests

The results for two pairs of sharply defined, abstract, achromatic
patterns are given in Figure 4. There is .1 general decrease with age in
response to these patterns. as indicated above %fore striking, however,
is the rapid devolopment of preference both for the bull's-eye pattern

,
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and for the irregular arrangement of squares, reaching a-peak in the
third month, and thengradnilly falling off.

Differentials for other pantAyere less strong and consistent, even-
when the stimulus difference Was much greater. Far eitanlOk. in Figullt
5, the targets priferraduring the first month of age and then again.
after 5 months were (impair 71# SlOwly rotating disk covered with flu-
orescent red and yellow pal r.anil (in,pair 16)-a flickering 40watt !,
orange light bulb`enclosg in as 6-in. translucent globe. The targets-pre%
ferred between 2. and 4,months wereinuch highet in .infortnatioital
value Nut wduldgcrierally be Oonsidereduto be uninteresting: M spiral.of
wiremesh mounted to' a board with:hotes in it -and partly painteit itti,te4
(pair 7) and a dark achromatic photogra ofititne.,ite Egyptian art'
(pair-t6).

. In Figure 6 (top), the strong in.tial preference for'a black-andrwhite,'
schematic face pattern over a face ,hotogrr.phdisappeared by 14 Weeks
of age, most likely owing tattle decrease in the early attention Mu; of
sharply defined patterns and the subsequent interest in other, more
subtle patterns-as was true for pair 16. Thiirteleva-nce of the facial re-
semblana is suggested by an absence, in the liwergraPh, of preference
for the correct over the scrairibled arrangement, of &schematic face un-
til about 20 weeks of age; in f#ct, there was some early preference.pr
the scrambled face.-These results are not in agreement with '.hose siva-
ious studies of in'Aitution infants that indieate a general prefeibencept
the correct arrangement during the third month."' However, the differ- -
ential tor this pair has never been as 'strong or consistent as that repeat-
edly obtained With pa of gdornetri.: patterns (cf Figure 4). Other
investigators: results have also varied as to whether or when infants dis-
eruinnate correct from.distortedlacelike conrigurations, even though
face-like stimuli in general have been of high attention value. ft is prob-
able thatby several months otage the infant is capable of dsscriMinat-
ing the various experimental representations of faces both from each
other and from real faces and that the Riesence or absence of differen-
-ual at:e:iion to some represen"Aions has htile releyance to social rec-.
ognition Jad responsiveness. ,

Figure 7 illustrates the visual selectivity found in a number of studies
relative to tivo further types of stimulus tariation, The top graph shows
the development of increased reipon` siveness to a solid, contoured o-5-'
pct. along with a corresponding decrease fora flat surface. Ahhousb
the solid object, to an aeult, resemb10..a sculptured head without .
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FIGURE S button tunes for each target of a pair mooned for a total of 40 sec, averaged for
the tam 10 Infanta at each ay. Target: arogatgure IS were a complex achromatic object
(per 7. kit) versa a plain. ImghtIv colored. rotating disk, and a dark *Caromatic art reprodur
lion (pair 16. kft) versus a Slinking orange Idol*.
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HOURF IP Fixation times for each target ofa pair presented fora total of 40 sec, averaged for
the same 10 infants at each age. Targets (from Figure ;) were schematic face pattern (pair 8,
left) versus a face photograph, and the same schematic face pattern (pair 12, left) versus a
;:rambled arrangement of the same features.
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FIGURE i Fixation times for each target of a pair pres.mted together for a total of 40 sec,
averaged for the same 10 infants at each age. Targets (from Figure 3) re a solid model of a
head, painted flat white (pair 6, left) versus a similar white outline f rm; and one of two pat- ,

terns (varied from week to week) that had been repeatedly exposed t c infant during the
course of a testing session (pair 1, familiar) versus the other pattern, whit. was relatively novel.
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painted features, the preference development is closer to that shown
for other variations in solidity than that for other face-like pairings. As
with several other pairings of solid and flat targets, for pair 6 the solid-
ity pteference appeared in the early months and was maintained
thereafter.

The bottom graph of Figure 7 shows the development of a prefer-
ence based on specific visual experience, rather than on either intrinsic
stimulus characteristics or general types of familiar objects (such as
solid objects or face-like patterns). One of a pair of diverse black-and-
w.ite patterns was placed in such a position in the stimulus chamber
that it would be exposed during the ,I0 sec or so after-each test ex-.

posurethat is, while the targets were being reversed or changed. After
22 such exposures, this pattern,'was tested along with the other pattern
of pair I . The two patterns were used as the "familiar" patterns on al-
ternate test weeks for each subject. Although the novelty preference
was not strong,-coapared to many stimulus variations, it was consistent
among theinf4.as after-2 months of age and for most of the first year,
before it finally disappeared perhaps due to the decreased interest in
flat patterns in general.

Results such as these, showing a change in responsiveness to repeat-
edly exposed patterns, are of direct relevance to the ability to process
anal retain visual information. Such results might well have been in-
cluded under the heading of "visual experience." But they are equally
relevant to visual selectivity, inasmuch as novelty is one category of
stimulus determinant of differential attentionone that happens to be
of particular theoretical importance. Surprisingly, response to novelty
has been quite difficult to measure reliably and predictably; it has been
affected by seemingly minor variations in experimental conditions.8
One of the persistent proble,Ms is that of equating patterns in initial
attention value, so that effects of recent exposures will not be ob-
scured. Another problem is to ensure that the decrease in response is
specific to the pattern and therefore indicates pattern recognition.
Some studies have not.contvolled this factor, and their results may in-
dicate only a general habituation of response, decreased arousal, or fa-
tigue. One solution is to use a paired-comparison procedure and to de-
termine the response to the familiar stimulus relative to a novel one of
similar attention v lue.II'13

There are of solutions, however. For example, Caron and Caron4
used the sii glc-stimulus procedure quite effectively. They demonstrated

. 3'7 5
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the specificity of the response decrement for a repeated pattern by the
maintained hi4h response to novel patterns. The same study showed a
smaller response decrement fora complex than for a simple repeated
stimulus and showed retention of visual information over a short in-.
tervali.e., a single presentation of the familiar stimulus following three
novel stimuli brought a significant drop in fixation time. These and
other characteristics relevant to the effects of specific short-term visual
exposure haye only begun to be explored.

Two additional variables, the source of the subjects and the duration
of the test exposure, were found to be related to short-term familiariza-
tion effects. In the longitudinal study using the stimulus pairs of Figure
3,12.13 two samples of infants were selected so as to be as different as
possible in parental background and early environment. Half the infants
were offspring of university faculty, the others were institution-reared
infants. All infants were healthy, full-term, and of Caucasian parents;
the mean birth weights of the two groups were identical. The familiar-
ization test, included as part of the weekly preference testing, was as
described above; fixation times for the home group were as given in Fig-
ure 7. To permit better comparison of the two groups, fixation times
were converted to percentages of total fixation time given to the famil-
iar pattern in successive testing weeks (Figure 8); 50% indicated chance
response.

The top graph, based on the entire 40 sec of postfamiliarization ex-
posure, shows decreasing response to the familiar pattern with increas-
ing age for both groups. This development was more rapid for the home
group; the difference in percentage between groups was significant at
12 through 18 weeks of age. In a subsequent analysis of these data by
successive 4-sec periods of exposure, it was noticed that in the early
months the home infants showed more differentiation between familiar
and novel patterns after longer exposure to the two, as though recogni-
tion of the familiar pattern (or habituation to it) required some period
of examination of both patterns. The institution infants did not in the
early months show this change during the exposure. Consequently, the
preference curves based 9n only the last 4 sec of the second 20-sec ex-
posure (bottom graph) show more group difference and show a signifi-
cant novelty preference by the home group as early as 6 w"Uts of age.

Increased stimulus differentiation after longer examination was not
the usual outcome. For most of the pairs, varying in intrinsic stimulus
characteristics rather than in previous exposure, at least as much prefer-
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en'ee was shown early in the exposure of .a pair as later on, especially by
the home group. Consequently, in a few cases, more difference between
groups was shown in preference curves based only on the first 4 sec of
exposure, as will be illustrated with results for pair 3.

The development of preference for a circular over a linear configura-
tion of line segnients (Figure 9) is one of the best examples of the dif-
ference between the groups in the age of preference develOpment. For
the total 40 See of exposurc (top graph), the two curves are almost iden-
tical in shape btrt are displaced about 2 weeks in age, indicating earlier
deyelopment of a basic perceptual response by the selected home-reared
group. For, the first 4 sec of the first 20-sec exposure (bottom graph),
the grOup difference was still greater: the home infants appeared to be
able to discriminate the patterns within a few seconds as well as after
long examination, whereas the institution group appeared to require
more time for examination to show maximal differential response. The
accentuated group difference for the first 4 sec of exposure is only sug-
gestive; it was not duplicated for any other pair of targets. These and
other less clear-cut results indicate that tracing changes in visual selec-
tivity within short exposures, as well as over weeks of age, is a promis-
ing approach to the problems of studying information processing and
effects of visual expOsure-in the young infant.

In the overall analysis of group differences, including the results
given in Figures 8 and 9, the home group of infants showed significantly
earlier or greater changes in preference for eight pairs of,targets taken
separately and foi all 18 pairs averaged together." The significance of
changes in visual selectivity as indicators of rate of perceptualcognitive
development is suggested by this differentiation between groups of in-
fants with high expectation of eventual differences in cognitive per-
formances, due to either congenital or early environmental °differences.
This significance is also suggested by the scores on theffiths Mental
Development Scale (modified for better appropriateness ffieinstitution
infants) given. qt 20 weeks of age. These scores for the combined groups
showed a correlation of 0.74 with the rate of preference development
during earlier months of life. In contrast, the scores during the early
months, measuring largely motor development and sensorimotor co-
ordination, were not related to the preference changes shown during
that paiod; in particular, the institution infants developed oculomotor
coordination as early as the home infants. If early cognitive abilities are
to be related to later intelligence, then "perceptual intelligence" appears
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to be more appropriate description than "sensorimotor intelligence"
.for these early abilities.

VISUAL EXPERIENCE

A general finding of the visual-preference research has been that many
of the.basic skills lnd selectivit: :s required foe pattern perception are
present at birth or within several months of,age. Rather than arguing
for a purely nativistic or maturational view of perceptual development,
this finding instead emphasizes the role of experience by showing that
visual exploration and information processing begin at birth and that
ample opportunities for a wide variety of experiential effects are there-
fore present long before the infant is able to learn about the environ-
ment through manual or locomotor explorations. The main issues, then,
are to what degree and in what way these opportunities are used.

As in the case of studying visual capacities, the available approaches
to studying experiential effects are limited by the slow motor develop-
ment of the infant, with the additional problem of varying experience
in acceptable but sufficiently controlled ways. Recently developed con-
ditioning procedures (as described above) can be of value, provided that
the experimenter goes beyond the initial shaping of a respOnse and is
able to determine the specific stimulus features that have been per-
ceived and remembered. For example, in the experiments of Bower,'
the initial conditioning of head-turning to'a particular object showed
only retention of the response-reinforcement contingencies and dis-
crimination between the presence and absence of an object. But the
later discrimination tests with varied objects or situations showed that
such features of the object as size, distance, shape, and.orientation were
perceived and remembered for a short time.

The experiments described above on decreased attention to a spd::
cific, repeatedly exposed pattern provide another approach for study-
ing short-term memory, differing mainly in that thestesponse tendency
was initially present without conditioning and that it decreased with
experience. This experience effect assumes added interest from the fact
that the necessary conditions are no doubt frequently present in the
everyday life of the infant and from the adaptive consequences that
the infant spends more time looking at the relatively novel parts of
the environment.
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, Long-term effects of experience are more difficult than short-term
effects to study experimentally in human subjects. Changes in visual
preferences over some weeks or months of age can indicate long-term
effets if there is sufficient evidence for assigning an experiential-cause.
This was not possible for most of the changes described here, although
experience may often have been important. In the area of depth'percep-
don, however, several lines of evidence converge to show the importance
of experience in the development of the preference for solid over flat
objects foynd to develop around 2 months of age (Figure 7).10."

In research with infant monkeys,9 it was found that subjects reared
in darkness from birth until various ages required a period of living in a
lighted environment for the development of preferences for solid over
flat objects (comparable with those shown by human infants), but failed
to develop consistent preferences if the deprivation period was over 6
weeks. In contrast, preferences for Patterned over plain targets were
shown initially without visual experience and then were lost with con-
tinued deprivation.

For varying experience in human infants, enrichment procedures
must he substituted for visual deprivation, perhaps starting with infants
who happen to be in a relatively stimulus-poor environment.29 In a re-
cent unpublished study of institution-reared infants using this approach,
we provided 10 weeks of extra patterned visual stimulation in the crib
and nursery (including a merry-go-round of varied objects) for every
other entering neonate. In the rt. tilts from weekly preference tests, for
each of three pairs of solid versus lat targets the enriched group showed
more attention than the control g oup to the solid object at one or
more testing weeks. Few other 'significant differences in preferences
were shown by the two groups, thus suggesting a limited area of effect
of the perceptual enrichment.

In the same study, data were obtained on another variation in visual
experience one occurring naturally as a result of various leiggths of ges-
tation (within the normal range). For infants of the same conceptional
age (i.e., length of gestation plus age from birth), an infant born several
weeks before term, for example, has had that much more opportunity .

to see the world and practice visual coordinations than the full-term in-
fant; the question is whether at that developmental level the extra ex-
perience is effective in some measurable way. The finding was that, for
two pairs of solid versus flat targets, the development of a solidity pref.
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creme was in closer agreement among the infants when their ages from
birth were used than when their ages from conception were used, sug-
gesting a determining role of early experience, regardless of the matura-
tional level. However, many of the changes in pattern preferences were
in closer agreement among the groups when ages were figured from the
estimated date of conception (based on mother's report of last men-.
struation), suggesting the importance of degree of neural maturation
for those responses. \ .

It seems clear that both the quantity and the quality or visuar ex-
perience determine to a considerable degree the beginnings of depth

,perception in the early months of life. Methodologically, the various
results given above have demonstrated several practical approaches
through which specific long-term or short-term effects of visual expe-
rience can be investigated, starting from birth. The simple procedure of
compafing visual preferences or other discriminative responses at equal
conceptional ages, as well as at equal postnatal ages, is particularly
promising for distinguishing between experiential and maturational in-
fluences in the early months of life. One might argue that the usual
practice in behavioral studies of considering only the age from birth
implicitly assumes that nothing happens in the last weeks of fetal de-
velopment to affect neurologic or behavioral maturity. By several years
of age, the proportionally small differences in length of gestation within
the normal range might well be ignored;'but at birth or at several
months of age, this practice sometimes may leave the pivotal variable
out of the developmental equation and on other occasions may,
through assuming complete 'experiential determination, throw away
the proof of some effects of experience.

STAGES OF PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

In most of the research cited here, visual preferences have served as con-
venient behavioral in..cators of the early development of visual percep-
tion and information processing. From another viewpoint, the visual
selectivities themselves are patt of the development process; they have
considerable influence on what inl'ormatien is taken in l'or processing
and for directing behavior. It is to be assumed, then, that in "normal"
development the various cha'nges in visual selectivities will tend to WI-
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itate, rather than retard, the development process. And yet it is difficult
even to guess at the adaptive value of all the changes in selectivity at
various ages.

'It would make good sense irthe infant, starting with the selection of
stimuli.of minimal informational content, would gradually select more
complex, more detailed. more subtle, more varied, more novel, and
more ch:;figing stimuli as his capacities developed and his optimal com-
plexity level ros'. It might also be expected that this process would cul-
minate in the fine discrimination and absorbed attention to patterned
stimulation necessary for reading and other difficult perceptual tasks,
The findihgs in_the early months in some respects agree with this hypo-
thetical view: the infant, although starting well above the minimal com-
plexity level, does begin to attend to more complex, subtle, detailed,
and novel patterns. But in later months, the attention value of various
patterns genefally decreases, and attention turns more to solid objects,
flashing lighis, brightly colored objects, and moving targets (among the
targets used to date). By the end of the first year, little interest is
shown in flat patterns and little differential attention is shown for

'differences among such patterns a development seemingly opposite
to the expected direction.

Although the accumulation of information by the developing child is
a gradual and continuous process, the kials of information received and
the ways in which they are collected can .hinge radically with age and
experience. The young infant's absorption in patterns and differentia-
tion of variations in patterning, reaching a peak in the third and fourth
months of life, perhaps represents a stage in perceptual development in
which the motto is "information for its own sake." In this stage, the in-
fant spends vast amounts of time in seemingly useless visual explorations
and examinations, guided by the selective tendencies of his maturational
and experiential level. What is learned in this way is largely a mystery,
but it is certain that it goes beyond the perfection of oculomotor skills
and discriminative capacitMnd, most essentially, involves the accumu-
lation or assimilation of information from visual patterning. Also, it is
safe to assume that this stage is essential for normal progress toward
stages of visual information processing. Interference with this stage is
a likely factor in the retarding effects of environmental deprivation in
infants and of complete deprivation of patterned stimulation in young
animals.

One closely follbwing stage is that in which visual exploration is a
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means,,,rather than an end, looking. is a grade to oral. Mania, and 10,44.
Motor explorations and mampidatiOns of the envuoument through

which very different kinds or information arc accumnia: 'or assint
dated: Tor This purpose, the ti,d-Ofiriiis oLflat suif.n.et is of Tiftk-V-alue
runless accompanied by tactile .ualities WIICTC,IN otINvi .01014 and
form are highly relevant stimulus characteristics that were fou"d to
continue to be of high attention value throughout the first t, months of
life. This apparent de. .lopment has also No shown to take place in in-
fant monkeys," which in the early months sit life without deprivation
showed visual preferences for patterned over plain stimuli and for some .
patterns over others Lady in the second year of lac, when given a se-
ries of discrinunationtraming problems preceded by "free-choice" tesk,
the animals showed few selective resprnrses to. and sabsequently rarely

I learned to discriminate, painted variations in color, brightness, or'pat
ternmg. flowever. targets differing tactually as well as.visibly tr dil-
fering in form. texture, solidity, or site; tended to be differentiated in
the freechoice tests. in discrimination training. these pairs all received
more correct responses and were usually discriminated to critenon the
monkeys had learned m everyday life to pay attention to palpable,
"real" object characteristics and to ignore Mien:rico between painted
surfaces that were irrelevant for behavior. The variations in pattenimg
or color of flat surfaces wece still discriminable in the sense of brim
within tin: known capacities of the animals. that had been shown
early visual preferences. But they were not actually discrittimated
this stage because they were not noticed.

It play be asked whether the early selectivity for patterns and the
difforentiaticn among patterns has any adaptive significance, inasmuch
as it is replaeol by oak, sc!!.ctivitte!, sonic months later. Perhaps the

selectivity for patterns is 'imply the consequence of.the selectivity
of the nervous system the high responsiveness of visual receptors and
nerve cells, especially cortical cells, to spatial or temporal patterns and
the low responsiveness to uniform stimulation May in the earl:, months
be directly translated into oculomotor responsiveness. This explanation
is certainly plausible in general, andlt could be related to some of the
specific pattern selectivity shown by the infant. For example, the
tendency to give more attention to regular, linear patterns than to vat
ious other configuration!, during the early weeks of life could be a di-
rect behavioral expression of the selective responsiveness of cells in the
visual cortex to linear contours.2' Also, subsequent shifts in preference
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means,nither than an ina; Waking-is alitide to oral, manual, and loco-
motor explorations and manitiolattistfirof tite environment. through

. which very different finds ofinformstiOr are accumulated 'or assim-
Bated. for this purpose, the finftWriteilliiit
(unless accompeoled by tut& qiiiittiesi, Whereat object solidity and
form are highly,,rele...ant stimulus CluiraetelistiCA that were found to
continue to be of itio attention value th;oughout the first 6 months of
life. This apparent development has also bCrrt shown to take place in in-
fant monkeys,* which in the early months o-f-tife-without deprivation
showed visual preferences for patterned over plain stimuli and for some .
patterns over others. Early in the second year of life, when given a se-
ries of discrimination-training problems preceded by "free-choice" tests,

animals showed few selective-responses to. and subsequently rarely
[learned to discriminate, painted variations in color, brightness, or'pat-
terning. However, targets'differing tactually as well avisibly (i.e., dif-

-feting in form, texture, solidity, or size) tended to be differentiated in
the free-choice tests; in discrimination training, these pairs all received
more correct responses and were usually discriminated to criterion. The
monkeys had lea-rued-fir evegday life to pay attention to palpably.
"real" object characteristics and to ignore differeqces between painted
surfaces that were irrelevant for behavior. The variations in patterning
or color of flat surfaces were still discriminable in the sense of being

. within thi known capacities of the animals; that had been shown by
early visual preferences. But they were not actually discriminated at
this stage because they were not noticed.

It play be asked whether the early selectivity for patterns and the
diffoi.intiation among patterns has any adaptive significance, inasmuch
as it is rq-,I.wed by other selectivities some months later. Perhaps the
early selectivity (or patterns is simply the consequence of.the selectivity
of the nervous system: the high responsiveness of visual receptors and
nerve cells, especially cortical cells, to spatial or temporal patterns and
the low responsiveness to uniform stimulation may in the early. months
be directly translated into oculomotor responsiveness. This'explanation
is certainly plausible in general, andit could be related to some of the
specific pattern selectivitigs shown by the infant. For example, the
tendency to give more attention to regular, linear patterns then to var-
ious other configurations during the early weeks of life could be a di-
rect behavioral expression of the selective responsiveness of cells in the
visual cortex to linear contours." Also, subsequent shifts in preferenCe
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to e4culat or irregular configurations could signify e dominance of
lugbplevels tit' newaorganization in the direction of attention,'but
thiS is only .1 v.igue conjecture, ritaileitiihe_AbsencLafiithir explana-
tions of the amazingly strong selectivity for some pattern configura-

.

lions 1.4 terms of either adaptive value or expeidept
However, the more general selectivity for patterns m the vat%

infant can easily-be considered to be adaptive in focusing attention on/
. mtoriiiation-rich parts 91 the sufroundings and thus facilitating the
process of perceptual learning. cvel.opmental shifts in preferente to k
more complex patterns, to more subtle variation, in patterning, anOo
now' patterns appears to be similarly adaptive. And evengter the in;
fatal:et:ins to lose all interest in patterns per se, the patterning p oduced
by the loon, texture, fine details, and contouring of objects, s faeeS,
and people must be attended to for adaptive responses"; it is, o 'bepre-
sumed that this is made possible in part by the early intens#e.examina-
lion of simpler varieties of paltdrning. That an infant or a monkey; ig-
nores the patte,rns on stimulus cards does not`inean that a pattern
denoting a feelable texture, a movable object, or a walkable surface
will he similarly ignored. , ,. ..

Eventually. a further stage of development4c:reaclied in whtich'
patterning unrelated toapatol orientatirOr object manipulation is

'again a focus of atterp.iKr. For monkey's, this stage may occur only
after intensiveitserimination Graining not of pattern-.visiou
capacitie% but of patterniaNtivitles to counteract the'earlier liArni,ng .'
to ignore such stimulus variations,as irrelevant for everyday behavior.
But in,cluldren, a similar change occurs. apparentlx without training or
even encouragement. The young child develops an interest in piaure
books, photographs, representational drawings, abstract designs and
scribbles, and eventually printed language. (This is not intendedlip deny
the complexities of 4earning to read, but merely to suggest that the un-
trained interest in patterns on paper may be one essential predisposing
boor.) This is a new stage of information processing, rather'than a re-
version, to the earlier visual exploration of riatteps4 for the child is now
mach more efficient and retentive in his explorations sad gives meaning

,to much of the informational content of the pattert&. Furtherinore, the
motor skills and interests developed in the preceding.stage can have a
facilitating effect, as in the scribbling and drawing of the child, as sug-
gested by Gibson": "But scribbling is not simply play.... it is an op-
portunity for the educating of visual attedtion and for learning to per-.
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perception offpictorial. representations as distinct from and secondary .

to the perception of real objecrs amd sitrfaces, the former being mote
..

difficult and developing later than the latter. tin this light it would not

Understood. Th.': research of Eleanor Cbson and sociat&S16 on the dif

be surprising if the young infant failed to recogniz a schematic or
photographic rtpresantaTion of a human face. as s tggested above.) How ,414
the pere4tion of pictures al,. symbols on paper evelyps is not well

ferentiatioifand attention t distill ve feature I fetters or'ot her-
graphemes has given some i:lues o this process a id illustrated some of.
the direct ex'perimentarapprosiches being applie I . The improvementan
discriminative capacities is clearly part of this d velopmental process; but
alterations and refinements in vtilal selectivity re also essential' for the

'exercising and use of these capacities. Changes i rvistial bsefectivitiy may
Ni facrbe of more critkal importance. in that t e basic oculomotor co-,
ordinations. visual acuirks. and"pattern-discrim nation-capacities are
present long before' theya,re put to use in dee' !tering markings ou
paper. And if the new visual selectivities of the young child are neces-
sary for facilita ion of the normal developmen of pictorial perception

:it aberrations in the developni nt of these selectivities
co use retarded development of th se complex perceptual

.ae ,s; such a pos.' ility is at least wor h exploring.
konclusion or the Neon \ esearcholl infai t perception, of perhaps

more siginifictnee than theear senee,of p Itern-vision capacities,
is the strong influence of sel Veditention t patterns in general and

Among various patterns during the earliest sta e of perceptual deyelop-
,

ment. The specific selectivities and the.way t ey of .ct the development
process change considerably, but the importiai ce f tl eir influence
probably remains throughout all succeeding s ages.

e
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This report concerns some of the research conducted at the Brown
University Child PsychOlogy Laboratories on infant learning. It may
have some bearing on problems of reading disability, but in any event,
it is related to visual informatiOn processing and_early infant experience/
which I take to she the primary concerns of this conference.' .

TECHNIQUE OP STU DY

F'antz devised a most ingenious technique for determining what infants
prefer to look atand, by inference,, what they can see. His technique is
so simple as to pose an embarrassment for the history of the child- '
development field; one would think that it might have been capitalized
on before. Previously, people assessed`the visual capacities of infants in
terms of what they grasped with their hands. As you know, young in-
fants do not grasp for very much, so that early investigators were in-
clined tO assume that newborn-infants do not see anything. Now we
know better. Newborn infants de indeed see, and they profit fro , or ,
appreciate, and process visual information in Important ways ., their.
memories are affected by what they look at. Fantz's experime tsras
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.

well as ot rs, indicate that newborn infants fixaCe objects and patterns
in'their environment with their eyes, and they fixate some objects and
patterns more often or for longer periods than others. One can .tell
from the choice of one pattern,or.figuresiver another,Or from the in-
fant's responses to different visual pattOrns, what he prefers to look at,
or at least what he discriminates. . -

A study doge by Miranda (a formslitudent of Fantz) has recently
shown that even the ;immature intant.can see patterned stimulation.2
Miranda's study shows that -Co n aatiarage
(age since birth), is a determinant of visual selection. To demonstrIte
that, he compared 2131/2.-day-old, normal full-term babies with 27 pre-
mature infants, testing the latter group at less than 38 weeks of concep-
tional age. That is, the premature babies were tested, on the average,
approgimately I month before they would have been born as full-term ,,
infants. The stimuli were always presented in pairs, and Fantz's tech-
nique (which apparently has high reliability) involves observing whether
the infant's eyes go to the left or the rights He tifid'all the necessary
counterbalancing of left and right figures to preclude erroneous infer-
ences from position preferences.

PREMATURE INFANTS -
The easiest way to summarize the Miranda data, without 'distorting the
essential results, is to say that I month ffefore the expected date oil birth,
but 3 weeks after birth, the premature babies' pattern preferences were

. essentially consmant with the Visual-fixation'behavior displayed by the
full-term newborn babies tested at a mean age of 3'1i days. In general,
'both the premature and the full-teim babies re§olved grating stimuli of

' 1/2 in. apd 1/4 in.; they fixated these patterns mote frequently and for wS
longei periods than they did a plain gray stimulus. BWh the premature
and the full-term infants, moreover, tended to prefer the less complex
of paired s4imuli, but more consistently so for the premature babies of
lower conceptional age. s.

FIRSTIYEAR OF LIFE

.Tantz reports, on the basis of longitudinal data, that there is a meiked .
change in discriminative capacity and in preference with age. In is
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. '
conducting a longitudinal study from the ages of 2 to 92 weeks. Fantz
does not posit many.explanatioits for the marked change in preferences
that infants display over that period, but he does suggelt the possibility
that experience is .a ?rimary consideration in determining what the
child attends to most. He talks, for example, about the attention atuf
interestvaltie of various stimuli, which, according to his findings, seem
to change drastically over the first year of life. The genertal finding
within this period is that a plain.unmoving, unpatterned surface or
object of any color or brightness is low in attention value at all-ages.
Younger infants in particulariftem to like patterns --i.e., they attend
to them moreand especially ,blac -and-whithatterns with welt-
demarcated boundaries: '

It is also possible to conclude fiom the longitudinal, study that by
the age of 30-60 days a'circular figure, such as a btill's-eye, is preferred
over qinear figure. That is the age range-that Dr. Kagan has desCribed
within which some remarkable changes occur (see p. 324). The sche-
matic face seems to be preferred at Or4.11 over a picture of 'a real face.
The schematieface is fixated mon! than a photbgraph of alma' face un-
til-16 weeks of age, when the child comes to fixate more on the real-life
likeness. By 20 weeks of age, the child prefers a schematic face over a
jumbled°face. A solid face (three-dimensional) isp-referred with increas-
ing age over two-dimensional figures, and markedly so by 8 weeks of
age. By 6 weeks of age, an unfamilir figure tends to be preferred over
a repeatedly exposed figure.

HABITUATION
4

I hope that Dr. Kagan's presentatidn does not,leave the impression that
habituation and learning procisses dO not occur'in the human infant
until he is 30, 60, or 90 days old. A growing body of data indicates that
newborn children are remarkable habituators,to stimulation of many
sorts. Some of-the best data in the field are delved from olfactory-
stimulus work, and much work has alsObbeen done with auditory
stimulation.

In our own laboratbry,we have done a series of experimentt in
which we deliyed to the newborn child suth olfactOrisffinuli As anise
oil The newborn child does indeed respond with a *le-like-reaction,
and when stimulation by these odorants is repeated, the respons-e.de-
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chiles in even as few.as 10 trials. The newborn habituate> quickly to
leolfactoi-y stimuli. is well as to other stim4li that we ailminister in the '

laboratory. F`igure,1 shows a visually awaie and alert child being stimu-
lated with aniidorant on theen-d or a.-S-40. The infant's response in-
elud6 respiratory disruption. hea.rt-rate, acceleration, and, bodily wove-
ment measuted on a sta6ilimeter. These infants, all within the first 4
days of life. are hol)ked up to a polygraph from which we record a num-
ber of different behaviors. We are Ai) doing habituation experiments
With the sucking response The babies suck an artificial nipple that con-
tains a device permitting use record their rate and intensity of sucking.
Presentation of el tone or odorant interrupts a baby's sucking; strew -'

live presentations Sf the same stimulus will produce'a diminishing amount
. of interruption. a

Once the newlform child'is habituated to a given ()Omit or tone.
pres'entation of a different.stimuitiswitlibut violation of-the teinporal

a
4

r

FIGURE I Awake and akrt new rnbeing administered an odorant on cotton swab.
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sequencing of the - stimuli will cause the response to recover i.e., dis-
habituatiqn will fake place. Thl newbOrn can tell us which odorants he
is sensitive to both by his initial reactionsto stimuli and by hissecovery
insthavior after habituation to stimuli. Thus, the infant "reports" to us
when he can dacriminate the difference botween two stimuli. For ex-
ample, if he habituates within 10 trials to the anise oil, and then we
change to asafetida, his response will recover and he will thereby tell us
that heriuted,the.difference between asafetida and anise oil. (Strength
differences of the odorants are controlled through covnt'erbalancing.)_

In an elaboration of this procedure, w,e mixed odahtfts (A and Bc
and deliwred the nfixture to the inf.ints. After habituatiOn, we admin-
iistered A or B,scparately in the same diluent. In this situation, the child .

similarly &habituates. telling usthat he can discOnunate between odor-
ant A or B and the mixture of odorants A and B.

we 'think that we are dealing here, not with a peripheral phenomenon,
but rather with a central nervous system function, or sensory integra-
tion. We think that the last type of study, in which we induce. habitua-
tion to mixtures and then administer single components of those mix-
tures, brings us closer and closer to a learning process.

'REINFORCEMENr

,Kagan's inclination, I think, is toward the view that a child does not
bLome a habituator or learner until perhaps 30-60 days of age. Studies
of newborn children show that they learn: the best evidence comes
from a series of studies in which Dr. Einar R. Siqueland and I have p6-
tentiated the sucking response through reinfbrcing circumstances. Stim-
ulating a newborn child on one side of his mouth elicits an ipsilateral
rooting reflex.

&ad-Turning

1 am getting into bead-turning behavior now, which I think is close to
eturning behavior. which' in turn should be related to reading
behdvior.

In Figure 2, it can be seen that the baby's eyes are op4.and that he
has a rather alert appearance. Infants while sucking do not always go to
sleep, as we so often read. We hear all about how pacification produces.
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'

HGURI 2 Newborn infant sucking on automatw nipple device that enable% polystsphic recordins of
suction. i hive /alb lutrounding the itansducct cnabk adinoisttation of different nutrient% or tastes

.

sleep. a general lessening in body tone. and so on. but if the child has
%I:m(1y lept and is now feeding, putting a nipple in his mouth will
probablyArouse him. It arouses him visually and it arouses him with
respect 'to head-turning Ativity. Many mothers report that they are
able to communicate with their newborn babieitbest while they are
feeding them. The child looks up at its mother's eyes. end while suck-
ing looks around at the corners of the room and at other interesting 9b-
jects in the environment. We have not studied The looking be-
havit6r of th\ki young child. butwe have been observing other response
processes. %Lich as head-turning behavior, and I think that head- turning
ana eyeAurning responses are innately related. The situation pictured in
Figure 2. Incidentally, is one in which we are able to record the child's
sucking characteristics polygraphically. I might say as an aside that we
also hove the_opportunity, using this automated technique,' of feeding
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the infant as a consequence of certain tytmaaakiliaslor We can rem-
. tor.e hum through wells that enable the introduction into, his mouth of

dextrose, solutions or milk itt contfted amounts, not only to compare
the relative attract's'e ness of gustatory stimulation, but.also to reinforce
the child in learning studies

Condirmizzng

In our .Onditionedhead-turning studies, wecapitalite on a reiponse
that is in the newborn cluk0s tepertoire of congenital responses. the
rooting reflex or the turning of the !wail to.the stimulated side We feed
the dna when he turns his head after we touch him on the face. The
touch induces a head - turning response abut :251 of the. tune. If we
.sound,one tone. (ouch the baby on the left' side of his lace, and feed
hurl for turning there, the heal-turning response in that direction go+A
tip from 2.5`: to75':, In the same child and on alternate folds. if we
sound another tone and touch in the same place but do not feed him
Liu turning his head t i.e., do not operantly reinforce the respons.:). the
frequen.y of the response will either remain the same or even go down
to around NY We are thus abl: to establish discrimination in the new-
born child on the basis of tones and toucli to the cheeks, feeding differ-
entially in the presence of the two tones.

An elaboration of that technique invollfes switching tones A and B.
11 A was the previously reinforced tone, such that the child was fed for
responding to tone A plus touch and has come to respond 75r; of the
time. we'can make A the negative tone and B the positive tone. and we
get fhpover behavior. The child who was previously responding more to
A than to B t A having hem reinforced) can now be made to respond
more to B than to A simply through changing the reinforcement con-
tingencies i Even the newborn child. not to mention the 2-week-old or

.luld. is remarkably receptive. and his behavior changes
markedly in consequence of the stimulation provided

In
'

speaking to nurses with considerable experience with newborn
babies. I have often been amazed, in view of their extensive opportu-
nities to observe infants. that many do not believe that newborn babies,
cal see When we invite them into our laboratory and show them new.
born babies' honronta, and vertical scanning of dangling objects. they
are often overwhelmed and begin to wonder about their own visual
th.?ft;Cption
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Conjugate Reinforting walk Mobiles

Stimulated by the presence of the mobiles there and by.some sugges-
tions of J. McV. Hunts concerning their attractiveness for infants, we
didsoint studies with mobiles. There is a vast amount of literature On
c.perintvondirtoning in animals and children. Most of the Work his
used what I would call pellet reincorcernefit the delivery of something
that is discrete and can be picked 'up by the child or popped into hii
mouth, such as a small piece of candy. But concentration on that type --

of reinforcement reflects a restricted view of what reinforcement is like
in real life. Picture, for example. what goes ors between a mother and a --
nursing child. Whatever reintrcement occults isnot of the pellet varietys-.
When the child is sucking at the breast or bottle, the harder he sucks,
thktnore food he gets; reinforcement is commensurate with theAre-
quelity and intensity.of the sucking. I submit that visual reinforcement
in real life Is more like that, and not so much like.pellet FiAmnient.
We implemented research involving visual reinforcement.ortife hanging-
Mobile type, in which the child cantrols his own visual input-from his,
surroundings. Now, most parents and nurseries simply suspend the mor-
hikes at owe the crib. What would happen -if,, instead of sui rding the
visual stimulation before the chilki, we enabled the child t control his

;Own input? That is really what we all do when we turn our ils and.
move our eyes. We control our own visual' input, presuniably in some
sort of rational manner having to,do with the curiosity or interest 'value.
of the Stimplus.

Carolyn Kent Rovec.a former student its,the Brown University.ild ",i
Uboratories, implemented a'study with-hit own. 2-month-old
with five other children af similar age, using a type of reinforcementA
such' as that just descri601 It is coded' "conjugate reinforcement.%
think Ogden' Lindsley devised the tf,nn to sigiiify situations in which
the subject is in direct control of the reinforcer; the reinforcer occur-
iing immediately and being commensurate in intensity sidth"the activity,l;
of the subject. Pressing on an accelerator pedal would be an example of

spigot to obtain water, in ater amounts with increasing turns of the
this sort of interaction a subject and his environment; turning a

spigot, would be another exImpk. Two observers recorded the're-
s sponses. They obtained baseline meartirernentt of.activity of, for ex--

ample, the infants' right arms; if an tm moved a specified minimal
distarreAL that would be called a response. Each baby's right aim was

390
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OPERANT ACQUISITION

MINUTES

1-1C4.34 4` Mean eate of, te.potoe si Cum tionld .ordrigale teintottement .ondit ion in 18
infant% '14: v.ecks old, les attal,hed to mobile doting al,quition La.h point tepee ..,ent% a mt.
er0we Minnie orAwhation kar.h.une zeivotnts 44A. NUbjet%. Modified ltoin Rare.: and

then tied to the mobile hanging :thaw the.crib, so that when the baby
moved its arm, the mobile moved!

eigure 4 shows some data from Dr. Rovee's experiment. First, an
operant lever may be seen, consisting simply of a 3-min period, during
which sh recordM the number cif responses from each of the six chil-
dren while they were in the presence of the mobile but not operating it.
This was followed by a 15 min conjugate reinforcement phase. The
effect of this reinforcement on the babies' activity levels was highly
significait. Dr. Royce later introduced an extinction period by detach-
ing the cords from the babies` limbs. During extinction, there was a
diminution of behavior, and the children gradually became inwiterested,
or al least less interested in the mobile than they had been before. The
figure shows a cumulative recording of a full minute of the limb activity
of a.child, the child has had a minute to become higher in level of re-
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spunk to the manipitlable mobile than during baseline measurement,
when responses did not affect movenient of the mobile. By the time the
first minute of the conditioning phase is over, the infant has already had
an opportunity to learn that his actions control the mobile. However,
there is not a reliable difference between the last point in baaehne and
the firsr point in conditioning.

The increase in activity between baseline and conditioning over
minutes of recording is highly significant. The infant is learning to con-.
trol the stimulus, Then, in extinction, he learns that he no longer con-
trols/it, There is actually a very fast dropoff in activity when the baby's
behavior no longer has.anythihg to do with the control of Hit visual
stimulation. ThiS is also a reliable difference between the conditioning
and the extinction phases. Figure 5 deals with a possible objection to a
learning interpretation of the effects shown in the previous figure. It
might be argued. for example. that the effect obtained is only:appar-
ently a learning phenomenon and that it is due tio a baby's becoming
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FIGURE. 6 Unpublished data of Smith and Lipsitt showing operant responding of infant in conjugate
mobile situation. During baseline, infant's nght arm was not in mechanical contact with mobile. Durn.1
co dilioning phase, the cord was attached between the baby's arm and the mobile, following which the *
co was a elached for an extinction session. Note that the onset ofcrying elevated responses in the
sec inction session.

increasingly alert:with exposure, to the mobile (and perhaps to the
experimenter), and that the eventual diminution of behavior during
extinction is really a fatigue effect. But Rovee was able to keep four of
the six subjects in a study of reacquisition after the extinction phase.
There was recover)/ of the conjugate reinforcement effect, and if the
subject's limb was released from control of the mobile, his activity
then declined.

That the infants could be shown to intensify their behavior when in
control of their own Stimulus input and to reduce their behavior when
the response was no longer pertinent to visual input indicates that
lively visual stimulation may serve as a reinforcer to enhance learning
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behavior. It might alsO be speculated, converselthat the ilant's op-
,

portunity to control his own visual environment enhances'the attrac-
tiveness of t at Stimulation.

Folio ing r. Rovee's study, I was fortunate to have another stu-
dent; s, Les 'e Smith, who decided to follow her own baby over a
Ion period i this type of mobile. reinforcement situation. Her data
relate to the behavior of this one child successively, tested over several
months and with differmit.mobiles. The responses of this baby, first
seen at 6 weeks'of age,,nvy be seen in Figures 6 and 7 in the baseline
condition. Following Mrs. Smith attached the child's arm or leg to
the Mobile in manner similar to the procedure used by Dr. ovee.
Mrs. Smith, however, introduced an automated procedu for counting
responses; the lead to the counter is attached to the ba 's limb, long
with the mobile, so that a minimal movement would ac ivare the re-

CONJUGATE *ENFORCEMENT
ENTIRE elltD 140611.2
3 67 oars co SESSION 3

NOV IC 1967

ay

9

CZ 4

2

594 1_1______)9 5 10J_ .
RECONDITICNONG EXTNCTION RECONDITIONING EXTINCTION

SUCCESSIVE 30 SECOND INTERVALS

FIGURE 7 Unpublished data of Smith and Lipsitt..in 'third training seasion, infant's right leg responses
activated the mobile during Conditioning periods. Response iselevated during conditioning, in contrast
with performance during baseline and extinction periods.
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,corder. It may be seen\that whence mobile was controlled by the child
there was an increase in response, then a delcline under extinction con-
ditions, then an increase and decline again, and so on. The conjugate re-
inforcement phenomenon obviously.occurs even at 6 weeks of atve .'

4(rather, it can occur; thre are undoubtedly irtdividual differencis about
which we know very lit le), and.it can be a striking phenomenon. Note
that in this extinction p ase the baby began crying, following training
in contra of the stimulus, when his control of it was removed. This cry-
ing phenclnenon occurre\d frequently in this child during extinction
phases andslMrs. Smith responded, as would most mothers, by making
the mobile's movement once again available to the child, whereupon
crying stopped. This phenomenon may well be akin to or a precursor
of what is called "separation anxiety" in older children. When Mrs.

: Smith changed the mobile, she 'found that introduction of a novel mo-
bile enhanced the response of the child. On the basis of data obtained
later, it deems to us that this was not merely an effect of novelty, which -
was systematically checked out, but was a true preference of a red mo-
bile over a white one (Figure 8). Again, response level went down
sharply during extinction, although the child was still in the presence
of the red mobile, .

Conjugate Reinforcing with Suckitig

We are also seeing infants at various ages in the Hunter Laboratory for
conjugate reinforcement experiments devised and conducted by Pro-
fessor Siqueland. In these experiments, the child controls his visual in-
put through his sucking behavior. The visual stimulation is presented'
on the screen (Figure 9), The more frequently and more intensively the
baby sucks, thp more visual stimulation he gets, because the projector
is equipped to provide greater illumination with greater intensity or fre-
quency of sucking. It can be set in such a Way that the child's visual
stimulation will be proportional to both the rate and the intensity of
sucking. One can use a psychophysical-threshold procedure, whereby
the child has to suck with a certain intensity or the projector is not
triggered. In such install.cvs, one can operantly reinforce only high-
intensity sucks, and.not low-intensity sucks. From the behavior of con-
trol subjects in this situation, it appears that high4mplitude sucking
will wane over time if it is not reinforced. Thus, the controfTeoup
shows a decrement in sucking behavior relative to the group whose be-

4 :2
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Ikavior produces increased visual stimulation. The par allel between this
technique and the conjugate rtiobile technique is perhaps obvious...

1": Figure 10 pfesats data from three,groups of 10 4-month-old chjle
dren in one of Dr. Siquetand's studies. One group had its sucking te-
havior reinforced with light onset and light intensification. Another
group was a baseline group, which received no visual stimulation fdr
sucking; the babies had pacifiers in their mouths and their sucking be-
havior was recorded, but the sucking did not control the visual feed-

. back. A third group, represented by the dashed line that begins at thej
bottom, got reinforcement withdrawal with increases in suckin..ethat
is, this group started with the visual stimulus already full on, and suc-
cessive or repetitive sucking on the device produced withdrawal or

CONJUGATtfREINCORCEMENT
RED ANDIRNITE RINDS

TO DAYS OLD, SESSION
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BASELINE CONDTIONING * EXTINCTION CONDITIONING EXTINCTION ocCONoTiONtN0 REcoNeyip4046
RED ROO NWT( IMO . RED BIRO

SUCCESSIVE 30 SECOND INTERVALS
*KITE BIRD

FIGURE 8 Unpublished data of Smith and Lipsitt. Infant's responses to two mobiles, one ted and one
white, are compared in successive sessions. Response levels tend to be higher during presentations of the
red stimulus than the white stimulus, ind both tend' to be higher than performance during extinction
conditions.
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. .
l'IGURE 9 *Alan( o rating sucking maniptilandum. High - intensity suLks in..reaseollluininatton of slukh
shown on screen in r911,1 of subjJct, (After I . R. Sique,land.) . ,.

t '
diminutiontofilltaninition of the visual stimulus commensurate with
the higli:amplitude Slicking. . .

%.

These children, 4 mwithi old?: wet', being operantlii reinftitcedifor
tIteir sticking behavior,,and tilt: behavior was cpntrolled by tilt "nov:
elty- and attractiveness of the stimulus. This technique should imable
us to increase oar understanding, as L(id Farnh's innovaitionsl of iitte.n:
tional processes in the inQnt and the preferences that infants hav for

,different stimulation at different ages. , ,

IMPLICATIONS I)V PREMOTC14tITY

We will be able to follosw some of these children when they become
readers and perhaps see holy, some of our intervention procedures do
work. For example, we have a study in our Child Study Center with

,
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premature children, who arc fortuitously subjected to a relatively im-
poverished environnient, sometimes for as long as the first two months
of their lives. The natural state of affairs in the ordinary premature
nursery of most hospitals is such that the infants exist in what inay be
a rather deprived setting compared with the experiences that normal

co
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SUCKING REINF: GRP

STIMULUS WITHDRAWAL GRP

BASELINE. GRP
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4 5 6 7 B, 9 10 11 12 13 14 15,

BASAL CONO1 EXTINCT COM) 2 . EXTINCT 2

ONE MINUTE INTERVALS
HOUK r 1,0 Unpublished data from experiment of Siqueland involving three groups of 10
4monthold infants in whom sucking activity pioduced different visual consequences. One
group received visual reinforcement, the sucking behavior of a second group was associated
with stimulus diminution: and a third group served as a control, with no visual chimps oc-
curring during the recording of sucking behavior.
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full-term newborn infants have outside an incubator, in contact with
adults. There are considerable data availableto indicate that the pre-
mature child is in developmental jeopardy for some time after he is dis-
charged from the premature nursery and is growing up normally. Avail-
able documentation indicates that premature children as a group tend
to have lower intelligence, be poorer readers, have more difficulty in
school, and so on. Statistically speaking, the premature child has handi-
caps that seem to persist, and one his to wonder why. Some biologic
explanations might be inv,oked: the viability of the organism was,in
jeopardy from the start, it suffeted respiratory distress, and it did not
have the full complement of fetal nurture normally received by the full-
term infant. But one has to entertain an alternative hypothesis, namely
that part of the..deficit results from the understimulation that is made
necitsary for the first few weeks or months of postnatal life by the No-
logr prematurity, Dr. Siqueland is attenipting to provide compensatory
stimulus enrichment to premature babies through various means. The-
children are reinforced for looking, and They get picked up, rocked,
and spoken to by motherly nurses; in this way, they are provided with
extra Visual and other stimulation of a wide variety. It is the intent to-
follow up these infants for a long period to find out what effects occur
over the long run, in contrast with a control group that receives the
routine premature care.

On follow-up, one of the.situations to which the infants are subjected
is the sucking visual reinforcement previously described. Thus far, a
number of children have come back at 4 months of chronologic age,
some of them having been out of the hospital for only a couple of
months; among these infants are several sets of twins. When the stim-
ulated twins are now tested in the controlled learning situation, those
who have had such training seem on the basis of preliminary findings'

-to learn faster in this conjugate reinforcement situation. The stimulated
and nonstimulated premature babies are tested "blind" by an assistant
who does not know whether they are stimulated or control subjects.
First indicaiions.are that at least some learning effects are facilitated
by early stimulation of the premature children.

REL-EKANCE.TO READING

Let me try to draw some conclusions in an attempt to make these data
and this pfogram of studies relevant to the concern's of the present con-
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ference. It should be apparent that very young infants do indeed learn.
It should also be obvious from our cOnjugate reinforcement data that

aptlyininnts are p by visual stimu ation, particularly if it is novel. It
isimportani to note, however, that s me of our most striking learning
effects in infants appear in situations n which the baby himself is acting

"\on the environment to change his visual input.
What does all this mean for read g disability? First, the human being

is very responsive to stimulation, in luding visual stimulation, from
birth onward, and techniques are n available for extensive and longi-
tudinal study of the ways in which newborn and older infants are af-
fected by their visual surroundings. Second, it is now inappropriate for us
(educators and psychologists alike) to think in terms of merely waiting
for maturation of some behavioral processes. We now know that the
failure- of some kinds of behavior to occur is experientially induced,
and it appears that the overemphasis on maturational processes as pri-
mary determinants of development has, to some-extent. precluded or
inaibited our full exploration of the real learningTotential of children
at different ages. Too often ,re are inclined to say, when a child does
not seem to be learning to read well, that-he is not mature enough, that
he is not "ready" for reading. That Position is often just an escapea
poor excuse for our lack of competence \in devising appropriate tech-
niques for producing the desired behaviof. We child developmentalists
and educators cannot retreat much longek into the maturation argument
to account for our failures to implementIppropriate techniques to facil-
itate education in, children of diverse experience.

We saw from the presentation of Dr. Flom (p. 291) that by 3 years of
age at most, and I would guess by I or 11/2 years (if not before), the
child has the appropriate visual-acuity equipment to do a lot of things
that wsri at one time thooght impossible for the very youil. The argu-
ment Chit 4-year-olds. for example, lack the appropriate, visual appara-
tus to read has obviously been refuted, but that is exactly the kind of
"reading- readiness" argument that has been offered in the past to for-
bid earlier exploration of children's reading potential. I do not advocate
teaching I -year-olds to read, and in fact Ido not know whether it is pos-
sible. Moreover, I have no idea as to whether it would be good to teach
a I:year-old or even a 3,-year-old to read; that is quite another issue. But .

because the early indications are that it is possible to do so. we can no
longer resorto the often-voiced argument that it is better to wait for
maturation of "reading readiness" to evolve. From the scientific point

400 .
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of view, moreover, the learning components of "reading readiness"
should be given further study. Certainly, piirceptual pretraitung and
transfer of the effects of such training to the reading situation consti- .

tote important areas for exploration. Pretraining with visual stimulation
of the sort that I havi described here, perhaps along with coordinated
auditory stimulation such as occurs in real life, must be exceedingly im-

-portant in the development of fascination with reading materials on the
part of children who read well and who like to read.

It is my belief that children who read well and who read a lot find
some sort of joy in reading -joy in controlling their own environment

. very much'as the children in the conjugate reinforcement situation seem
to enjoy--manipulating their own visual input. Controlling one's own vi-
sual environment (and hence perhaps one's visual fantasies and imagery)
must be one.df the reinforcing characteristics involved in the persistence

__of reading behavior. If a child is going to enjoy reading, or enjoy the
"ingredients"- or precursors of reading-such as looking at books around
his home. looking at the printed word, and looking at pictures he has
to be reinforced. That is, for curiosity behaviOr to be perpetuated, it
seems to me that some sort of reinforcement process is involved in look-
ing at things in the environment, the kinds of things that reading teach-
ers get children to observe before they arc presented with the, printed
word.

My point and perhaps it is far-fetched-is that the kinds of processes
we are d9ling with in this research on infants capitalize on the curiosi-
ties of the child with respect to visual stimulation and reinforce the

child for looking, or for being curious.) think that this is the sort of
thing that-oc.41rs in the natural process of growing up and that rein-
forcement for looking constitutes a precursor for reading b.ehavior. For
example, if you punish a child every time he looks at a printed page, he

will soon not have much joy in looking at the printed page, and that is
probably what some teachers actually do to children during the early
phases of reading training.

We should note that early readers are good readers. It is possible that
both attatibutes are simply correlates of intelligence and that intelligence
is really the primary cause of both attributes; but I think that it is rea-
-sonafile-tor-eartsideethe possibility that early visual and other stimula-
tion is an important determinant of all three early reading, proficient
reading, and intelligence.

Finally. I think that reading disorders call for developmental investi-
_
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gallons of learning processes and learning disorders. The antecedents
of reading disabilities must have a good deal in common with other
developmental and learning attributes. We will know more about de-
velopmental processes generally when the learning of reading is better

..runaerstood. and we will knew more about reading aberrations when
developmental and learriing processes are betjter undegtood.
learning disorders call for the discovery of new types of remedial tech-

. niques involving learning principles: Even children who have true brain
dysfunction have to learn and do learn new modes of behavior. A dies-.
nosis of tirain dysfunction does not preclude the be_nericial administra-
tion of compensatory training. It is.certainly inappropriate to assume'
that, if a child has central nervous system anomalies, there is nothing
for the learning psychologist or the educator to do about it. from either
ate scientific or the remedial standpoint. Appropriate reading tech-
mopes are necessary for the dyslexiC child no less than for the neuro-
logically intact, child

40:
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The Nature of DYslexia

In this paper. I 41tenirt to describe what has been i' meant b)
toe terms -clv'sle \fa- "speeitik dv slev.ta." and "'developmental el} sh:xia-
these arc km :ninon terms that have become Limn-lasing be:ause authors
have ',ISLA them in Vt.) :Min), thiteteN ways I shall distils.% 4 nurntivt of

.t hn.cat 'sv ndromes involving serious diffii.ulties expenenced by appar-
entiv health}' children average intelligence in leaning to read and
write Some relesan work LonLerned with dirt-Kunio in learning to
rad and v.itte carried out rte the Department of Child Lite and Health
in the Inn.ersitv ol I dinbingh will be dest. ribed

114:~ding and spclImp 1.1)sOilltics Jt.111.114..1.1s, a result tit tliSVANC of

1114111 WhVil 4.1thilt!,_tnti Willing skills base been developed
will not ht distitissrd

111,510R1C-11. RI 1:11
fo.

%lam ditterilLes nl oriinkon about reading dis.tbilitv in 1, With en haw
their orivin in the ideas of caller author% anti to unsi.otkeptions about
their work '1 11 the 11104( its t:Wing much literature iliatjw...41read
been distils...4AI extensiveb , it seems worthwhile to describe the ways
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in which specific difficulties in learning to read and spell came to be
iceogiiiied, In the process, Many terms were used without agreernent
on their definitions

The Recognition of "Word Blindness

In the last half of the runeteenth century. neurologists were particu-
larly concerned with allocating specific; psychologic functions to spe-
cific areas of the brain. The identificidion of a "speech center by
Broca was followed by efforts to define pirts of the biain that'were
particularly conceited with reading and writing. Descriptions of adult
patients who lost the power to read and write as a result.',of a varietj, of
brain lesions were soon pliblished.4:"."." Ilensehens" attributed word
blindness, usually accompanied by difficulty in wnting, to a lesion of
the left angular gyms IMenni.:' considered that the lemon responsible
tor "alexia" was in the medial and itiferMr portions of'the left occipital
lobe 1:.21

At the same time, as the first papers on "congenital word deuIness"
and "developmental-aphasia" or "congenital aphasia" were being writ-
ten, the first inadequate accounts of children who were unable to rec-
ogiute written words or letters appeared. They were considered to
suffer from "congenital word blintIness.-78.1ft Soon, further reports
described otherwise healthy children of apparently average intelligence
who were "word blind" or "letter blind." Most of the early reports
were by ophthalmologists 411.64.6&122.126 It was perhaps inevitable that,
Just as children who suffered from "congenital aphasia" were assumed
to have brain lesions similar to those found in adults suffering from
aphasia, so children with "congenital word blindness" or "congenital t.
alexir were suspected of having.levions similar to those described in'
adults who had lost the Nwer to read and write fisher." for example,
suggested that congenital aphasia of one or both Angular gyre might be
responsible foi "congenital word-blindness It was difficulChowevei,
to reconcile that interpretation with reports of quite large numbers of
familial cases eet "word-blindness that soon appeared." 117.122.126.131
A fanuls in which NIX cases oecuried in two generations, including four
in one sibship of 11 chiliPen, was described by Ifinshelwood in 1917.61

As Cntchley remarks," "what might be :ailed the early history of
this condition (developmental ciysleXi'4)'Was closed by 1917, when
llinslielwood brought out his second monograph entitled Congenital .
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Word-Blindness" (in which he reviewed his experience with 31 cases of
congenital word blindness and summarized the work-of other authors
tip to that time). Hinshelwood defined the condition as

a congenital defeef occurring in children with otherwise normal and undamaged
brains, characterized by a disability in learning to read so great that it is manifestly
du to a pathological condition and where the attempts to teach the child by
ordinary methods have completely faied.

Congenital word blindness occurred more commonly in boys than in
girls and was often hereditary. Some children had difficulties in identi-

, fying whole words but could identify letters; others had difficulties in
identifying individual letters. Some, but not all. could not recognize,
written figures. Hinshelwood considered that the disorder was the re-
sult of a failure to develop the brain centers concerned with the visual
memory of words, letters, or figures. Auditory memory was commonly
unaffected. He made the acute observation that some children could
read text if they wer44 allowed to read aloud or even move their lips
silently while reading, but could not read silently without movement
of lips. tongue, or palate. Most patients could copy written mate
but they were quite unable to write to th ation. Hinshelwood inter-
preted this as indicating that there was limey in the ability to
reniember letter and word shapes. Because of their difficulties in read-,
ing, manrchildren guessed at words that they could not identify and
used accompanying pictures as clues to the contents of the written ma-
terial He noted that many patients who suffered from "congenital word
blindness" improved as they grew older and responded to teaching.

IlinThelwood's account of the clinical findings in children who std.-
, fered from "congenital word blindness:* remarkablyiamplete. al-
though he did not comment on the frequent history of Wood ted re-
tarded speech development or on "crossed laterality," an increased
tendency to left-handedness and ambidexterity already noted by other
authors.'" McCready postulated that there were common etiologic
factors in "word-blindness," "congenital word - deafness," "delay in the
acquisition of speech." and "stuttering." All these disorders could be
reggrded Ss being the result of "biological variations in the higher cere-
bral centres causing retardation" of the various Unctions of language.
He thought that they were the result of variations in the degree of txre-
bral dominance that was also manifest in weakness of lateralization of

4.1
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handedness shown by malty patients. Hinshelwood's idea that under-
development of cerebral dominance was important in determining the
disturbance of spoken and written language in his patients probably had
a considerable influence On later authors, particularly Orton."*. I°6

Study of Perceptual Defects

After Hinshelwood's work, further ,studies of patients with difficulties .

in learning to read and spell were devoted largely to more accurate de-
scriptions and analyses of their difficulties in recognizing, orienting,
interpreting, and reproducing written symbols of spoken language.
Bronner," in The Psychology of Special Abilities and Disabilities,
appears to have been the first author to study systematically the na-
ture, of the perceptual defects,associated with reading disability. She
attributed reading disabilityt6 faulty visual emory in one child and
to poor auditory discrimination and memory t nother,.but in many
other patients she was unable to discover any evt ice of perceptual
deficits and was at a loSs to account, for the children's difficulties in
learning'to read. She speculated as to whether reading required some
specific synthesizing ability that it was not possible to study With the
means at her disposal. Fildes47 observed that children who failed to
learn to read and write had difficulties in recognizing and.reproducing
shapes, designs, and patterns other than those fotind in written material.
Unfortunately,'a high proportion of her patients were mentally defec-
tive; her findings may have-been due partly to the fact that the discrim-
inatory powers of her subjects were immature of the time of testing.62,63

Gates52 found that children aged 8 or more with reading disability were-
as able to detect small differences in he shapes of test objects as were
those who had no reading difficulties. He denielithat visual perception
or memory could account for reading disability, and thought unfavorable
environmental factors including defective teaching, poor home back-
gound, and emotional disturbances--were more important than percep-
tual difficulties in causing reading disability. Bachmann,' using tachisto-
scopic exposure techniques, came to siinilar conclusions. He was
particularly impressed by the fact that children w specific reading
difficulty read es tremely slowly. Ombredane" otound no abnormal-
ities of visual form discrimination in three carefully studied children
aged 12-14 who had reading difficulty,

The contemperary studies of Feyeux46 have not received the atten-,)
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tion they deserve. Not only did she describe accurately the findings in
children with retardation of speech, but she also noted how frequently
it was associated with difficulties in learning to read and write. She em-
phasized that reading and writing difficulties must be considered to be
parts of a general language disability, although she recognized that a
proportion of children with difficulties in learning to read and spell
showed no obvious abnormalities in the development of speech.

Reversals Recognized

Orton'°3.'" emphasized the extent to which children who suffered
from "Word blindness" tended to reverse the order of letters and syl-
lables in words or of words in sentences. He doted the'instability in
recognizing and recalling the orientation of letters and the order of
letters in words, which he called "strephosymbolia" (twisted symbols).
In writing, this was manifest by the fact that loiters were often mal-
'formed-, apparently because the child was vague about the shape he was
trying to reproduce. They were often reversed wholly or in part, and
the order of letters, syllables, ottwords was often reversed or otherwise
confused. Thus, spelling was very unreliable and inaccurate. Many pa-

., tients could write and read mirrorwise muc.Lmore easily than unaf-
fected children.

Orton ")`..itsciis impressed by the frequency with which he found his
patients to be ambidextrous or left-handed or to show conflicting
laterality of eye' and hand. He hypothesized that in his patients there
was an intermixture of control ithe areas in the two hemispheres of .

the brain that serve the. vival or reading part of the language function
and that in normal children are active only in the dominant hemisphere.
He suggested that there mi4ht bejionflict between the mirror images in
the two hemispheres when word-blind children attempt to build associ-
ations between letters and spoken WO*. As a melt, confusion of ori-
entation and sequencing bight (keciir: , N

the data we have assembled from the study of.left handedness and of various
language difficulties in the family stock of children,whii have a specific disability
in learning to'read and show the strephosymbolia syndrome give what to me is
convincing evidence that such children represent intergrailes between right-sided
and leftsided familial tendencies.and that the reading disability follows fairly ,

definite hereditary trends.... In families with this disturbance there are also
more than the expected number of lefthanded members and persons with delayed .
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speech, stuttering, reading, writing and spelling disabilities, and abnormal clumsi-
ness (developmental apriyia). In the childhood histories of children who come to :

attention .'s presenting reading and spelling problems we not infrequently find indi .".
caicrs of developmental deviations in their acquisition of speerdi and motor
patterns.

. ,

He was careful to point out that, although he had described "develop -',J-
mental word deafness," "developmental motor aphasia," " dvelOp- _

mental alexia," and "developmental agraphia" separately, hese dis-
orders were in fact commonly found together in individual patients.
He emphasiied their common etiologic and clinical features and re-
garded them as manifestations of a disorder of

language as an evolutionary human function associated with the development of a
hierarchy of complex integrations in the nervous system and culminating in uni-
lateral control by one of the two brain hemisphetes (cerebral dominance).

Retardation in acquiriqg reading suggested that there was sompinter-
ference with This natural process of growth and development. l'a4

Orton and his disciples stimulated interest in children who Were slow;
to read. Many papers appeared in the United States and in European
countries describing patients who were "dyslexic," "alexic," Or "re-,

,tarded readers)' suffering from "strephosymbolia." Many of these
papers".88 reported children with symptom complexes very similar
to those described by.Orton.

Creak" described 38 boys and 12 girls with intelligence quotients
upwards of 70 who attended a child psychiatric clinic. They were 2
years retarded in reading, compared with their mental,ages as judged by
standard tests. She noted that, compared with children in the normal
population, a high proportion of patients showed mixed dominance,
i.e., were left-Nnded and right-eyed or right-handed and left-eyed. She
asked children to match shapes and patterns and reproduce them from
memory and with the pattern in front Of them.-She tested their ability
to listen iO,:a,simple rhythm and to reproduce it; many of her patients
failed to do it. She found that rivers* of numbers in reading and
writing to dictation occurred less'ess Trequentry than she had expected .

on the basis of the findings of Orton' and Monroe." She noted the
freqUency with which psychiatric,syjnptoms were found in children
suffering from.reading disabilities and speculatsd:about the extent to
which these symptoms were the result of readiA difficulties and con-



.. . , ,
.,

sequent unhealthy attitudes on the parts of pairenfijiul teachers and ,

'about htexten1 to which theicontri.blited to 011'600Ni-failure. Ur!:
fortunately, a'-rather high proportion of her patients-were of belovii ,

average intelligence.
Eustis42, described A. family in-which, four genet As sbcood iAn.

excess of ambidekterlty;:left-banclethesu' btzslak,,ciUmsiness-, retcrded
speech deyelopment;or other speech tiliordersarid readldg dis'abilitY:
He noted4hat "lhese' conditibrisOccur together in ,the iiiividual and
in Ais family tree stIfficiently,tif tan to constitute a syndrome;" that
all the:symptoms he had described were founttnormally in infants and.

young children, and were to be regarded as abnormal only when they
.persisted into later childhood andadult life. Eustiel,clescri
'cl*tretti with reading disability in 21 families. He To family his-
tory OrSpeech or reading difficulty in a high propor on of patient's.
The massive 'ork of Hallgren" in Stockholm contri uted significantly
to the understanding of the genetics of,"specific dysi xa." Hallgrh
found that 88% of the children he studied had a famil history of
speec 1 or reading disorders.

In cries of studies, Hermann and hivcolleagues" 61 reported on
the deficient penmanship and abnormal spelling of 'Idren with "spe-
cific dyslexia." In writing, there was malalignme of letters, omission
or repetition of words and letters, rotation of le ters, odd punctuation
marks, and misspellings. Typical faults were the partial or conrplete re-
versal of groups of letters andtoo short or too long linkages ,between
letters. Sometimes letters ran into each other and children were espe-
cially likely to omit letters that were not sounded. He noted the
marked tendency for children to write "phonetically" and related it
to their poor memory for the shapes of words. He suggested that
that might be attributed to some "underlying idiomotor apraxia." .

Hermann' considered that children.with-ggcific dyslexia could
, be defined as those having -.:

, . b. ,,, ...,- ,

,.
a defective capacity for acquiring at the normal time a proficiency in reading and
writing corresponding to average performance; the deficiency is dependent upon
constitutional factkus (Iterettity), is often aqompanied by difficulties with tither.
symbols (numbers, musical notation, etc.), it exists in the Sbsence of intellectual
defect or deacts of the sense organs which might retipst&he normal accomplish-
ment of these skills, and in the absence of past or present appreciable inhibitory
influences in the internal and eXteritai environinents.

The Nature of Dyslexia
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ermann was struck by the similarity of the, findings in children with
word-blindness" and those in Gerstmann's syndrome, in which right*

left confusion, finger agnosia, dyscalculia, and agraphia were found.
He wrote58:
v-

-Ago Wing had the opportunity of examining a number of patients with
,....'Geritinann's syndrome and having perused more than 1,000 case histories at

the Oidbfincleinstituttet, Copenhagen,1 have no doubt that the fundamental
disturbance in congenital word-blindness is the same as that of Gerstmann's
syndrome.

Further case reports were made by Rabinovitch and co-workers"2,U3;
Bender(' and de Hirsch28 noted that the "verbal visual configurations"
of children suffering from specific (dyslexia tended to remain unstable;
"perceptual, visuo-motor and motor patterning often remains inferior.
Their auditory discrimination is often poor, their Bender Gestalt is
relatively primitive."'

Relationship with Speech Development

Ingram and Reid"- attempted to distinguish healthy, intelligent chil-
dren from good environments with developmental dyslexia according
to their performance on the Wechsler Verbal and Performance Scales.
Irwas found that children whose scores on the Performance Scales
were significantly inferior to those on the Verbal Scale more often
showed errors of visuospatial.type when reading and spelling, whereas
those whose scores on the Verbal Scale were inferior more'often had
difficulties of audiophonic type. Some patients with a history of re-
tarded speech development and poor performance on the Wechsler
Verbal Scale had both visuospatial and audiophonic difficulties and
were thus severely educationally handicapped. As in other similar sur-
veys, a high proporlion of patients hid a positive family history of re-
tarded speech development, stammer, and educational difficulties.
Only 29% of patients were considered to have strong lateralization of
handedness, and 52% were left-eyed. It will be seen that many of thel
findings in this study are similar to those reported by creak."

Some further evidence that patients with retarded speech develop-
ment may have associated defects of visuospAtial perception is found in
the work of Doehring.32 Doehring studied, 20 children with severely re-
tarded speech development whb were diagnosed as "aphasic" and corn-
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pared their ability to memorize the localization of a visual stimulus, He
found that the accuracy of the performance of the aphasic group was .

significantly less than that of a matched group of deaf children oethat
of a group of normal children. He concruded that "children classified
as aphasic are retarded in some, but not all, aspects of visual percep-
tual ability."

Kinsbourne and Warrington".81.83 took this work further. They
developed a test of finger differentiation and demonstrated that 95r,,
of children ove, the age of 7 years succeeded in identifying their
fingers in.the tests that had been developed. They postulated that
children who showed relative inferiority of scores on the Wechsler
Performance Scales, compared with the Verbal.Scale, might show,dif-
ficulties in finger differentiation more frequently than those with rela-
tively inferior performance on the Verbal Scale. In particular, they
thought that there might be an association between inability to rec-
ognize one's finger& and inability to succeed in subtests of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Childre4 (wise) with a high spatial loading."
They concluded that the diiff&entiation of patients according to
Ingram and Reid's criteria was valid and wrote":

It appears that among backward readers and writ-as there exist two groups witll
developmental defects reminiscent of acquired cerebral syndromes in adults. Group
1 will be called the language retardation group and Group 2 the Gerstmann group.

The two groups are readily distinguishable by use of the finger tests. The Gcrst-
mann gronp.ts further characterized by a positive discrepancy score on the wise
greater than that occurring naturally in 95 per cent of the population.

They ctiniidered that in Group I there were difficultie,s in the sphere of
languageNhereas.iin Group 2 poor progress in learning to read and
write was attributable to difficulties in sequential ordering.

In further studies,of the nature of the difficulties in' the two groups.
of patients they had defintid, they noted that children with retarded
language development had a high proportion of extraneous letters in
their writing to dictation. whereas patients with difficulties in finger
differentiation produced a high proportiOn of errors related to letter
order. They concluded that patients with a history of retarded speech
development misspelled words in different ways and for different rea-
sons than did those who had higher scores od the Wechsler' Verbal Scale
than on the Wechsler Performance Scales and associated difficulties in
differentiating fingers. They considered that

4/1
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the association between finger agnosia and order errors in spelling appears to reflect.
an underlying, more general difficulty in processing information, both verbal and.
nonver%.?l, in terms of spatiotemporal sequence.83

Kinshourne and Warrington," like,Ingram and Reid," emphasized that
there appeared to be a number of different clinical syndromes that re-
suited in reading and spelling backwardness of greater or lesser
specificity. yf

Lateralization

Zangwill1377'1" discussed the significance of-weak lateralization of
handedness'in dyslexia. He was'skeptical of studies that merely com-
pared the incidence of atypical laterality in matched groups of back-
ward and normal readers, because he considered that reading retarda-
tion could have many different causes. He felt that itvould be useful
to ask whether there were particular types of reading backwardness
associated with anomalies of laterality. He thought it likely that such
differences would be found, and he wrote139:

I have been struck by the frequency of retarded speech development, de4cts of
spatial perception, motor clumsiness, and related indications of defective matura
tion in cases of dyslejcia presenting in illlateralised (and some left handed) chil-
dren."' In dyslexia presenting in fully right handed children (without familial
sinistrality), on the Other hand, I have been more impressed by the compiiative
"purity" of the disorder. It is in these latter.cases, perhaps, that a specific genetical
factor, as adduced by Hallgrenss and Hermann," might plausibly be assumed.

He considered that "minimal brain injury at birth" and "familial
dyslexia" need,not be mutually exclusive and that individuals lacking
strontand consistent lateral preference might be Particularly vulnerable
to the effects of stress--"for instance, minimal brain injury at birth may

'affect more severely those who show no strong tendency to lateral
specialization. " 139

Most authors report that significantly more boys than girls suffer
from serious difficulties in learning to read and write. The male: female
ratio is between 3: 1 and 5 in most large series.21 But in almost every
other respect, there are major inconsistencies in the findings of authors
who describe different seriesf patients suffering from specific dyslexia:
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These are largely attributabl,! to the differences at which patients
were studied and the very different means of selection, For example,
Ha II/An's patients came largely from remedial classes for children with
retarded reading ability." Patients described by Betts,8 Eames.37-39
andtark '8' were reported to have a high incidence of ophthalmologic
abnormalities, but this may not be surprising in view of the fact that the
authors were particularly interested in disorders of vision and visual per-

caption. Most studies have shown that minorxlefects of acuity, visual
fusion, and strabismus are not major e:ause§ of the types of reading dis-
abilities that have been described. Abnormalities of eye movement dur-
ing reading are almost certainly secondary to an underlying difficulty in
visuospatial orientation, rather than primary causes:2E55 A high inci-
dence of emotional disturbances among patients referred to departments
of child psychiatry is inevitable.2""" Drew," a neurologist, found
minor neurologic abnormalities in a father and his fwo sons who suf- I

feredIrom_Pfamilial congenital word-blindness," and suggested that
miiforrietvologic abnormalities might have been found more commonly
in more phients if they had been looked fiy--especially, perhaps, in
series described by pediatricians.

NEW STUDIES-

In a recent retrospective study, I76 childroged 7 or over were
referred to the Department of Child Life and Health,Ldinburgh. on
account of suspected "dyslexia." They were referred from family doe-

s, school medical officers, and psychologists, and the majority had
i:

I fspital for Sick Children, Edinbivg14.tht4. they were highly pre-
.08 examined in the Neurological and Speech Clinics of the Royal

pre-
selected. Fifty-four were excludild from further consiljoittron because
they were found not to be failing in readini, and the apparent educa-
tional difficulties of another 19 were, considered to be explicable on
grounds of their being of below average intelligence or because of inter-
rupted schooling or other environmental factors. Inadequate motivation
and sensory defects appeared to.explain the backwardness of nine chil-
dren. eight failed to complete the testing and were excluded from the
series; and four were too old for reliable diagnosis. Thcl:re renruned g2
patients who were considered to show reading failure as assessed by
their: scores on the Schonell Graded Word Test and the Stanford-Binet

0
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Intelligence. Scale 1960 Revis (on (Form 1.-M). Patients were considered
to be mildly affected if there was a discrepancy of 10-14 points between
their reading quotients and their intelligence quotients, moderately af-
fected if there was a discrepancy of 15-29 points, and severely affected

he-re-was a discrepancy of 30 or more points.
As a group, these children were reading at an overage of more than 2

years below their chronologic age. Only three ehildien were reihiiiig at
the level of their chronologic age. but they were more than 3 years re-
tarded in reading ability. commensurate with their mental age.

An attempt was made to classify children by The likelihood of their
suffering from "brain damage" according to their histories and indica-
tions of brain dysfunction ascertained in the course of detailed neuro-
logic examination and electroencephalography. Birth histories were
judged arbitrarily in the same way as were those of patients suffering
froth cerebral palsy in a previous stud VI They were scored for the
possible and probable traumatic, hypos c, and toxic Insults that they
might have suffered in utro. Thus, mild or moderately severe pre-
eclampsia was scored as one hypoxiL insult. severe pre-eclampsia or
antepartum hemorrhage or prolapse of the cord as two hypoxic insults.
Midcavity forceps delivery was counted as one traumatic insult, but la-
bor prolonged beyond 36 In in a first gestation or beyond 24 hr in a
Second gestation. breech extraction, JO high forCeps delivery were
counteiLis two traumatic insults each. Apnea up to 5 min was consid-

li---cred as one hypoxic insult. more prolonged apnea or cyanosis for more
1 than an hour as two hypoxic insults. Patients who were born after un-

complicated pregnancies. labors, and delivenes and who were normal in
tfie neonatal period were placed in category 0, those with one or two
insults in category 1. those with three or four Insults in category 2. and
those' with,five or more insult {in category 3.

A history of "clumsiness" or delayed motor milestones sufficiently
Wvere to make the parents Ned': ipedical advice placed a patient in cate-
gory I , A history of convulsions with fever, strabismus, or other condi-
tions frequently associated with chronic brain disease placid 5 patient
in category 2. Aihistory of definite head injury, meningitis. or encepha-
litis or of persistent neurologic impairmcnt, such as ataxia or neglect of

_a_liand, placed a patient in category 3
Patients were also classified according to the findings of neurologic

examination. Patients without abnormal neurologic signs were placed

414
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in category 0 lltros with minimal incoordination or a mild CUCS.s of
c.
. contralateral ass elated move9ient, for example on the Fog test, were
placed; in category I I. they probably had no more than a degree of new
rologic immaturity." In categoty 2 were those with more evidence of
motor impairment. particularly those showing the choreoid syndrome
or mild asymmetries in the reflexes without definite paresis Patients
with definite cerebral palsy or with epilepsy were placed in category 3

The electroencephalograms of patients were also classified into four
categories. Normal records for age were in category 0, records that
showed a mild excess of slow activity or minor asymmetries but no
paroxysmal activity were in category I . records in which there was a
definite excess of stow activity thot might be paroxysmal were in cab:
gory 2; and records with focal spike 4ctivity. spike wave activity, or
other evidence of epilepsy were in category 3

in assessing the likelihood of underlying brain damage. most weight
was green to the results of neurOlogic examination; for that seemed to
be the most informative method of study and.did not rely on retro.
spec .live findings.'' . .

As stated,..111 tpatients were given the StantordBmet Intelligence
Scale 1960 Rolston iForm L-Mi All but six, for whom reports froth
the school authorities were accepted, were given standardized tests in
Mecl meal arithmetic (Saone!! Form A ori), and the Schonell Spell.
mg T tip I 1.1.V.P. admini.,tacd. The Goodenough Draw A Man Test
was gi en to 49shildren muter the age of 10 years Children were
placed in one of two categories according to the results of these tests
In the first category were 62 children who appeared to have specific
reading and spelling difficulty only (referred y for the sake of brevity,
as "specifics") In the second 'were 20 cluldreri who faded in reading.,
spelling, and arithmetic +referred to as "generals" because they had gVn-
eral learning difficulty in spite of 14%otable mental. emotional, and en
vironmentat factors)

Thilit"spekilus" and "generals- were similar in age, social ,:lass, and
aver* iv flee kffillt10.01KM of the subgroups tilt fered appreciably only
in the sex ratio, the "generals" showing a higher prbportion of girls
than the "specifics More than 50' of patients gave a history di slow
speech doclopilleitt, the percentage being snot the two groups
About 4a; or the "specifics" and 25'; of the "generals" had a family
history of reading and spelling difficulties in sills, pareo, or aunts and

.
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uncles. 66% of those %Whit positive family history of reading difficul-
ties were in the category of severe reading failures, All the "ger, rats" .
.with positive family,histories were boys. and all were severe reading
failures In a slightly comparable group of O children of equivalent
intelligenceiand social class (but not compgrable in other respects), who
read normally. a family history of reading difficulty was found in only
in The "specifics" had less evidence of brain damage or dysfuhction
than the "generals." whether this was assessed on the basis of birth and
developmental history. clinical examination, or electroencephalopaphy.
Thus. 68"; of the "specifies" and only 35% of the "generals" were con-
sidered to have no significant neurologic abnormalities; 22 of the
'`specifics'" and 601; of the "generals" had significant neurologic ab-
normalities About.66t of the "specifics" had normal electroencephal-
ograms. compared with only I6'7, of the "generals," These are differ-
ences of statistical signiffeance.

An attempt was made to classify the types of reading error made by
patients in the two groups Difficulties in learning to reCogrute written
synibols, associate them with the corresponding audiiorY' image, and'
then synthesize them into words are charactenstic of the early stage of
eading At a later stage. visual recognition of words becomes immedi-
te. and finally the child reads by making a series of hypotheses. often

on slight contextual tilues. and learns to "scan" a line of prmt or
script s"." :

All the "specihcs'inade errors characteristic of the early star of' reading. involving confusion of letters or audiophonic synthesis. These
were found less frequently in the "general,' Although 77% of all "spe-
citieb" made audiophonic mistakes. only 107 of thj."generals" did. In
I I ': of the -specifics" only audiophonic mistakes were made, whereas
none of the -generals" made only that primitive type 9s error Audio-
phonic difficulties of this type were very striking in patients in the
"specific" group who had a history of retarded speech development,
but they were hot the only cause of their reading failufe_ ror example,
one 8-year-old in the "specific" group who had undergone entirely
normal development, had normal neurologic findings, and was of very
superior intelligence could not recognise the simplest words in pnnt-
sual as "dog," "man," or -my." In such cases. some inadequacy of
visual recognition mast be postulated

Although evidence of brain damage was usually, but not exclIsively,
associated with dyslexia and additional educational difficulties, it was
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not associated with a greater degree of difficulty in learning to read:
70% of the "generals" who had no evidence G!". brain abnormalities
showed severe reading failure, but only 57 %. of those with definite evi-
dence of brain abnormality showed severe reading failure, Furthermore,
among the "specifics," 60`Z of those with normal neurologic findings
had severe reading failure, compared with only 33% of those with defi-

'nite evidence of brain disease.
It is impossible to place the patients described in clearly defined:

categories on the basis of the findings reported. It is evident, however,
that speCific reading handicaps may be present in association with no
Clinical or electroencephalographic indications of brain abnormality,
with definite clinical indications of brain abnormality, or with neuri
logic signs that are more suggestive of neurologic immaturity than of
serious focal disease.

When there are definite clinical signs of brain apnormality, general
educational difficulties are more likely to be foti;fil than isolated read-
ing retardation, and the family history is foss often positive- for reading
and *Bing disorders,

Even in the group of paticilis with specific reading disability without
_clinical evidence of brain disease and with a positive family history of
reading and writing difficulties, it is possible to discern diffeient groups
for example, those whose errors in reading and spelling ate predomi-
nantly visuo pahal and those whose errors are predominantly of the
audiophonic type. with the latter more often having a history of re-
tarded speech development,!' This survey, being retrospective and
dealing with a highly selected population. is not very different from
a number of others that have been %imbed previously in this paper.
bufthe findings"do Indicate th specific developmental dyslexia"
should got be regarded as a si gle disease _entity. Moreover, it suggests,
in agreement with that "hereditary dyslexia" and "dyslexia
due to brain initity" are not necessarily mutually exclusive categories I"

It is apparent that there is a need for detailed studies of carefully .

selected groups of children with reading difficulties from the nem:.
logic, ophthalmo:ogic,spsychologic, and psychiatric points of-view, so
that the various syndromes associated with more or less "specific dys-
lexia" or "specific developmental dyslexia" May be further defined,"
At theesame time, it is only through comprehensive surveys of repre-
sentative groups of schoolchildren that the relative importance of these
syndromes. in causing retardation ;:an be assessed.
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While clinicians Were publishing large numbers of case reports about
children considered to suffer from specific dyslexia, psychologists
and educationalists were attempting to estimate the size and nature
of the problem of reading backwardness in large school popula-
tions '6'94;120'121129 Monroe." reporting as a former research associ-
ate of Orton, found 15 possible "causative factors" in reading disabil-
ity She recognized two major types of disability: "a lack of precision
in diserinunation of complex - visual patterns," shown m the child's
reading by.lus inability to comprehend words as units, although he
might be able tO recognize them when they were spelled out to him;
and lack of precision in discrimination of spatial orientation,"
similar to the tendency to reverse symbols and the order dlwritten
symbols described by Ortonn" as "strephosymbolia."

MaiMeeken" studic.; 383 children in a large Edinburgh-priinary
school between the ageSof 7 years 6 months and 10 yeark5 months.
In hirwwouls, "a cross section would show that the children come
from homes fairly far down but not very far up the social scale,"
MacMeekln gave individual tests of intelligence and reading ability. ,

She obtained a reading accomplishment quotient by using the for-
mula, treading ageimental age) X 100, and considered that those with
quotients of less than 85 were suffering from reading disability and
those with quotients of between 85 and 90 were "handicapped," Of
the children she "tested. 9,1'1 had quotients of 85 or less: I 2.2% of the
boys and 6 21; of the girls, a difference that was almost statistically sig-
nrticant_ The mean intelligence quotients of children wtth reodingdis-
ability were 106 3 for boys (rai*. 83-137) mid 101.9 for girls (range,
86-121). A very high proportion showed left-eye dominance, although
the distribution by handedness was not different from that of children
in theegeneral population. MacMceken recognized that "absences,
change of school, defective eye sight, defective hearing may and do .

produce reading achievement which is low in relation to mental ca-
pacity." but she considered these causes insufficient in themselves to
produce. disability of the severe degree that she found, although they
might be contributory 'causes. She considered that

these c)uldicn ate developmentalaphasics showing in varying degree and as major'
aspects of then pattern of difficulty the two aphasic syndromes of word recognition .
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difiltulty and the stretiliosymbolic tendency to reverse letters, to distort letters or
llables withis.words.

Her findings may be compared witt those obtained in a survey of
primary-school children in Stockholm carried out by Hallgren," whose
conclusions were broadly similar. although he found a lower incidence
of "left-eye dominance."

In a study of children in England, the Ministry of Education" found
that 1% of 18-year -olds, 1.45 of 15-year-olds, and 4.2% of 11-year-olds
had.reading ages of less than 7 years. Some 3 years later, a sufvey96 was
carried out in Middlesbordugh after programs of remedial reading had
been established. A somewhat smaller proportion of the population of
II-year-olds had reading ages of less than 7 years: 3.9% of boys and
1.3% of girls. In Leeds, 19(.1 of 1985 11- and 12-year-olds, excluding
those who attended gramniat (i.e., public) schools, were more than 2
years retarded in reading, as judged by chninologic age, and 8.6% were
2 years reta.rded,'4 judged by mental age.°

More recently, Morrisi°' 'noted that 19.2% of 7-year-olds in Kent
County, England, were still using their first reader, which implied that
they had hardly begun to learn to read.

A nationwide study" of 1 1,000 British 7-year-olds found that 11.2%
of boys and 5.9' of girls had not progressed beyond their first reading
book after 2 years of elementary-school instruction. The difference in
the proportions of boys and girls with rekitwietardation was statisti-
cally significant.

In'the United States, Eisenberg` studied the reading proficiency of
the entire sixth-grade population (aged about I?. years) in'a large urban
center. Some 28 were found to be two or more grades below their ex-
pected level. whereas in "commuter count);," 157 were two or more
grades below expected level, and in supenor independent schools, 07
(Table 1). In the independent schools, 827 were two or more grades in
advance of their expected reading ability. Eisenberg, like.,the authors of
the other popUlation studies quoted, emphasized the multiplicity of fac-
tors that could produce reading disability --soeiopsychologic: quantita-
tive and qualitative defects in teaching, deficiencies in cognitive stimu-
lation, and deficiencies in motivation (associated with ibcial pathology
or with piychopathology); and psychophySiologic: general debility,
sensory defects, intellectual defects, brain injury, and specific (idio-
pathic) reading disability.

/4 7
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TABLE I Reading Levels of'Sixth-Grade Children by School System°

School System Test
'X Retarded

'X Advanced > 2 Grades>2 Grades >1 Grade

Metropolis Stanford 28' 57 9
Commuter cizunty California 15 35 8
Suburbia " Iowa 3 19 34
independent Stanford 0 1 , . 82

aDerived from Eisenberg 4°

. .

ritish workers have sinularly been reluctant to subscribe to the vies
dltha specific development dyslexia is a major cause of reading disabil-

ity. tirt 16 refuted the i ea that specific dyslexia was of major impor-
t'

tance, and Vernon'27 wrote that "investigations which have been cited
- no clear evidence as to the existence of any innate organic condi-

which causes reading disability except perhups in a minority of
cases; though certainly inflate factors may, predispose the child toward
difficulty in learning to read." She appears to have regarded specific
dyslexia as an irremediable condition, and many of the studies she
quotes describe-patients who probably would have been diagnosed by
many clinicians and psychologists as suffering from "specific dyslexia."
Nevertheless, she admits that "there may be a class of individuals who
are generally lacking in maturation, these are the cases .. . who have no
well titablished laterality'and in addition exhibit speech and other mo-
tor disaders, temperamental instability and reading disability." Later,
she modified her point of view somewhat and appeared to be prepared
to admit that "specific.dyslexia" may be more important as a cause of
reading disability than she had originally thought."'

Daniels25 laid stress on the fact that virtually all children with severe
leading retardation could be helped by appropriate remedial teaching
and used this as an argument against the existence ofany such condi-
tion as "congenital word blindness." This argument, however, is not

generally accepted as valid by psychologists and remedial teachers who
have experience with large numbers of so-called "dyslexic children,"
most of whom are found-to make good progress with appropriate
treatment.").26.27.3"*"."6 ,,,

It is diffictilt not to feel, with Critchley," that the picture that has
developed in the minds of many educationalists and psychologists -that
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specific dyslexia is an irremediable, cluirly defined disease entity with
constant symptomatology and signs--is responsible for their not recog-
nizing the prevalence of the syndromes of specific dyslexia described
largely by medical authors.21'22 To some extent, however, medical
authors have contributed to this misconception by overemphasizing
the constancy with which, for example, directional confusion, mixed
laterality, and a positive family history of reading disorders are found.

In a recent, more open-minded study of the total population of S-
and l0 -year -olds in the Isle of Wight,lutter et al.19 found that 4% of
,children had reading ages measured on Neale's tests that were at least 28
months below their mental ages as assessed by the wtsc.test. The mean
Wechsler 1() of the children was 103.""36

It was found that speci i reading retardation was associated with considerable diffi-
culties in arithmetic, setfere problems in spelling, delay in the development of lan-
guage and immaturity of language still evident on examination to age nine and ten
years; 'rico-ordination; motor impersistence; right/left confusion; (possibly) diffi-
culties in constructional tasks; and a strong family history-of reading difficulties.
ThereNvas no association between left handedness or mixed handedness and specific
reading retardation. With this one exception, however, all the features said to be
characteristic of '`dyslexia" were found lobe associated with specific retardation,119

Rutter 18 studied the clustering of "dyslexic characteristics in individual
children showing speech and language abnormalities, motor incoordina-
tion, constructional difficulties, motor impersigtence and right/left con-
fusion." None of the 86 children with specific reading retardation
showed all five characteristics, only five showed four of them, nine
showed three, 20 showed two, 29 showed just one, and 23 children
showed none. Rutter concluded that there was no general tendency foi
the items to cluster together and that the associations between the vari-
ous developmental abnormalities were of a low order. He felt that his
findings offered no support for a single syndrome of "dy§lexia." A pos-
itive family history of reading difficulties was not found more fre-
quently in those with specific reading disability. Rutter recognized that
these findings-did nol-eActude the possibility that various syndromes
were associated with difficulty in learning to read and considered that,
"whatever the basic cause of the different types of specific reading re-

'tardation, the final state is frequently the result of a combination of
biological, social and psychological factors." His ideas conform with
those advanced by workers who believe that a number of syndromes
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with characteristic neurologic and psychologic findings may contribute
to the difficulties in leatning to read found in children inanylarge .

population:"."°,7s.1°9 . .

STUDIES OF CHILDREN SUFFERING FROM BRAIN DAMAGE

Studies of children suffering from cerebral palsy and other syndromes
associated with nonprogressive braM damage sustained before, during,
or Shortly after birth inevitably influenced contemporary thought about
the nature of reading and spelling difficulties ih childhood. Lords',"
emphasized,the lack of correlation between mental age and educability
in patients suffering from cerebral palsy and described the perceptual
and visuomotor difficulties from which many children suffered, includ-
ing some with relatively high intelligence. She observed that many dys-
kinetic children (in whom involuntary movements were the presenting
feature) could draw, whereas other spastic children, whose motor func-
tions were less impaired, could dra'w less well because of associated per
ceptual difficulties. Strauss and Lehtinen'23 summarized Strauss and
Werner's work'" with figure background tests (marble board, tachisto-
scopically exposed pictures, tactual motor tests) and other tests in chil-
dren with brain damage, in many of whom behavioral abnormalities and
epilepsy were shown, but not cerebral palsy. Cruickshank and Bice" it-
tenpted to correlate the nature of the failures on psychologic tests with
the different clinical diagnoses of cerebral palsy and the clinical severity
of the c ndition.

A m e extensive review of the perceptual difficulties of children suf-
fering om cerebral palsy, particularly figure-background relationships,
was ma e by Cruickshank et al." They studied 110 nonhandicapped
children nd 325 children between 6 and 16 years old who suffered
from ce ralopalsy and had a minimal mental age of 6 years and IQ

within average for age. Six tests of tactile and visual perception were
given to the children. It was found that cerebral-palsied children made
consistently poorer performances than the nonhandicapped children in
four of the six tests-administered. Spastics had more difficulty in carry-
ing out the tests than children suffering from choreo-athetrisis (dyski-,
netic cerebral palsy). The relationships between the tests were low, but
performance on the tests did correlate with chronologic age.

Floyer`k studied 72 cerebral-palsied children who were considered
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educable. The groUp\was matched with normal. children for sex, IQ, and
chronologic age. It was found that tests.most sensitive to lag or distur-'
bailee in visuospatial perception tended to be poorly performed by the
patients who suffered from cerebral palsy, especially the girls. They had
difficulty in visuomotor tasks, such as assembling pieces of form board,
block building from memory, copying simple deiigns on paper, and do-
ing the progressive inatrices\of Raven.'" Floyer, like many other au-
thors, emphasized that many of the difficulties on psychologic testing
that she found inpatients suffering from cerebral palsy could be inter-
preted in terms of immaturity of-functioning, rather than.permanent
disturbance of function that could be attributed-to a particular brain

34'12$

The queition as to how far the visuospatial difficulties and the assor
dated difficulties in reading and spelling may be regarded as manifesta-
tions of developmental lag in concept formation or as specific deficits
unlikely to disappear with maturation is fully discussed by Aber-
crombie,' whO concluded that

it would seem that as far as perception is concerned, there is little evidence that
cerebral palsied children see things in a distorted manger, though they may see
them in a primitive or immature way, that is, they fad to make differentiations at
the level of complexity which might be expected from their mental age. They can
therefore bt described as suffering from developmental lag in their perceptual skills.
The bizarre drawings and other constructions which some of them miVe may seem
to be unlike what normal children produce at any age, but it is possible that these
also may be explained by a nuxtine of immature and more mature ways of
performing,

She notes, however, that although there is sortie evidence that the de-
veloping brain is functionally disordered by localized damage in less spe-
cific ways than the adult brain, it is perfectly possible that different
kinds of perceptual constructive or cognitive difficulties resulting from
chronic lesions at different sites might be revealed by more sophisii-
'cated psychologic tests. Same evidence for the latter view may he found
in the work of Wede11.132"33

Birch and Lefford9 and Bortner and Birch" emphasize the way in
which tacti...., visual, and auditory perceptions modify each other and.
affect behavior as children mattire. They write':

The evidence for normal children strongly confirms the view that the elaboration
intersensory relations represents set of developmental ftinctions showing age.
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specific characteristics and markedly regular curves of growth. At the very least, the
emergence of such relationships appears to be delayed in the "brain-damaged" chil-
dren, a factor which may seriously limit possibilities for the normal utilization arid
integration of environmental information.

They found that a high proportion-of their "brain-damaged subjects"
showed severe impairment of intersensory perception, which did not
appear to improve, between the ages of 5 and 18 years.

Prechtl and Stemmer"° attempted to pick out a uniform neurologic
syndrome among-the many heterogeneous groups of hiperkinetic chil-
dren who had been referred to a neurologist because of popr school per-
formance. Fifty children whose major abnormality on neurologic and
electroencephalographic examination was round to be the presenci of
choreiform movements were studied in detail. A high proportion
showed additional minor neurologic, abnormalities on careful exam-
ination. Of the 50 children, 90(,1 had "more or less trouble in reading."
They were frequently described by their parents and teachers as being
abnormally clumsy, distractible, and restless; they found sitting still or
concentrating on a subject for long periods extremely difficult. Prechtl
and Stemmer were inclined to attribute the learning diffitulties of this
group of children suffering from the "choreiform syndroine" to diffi-
culties of visual fixation, instability of concentration, and a lag in the
development of cerebral dominance and "complex functions." A high
proportion of such patients score very poorly on tests of visuospatial
perception and as noted by Birch and Lefforcl,° have difficulties in
intersensory integration. A positive family history of difficulties in ,,

learning to read and spell was not noted jn the account given by Prechtl
and Stemmer of their studies."°

It is clear from the investigations of visuospatial and intersensory per-
ception in brain-damaged children described above that a variety' of
handicaps that impair children's ability to learn to read and spell are
found frequently. The extent to which their perceptual defects can be
attributed to maturational lag aid to cfamage to particular areas of the
developing brain is still a subject for much discussion.°0'8237 Certainly,
it is difficult to distinguish the reading and spelling errors made by chil-
dren with known brain damage from those made by children with no
evidence of brain damage but with a positive family history of reading
and spelling difficulties.

The finding that a high proportion of children who suffer from
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cerebral palsy and otheriminifestations of brain damage are slow to
speak. have difficulties in learning to read and spell. and may perform
poorly on tests of auditory and visuospatial p rception has.given rise to
much speculation as to. the causesof readin and spelling difficulties in
the whole child community.69.72."

'PROSPECTIVE SURVEYS

Retrospective studies of series of children suffering from reading dis-
ability have many drawbacks. If they,deal with large population sam-
ples, individual pupils tend not to be fully investigated by all the
methods available in psychologic and medical research. Smaller popu-
lationt are more manageable, but children with significant . difficulties
in learning to read and spell are few and tend to be very heterogeneous,
so that firm conclusions about the causes and nature of their difficulties
cannot be made. Prospective studies in which groups of preschool chil-
dren are selected for investigation by clinical and psychologic methods
before they go to school and then re- examined and retested in their
early,school years are of great value. Three studies of this type will h.
described:

Completed Studies

The firt study is described in Predicting Reading Failure by de Hirsch,
eta" ,which gives an account of a study of 53 children who came
from homes in whichInglish was the predominant spoken languoge.
had IQ's within one standard deviation of 100 as obtained on a.. n L
of the, Stanford -Binet Intelligence Scale (1937 Revision), and showed
no significant sensory defects and no evidence of pSychopathology. A
wide variety of tests of "behavioural patterning, motility patterning.
gross mOtor.patterning, fine motor patterning, laterality, body image
perception, visual perception patterning, auditory perceptual pattern-
ing, receptive language tests, expressive-language tests and sentence de-
velopment" were given, in addition to reading-readiness tests, while the
children were in kindergarten. There were 37 tests in all. After I year at
school, all the children were given standardized tests of reading, spelling,
and writing; after another year at school, tests were reputed.

The aim of de Hitsch and her colleagues was to develop a battery of
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tests that could be given in the kindergarten period and could predict
which children were likely to suffer from reading and spelling difficul-
ties in later years. They found that a series of 10.testsability to use a
pencil, the Bender Vistro-Motor Gestalt Test, the Wepman Auditory
Discrimination Test, the Number of Words Used in a Story Test, tests
of categorization, the Horst Reversals Test,67 the Gates Word Matching
Test, two tens of word recognition, and one test of word reproduction
gave scores in the kindergarten .period that correlated closely with the .

scores obtained on standardized tests of reading and spelling given at
the end of the first two grades of schooling (ages 7 and 8). Eightchil-.
dren were placed in the class of "failing.readers." They comprised the
lowest 15% among the children tested; all of them scored zero on the
Gray Oral Reading Test at the end of the first grade, and five of them
scored zero again a year later. Six of the eight failing children were
boys; five were noted to be "markedly hyperactive, distractable, im;
pulsive and disinhibited; they needed many opportunities to move
around the room, and became resentful When they were required to.
sit still!' Interestingly,They showed no more-ambilateral responses
than did the other 45 children, but "the auditory- perceptual and oral-
language tools of the failing readers were decidedly inferior to those of
the remain* subjects." Four boys and four girls were categorized as
"slow starters." They scored zero on the Gray Oral Reading Test at the
end of the first grade, but achieved their expected level at the end of
the second grade. Their reading and spelling difficulties appeared to be
transient; as they developed and received instruction, their performance
improved. Two boys and 5ix girls were considered to be "superior
achievers" both in reading and in spelling.

De Hirsch et al. commented that
0

the failing leader's perceptual, motor and linguistic responses were sulkingly un-
stable. As do chronologically yo anger children they functioned at a primitive and
an undifferentiated level. Their fragmented,flee drawings, their poorly synthe-
sised Bender designs, their inability to organise parts ofa story into a meaningful
whole suggested a relatively low level of integrative competence.

It was not, however, any failure on arty, single task that distinguished the failing
readeri from the other subjects but rather the accumulation of deficits.

They thought the "accumulation of deficits" pointed to severe matura-
tional lags. They argued that the relatively poor scores of prematurely
born children, compared with those of children born at term and having
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equivalent intelligence, reported by Kawi and Pasamanicle6 and Drillien36
and confirmed by their own studies, might also be explained on the basis
of retarded maturation of higher nervous activity:

In summary these findings as well as clinical experience support our suppositpn
that there is indeed a close link between a child's maturational status at kinder
garten age and his renting and spelling achievements several years later.

A relativey small but very detailed longitudinal study of the reading
and spelling handicaps of 56 boys attending an upper-class school in the
United States has recently been presented by Rawson.'" Rawson rated
the severity of difficulties in learning to read and write in her pupils and
considered that there was a continuum of language ability between
those who were superior and those who could be considered "dyslexic."
She categorized 20 children as having high, 16 medium, and 20 low
language facility. Of the 20 children with low language facility, eight
were categorized as suffering from moderate dyslexia and 12 as suffer-

ing from severe dyslexia. It is to be-noted, however, that four.of the I
in the Jaffer category were admitted to school after the first grade be-
cause there was a language re-education program in the school that the
children's parents wanted to take advantage of.

Rawson followed her pupils into adult life and was able to show that
even those who seemed most handicapped by language disability
achieved university degrees and professional positions in society ir later
life at least equal to those of their school fellows with high language-
learning ability, even though they might have some residual difficulties
in rtading rapidly and especially in spelling conventionally. It is 'Interest-
ing to note how aware of their minor persisting difficulties man) of her
ex-pupils were as adults. Like MacMeeken,u Rawson felt that difficul-
ties in the environment contributed to, rather than caused, readini., and
writing difRulties.

'4iVew Findings

In 1961. the Medical Research Councilsupported a program of researt.h
into the problems of children 2';').-.5 years old with retarded speech de-

velopment and their later educational problems in the Department of
Child Life and Health. University of E434inburgh. As noted earlier, a
number of papers had indicated that a' high proportion of children with
Slow speech development later had difficulties in learning to read and

4 3 5
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write.20.42.46.93-93.103 Rawson'15 reports speech development problems
innine of her I 2 most severely dyslexic subjects. Of the 78 child=
considered to suffer from developmental dyslexia studied by Ingram
and Reid," more thin half showed retardation of 'speech development;
less formal studies of children in a speech clinic demonstrated that a
high proportion of them had later difficulties in learning to read and
write."

To see whether it was possible to isolate one relatively "pure': type
of dyslexia, it was decided to investigate what happened, to a series of
Children with significantly retarded speech development once they
went to school. The subjects were a group of 73 children in whom a
diagnosis of speech retardation was made in the Speech Clinic of the
Royal Hospital for vick Children, Edinburgh, and subsequently con-
firmed on the basis of tests of articulatory development and language
development in the Department of Child Life and Health, University of
Edinburgh. So that the effects of environmental influences and, in par-
ticular, social differences would be minimized, children of only the two
upper social classes (land 11 according to the Registrar General's classi-
fication) were chosen. A control group of 140 children of similar class
was obtained, so that variables that might adversely affect the learning
of reading and spelling (other than speech retardation in the clinical
group) might be excluded. Excluded from both oups were children
with any history that gave. rise to suspicion of bra damage, abnormal
behavioral development,1hearing impairment, beha or disorders, or any
neurologic abnormalities on examination. The-hypothesis was that
healthy children of average or superior intelligence who showed re-
larded speech development would later have more difficulties in learn-
ing to read and spell than a comparable group of children without re-
tarded speech development.

This study is still incomnlete;because it is impossible to test reading
and spelling performance accurately before children have been in school
at least 2 years. Up to October 1968.78 control and speech-retarded
children had been tested after being in school for at least 2 years. Some #
preliminary results are shown in Table 2.

Because the average to of patientsin the control group was a little.
higher than that of the speech-retarded patients, 29-children in each
group were matched for sex and Stanford-Binet to . These matched sub-
groups showed the k t me differences as the entire group.
. There were verrignificant qualitative differences between the chit-

. _
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TABLE 2 Analysis of Preliminary Data (to Apo! 1968) tin LOCI School Attain-
ments of Speech-Retarded Chddrene

Itockvatdb
nail Gmup No Ft Group No

Reading SpeechreIuded 1 15 29
Normal control 1 1

p' Spelling Spetch.muuded 51 18 35
Normal control 78 k 6

Anthmeuc Speti:h.rt laqed 3 4 8
NunnAl tonuol 7$ 6 8

a,Denved (tom Mason
90

°,41oolsiat backsverdneti it ronsiderell' to be mdtsateil by eduksstionst ale 6 months below
chronoiop ate of 7 Years intespective of IQ

dren who had history a speech-retardation and those with normal
speech development .011y nine 418',') of the 51 speech-retarded chil-
dren made a good start in reading. 14127',-1 started badly but seemed
to "catch up" and had a reading quotient within 15 points of IQ at the
time of test; the remaining patients were retar ed in reading attainment.
In comparison, only I 51--;-_ of the control group of pa tints had difficulty
in the initial stages of learning to read These findings may be compared
with those of de Iiirschr

All the speech-retarded children except the nine (IV ) who suc-
ceeded in reading from the start gave evidence of perceptual made-
quacyl" of either visuospatial or 41diophonic type. Of the lb children
who failed completely in burning read, three had severe visuospatial
ifilcullies, two had severe aGthophonic difficulties, and 11 had diffi-

culties of both typo Of 14 children with mild, moderate, or severe
failure. four had visuospbttal drfficulties, six audiophonic, and lout
both. 0112 who had problems in the early stages but were reading sat-
isfactorily at the age of 7. four had continuing audiophonic difficulties
with or without visuospatial difficulties, and the other eight had lost the
audiophonic disabilities that had previously troubled them, This finding
supports Schonelt's observationsu° that audiophonic difficulties dimin-
ish in seventy and frequency with increasing age It also indicatts that
audiophonic inadequacy for reading may arise from a developmental lag.
rather than from chronic inadequacy-56'13S
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It was not surprising to find that the subjects who sufierrd from slow
speech development. many of whom had residual speech defects. ex-
penerifed audiophonic difficulties when they came to leans to read. It
became increasingly apparent as the study proceeded. however, that
man) of the difficulties m learning to read suffered by the subjects with
sloW speech development were not of audiophonic type. but visuospa-
tial Mason' made the interesting observation that children with speech
retardation. tested before the} had reached school age, showed signifi-
cantly depressed scores on the Goodenough Draw A Man Test. com-
pared with the control group Mason considered that the relative failure
Of the subjects in the speech-retarded group could be considered as one
aspect of maturational lag, inasmuch as the subjects "drew a man" in
the same way as children in the control'groups would when 2 or 3 years
younger The extent to which their relative inability to draw a man
could tie attributed to visuospatialisabilities and the extent to which
those disabilities could be related to deficiencies in conceptualization
are subjects for speculation 29."."

The interim tindin of this still incomplete-study indicate that
speech-retarded children in the upper social classes in Edinburgh. irre-
spectir of their level of intelligence, are at a high risk of failing to learn
to read and spell as quickly as children of similar intelligence and social t,

class without a history of speech retardation The risk of reading failure .

is as great as 751. when the degree of speech retardation is 18 months or
more at the age of 4Y years At least I br,+; of the speechretarded chil-
dren so far tested Meet the definition of a child ruffering from "specific
dyslexia" le a child who. in the absence of unpaired inteillgencv,
physical defects, poor motivation, or adverse environmental factors.
nevertheless experiences severe difficulty in the learning of reading al-
though he performs satisfactorily in the early school years in subjects
indekendent of .11:ailing The proportion of children considered to suffer
from "specific dyslexia" is likely to increase considerably as the study
proceeds,

Reading disability did not appear to be associated with any evidence
of organic disorders in the patients studied, rather stringent neurologic
examination had failed to meal anyiadications of brain abnormality.
But the reading and spelling difficulties could not be attributed to en-
vironmental difficulties There appeared to be evidence of constitu-
tional reading disabilities These disabilities, however: did not take a
single form Some children were retarded in reading because they were

(
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unable to perft,:r. :..aequately in the audiophonic ;tasks demanded by
reading. others because ttieihad visuospatial difficulties. In a third
group, both types of difficulty were apparent. Preliminary data suggest
that the outlook for overcoming or outgrowing reading and spelling dis-
abilities is most favorable when the difficulties are audioptionie

.0

DISCUSSION

The Reading bocess-
-- .

What is known about the complex processes by which children learn
to read and write with accurate spelling ha* been fully reviewed by
Verrion.1271," Schonell,'" Burt,'e' " and, from rather different stand-
points, Vygo.fikii.!3° ePiaget.1°., and Luria." ...." _

'Lurie" potrim 'Pat that the process of reading begins with the percep-
tion of letters and theh the, analysis of their conventional phonetic
value. "This is followed by a very complex proce' ss. causing the must
,obvious difficulty in educatiOn the process of fusion of the phonetic
letters into words." Isolated phonetic sx,inastave to be tecodettinto*
complete syllables befoie fhey can be ccirhbined into whokwonis.
reading skill develops, the "analysis and synthesis of individual pho:
vatic letters is gradually contracted and,simplified anis eventually
transformed into the direct recognition of words by siit."

I Ma confiders that this is a characteristic of fully nevelOped,readirig,
skid. thethud stage. This stage of reading skill is reached When the
reader perceives immediately the likely-meaning of groupt of lettersor
words and begins to "scan sentences. Helearns tq eoMpa,re the el:
pected meaning from menial clues given in sfie text with 14 tneaning
actually expressed. and it is only occasionally with difficult words ,
* has to` resort to the earlier methods of detailed pholOtic analysiS and
synthesis. The process by which the child develops "Iguo4iireadine' or' "r
readihg sentences or even paragraphs on the hasis-orminitnit elites- is
crucial to the veIQpmcnt fluent reading charactVristie ror literate
adults.

To recognize letters, some minimal visuospatia; abilities ttx're-
quirred.52'" Verixinir points out that, to identify words, a child must
be able to recognize individual letters and perceive their ordermuin
'space 1- a to be in a position to sound them correctly. In most caks..

4
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while they are acquiring the ability to do that.,most children learn to
recognize same words by their characteristic shape, and the "guessing.
reading,' process desctibed by Luria begins,

Vernon notes that small children may not realize what details of
shape and farm are essential, and they are likely to fail to understand
relationships of parts of a word to the whole word. In particular, they -
nave difficulty in perceiving the significance of the ordering of words.

'Defects of this type haie been demonstrate4i a number of studies on
children who are retarded in teaming to read and spell. miss They tend
to confirm the ,statement by Hermann" that in many cases themis a
fundamental disturbance "involving the categorical sphere of function
which may he termed directional function",

The directional disturbance is related to a failure of lateral orientation with refer -

ence to the body-scheme, such that concepts of direction are either uncertain or
abolished. the individual consequently has diffi'culty in orientating himself in extra -
perrunal space This difficulty in orientation has particular consequences for the
ability to operate with symbols such as letters, timbers, and notes.

N number 01 authors, have commented on the similarity of the pro-
cesses involved in distinguishing temporal sequences that determine the
order of speech sounds in oral language and spatial sequences that deter-
mine the order of written symbols in written material." Ilg and Amee's
found that transposition of letters within words and complete word re-
versals persisted considerably later than letter reversals in reading and
that was also true of children wIlp had had difficulty in learning to read
when they came to write Other forms of substitution. however, vote
fairly frequent. especially within monosyllabic woods.

At some stage in readmiNvelopment, children learn to 'daffy word
shapes in association with related word shapes in the sentence; they be-
gin to read fro n general clues rather than trom item analysis, The ages
and stages at Atich this process begins to occur are variable from child to
child, but it seeds to be relatively teem children who are slow to read.

the ways in winch children learn to correlate visual symbols with
sound symbol.. have been studied extensively, but no minor clyrtielusions
have been reaehed. It is obvious, however, that; at some stage lin their
process of learning to read, children l;:Jrn how to correlate written
s),tribols with.their spoken equivalents In English. as Vernon' has de-
scr.bett there are great ditticulties in itoing so because of the large num-
b er oft nsiiiiiided written an mbols and the variation in vowel sounds in
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different positions. Another difficulty is that sounded Words make
sense only in context. As Vernon writes:

Thus the child has to learn to understand that (a) each word and its sound p terns
are separate entities, with their peculiar, invariable and universal character' ; (b)

each word's sound pattern can. be analysed into a succession of sounds with a char-

acteristic and invariable sequence; (c) these unitary sounds can be generalised, in the
sense, that they occur in approximately the same form, but indifferent sequences, in
different words, (d) the sounds correspond ti rent letter shapes visually per-

'ceived; but (e) unfortunately in the English language the relationships between
sounds and visual percepts vary considerably from word to word.

Vernon is somewhat cautious in attributinil difficulties in learning to
read and spell to audiophonic disabilities but admits that "the one uni-
versal characteristic of non-readers suffering from specific reading dir-

ty is their complete failure to analyse word shapes and sounds sys-
tem, *ally and associate them together correctly."

Why even quite an intelligent child should fail to realise, that there is a complete and
invariable correspondence between printed letter shapes and phonfIK: units remains
a mystery which, as we shall see ... , has not been solved, It must til.attributed to a
failure in analysing, abstraction and generalisation but one which, typically, is con-
fined to linguistics. Perhaps the obvious syncretism and familiarity of ipoken words
makes it particularly hard to apply cognitive reasoning to their analysis. It is certain
that in some cases only a drastic form of analysis proves efficacious such as that
utilised in the Fernald and Keller Tracing Method."

Variety of DAiurbances

It is apparent that the,compltx and interrelated fu'ncii,oris icquired tor
the normal detelopment of reading and spelling may be disturbed in a
wide variety of ways. Children who have ctifficulties in recognizing
shapes, patterns, and sequences of patterns are likely to have trouble
when they arc asked to identify letters in different sequences. Children
with difficulties in recognizing sequencing, whether in spatial or tem-
poral terms, are likely to have difficulties in conceptualizing sequences
of written symbols, or sound symbols and in transmitting one to the
other." Difficulties in sequencing arc likely to be more evident When
the child tries to spell than when he tries to read.

Difficulties in correlating the written with the spoi/en symbol are
almost invariably found in children with reading and spelling diffi-
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culties. It is difficult to account for them in modern thedries of learn-
ing, but the idea that sequencing in either temporal or spatial relation-
ships may be impaired does makt possible to Understand to some
extent how'both visuospatial and audiophonic difficulties may arise.
Difficulties in relating written symbols to their spoken equivalents are
found very frequently in children with slow speech development and
in most of them are the major cause of retarded development of learn-
ing to read and write. In 1957, it was possible for Vernon*" to write:

...
,. .

Speech defects and slow language development have often been found in backward
readers and may have been contributory to the retardation,,but in the experimental
study of these defects there has been no attempt to determine the frequency with
which they appear in severe cases of disability as distinct from theiroccurrence in
the merely backward.

To some extent, the preliminary results of the study of children with
retarded speech development in Edinburgh'have demonstrated that
there is a close correlation between the extent to which speech develop-
ment is retarded and th extent to which the ability to learn to read and
to spell is impaire . It pparent, however, that there are numerous
causes of failure to re d and spell. Such environmental factors as fre-
quent changes of school, inappropriate and inadequate schooling, Pre':
quent absences. from school, mental defect, deficimies of hearing-se=
rious abnormalities of vision, and combinations of these all contribute to

'backwardness in learning to read and spell. But in a high proportion of
children who are slow to learn to mad and writein spite of the fact
that they are of average intelligence, come from stable homes, and have
experienced "normal" educational experiencesother explanations,of
their educational disabilities must be sought.

. A variety of clinical syndromes have been described that may be
recognized in children of average intelligence without gross physical
handicap. Some of these are associated with recognizable neurologic .

abnormalities, as in the case of the "choreoid syndrome" of Prechtl, in
, children suffering from mild ataxic cerebral palsy, or in those with

.1/2.. her indications of "minimal cerebral dysfunction." In many of these
patients, it is found on close examinatiotthat educational disabilities
are not confined to reading and writing, ut extend to other subjects,
including arithmetic." In patients with 'minimal brain dysfunction,'"
there are likely to be considerable variations in the degrees of visuospa-
tial or audiophonic handicap suffered by different patients.
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Many patients who shov; serious specific retardation in the ability to
learn to read and write do not have any indications of brain damage. -
Many, although not all, have a family history of retarded development
in learning to speak or to read and write. In these patients, difficulties
in learning to read and write may be largely visuospatial or audiophonic,
or both types of difficulties may be demonstrated in test and learning
situations.

A number. of different clinical syndroitnes of "specific" learning dis-
ability may be defined. Some are pred inantlyi"visuospatial" in type,m
others predogthrlitty "audiophonic," and others a combination. Some
patients in each category may exhibit; weak lateralizationof handedness\
and "eyedness," clumsiness, gr a family history of develop-
ment of speech and of learning to read and write.

The definition of the.manysyndromes that constitute "specific
developmental dyslexiat" or "specific dyslexia" is only now becoming
possible. Fuller definition is important not only for academic purposes,
but also for remedial education, so that teachers may devise appropri-

, ate programs of teaching for their pupils.

I wish to acknowledge the help of my research colleagues in the preparation of this

paper, particularly Mrs. Anne Mason and Mrs. Mary McIsaic. This work has been
supported by the Medical Research Council and the Scottish Council for Research
in Education. I am grateful to Professor Forfar for his encouragement and to Miss
Ursula Burnet for much secretarial help.
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Visual Perception in Children

with Reading Disabilities

.

This presentation discusses tv. questions What detects iu visual per
ception Jet' a!,s.aciated Nltll delayed Jt.fiutsition of reading in .hildhood '
What happens to the deter is as tilt.' Child PON% itltu Jdi lluud'

Our tiara investigations dealing primaril} but not e \casm
children who little 7- 2 vas old. v.ho had full.scale intelligence quo-
tents of at !cast 85 on the.Wethsler Intelligente Stale for Children.
J111,1 Wilt.rt 4cquisition of reading ihas dela} ed li,he led us to retognize
a syndrome in which a bask Compuunt appears to he disorientation
in space and in time This disor4entation is reflected In spetilit temporal
Jilt' spatial &shit lions in the 1,1sual auditor ..and Isinesthetit -tactile
perceptual modalities and gencral body-image orientation For

temporal set-molting ut sound may be delectie In tatile
buds -image perception. there ma} be impairment in spatial mien,

Cation ot right and left. up and down, The may be spetific visual
dere.ts In JIN4f11111114111, in figure-ha. kground Pert ept ion, in iillS11,11-
motor funelion, and in visual memory

IndIvIduai variations in perteptuul detects 4. halvti in J pt:ft:Cp111.11
profile graphically illustrate that .111 ilimbinations of detects nia} be
found Omit:AK Visual detects, therefore, t onstitiiG.; onl} one .area t,t1
difficult} in J broad spettriun tit pew:phial defects that is different in ,
distribution and Nt54.7t14 is or caLti child

Pert eptual intestigation, too, is but caw aspct t the total evaluation
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of the child with a reading disability. In the last year, we have examined .:
50 first-graders who were sent to us because their language skills were
significantly below those of their peers in-age. intelligence: and educa-
tional exposure. We found a very mixed etiologic group. In sach a
group. approximately one third will have the.nndrome described (spe-
cific perceptual defects). immature postural responses, and .clinical
evidence that clear-cut cerebral dominance for language is not estab-
lished. Another one third will have this basic syndrome, but, in addi-'.
(ion, neurologic abnormalities in one or more areas: iti muscle tone,
power, and synergy; in cranial nerves; in deep. superficial, or pathologic-.
reflexes; or in impulse control and autonomic lability. Of the remaining
one third. an occasional child (two in oursample) will hive a 'peripheral
sensory defect. Four children were diagnosed as schizophrenic. One was
found to be inimature in all aspects of development and functioning at
a defective level on intelligence testing..In three. emotional problems
were considered to be the cause of language retardation, and in four
children perceptual deprivation at critical ages was considered causal...
Because of these complicated' etiologic factors, we believe that evalua-
tion of the child with a reading disability requires, the very least,
neurologic.. psychiatric, psychologic. and educational examinations.

We arc concerned here with children whose language skills, as mea-
sured by standard tests."are below those expected from their intelli-
gence and educational experience and whose peripheral sensory
apparatus is intact. The defects in visual perception that are associated
with delayed acquisition of reading inclukdefects in visual discrimina-
tion, in visual-motor nd in visual memory, Although it may
be difficult to isolate them. attempts to do so should be made, because
they` may reflect different aspects of brain function. In visual-motor
dysfunction, for example. the critical defect may lie n the praxic ele-
rent. not the discrimination one, and in defects in visual memory,
complex association or cognitive factors may be involved, and not
discrimination or praxis. Practically, these areas of visual perception
may be studied by tasks of matching and recognition, of copying,
and of recall, singly and in combination.

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

The outstanding defect in visual discrimination is in orientatio.n of a
figure in space. Orientation may be affected not only in the right-left,
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°I-vertical. plate. but in the liOnzontal plane, in the depth axis, or in
various degrees.of clockwise in counterclockwise notation.

The general problem of axial :oration was studied by Wechsler and
Pignatelli" as early as 1937. The ability to orient a figure in space
correctly in all axes is not acquired until the age of 5, b. or 7 years,
depending on the test used.. Garvey and Herman, working in our clinic,
examined the pereeptlial maturation of 50 children, 4,5-5,5 years old,
who made up the total population of a "normal" Head Start nursery'.
All the ehilAten easily recognized cylinders. rectangles. wedges, ,

squaies. and columns when the forms were presented in three or two
4,-Allmensions. When, however, the wedge was preFnted in two dimen-

i sions in itindus sjsittial orientations, 19 of the 56,chose anincprrect
,.bnentation. Now many of those 19 will have diffilly in learning to
. read or iniiome aspect of language development wotitd be important.

to follow, A partial, answer to this question is suggested by a study by
Wechsler and Hag:n.Ja'sclio investigated the problem, f axial totation
inz50 first-grade children and 50 thirdgrade childje 'n a middle-class
subarban school. A popion of then study eoncerned thematching or
visual kieSailltlitltilliAT 1 an asymbetric fiiiUre, shaped roughly like a
lamb chorfturtrinte.d in eight different positions representing the lamb
chop in variotti-ENTal rotations. Their data indicate that children who

,*mtat_frequently pefce :ve 41w figure in its correct orientation show a
higher degree of re.:ding :e.adirtem, as measured by conventional tests. .

iand make tore rapid orogress in beginning reading. Furthermore. there
is.,Riaturatiort in this discnmination function from the first to the third
grade the frequency of rotational errors on iecognitton drops from a
high of 1# In ffn: first grade to 3*',4. in the third grade, In short. a
significant proportion of children who continue to have problems of
visual Spattai ,rrieritution will have difficulty in the acquisition of
'nadir kill '

have Wither ibvestigatcd the problem of visual spatial orients-
. lion in older children by using the flag figure and the re:ognition of

asymmetric matrices and overlapping forms The nail figure consists
of two crosscif diagonal lines with a square drawn at the end of each,
having the diagonal line as it!. base In area, it is a picture of font
crossed Hags The flags art,e 'oriented in mon directions, a 7' ear-old,
child of average intelligence can easily fecognite the 'bp in different
orient:01°71i. but a child with a reading disability will have difficulty.
Similarly. asymmetric matrix-like forms and complex overlapping
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forms present a problem in recognition. Of 60 children with reading
disabilities who were involved in a perceptual training project over' the
east two yeark only ten were initially able to recogniie and match ,-

simple, asymmetric, and complex forms.
In our expeptnce, 8Q% of children with reading disabilities have

difficulty with the orientation of visual stimuli in space. This is at a
level of visual recognitiOn and does not involve verbal symbols.

Spatial oriOntation is further confused in the child with a reading
disability: when a figure- background problem is introduced. To
minim7e the influence of the motor component, figure-background
problem may be studied by recognition of pictures, hidden within a ,

backgro nd by a variety'of techniques,"23.32.33 Our own preference
tor child n 8-11 years old has been the marble board. This test,
adapte` Werner and Strauss.36 has been standardized by Crain
andWerner.4 It uses identical square boards. each having Ti 0 rows of

Y6 slepre4ions. The depressions are painted black, the remainder of the
board gray, Standard designs are, formed with black marbles in'*he de-
pressions. and .the subject iAsked to reproduce the design with marbles
on,.e.secone: board. This test eliminates a verbal factor present in the
hidden images, and becomes a problem in visually distinguishing the

'orientation of the testgittyrri. It it:duces but does not eliminate a
motor factor, in that ihe_maiblesimust be placed in the depressions to
make the pattern. Of children with readtrii disabilities, -5 will have
difficulty with this task. Their errors appear to involve spatial orienta-

, tion and cm) be categorized info the following groups: (I) difficulty
`'2' in constructing diagonals andiingles, (2) omission of marbles in the

Niue, Adtsplaccifient of theligure or its parts, and (4) the use of
,tactile clues. suet ifingenntithe depressions. That these errors are not
prax is shown itie color contrast leg,. using red marbles) enables the
ehuic to itoproduce the figure correctly.

e ability to clearly distinguish a figure from the background may
be, t, milled by means of ambiguous figures, such as the familiar
vatiactvi Rubeszoblet figure) illusion. Normally, awareness of the
figule.okIsackground ern alternKe at one time the profile and at
anoth4.,time the viisesii11 he the foreground. Why this fluctuation
occurs r, not known.24 -the number of apparent changes per minute,
hOwever. may be determined. The frequency of apparent change de-
cOases with age and with-strut:tun:1 damage to the cehtral nervous
sys' tem, In aildren with reading disabilities, a bimodal curve is,ob-
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tained. at one end of which are those with extremely rapid fluctuations.
(20:30 per minatel, and at the other, those with extremely slow fluctu-
ations (4-6 per minute). The significance Of is is unknown, and

.. the test itself, relying on subjective reporting b e child, may not be
7

On the bd is of haviim studied theirsjiserinfmation of geometric
forms an fileir error in figure-backi4O'Cind tests, we may postulate
that, sy'f iptomaticall§. a significant defect in -the visual perception of
children with reading disabilities lies in defective ability to orient a ,

figteitin space eiorrectly. This defect does not necessarily imply stnic,
tural diamage the brain, but it- does suggest a lag in the maturation of
soitie:brain f notion. This hypothesis may be investigated further by
tachist ofethods: tbe 'emergence of primitive patterns of visual
dikri thay,be obseried in normal children as the exposure

."time is snccessivelyretly;ed." These.primitive patterns are similar
, to this which 9hildreWwith reading disabilities will displiq with un-

limiSe4Aipys4sure

, Mt A-MOTOR IlINC TION, _ .. .01.r .,'I.,
.2 / ?Visual -motora t or func t ion adds the functions of)Ine motor coordination

arieOf praxis to the eapacity for precise visual discrimimitiOn. Even if
414)t4 4 visual.diseeimination are normal au,4-thlre are no defects in fine

' 4notor coordination. ci.simk-motkir function may be disturbed because
ora def'tkit in the .bili6 to,imitate<motor patterns. Requently,'a child

,:ce:iniecOgnkie ttitthis ..ciFT of q pattern is incorrect, but he cannot
-Wit: it i.vittmlenid.Prois, liki,' any other function, has a sequence of,-...i , . , ..-.

* Maturation, with the iirtinito/e VisuarAnotor pattern proceeding from ,tscribbles to c-Ainneeted I drawn clockwise in a horizontal low, to,
singfC closed loops; to cl: . sed horizontal and vertical lines, to the .

squarejo tbotriang14... hfid finally to the-diamoncat age 7." Crossed
diagonal lines requireVroximately 8 yeats for maturation.L Delay
in the matupation Of Ahal-mutor function has been foundby de Hirsch
et al..5 Cog.' and ktonroe" to correlate significantly with the tires-
ence Ol'., Nadu.* drstsbility

,

- Our own obseNations of children with reading disabilities reveal,
thut...,. on the,Belideq;estalt test, they perform below their expected,

age and'inNitigence. Significantilefects are indicated by four charae-
teAstics! diilictifty'With angulation, either immature or actually 'stel-
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late; a tendency to verticalize the diagonals, and to,rotate entire figures
toward-the vertical; replacement of dots with primitive loops; and use
of cues, such as the edge of the paper or a previously drawn figure.
These findings consistently appear, in greater or lesser degrees, in
approximately 90% of children with reading disabilities. The findings
agree with those Of Keogh.'3

There are, of course, many other ways of testing visual-motor
functionfor example, the copying of geometic figures other than
the.Gestalt form8.21; the parallelogram test of Luria,'s in which the
patient is to place a circle in the appropriate corner of a parallelogram
to reproduce a given parallelogram and circle, all presented in various
spatial orientations; the Kohs block test"' or the block-design subtest
of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; and Raven's progressive
matrices." The latter example, however, may involve cognitive pro-
cesses other than visual-motor function. Such tests as the Gottschaldt
figures, used more for adults," combine a figure-background problem
with a visual-motor one. The defects in visual-motor function found
in children with reading disabilities, like defects in visual discrimina-
tion, may be interpreted as being related to spatial orientation. These
defects are characterized by performance on a lower level of the
maturational scale than expecteci,from the age and intelligence of the
child.

.

DEFECTS IN VISUAL MEMORY

Tests of recall of visual stimuli appear in most surveys of visual per-
ception in children with reading disabilities. Monroe," for'example,
required children to draw from ntemOrY\ 16 design that were' presented
In groups of four for 10 sec/group. In a i,ortion oethe Wechsler and
Ijagin study cited earlier, recall of the stimulus card exposed for 3
sec and thenl.ernoved from sight proved to be more difficult than .

visual,discrimination, and a poor score in recall was Sig dficantly related
to poor realliig in both first- and third-graders. The 'Benton visual reten-
tion test,2 however, as reported in 20 childr,en aged 9-I I years with
reading disabilities, revealed only two children with defective perfor-
mance. 16

Our own observations indicited that, when recall involved the mem-
ory of asymmetric figures or the memory of a visual sequence, problems
arose. The normal 6-year-old, for example, can remember a series of
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five small and large square blocks arranged in a sequential pattern; if
the blocks are removed, he can replace them. in their correct sequence.
The 5-year-old has difficulty,with this, and when the square blocks are
replaced by wedges with differing orientation, even the 6-year-old will
falter.

Our children with reading disabilities cannot draw fr im memory the
complex asymmetric figures or sequences of overlapping forms that
they have just seen for as long as 15 sec. Whether this is a problem of
visual memory or a reflection of the visualmotor problem cannot
always be determined from this test alone but becomes apparent in the
context of a total examination.

Problems in visual memory.in children Ivith reading disabilities may .

be interpreted primarily as defects in spatial orientation. This defect is
also seen in visual discrimination, in visual figureground perception,
and in visualmotor functioning. The visual discrimination function
may be said to be immature if there are problems in orienting a figure
in space or discriminating a figure against the intruding background.
Visualmotor function may be said to be immature it there is a ten-
dency to revert to primitive verticalization and spatial confusion.

That these are difficult problems can be seen in efforts to correct
them through training. Of 60 children involved in a perceptual-training
project,8 required more than 10 hr and three required more than
25 hr of training to learn to recognize, copy, and recall even the sup-
posedW simple geometric forms; the total length of individual training
sessions required to progress from simple forms to complex forms
reached well over 50 hr for each child.

What happens to these defects? As the child grows into adulthood,
these perceptual areas do shoW some evidence of maturation. The de-
fects do not, however, completely disappear, and some evidence of
reading disability persists even if 'there Isadequate academic, social, and
vocational progress.26 A follow -op study of 24 children.with reading dig:.
abilities originally studied and treated Irioutclinic betaeCiii 949 and
1951 and studied again asy iOung adults n 061 and 1962, some 10-12
years later, revealed the persistent stamp of reading disability."

In visualmotor testing, for example, the'13ender-Gestaltdrawing does
show statistically significant improvement in rotation and verticalization
and in ability to cross the midline. Angulation difficulties, however, per.
sist, and although the degree of rotation is decreased, some slight primi-
tive tendency toward verticalization remains. When contrasted with a
control group of adequate readers from a similar clinical population,
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these primitive tendencies in those who had reading disabilitiet as chil-
dren are seen more clearly.

In the area of figure-background perception, those with reading dis-
abilities in childhood made significantly more errors than did controls in
reproducing diagonals, in omitting marbles, in displacement of the fig-
ures, and in use of tactile or color cues. Twelve years later, significant
improvement was noted in only one area: omissions of marbles from the
figure. Although improved, the adult with a reading disability still suf-
fered from a figure-background problem, because he had not attained
the maturation level of the control groups.

If we analyze our aata in terms of adult reading achievement, we find
that the adequate readers tend to have been less severely retarded in
reading when tutoring was initiated, that as children they had fewer per-
ceptual problems, and that as children they had a significantly greater
proportion of verticalization and rotation errors in visual-motor perfor-
mance, but significantly fewer figure-background problems. Diagnosti-
cally, there.were fewer "soft" neurologic signs (i.e., signs of minimal
brain damage).29

Other investigators have considered the effect of training in perception
on various aspects of reading behavior. Among these are a and
Watson," Staats et aL,31 Monsees,22 Elkind et aL,6 Budoff and Quinlan,3
and McNeil and Stone." Thd persistence of perceptual defects into
adulthood, however, led us to consider the possibE'ty of a direct attack
on perceptual defects in childhood. Instead of circumv ti g them, we,,-
would try to train them out. Accordingly; we devised thiAng techniques
to correct the specific perceptual defeats found in careful evaluation of
each child. In the visual area, this consisted primarily of the recognition,
copying, anclrecall of simple and asymmetric, matrix-like, and over-
lapping forms, exercises in the orientation of forms in space, and training
in the isolation of the figure from the background. Details of this experi-
ment may be found in Silver et al. 3°

After 50 sessions Of perceptual training, the overall Kop 'tzis scores
on Bender-Gestalt testing are improved significantly at 0.001 con-
fidence level (Wilcoxon test).28 Examination of the error characteristics

- reveals improvement in angulation, verticalization, rotation, accuracy of
joining, and ability to change direction in card 6, all at the 0.005 level of
confidence, using the chi-square test. On the marble-board test of figute-
background perception, the total score, using Goldenberg's system,9 'is
.significantly improved (at the 0.001 level). Individual error character,-
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S
istics show significant improvement in omission of marbles, angulation
errors, and diagonal errors at the 0.0005 level and in displacements at the
0.005 level. These improvements are not made afterControl sessions. It
appears, therefore, that specific training of visual discrimination, visual-
motor copying, and visual memory can indeed result in improved ability
in these functions. Is this reflected in improved reading ability? Of 51,?f,
children with reading disabilities treated- in our program of perceptual
correction, 43 improved in Koppitz scores and 15 did not. Oral reading
and reading Comprehension improved significantly in the children with
improved Koppitz scares; improvement was not significant in the 15
whose Koppitz scores did not improve.

In summary, the evaluation of visual perception is but one part of the
perceptual examination of the child with a reading disability. Perceptual
study is, in itself, only one part of the neurologic, psychiatric, psycho-
logic, and'educational 9dluation considered minimal for the under-
standing of such a chilli% r

Defects in visual perception are, however, associated with delayed .

acquisition of reading. In visual discrimination, the outstanding defect
is in orientation of a figure in space and in clearly discriminating a fore-
grountfigure against an intruding bickground. in visual-motor function,
the maindefect is immaturity in ability to reproduce a correct spatial
orientation of a figure, and specific immaturities appear in the retention
of a primitive tendency to verticalize figures and in-difficulty withangu-
lation. Defective visual memory shows up in the difficulties in spatial
orientation and memory of sequences of visual forms.

As the child grows into adulthood, these defects tend to lessen; but
usually they do not completely disappear, and some evidence of dys-
function remains.

Visual perceptual defects in childhood may be reduced by training
procedures that use direct perceptual stimulation. Improvement in per-
ception appears to beassVciatect with improvement in oral reading and
in reading comprehension.

;`

CYLVITN44.00 MIA I ryce*
`" U..

stitrfunctionat relationship between the tWO:c. erebra hemispheres has
'been a focus of our attention in attempting to understand the pxoblenis

*This section was added after the conference.
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of children suffering from developmental (specific) reading disability and
those with minimal neurologic - signs.

If we analyze the perceptual defects found in children with reading
disabilities, we are impressed that in each perceptual area the defect may
be interpreted as a defect in spatial or temporal orientation. This defect
appears in the visual, auditory, and haptic avenues of perception, and in
the total body-image concept, where problems of rightleft orientation
are evident. If we attempt to carry our understanding of these perceptual
defec., back one step further, we suggest that defects in Ostia' and tern-
vital orientation may hi themselves be caused by a lack of clear-cut
cerebral dominance, The finding of Sperry (see Sperry's presentation,
p. 167) that the function of visual spatial orientation resides'primarily

° in.the lesser hemisphere, suggests that these children with reading dis-
:'abilities have functional defects in the lesser hemisphere or in its relative
balance with the dominant one.

Suggestive evidence that the problem of cerebral dominance is im-
portant in reading disability has. been advanced by Mc Fie" (phi phe-
nomena)'and Kimura" (dichotic auditory stimulation) and affirmed by

..our observations with the extension test of HoTf and Schilder." On the
latter test;chRilrenowith reading disabilities do not have clear-cut Cerebral
dominance.

To be consistent with our hypothesis, then, the teaching of reading
should theoretically begin with the establishment of clear-cut cerebral
dominance.for language. 'Mt do not know how to do this, but we have .
attenipted to teach reading to children with reading disabilities by work-
ing with the next step in their neurophysiologic maturationnamely, by

'improving the accuracy tbeir perceptual input.
The object of this experiment was threefold: to determine whether we

can reduce perceptual errors in children of school age by training, to ask
what effect this training has on oral reading and on reading compre-
hension, and to ask what effect this training.has on our measures of .

cerebral dominance.
As indicated, errors can be reduced by training;.children then do

better in oral reading and in.reading compiehension. Also, in children
in whom perceptual training is successful, tests or cerebral dominance
change in the direction of more definite establishment of a dominant .

cerebral hemisphere. Our experiments in perceptual training were de-,
signed to give the children a firm perceptual basis for the later develop-
ment of language skills.
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.Perhaps we should go back even further and attempt to dgyelop.:
cerebral dominance in the infant. lf, as Gesell has suggested,' cerebral
dominance is based on tonic neck reflexes, an itifint who does dot ex-'
hibit a preferred reflex direction is prone to develop language disability.
Our efforts, using Dr. Lipsitt's techniques (see p. 381), may. well be to
establish a preferred direction of tonic neck reflexes in the first year of
life and thus enhance very early the perceptual pattern oflunctional
asymmetry.

The work reported here was supported in part by grants from the Field Foundation
and the Carnegie Corporation df New York. The statements made and opinions ex-
pressed are the responsibility of the authors.
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Implicationsfor Therapy

4
CLASSIFICATION.

Dr. Ingram (p. 405) has provided two typesofclassification. The first
is etiologic; it includes organic disease, deviation of development, and
less well-defined and more heterogeneous problems. The second is func-
tional; breakdown in the mechanisms involved may occur in any of sev-
eral crucial stages of the process of learning to read. He has postulated
three points of possible breakdown in this process: afailure of percep-

, q9n, an inadequate language functidn, and a difficulty (or inability) in
associating a visdal symbol with the sound that it represdnts.

Language Function

Dr. Ingram has eniphasized the linguistic element in readingthe im-
portance of the pre-existence of an adequately developed language
function ini.he child. His demonstration, also shown by Dr. Hirsh (see
p. 23,1), of the inconstancy or lack of precision in the use of language at
the time the child is expected to be learning to read is an important con-
tribution to our understanding of the problem of the child at this age.
Althoughbr. Ingram recognizei the frequency of other factors in dys-
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lexia, his prospective study documents clearly the relationship-between
deviations in language development and deviations in learning to read.
Drs. Silver and Hagin. in the preceding paper, also recognize the diversity
of the problem, but they emphasize the significance of disorders, of per-
ception. I have tried to relate these learning-to-read processes in a neuro-

_ physiologic and neuroanatomic model that I think has some value for
understanding the complexity of the process with which we are dealing
and the various.points of weakness at which a breakdown may occur.

458

Anatomic Model

In regard to the language function. the indications are that the centers
for spoken, language develop in the :eft hemisphere. Although consider-
able plasticity still exists in the child, is reasonable to assume that the
and ysis and use of auditory language. by the time a child enters school,
are centered largely in the left hemisphere,

Dr. Sperry (p. 167) has indicated that the appreciation, analysis. and
recognition of geometric patterns and the orientation of self and 'objects
in space constitute a function that, at least in the adult, is most skillfully
carried out in the right hemisphere. particularly in the-parietal region. At
some point in the reading process, it is essential that tijere be established
an association or a relationship between the visual pattern of a letter
(which is. according to this concept, most effectively analyzed in the
right hemisphere) and the meaning and sound of that letter, whose analy-
sis is mediated in the left hemisphere. Experimental work] strongly indi-

_ cates_that such interhemispheric associations are much more difficult to
make than intrahemispheric associations.

Teleologically, the visual process the spatial orientation function
must be concentrated in a single hemisphere. Ks was emphasized by
Dr. Sperry. this appears to be a very strongly unilateral function. The
pigeon's eyes are on the sides of its head, and it has no stereoscopic
vision: there is no uncrossed visual pathway in the visual tracts (Figure I).
If you cover one of the pigeoh's eyes, teach it to discriminate between
mirror-image objects with one eye. and reward it for selecting, say, the
"b," and then cover that eye and permit the bird to attempt the task
with the other eye. it will select the mirror image.' The same experiment

has been done in the monkey (Figure 2): If the optic chiasm is sectioned,
the animal will have only a unilateral input to each occiput. Exactly the
same results are observed in such a monkey that is first trained with one
eye and then tested with the other.'
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lIGURE I Interhemispheric Hamlet
in the pigeon A bird trained to peck
the letter "b" with Its left eye has the
trace of this image relay'ed to the left
hemisphere as "d " If it is then required
to select between "b" and "d" with its
tight eye. the new image in the left oc
oput is compared with the reversed
image of the memory trace in the left
hemisphere, and the moor image. "(1."
is selected. (After Mello.I I (Reversals in
the retina are disregarded for sunphli _
.anon

Returning to the pigeon. how does one explain this phenomenon? If
theanimal is trained with the left eye. It becomes responsive to an image
projected toils right occiput. This image, presumably. is similarly located ,
iii the visual Asociation area, after which It is carried by a point-to-point
mechanism as a mirror image to the other hemisphere. If the animal then
observes the object with its right eye. the object that matches is, in fact,
the reverse object, and not 'the original image.

Integration 1)dii rt

From this experiment. it would appear that under ordinary circum-
stances in the human there must in each hemisphere two con-
flicting mirror images one representing the direct visual input to that
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rIGURF 2 Intethemisphenc transfer
in the monkey, It the optic chit= of
the monkey is cut, each eye will project
only to the opsdatend hemisphere. "b"
seen with the milt eye is projected only
to the right hemisphere and relayed4o.
the kit hemisphere as "d." If the mon;
key is then required to use its left eye
to select between "b" and "d," it will

. select "d," because it corresponds to
the memory trace of the kft hemi-
sphere (After Noble 4) (Reversals in
the mime arc dimesuded for simplift,
cation) .

hemisphere,' the et her representing the mirror image relayed from the
other hemisphere. There must be.sonte mechanism for.the suppression
of the secondary image. However, as postulated by Orton,s confusion
Might easily develop. In addition, the studies cited above suggest that
the most effective integration of complex ieual patterns is in the right
hemisphere. There must be a consistent reversal whenever images are as-
sociated with auditory language symbols mediated in the left hariisphere.

Perceptual Delitas

The convincing demonstration by Drs. Silver and Hagin of themature of
the perceptual deficits of their group of children !ends some support to

4 6eit- .i $
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a,
the thesis that distiirbance of the Mechanism for suppression of the sec-
ondary image uaderlu much of the children% disabdity, For example
they pointed out the_tendency toward vertu:all/Own Consider the prob-
lem of the child who must distinguish between a vertical brie and a hurl-
!trial line. That is simples because the vertical line is exactly the same in
the two hemispl.eres (as is the horwontal liner, But consider the child
who must distinguish between two diagonalhnes that are, incidentally,
also at a 9O -de angle, Theoretically, they might be no more difficult to
distinguish than the horizontal and vertical lines. in this instance the
rines are confused in the two hemispheres-and the child has to rememb..r
not only the appearance of the lint but which hemisphere he is seeing it
v:the has evident from Silver and llagin% studies that there may be a
very sound reason to assign a neurologic baator tlw perceptual ditfi-
cuhleciff- These children, In iespectio reLognition of figure, and syin bas"
that ,ne to be used for communication. rn which an association must-:hc
established between tre visual image and the language funt:t-on. the child
is being required, at lasts to use two hemispheres. and an in ususilly dif.
ficuli task is being imposed iin him. .

I A

Milner's data'. stigge,4 thiit, in.the adult. although visual pattern rec-
ognition is still most effectively mediated in the right hemisphere. the,
recognition of symbols is most effectively accomplished by the left heini-

here. This sugge4,/, that the problem of establishing association he-
%cern vision and language tun :lion is handleki"by having the centcy tier

V f
symbol recognition develop in the left hemisPhere, rather than in the

'S*

right.'ychere pattern recognition is ordinarily most ellectively handled

Pennant. m e

DI, !Oyer and I lagin base pointed out that these pert 'phut dellyatari!
trenuently permanent there is, however, a tendency to speak of them
as developmental lags Although many children may learn to overcome
their disabilities. for many the disabilities nonethvless remain Rawson
has documented that. atehough her group of dy %loot. boys managed to
circumvent their disabilities and Ift.,:ome e,e,10,e readers. they wlte still
ditierent Itinn ay.:rage adults. I hey 'continued to havixspelling dilli-
Lulties, and the perceptual' detkus sometimes persisted

We are talking about at least two different tasks when we speak 01
-reading the task of the thirigrader, who has to he able to
read we,riis, prebably requires OM+. ktittailoti on pattern reirognition

4
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and precision,ofpateern recognition;anu the task of the high-school stu-
dent who extract meaning with a minimum of cues, requites a
different type of skill es,en, though he must first have plastered the earlier

,tas'k to some exient if he is to accomplish this one. There is much to sug-
'.:.est that the bright child, eyes; if he continues to haw a very serious per-
ceptiral deficit, maiiagts t6' become a reasonably effective reader by using
sketChy cues, which are all that is essential if one is able to extrapolate,
as was discussed in this meeting,

,--1,t---TRAINING GOALS .

1 have some reservations about the hypothesis presented by Drs. Silver
and Flagin that. to teach a child to read, one should address oneself to
the'underlying deficit in perception. There is a question of whether to
teach to the deficit or around the deficit. The primary task required of
the child is the recognition of a letter or word and its association with a

o sound or meaning. .., -. ....

The"teacjong of perceptual skill is not an ena in itself; we are not in-
terested in training the child simply to perform well on the Bender-
Gestalt test. The goal is the recognition of letters. Why. not conduct
perceptual training with the v ry\,,objects or pattirns that must ulti-
mately be learned? For some, his may be aided by training and practice

,... 1 .

in distinguishing right from left. For others, haptic sensations may be
useful to supplement weak or confused visual skills. For others, expla-
natipn., description, and logical analysis of letter shapes may be helpful.
For still others, the use ;If o name or sound as a label lot the symbol
may be; helpful. Earlier at this meeting (see presentation by Hirsh, p. 231),
experimental evidence has beln reps ted that indicates that a letcr or
ft-1gram' invested with a name is more readily recalled than one without a
-name. , ., -

As to experimental evidence of the value of perceptual training,
know of only` one adequately controlled study: that of Rosen.' He in-
vestigated early readers in 25 classrooms. half the children were given
a half-hour of perceptual training each day, and the other half were
given a half-hour of extra reading instructionAt the end of a semester,
they were all tested for perceptual motor skill and reading. The children
who had received the extra training in perceptual ::,,tor skills were better
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` . f . .
.

iii.percCptual motor skills, the'children who had received the atm train-
ink, in reading were better infeading. The results were the same when the
elasses were brok60 dovfninto three equal groups of good, medium, and

', ," poin readers. There was, however. a small subgroup of 50 very handl-
y rapped boys in Whom perteptlfal mot 5r training seemed to offer some

advantrite. but the results wele dolt statistically significant., ,
.. v .'.. . .

It

IMPLICATIONS
,... 0 .,,.,.

This summary' of some oi'thei'possible neurolOgic, perceptual, and .

lanivagaunution deficits that may came into play in dyslexia leads to
_...,,

an important thesis: There is no panacea for dyslexia, and We are dealing,
with a wade divt:rsittof problems and cert'ainly with a high degree of
individualization: In addition. the importance of early experience in the

''',,,,developnient of-intellectual abilities must be emphasized. It is still un-
. Clear in which of these children the disability, has an organic or structural. .-

. basis. arid in kihich an 'environmental or experiential factor is responsible.
The types of perceptual motor.disabilitY tttat Drs. Silver and Hagin de-
fined att. portedly mole common in the underprivileged segments of
our sod ty thajramong other groups. Is that because these children are

-inore likely to be, organically damaged? Is it because or unfavorable
social and environmental'experien&s? Or is'it because of acombination
of the two'? Greater attentilOn must be paid to the silecific'developmental
experiences related to...the establishment of perceptual skills and to the
language abilities that are essential in learning to read.,

,
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Relationship of Research to. Health

and Educational Services
O

Research in the basic sciences has a long history of direct influence on
developments in both health care and education. Recent decades have
brought a tremendous upturn in basic scientific investigation, much of '
which has focused on new areas With high relevance to the learning pro-
cess. Scientific discoveries of the last century have influenced these
areas, as well as society itself, in two general ways. First, a number of
basic scientific discoveries of elemental significance have produced pro-
found changes in scientific viewpoints. Second, and more frequently,
science has been called on to provide the answers to specific practical
questions raised by the institutions of society. In this latter manner,
both the health and the educational service systems have grown to rely
increasingly on basic scientific research to solve some pressing problems.

PEDIATRIC PROGRESS

For a variety of reasons, the scientific bases of educational practice and
medical practice have remained divorced from each other4 Medicine, over
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at least the last half-century, has relied increasingly on physiologic
chemical, and pharmacologic research. Dranlatic changes in health care
have resulted,from research discoveries and technical developments in
both diagnosis and therapeutics. These have led to the solution of many
of the most pressing problems that faced medidine fifty years ago. Over
the same period, however, a broader concept of health, care as a com-
munity responsibility has become widely accepted. Particularly in the
area of child health care, an entirely new set of responsibilities has
emerged because of the solution of such massive child-health problems
as infectious and diarrheal diseases. The responsibilities of the primary
physician caring for children and the health-services teani collaborating
with him are increasingly foctised on guidance and modification of early
developmental processes within physical, psychologic, and social spheres
during infancy and early childhood. Much. observational information on
developmental processes, particularly during infancy, has accumulated
over the last several decades within a pediatric context, but there has re-
mained considerable isolation between the application of this information
and the application of infopnation from simultaneous research in other
areas of the behavioral sciences.

PEDAGOGIC PROGRESS

The 'field of education has made decisions based on the results of in-
vestigations in different areas of research. Education had, of course, been
strikingly influenced by basic biologic discoveries, but in large part the
investigational procedures in education have involved.empiric problem-
solving studies and,often group evaluations. There is now increasing'in-
terest in the educational processes of individual children and:in partial.,
lar, in relationships betWeen behavioral patterns noted in the educational

,setting and descriptions arising from neurophysiologic and neuroana-
tomic research. The perspective of educational responsibility, heretofore
limited to the traditional school years, is also undergoing considerable
reappraisal. As educators become increasingly concerned with the prac-
ticalimportance or early v.perience and as they participate in such pro-
grams as Head Start and special nursery schools, the health and educa-
tional services involved fornan inescapable relationship. Research within
both broad areas is beginning to overlap enough that complementary, if
not collaborative, services appear to be increasingly possible.
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FUSION OF BIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR

One manner of categorizing research areas called on to elucidate the
learning processes of early childhood might be to divide them into broad
biologic- and behavioral-science' groups, recognizing, of course, the es-
sential overlapping in appliCation to individual children or populations.
The biologic approaches have included neurostructural, neurophysio-
logic:and neurochemical research. Those behavioral sciences which have
provided the greatest progress in medical and educational.thought have
included psychodynamics, perception, cognition, and learning theory.
It is well to recognize that behavior is lic measured endpoint or corre-
late of most of these scientific studies, regardless of their theoretical
basis; but the behavior described in most studies of child development
has occurred in,the natural environment, rather than in the controlled
experimental setting.Shild development has long been associated with
either the biologic or the psychodynamic approach because of their com-
mon connection with medicine. A better app iach to developmental
studies as a mode of testing any scientific hypothesis across time resides
in the rapidly growing young organism.

MAGNITUDE OF HEALTH-CARE DELIVERY PROBLEM

The current commitment to providing the best possible health care and
educational opportunity to the entire child copulation carries with it an

'obligation to quantitate the problem, as well as to appraise thelystem
by which the services are delivered. "Dyslexia."is a deScriptive term with,
different definitions, all'of which indicate handicaps in learning to read.
Dyslexia is only one of various learning aberrations that impede class-
room success. IT dyslexia iniplies reading skills 2 years behind grade level,
an estimated I 5%of children are dyslexic.3 Even on the basis of a neuro-
logic definition, such as that by Critchley,' who considers dyslexia a
"very real, organic problem" representing a "specialized instance of cere-
bral immatu 'ty," a prevalence of 10% is likely. The inclusion of other
categories of earning disorders, of course, makes the number of children
involved muc higher. It is clear that the appropriate management of
learning disorders of such prevalence must fall in large part to both pri-
mary 4iealth -care facilities and what we might consider the primarredu-
cator, the classroom teacher.
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Sharing of Influence

If we assume that a child's learning depends on environmental variables
(and available evidence leaves little doubt of that), the primary influ-
ences on a child's educational success are his parents and later his class-
room teacher. It is unreasonable to plan effective modification of en- I
vironmentalstimuli for a proportion of the population aehigh as, say;
20% without developing the requisite manpower resources. Traditionally,
parents and teachers have created learning conditions for children rela-
tiyely independently. A parent's decisions concerning the presentation of
stimuli depend on cultural norms, intuition, and guidance (particularly
in the years of infancy) from health-services personnel, A teacher's de-
cisions depend, in addition, on professional training and the professional
expectations of the school itself. A supplementary diagnostic staff in the
school frequently operates less to modify the classroom teacher's de-
cisions than to make independent administrative decisions regarding
class placement.

Transmission of Information

Since a highly, relevant portion of a child's exposure to leirning condi-
tions is under the control.of the parents, it is worth exploring points of
contact through which information can be transmitted to them. General
information can be transmitted, of course, through the usual communi-
cation media of the culture, including the parents' formal education; but
specific guidance concerning any single child, particularly one in whom
a learning problem is evident during the preschool years, has generally
fallen to a member of the primary health-services system. Within both
pediatrics and nursing, the two professional groups primary
health services to the majority of American children, icipatory guid-
ance and behavioral counseling are common and "veil-accepted practices
that are included with the provision of adequate comprehensive health
care. The contact points for the acquisition and transmission of relevant
information concerning the learning needs of the individual child exist,
therefore, within the primary health-services system, and the personnel
in that system are committed to the principle of appropriate guidahce of
parents. What is lacking is an informational system that might provide
the communicative interface between parent, teacher, and primary
health-service personnel. It would appear, then, that primary health-
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servicearrsonnel, the classroom teacher, and the mother are in the best
positions to apply most effectively the results of basic behavioral-science
research. These are the only persons in the societal system who have suf-
ficient contact with children to modify significantly the environmental
conditions under which children learn.

APPLYING , SW KNOWLEDGE TO DIAGNOSIS

If our intention is to provide health and educational services to all chil-
dren, we must reconsider the very nature of our diagnostic and 'inanage-
ment procedures and be willing to modify those that are out of step
with scientific evidence or our stated 'goals. In-both health and educa-
tion, there is a long record of excluding children from relevant experi-
ence and services on the grounds of developmental delays manifested by
failure on readiness tests or other measures of general achievement. In
many settings, children who score poorly on standard ;intelligence tests
are still completely excluded from educational experiences at'the lower
age levels. The labels applied by many current diagnostic techniques are
frequently used to separate children permanently from the success-bound
educational stream. Such descriptions as "retarded," "brain-damaged,"
and "'dyslexic" tell nothing of the mode by which a child Might succeed
or of The conditions under which success will be most likely. In addition,
such labels are remarkably poor in communicating causative factors, a
traditional (and in the case of learning disorders, frequently irrelevant)
preoccupation of medicine. Labels serve only to convince the primary
physicians, the classroom teacher, the parents, and, most tragically, the
child that success is impossible and effort of doubtful value.

How, then, can the diagnostic process be directed so that, on the one
hand, it serves our stated goals and, on the other hand, it utilizes more
adequately the evidence revealed by the behavioral sciences? First, it
must be closely related to or even a part of the very processes that it sets
out to detect. Second, it must take into account the critical importance
of the specific environmental conditions that influence the behavior ob-
served. Third, it must recognize the dynamic factors at play in the diag-
nostic learning situation that may have more general applicability to
learning at home or in school. Educators have long focused their interest
on diagnosis of relevant functions, but untii recently they have placed
much less emphasis on the conditions of testing or the dynamics of be-
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havioral change manifested in the learning process. School achievement
has been successfully predicted from measures that sample behavior that
correlates highly with behavior demanded in school. Behavior observed
in this way is closely related to the processes of'primary interest, but, as
alluded to above, it tends to select for failure, not for success.

The diagnostic appraisal of conditions under which a samplebehavior
is noted or not noted has a much higher probability of offering clues to
a child's future success in learning. The basic studies in perception,
whether tliologic or behavioral, offer much to the diagnostician whose
obligation is to evaluate the significance of stimulus variables in a spe- -
cific child. Relevant educational material may be presented to a child
through a variety of stimulus modalities, revealing a pattern of function
that indicates not only at which point in an educational program the
child might be expected to succeed, but also through which channels of
stimulus input success will be achieved most easily. Evaluation of a
child's perceptual function in distinguishing signal from noise along'vari-

ous input channels is equally relevant in that both stimulussqua!it9 and
input modality can be easily modified in the classroom or home. A rela-

tively brief examination of a child' can sample skills in attending'to
auditory, visual, and tactile input of educationally relevant information
and can appraise the interference of noise in the system. At the same
time, one can gauge, in a standardized fashion, motor competence in the
performance of specific school-required functions. such as speech intel-
ligibility. handwriting, and general fine motor coordination.

In addition to appraisal of the placement in a teaching program ap-
propriate for a child's success, the diagnostician observing a child's be-

havior has an excellent opportunity to evaluate dynamic elements of the
learning process, i.e., the relationships of factors through time, as con-
trasted with the static description of stimuli or observed behavior at a
single point in time. Research in learning has done much to elucidate the

relationship between rates of modification of behavioral responses and
the. occurrence of some consequences of modifications in the environ-
ment. It is highly relevant to the educational process, whether in the
home or in school, to be aware of these dynamics in a particular child.
Thus, if learning tasks can be incorporated into the diagnostic measure,
it is possible to appraise the rate of learning under standardized stimulus
conditions. The social consequences of a child's responses are also suf-
ficiently under the control of the examiner that a preliminary appraisal

of what maintains his responses is often possible. Other dynamic factors,
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such as the child's ability to have postponed the social recognition of his
accomplishments, can be judged in a similar setting. Siich observations
are very relevant to the mother anptacher with whom the child inter-
acts: these interactions form the basis of both socialization and educa-
tional processes.

In summary, the remediation of learning disorders requires early and
relevant diagnosis of deficit. 'n the processesion which successful learn-
ing at home or in school depe ds. The number of children involved is so
great that effective diagnostic procedures must be in the armamentarium
of primary health-service personnel and classroom teachers. The develop-
ment of adequate diagnostic measures derived from basic knowledge in
perception, cognition, information-processing, and the dynamics of
learning offers the best hope for collaborative efforts by the health-care
and educational systems in the early childhood years.

This report was supported by grant 237 from the Children's Bureau, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
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PANEL: Thomas T. S. Ingram. Barbara Keogh. John H. Meier.
H. Burtt Richardson, Jr. Helen M. Robinson, Donald Shankweiler. and
Francis A. Young. Moderator

1

Conference Implications for Education

DR. YOUNG: The value of this conference may well depend on how suc-
cessfully the diverse results and hypotheses presented here are trans-
lated into forms applicable to children who must learn to handle
visual input. With the purpost; of fostering the translation, a group
of conference participantsiwho are working in areas that directly in-
volve children were asked to summarize the implications of the
conference.

DR. ROBINSON: For more than 30 years, 1 have be.en concerned with the
problem of research in reading, the practical problem of diagnosis and
correction of reading disability, and the problem of trying to help
teachers understand and improve their pupils' reading. I know less
today about the process of reading than I did when I began. I think
that is because research in the field of reading is in its infancy. Some-
times, the research designs have not been the best. We began with What
we had to work With child behaviorwhich was examined in the early
years primarily in relation to reading itself. Many of the studies have
been comparative studies to locate areas in which there were differ-
ences between good and poor readers. That is the logical beginning,
l believe, because it can give us leads as to where we might look for
a deficit.

We have been handicapped, in most instances, because we have had
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to jock for symptoms of ditlieulties that distinguish good and poor
readers. These symptomsarF inconsistent from one group of children
to another or _one:observer to another. As a reset. we have had, and
still have, differences in interptelatiou.of the resuits of inconsistent
studies. What we have 01 had,. I think. is ousistcnt- study of the basis
of symptoms. This conference hay supported the need for good inter-
disciplinary reStkurclein which those With-the most knowledge'in the
related discip:Ines bring their knowledge to bear to help us explain the
symptoms that we we.

But we neea to be very clear about these symptoms. The symptoms
that have been clearly delineated by Dr. Ingram, Dr. Silver. and many
others lie in the areas of Ostial perception, auditory perception, Ian-

_

guage. and their associatiliiiin such a way that reading can take place.
To the extent that we can work with the investigators writ) are probing
behind these symptohis,1 tint* we will be'able to explain what under-
lies the symptoms. rather than merely treating them.

Furtherniore; this conference has given me. at least, some important
notions in relation to techniques of investigation. The process of
reading. which seems very simple to a competent adult reader, is ex-
ceedingly difficult for a child or an adult who cannot read. We need
techniques to investigate the structure and function of the brain, vi-
sual and auditory input systems, language, motivation for- learning. and
ways in which deficits impede learning. All the physical, psychologic.
and instructional information must becollated.

One thing we need to keep in mind is that the little knowledge we
have now pan lead to improved reading. I am reminded of a school sys-
tem that I served as a consultant, in which the percentage of reading -
di y cases was reduced over a 5-year period from some 20',; to 5';
by improving instruclional techniques in the classroom We need to
focus our attention on he 57,_. I am fully tri.aceord with the new aim
of I00% success in leaning to read. I hope I live to see it occur I am
not hopeful that it will happen right away. however. Ls'sentially, inter-
disciplinary research takes. time time to learn to communicate, to co-
ordinate efforts, and to study children longitudinally!

This meeting is an example of the treapridous effort it takes to
absorb the detailed knowledge. the vocNilary, and the oncepts of
related fields. Whenever we aim toward research of this kind, we must
have patience with each other, must explain. we must ann to un-
derstand how we complement each Other in our efforts,
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I suggest that our deliberations.after this conference be directed

toward further interdisciplinary research to determine the causes of
reading disability. if vie '.an determine causes, we can make systematic
diagnoses and design treatments appropriate to different causes or pat-

-Terns of causes. Until we do that, we ere likely to continue to rely on
clinical intuition in di-agnosing and offminating-symptoms. Moreover,
scientific studies should lead to Kevention of reading disability or to ,

compensatory education from the beginning of schooling.
I see this conference as a beginning:, Everyone here should make

continued contributiops toresearcVefforts, directly or indirectIV re-
lated to reading. The reading researcher needs to keep abreast of the
related research, to work closely with allied disciplines, and to aitnitt
to apply new insight's. Through future expesimentation, a systematic
approach to prevention and treatment of ;fading (Viability should be
possible.

DR, MEIER. The great problem at this conference is what I like to refer
to as the "paralysis of analysis," wherein the esoteric characteristics
of, gay, dyslexia become relatively well delineated, and yet the tlass-
room teacher is in the same situation today as she was in yesterday -2
namely, not knowing precisely wkat to do with a child who has failed
to profit from her reading instruction.

There is a network of educational laboratories that have addressed
themselves to such chronic educational problems. We have tried to dei,'
termine, first of all, the incidence of learning disabilitiesincluded
among these would be dyslexia. We have started with a stratified ram% .

dom sample of about 2,400 children from eight Rocky' Mountain
states, and the incidence of dyslexia on the basis of this pilot study is,
as Dr. Richardson suggested, haven 15% and 20% of the regular
school population. We have developed a classroom screening instru-
ment that identifies about 80 observable behavioral symptoms, which'
classroom teachers have been able to use with about 94% accuracy in
identifying children who, on subsequent diagnostic work -up, did
demonstrate some specific learningdisability..The subsequent diag-
nostic work-up involved 3 days of testing,including full medical and
psyclioeducational examinations, speech and hearing aesessntee, and
so forth. We now are in the challenging, osition of attempting to go
beyond the paralysis of analysis by translating the very significant
work that the basic scientists arc doing into both classroom practices
and preschool practices. The Parent-Child Centers that Dr: Richardson
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mentioned, the Head Start movement, and relate its are con*
derned with tiaining parents, as well as teachers, to co e with and per-
hapseven preyent.reading difficulties.

I am wondering what can be done in.terms of early cognitive stimu-
lation a children. Are there practical ways oproliferatitig dendritic.
spines? Do lear children -have difficulties, such as Dr.
Lindsley intimara, in terms of selective perception of the stimuli
the environment? Do, children have ways of turning their receptors off
or on? If they are turning off their receptors, are they, therefore, not
growing cognitively? All these questions are ofinterestito us who are
concerned with optimal child growth apAdevelopment. We are ex-
perimenting with the crib as a learning environment, as Dr. Lipsitt
suggested hat it is. I see the observations reported at this conference
coming together in a complex mosaic, whicl I think has great signifi-
cance for the child who is failing to learn in school.

I would like to present a preliminary inference that we are able to
draw from our datas and this is a glittering generalizationnamely,
that nonlearning children seem to have theireatest amount of diffi-
culty in reliably sequencing visual data in space and 'auditory data in
time. Because of t>i's finding, ye are going-tolaunch our major efforts
toward classroom techniqueithat will 6e organized in a flowchart of
approaches, giving the teacher a systematic repertoire-from which to
draw, to apply to specific children whose deficits'may appear on
evaluative protocols such as those suggested by Dr. Silver (most of
which we have used):In this way, the teacher can monitor the growth
of the child in response to a given educational prescription and de-
termine whether the child can profit from that approach or whether
the next One in the hierarchy should be tried.

I know this takes time and a tremendous amount of cooperation
from the behaviosal scientists, as well as the educational scientists (if
I may call them that). I am terribly excited about the discoveries that
the basin biobehavioral scientists are evidently making.

On last thing I would like to ask is: What are the optimal levels of

sensory stimulation for infants and children? I think that Dr. Riesen
'rather hastily glossed over We notion that there may be overstimula
tion. We have a social issue, here, with regar.d to parents and teacherS

. who may indiscriminately impose stimuli on the organism and, in fact,
do damage. I gather from the informed people here that, this is.4nother
area requiring considerable investigation.

I
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DR. .1(Eacri This conference has demonstrated again that there are many
wk

discrepancies in what we know about ba'sic mechanisms in reading and
that we have not related some of the more techniCal information per-
taining tb it.

For example, we have hardly begun to address thi-Complexity of
the reading task.4Thether we are talking about learning disability,
reading disability,or successful reading, thereare, I hOpe,'soine corn-
mon elements or dimensions that can be identified, and I think that'
these have not been defined very clearly at this conference. I don't see
the child with reading disability as a 'different animgl. He is a youngster.
who has particular 'nds of problems in a complex-task situation; ut
the'components of hat task are the same for,him as they are for the
youngster who isg d in reading. Therefore, I suggest that, Instead of
beginning with the di ity case and looking at the many correlates
of th.t disability (which are quite unclear and clouded), it,might be-
home us to address ourselves to-the reading process and attempt to
define some components that cut gcrossall levels of reading ability.
There ou t to be a distribution of good ant bad (to use value terms)
in any here components; perhaps on that basis, we could define

fully the problem of the'child who has difficulties' in reading.
Most o us, first, are concerned 'th identification of an assumed,

process and, second, make the assuun ption that the processlas some-
thing to do with reading. I way interested in Dr. Silver's results, for
example, with perceptual'training. I want to support the position that
perhaps the 50 hr that were.involved might, have been better spent in
training in more directly related per9eptual task that iu reading
rather than 'n trying to,train an underlying process that,is_presumed
fo have some ffect on the reading task.

The child who has problems in learAg to retd,often has associ-
ated, measurable visual- 'moto'r delays. My question is: Did the visual-
motor delay cause the reading disorder, or did'the failure to learn to ,
read cause the visual-motor delay? That is, does the actual prociss of
learning to read help a child to organize his own perceptual functions
horizonlal, left-right, recognition of spatibtemporal associations, and
so forth? That question has not been answered very carefully in the
literature. What is the effect of le,rning to read on other aspects of
perceptual organization?

That is the kind of question thatA would hope a conference like
this could,get to: to attempt to define the component processes of
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reading, and then try to relate Them to disability and success.Inas-
much as there are'successful readers, I cannot believe-that the pro- .

*cesses that they use are very different from those used by the child ,1
with reading disability. The problem, thtn, is to define.them
and to see how they interact in achievers and nonachievers in reading.

1 wOuld,like to comment on Pr. Hochberg's presentation, because
I was interested in the use of paralinguistics. He pointed out that the ,

youngster responds to inflection, gesture, and many other things in
The auditory" communication system:Yet, when we present a young-
ster with a reading task; we take away all those clues and present him
with a page with only printed symbolson it; we remove gesture; in-
flection, and interpretation, so thafhe must now depend on visual
perception alone, without all the other,things that go *mg with
communication Thus, we are resenting him with a different kiid

xDAsk.
DR. INGRAM: I found many of the conference papers difficult to under- ,

stand. They wehe something of a challenge becatise of my lack of
knoWledge oexperiinental work in physiolo y, a great deal of which
of course, has gone on in this country in so ma centersItat,it is al-
most impossible to keep up with the relevant-Kterature. I think that
the'conference has considerahle value for a merd'clinician in indicating
what advances are taking place.

Like the other speakers, I am very worried about the implicatiOns
of the findings of mass surveys. if 20% or thereabout of children are
unsuccessful to-some degree in reading, as Eisenberg and many others.
have slipwn in this country and as has been shownin.Great Britain,
then this is a tremendous criticism, not of the children, but of our
educational systems. Moreover, consider the figures frOm diffprent
types of schools. Eisenberg2 found that I% of the children wero'not
doing well by a year and none by ars in his independent,,expen-
siveschools,whereas a very hi ortion)kere doing better than .

expected. This may very e I be due n pull° sacial selection, but
one Cannot help wondering to4at eent it depends on the size of
the glasses, the training ofteachers, the early recognition of handicaps,

iind on, when one co es what occurs in less favored schools.
Itt Glasgow, there are.still receivirig part-time edu-

cation- such is the pressure on primary school teachers. I know of
several classes in which, after 2years, the teachers dnot even know
the students' names. A similar situation.has been described by Cazden'

A
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in this.cou ntry. We have tended to concentrate, probably'rightly, on
the diffidulties of individuals; Only recehtly have we begun to consider

. the environmental difficulties to which they are exposed.
Perhaps we are oyerestimating the problem at.: the higher sociologic"

level of the relatively small numbers of children that come to clinicians,
. and 'overlooking the larger problem among disadvantaged children.

About 250 or ,00 children are referred to me each year because of
educational problems. About one third of these, probably, I would

' classify as dyslexic or asavingspecific spelling or reading problems.
A great many athe others are children of middle-class parents wfto .

want a "respectable" diagnosis of dyslexia, rather than an "unrespect-
2" able" diagnosis of mental retardation. I am trying to put things into
.4,, focus and emphasize that we have been talking about a small minority

of children.
We hive a very interesting control group, a natural one in Edin-

, burgh. A high percentage of children go to fee-paying middle-class
. schools, rather than state schools. These schools, liy and large, at-

though they have many male teachers in the print*/ grades, do not
have any remedial-teaching system. In contrast, the state schools in
edinburgh have a highly developed remedial- teaching systein, and .

about 8% of the children Atend,them at one tie or another. Of the
childten who are referred to me because of Possible learning difficul-
ties, about 80% come from the Middle-dais fee:paying schools. That
is partly because of parental drive, ambition, and anxiety about the
educational attainments of their dffspring, but I am sure: that it is also
due in part to the fact that remeciialteaching at an early stage in the

-. state schools is preventing a great deal of later disability. In fact, it is
preventing the failura that results from failure.

I wouldkery much like to be at another conference where the
clinicians, the experientalists, the brgi scientists, andthe ophthal-
mologists would be much more silent Mild let. the talking be done by
the teachers, those who organize education, and possibly some of the

480

politicians who are so keen on education on election day and so
neglectful betWeen selections.

We have to ask to what extent poor reading isenvironmentally
determined. If a child.getsoff to a bad start, if helbegins to fail, then
there 'is likely.io be failure upon failure, and the:vicious spiral with'
which we are all familiar. The child fails, and' he is therefore given...
extra training (probably of the wrong type) and becomes progressively
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an4ous; and,.of course, in a state of anxiety, no one will achieve as
well as he can. Children are referred to child- guidance clinics at the
age of I0 who could probably have bees spared this had they received
just a little more consideratioh at the age of 5 or 6.

1 am extremely concerned about the training of children in their,
areas ordeficit. It is rather like thesituatiop in cerebral palsy, when
one ties the good hand of a child with hemiplegia to ensure the use of
histad hand. Particularlyillknsation is lost in the bad hand, the child
is more paralyzed-than he was before. He becomes more, afraid and
'disturbed, in addition .to being .basically handicapped. 'there is a ten-
dency, in cerebral PalljtiFtliahild does nofrespofidto pitysio-
therapy, to give more physiotherapy, instead of asking whether the'
physiotherapy is 45SIhiatetl am afraid a great deal of remedial

01%, teaching today is based on a similar f;11apy: When remedial teaching
of a speCific type does not appear to benefit these Children, give more
remedial teaching, rather than asking the rathersimple'question: "Is

,the basis for remedial teaching appropriate ?"
DR. SHANKWEILER: I was struck by one characteristic of the visual sys-

tem that was stressed by Dr. Sperling and Dr. Hoph eri. its capacity
for parallel processing. The eye can take in an enormous amount of
information in only a .tiny fraction of a second. If the eye is such an
efficient channel, why is reading difficult for so many people? I think
that Dt. Sperling has provided us with a valuable clue. The information
taken in, in a single fixation, is useful to us for only a brier period, and
the prOportion of this information that can be used by the perceiver
depends to a great extenton how quickly he can encode, the informa-
tion. Languate is undoubtedly the most available and most ubiquitous
code in human perception, and we have been shown how readily and
how automatically observers.encodevisually perceived, letter shapes,
not into visual forms, but as'speech.(as letter names).

Being able to encode optical shapes as language requires knowledge
'of the rule' that relate shape Co sounds. Dr. Chalt told us that some
children need more explicit drill in these things than others ihorder to
learn how to read, and I heartily second what Dr. Keogh and Dr.
Robinson have said: We need to see a great deal more work done op
the reading process and its development in normal children. The great
bylk of research on reading has left many questions unanswered.

For example, we know that th rules that relate alphabetic symbols
to language are more complex in st.me languages than'they are in
..'t

s.
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others". In some languages, such as Italian, the sounds oispeech,(tfie
phonemes) map rather simply onto the alphabet, In othr languages,
such as English,this mapping is much more complex. an one must
take into account levels of language other than the soup structure in
order to generate the spelling pales. It ought to follow, tl en, that
fewer reading disabilities should occur among Italian chil -than
among English-speaking children. That constitutes a straightforward
question, but I do not think we have the answer to it.- d

There is.general agreement that many children do not read as well
as they should, but I do not think we have made much plogress in

\discovering If we really want to find out, we have to ask-some
specific qUestions about the characteristics of language and perception
in children who can and cannot read. We all agree, I suppose, that
requirement for learnirig to read is rapid and accurate identification of
the letter shapes. How manycluldren who cannot read:il at this
level? That is another straightforward question, but, ag in, I think
that we do not know the answer.For children who can pass this test,
we can then inquire whether they have Idirned the rules that relate
letter shapes to sounds. That is a large tas . It requires a detailed ex-
amination of ale kinds of errors that child en make in reading and an
attempt to relate thertr to aspects of the a quisition of spoken lan-
guage. Dr. Ingram's work shows that *.e w II surety find:these relation--

ships, but we now almost nothing about t em asyet. §oine of us at
4 Haskins LaboPatories and the University o Connecticut find this ,

'problem challenging.
The point I want to make is that there a e.a number of important

questions about learning to read that couldtie answered butthat
usually have not been asked in research on ttading and read% dis-
ability. The answers would provide the skeleton of a classification
system that would permit the sorting of children who cannot read
into scientifically useful categories. As longias we lick an empirically
based system pf classification, no rational approach to treatment is
possible.

DR. ROBINSON: I think we have to know, as Or. Kqiagh has pointed,out,
whether a deficit.must be corrected tosome degree to promote ade-
qbate reading. I am concerned, for example, about those who ap-
proach the teaching of reading from an auditory point of view, as
though it were never necessary for the child to perceive visually. IC
seems strange that we can talk about teachingby usingstrengths and
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neglecting deficits, if those deficits involve absolutely essential parts
of the totality of learning. I want to comment oil this primarily so
that none of us 'will leave this conference believing that he can capi-
talize on the strengths and neglect essentiattleficits. For example,
visual perception is essential because readidg is a visual task. How to
diagnose it and how to correct it are the major problems, and not
whether a is necessary. Auld you agree, Dr. Ingram?

DR4INGRA4: I agree entirely with that. Obviously, some basic skills are
necessary. But if a child fajls, for example, in recognizing word shapes,
then I would not`spend my time teaching him by "look and say." ..
I think I would encourage him to use the phonic appeoach, but I agree
that he must first reach the stare of learning where he is able to read
letters.

DR. ROBINSON. Over and over again, the question has been raised about
more boys than girls Waving reading disabilities, and we find this con-

' sistently. A study that I don't believe has been,meritioned, but.is of
interest, was,done by Ralph Preston6 with- a colleague in,Girmany. It '
began as a comparative study of the achievement of German and
American children, but one of the surprising findings was that in
Gemany more girls than boys.had difficulty in reading. This leaves
us with a question of considethble interest to explain. .

the. INGRAM: In a classic study, Hallgren3 found that many more boys
than girls Were referred to reading clinics, but that the incidence in
boys and girls'of what he called "specific dyslexia," which he defined
in his own terms, was approximately similar. I was renitifda of this
during Dr, Kagan's presentatioff, whenhementioned the differences
in behavior'in boys and girls. This is the sort of difftrence that leads
immediately ty aresearch project. In particular, Halfg-en found, when
he studied thit families of the childrenbreferred to him, that the girls
were also affgeted, but not so severely. Therefore, we are left with the
simple question: "Wet is it thlit mukei boys more dyslexic' and makes___
them have more difficulties than girls?" Obviously, we are.dealing
with a mulTifactorial situation. I have mentioned'esifironmental fac-
tors already. Here is an intrinsic factor, and there must be hundreds
of othei factors ieearly upbringing that we do not know about but
thiit determine whether a child Will Suffer from significant-reading'.
difficulty.

DR.-MEIER: Dr,. Kagan, I, and others have touched on the maleteacher
and male-classroom possibilities. Our experiments with kindergarten
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and first-grade children in Greeley indicate that the 111-male groups do
as well as the all-female and better than the mixeclsgroups in reading
a evement. I wonder whether Dr. Robinson was getting at this when
sh .said that in Germany the sex ratio o( reading problems was re-
ve d, because they use male teachers fOr young children more than
we do. ______ ,

Frances McGlannan4 is doing a'study dealing with genetic anoma-
lies'n poor readers.. She believes that her evidence indicates that there
is a igher incidence of sex-finked genetically determined problems
with poor readers. We are doing a gross chromosoVial analysis, the
bucCal smear test, to see whether there are any indeations of sex -
linked anomalies in children with learning disabilities. If there are, we
plan o do a total chromosomal analysis on the child. I submit that s
this roblem is susceptible to research. The answers are elusive and
complex.

Dr1SperrY his indicated that boys seem to have less- stable spatial,. °

predictability, in terms of organisation mediated,by the right hemi-
sphere,.thando girls. DI. Kagan, suggests that the boys merely behaved
differently and therefore responded differekly. I would suggest that
there iS some interaction between the brain and the behavior, if you
will, and a corresponding interaction between those and the teacher
in the elassrooth.
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DRt ROBINSON An international study on achiev men: in mathematics has already
been published. (useu, T. kd. International St dy of Achievement in Mat)
Milks. a Comparison 11112 Countries 2 vol. N.. York John Wiley &Son,
1967.304 and 368 pp) I was reminded of it en the question of dyslexia in
Japan canle up, because it was found that anth ale and mathematical achieve-
ment of Japanese children at various age levels as ahead of that in any of the
other countries studied. Having completed tha study, the international group is
now assessing achievement at different age lev Is in various other content areas
and in reading' The committee is developing a achievement test that will be as
fair as possible in reading and in writingfor c ddren in various countries- I !Kink
we need to look to that (it is already in progr ss) to make some comparisons
between the kinds of achievements and disab sties that are found in countries
With various language characteristics. .

DR, DENENBER9, 1 came to this conference Hit the belief that dyslexia was a

specific human syndrome. That is definitely, tong. First, there are many correl-
ative events. visuomotor coordination, spina disturbances, perceptual problems.
and patternrecognition problems, and also t ere happen to be reading difficulties
The culture in which we live is such that we ave foi.used on reading difficulties
But we have made them central rather than erely correlative What impresses me

is -that all the problems except reading occur higher mammals. I therefore sub-

nut that, although we are focusing on reading isabilities, they are merely a symp

tom of a much more basic problem, which is robably not unique to humans but
runs through a wide variety of higher mamma And the way to approach the
problem from a research point of view is to lo k at it both at a human level and

at a lowerprimate
DR. RICHARDSON. 1 should like to add a Lauti n to whatever is dune experi

mentally in nonhuman primates. Reading is a I nguage function, as we have spent

some time discussing hprc. We must not locos t of that facet in extrapolating
experinpn tal observations on nonhuman prima es. The problem goes beyond the
perceptual aspects I think the visual aspects sr important, but I believe we have
ample evidence from research that auditory sir iimination, sequencing, nd Ian.

.guage development ate as important as visual keption. I referred to visual per
ception earlier only to point out that it...was one of a number sit factors

DR Gil NIARSON 1 would like to comment on I e definition and incidence of

. dyslexia and reading disabilities, The IntCidiscip mary Committee on Reading

Problems is composed of professionals represent ng many disciplines psychology,
education, sociology: linguistics, anthropology, 4,onom les, child development,
and specialised fields of medicine, such as uphill Imulugy. pediatrr s. neurology,,
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and psychiatry One of the problems faced.by the Committee was terminology.
Although workers in various disciplines used the same terms. discussion reveled
that the meanings of terms varied according to the discipline of the. user The
Commit members WC7C Ciincaned with readmit problems, but r was difficult
to obtain a -onsensus on what a reading problem was or to define reading das
ability It -appeient that commoil terminology WAS essential for effective
commutucatio So the group agreed to compile a glossary ttunderson.D y.
Reading problems glossary of terminology Reading Research Quarterly 4.534- .
547. 19b9) to use during the writinitof the several manuscripts that will be pub.

aItched in single volume by the Center fop Applied Linguistics and to appear as .

an appendix to the volume One of the seven Committee task forces is concerned
.with incidence and implications- We have found, as must of us already knew, that

- in the United Slate% we have no accurate estimate of the number of children whq
are disabled in :trading. we have only an educated guest. The primary reason for
the flick of an estimate is that reading disability itself f,,,., defined an many different
ways Most workers in education would feel that an ,..stimate of I 5%-20% of
chilrgen a.s dyslexic is rather high .

on, Yr DUNG But would it be higkin terms of reading disability if that is defined
ip terms of 'years retarder 1 . .

OK GUN DI RUM We still have to define "reading disability" and "dyseexial "
.. Many children who are a year retarded i reading are retarded simply because of

plot ediu:ational experiences and have o physical or neurologic. problems
DR IS,DY N JON l have been struck by the lack of mention of an active area of

research and a related point of view Although I am not expert in it, I think this
approuh ought al least to be mentioned a d put on the record I refer to the use
of programmed instruction or teaching -tunes. I know that active research is

,. going on with such things as typewriters co fleeted to computers that are oil
crated b) vity young children, I submit that. although the concept of training.,
children in how to read through the use of apparatus that requhes a computer

triton: One of the nile things about computers is that they are precise and

\may seem way out today. this sort of approach might seem quite feasible in the
near t

have infinite patience Another good thing about computers is this to write a
program, one needs an extremely precise idea of what he wants the machine to
do lot him, theiefoie, he must sharpen his thinking about the.Ridcess involved
In the pattern of the educationalsystem that we are generally using in this
country today. material is given to 30 or 40 students Some succeed and some
do nut , that leads to failure sin the part of those at the bottom of the group and
the beginning of the downward spiral referred to earlier

.

I think that Pitiless° Skinner at.tiarvaid, who has been one of the.motivating
forces behind the concept of programmed leaming, and many others have pointed
out that, through the use of programmed instruction, artentuely different ap
proach can be taken Rather than thtowmg a given quantity of material at the
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students and` seeing whether they can turn& it. we can allow,gac.h stud to
proctssiLlit his own pece.and,gtrange things, it is hoped, so that %ski: .'airs
and failure is almost ruled out

Oft. Y.OUNG_ about 5 years 310. We gaited a group of iris) dep 4.v e.if -Oith Oft

typevmtets ,These_Chilitten are now in Khoo: performing v.ely
welt m ding. The prognosis would have been that at .1 one thug of them
would have been placed in mental-retautlation clines ot one of them h?s been

- placed. thete They ire exceeding the control group lid even doub'ing their
scores in several achievement tests We intend to low their for I' yea's Your
point about the ngor involved in programming and the student's control over the
pace at which the material atesented is extremely in portant I would also Itkel:
to say that, even if you r" it have a computer or automated equipment toy pie
senting data. teachers trained to function in a facilitative fashorn. label
than in a tuthey-stuffing fashion lamming data down the unwilling thious of

. children. The former style of instruction is considerably inure effectise Your
points ate germane to one of the sire spots sn education

DR, ULLMANN I would like to tefocus Attet1110fl on a poinithat Di Keogh made
earlier the question of continuity versus discontinuity in the process we call
reading

l am aware that, from the standpoint of science. Irma} he proper to consider
the components of the reading proixss a monotonic system and set call the do
abthty definably different, qualitatively separate phenomenon This seems to he
so, in the children to whom Dr Robinson has [elated. reading was improved in
a significantly large proportion by improving the trading insouchon I think
there was a reduction in leading disability from 20% to 5'1, But the Yr lemon,
so that one would ASSUITI$: that the improvement in invitiwilun had made its con
tributuin which could continue, but that there might he something within the .

learner that also has to be considered. in addition to the inoiiii.tionapystem
Similarly, their is a situation with which I have had sums, familiarity in the

list few years the effistt by the arnved,foices to accept 100p00 men per yell
who would previously have been /elected, thiorigh improvement in instrut
mina' and adiustment of turning pioceduNes This iv of beill:141 not one to the
armed forces. but also to the men theniselves

The person who has what we might loosely callvtlyslesia rem.imc in 4 ..4reig.it
separate from those who can be reached try improvements in met,ods In ,merit
use Most people may have been effectively instiucted, but there still scenic to he
a small proportion who cannot be dealt with easily within a mass approasis I do
not mean that as a social policy this concern with methods of general applica
bdity is unvose. but I want to highlight the fact that we still seem to have a posh
lent with residual disability I would ask whether the concept of discontinuity
must be faced if we ate to reach the 1001 of the children that Dr Kr..lurdson
alluded to in the furthet-development of our educational and health s } stem i

..
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L.,,AAR , I would like to ask the panel members whether they can look
into then sirtal halt aril foresee not only a speech therapist to screen children
f whoh it done now), but a healing iherapot and a reading therapist Perhaps
Ow Di Sharikweilei winks out his classification of reading problems. these
specialists may be able to 14entily children in need of speeial training before li

failwe begins and to serve a vety important purpose e.

OK ROBINSON That has been my goal for 20 Yeats, Following tho conferenc**. -.
however ,.I am *pontos id wonder whether children should be screened before
they even ewe; school It nip io me that the screening process ought to come
much tithe* than b years age, when children enter school in thikcounalf. or 5,
when they enter kindeipsis ten At this tame, I do'not know what to screen or how
to ,wicen This prixision u the goal that we tartilly must achieve, because pre.

vention is our ultimate goal

A.&
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The jargon and technical" terms of one discipline are detbrrents to uhder-
standing by teaders trained in another discipline. This gloisary is in-

-tended,to-relieye the irritation' of teadinA material in an unfamiliar sub-
ject and to promote comprehension.Itxonsists of terms that are not
eicplainedby the speakers in context; the definitions art; confined to the

.4enselin which they are used. Terms in italics are defined eliewhere in
/' the glosslry, Specialists in the several disciplines have been Consulted, as

have the following authoritative sources:. , .
'', '

i
. , t.

1
. .

:iii American Psychiatric Glossary, 3rd Edition. Washington, D.C.: Anwric4n Psychiatric

i Association, 1969. - - . .
C.H. Best and N. B. Taylor, Eds., Physiological Basis of Medical Practice, 8th Edi-
. hon. Baltimore: The Williams dc Wilkins Company, 1966.
F. P. Dinneen, lntroductioo to General Linguistics. New York:, Holt, Rinehart.and

Winston, Inc., t967. ,,
, ,

Dorland'Ullustrated Medical Dictionary ,,24111 -Edition.Philidelphia: W. B. Saunders

Company, 1965.:
PI Gray, Dictionary of.the Biological Sciences, New York: Reinhold Publishing

.
Corporation,1 067., ,

D. V, Gunderson, Reading ?roblems; Glossary &Terminology. Reading Resear,ch
Quarterly, 4(4), pp'. 534-549, Newark, Delaware: International Reading -1

Association, 1969. . , s , : k
..... /...._i-. ...

/
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C. A. Kee le and E,NeiI, Samson Wright's Applied P hysiology, 11th Edition. London:
Oxford University Press, 1965k

S. Polyak, Vertebrate Visual System. Chicago: University of 'Chicago Press, 1957. ,
Webster's Third International Dictionary, Unabridged. Springfield, Massachusetts:

& C. Merriam Comony, 11967. .

.
-14t!"

ACCOMMODATION: A change in thickness, curvature, and`poNver of the las of .
the eye through action of the ciliary muscle to adjust the eye for near vision.
Accommodation is usually accompanied by changes in pupillary diameter and
conergence of the eyes.

"ACUTE** INVESTIGATIONS: In neurophysiology, usually investigations on
anesthetized animals that are sacrificed at the termination of the experiment, in
contrast to "chronic" animals, which are used more than once.

AM AC RINE CELLS: Intraretinal association neurons without long extensions,
acting on synaptiC junctions between bipolar' and ganglion cells; one of several
types of association cells facilitating or inhibiting retinal 'neural activity. See alto
horizontal cells.

AM BLYOPI A. Reduction in visual acuity that cannot be impriikd with lenses or
attributed to disease.

AM ET ROPIA: An abnormality of the eye, such that when It is at rest; light rays are
not focused on the retina, but rather in fiont of or'behind it. Includesoyopia,
hyperopia, and astigmatism.'

ANTERIOR coMtilSSL) RE: One of the transverse bands of nerve fibers that con-
nect the two cerebral hemispheres.

APHASIA: Impairment of tht ability to use language because of defect uripair-
ment of the brain, not sensory impairment of vision or hearing.

A-PRAXIA: Inability to carry out purposeful movements in the absence of identi-,..
,. , fiable paralysis or other motor or. sensory impairment.,. .AREA 1;7: See-striate area. ,

A AA'11. An area of the occipital lobe of the cerebral cortex mainly on the dorsal
surface of' the lateral gyrk.adjacent to area 17, ihowing electrical activity after

. , stimulation of the visual tract. Also called "visual 'II" and "secondary visual'
.. cortical area." . ,_

. .. ASTIGMATISM: Lack of symmetry of curvature of the refractive surfaces of the
,;. ,

eye as a result of whicha ray ofliAt,is not:focused on.the retina sharply in all
metidians.

Air A XrIA : Failure of muscular coordination.
ATROPINE: A chemical compound found in plants that, among other uses, dilates

the pupil and paralzes the ciliary muscle controlling accommodation of the lens
,. ., when applied locally to the eye.

AUDIOGRAM: A plAt of the acuteness of a subject'sjAearing at various sound
, fr'eAuencies. $ .
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senseAUDITORY BLENDING: Tkeability fl) to m ke sense out of the parts (phonemes)
of a word pronouncedwith separations bete een phonemes and (2) to obtain an
approximation of the intended word suffa:tent for recognition of The word.:

A-WAVE: Negative deflection of the electroretinogram occyrring in the light-
adapted eye following stimulation by a-flash of light, or in the dark-adapted iye ,

by a red light, and considered'to be related to cone activity.,
AXON: A nerve-cell expansion or process that is typically singleindiong, termi

nates in short branihes relatively far from the cell body, and usually conducts
itypolsesaway from the cell body. . '

AXOSPINODENDRITIC CbNirACTS: Synapses bettveen drfdritic spines of one
neuron and'axons of another neuron. , ....

MENDERGESTALT TEST: performance test requiring reproduction of the con-
.

. figutation in line drawings.... .
(DENTON VISUALIFETEN 1pg:TEST: A test of visual perception that depends

do visual -motor ability. I. , ( " .
of

.
BIPOLAR CEL t: qwsktypes or Connecting cells in the retina: monosynaptic

bipolar cell , which connect cones to nerve.fibers and may permit direct trans-
mission to he brain)and polysynaptic bipolar cells, which connect both rods
and cones at perve fibers and rJermit interactions between receptors bef %re

transmission aop
,

ie brain. .
,

UCCAP SMEAR TEST:...MiCrOSCOpic examination of cells.scrapeeffrom the inside
,,

( of the cheek andstained to determine chromosomal irregularities.
BWAVE: Positive deflection of.the electroretinogram follow* stimulation by a

/flash of light; largest tp poor illuminationond witk, blue light. Thought to be pro-
duced in.

. G.'

ostlt by rod
A.
activity. ?I . .

CEREBRAL AQUEDUCT: A narrow canal about 3/4 in. long extending from the .
.

third ventricle to the fourth ventricle in the ma:42in region. ,

,: CEREBRAL OOMMISSURE:s: Neu I tracta;tonnecting the two sides of the

cerebitlm. 4amplelare Meet* m:aliosum atujanterior commisiure. .

CEREBRAL. DOMItI4ANCE rA nctlonal asymMetry in which one si4e of thebrain
Issumea greater,control oittrebral functins than the other ii e,sijemonstrated
by laterality m voliintar Moto! acts: Set also laterality and tit inant laterality.

' 'CILIA RI/ MUSCLE: The smooth (Involuthow) muscle that affects*N slut:4 of the
. 1

CLOS COLONY: An inbred colony: \4*---
lensE7t visuat.accolonoddtion.

, . . ,

CODE; EMPHASIS PROGRAMS. Programs of teaching readingth4 emphasize
sound-symbol relatioAhips. See also meaniti temphasis programs.

1
, ,

cotimissUROTOMY: Surgical sectioning of ;he connecting bands of a cerebral
mmissure. In the brain, surgical separationbf theateural connections between

c'e two hemispheres. \

C NE: A phototeceptor neuron characterized in part bylite3thioke thao a rod.
lby the complexity of its biPolar connections, and by use chiefly in y vision;

I. 1 '
I
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occurs most densely in the fovea centralis ar(a of the retina, where visual acuity
is highest.

CONSENSUAL FGBILL AR Y RESPONSE; Similar reaction of both pupils to a
stimulus applied to only one eye.

CONVERGENCE: in binocular vision, the coordinated movement of the two eyes
toward fixation on the same near point. Neural convergence is the synapsing of

6 many cells with fewer cells at successively lower or higher levels.
CORPUS CALLOSUM: A large bundle of transverse nerve fibers connecting the

cerebral hemispheres. , .,. .
COUNTERBALANCIN9: J'echnique used in experimental design for controlling

continuation effects by presenting stimuli in balanced sequences (such as AE, *..

. WA).

CRITERION: In experimental psyc hology, a predetermined Jevel of performance
usually less than a perfecscore. .

d-c POTENTIALS: The so-called steady or slowly changing electrical potentials that
can be observed in various parts of the brain under constant observition

1 conditions. .
DECIBEL (db): Nontechnically, a unit for measuring the relative loudness of sounds.

approximately equal to the s !lest degree of difference of loudness ordinarily
detectable by the human eiv, hose range includes about 130 citvon'a scale. -
beginning with.1 for the faint st audible sound.

DECUSSATION: A crossing ove in the visual system of optic fibers at the optic
....chiasma. 0

DEEP STRUCTURE: Elements f a sentence that deterinine its semantic interpre-
tation, including grammatica relations, functions, and categories.

DENDRITE: A protoplasmic e pension or process of a neuron that usually termi-
nates in a highly branched s ail relatively near the cell body and conducts Mil
pulses toward the cell bod Dendrites of pyramidal cells are termed apical
dendrites or basilar dendri es depending on where they leave the cell body, which
istaiented with the ape), oward'the cerebrocortical surface: .

DENDRITIC SPINE: A sort'bulbous expansion of the dendrite, with %Mich the
axon endings from an ther neuron make contact; spines are distributed along the
dendrite according..I distance from the cell Body and other fa tors.

DETOUR BEHAVIO : A behavior pattern that seeks to reach a gbal by an indirect
route in order to avoid an unpleasant or apparently impassable barrier.

DIOPTER: A unit 1 measurement of the refractive power of a lens; equal to the

I., reciprocal of t focal length in meters.
-,./"DTPV5P I A : Double visiontwo simultaneous visual images of a single object. .

"DISABLED READER": See reading disability. ',
DISHA TUATION: Restoration of a response that has weakened because of re- if

' peate presentation of the stiniUlus. '
..

7k,
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DISINHISITION: Lessening the reciprocal inhibition caused by excitation of a

neuron by means of excitation of another neuron.
DOMINANT LATERALITY: The preferential use in voluntary motor acts of iF-

silateral members of the different pairs of organs, as the right ear, eye, hand, leg

(dextrality) or the left ear, eye, hand, leg (sinistrality). There is a general ten-
dency to be consistently right-dominant or Ifft-dominant, but mixed and crossed

dominance are also found.
DYSLEXIAt-From lysrfaulty, imp airedand "lexis"speech, from legein (Greek)

to speak; confused with legere (Latin) to read,'the medically more common inter-
pre tation, as in alexia. See reading disability.

DYsr RAXIA: Partial loss of ability to perfonn coordinated movements; nonspe'

cific clumsiness; a sign considered indicative of possible neurologic involvement.
FUDGE- DETECTOR UNITS: Retinal rods or cones that respond to contrasting

luminance boundaries such as that provided by the border, between black and

white areas.
EDGE GRADIENT: The gradual variation in illumination at an edge between a

bright field and a less bright field due to the optical-spread function and eye

micromovements.
ELECTROANATOMIC STUDIES: Deduction of probable anatomic pathways front

the pattern of nerve impulses recorded at different sites.
ELECTRORETINOGRAM (ERG): Record of changes in electriCal potential in the

retina after stimulation pylight; may be obtained in man by placing one elec
trode on an anesthetized cornea and the indifferent electrode in the mouth.

EMM ET RONA: A state of proper correlation between the refractive system of the

eye and the axial length of the eyeball such that rays of light entering the eye
pantilel to the optic axis are brought to a focus on the retina.

ENUCLEATION: Removal of the eyeball after the extraocular muscles and optic
nerve have been severed.

EVOKED POTENTIALS: Electrical signs of neuronal activity resulting from stimu-
lation of nerves or sensory end .organs.

EXTINCTION: Reduction or elimination of a conditioned response by not rein-

forcing the response. -

EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES: Three.pairs of muscles (the superior and inferior
recti, the internal and external recti, and the superior and inferior oblique
muscles), arranged around the eyeball that act in a coordinated manner to rotate

the eyeball and maintain appropriate convergence with the other eyeball.
FACIAL DIPLEGIA: Paralysis of both sides of the face.
FEATURE EXTRACTION: The proCess of separating from the total input the

particular characteristics of a sensory stimulus that are recognized.
FIXATION: The direction of gaze is such that the imageof an object looked at falls

on the fovea centralis.

#I2
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FOOT L (fL): A ,unit of luminance equal to the luminance of a perfectly
diffusing surface that emits or reflects one lumen per square foot. A lumen equals .

the light emitted (in a unit solid anglej by... uniform point source of one candle
intensity.

FORMANT: The frequencies (or groups of frequencies) that characterize the timbre
of a sound and distinguish it from sounds of different timbre.

fovXx CENTRALIS: A tiny depression, about I deg wide in man, in the center of
the macula lutea retinae, where the layers of.the retina are spread apart, per-

light to fall directly on the cones; the par,t,o(the retina that provides the
best visual acuity and most sensitive visual discrimination.

FOVEAL EXAMINATION: Examining an object with the most discriminative part
of the retina, the fovea centralis; involves coordinated turning of the eyes so the
optic axes converge on the point.

FUSIONAL MOVEMENTS: Movements of the eyes that bring the retinal images of
the same part of a visual stimulus sufficiently close to corresponding points of
the retina that a single image is perceived.

GANGLION CELLS: In the retina, neurons representing the third link in the chain
that carries visual stimuli to the brain, whose cell bodies and dendrites are in the
retina and whose axonssonstitute the fibers of the optic nerve. Retinal ganglion
cells differ greatly from one another in body size, location, and manner in which
they make synaptic connections; they 're activated by bipolar, horizontal, and
amacrine cells. ;

GATING FUNCTION: Selection on an arbitrary basis --for example, voltage of
neuron spikesin recording techniques; also applies to all kinds of neurophysio-
logic phenomena that can be segregated.

GENERA L IZATION :In psychology, the ability of an associated or similar stimulus .
to cause a response produced by a particular stimulus, especially when of the .

same sense mode.
GESTALT: A structure or configuration including shape, pattern, and time, of

physical, biologic, or psychologic phenomena so integrated as to constitute a
functional unit with properties not derivable from its parts in summation.

GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY: The study of perception and behavior from the stand-
point of an organism's response to configurational wholes, with stress offithe
identity of psychologic and physiologic events.

GOLGICOX PREPARATIONS. Preparation and staining of nerve tissues for his-
tologic examination by the Cox modification of the first netirohistologio method,
devised by Camillo Golgi 100 years ago. The method consists of staining suitably
fixed and hardened slices of tissue with a weak silver nitrate solution; onlynerve
cells are blackened. The Cox modification results in improved staining of
dendrites,

GRAPHEME (syn. letter, phonogram): A functionally distinctive graphic symbol,
used in the writing system of a particular language.

5' 4')
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HASITOATION: The waning of a response as a result of repeated stimulation that
is not followed by reinforcement; dam, . from fatigue and sensory adaptation.

HAPTIC SENSATIONS: Sensations arising from the touch receptors inthe skin.
HEMIPLEGIA: Paralysis of one side of the body.
HERTZ (Hz): A unit of frequency of a periodic process equal to one cycle per

--second; replaces cycles per second (cps).
HORIZONTAL CELLS: In the retina, one of the.types of association cells whose

function is to distribute photogenic impulses in the retinal tissue itself and by
facilitation, inhibition, or some similar influence to modify the impulses trans-
mitii4.10 the cerebrum. The horizontal cells interconnect cone with
cones or rods and are so named because of the horizontal spreading of their

axons. See also amacrine cells.
HYPEROPIA (syn. hypermotropia, farsightedness): An optical abnormality of the

eye in which, when It is at rest, rays of light entering the eye parallel to the optic.
axisare brought to a focus behind the retina.

INITIAL TEACHING ALPHABET (ITA: A notation system using the conven
banal symbols of gnglish plus some others designed to represent particular
sounds that are variably represented in English.

INNER PLEXIFORM LAYER: The relatively cell-tree layer of the retina between
the ganglion layeramd the inner nuclear layer, consists mainly of synapses.

INTRACORTICAL ASSOCIATION CELLS. Neurons carrying out an associative
function between cortical neurons.

KINEsnitsit.: A sense mediated by receptors that lie in the muscles, tendons, and
joints and are stimulated by bodily movements aitcd tensions.

LABYRINTH: See vestibular apparatus.
LATENCY: Time between application of a stimulus and the resulting response at

some point in the neural system.
LATERAL DOMINANCE. See dominant laterality
LATERAL GhNICULATE NUCLEUS: A group of neuronal cell bodies arranged

in six layers. Nerve fibers from the retina of thecontralateral side arc ieceivedin
layers 1.4, and 6, and from equivalent spots of the ipsilateral retina, in layers 2.
3, and S.

j LATERALITY. Awareness of the two sides of one's body and ability to Identify
each correctly as left or right:

LATERAL SPECIALIZATION: See dominant laterality.
LAYER IV. The fourth layer fawn the surface of the primate visual cortex charac

termed by relatively small, densely spaced cells, including stelkne cells
LAYER V: Thc,fifth layer from the surface of the primate visual cortex . chmac.

teriied by large cells,
LIGHT TRAP: A device that eliminates unwanted light o produce an area of um

form illumination,
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LONGTERM MEMORY Retention of information for longer than about a minute;
usually, long-term memory refers to days., months, or years.

LUMINANCE Refers to the effectiveness of a given light intensity on the visual
system. Formerly called "brighttiess:' and frequently confused with the bright-
ness or physicarenergy of a light source itself. See also Math bands.

MACH SWNDS! Bright and dark rings noticed by Ernst Mach, When rapidly ro-
tating talcs of colored or black and white sectors are viewed, the successive

appear W fuse into unglecolor and intensity; the pea:er proportion of,
white to black (or one color to another), the brighter (oi.mord like,the better
presente4 color) the rotating disk appears. When the proportiong are not uni-
form, Ma0 bands appear. The'explanation of the-brightness-contrast effect is
based on the mutual dependence of neighboring retinal points due to t retinal
neural netirk,

arACROELEC IltQDE. A relatively large electrode (up to 0 5 mm diameter)
with low resistance, used to record potentials accompanying reactions
of aggreptio of neurons,-

MACULA LUTE* RETINAE; Thpartof the retina distinguished from the remain-
der of the retiais by its yellow appearance, in the center his the fovea central*,
the area of gra'' test visual acuity.

MEA N G.EMPHASIS PROGRAMS= PTOW11113 of teaching reading that emphasize
language meaning, as distinct from code.emplaasis programs.

MESENCEPHACON (syn. midbrain): The middle dimwit of the brainlying be
tween the forebrainand hindbram.

METHYLENE SLUE PREPARATIONS; Tissues prepared for study by a method
devised by Paul Ehrlich (1886) consisting of injection of a weak solution of
methylene blue into a living animal, whose nerve tissue decolorizes the blue dye.
When the tissue is exposed to air, the nerve structures appear selectively stained
in blue,

MICROELECTRODE- An electrode 1-3 p in diameter used for intracellular
recording of potentials accompanying reactions of single units,

14, I si us SYNDROME; i/oluntarY abstinence from,motion owing to intense pain
accompanying muscular movements

M Litt AR 11114iVIOR. A unit of behavior, described in nonphysiolopc, psychologic
&instructs and nv4e up of smaller specific units elicited by specific stirriuli,

mot ECULAR SEH VIOR A small unit of behavior generally defined in terms of
specific moveme or of specific movements elicited by specific stimuli, or in
physiologic terms

YELINATION. The condition of some nerve fibers that are covered with a fat dike
substance (myelin) as a sheath,

Y OPLA (syn. nearsightedness) .An optical abcormality of the eye in which, when
it is at rest, light rays parallel to the optic axis are focused in front of the retina. -

rather than on it
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NEUR-, GRADIENT Variation in response of a neural system over a space

distribution.
NODAL POINT One of Iwo points on the axis 4;1 opt ic.it system st situated

that a ray falling on one will produce a parallel ray emerging through the other
noise Interference of crumble intensity that forms a diffusebackground against

which a specific stimulus effectoccifts Within neural systems. "noise" is the
residual °wrung activity, and any signal to be effective mitt be higher in mien
arty than this backvound noise See also visual noise

NUCLEUS (pl. nuclei): In neuroanatomy. a general tetm u.sc- A itto -ctoviate a group
of nerve-cell bodies usually within the central nervous system and hearing a

direct relationship to the fibetsof,a particular nerve
OCCIPITAL LORE; The posterior lobe of the cerebral hemisphere. nkst ging

latendly'swyth the temporal lobe, apd concerned primarily with visual input
OCULAR ASTHE N 0 PI A Weakness or rapid tiring of the eyes attended by pain

in the eyes4teadache, and dimness of vision
u LON °TOR (syn ocular-inotor)* PerIaillinl to the movements of the eye

OCULOMOTOR APRA XIA Loss of ability to move theeyes zit will Of to tallow a.

moving abject to either side ^

OCULOMOTOR COOK DINA TIoN Reciproszl itinervainfn or the Nas of xlr,F
Oatill, muscles. tesulting ensootdinatton of movement or the eyeball on a point

of fixation
OCULOMOTOR DYsLEXIA. Reading disability due to oculoinotot dysfunction

OIL -IMMERSION PHO I Orrill'IRO'GR APR A photomicrograph taken through a

, highower lens having a clear oil phase instead of air between the lens and the

. obiect (or covet glass) The magnification is usually about 2,000 tiAlieN. de.

pending on t e power of the objective and ocular lenses
OMMATIDIIIM ( matidia). An elongated unit of a compound C)it f an

arthropod, consisting typically of an external corneal lens beneath wharfs is a
crystalline cone and below it a roil - shaped form encloied in a sensitive retinal

element protected by pigment $

OtERANT,CctErDITIoNING (syn instrumental conditioning) The experimental

ptoctedure of presenting an animal with a reinforcing stimulus immediately
'following the occurrence of k.cettain response Usually. these are responses in
curnng-freely, when the correct response occurs, the animal is immediately le
enforced, resulting in an increased rate of responding. e g pigeon rttlay peck at

many notes on a piano but when he pecks at the first note of "The Star

Spiralled Bonnet." he is immediately reinforced,
OPERANT LEvit Base line or pretesting or preteinfincing levelof activity
OPTICAL SPREAD FUNcTIoN The-total effect l̀if,the optical processes (dif-

fraction. aberration, light scatter. iccommodation errors, optical characteristics,

. and eye.movements) by which itrys from an external point of light are spread in
a bell4haped distnbution curve to form the triage on the retina-
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OPTIC CHIASKA T.Ite,X:511.1peti Junction of the optu: nerVes.; short stout bridge
through which, in mammals. there 1,., a partial exchange of fibers between II, 'wo
nerves In man and other primates, fibers that originate tri the somewhat 17 .-.
,nasal half of the retina puss from one nerve through the chiasma and join fibers
in the opposift optic tr.aet, whereas the films arising from the temporalside of
the retina proceed in'tie lateral pot lions of the cluasma, without decussation,
from the optic nerve to the corresponding optic tract. (See Figure I in the
Introduction.)

cirric DISK The "blind spot" where the layers of the retina are replaced by the
optic nerve fibers leaving the eyeball

OPtIc NERVE Nerve made up of fibers that originate in the ganglnin cells of the '

letina and terminate in several paired nude; (Wend gemeulate nucleus, ilegenicu
late gray nucleus) or subcortical stations (supenor collicului. ptdvinar of the
thalantus) -in the brain.

Lien(' KAVIATION See visual radiation
OPTIC T EC T Uii Dorsal (tool,like) part of the midbrain containing the superior

roliiitih,whilh form pat! of the intertnedialy visual systerit.'
OM lc TRACTS The tracts by.whichthe optic nerves continue from the optic

chiasma to the brain The tract on each side carries libels conducting impulses
setup by contialateral .118w/fields that fail on the ipsdatetal retinas, the fibers
from the opposite eye having caissed over at tile miasma Mc Figure I in the*,
Introduction )

tail ()KIN I I IC NY $ T AG Pa US Inavluntar) alleinating rapid and slow movements
of the ey6alLinduced by at ;meting to fixate on a point revolving mound an

' ax's

orti3R1Nt TIC TIST Mehl in which the some environment appears to image
relative to the obsereek so that the eyes are compelled to follow the moving
ablest See also optoktnetw nvstagmus

e PTOMIO Lori. Nl.r t. i 1 The nuclei of the thud, fourth, and sixth cranial nerves,
N which inne'vate the e.:trachular mocks and arc theft:tote conceined with.the

.-uzivements ollhe eyeball

441411 N TIN(. REFLIXIS Arariery of visseral,:sc4tic near -0,1;4 motor
responses to initial..presentat ion of a stimuli.,

rin I HOPI"! T1 MN IN*. A technique of eye exercises designer141.* co! :CO the
visual *of eyes not properly coordinated for binocuiir vision

()tut int o k GANS Mechanoneutal receptors in the inner ear that respond to
gravitational changes. displasing ± ali.aum ,athimate *Aystal* 010100 attached
to the ends of hair cells

rittl It K rfrANUL AN I AS111 the NC41)0(110,0 horn the surihe IA the primate
striate area, Auactefired by relatively owl! cells

l'Ait IN C. Gearing 01 insliuktion to balance ease and dittLutiv tuna subject learning
a NA
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PARAEOVEAL RETINA The area of the retina surrounding the fovea eentralis

PARALiNGUATICS The study of patterned tone of voice
PATTERNED STIMLLATION Visual stimulation consisting of visual contrast, as

opposid to diffuse light
PERCEPT. A perceived object
PERCEPTUAL PRETRMNING %mini in the awareness of pbjects, relationships.

or qualities, especially visual, as a preliminary to reading.

PHONE/44,E The smallest unit ot;peech that distinguishes one utterance from

another,
PHONOLOGY. The science of speech sounds
PHOTON A quantqm of radiant energy. .

PHOTOPUPILLABY MOTION Reaction of the pupil to light, resulting in dumps

its diameter.
PHOTOTONIC BALANCE. Balance in the ionic condition of the intrinsic eye

musculature (alloy muscle and papillary muscle) resulting from exposure to
particular conditions of lighting.

Pt ASTICITY. Ability of one part of the brain as a result of experience and train-

ing to modify its function to some extent so that eventually it appears to take

over the function of a damaged pars. Anatomic plasticity defers to the ability of

neurons and nerve-tissue aggregations to change by extensions of dendrites and

interconnections
PLEOPTICS A technique of eye exercise, designed to develop fuller vision of an

amblyopic eye and ensure proper binocular coordination
POLYGRAPH An instrument for recording tracings of seve,ral different events

simultaneously,
;lows A discernible enlargement of the lower brain lying immediately below the

midbrain.
POSTSYNAPTIC STRUCTURES Neurons and their dendrites with which efferent

terminals of ptesynaptic neurons make functional contact,
PRAXIS Motor performance or achiin, especially that controlled by the cerebral

cortex,
Pici ItCTAL SYSTE M rit system **use fibers DOM (he optic tract and

superior ty;Iliculus ti it reach the ptetectal nuclei of the midbrain. thought to

poinde feedhack'pathways fin regulation at cye movements andaccerintodation,

PRIMARY lit-ALM Sr RVILES First point of contact for medical care or health

supervision. In the use of cluldten. these SCV/ICes are provided by pediatricians,

general practitioners, publichealth or school nurses, or hospital emergen,:y staffs

PRIMARY STRIATE CORTEX See striate area
PRIMARY VISUAL SYSTEM The nerve system that conducts impulses from the

retina to the cortical, thalamic. and collicular regions of the brain,

PROPR IOC* PT IV t PRI) ORGANS Sensory nerve receptors that gm: information

concerning movements and position of the body, found chiefly in muscles, ten,

dons, aniplie vestibular apparatus,
5(13
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PULVINAR SYSTEM: One of several nuoki in the thalamus, a main relay area in
the midbrain for sensory input, and halting projections to an important associa-
tion area of the cerebril cortex.

PUPILLARY MUSCLE: The smooth (involuntary) muscle of the iris that controls
the size of the pupil.

PYRAMIDAL CELL LAYER: The third layer from the surface,of the primate
striate area, characterized by relatively large pyraniid-like cells.

PYRAMIDAL DISCHARGES: Impulses discharged down the pyramidal nerve 1"

tracts4rom the motor cortex and concerned with voluntary/motor activities.
REACQUISITION: Regaining, by reinforcement, a conditioned response that has

been-extinguished.
READING DISABILITY (syn. reading deficiency, dyslexia): A condition in a

person whose reading age is below 90%9f expectation with respect to his Intel-
. ligence and educational opportunity. See also specific reading disability.'

READING RETARDATION: A behavioral term to describe a person who does not
score at or above the norm fot his age on valid tests of reading.

RECEPTIVE FIELD: A small region of the retina where a spot of light Will cause
impulses in alsinee optic-nerve or optic-tract fiber, in a single ganglion cell, or in
a single nerve cell in the visual cortex. Other single units in these structures may

,,also be activated by the same receptive field or by a different or overlapping
retinal receptive field. .

RECEPTOR: A sensory nerve terminal that responds to stimuli; in the eye, refers
to the rods and cones in the retina.

RECTI: See.eXtraocular muscles.
REDUNDANCY. Superfluous linguistic elements or repetition of cues or informa-

tion that do not need to be recognized in order to perceive the Gestalt.
REFLECTANCEI The reflected fraction of the total luminous flax incident on a

surface.
RETICULAR FORMATION (sy n. reticular system): A diffuse network or reticulum

of nerve cells and fibers, forming the core of the-brain stem, that when stimulated
produce "arousal." This system is concerned with such,general effects as alerting
the entire ownism, maintaining attention, controlling-muscular activity, and
regulating reptivity of peripheral sensory end organs.

RETINAL CONTRAST: Physiolbgic processes in the retina that produce noticeable
subjective differences between objects of different luminosities placed side by
side.

REtINAL RIVA LRY: A condition in which one area of the retina is dominant and
the corresponding retinal area of the other eye, recessive; spontaneous reversal of
the condition is implied.

ROD : "A photoreceptor neuron characterized in part by an elongated shape that
synapses with some bipolar cells, and is used chiefly in night vision; anatomically
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absent from the fovea central's; in man, a fairly uniform cylinder 2414 long and
3 P wide.

RUBIN'S GOBLET FIGURE: An ambiguous figure that can be seen either as a
goblet or as two facial profiles. . .

SACCADE: A jerk -like movement of the eyes horizontally in either direction as '

the fixation point changes, interspersed with pauses. A skilled reader will demon-
strati smooth movements in one direction with few pauses and a regressive move-

/
ment at the end of a line. . .,

SCHEMA (pl. schemata): A plan, outline, or arrangement.
SCOTOM A: A blind spot; an area of, depressed vision within the visualfiekOttie to

retinal damage or to specific lesion within the visual pathways or visual cortex
and surrounded by an area of less depressed or normal vision.

SEGMENT (syn. chunk): To brealt'up continuous spoken sound into segments on
the sis of knowledge of the speaker's language.

SEMIC CULAR CANALS: Wit tin the vestibular apparatus, three canals each in a
differ nt plane right angles o each other, and sensitive to movement of the
end mph contained within them due to change in position, acceleration, or

tion.
SEPARATION ANXIETY: The fear and apprehension noted iinfants when

moved from their mothers (or surrogates) or when approached by,strangers
SHADOWING: Repetition of an auditory stimulus slightly after the original

presentation.
SHORT-TERM MEMORY: Retention 9f information for about a minute or less.
SNELLEN FRACTION: A measure of visual acuity based on'Snellen's test type;

the numerator is the subject's distance from the test type, and the denoitinator,
the distance at which the letters could be read by a normal eye. Thus 20/20
means normal vision in the eye being tested.

SOMADENDRITIC FACTOR: In the neuronal tissue (soma), an undefined factor
that determines the distribution of dendritic spines along the dendrites.

SOMATESTRESUA (syn. somesthesia): The consciousness of having a body.

SOUND SPECTOGRAPH: An instrument that 'pOr trays in graphic form the time
variations of the frequency spectrum of the speech (sound) wavt.

SPECIFIC READING DISABILITY (syn. developme al r ading disability, con-
genital reading disability,,strephosymbolia, specific exia, congenital dys-
lexia): A condition in which the reading age is below ,of eXpectation with
respect to measured intelligence and educational opportunity, but with no evi-
dence of structural defect of the central nervous system and 'with peripheral
sensory apparatus sufficiently intact for the recognition of sensory stimuli in-
volved in reading. There is evidence that this is due to,in Inherited lag in the
maturation of neurophysiologic fur ,:tions (as yet unidentified) involved in
reading.

510 , t
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SPECIFIC VISUAL AFFERENTS: Afferent fibers coAducting nerve impulses from
the visual pkotoreceptors (rods and cones) to the brain.

S-R: Stimulus-r esponse; usually r rs to theories of the acquisition of information
and learning.

STA el LIMETER: Apparatus for re ding the amplitude and frequency of the ,

"motions of a subject,
,

.

STELLATE CELLS: Star-shaped cells found chiefly in layer IV of the striate area
and "characterized by the horizontal arrangement of their processes.

STEREOGNOSIS: Ability to perceive and recognize shape or form qualities of an
object by handling it;-tactile recognition'of form.

STEREOPSIS: The sensation of relative visual depth that results from the neural
integration of dissimilarities in, the images seen by the two eyes.

STRABISMUS; Deviation of the eye that a subject cannot overcome; the visual
axes of the two eyes assume a position relative to each other different from that
required by the visual stimulus conditions.

STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING: Random drawing of individuals from each
of several strata of the pofrulation, in contrast to sariipling by chance alone.

STREPHOSYMBOLIA: Perception of Visual stimuli, especially words, in zeverae
order but without the reversal of individual letters characteristic of mirror
perception.

STRIATE AREA (syn. area 17, area striata, visu , primary striate cortex): The
primary visual receiving area or highest brain ce er, of vision. Pi portion of the
cerebral cortex in the inner, medial space of the cipital lobe of each cerebral
hemisphere, where thq fibers of the visual radial terminate.

SUBJECTIVE CONTRAST: The subjective experience' produced by physiolo
retinal and brain contrast mechanisms, distinguished from contrast visual
stimulus itself. ..

,
SUPERIOR COLLICUL AR SYSTEM: The nerve system in the forward.or ostral

pair of the two pairs of rounded eminences (colliculi) in the roof of the 11.

brain concerned primarily with regulation of ocular reflexes and adjust nt of. :

head and body petition relative to visual orientation. .

SUPPRESSION: Overriding Of one response by another, as distinct from inhibition
of a response. In visual suppression, the specific mechanisms are varied'and un-
known, and the visual input lip eye may be entirely or pirtially blocked.

SUPBAGRANULAR ,LAYEBSaayers I-Ill lying above or toward the surface
from layer; II ihe primite striate area, vibich is characterized by yanular cells:

Au PRANUCLEA4 4P,ESIONS: Lesions of highet (i.e., more centrally located) struc-
tures than the nucleus' associated with the nerve pathway involved.

SURFAE STRUCTURE (syn. surface form): Elements of a sentence that deter-
mine its phonetic interpretation; including the actual formatives, phonetic sit
nals, and combination of perceived utterances.

5 L 1
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..OURROUND FIELD: An area surrounding a center or receptive field where both
on and off responses are obtained to light stimulation.

SYNAPSE: Locus at which a nerve impulse passes from the axon of one neuron to
the dendrites of anotheu forms boundary between the two nerve fihers or pos-

e- siNy only a surface of contact
SYNTACTIC REDUNDANCY: Repetition of elements of syntax; the rules by

width sentences are consttucted. .`

,TACHisioscoPE; An instrument for the very brief presentation of visual stimuli,
such as dot patterns, words, numbers, or pictures of objects; it is capable of-pre-

senting stimuli to either eye atintervals of less than 0.00I-sec.
iSPAPORAL LOBE: The lower lateral lobe of the cerebral hemiphere, merging

behind with the occipital lobe and subserving the hearing and equilibration
senses.

TRANSNEU RONAL DEGENERATION: Degeneration or atrophy of a neural, '
pathway of structure when the neurons with which they make synaptic connec-
tion are cut, or in some cases when the end organs and their afferent nerves are
not used.

TRIGGER FEATURE: A particular set.of stimulus conditions capable-ofeliciting

activity in a single. unit in the retina or higher visual center.
TROLAND: A unit of intensity of light at the retina equal to the illumination

received per square millimeter of a pupillary area from a surface having a
brightness of I candle per sqUare meter.

VESTIBULAR APPARATUS: The system of intercommunicating semicircular
canal: and the'otolith organ within the inner ear Ifilledwith endolymph) that
forms a sense orpn stiiLlated by gravity and rotational movements. ,

VESTIBULAR MOVEMENTS: Reflex movements of the eyes initiated by im-
pulses from the vestibular apporatto in the inner ear due to rotation of the

° head. .

VISUAL CLIFF: A shirp vertieal discontinuity in visual space, such as the edge of

a desk, eithit real or contrived by optical illusion. l .-

VISUAL CORTEX: See striate area.
VISUAL piscxtmINATION: The differentiation betwein visual patterns. 1.

VISUAL FIELD: What a fixating eye can see. Visual field for the two eyes are
normally somewhat ovoid and overlap.

VISUAL- MOTOR: Refet to the coordination of vision with movements of the

body or of patts,o(the body. ,

...

....

vist/#1, NOISE: A 0011.1 stimulus having no recognizable orgapization,,such as,
scattered patty Afters or minferals. . .

VISUAL PLACING: A visually directed response,consisting of placing of one or

more of the extremities upon an object. . .

VISUAL PROJECTIINS: Nerve fibers carrying visual impulses that originate in the

k..01ins and are directed or relayed to other parts of the brain.

.., I i .
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VISUAL PROJECTION ARE S: COIliCaj are3S,such as the striate area, to Which
fibeys flan 'the lateral gehicialate-nucleusinoject.andt ransmit impulse's. .

VISUAL RADIATION (syn. optic radiation): the paired nerve tractsor fiber sys-
, tem carrying visual impulses from ihe41,12ral geniculate nueleusto the highest_,

104,- 0--: brain center of vision,-the striate:lima: . .
zo.

VISUAL RESOLVING POWER: 'A measure of visual acuity or the ability of the
eye to discriminate_ or resolve small timulus differences.,'...7 - V4SU AI; II AREA ;7Set area 18. . - , r .-N. a , ,..:

..... . , -= '..),,e , 1: ''''' . I

\i''-i'" . '
'''
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Bipelar selb, tole in retinal conscience,

106.107
Bknding of phonemes. in tcading disability;

28 ('

Blindness. EEG patterns in; 146
Blinking, 77. 165
B neuronal subsystem. 181

role in Ehrenstein's brightness
I91.19Z

role in [fermium grid illusion 190
111410-. centers for language and spans!

perception in. 458460
Brain injury

and reading disability, AM, 414, 417419,
426427,4164;7

and spabal perception. 425.427
and instal perception, 414427

$14t4 ;WM
effect on visuAl inPut. 143.149

' lesions as ,ause of palsies of coniuratc
we, 76

Wets
enharicepent in'hrenstem'stilosion,

188.190
sigstakd by on-center neuron, oft system.

181
limes area. 9
Cataract., congenital. effei t on s dal scuff), ,

Index of Subjects

arid fixation. 29,1.292
Cerebral dominance. 9

and choreifomi syndrome, 426
and language disorders, 410
and lateral-traitors, 9
and pereeptiOn, 174-176 -

. and reading disability. 176 426, 446.
4 33-4.5.5

andspeech, 174-175
and writing motions. 10
development. 10

Cerebral hernisphetes
functions, 175.176,
relationships in reading disability. 1'77

pang-effect, 146
Choreifonti s),ndrome

and cerebral-dominance, 426
and Nadir'? disability, 476
in hype:fit:iota, 426

Choroid, 3, 5, 39
effe0 of accommodation, 48 '
ischernia. 48

rliunicing
, and flicker fusion, 87
, And saccades, 85.86

in auditory perception, 240-241, 243.245
to reading, 226.127, 2,34 240.241, 243 -

245
in speech, 232, 240241
in speech pricepUon. 226
in visual perception: 87, 240-241, 243.

245
of visual Information 79, 81,83, 8684

Code emphasis s- meaningc m'ph Isis in
learning to trait 2.3, 1519

Coding
in karning to read. 94
in seniory systems, 92
of conisast, 181

CognitiOsivw of leirnine, 305
, Cognithe des elopment, relationship to QsP,

342.343
rotor sloop, RS
Command es. ,,-:4;ments, 72,73
Comminication, effect of espenential

deprivation, 318-319
Compensation, (or absence of Cotpus

eallosum, 172-175
Computer

analogy with memory, 201.202

522
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sailor/ with processing of visual informs-
don, 199.201

in teaching, 486.487
Conditioning, see Reinforcement
Conduction velocities, visual, 145
Cones

arrangement, 131-131
distriblition, 130431,
Inhibition of and interaction With rods, 141,,
nuclei. structu're and differentfation from

rod nuclei, 134, 137
Congenital nyst47nus, see Nystagmlis,

congenital
Congenital O'Culomotor apnucia, see Oculo-

motor apraxia, congenital
Conjugate gaze, palsies, 76
Conjugate reinforcement, 390

and reading, 401
in infancy, 390-398
in premature children, 399

Consensual pupillary response, effect of
deprivation, 256

Continuity, in mental development, 328-329,
336-342 '

Contrast, 05.96
effect on attentipn in infancy, 330, 362
patterns, see Patterns, contrast
perception, see Perception, Contrast
prerequisite for reading, 2
retinalimage, 96-115

effecr of luminance, 97-103
prerequisite for pattern discriminsdon, 12
subjective effects of, 103.10S

sensory coding. 181
mechanism, 192-193
role of inhibition, 192.193

visual
and reading, 117
objective vs subjeLtive. 103.105
role of retinal inhibition and interconnec-

lions. 108
visual performance as function of, 104-105

.Convergence (ocular), see Binocular conver-
gence

s Convergence, retinal, 105.107
differemes In nocturnal vs. diurnal mam-

mals. 133
Coordination, visual, see Visual coordination
Coordination, visual-motor, see Visuat=motor

coordination

5 IS

Cornea, 5
curvature

determined by keratometry, 37-38 /
unequal, as

growth, 39-41
Corpus callosum, a de of

ambidexterity in, 174
and focal vision, 175
and readhig, 168-169, 171-174
and speech, 168-169. 171

= and writing, 168. 169,171
compensation for, 172-175
effect on visual perception, 167-176
symptoms, 168-169, 171

Cortex
nonvisual, function of visual projec s

to, 161-162
IfIstriate, see Area 17 ,

visual,
effect of loss,139-140; 144
effect or stimulation of nonspecific

visual system on, 160
organization of receptive fields of, 153,

155
projection from lateral geniculate nucleus,

136.137, 139.
recording of single unit. in, 153-154

Cordial activity, effect of saccades, 87
Cultural influences

on learning to read, 29-31,3-8%,
on visual fixation time, 331-332

Cycloplegia
complete, production, 36
effect in hyperopia, 50-60
effect in myopia, 58-60
effict on accommodation, 59.60
in determining optical characteristics of

eye, 38 "
used in retinoscopy, 36

Dark 'adaptation, and receptive fields, 112,
115 s

Darkness, signaled by off-center neurons of
D system, 181

Deafness
residual hearing in, 241

= learning speech in, 241.242
learning to read in, 237-238

Decoding emphasis, see Code emphasis
Degeneration, transneuronal, caused by

enucleation, 284.285
Dendrites, in visual cortex, effect of visual

astivnatism, 65
r.
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deprivation, 262
Dendritlespines, 261, 264-273, 281-285

distribution, 283.285
and *0272, 274-279, 281-282, 254
effect of enucleation, 276-277, 279.280
effect of visual deprivation, 276-282,

285-286
mathematical model, 272, 274-278

function, 285
number

and age, 272, 274-279, 281482, 289
determinants of, 24-262
effect of enucleation, 266-273, 276-277,

279-280, 284-285
effect of visual deprive tion, 276-282,

285-286
Deprivation

experiential, see riential deprivation
Hight, see Light dep tion
sensory, see Sensory rivation

Depth perception, role of experience, 374-375
Development, mental, see Mental development
Differentiation, ter Sensory differen-

tiation
Diffraction, function in optical system, 96
Directional sensitivity,-113, 118, 185,

191-193
DisonlinuilY, of visual input, 79-88
DiscrepancY

effect on fixation time, 330-331
effect on vocalization in infancy, 332

Discrimination, auditory, relationship to
reading disability, 408

Discrimination, form, 139
Discrimination, sensory, e Sensory discrimi-

nation
1

Discrimination, visual, see Visual discrinlina-
,,

tion
Disinhibition, 110-111
Distance estimation, role of areas I fend Ili,

143-144
Diurnal vision, vs. nocturnal vision, struc-

tural implications, 131.137 . ,
I) neuronal subsystem, 181

tole in Ehrenstein's brightness illusion,
191.192

role in Hermann *id illusion, 190
"Doll's-head" eye movement, 71
Dominance, cerebral, see Cerebral dominance
Dominance, retinal, effect on pupil size,

123.127

Index of Subjects

Dominant laterality
and reading disability, 410-412, 414,

420421
and retarded speech development, 414
and spatial perception, 414
and speech, 174.175
and strephosymbolia, 409-410
and word blindness, 407-409
development, 10
effects of forced change, 9

Dyskinesia, 424
Dyslexia, see Reading disability
Edge tiadients, 96-100
Edge visual images, 83-86
Educatiorkal services, relationship with

- health services, 67-473
EEG patterns, in dam, 146
Ehrenstein's brightness illusign

enhan ent of brightness in, 188.190
interpre "on, 191-192
role alit al 'calculate nucleus, 191-192
role of retina, 191-192
visual fixation in, 18810/

Elasticity, scleral, 40-41
Electrical activity, effect of light deprivation,

251-254 .

Emmetropia, 6, 37
and reading, 53.54
eye growth in, 41
Aye shape in, 40

Endogenous continuity, in mental develop-
ment, 328

Enucleation
cause of transneuronal degeneration, -
,284-285

effect, 146
on distribution of dendritic spiftes,

276-277, 279-280'
on lateral geniculAte nucleus, 147
on numberef dendritic spines,

266-273, 276.277, 279-280, 284.285
Environment

control of, 390-397
in classroom and learning to read, 479-480

I influence on optical characteristics of
eyes, 10, 46-47

influence on organiims within it, 304
relationship to otganism, and reading dis-

ability, 322
Environmental enrichment, recommendation

for, 375.376

at.

A
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Environmental restriction
effects on schemata, 303
See also Experiential deprivation

Error, refractive, see Refractive error
Eskimos, myopia in, 49.53
Evoked potentials, 165.166

and attention, 161, 228-230
distribution, 144 fr"

to flash, in areas 17 and 18,137
to light

effect of absence of visual cortex, 144
effect of direction of gaze, 145

Excitability
area striate, effect of light vs. dark, 146
central visual system, 146 -149
cortical

effect of nonspecific visual system, 160
effect of retinal background activity, 146

lateral geniculate nucleus, effect of
mesencephalic'reticular formation, 147-148

Exogenous continuity, in mental develop-
ment, definition, 328

Expectancy wave, see Anticipatory effect
Experience

early
role in learning disorders, 47S
role in reading disability, 480.481

effect on visual perception in infancy,
373-376

role in depth perception, 374-375
Experiential deprivation

arousal effects after; 311.313
effect on attention, 314
effect on behavior', 309.319
effect on communication, 318-319
effect on learning, 321-322
effect on response to looming, 319
effect on sexual behavior, 318
excessive arousal after, effect on learning,

314.315
response to stimulation after031 2-313
stereotyped motor acts after, 310-311
See also Environmental restriction; Sensory

deprivation
Exposure to stimulus, effect of duration on

processing of visu4 information, 204-211
Eye-anatomy,3-4, 6-7, 10, 130.140
Eye dimensiOns, determined by ultrasonog-

raphy, 38
Eye growth, 39-41

520
525.

determined by oplithalznophaconietry,
39, 41

determined by refraction, 39
determined by ultsasonography, 39, 41
determined by x-ray, 39

Eye jumps, see Saccades
Eye movements, 70-77, 81-88

abnormal, 73-77, 415
command, 72 -73 .

control, 7-8
effect on visual perception, 81-83, 211
in control of visual input, 147.148
in infancy, 291
in-Parkinson's disease, 12
in reading, 94
normal, 70-73, 77
pursuit, 72, 291
rapid, and hyperarousal, 92
regard, 71-72
role of otolith organs, 70-71
role of semicircular canals, 71
vestibular, 70-71

Eye position
and macular vision, 74
role of semicircular canals, 71

Eye shape, 4041, 48
Eye size, 38-40
Eye-turning, in infancy, 386
FarsiOtedneis, see Hyperopia
Fatigue, visual, see Visual fatigue
Feature extractor

cortical, 143
for phonemes, 245
See also Trigger feature

Figure-background perception, and
reading disability, 448-453

Finger diffe.entiation, and spatial '
perception, 413-414

Fixation time
and socioeconomic conditions, 338-339
cultural influences on, 331.332
determinants of, 332
effort of contrast on, 330
effect of density of associations on,

331-332
effect of discrepancy on, 330-331
effect of movement on, 330
in infancy,.336-338

as index df attention, 329
determinants, 330-332



measurement, 333.335, 337
relationship to sex, 338

Fixation, visual, E2 3

and reading disability, 426
distance, effect on receptive field, 155
effect of congenital cataracts, 291.292
affect on pupil size, 123. 123,127 .

Ehrenstein's brightness illusion, 188-190
in infancy, 291; 352-353
role offovea centralis, 106
saccades in, 81, 83-86

Flicker fusion, and chinking, 87
Focal vision, and abeefice of corpus callosum,

175 , l
Form perception, 139, 258-259

and periph&ral vision, 222
Form vision, visual memory in, 193
Fovea centsalis, S

convergence ratio in; 106
role in fixation, 106,

Freezing, after deprivation, 312
Frontal lobe, role in c mmantreye move-

ments, 73'
Ganglion cells, retinal

effect of light deprivation, 249-252
effect of trigger features, 113.114
role in retina; wnvesgence, 106.107

Gating
' role of attention, 249-221
'role of lateral genictilate nucleus, 144

Gaze, effect of direction on evoked
potentials to WA 145

Gentmann's syndrome, 412
Glaucoma

and intraocular pressure, 40
and sclera! elasticity, 40

GE* description, 143
Grid, Hermann, see Hermann grid

illusion
Growth, corneal, 40141
Growth, eye, see Eye growth
Habituation

auditory and olfa toryin beano, 384386 ',
of units of visual orlex, 155

Handednbss, see DoWinant laterality
Head-turning, as test of attention in infancy,

386.389
Health-care services, relationship with

educational se ces, 467473
Hearing, see Auditory perception ,

Index of Subjects

Iletedity
and myopia, 44-45, 49
and reading disability, 409411, 417419
and retarded speech development, 412
and stammering, 412
and word blindness, 407

Hermann grid illusion
in estimating receptive-Reg siie, 182-185
interpretation, 190-191
role'of area 17, 190 .

role of lateratgeniculate nucleus, 190
role ofneuronhl activation and inhibition,

190-191
role of receptive fields, 190-191

' role'of retina, 190
Hierarehy

role in printed language, 89-91
role in visual perception, 89-91

Horizontal cells, function, 106.107, 115
Hyperactivity, , see Hyperkinesia
Hyperarousal, see Arousal
Hyperkinesia, 426

and difficulty in maintaining attention,
28-29

choreiform movements in, 426
in predicting reading disability, 28-29

Hyperopia, 6, 37 '
and reading, 53
associated with strabismus, 75
effectlof cycloplegics in, 59-60
eye growth in, 41
eye shapein, 40
in monkeys, dependent on degree of

wildness, 4647 ,

Illumination, influence on myopia, 47, 49,
52

Illusion, Ehrenstein's brightness, see

Ehrenstein's brightness illusion .

Illusion, Herthanligrid, see Hermann grid
illusion

Image
edge, 83-86,95-98
retinal

contrast, 96.115
determinants, 96.98
effect of luminance on contrast in,

97.103
formation, 3.4

Immaturity
and reading achievement, 22
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and reading disability, 422 ,

ImmaturitY, neurologic
and learning disability, 426
and reading disability, 419

,Impulsivity, in children
relationship to intelligence, 349
vs. reflectivity, 347 -349

Infancy
attention in, 329, 346, 383.384

effect of contrast, 362
effect of pattern, 360-372
effect of repetition, 367-369
indexes of, 329

auditory and olfactory habituation in,
384.386, 38d

conjugate reinforcement in.390398
eye movements in, 291
fixation time in, 336-338

measurement, 333-335, 337
relationship of sex, 338

head-turning in, 386-389
intelliphoe in, 327
nystagrnus in, 291
ocular convergence in, 291
ocular pursuit in, 291
pattern perception in, 357-373,376-479,

383-384
perceptual learning in, 326-327
reinforcement in, 386-398
scanning in, 388
schemata in, 327
sensory discrimination in, 385-386
visual accommodation in, 291
visual discrimination in, 353.359
visual fixation in, 291, 352-353
visual perception in, 351-379

effect or experience, 373-375
measurement, 352-353

visual reinforcement in, 390.396
visual selectivity in, 360.373, 376.379,

383.384
effect of repetition, 367-369
effect of visual deprivation, 374

vocalization in, 338.342
and socioeconomic conditions, 342-343
as.indez of attention, 339, 341
as index of mental development, 342.343
measurement, 333-335, 337
relationship to sex, 332-333, 339,

341-342

Information
processing

continuous vs. discOntinuous; 80
effect of evolution on, 308-30f

relationship to behavior, 316.319
visual, see Visual information

Inhibition
neuronal, role In Hermann

19'0-191
of area striate, by lateral genkulate

nucleus, 146.147
of perception in reading, 92
of rods by cones and other rods, 141
presynaptic, 147
retinal, 108-112, 118

and 108-112, 115
and Mach bands,111-112
mechanisms,
role in contrast vision, 108, 192-193
role of ommatidia in tinuilus, 106-112

visual, during saccades, 87
Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA), see Alpha-

bet
Input, visual, see Visual input
Instinct

and behavioral plasticity, 307-308
and learning, 317.318
as fixed sequence of actions in response

to stimuli, 303
as primordial schema, 307
vs. intelligence, 307 ,

Intelligence
and early stimulation, 401
and "open" schemata, 307
and prematurity, 399
and reading disability, 420
and reflectivity and impulsivity in

children, 349
correlated with myopia, 43
in infancy, 327
vs. instinct, 307

Integration, sensory, see t ensory integra-
tion

Ihtennodality relationships, 92, 159, 161
173, 178, 193, 200, 226, 239, 240,
308, 316, 318, 425-426, 485

Intonation, see Paralinguistic,
Intraocular pressure

and eye size, 40
and glaucoma, 40

I
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4d myopia. 4 i
his, description, 5
lechomis, and accommodation;48
laniation, see Experiential deprivation
Japanese writing systems, 28-2,
ICsratometry, in determining corneal

curvature, 37.38 ,

Kinesthetic perception and reading
disability, 445

lamination
in Wind particulate nucleus, 135-136,

1311,145
retinal, relationshiv of luminance, 134.135

brain centers, 458460
competence in, and learning to read, -

237.238
disorders, relliticmship to cerebral domi-

nance, 410
learning, 231-232
printed,

mica with visual perception, 88-91
letter as unit of, 89.91
role of structure and hierarchy in, 89.91

Latsfal pniculats nucleus, 8
and color vision, 148
connections with area 18, 141.142
effect of anesthesia, 145
effect of emiciestion, 147
effect of removal of area striate; 147
effect of ccadss, 87
effect of visual deprivation, 262
excitability, effect of mesencephalic

reticular formation, 147.148
hownstion, 145
input into, 8 ,

lamination in, 135.13,6, 138, 145
projection to visual cortex, 136.137, 139
role in Ehrenstein's brightness illusion,

191-192
role in piing, 144
role in Hermann pid illusion, 190
role in inhibition of area striate, 146,147
role in receptive fields, fj
role in visual neural pathways, 7.8

Lateral specialization, see Dominant
laterality

tautens
and early stimulation in premature

children, 399
c.

Index of Subjects

and injlinct, 317-318
effsotTf experieOtial deprivation314-

315, 321.322
effect of motivation, 29

'effect of socioeconomic conditions, 29
perceptual, in infancy,326-327
stimulus-response vs. cognition views, 305

Learning disordan, 469.473
and auditory perception, 477
and difficulties in sequential ordering, 4
and neurologic immaturity, 426
and visual perception, 477
diagnosis, 471.473
role of early experience, 477
treatment, 471473, 477

Left-handedness, see Dominant laterality
Lenses, 5 '

correlation of type required with refine- .

live characteristics of eye, 36.37
curvature ditermined by ophthahnopha-

cometry, 38
Letter, as unit of printed language, 89.91 -
Letter blindness, associated with word

blindness, 407 .

Letter size, and accuracy in far -point per-
cipdon, 63.64 .

. ,
Light deprivation. see Visual deprivation
Light, pupillmy reflex to, 119.127
Limbic system,and emoti al function, 142
.Limulth, retinal anatomy 06-108
Linguistics, approach teaching reading,

17, 19
Listening, relationship to reading and spggk-

ing, 221-225
Looming, effect of experiential deprivation

on response td; 319
Luminance ,-,r.,

and adaptive mechanisms, 103
and retinal lamination, 134.135
effect on- accommodation, 117-118
effect on retinal-image contrast, 97.103
effect on retinal dvalri, 124-127
mechanisnuof sensory coding of differ-

ences in, 181.
role In contrast perception, 93.96
role in myopia, 117-118

. role in retinal inhibition, 108. 112,115
Mach bands, 111.112
Macula vision, and eye position, 74
Mapping, ut visual fields, 136-137
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Maturatiimal processes
and audiophonic developMen 431483..

435
and reading, 22.400-401. 422, 428-429,

447, 471
Meaning vs. code emphasis in learning to read,

16.19
Memory

analogy to computer, 201 -202
relationship to word blindness, 407

Memory, auditory, 212.213
and ilading,disability, 408
in proressing of visual information, 211-

214, 216-217, 238 i
vs. linguistic memory, 217.218
vs. visual memory, 211.213

Memory, long-term, 201-202
and reading. 202.203
distinctions., 199, 202-203
in processing of visual Information, 198-

six kinds of, 214
vs. short-term memory,201.202, 213-214

Memory, short-term, 201-202
in processing of visual information, 88,

198.201
retica ss. 201
vs. Yong-term memory. 201-202.N3-214

Memory, visual
and reading disability, 408.445 -446,

450-453
in form vision, 193
in perception, 193
in reading, 193
role in Wertheimer's apparent motion. 193

Mental development
continuity in, 328-329. 336.342
indeics, 329
vocalization h4 infancy as index, 342-3 3

Mesencephalte reticular formation
and color vision, 148
effect on lateral genivalater ueleus

excitabdity, 147-148
function, 147-148

Mesencephalon, visual projections to, 158
Metabolism, effect of visual ,deprivation,

' 250, 259-260
Midbrain, role in pooling of optical activity,

120-122
Minor reading and writing, in association

" with reading disability, 9

Mobius syndrome, 76
Modulation

by nonspecific visual input. 160-161
of central excitability by retina. 146
of cortical neurons by conscious effort, 154
of lateral geniculate nucleus by

mesencephalic reticular formation,
148.149

Monocular pupil activity, ve^binocular
activity in strabismus, 121. 123

Motion, apparent
in estimating receptive-field size, 184-187
See ako Wertheimer's apparent motion

Motion, beta, see Beta motion
Motion, pupillary, nerve pathilys for, 129
Motivation

and attention, 226. 229
and learning, 29
ind learning to read, 226, 229-230
and reading disability. 31. 421

Motor acts, stereotyped, after experiential
deprivation, 310.311

Motor differentiation, increase with opening
of instincts, 308

Movement, eye, see Eye movements
Movement

effect on fixation time, 330
mechanism 9f percept in, 185.186
perception of, estimating size of receptive

fields for, 184.187
Myopia, 6, 37

and age, 42-44, 50-52
and intelligence, 43
and intraocelat pressure, 41
and near -work, 41 -55

and nutrition, 44, 52.53
and nersonality, 43-44
and physical ch- leristics, 44
and reacting, 43, Si-54, 58
and sclera! elasticity. 41
congenital, 58
effec1/4of cyclopleglcs, 58.60
effect of illumination. 47, 49, 52,117.118
effect of restriction of visual space, 45.49
effect on far-point perception, 10
rye growth and shape in, 40.41
heritability. 44-45, 49
incidence, 43, 51:153
induced, 10, 63.64
in Eskimos. 49-53
in man and chimpanzee, 49
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role of accommodation. 52. 117-118
sex differences, 57.51

Nearsightedness, see Myopia

, Near-work
and accommodation, 47-48
and myopia. 41 -S5

Nerve spike, see Action potential
Neurologic abnormalities, and reading

disability. 446 -
Neurons, visual. organization in receptive

fields, and perceptual problems, 151.156
Nocturnal vision. vs. diurnal vision;

structural implications, 131-137
Noise

cortical spontaneous, 113
retired intrinsic. 103

Notation
Mt task in learning to read, 16 .

Japanese vs. English and European, 28-29
Nutrition, and myopia, 44, b2-53
Nystagmus

and reading, 129
congenital, 73.75
in albinism. effect of treatment on visual

acuity in, 300
in infancy, 291

4 jerk, 71
laknt. 74.75
motor. 74
permanent, caused by albinism, 291.292
sensory, 73-74

Ocular asymmetry, 69
Ocular movements, see Eye movements
Ocular pursuit. effect of visual depnvation.

256
Oculomotor *praxis

congenital, 76.77
eye movements deficient in, 77-73

Oculomotor dyslexia, ice Reading disability
Oculomotor system, age of normal develop

men t. 297
Olfactory habituation, in infancy. 384.386
Ornmatidia, role in retinal inhibition in

Limulus. 10M12
On and off discharges in retina, 83, 113
Ophthilmophacometry

in detemlining eye growth. 39, 41
in determining lens curvature, 38

Optical activity
additivity, 120.122
pooling, role of mialbrain. 120-122

I

.Index of Subjects .

Optical chuacleristics of eye, determine-
tion, 37-41

Opticalspread function, 96.97
Optic nerve, ratio of fibers to visual

receptors, 105
Optic radittot conduction velocities in.,

145
Optic tract, conduction velocities in, 145
Optokinedc eye movements, see-Pursuit-eye--

movements
Optokinetic reflex, mediated by parietal

lobes, 74
Orientation, spatial, see Spatial perception
Otolith organs, role in eye movement, 70-

71
Packaging, see Chunking
Palsies of conjugate gaze, see Conjugate gaze,

palsies
Prualinguistics, importance in reading...22a
Parietal lobes, in mediating optokinetic

reflex, 74
Parkinson's disease, eye mo vements in, 72
Patterned light, role in visual acuity, 255-

256
Pattern perception

and reading, 378.379, 461.462
in infancy, 357-373, 376.379, 383.384
in premature infants, 383
See also Visual discrimination; Visual selec-

tivity, Attention; Visual perception, etc
Patterns
'contrast, in measuring receptive fields,

182-183
effect on attention in infancy, 360-372
in Ehrenstein's brightness illusion, 188-190
organization and recognition in learning

to read, 193
selectivity, in infancy, 376.379

Pattern vision, role of areas 17 and 18. 143-
144

Perception
and cerebral dominance, 174.176
auditory. st.e Auditory perception
contrast, role of luminance differential in,

95.96--

depth, see Depth perception
edge image, 95.98
far-point

effect of induced myopia, 63.64
effect of lettcr'size on accuracy, 63.64

form, see Form perception
4
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intermodal, see Intermodality relation-
ships

motion
estimating size of receptive fields for,

526

184-187
mechanism of, 185.186

spatial, see Spatial perception
speech. see Speech pseception
'AMA, Mt Visual perception
viinal.menicey in. 193

Perceptice fields, 191
PUCCI' OW deprivation, and reading disablity,

.46

Perceptual disorders, approach to therapy. 481
Perceptual motor disability, and sod°

economic conditions, 463
Peiceptual problems, and organization of

visual neurons in receptive fields. 1514156
Perceptual training, value 01, 462.463
Peripheral sensory defects, and reading

retardation, 31
Peripheral vision

and form perception. 222
in reading, 222-223

Personality, and myopia, 43-44
Phi phenomenon, 184486
Phonemes

feature.extrac tor foi, 245
sounding and blending difficulty in

reading disability, 28
Phonics"

in learning to mad, 30, 94, 481.482
in teaching reeding,17, 19, 232-237
in treating reading disability, 178

fliotopupilbuy response, see Pupil reflex to
light

Physical characteristics, and myopia, 44
Plasdcityi

of growing brain. 167473
of receptive fields, 155, 192

Pleoptics, in treating ambl;opia, 291
,Point-spread function, %-98
Pooling, of optical activity, role of mid-

brain.'120422
Potentials, evoked, see Evoked potentials
Preference, visuat.see Visual discrimination
Prematurity

and conjugate reinforcement, 399
and intelligence. 399
and pattern perception. 383

and poor nailing. 399
and sensory deptivitien, 391-399
and visual discrimination, 357.358
and visual selectivity, 383
relationship dearly stimulation to learn-

ingin chiklhood, 399
Presbyopia, 6
Presynaptic inhibition, 147
Projection 0

from lateral geniculate nucleus to visual
cortex. 139

visual, 136437, 139
nonspecific (noriprimary), 057462
to nonvisual cortex, 161.162
to reticular level of mesencephalon. 158
to thalamus, 158

Frown, effect of light deprivation on metabolism
and retinal content, 230-251

Pupil, S
-constriction during accommodation and

convergence, 7
reflex to light, 119-127

and reeding, 127
cone inhibition of rods in, 141
nerve pathways for, 129
suppression in saccades, 127429

response at binocular rivalry, 129
size

determinants, 120.127
effect of retinal dominance, 123.127
effect of visual ()salon, 123425, 127 .

Puiltinje-Sanson images, bulls of ophthal-
mophacomeny, 3*

Pursuit eye movements. 72. 291
Reach, effect of visual deprivation on

accuracy, 256
Reading

and *blend of coritus callosum. 168469.
171.174

and conjugate minion rment, 401
and rally experience. CIL 463
and enunetropia, 5344
and eye turning In kik cy. 386
and hyperopia. 53
and immaturity. 22, 400401.422, 428-

429, 447, 471
and listening. 221
and long-term memory. 202-203
and myopia. 43.51.54
and nystagmus, 129
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and pattern peception, 376.379. 461.462
and perceptual bildtition. 92
and pesiphend Aim 222.223
and iimmatnrity, 399
and pupil Win to light. 127
and socioeconomic conditions, 22
and spatial perception. 433434
andepoiklog, 221
and Anal contrast, 117
sad *oil RitinnlY. 193
and visual selectivity. 379
attention in, 222.224
chunking in. 2.26-227, 232, 240-241. 243-

245
Mimi influences. 58 .
effect on myopia. SI
effect o6 retina. 83. 85-86
eye movements in. 94
leaming of. 225-226

after sensory deprivation. 242.243
and coding, 94
and deafness, 237.238
and tails's*. competence, 237.238
and socioeconomic conditions. 226
benefit of early writing in, 28.29
critical ans. 241
motivation, 226, 229.230
normal process, 433435
phonics in. 94

mechanisms, 221-224
muscular aspects, 7
poems! process. 1.2. 5. 478479. 481-483
retarded

and difficulties in arittmetk. 423
and spilling, 423
and peripheral sensory derects
benefits rif ;romedial treatment, 26
diagnneis and treatment. 22.26
early identification, 25.26
prevention. 23

saccades in. 81.91, 222223
scanning in. 433
selhought, 225.226
teaching, l6.20. 232.237. 244.400.402,

454.462463
testing. 13, 2043
vs. listening. 221.225

. vs. undentanding of speech. 240.241
Reading disability

and aphasia,`620421

Iiex of Subjects

and synods. 409410
and astipnatieni. 6465.67
and auditory memory and discrimination,

408
and auditory perception. 431-433. 435.

44S
and brain abnormality, 406. 414, 417419,

426-427.436437
and cerebral ambiance, 176. 426,446.

453455
and chiseiform syndrome, 426
and congenital oculomotot &praxis, 76
and deficient writing, 411
and difficulties in sequential ordering. 434
and difficulty of sounding and blending

phonemes, 28
and dominant laterality. 410411, 414.

420421
and early experience. 446. 480481
and emmetropia. 54
and faulty perceptual inhibition. 92
and filpiteblickground perception. 448453
and immaturity, 422
and intelligence. 420 .

and interhemispheric relationships. 177
and kinesthetic perception. 445
and molt-venom, 31, 421
and neurologic abnormalities. 419.446
and relationship of *seism to er.vitbn-

ment. 322
and retarded speech development. 409411,

418419.429432, 436
'ar sex. 28. 30, 417418. 421.483484
aid sex of teacher. 28. 30.483484
and socioeconomic conditions, 421
and spatial perception. 419420. 431-432.

445454 ,
and speech development. 457458
and strephosym bolls. 410. 420-421
and stuttering. 409410
and tactile perception. 445
I visual tbscrimention. 420, 445449.

451453
and Mai fixatiOn.426
and visual memory. 408,445446, 450453
and visual-motor function, 44$446, 449

453
and 'distal per cep don. 408.445435
and visual suppression. 460461
approaches to undentanding. 401402
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a

definiuon. 3042.485486
diagnoses. 476, 488
differentiation. 30-32
ebology, 176
'eye movements tn. 94
heritabdity. 409-411. 417419
hyperkinesia as predictor. 28.29
incidence. 420423. 469.475.471i. 4:n-

480.485-486
in lapinese children, 28-31
phonics in treatment, 178
predicting, 28-29:427429
prognosis. 429, 433.461462.475
reversals in, 434
synonyms, 3042
treatment. 176478.401 -402, 481

See also, 'Word blindness
Reading readiness. 400401
Reading tests. limitations, 20-21
Recall. visual, mechanism, 129
Receptive fields, 8, 112.115,181

and dark adaptation, 314
bintxulufy equal. 15
contrast patterns in me 8, 1824183
effect of visual fixation stance. 155 .

estimation of sire, 182.1 7
for movement perception 184.187
in area 17 and area 18, 1
orpnizabois. 153, 155. 1 1

orpnization of visual neurons in. and
perceptual problems. 151-156

plasticity of. 155.192
sosposise t i stimulus, 154455
role in Hermann grid illusion, 19(p19r
summation vsf'resolution. 105406

Receptors
ratio to other cell retinas 133, 136
visual, 105406

Recovery time, synaptic. 145
Reflectivity

relationship to intelbnence in children.
349

vs. Onpulsivity in children, 347.349
Reflex. pupdlary, 119427

cone inhibition of rods in,- 141
suppression in saccades. 127-129

14fraction, in determining eye growth, 39
Refractive chant tanner of eye, 35.37
Refractive error. correlation with Sneflen

acuity. 36

4

Regard eye rnovemunts. 71.72
Rehearsal

in macessing of visual information, 199
201, 214

rate, 201.2i
role in twill, 216
subvocal, 241

Reinforcement
conjugate, see Conjugate reinforcement
us infancy. 386.398
visual, in infancy, 390-3%

Repetition, effect on attention and visual
sekctivfty in infancy. 367-369

Resolution. vs summation in receptive field,
105.106

Response tine, to stimuli of diferent
modalities, 238.240

Responsiveness. to stimuli, increase with
opening of instincts, 308

Restriction, environmental, see Environmental
restriction

Retardation. mental, and ;Natal perception.
350

Retina. 3.5, 39
mammy. 1054011. 134436
as short-term memory. 201
effect of accommodation, 4V
effect of raiding. 83, 8546
effect of saccades in visual fixation. 046
effect of visual deprivation, 249-254
intruiur not 103
nit/semis. and accommodation. 48
luminance. effect on Retinal malty, 124-

127

ratio of receptors to other cell types, 133.
136

RNA content. effect of visual deprivation
on. 258, 260

role in Etirensteires btightness illusion.
191.192

role in Hermann grid illusion. 190
Retinal background activity, effect on

cortical excitability, 146
Retinal dominance, effect on pupil sue,

123427
Retinal electrical activity. effect of visual

deprivation. 251.154
Retinal Thing, 83
Retinal ganglion cells. effect of light

deprivation. 249-252
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Iltatine;lsnase. see lm*. retinal
Retinal In contrast. 96415

'Re4d bilubition. 118

Mach bands. 111.112
intebardwns. 108-113

/4 role In visual contrast, 108
rolesiluniiriasice. 108412. 115

' role of onunatidia, 108412
Retinal interconnections, 106-108
Retinal lamination. relation;hip to

luminance, 134433
Retinal output in saccades. 12842i
Retinal rivalry. 121-128
Retinoecopy. in measurement of optic.al

characteristics of eye. 36.37

Reversals
hi reading disability. 434
of letters. syllables. and words. in word

blindness, 409
Rhythm, alpha. see Alpha thy thm
RNA

content of retinal ganglion cells, effect of
light depravation, 250-251

retinal content, effect of visual depriva-
bon, 258, 260

Rocking, after exponential deprwation,
310-311

ROds
arrangement. 132-134
inhibition:141
interaction ontlecones. 141
nucki. differentiation from cone nuclei,

134. 137
Rooting, see Ileadiuming
Saccades, 81

andogy with 'retinal rivalry, 127.128
and alpha rhythm, R7
and packaging of visual Information, 85-86
and visual perciption, 81-81
effect on lateral neniculate nucleus. 87
effect on occipital activity. 87
ett It on retina, 83.116
frequency. 81.
in reefing; 81. 91. 222.223 ti
in *leg fixation. 81.83.86
pupillaty reflex suppression in. 121-129
retinal output in. 128429
retinal suppression in, 129
visual inhibition in, 87

Scanning

Index of Subjects

duration, 204
in infancy, 388
in processing of visual lamination. 200, 204
in reading, 433
rate, 200, 204-211. 214
serial vs. parallel, 204.209

gchemata. 306.307
as modes of organizing experience. 303
effect of environmental restriction, 303
effect of evolution. 308309
in infancy. 327
innateness. 307
open, and intelligence, 307
ubiquity, 306.307

Sclera. 3, 39-40
effect of accommodation. 48
elasticity. 39-41
growth. 39-40

Segmenting. are Chunking
Seizures, after experiential deprivation. 312
Self biting. -clasping. and timulatioii, after

experiential depnvation. 310.311
Semicircular canals. role in eye movement.

71
Sensory defects. penpheral, and reading

retardation. 31
Sensory deprivation

effects. 237438;241-243
in premature infants, 347.399
kerning to read after. 242.243 .

See also Experivitial deprivation. Light
deprivation

Sensory differentiation. increase with
opening of instincts. 308

Sensory discnnimadon, in infancy, 385.386
Sensory input, neurologic model, 313
Sensory integration. nutcase with opening

of instincts. 308 ,

Sequential ordering difficulties
in karnins disability, 477
in reeding disability. 413. 414

Sex
and cognitive development, 342343
and fixation time in infancy. 338
and reading disability, 28. 30. 417418

421, 483484
and spatial perception in bildren. 349.350
and vocalization in infancy, 332.333.

339, 341.342
and word blindness, 407.414
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...Iffirserices in myopia, 5758
.afferences to neuromotor orpnuation

343
differences to vocalization. 338:342
of lescher, rind reading disability. 28.

483-484'7
' Sexual behavior. effect of experiential

. *Oruro*. 3111
Shadowing in speed ' perception and-alien-

tioceaperitbents, 221
Shape *I eye. see Eye thane
Slow dectrical potentials. 160, 22g. 229
StreUinfility. 35.36
ur.loeconornic conditions

anddacoding emphasis vs 'waning _

t ei..pliasis in readingprograms. 18.22
and learning. 29 326

,L

andlearning to read. 22.226
and perceptual motor disability. 4t1k
and readingdisubdity. 421- '
And visual Mallon time. 13l1.339
And vocalization in toriiky, 342-343

S pinal oritalaboil. see $P11$41 Petweittor,"
Spatial perception

and'abriermal eye mov;nrients. 415
and brain abriennility. 425427
and donunant latimbrr, 414
ante linger differentiation, 413444
and leprous dporderr.
and `Mental retardation. 350
ind reading, 431434
and reading disability 419,420, 4)14 3 2,
s 441$-.4s4

and t.f tattled speci.h dclrlopfrini, 412411,
411.432 ,

and wx,. 341, 350
brain cotters, 4 S t1:46p.
testing, 441-449 .

Speeds ifysiesia, src Rradin&'itisahitity
,,tipe..1114. trading tWaingIii.%, ter ittaikno

ditabdity
Speeth

anu-stner:ce nicorpuc ai)oyino, 168 -169,.
171' ;.

tetet;aldrumuite, 174.171
khunkins In 212,240;241

, development. and reading doubiliiv. 457491
horn man! laIcialitt. in, 1.14 17S

-hi deafness. 241.242
retarded development

and auditory pcs&ptiort. 431432
and donsuiant latelality,414
and pasts; disabiltty409-411.4111419.

429432,436 '
and spa.tialpereption, ikl?411, 431432
and word bhndrielk 407408
beriUbdity 412
prognosis. 430.432 .

"variabillity of. 232:237
vs leadincind hs1ening., 221. 240241

Speeds ppreption, 22(221
attention in. 220.221

. chutikird us. 226
Spellk difficuiges, and reading March

.

ttnn,423 .

SOM.-tie*: see "Ac Um. poen dal
6pmes. denuritic, see Dendritii kpfnev
Srontr Stiabisfous
SIgmmeting. heritability, 4 (2
Stifnuletton

correlnied svids;t orbial morphology,
20-20

witty, Antlititeiliers'ie. 401
featly" and !eliding. 401 °

required for sensory development, 257,
kis

rgspante to. idler expehrnitakdepriltisA"
.4 312;311

timid.r. of different modatinesi: response
218-240

Sionulut r "
effect of duration on plm,:esting of visual

,m1dirnatIon. 204.211
clic/ on irceftdvileb,i reven4; 154155

, moveiry fammarity, 327, 369172.
195

Swoullipresilon±r crew of karnswg. 1OS
Sushisnius 5-6,.75,71., 292
.4,4e of mgt. 242 299-300
altemanisg, 75, 123
amb4yoFia in, 292
ac cause orkisa1 dtprrsanne, 29 2
binocutar additwity in. 123
14ncutlf 161% ;norals' pwpd thrits,

121,123 -
concornliant, IS

amb1y0iiiix anoia a% winch', 75
And by priopis, 75

Waning
s.rdh at yr, 141741.
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Ohm 75,76
effect of age of onset and delay in treat-

meat on Mind acihty to amblyopta,
;92.293

effect on codes. 297
etiolog, 301
incidence in =Myopia, 300-301
monocular, see Strabismus, concomitant
paralytic, 73

i periodic, 128
suppression in, 123

Stre'phosymbolis, 409
dominant laterality tn,,409-410
in reading disabdity. 410. 420-421 -

Striate cones,, tee Area 117
StructOre

rola imprinted language. 89-91
iole in visual perception. 84.91 -

StUttering
WO 'fading disability, 409410
and word blindness, 407

Socking, nonnutntnie. after espcnential
deprivation. 310-311

Summation
of excitation in optic uceptass, 105-106
of optical Kinds. 1e0 -l'2

Suppression, visual. see Visuahoppreown ,
Inhibition

Synapse
crosurtg. ,272
parallel, 272
recovery tune, 14S
tnii inssiort. effect of anesthesia, 145

Tactile perception, and reading disability,
445'

Teacher
characteristic% important in teaching

reading, 19.20
Wt Of, end readinfi-elneibilit.g.e. 28.

481.484
Teaching, computer in, 486487
temporal ptuenung, 113. 11/. Ai, 227,

233,243,434
Testing, of teading. 2045
Thalamus, vivid projections to 158
Tits, after expenentid deprivation, 312
Imam movements of eye., during trading.

7
TraininF.perceptual, value of. 462463

Index of Subjects

Trate feature o

effect on garighon cells-113414
ptimetive schema as, 307.308

Two-channel experiment in speech pump.
lion and attention, 220.221,

I,

1,11InglnoraPhY.In measuring eye growth
and distances, 38-39,41

Verticalization .

tendency in reading disability. 461
See oleo Directional sensitivity

Veshbubir eye molternents. 70.71
%non. 4

color. see_color vision
diagram .4
focal. see Foa i vision
inhibition during saccades, 87
neural olganization. 130.140
pattern, see Pattern vision
peripheral, se Peripheral vision

Visitant. see Area 18
Visual it.-uity. 196

after lack of visual stimulation, 254-257
and age, 297
and congenital cataracts. 291.292
and patterned light, 255.256
determinants. 254-257
in albinism, 291.292, 300
in iunblyopia, effect of age of onset and

delay in treatment, 292.295
measurement, 10, 62-64
normal development, 295.297

Visual conductor velocities, 145
Visual contrast, objective vs subjective,

103.105
isual coordinahon, development of, 291.297
Visual caries

habituation of units-in, 155
!tern the fielie4of, orgsni/a hone I33, 153
-lOveirding of single units in. 153.154

Visual deprivation
caused by strabismus, 292,
degenerative effects. 258,239
effect, 258-260, 26;283
effect on accuracy of reach. 256-
effect on area strata. 262
effect on binocular convergence, 256
effect on comenuial pupillary response,

256 ,

effect on dendrite% of visual cones, 262
effect on distribution aml number of
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dendritic spines, 276.242, 285.286
effect on lateral geniculate nucleus. 262
effect on metabolism. 250, 259.260
effect on ocular pursuit. 256
effect on retina, 244-254
effect on retinal RNA content, 258, 260
effect on visual selectivity in infancy. 374

Visual discrimination. 352
and reading disability, 420, 445-449, 451

453
in infancy. 353.359
in premature. infants. 357-358
measurement, 353;357
vs, visuamotor coordination, 352

' See also Vispal selectivity; Pattern percep-
tion; Attention; Visualperception; etc.

Visual fatigue, 190
Vislial fields, mapping. 136-137..139
Visdal fixation. see Fixation, visual
Visual fixation time. see Fixation time
Visual information ,

and saccades; 85-86
chunking, 79, 81- 83.85.88
processing

analOgy.with cbmpui`c:. 199-201
. auditory memory hi. 211.214, 21'6-

217, 238
development. 375.379
effect of duration of scanning, 204

A 1

effect of expolure time, 204.211
effect of Mg pf eye movements, 211
lo'ng-tenti memory in, 198-201
model. 198401, 213,
rate. 203.211, 214z'
rehearsal in, 199201.214
short-term memory in, 198.201 ,

scanning. 200; 204.209, 219
Visual input

discontinuity, 79.88
role of brain stem. 143.149
role of centrencephalon, 144
role of eye movements in control, 147-

148

Visual inemoey, see Memory, visual
Visual -motor ability

and reading disability. 445-446. 449-453
testing, 449.450

Visualmofor Zoordination352
vs. visual discrimination, 352
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Visual neurons. organization in receptive
fields, and perceptual problems. 151-
156 ,

Visual pathways, 106
Visual perception

analogy with printed language, 88-91
and absence of corpus callosum. 167-176
and aphasia, 412-413,
and brain abnormality, 424-427
and learning disorders, 477
and reading disability, 408, 445-455
chunking in, 87, 240-241, 243-2.45
defective, prognosis in, 451.454, 461-462.
development, 375.379
eye movements in, 81.83
in infancy, 351-379

effect of experience, 373.375
measurement, 352.353

ncYve spike as unit of, 91
role of hierarchy and structure, 89.91
saccades in. 81-83
vs. auditory perception, 240-241
See also Attention; Visual discrimination;

Visual selectiiity; Pattern perception; /
etc.

Visual performance. as function of contrast,
104-105

trVisualpreference, see Visual cliic titration
Visual selectivity

and reading, 378.379
in infancy, 360-373. 37.6-379. 383-384

effect of repetition, 367.369
'effect of visual deprivation. 374

. in premature infants, 383
See also Viva' discrimination; Pattern

peraption; Attention; Visual perception;
etc.

Visilal,stimulation;123-124, 127-129
'.visual acuity aftertack of, 254-257

Visual suppression
s and ical/ing disability, 460-461

during saccades. 2, 127-129
in strabismut123
mechanism. 459,461
See also Inhibition

Visual system
central, excitability.in. 146.149
connections with Aimbic system, 142



electrophysiology, 143-147
nonspecific, effect of stimulation of,lon

visual cortex, 160
primary, visual inputs to, compared with

those to nonprimary system, 158-159
Vitreous humor, 5
Vocabulary, in beginning reading, 16-17
Vocalization, in Infancy, 338-342 f

and sex, 332-333, 339, 341-342
and socioeconomic conditions, 342-343
as index of attention, 329, 339, 341
as index of mental development, 342-343
determinants, 331-333
measurement. 333-335, 337

Wertheimer's apparent motion, role of
visual memory, 193

Word blindness, 407
and dominant-laterality, 407-409
and lettir blindness, 407

' and memory, 407

.
4

4

43
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I

I
iand.retarded speech development, 407- 408

and Sex, 407, 414 I'

and stuttering, 407
and word deafness, 407
heritability, 407
interpreradons, 406409
reversals of letters, syllables, and words

in, 409 .."
vs. Gerstrnann's syndrome, 412
See also Reading disability

,

Word deafness, relationship to word blind'
ness, 407

Word meaning. testing, 21
word recognitionetesting, 21
Writing

and absence of cdrpus callosum, 168 169,
171

deficient, in reading disability, 411
early, benefit in learning to read, 2$.29 ,

X-rsy. in determining eye growth, 3
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